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Preface

The Sixth International Congress on Information and Communication Technology
was held on February 25–26, 2021, digitally on ZOOM and was organized by
Global Knowledge Research Foundation. The associated partners were Springer,
SPRINGER NATURE, and InterYIT IFIP. The conference provided a useful and
wide platform both for display of the latest research and for exchange of research
results and thoughts. The participants of the conference were from almost every part
of the world (around 85 countries), with background of either academia or industry,
allowing a real multinational multicultural exchange of experiences and ideas.

A total of 1150 papers were received for this conference from across 83 countries,
among which around 350 papers were accepted and were presented on the digital
platform. Due to overwhelming response, we had to drop many papers in hierarchy
of the quality. Totally, 51 technical sessions were organized in parallel in 2 days
and talks were given on both the days. The conference involved deep discussion
and issues which are intended to be solved at global levels. New technologies were
proposed, experiences were shared, and future solutions for design infrastructure
for ICT were also discussed. The total papers will be published in 4 volumes of
proceedings among which this is one.

The conference consisted of several distinguished authors, scholars, and speakers
from all over theworld. Amit Joshi, organizing Secretary, ICICT 2021, SeanHolmes,
Vice Dean International, College of Business, Arts and Social Sciences, Brunel
University London, UK, Mike Hinchey, Immd. Past Chair –IEEE UK and Ireland
section & Director of Lero and Professor - Software Engineering, University of
Limerick, Ireland, Aninda Bose, Sr. Publishing Editor, Springer Nature, Germany,
Xin-She Yang, Professor, Middlesex University, Prof. Jyoti Choudri, Professor,
University of Hertfordshire, and many were a part of the Inaugural Session and
the conference.

The conference was organized and conceptualized with collective efforts of a
large number of individuals. We would like to thank our committee members and
the reviewers for their excellent work in reviewing the papers Grateful acknowledge-
ments are extended to the team of Global Knowledge Research Foundation for their
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valuable efforts and support. We are also thankful to the sponsors, press, print, and
electronic media for their excellent coverage of this conference.

London, UK
Reading, UK
Kolkata, India
Ahmedabad, India

Xin-She Yang
Simon Sherratt
Nilanjan Dey
Amit Joshi
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Techniques of Time Series Modeling
in Complex Systems

Shrikant Pawar and Aditya Stanam

Abstract The autoregressive moving average (ARMA) and the autoregressive inte-
grated moving average (ARIMA) are important techniques for time point analysis.
An ARMA is a stationary model and by taking a series of differences, it is necessary
to apply it to stationarity. Data can be classified as serially correlated using three
basic criteria: mean, variance and covariance. Detrending is a strategy of removing
the trending components from the time series. Detrending data may be used to see
subtrendswhen thedata showsanoverall increase.Differencing, SARIMA,Croston’s
intermittent demand forecasting approach and bagging are other statistical methods
developed by unstable decision rules to improve the accuracy of forecasts. Time
point forecasting is abbreviated as ETSmodels or exponential smoothing state-space
models considering error, trend and seasonality. Here we try to address time point
analysis techniques and parameters in complex systems.

1 Introduction

Analysis and simulation of the time series are critical forecastingmethods in complex
systemsmostly based on robust statistical theory. The autoregressivemoving average
(ARMA) and the autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) are important
techniques for time point analysis [1]. A combined general autoregressive model
AR(p) and general moving average model MA(q) have several similarities. AR(p)
predicts using dependent value while MA(q) predicts series mean [2]. An ARMA
is a stationary model and by taking a series of differences it is necessary to apply it
to stationarity. The “I” in the ARIMA model calculates variations to reach a static
phase. If the model fails to differentiate, it becomes an ARMA [1, 2]. These models
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can be applied to data that is classified as serially correlated using three basic criteria:
mean, variance and covariance. The correlated mean needs to be constant [3], and
the variance should not be homoscedasticity. We can formulate this series using the
formula [4]:

P(t) = P(t − 1) + Pr(t)

where error Pr(t) for time t further can be recursively fit in all the Ps with equation
[4]:

P(t) = P(0) + Sum(Pr(1), Pr(2), Pr(3), . . . , Pr(t))

Here we try to address time point analysis techniques and parameters in complex
systems.

2 Discussion

1. Rho Coefficient

Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient (Rho) varies in stationary series. It can be
used with equation [5]:

P(t) = Rho ∗ P(t − 1) + Pr(t)

The Rho is usually 0, with a perfectly stationary series, while the current P(t)
relies on the last P(t − 1) cycles. P(t) is usually calculated where the hypothesis
tests the interval between two parameters. Another interpretation of which would be
with an AR(1) equation as follows [6]:

P(t) = alpha ∗ P(t−1) + error(t)

where (t − 1) is utilized to minimize the error function.

2. Detrending

Detrending is a strategy of removing the trending components from the time series.
It can be represented by the following equation [7]:

x(t) = (mean + trend ∗ t) + error

A pattern usually refers to a shift of mean over time to reduce distortion basically.
Detrending datamay be used to see subtrendswhen the data shows an overall increase
[7]. The only difference between quadratic and linear detrending is that the data
follows exponential patterns [8].
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3. Differencing

This method removes unstable stationarity in data. It can be represented with the
following equation [3]:

P(t)−P(t − 1) = ARMA(s, t)

In AR(I)MA returning AIC or BIC value distinction is usually considered as an
integration component. The equation conducts a search in the order of constraints
given over the possible model. It is highly effective on non-seasonal time series with
unintended noise [1]. From the above equation, s is a rank of AR, t is a rank of MA
and d is a difference.

4. Linear and Nonlinear Models

SARIMAor seasonal ARIMAworks best with seasonal pattern time points. Seasonal
autoregressive integrated moving average (SARIMA) is an extension of ARIMA
that supports univariate component [9]. Three new parameters, autoregression (AR),
differencing (I) and moving average (MA) with the seasonality period are added to
this model [9]. A typical seasonal pattern in time series utilizing SARIMA is shown
in Fig. 1a (Left). Data for plotting plots in this paper were used from the R “forecast”
package.

Croston’s intermittent demand forecasting approach is also a popular technique
involving the use of simple exponential smoothing (SES) on time series. It is assumed
that the smoothing parameters of both SES applications are equal. Croston’s method
is mostly used for refined stochastic analysis. It can predict time using simple
exponential smoothing (SES) [10]. Croston’s method can be summarized with the
following equation, where Aj and Pj are the forecasts with (j + 1)th size and demand
j [10].

Fig. 1 (Left) a Seasonal pattern in time series utilizing SARIMA; (Right) b Simple exponential
smoothing (SES) using Croston’s method
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Aj = (1 − α)P j − 1 + αY ∗ j

An example of simple exponential smoothing with prediction interval using
Croston’s is shown in Fig. 1b (right).

Bagging is another statistical method developed by unstable decision rules to
improve the accuracy of forecasts. It is also called bootstrap aggregation, which
includes fitting the unregulated model with data approximation producing a large
number of bootstrap resamples (Fig. 2a (Left)) and application of decision rule [11].
Removing the instability and decreasing variance requires averaging across resam-
ples. Upon variable selection, bagging can also be applied to the regression model.
It is basically an ensemble learning meta-algorithm used to improve the accuracy
of predictions and to resolve the overfitting. It starts with a sampling of a training
dataset and replacement with some given sample ratio followed by training on a new
train set with N boot predictions repeated and averaged [11, 12].

Exponential smoothing forecasts are a tool for the estimation of univariate data
in the time series. It’s a model where observations sum or lags are predicted. These
methods have past observations sum and quantile reduced weights [13]. It is a simple
method that does not assume any predefined sequence and also supports seasonal
patterns Fig. 2b (right).

Fitting a linear model for time points with trends and seasonality is another impor-
tant technique (Fig. 3a (left)). It can be easily implemented in R with the function
“tslm” [13].

TBATS model or exponential smoothing state-space model with box-cox change
(Fig. 3b (right)) utilizes equal handling to accelerate the calculations. The conven-
tional accessor capacities will extricate helpful residuals attributes, where omega is
the case cox boundary and phi is the damping boundary, m1–mJ records the occa-
sional cycles utilized in the model and k1–kJ is the quantity of four words utilized
for every irregularity [14]. There are a lot more methodologies used to gauge time

Fig. 2 (Left) a Bootstrap resamples with data approximation; (Right) b Exponential smoothing
forecasts
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Fig. 3 (Left) a Linear fit model for time series; (Right) b Exponential smoothing with TBATS
model

arrangement results, and they fluctuate broadly in intricacy. As a rule, such models
are abridged as ETS models or exponential smoothing state-space models consid-
ering error, pattern and irregularity. The ETS models are utilized to demonstrate
how a solitary variable will change after some time by recognizing its fundamental
patterns and by gauging the impact of past focuses on future time, based on the time
between the two focuses [14]. Picking which model to use for information can be a
testing approach and requires instinct, just as taking a gander at test measurements.
Some significant boundaries to consider while actualizing the above models are the
mean mistake or the mean contrast among demonstrated and watched values, root
mean squared error, the distinction between the model and the watched qualities and
the positive qualities error.
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Examining the Server’s Load Average
When Trying to Attack the Firewall

Enkli Ylli, Igli Tafa, and Flavia Marku

Abstract What we have presented in this article has to do with security data. How
the firewall provides protection to servers having specific IPs allowed to access a
specific port. We have used the Fail2Ban application which applies some rules in
the firewall so that it blocks requests from unknown IPs. We create a bash script
that sends requests to port 22 also known as the ssh. The communication between
the central server and the other ones is made with public keys and there are no
passwords. Below we will see how we measure the load average of the server and
how the multiple requests affect its work.

Keywords Firewall · Performance · Denial of service

1 Introduction

In our day-to-day life maybe we do not feel the need and importance of securing our
information and sensitive data, but that need is increasing more, taking into account
the fact that hackers are all around us. Nowmore than ever, security is everything we
shouldworry about. It is crucial that we can prevent unauthorized access to our online
and offline data. This way information remains confidential and secure from hackers.
Some security-related terms are firewalls, antivirus, forensics, access control, denial
of service, encryption etc.

Firewall definition and what does it do?
Firewall was first used as a term to describe those walls that were more prone

to catching fire than the rest of the building. Accordingly, in this stream of thought,
a firewall is meant to prevent attacks from known/unknown sources that could be
harmful. The primary function of the device is filtering and examining packets.
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2 Related Works

Reference [1] This article discusses the fact that even though there are major new
technologies used to protect data and security has advanced in every aspect known
to human, the firewall is still one of our go-to security appliances.

Reference [2] Firewall has mechanisms that allow some IPs to access it and some
others that are unauthorized cannot have access. Packet filtering is one of those
mechanisms where it analyzes packets depending on their IP address. This is what
we do in our experiment as well. We send requests and see the denial of service from
a firewall that does not allow these IPs to access the ssh service.

Reference [3] This paper discusses the fact that there are people that try to learn
new things that are harmful to society like hacking.Hackerswill come into someone’s
company and steal sensitive information for their own earnings. This is where the
firewall comes into play and is important to know what rules a certain server has
to access it in order that information does not go into the wrong hands. Some clas-
sifications down below help get a better picture of how there are different firewalls
offering different ways of protection.

Classification of firewall:

1. Based on features

a. Packet filtering
b. Circuit-level gateway
c. Stateful inspection firewall
d. Application-level gateway (proxies)
e. Multilayer inspection firewall
f. Dynamic firewall

2. Based on usage

a. Software firewall
b. Hardware firewall

3. Based on budgets

a. Commercial or paid firewall
b. Free or open-source firewall.

Reference [4] We have mentioned in our “Theoretical Explanation” section that
Linux load averages are not just for runnable tasks but also for uninterruptible tasks.
This article examines the reason behind that. Load averages are for processes or
threads that are running or in a waiting state. When averages are 0 the system is not
being used, and when the average of 1 min is greater than the 5 and 15 min it means
the load is getting greater in value and the opposite means load is getting smaller.
The uninterruptible state means that the load average is bigger because of disk or
network file system input/output workload and not just CPU demand.
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Reference [5] In this paper, we took out something regarding authentication and
why that is important for the protection of our data and sensitive information. For
example, when logging into some platform what would be the cases of unsecure
practices. The need of using passwords that are not weak, and why is it wrong to not
use a password at all.

3 Theoretical Explanation

Fail2Ban uses files (scripts, logs, etc.) and denies service to IPs that want to access
information when they are not authorized to do such things. This app is used to apply
some rules to the firewall and provide protection. In this way, suspicious IPs are
dismissed after a specified number of requests. First of all, we should see what’s the
server’s load average in normal conditions.

This can be done with a simple command:
The command uptime is used to show the current time in which we’re simulating

our scenario, the time for how long the system has been working, the number of users
and the load average for 1, 5 and 15 min.

What are we measuring?
Load average is the average number of processes that are running or in an unin-

terruptable state. Running means using or waiting for CPU and in uninterruptible it
means when it is waiting for I/O actions. We explained some of this in the “Related
Works” section as well.

4 Experimental Environment

Our experiment was done in the environment of a company testing security with the
Fail2Ban app. All servers are in the same INTRANET.

Data:

192.168.10.205—The server where we measure the load average (ubuntu 12.04LTS
1 GB RAM)

192.168.10.6—Central server (ubuntu 16.04LTS 12 GB RAM).

192.168.10. 43 (ubuntu 12.04LTS 8 GB RAM).

192.168.10. 233 (ubuntu 18.04LTS 8 GB RAM).

192.168.10.56 (ubuntu 16.04LTS 8GB RAM).
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192.168.10. 225 (ubuntu 16.04LTS 8 GB RAM).
We create a bash script that sends requests to port 22, also known as service ssh

(Secure Shell).
The script is executed on a central server. This communicates with public keys

with some other servers from which we will send requests to that server we want to
measure the load average.

Taking into account that the communication between servers is through public
keys, then the connection of this server with the others is done with no password
needed. This helps us send requests from different IPs toward the server in which
the simulation takes place.

In the script below we have the central server 192.168.10.6 which communi-
cates with keys (no password) with servers “192.168.10.43”, “192.168.10.233”,
“192.168.10.56”, “192.168.10.225” fromwhichwewill be sending requests to server
“192.168.10.205” (where we will measure the load average).

The script is first connected to the respective serverwith an outside loop (emphasis
that the communication is done without the password). Then we are going to send an
infinite number of requests toward “192.168.10.205” until the server we’re sending
requests from is banned.

5 Results and Interpretation

Case 1: In server 192.168.10.205 we configure Fail2Ban [6] so that it drops requests
after a total of 10 requests per ssh service.
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We execute the script taking into consideration the configuration we just opted
for (that after 10 requests server 192.168.10.205 drops requests). Results can be seen
below:

Case 2: In server 192.168.10.205 we configure Fail2Ban so that it drops requests
after a total of 30 requests per ssh service.

We execute the script taking into consideration the configuration we just opted
for (that after 30 requests server 192.168.10.205 drops requests).

Results can be seen below:

Case 3: In server 192.168.10.205 we configure Fail2Ban so that it drops requests
after a total of 60 requests per ssh service.
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We execute the script taking into consideration the configuration we just opted
for (that after 60 requests server 192.168.10.205 drops requests).

Results can be seen below:

Case 4: In server 192.168.10.205 we configure Fail2Ban so that it drops requests
after a total of 90 requests per ssh service.

We execute the script taking into consideration the configuration we just opted
for (that after 90 requests server 192.168.10.205 drops requests).

Results can be seen below:

Case 5: In server 192.168.10.205 we configure Fail2Ban so that it does not drop
requests.

After execution:

In this particular case, we can see an increase in the load average value until there
comes a moment when we cannot access the server anymore. It does not respond
and we just restart the machine to return it in working condition.
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In the graphics below we can see how the load average changes for all five cases
in comparison with the normal condition of the server.

1 minute:

5 minute:

15 minute:

We basically have the same pattern for all three results from the “uptime”
command. The load average of the server keeps on increasing causing it to go to
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a blocked state from which only restart helps it go out of. The increase in the load
average means that there are more and more processes crowding the server and the
server is not allowing them to perform whatever they want to do in that particular
port of his. This means that the firewall is protecting the secure shell even though
multiple requests are sent to it.

6 Conclusions

In this simulation, we tried to test how the firewall protects the server from IPs that
are not allowed to access it. In this case, the simulation was successful and the port
could not be attacked or hacked. No information or operation was allowed to go
through it. This talks highly about firewalls that are able to protect information even
without proper authentication requirements such as the use of a password. We test
the firewall protection by adding some rules in its interface from the Fail2Ban app
and we manage to keep the port ssh safe and no foreign IP can access it, so it will be
available only to the accepted ones and the performance not deteriorated. Also, it is
important to note the change in the value of the load average in the server that we are
simulating. It keeps increasing because the server is crowded with requests which it
cannot respond to and this causes the machine to block, without giving access. This
though in this case, we do not know what would happen in other situations. It is best
if there are other forms of authentication used like passwords or public and private
keys. This can be done in future works, with the same experiment but requiring some
kind of authentication; for example, to see how that affects the simulation. Also, we
could try a case when we do not want to access the ssh port but some other port like
ftp or tcp service, we could measure the performance of the server to which we are
sending requests by evaluating the ARP, PRT, CPU utilization etc.
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Blockchain as a Technology Contributor:
A Survey

Khurram Mahmood, Zainab Nayyar, and Taqadus Bashir

Abstract Blockchain is a technology that is initially used for cryptocurrencies like
bitcoin. The biggest advantage of this technology is that it is immutable data stored
in blocks that cannot be changed, rather a new block is added in the chain and a new
record canbe inserted into it. The previous record shall remain the sameand the record
of every transaction can be tracked. Many studies and surveys have been done on
blockchain mentioning the implications and contributions of blockchain. This paper
presents a detailed survey of blockchain mentioning its features, advantages and
protocols. In this paper, the authors have presented the working, features and usage
of blockchain technology. In the future, based on the characteristics of blockchain
technology, the authors will implement blockchain with the cloud of things.

Keywords Blockchain · Technology · Implications and benefits

1 Introduction

Blockchain emerged as a new technology at the beginning of this millennium and
gained significant importance during the past few years. It replaced many current
digital platforms [1]. Its architecture was used when the virtual currency was
launched. It is the fifth-biggest innovation in the field of computing, also known
as a distributed ledger of records that cannot be changed and replicated but is veri-
fiable [2]. Though blockchain technology was used initially in developing bitcoin,
its usage is not limited to currency and it can also be used in many other fields, like
neuro finance, management, health care, vehicular systems, law etc. [3].

Blockchain is based on distributed databases that are highly encrypted in order to
prevent fraud in entered records [4]. Financial institutions maintain financial records,
hospitals maintain the medical record, universities are concerned with educational
record etc., but mostly these records are maintained and stored by third-party entities
which are vulnerable to certain security attacks, hacking and data theft. If these
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Fig. 1 Structure of blockchain

records are migrated to blockchain-enabled systems then these can be secured from
all types of cyber threats regarding data harm and human mischief.

Blockchain technologies are composed of six key characteristics [1]. These
are decentralized, transparent, open-source, autonomy, immutable and anonymity.
Decentralization is the major feature of blockchain, which means blockchain does
not rely on a centralized architecture.All data can be recorded, stored and updated in a
distributed way. The data record on the blockchain cannot be fraudulently changed,
thus it ensures transparency. It is an open-source technology that people can use
freely to develop new applications, can check their records and can easily store their
data. Blockchain works with full autonomy in a way that every node can indepen-
dently transfer or update data without any intervention. No record can be altered in
blockchain nodes once it is saved unless someone can take control of more than 51%
of that node, so it is immutable (Fig. 1). Blockchain technology provides full trust in
data transfer between nodes; even the transactions can be anonymous and one needs
to know the persons’ blockchain address [5].

2 Literature Review

In [6], multiple proofs-of-concept were reviewed related to blockchain and various
data analytics on real-life events are drawn to utilize blockchain technology other
than cryptocurrency. Along with this, several research topics on blockchain were
also discussed, which included enhancement of security and privacy of blockchain,
blockchain-based intelligent systems, data analytics based on blockchain etc. In [7],
the literature on the implementation of blockchain was summarized, to find out its
implementation beyond cryptocurrency and to enhance its security by reducing the
challenges that blockchain is facing.

In [3, 4], the positive implications of blockchain by examining various research
results of blockchain for modern organizations that are especially related to the
finance or production industry were investigated. Moreover, it was also found that
blockchain was not restricted to only these industries but also has the potential to
serve in the pharmaceutical industry, event management and other businesses. In
[8], a vehicular ad hoc network architecture based on blockchain was proposed.
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The new proposed system was totally based on the distributed transport system and
named Block-VN. The vehicles were networked and the information was stored
using blockchain.

In [9], Medrec, a decentralized medical record management system using
blockchain to convert the traditional health records management in a new way to
engage patients to view and maintain their health records was proposed. The system
provided patients with an unchangeable log and easy access to records. In [2], the
key developments of blockchain in various domains and their expected impacts and
implications were explored.

2.1 Advantages of Blockchain

In [5], four big advantages of blockchain were identified; they are reliability, security,
efficiency and trust. The applications developed on the blockchain are highly reliable
because a single point of failure does not affect the whole application. It converts
whole decentralized records into a centralized way without affecting its architecture.
Only the trusted institutions can access the decentralized ledgers. Blockchain is
trusted because its ledgers are distributed among tempered proof nodes. Its network
uses a one-way mathematical hash function as input that has variable length and its
output has no reflection of input, so it is a highly secured technology. This technology
is highly efficient because it runs through the pre-set procedures so that it reduces
the cost of labor, increases efficiency and promotes automation.

2.2 Challenges of Blockchain

In [10] the authors believed that blockchain can face three major challenges. The first
challenge is the selection of an appropriate and strong cryptographic hash function
that is robust and fault-tolerant so that no one can break it. The second is the correct
design and implementation of code. The third is the selection of robust and efficient
algorithm.

3 Blockchain Protocols

Blockchain ensures the existence consensus mechanism [9] in the network. The
greater the consensus mechanism applies in a network, the greater the strength of
an application shall be considered. The consensus mechanism proves the sanity and
coherence of data. There are three protocols of blockchain. First is proof of work,
second is proof of stake and third is practical byzantine fault tolerance. Proof of work
is a protocol that is involved in performing extensive data mining calculations and
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transactions so that a new block can be formed in the blockchain. Proof of stake
protocol allows users to mine and validate the block that is created through proof of
work. Byzantine fault-tolerance protocol ensures secure communication among the
two nodes even if they have the same data [9].

4 Future Discussion

In [7] Gartner’s hype cycle of technologies in which blockchain is at its peak was
presented. Because of its wide range of usage in society in different spheres, the
authors of this paper are aiming to implement this technology in the cloud of things.
Currently, there are many security issues that cloud computing is facing like secu-
rity, confidentiality, transparency etc. When cloud computing is integrated with the
internet of things it becomes a cloud of things and the security concerns increased.
In order to enhance security and ensure confidentiality and transparency, the author
will implement blockchain with the cloud of things. This not only will enhance the
security of the system but also ensure transparency in every transaction. For the
implementation of this framework, no new protocol will be developed because the
already defined protocols of blockchain are fulfilling the need of its implementation
(Fig. 2).

5 Conclusion

The concept of blockchain hasmoved beyond its usage in bitcoin. It can be adopted in
many other areas as well. Blockchain transactions are used in both communications
whether they are human to human or machine to machine. Blockchain is especially
meant to be applied in developing countries where trust and security is a major
issue. In this paper emergence, benefits and challenges related to blockchain are
highlighted along with the future dimensions which can be helpful for its further
futuristic implementations. This paper is well defined that how uniquely we will use
blockchain as a technology contributor.
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Fig. 2 Gartner hype cycle
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GeLaP: German Labeled Dataset for
Power Consumption

Sebastian Wilhelm, Dietmar Jakob, Jakob Kasbauer, and Diane Ahrens

Abstract Due to the increasing spread of smart meters, numerous researchers are
currently working on disaggregating the power consumption data. This procedure
is commonly known as Non-Intrusive Load Monitoring (NILM). However, most
approaches to energy disaggregation first require a labeled dataset to train these
algorithms. In this paper, we present a new labeled power consumption dataset that
was collected in 20 private households in Germany between September 2019 and
July 2020. For this purpose, the total power consumption of each household was
measured with a commercial available smart meter and the individual consumption
data of 10 selected household appliances were collected.

Keywords Smart meter · Power meter · Dataset · Load disaggregation ·
Single-measurement · Energy conservation · Scientific data

1 Introduction

On August 29, 2016 the German Federal Government passed the ‘Gesetz zur Dig-
italisierung der Energiewende’, which states, among other things, that in Germany
existing analog electricity meters must be replaced by smart meters by 2032 at the
latest [1]. However, this will primarily support the network operators, as the smart
meter roll-out enables them to better coordinate electricity consumption and elec-
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tricity generation and thus keep the power grid stable. The consumers usually do not
benefit directly from the conversion to smart meters.

Numerous investigations are currently conducted on the re-identification of spe-
cific devices from aggregated power consumption data [6, 23, 24]. The aim of most
researches is to give the residents the opportunity to monitor their own power con-
sumption and to identify energy guzzlers and thus help to save energy [10].

To perform the disaggregation of the power consumption data—which is com-
monly known as Non-Intrusive Load Monitoring (NILM)—it is first required to
develop intelligent algorithms, which are trained by a labeled dataset [25].

Although numerous public datasets of power consumption data exist (see Sect. 7),
there is still a gap in high-frequency data collected by commercial smart meters. For
example, for the most frequently cited dataset, REDD, the aggregated consump-
tion data were collected using peripheral measuring devices installed in a so-called
‘REDDBox’ near the circuit breaker box [9]. The use of smart meter data has the
advantage that these are currently being installed throughout Germany (and also in
other countries) and have built-in data interface. Developed NILM algorithms can
access the power consumption data via these interfaces without additional hardware.

In our project BLADL a dataset of load data in 20 German private households was
collected between September 2019 and July 2020. This dataset includes the total
power consumption of the households measured by a commercial available smart
meter and the individual consumption data for 10 appliances in the household.

The main contribution of this paper is to outline the data collection process and
present the full collected data.

The remaining of the paper is structured as follows: the use case of data collection
in the scope of the project BLADL as well as an example method of disaggregation
is introduced in Sect. 2. Section3 describes the equipment used for data collection,
the methodology of data transmission and storage as well as concerns on ethics
and privacy. A detailed description of the generated dataset is given in Sect. 4. The
tested households in which the data were collected are presented in Sect. 5. In Sect. 6
the quality of the measurements is discussed. Section7 provides a survey of related
datasets. The paper is concluded in Sect. 8.

2 Use Case and Disaggregation—BLADL

As part of the research project BLADL, re-identified power consumption data are
investigated to detect potential emergency situations in a household.

The information of the activity state of individual household devices can be used
to draw conclusions about the activity of the resident [18, 19]. This allows creat-
ing individual activity profiles of the residents, which in turn can indicate possible
emergency situation in the case of anomalies.

For data disaggregation Motif Clustering algorithms [15] were used to extract
common consumption patterns—called motifs—from the label data recordings of
individual devices. Figure1 illustrates as an example two extracted motifs of a coffee
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(a) coffee machine (b) microwave

Fig. 1 Examples for extracted motifs from a coffee machine and a microwave

Fig. 2 Time series for the measured values (total power consumption and the phases) and the cor-
responding distance profiles for each stream calculated withMASS for the coffee machine example
motif (Fig. 1a)

machine and a microwave. In a second step the previously extracted motifs were
identified in the total power consumption (or in the streams of the phases) of a
household using the MASS—Motif Search [16] algorithm. The MASS algorithm
allows searching for time series sub-sequences and results in an array of distances.
This array of distances enables to identify similarities between sub-sequences [13,
16]. A distance in the distance profile close to 0 is most similar to the sub-sequence.

Figure2 shows an example for a distance profile, calculated using the MASS for
the coffee machine motif (Fig. 1a). Downward deflections in the distance profile
indicate a matching sub-sequence—i.e., the activity of the device.
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3 Methodology of Data Collection

In the following, we present our general methodology for data collection. An
extended documentation on organizational, technical, ethical, and legal requirements
was published by Wilhelm et al. in [22].

3.1 Measuring Instruments

For data acquisition we measured on the one hand the total power consumption
of the households using a smart meter and on the other hand the individual power
consumption of 10 selected devices using single power measure tools.

As smart meters, the commercially available Q3M devices from EasyMeter
GmbH, Bielefeld were used with the smart meter gateway Discovergy Meteorit 2.0
from Discovergy GmbH, Heidelberg. This smart meter gateway allows the sampling
of the measured values in a resolution of 1Hz via a REST-API.

In order to record the individual consumption of the selected devices, ALL3075v3
single powermeasure tool fromALLNETGmbH, Germeringwas used. These devices
allow measurements in a resolution of up 7Hz, which can be accessed via a local
network interface (API).

3.2 Data Transmission and Storage

All measured values were stored centrally and structured on a PostgreSQL database.
For this purpose, the smart meter data was periodically fetched and stored using the
REST-API provided by the manufacturer.

Since the individual electricity meters do not have integrated buffer storage for
the measured values and were configured for data security reasons in a way that the
measured values can only be requested in the local (home) network, a single-board
computer was used in each of the test households. This computer was responsible
for continuously fetching the measured values of the individual electricity meters,
synchronizing them in time using NTP and transmitting them to the central database.

Figure3 shows the software architecture for data acquisition and transmission.

3.3 Ethics and Privacy Considerations

Gaining special importance in this project are the aspects of ethics and privacy since
sensitive data concerning the highly personal sphere of life of the test persons are
collected and processed. In order to comply with ethical norms and values as well as
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Fig. 3 Software architecture for data acquisition and transmission [22]

a maximum of process transparency for the test participants, an ethical reflection on
the project—especially for the data collection and further processing—was created
in advance based on a guideline of the Ethics Commission DGP e.V. [4].

To ensure the highest level of data security and data protection, all data collected,
processed, and analyzed within our project are stored exclusively on the internal
servers of the Deggendorf Institute of Technology. We stored all measured data
by default pseudonymized. Further we implemented a Data Privacy Management
according to Jakob et al. [7].

4 Dataset Description

In the period from September 2019 to July 2020, the following data were collected
from a total of 20 private households in Germany:

household =(location, #residents, space)

measurementtotal =(household, timestamp, power1, power2, power3)

device =(type, locationih, description)

measurementdevice =(household, device, timestamprequ, timestamprepl, power)

where:

location = Postcode of the location of the household

#residents = Number of residents in the household

space = Floor space of the household (in m3)

timestamp = NTP-Synchronized UNIX Timestamp (in ms)

power1 = Power over Line Conductor 1 (in W)
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power2 = Power over Line Conductor 2 (in W)

power3 = Power over Line Conductor 3 (in W)

type = Type of the device

locationih = Location of the device in the household

description = Extended device designation

power = Electrical Power (in W)

timestamprequ = NTP-Synchronized UNIX Timestamp

(in ms) of the data request

timestamprepl = NTP-Synchronized UNIX Timestamp

(in ms) of the data reply

The parameters #residents and space are based on information we have received
from the residents. Especially the information on flat space can therefore only be
considered as a tendency value.

The parameters timestamprequ and timestamprepl are caused by the architecture
of the data collection of the label data (Sect. 3). Since the individual single power
measure tools are not NTP-synchronized, the timestamp of the label data was gener-
ated on the single-board computer. The single-board computer used for this purpose
requested the current measured value at regular time intervals via a local network
interface of the individual electricity meters. The timestamprequ and timestamprepl
timestamps represent the time at which a request for the current measurement value
was sent to the meter (timestamprequ) and the time when the measurement value
was received on the single-board computer (timestamprepl). The difference between
the two timestamps thus can be read as the network run time and the processing time
on the single power measure tool.

To ensure that no household can be de-identified by the location, #residents and
space parameters, we k-anonymized this parameter [21]. Therefore, we have limited
the postcode parameter to the first two characters (e.g., 94***). The information
about the number of residents living in the household as well as the flat space we
divided up in pairs of two groups (#residents: <=2 and >2; space: <=150m3 and
>150m3). This results in a 4-anonymous dataset.

The root-folder contains the documents readme.md, main-info.txt and
main-info.json as well as the 20 folders for the individual households (Fig.
4). The readme.md gives some basic information on the dataset and its use. The
documents main-info.txt and main-info.json contain the metadata for
the measurements of all households in both human and machine-readable format.

For each test household there is a separate folder with the documents
device-info.txt anddevice-info.json. These containing thehousehold-
specific metadata including the device assignment. A separate CSV document with
the raw measurements was created for each measured device (e.g.,
label-001.csv). The total household electricity measurements are stored in
smartmeter.csv.
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Fig. 4 Directory structure of
the dataset
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For deployment, the folders of the individual household measurements were
packed into a tar archive and compressed using xz. This reduced the total file
size from 80 to 6.9 GB without loss of information.

5 Households Overview

We collected the data from September 2019 to July 2020 in 20 German households.
A total of four complete setups of the submetering equipment were used in rotation
and stayed in the households for 28days on average. The total power consumption
was measured using a smart meter, which remained in the households. Table1 lists
additional information on the individual households in an anonymized form. Fur-
thermore, it is described for each household in detail how long the data recording
took place for both—individual consumers and total power consumption.

In addition to the total power consumption of the household, the individual con-
sumption data for 10 applianceswasmeasured in each household.When selecting the
appliances for individual measurements, we primarily tried to use devices where the
power consumption indicates a direct human interaction. Standalone devices such as
refrigerators were only considered in a few cases. Table2 gives an overview of the
individual devices measured per household.

Where possible, the exact model code of the devices was recorded within the
metadata.
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Table 1 Additional information on the individual households

Household #residents Flat space Duration
submetered

Duration
aggregated

hh-01 <=2 >150m3 25 days 23 h 90 days 19 h

hh-02 <=2 <=150m3 6 days 0 h 90 days 19 h

hh-03 >2 <=150m3 28 days 18 h 168 days 18 h

hh-04 >2 >150m3 23 days 20 h 143 days 4 h

hh-05 >2 <=150m3 44 days 20 h 272 days 15 h

hh-06 >2 <=150m3 34 days 17 h 210 days 19 h

hh-07 <=2 >150m3 34 days 20 h 210 days 19 h

hh-08 >2 >150m3 31 days 21 h 162 days 11 h

hh-09 >2 >150m3 44 days 0 h 272 days 15 h

hh-10 >2 >150m3 3 days 10 h 90 days 19 h

hh-11 >2 <=150m3 30 days 18 h 161 days 18 h

hh-12 <=2 <=150m3 14 days 0 h 158 days 17 h

hh-13 <=2 >150m3 23 days 19 h 159 days 18 h

hh-14 >2 >150m3 34 days 21 h 90 days 19 h

hh-15 >2 >150m3 18 days 19 h 161 days 18 h

hh-16 <=2 >150m3 34 days 22 h 210 days 19 h

hh-17 <=2 >150m3 28 days 23 h 161 days 18 h

hh-18 <=2 <=150m3 20 days 17 h 91 days 11 h

hh-19 >2 >150m3 43 days 0 h 70 days 16 h

hh-20 <=2 <=150m3 23 days 20 h 161 days 18 h

6 Data Quality Reflection

Toexamine the data quality on total power consumption, an example period of 20days
from one of the measured households was considered. We have observed that the
smart meter gateways do not constantly deliver data with a resolution 1Hz.We found
that the time intervals between two readings in our data extract ranged from 818 to
117,006 ms as shown in Fig. 5.

At a closer look at the time stamps of the measurement data, a continuous time
offset could be observed in the data sections without gaps. It can be seen that after
about 20 samples the time stamp increases by 1 ms. Consequently, this means that
the resolution of the data is only about 0.99 Hz. Figure6 shows this time shift.

Even if both, smart meter and single-board computer, were time synchronized
using NTP, we could detect a minor time shift of the measured values. This offset is
approximately 3 s.

Figure7 shows the measurements of one phase of the smart meter to which the
coffee machine is connected.
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Table 2 Individual monitored devices per household

Household Devices

hh-01 Coffee machine, computer, electric kettle, extractor fan, floor lamp,
microwave, radio, television (2x), washing machine

hh-02 Battery vacuum cleaner, charger, computer, dryer, monitor, printer (2x),
stereo system, television, washing machine

hh-03 LED lamp, bedside lamp, bread slicer, charger, coffee machine, dryer, lamp,
stereo system, television, washing machine

hh-04 Coffee machine, electric kettle, extractor fan, lamp, microwave, radio,
television, television-receiver, washing machine, water pump

hh-05 Battery vacuum cleaner, floor lamp, fully automatic coffee machine, garage
door opener (2x), television (3x), washing machine, water pump

hh-06 Coffee machine (2x), floor lamp + phone, hair straightener, hairdryer, radio,
television (2x), washing machine, water baller

hh-07 Computer, electric kettle, floor lamp (2x), fully automatic coffee machine,
microwave, printer, radio, television, vacuum cleaner

hh-08 Thermomix, battery vacuum cleaner, coffee machine, electric kettle, hairdryer
(2x), television (2x), television-receiver, toaster

hh-09 Coffee machine, dryer, extractor fan, garage door opener (2x), microwave,
television (2x), vacuum cleaner, washing machine

hh-10 Thermomix, electric kettle, extractor fan, fully automatic coffee machine,
printer, radio, sound-system (2x), television (2x)

hh-11 Coffee machine, computer, dryer, electric kettle, floor lamp, juicer, television
(2x), television-receiver, toaster

hh-12 DVD player, bedside lamp, bread slicer, coffee machine, dryer, floor lamp,
fully automatic coffee machine, microwave, television, washing machine

hh-13 Thermomix, charger, coffee machine, floor lamp, garage door opener, radio
(2x), television, washing machine (2x)

hh-14 Thermomix, charger, coffee machine, electric kettle, microwave, radio,
television, toaster, vacuum cleaner robot, washing machine

hh-15 Battery vacuum cleaner, circulation pump, coffee machine, dryer, flat iron,
floor lamp, language assistance system, television, toaster, washing machine

hh-16 Battery vacuum cleaner, coffee machine, computer, garage door opener,
hairdryer, light alarm clock, printer, telephone, television, toaster

hh-17 Coffee machine, dryer, electric kettle, floor lamp (2x), garage door opener,
radio, stereo system, television, toaster

hh-18 Bedside lamp, coffee machine, dryer, electric kettle, floor lamp, hairdryer,
printer, television, toaster, washing machine

hh-19 Thermomix, baking machine, dryer, floor lamp, fully automatic coffee
machine, printer (2x), television (2x), washing machine

hh-20 Advent crib, coffee machine, electric kettle, floor lamp (2x), fridge, television
(2x), toaster, washing machine
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Fig. 5 Time intervals between two consecutive samples in a example period of 20days

Fig. 6 Time shift of smart meter measurements over 20,000 samples

Fig. 7 Measured values of one phase of a smart meter and the individual measured values of a
coffee machine simultaneously collected while a coffee was brewed. The dotted lines show the first
measured value, which indicates a deflection

In addition, the measurements of the individual electricity meter on the coffee
machine, which were taken at the same time, are shown. The time offset between the
deflections is clearly visible.

7 Related Datasets Survey

Due to the increasingpopularity of smartmeters, the interest in device re-identification
and energy disaggregation rises. By August 22nd, 2019 Liu [11] identified 617 rel-
evant scientific document in the field of NILM. The fact that a lot of research is
currently being carried out in the NILM field is also indicated by the large number
of publicly available datasets with load profiles which are shown in Table3. The
datasets differ basically in the number of households investigated, the number and
type of sensors used, the resolution of the data, the duration of the test phases in the
individual households, and the measured features [14].
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Table 3 Existing datasets for energy consumption in households. Extended reprint form [14]
Dataset Location Duration #Households #Sensors (per

house)
Features Resolution

ACS-F1 [17] Switzerland 1h session (2
sessions)

N/A 100 devices
in total (10
types)

I, V, Q, f, ϕ 0,1 Hz

AMPds [12] Greater
Vancouver

1year 1 19 I, V, pf, F, P,
Q, S

0.016 Hz

BLUED [5] Pittsburg, PA 8days 1 Aggregated I, V, switch
events

12 Khz

GREEND
[14]

Austria, Italy 1year
(2–5 month
compl.)

9 9 P 1 Hz

HES UK 1month (255
houses)
1year (26
houses)

251 13–51 P 0.0083 Hz

iAWE [3] India 73days 1 33 sensors
(10 appliance
level)

V, I, f, P, S, E,
ϕ

1 Hz

IHEPCDSa France 4 years 1 3 circuits I, V, P, Q 0.016 Hz

OCTESb Finland,
Iceland,
Scottland

4–13 month 33 Aggregated P, Energy
price

0.14 Hz

REDD [9] Boston, MA 3–19 years 6 9–24 Aggregate: V,
P
Submetered: P

15 Khz
(aggr.),
0.33 Hz (sub)

Sample
datasetc

Austin, TX 7days 10 12 S 0.016 Hz

Smart* [2] Western
Massachussets

3 months 1 Submetered
+2 (Agg +
Sub)

25 circuits,
29 appliance
monitors

P, S (circuits),
P
(submetered)

1 Hz

Tracebase
[20]

Germany N/A 15 158 devices
in total (43
types)

P 0.1–1 Hz

UK-DALE [8] UK 499days 4 5 (house 3)
53 (house 1)

Aggregated P,
Sub P, switch
status

16 Khz
(aggr.), 0.16
Hz (sub)

GeLaP Germany Aggr. 157
days (average)
sub 28 days
(average)

20 13 Aggregated P,
Sub P

1 Hz (aggr.),
5 Hz (sub)

ahttps://tinyurl.com/IHEPCDS
bhttp://octes.oamk.fi/final/
chttps://www.pecanstreet.org/project/consortium/

Apart of our dataset, only BLUED [5], GREEND [14], iAWE [3], REDD [9],
Smart* [2] and UK-DALE [8] provides high-frequency measurements with a reso-
lution of at 1Hz. Thereby, our dataset contains measurements from 20 households,
the other datasets only consider between 1 and 9 households.

https://tinyurl.com/IHEPCDS
http://octes.oamk.fi/final/
https://www.pecanstreet.org/project/consortium/
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Due to the high-resolution data, fine granular analyses like motif clustering [15]
can be performed.

8 Conclusion and Future Work

Between September 2019 and July 2020, we collected the total power consumption
data of 20 households in Germany using conventionally available smart meters with
a resolution of 1Hz. In addition, we measured the individual power consumption
of 10 devices in each household where the electrical load indicates direct human
interaction. This paper outlines the data collection process and presents the structure
and meta-information of the published dataset. In addition, the quality of the data
collected was reflected in Sect. 6. This dataset is now publicly available for further
research.

GeLaP can be used in future research to develop new NILM algorithms or to
evaluate existing approaches. In addition, general statistics on power consumption
in private households can be generated, for which the dataset provides some relevant
metadata.

Due to the extensive documentation of the data collection process, future
researchers will also have the opportunity to adopt the methodology of data col-
lection and expand the dataset.

The dataset collected within this work can be downloaded under:
https://mygit.th-deg.de/tcg/gelap

This work is licensed under a “CC BY-NC-SA 4.0” license.
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Smart Platform Designed to Improve
Poultry Productivity and Reduce
Greenhouse Gas Emissions

Irina Arhipova , Gatis Vitols , Liga Paura , and Liga Jankovska

Abstract Poultry is the world’s most widespread bird species and themajor contrib-
utor to ammonia and greenhouse gases emission. In order to improve poultry, produc-
tivity enterprises used new technological innovations to manage and monitor poultry
farms. The objective of the study is to analyse the existing smart poultry management
systems that allow taking a decision for the most appropriate feeding process and
the lowest level of CO2 and NH3 emission. A smart poultry management system
is a crucial component of modern poultry farm. The research directions and tech-
nologies related to smart poultry management systems are analysed, which are used
for poultry productivity, health and welfare prediction. There is not much research
on the use of a multi-criteria decision model in poultry farming, where productivity
and welfare improvement and greenhouse gases emission reduction are taking into
account at the same time. The necessary challenges of the smart platform imple-
mentation are designed for the improvement of poultry productivity and reduction
of GHG emissions.
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1 Introduction

Agriculture is one of the leading sectors of most of the developing countries and
is one of the major tools to improve the standard of living of rural populations and
provide food for urban populations [1]. In 2018, 5% of the agricultural sector in
Europe was based on poultry and 2.4% on eggs farming [2]. Chickens are today
the world’s most widespread bird species. More than 50 billion chickens are used
annually for meat and egg production [3]. Laying hens are specially harvested for
egg production nowadays, and each laying hen lays about 300 eggs a year [4].

It is known that even though many technical advancements take place across all
agricultural and farming industries, there is a lot of space for improvement. Smaller
enterprises still heavily rely on manual labour and know-how type of the acquired
knowledge. A lot is done based on the “sense and feeling” of a professional poultry
specialist, and new technological innovations to manage and monitor poultry farms
are not used on small farms. Nowadays, only the most advanced and large enterprises
are using smart IT solutions that allow better management of their enterprise, and
even then, small changes (e.g. inadequate amount of nutrients in the feeding recipe)
spotted too late can lead to increased costs or loss of revenue.

The greatest part of poultry farming costs is expenditure on feed. There is a
lack of tools to determine which feed recipe is the most appropriate. It is possible to
determine the effect on laying productivity, impact on falling and diseases of the birds
etc., by analysing different recipes. Simultaneously more and more ethical concerns
regarding the well-being of the animals of farming, including birds and chickens,
lead to increased competition and put pressure on businesses to increase production
efficiency and decrease costs. Egg production is a relatively specific business, and
unlike other industries, it is not possible to increase production volumes quickly.
Increasing them takes considerable capital investment and time. The poultry sector
is actively considering an issue of gas emissions, which increasingly pollute nature.
There are a limited amount of solutions, algorithms or processes for analysing the
accumulated data from a perspective that solves the issue of choosing the optimal
feed recipe with the purpose to reduce gas emissions.

Poultry is an important contributor to ammonia (NH3) emission and also contribute
to greenhouse gases (GHG) emission [5, 7]. Compared to the ruminants, poultry
produces a slightly high amount of GHG and represents 8% of the livestock sector’s
emissions [6], but due to an increase in chicken meat and egg production, poultry is
the major source of environmental pollution [7]. Many factors and their combination
affect the intensity ofGHG, and themain factors can bementioned as species, feeding
and housing system, and region. Some of the key factors are summarized as follows:

• Diet composition and feed conversion ratio (FCR)—efficiency with which
chickens convert kg of feed into kg of meat or eggs influence on GHG emis-
sion [6]. Diet with high protein level improves production in poultry farms.
However, a nutritionally balanced low-protein diet is a way to reduce the envi-
ronmental burden [8] and decrease GHG. However, the dietary protein should
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provide the physiological and other requirements of the birds and not influence
birds’ performance, profit, and the environment [7].

• Manure production and manure management: manure production differs among
species due to differences in diets and metabolism processes and within species
due to differences in management at the farm. Compared to other species of
animals’ broilers take the second and laying hens fifth rank in terms of manure
production per animal unit [7].Methane (CH4) level at the farm or around depends
on the ambient temperature and a manure management system. Higher ambient
temperatures combined with anaerobic conditions are the cause of high CH4 level
at the farm [6].

• Energy use: around 35–40% of emissions from eggs and broiler production are
from energy use, what types of fuels are used and how effective is energy conver-
sion. As well, there are differences between regions, which can be explained by
animal feeding and productivity and manure management [6].

It is known that the poultry industry, especially in the Baltic region, has a shortage
of poultry specialists. Therefore, the development of an IT solution for the poultry
industry is viewed as the highest priority in order to ensure that the knowledge can
be sustained and continuously applied across the wider sector and more enterprises.
With the introduction of IT solutions, these challenges can be successfully addressed.
As mentioned above, optimizing the process of feeding and reducing the costs of
production will not only have a significant socio-economic impact on the industry as
a whole but also will make a significant contribution to nature protection by reducing
harmful carbon dioxide (CO2) and NH3 emissions. According to the EU target, CO2

emissions should drop up to 40% by 2030, compared to 1990 (EU target).
The objective of this research is to analyse the existing smart poultry management

systems that allow taking a decision for the most appropriate feeding process and the
lowest level of CO2 andNH3 emission for every particular egg and broiler producer to
enhance productivity, reduce disease, mortality and to take care of the environment.
The following proposed tasks are defined:

• To analyse the typical data sources in poultry farms and factors affecting poultry
productivity,

• To analyse the research directions and technologies related to smart poultry
management systems,

• To identify the necessary challenges of the smart platform implementation
designed for improvement poultry productivity and reduction of GHG emissions.

2 Solutions for Poultry Sector

Multiple IT management systems are proposed by companies and organizations for
poultry producers. Typically,management systemshavemultiple components and are
built using three-layer architecture: sensing layer, transmission layer and application
layer [9]. Amajority of systems are commercial, however, there are certain proposals
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by authors using open-source and low-cost hardware [10]. Typically, the sensing
layer involves multiple internet of things (IoT) components, such as video cameras,
temperature sensors, air humidity sensors, light intensity sensors, carbon dioxide
sensor and others [11]. The transmission layer provides functionality to transmit the
data collected by sensors to certain management software for decision support which
is located in the application layer.

Another research direction related to the poultry sector is to product traceability
solutions [12] using RFID, QR codes, sensors and data transmission layer, for
example, mobile data network. Cloud computing has been proposed as a viable
solution to overcome certain limitations that appear using sensing, transmission and
application layers in larger farms, for example, mobility issues, coverage of signal,
energy access, ubiquitous access, etc. [13]. Agriculture robotics is another field of
research that incorporates all three layers mentioned above. A review of 24 univer-
sities research on agriculture robotics revealed that at the present moment robotics
focuses onmonitoring the environmental conditions in farms (using various sensors),
evaluation of chicken health (using audio and video processing), egg picking (using
computer vision and machine learning) and encouragement of chicken movement
(using moving robots and other methods) [14].

2.1 Smart Poultry Management Systems and Role
of Computer Vision and Machine Learning

A smart poultry management system is a crucial component of modern poultry
farm. Such systems can help decision-making processes to reduce costs and use of
resources in production, addressingmultiple other aspects, animal well-being, reduc-
tion of gas emissions, smart management of energy consumption and others. Basi-
cally, smart management systems include components from a more general concept-
precision livestock farming. Implementation of such systems typically include tech-
nologies such as [15] sensors using, processes automatization and data-driven
decision-making platforms.

Technologies can address raising issues of precision feeding, detection of diseases,
detection of abnormal events in farms and others. Sensors allow the collecting of
data in real time from poultry farms which lead to larger data sets over time. Data
must be processed and valuable data must be extracted by an information system
that is implemented on the farm. If sensors are connected to the internet, then the
internet of things network can be created and the possibilities to further connect other
devices and equipment raise, thus allowing automation of many farm processes. The
collected data can be analysed and data-driven decisions based on various criteria can
be performed. Typical data sources in poultry farms are field sensors such as humidity
sensor, temperature sensor, weight sensor, etc., CCTV cameras, infrared cameras and
sensors to control light in the farm. All the sensors can be wired or wireless, with
wireless sensors being the main implementations nowadays. Wearable sensors are
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applied for animalwelfare.Non-invasivewearable sensors such as leg accelerometers
can record behavioural changes. There are also invasive wearable sensors such as
vaginal boluses that are used to identify animal health and the introduction of new
wearable sensors that help to identify particular diseases of animals [16].

There are multiple solutions available as products that farmers can buy and imple-
ment on farms. A large portion of available solutions offers accounting and financial
planning functionality. Inventory (amount of birds, vaccines, etc.) functionality is
also present in various solutions on the market. Management systems [17] offer
to enter data manually (feed amount, vaccinations, medications, etc.) and provide
reports such as medical record report or others. Some software [18], besides basic
reporting, offer forecasting options using machine learning techniques, but without
adjustments of criteria or the use of computer vision and machine learning to provide
egg counting and water consumption monitoring [19]. A majority of solutions focus
on historical data recordings and reporting, thus providingmoremonitoring function-
ality [20, 21] or hardware, including sensors [22–25]. Only a few available solutions
as products have integrated functionality offered by advances in machine learning
and computer vision. It is related to the fact that computational powers and avail-
ability of data sets and frameworks only recently were provided for broader use, and
application of these technologies for precision agriculture is an emerging field of
research.

Published research shows that computer vision and machine learning in poultry
farming is applied to solve tasks of detection, identification, classification and predic-
tion. As demands for production are increasing, one of the typical tasks where
machine learning algorithms and computer vision are used is in the prediction of
broiler weight [26, 27]. Animal health detection is another task; for example, there
are studies that applied support vector machine (SVM) to classify sick broilers and
computer vision system to identify sick broilers [28]. In another research, the hock
burns in broiler chicken were identified by SVM using routinely collected farm
management and slaughterhouse data [29]. Disease identification in the early stages
is an important task performedmanually and recently supported bymachine learning
[28, 30, 31].

Since the introduction of convolutional neural networks and variousmodifications
of these networks, video and image process application in precision agriculture is
rapidly growing. Typically, video analysis is performed where frames from video
are extracted and processed; that is extracting, for example, low, mid and high-level
features from the image and producing a trainable classifier.After that, the probability
is generated, for example, hen sick/healthy or capturing certain characteristics of hen
behaviour analysis with MI and CVS have been studied more and there are publi-
cations on this topic [32–34] usually experimenting with changing environmental
factors, recording animal behaviour and applying machine learning algorithms to
classify the behaviour.

Historical data is also combined with SVM, for example, to forecast drops in egg
production [35] achieving an accuracy of 0.9854 in forecasting a day before and
keeping high forecasting accuracy for 3 days in advance. A systematic review [36]
of machine learning technology to record animal behaviour concluded that at present
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the stated research field is new and there is a broad diversity of approaches. Commu-
nication of researchers and common approaches to solving the issue is lacking at the
moment which is usual for the emerging field of research. The authors also concluded
that for poultry farms the machine learning challenge is the number of animals kept
in a small volume of spaces which raise technological problems to detect a single
animal with abnormal behaviour. Another systematic review [37] on the application
of IT solutions in broiler farms concluded that solutions mainly address good health
principles of broilers, mainly focusing on locomotor problems. Video and images
are analysed in farms, but still, sound analysis is less used.

2.2 Multi-criteria Decision-Making in the Poultry Production
and Importance of GHG Reduction

According to the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) of the United Nations
report, during the 25 years period (2005–2030), global demand for chicken meat will
grow by 61% and chicken eggs by 39% [6]. In 2019, the FAO estimates that 14.5% of
all anthropogenic GHG emissions come from the livestock industry [38]. While beef
produces most GHG, the pork and poultry industry are also main contributors [6].
Providing balanced chicken nutrition and improving feed conversion of the individual
chicken are the solutions for reducing the GHG emissions, as well the following
factors and their combination have a significant effect on the emission intensity in
poultry production in different regions: feed conversion ratio, chicken productivity
and manure management. At the same time, the other factors should be considered,
for example, indoor air quality and humidity are the causes of emissions [5].

The previous results show examples of IT solutions to detect in the early stage
the problems in poultry farming for its productivity increasing. But there is a lack
of information on the multi-criteria decision-making (MCDM) approach used in
poultry production. Usually, the decision process consists of the following stages:

• Identification and structuring problem to be solved,
• Model development, criteria selection and its weighting,
• The best solution selection among the alternatives.

Ribeiro [39] stresses that poultry farmers in future can be successful to apply preci-
sion agriculture techniques, control and monitor factors that affect poultry growth,
including poultry feed ratio, humidity level at farm and others. Ribeiro also intro-
duces the method to generate action plans by expert and then apply them in a moni-
toring process that is automatized using the sensor network. The important efforts
for data analysis are continuous data collection, data collection technologies and
poultry farm real-time automatic monitoring. The minimum records which must be
recorded by the poultry producer are determined by FAO [40]. For example, Sallabi
et al.’s research describes the process of implementation of real poultry production
electronic mobile documentation system which collects, stores and processes the
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data that are related to daily activities and environmental conditions (temperature,
humidity and ammonia concentration) at the poultry farms [41].

Based on the previously collected data at the poultry farm, a learning model
(the machine learning techniques) for intelligent agents has been applied to classify
patterns that improve feed conversion using feed data and indoor condition data
such as light, ventilation, temperature and relative humidity. Experimental results
have shown the feed conversion improvement by 6% and the broilers weight gain
has increased by 7%. The suggested model improves the poultry farming process
compared to the poultry specialist’s decision [42]. Not only it is necessary to develop
themost appropriate feeding and keeping process for the lowest level ofCO2 andNH3

emission for every particular egg and broilers producer to enhance productivity, but as
well reduce the disease, mortality and take care of the environment. It is necessary to
develop the multi-criteria decision model for the best solution selection with respect
to the following criteria:

• to maximize productivity or reduce disease and mortality,
• to minimize the level of CO2 and NH3 emission.

One of the existing solutions of the multi-criteria decision-making (MCDM)
approach is developed for poultry production [43]. Investigation in laying hens
feeding shows that MCDA can be used to optimize laying hens fed ingredients
with the carbon footprint reducing and insignificant increase in expenses [44]. Good
monitoring and collecting of the poultry feeding and the farm indoor environmental
data at a technologically developed farmwith data processing and mathematical data
modelling are viable to improve poultry productivity.

3 Smart Platform for Improvement of Poultry Productivity
and Reduction of Greenhouse Gas Emissions

The proposed platform is designed with the main task in mind: to allow precise
manipulations to feed recipe by analysing an existing data to identify the effects
of different feed recipes on the productivity and identification of additional factors
which affect productivity such as seasonality and diseases. Estimate GHG produc-
tion based on manipulations with feed and other factors, seasonality aspects, early
detection of diseases, etc. Further, there is a need to introduce an algorithm that will
allow migrating aggregated data sets in the system to define the most appropriate
feed recipe by retrieving the best productivity and the lowest level of emissions at
the same time. As a result, every particular egg producer will be able to optimize the
feeding process, enhance productivity, and reduce disease, mortality and carbon and
ammonia emissions.
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3.1 Challenges of Implementation

There are certain challenges that need to be addressed in the real-world development
of the platform. The identified challenges are:

• The system must be adaptable and customizable to add only the functionality that
is needed. It can be seen that there is a wide spectrum of functions and purposes
of systems for poultry management that can be complicated and often include
unnecessary functions for a particular farm.

• System must be a cloud-based solution (also deployable on the premises servers),
which allows farms to have little IT investments to be made at the enterprise level
while using a sophisticated IT system and data centre, means cost reduction, better
and safer data retention and an eco-friendlier approach.

• Usability and visualisations of data are critical for the system as main users will
be the farmers and farm managers who might have less experience in the use of
IT solutions.

• The system must provide support of file formats that are used in the field for data
exchange and possibilities to add manual entries. It is possible that certain farms
still do not use any IT solution for keeping records.

• As society is becoming aware of animal welfare issues and are demanding trans-
parency and improvements in poultry production, the system needs to record data
about thewell-being of animals, recordings of environmental factors, diseases, etc.
Thus supporting customers with the ability to provide full traceability of process
“farm to table” and contribution to the introduction of better farming practices.

• There should be an implementation of data visualisations and estimation module
to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.

3.2 Available Preliminary Data and Experimental Object

The eggs production farm was incorporated in a preliminary study, and the inputs
and the outputs of production system data are collected at the farm. The eggs are
produced intensively at the farm—over 50 million eggs a year. The hens at the
farm are housed in battery cages. Eggs production system started when 16 weeks
of age hens are placed in battery cages and begin laying eggs. The environmental
conditions (temperature, humidity), amount of feed and water, mortality rate, hens
age and productivity are controlled at the farm.Usually, after approximately 80weeks
of eggs production hens are slaughtered, but 5% die before this.

At the farm, 19 hens are put in one cage in a space of 14,490 cm2 or 762 cm2 per
one hen. The number and age of hens in days and weeks are recorded. Mortality and
mortality rate are recorded daily and cumulative mortality is calculated. The battery
is provided by automatic feeders and waterers. The feed is given ad libitum, and the
chemical composition of the feed, feed amount and rest are controlled at the farm.
Feed consumption is calculated. During the productive cycle inside (in two different
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levels of cages) and outside temperature and inside humidity are recorded daily. The
building is equipped with a conditioning system. Feed and environmental conditions
are the significant factors that affect GHG emissions [5, 8, 45]. The number of eggs,
weight and category are recorded daily at the layer farm. Feed consumption per kg
egg mass and per dozen eggs can be calculated using the recorded traits at the farm.
Egg production is related to feed intake and feed consumption ratio that affects GHG
emissions [46].

4 Conclusions

Smart poultry management is a subcomponent of precision livestock farming and
the whole field experience changes because of the rapid availability of technolo-
gies (machine learning, computer vision) and pressure from the government and
consumer demands. Poultry farms existing solutions typically provide hardware
(sensors, controllers, etc.) and software solutions that allow entering of datamanually
to generate reports with certain exceptions, where automation such as egg counting
is implemented.

Machine learning in poultry farms is applied for the identification of animal health,
detection of behaviour and forecasting tasks. Compared to previous study results,
the chickens are today the world’s most widespread bird species and they are the
major contributors of NH3 and GHG emission, hence the poultry farms produce 8%
of the livestock sector’s emissions. In order to reduce ammonia and GHG emission,
as well to develop the most appropriate poultry feeding and keeping and to increase
poultry productivity and at the same time to reduce disease and mortality, for the
best solution, it is necessary to develop and apply the multi-criteria decision model.

Further research is finding an algorithm that will allow migrating aggregated data
sets in the system and the proposed solution will bring optimal poultry productivity
and will have a significant contribution to nature protection by reducing harmful
CO2 and NH3 emission. The main task of proposed platform is the analysis of data
to identify the effects of different feed recipes on the productivity and identification
of additional factors which affect productivity and lower level of emissions at the
same time.
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RPL-OC: Extension of RPL Protocol for
LLN Networks Based on the Operator
Calculus Approach

Abdusy Syarif, Mohamed-el-Amine Brahmia, Jean-François Dollinger,
Abdelhafid Abouaissa, and Lhassane Idoumghar

Abstract Technical constraints imposed by low-power and lossy networks (LLNs)
require to defer complexity to routing protocols in order to efficiently and reliably
transmit packets. However, despite these constraints, the deployment of this type of
network has increased considerably over the last years, particularly in smart cities
area with focus on sensing applications. In order to effectively address this challenge,
we propose a new mechanism for IPV6 Routing Protocol for LLNs (RPL) based on
the Operator Calculus (OC) approach. In this multi-constrained path optimization
problem, OC is applied to extract the feasible end-to-end paths while assigning a
rank to each network node. Unlike the standard RPL and its variants which adopt a
full distributed strategy, the aim is to provide RPL with a tuple containing the most
efficient paths from a source node to the sink by consideringmultiple routingmetrics.
The definitive choice of the route is then delegated to RPL in order to take dynamic
topology changes into account. The solution thus combines a multi-objective and
semi-distributed routing algorithm with the RPL. Furthermore, to benchmark our
proposal, we perform a comprehensive evaluation and compare it with other state
of the art works. Performance evaluation results show that RPL-OC allows a great
improvement compared to OFFL and the standard RPL, mainly in terms of end-to-
end delay and energy consumption.
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1 Introduction

The Internet of Things (IoT) has a considerable impact and plays a major role as
a new paradigm in the field of wireless communications. IoT networks are built
upon massive interconnection of low cost embedded devices [1]. These tiny devices
operate with constraints on low computing power, lowmemory, low energy, and their
interconnects are characterized by high packet losses, low data rates and instability
[2]. Therefore, routing protocols play a crucial role in transporting data efficiently
and the proposal of an adapted solution becomes a challenge for many researchers.
RPL essentially builds a tree topology called aDestinationOrientedDirectedAcyclic
Graph (DODAG) over a mesh network. The DODAG construction is initiated by the
root of the tree. To construct the DODAG, RPL uses a set of metrics and constraints
through a specific Objective Functions (OFs) [3]. There are two OFs integrated in
the standard specifications, the first one is Objective Function zero (OF0) which is a
basic OF that has only one metric. It uses the hop count as a routing metric to select
the best parents with the lowest rank. The second one is the Minimum Rank with
Hysteresis Objective Function (MRHOF), which is based on a dynamic link metric
such as expected transmission count (ETX) to recover rank stability [4, 5].

The specificity of RPL is that OFs are separated from the core protocol specifica-
tion. This advantage allows researchers to improve RPL performance through imple-
menting new OFs adapted to domain application and LLNs requirements. However,
in several research works, the authors are limited to combine two or more routing
metrics to enhance the routes quality based on parent-to-child relation. Indeed, the
OF permits to select the preferred parent from the set of neighbors to be the next hop
to the root but based only on the local vision of the nodes, in this case only neighbor
nodes. To address this problem, we focus in this paper on optimizing RPL routing
protocol in LLNs by using the Operator Calculus approach, called RPL-OC. The
objective is to determine the end-to-end optimal paths from source to destination, or
in other words from each node to the base station, by taking into account multiple
metrics such as energy, latency, RSSI (Received Signal Strength Indicator), and hop
count.

Our proposed scheme has interesting highlight: it provides optimal path which
respect the total cost of defined constraints in an end-to-end manner. We strengthen
the RPL routing protocol to adapt in a flexible way to the needs or demands of IoT
applications.We demonstrate that this approach is effective to existing RPL protocol.
The performance results show several insight into the behavior of protocol while we
evaluate and compare with other related protocols in IoT network scenarios.
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2 Related Work

Several enhancements of the OF-based RPL are proposed in the last years. Like in the
standard OFs case, a part of these research studies suggest a new objective function
based on only single metrics. For example, the authors in [6] use the connection
status called Best-Friend ETX as a metric to offer a better quality of service. This
new routing metric improves LLN network performances like packet delivery ratio
and energy consumption. However, this solution does not take into account metrics
related to the node and the impact of repetitive ETX updates in the choice of the
parent. Another approaches consist on the composition of many node or link routing
metrics to define objective function. There are several solutions proposed in the
literature based on lexical metric, additive metric or fuzzy logic composition [7].
The authors in [8] proposed a new OF called ETX, Energy, and Queue length (EEQ)
to protect the node which has already consumed excessively its energy during data
transfer. The proposed OF combines three metrics ETX, active queue length, and
energy consumption to compute nodes rank. EEQ reduces controlmessages overhead
compared to the standard MRHOF and OF0 especially for high intensity traffic.
Nevertheless, the performance of EEQ is not compared with OFs using metrics
composition while taking into account more parameters like network lifetime and its
convergence.

Gaddour et al. [9] proposed a new objective function called OFFL that integrates
a set of different routing metrics based on the fuzzy logic approach. Their method
uses a set of fuzzy parameters considered for the configuration of a routing decision
using hop count, end-to-end delay, residual energy and link quality as metrics. OFFL
offers the advantage of considering the application requirements with the objective
to decide the best paths to the destination. Each metric depicts an important property
of the neighbor node which is suitable for acting as a parent, thereby contributing to
building a route toward the root. In the proposed OF, OFFL determines the qualities
of a good path.

However, the optimization ofmultiplemetrics is known as aNP-hard problem and
is supported by some centralized path computation engine in order to have a global
vision of the network. Among these solutions, the Operator Calculus was developed
and used by Schott and Staples [10] for the last decade. This algebraic approach
has been fitted to find the optimal paths using a combination of routing metrics for
different application domains. The main concept underlying the OC approach is the
association of graphs with algebraic forms whose properties show information about
the associated graphs.

In [11], the authors proposed a routing protocol based on the OC approach to
optimize and enhance the lifetime of WSN. The constraints considered to determine
the optimal paths were residual energy and bit error rate of node. Their objective was
to define the main route that contains high centrality rank in a WSN deployment.
The evaluation of centrality was employing the OC approach based on network
topology which offers optimal paths for all source node to the sink node. In addition,
a number of studies have also been conducted between 2012 and 2020 to improve
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the RPL routing protocol in different approaches such as CORPL [12], DualMOP
[13], QU-RPL [14], ORPL-DT [15], and BPRL [16].

3 RPL-OC Approach

The proposed scheme RPL-OC takes several routing metrics into account; i.e.,
energy, RSSI, delay and hop count. The combination of these routing metrics gen-
erates a multi-constrained path problem. In this work, we are focusing on a static
environment where we consider a node whose route to the sink has the lowest hop
count and delay, but at the same time has the highest RSSI and residual energy in
order to obtain the optimal end-to-end paths. Thus, the multi-constrained path opti-
mization problem in this case is to find routes or paths from a source node to the root
whose costs are respecting the constraints given. An in-depth development of OC is
exposed in the work of Schott et al. [17]. The aforementioned algorithm is primarily
dedicated to solve precomputed routing problems. OC is based on the properties of
matrix computation and the definition of algebraic structures. Applied in the context
of routing, OC is implemented to solve the multi-constrained optimal path problem
(MCOP) [11, 18, 19].

A weighted connected simple adjacency graph G = (V, E), formed by a set of
nodes V linked by directed or simple edges specified in set E , is represented by a
nilpotent square matrix denoted Ψ of order card(V ). The OC underlying algorithm
is parameterized by Ψ whose components associate algebraic structures. A path is
denoted by a unique combination of node labels, constructed through concatenation.
Let an alphabet

∑
n := {ωi : ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}} along with ω∅ the empty symbol. For

fixed k, a sequence of symbols forms a word denoted as ωu := ωu1ωu2 . . . ωuk . The
noncommutative semigroup Ωn represents the set of unique words, including empty
word 0, formed with a given alphabet

∑
n . We define the concatenation operation on

words wu, wv ∈ Ωn as follows:

ωu · ωv =
{

ωu.v if u ∩ v = ∅
0 otherwise

For convenience, a word will be expressed through multi-index notation, such that
u := (u1, u2, . . . , uk). Each path is coupled to a weight, quantitatively describing
the quality of the routing. A path u := (u1, u2, . . . , uk) of aggregated multi-weight
x ∈ R

m will be described in RΩn . With ∗ an m-tuple of associative binary operators
on R, for path p we define the weight as follows:

wt(p) := (wi1 ∗1 w j1, . . . , wim ∗k w jm),∀(vi , v j ) ∈ p (1)

Given a first vertex v0 and a last vertex v∞ in a weighted graph, the set of feasible
paths from v0 to v∞, also expressed v0 ∼ v∞, relates to each path whose associated
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overall costs respect some predetermined constraints. The vector C is named the
constraint vector relative to the constraints relation R = (R1, R2, . . . , Rm), a m-
tuple of reflexive, transitive, antisymmetric relations on R. A vector x ∈ R

m is stated
to satisfy C, denoted x � C ⇔ xi �i Ci ,∀i ∈ [1,m], if and only if (x,C) ∈ R. The
constraints algebra, indicatedAC, is the real associative unital algebra produced by
{νx : x ∈ R

m} with neutral element ν0 having multiplication defined as follows:

νwx νwy =
{

νwx∗wy if x ∗ y � C

0 otherwise
(2)

A path p weight wt(p) will be expressed via multi-exponent notation. Given a
finite graph G wherein every edge is weighted with an m-tuple of positive integers
and a constraint vector C = (c1, . . . , cm) ∈ R

m , the multi-constrained path problem
requires the computation of the weight wt(p) of path p from source vertex v0 to
destination vertex v∞ in the graph G as follows:

wt(p) � (c1, . . . , cm) = C. (3)

The partial order � on the multi-exponents showing in the canonical expansion
of any component u ∈ AC can be totally ordered by sorting. With ∧ and ∨ the
logical conjunction (AND) and disjunction (OR) and x, y ∈ R

m , this sorting is made
lexicographically such that

x � y ⇔ (x1 ≺1 y1) ∨ [(x1 = y1) ∧ (x2 ≺2 y2)]

∨ · · · ∨ [(∀i < m, xi = yi ) ∧ (xm ≺m ym)] (4)

Within these feasible paths, a preferred or an optimal path may then be selected. For
practical purpose, P will indicate the set of all paths in the graph G, and P will
designate the set of all possible paths in G, i.e., P := {p ∈ P|wt(p) � C}. A path
p ∈ X ⊂ P is stated to be optimal or preferred for X if the following relation holds

wt(p) � wt(q), ∀q ∈ X (5)

Although the� operator imposes an order on the monomials {νwt(p)ωp : p ∈ P} one
may introduce a choice function to extract a specific set of paths out of multiple
equivalent choices as expressed in relation (4):

)ג
∑

p∈X
νwt(p)ωp) = {νwt(p)ωp|wt(p) � wt(q), ∀q ∈ X} (6)

From the previous definitions follows the specification of the nilpotent multi-weight
adjacency matrix Ψ of n × n elements modeling graph G with entries inAC ⊗ Ωn .
Each matrix component couples a weight to a path, with nonexistent links denoted
by 0, such that
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Ψi j =
{

νwi j ω j if (νi , ν j ) ∈ E

0 otherwise
(7)

The 〈vi |Ψ expression designates the i th line of matrix Ψ . Conversely, Ψ |v j 〉 desig-
nates the j th column ofmatrixΨ . An entryΨi j ofmatrixΨ is thus entirely designated
by 〈vi |Ψ |v j 〉. Extraction of multiple paths is based on computing powers of the Ψ

matrix. As elements ofΨ are noncommutative,Ψ n is defined by the following recur-
rence relation:

Ψ n =
{
un = un−1 × Ψ

u1 = Ψ
(8)

Each new computed power adds up one new hop to each feasible path of the matrix;
computing Ψ l generates paths of length l. Matrix entries resembling multiple alter-
native paths are represented by summation. Classical distributivity applies when
multiplying a summation of AC ⊗ Ωn entries by another. One may thus compute a
path vi ∼ v∞ by applying the following operations:

ν0
ω(i)

n∑

l=1

〈vi |Ψ l |v∞〉 = ν0
ω(i)

∑

paths p:vi∼v∞

vwpωp (9)

Extracted paths are cycle-free guaranteed, as specified by the algebra itself. Paths
which do not satisfying constraints are automatically pruned as the algorithm pro-
gresses. The optimal preferred paths are outputted after selection handled by the ג

function.

Algorithm 1 RPL-OC approach for paths vi ∼ v∞
1: Input: ∗, �, �
2: Output: End-to-end hop minimal optimal path for destination vi ∼ v∞
3: Collecting info of G = (V, E)

4: Building constraint vector C = buildconstraints(Ψ )

5: Building adjacency matrix Ψi j =
{

v
wi j ω j if (vi , v j ) ∈ E

0 otherwise
.

6: u = getrow(Ψ, i)

7: while u �= −→
0 and uv∞ = 0 do

8: u = vecmat (u, Ψ,C, ∗,�)

9: end while
10: return ∞uv)ג )

The RPL-OC routing algorithm is conceptually summarized in Algorithm 1
through classical algebraic constructions. The algorithm generates a combination
of feasible optimal paths for route vi ∼ v∞ given an adjacency matrix Ψ . It is fol-
lowed by the construction of the adjacency matrix which entries associate a link and
its multi-weight vector. Subsequently, successive vector-matrix operations can be
computed as stated in Algorithm 2, in order to generate the feasible paths of inter-
est. Figure1a depicts a toy example of a 6-node multi-weighted graph. Each edge
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Algorithm 2 OC vector-matrix multiplication
1: function vecmat(u, Ψ,C, ∗,�)
2: n = cols(v)

3: for j in 1 : n do

4: u j =
n∑

i
(

∑

paths p:u j
vwpωp ∗ v

wi j ω j )

5: end for
6: return u
7: end function

(a) Six nodes multi-weighted graph.

Ψ =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0
(1,4,2,9)
νω(2) 0

(6,9,8,1)
νω(4) 0 0

(7,8,10,2)
νω(1) 0

(1,8,1,10)
νω(3) 0 0 0

0
(1,6,9,8)

ν ω(2) 0
(3,5,6,10)
νω(4)

(1,10,10,9)
νω(5)

(5,6,6,7)
νω(6)

(4,5,9,6)
νω(1) 0

(8,5,6,7)
νω(3) 0

(8,7,7,4)
νω(5) 0

0 0
(6,7,10,4)
νω(3)

(5,1,8,10)
νω(4) 0

(2,5,1,9)
νω(6)

0 0
(10,8,1,6)
νω(3) 0

(8,2,9,7)
νω(5) 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(b) Graph associated adjacency matrix Ψ .

Fig. 1 Sample network graph and associated adjacency matrix

is weighted by a vector of positive integers. The task at hand is to find all feasible
optimum paths from vertex v1 to v5. Each edge is tied a multi-weight vector subject
to the constraint vector C = (20, 17, 20, 18), associated to the binary relation vector
R = (≤,≤,≤,≤). Thus a path p of multi-weight wt(p) is feasible exclusively if
wt(p) � (20, 17, 20, 18). A path multi-weight vector is computed step-by-step with
the help of a vector of binary operators ∗ = (+,+,+,+). Responding to the graph,
the associated constrained path-identifying nilpotent adjacency matrix is defined in
Fig. 1b. An intermediate result of the operations stated in Eq.9 applied to the example
shown in Fig. 1 is depicted hereafter in column vector ψ :

ψ =

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

(14,16,15,5)
νω(1,4,5)

0
(1,10,10,9)
νω(3,5) + (11,12,13,14)

νω(3,4,5) + (13,8,15,14)
νω(3,6,5)

(8,7,7,4)
νω(4,5) + (9,15,16,16)

νω(4,3,5)

0
(8,2,9,7)
νω(6,5)

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

More specifically, ψ = ν0
w(i)

∑6
l=1 |Ψ l |v5〉 generates the feasible paths to destination

v5. Finally, the constraint satisfying feasible paths from vertex v1 to v5 are extracted
by inspecting element ψ1 of vector ψ .
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Table 1 Simulation parameters

Parameter Value

No. of node 25

No. of sink 1

Transmission range 20m

Interference range 40m

Area of deployment 80 × 110 m2

Radio duty cycling protocol ContikiMAC

Protocols RPL-OC, RPL, OFFL

Data type UDP

Data rate [1, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60] packets/min

Duration 100 min

4 Performance Evaluation

In this section, energy consumption, delay, duty cycle, and throughput are investi-
gated in order to evaluate the performance of RPL-OC. Simulations are conducted on
Cooja simulator which uses the ContikiRPL. The objective of this simulation study
is to investigate the network behavior by comparing RPL-OC with the standard RPL
and OFFL [9]. A complementary statistical analysis of several RPL variants is pre-
sented in another study [20]. The parameters that we used in our simulation scenarios
are given in Table1.

Scenario I. To assess the throughput of the network, we increased the data traffic
from 1 to 60 packets/min and we used UDP traffic to evaluate the round-trip time
between source and destination (the root). RPL-OC still has a good performance
rather than the others under different data rates. For example, as seen in Fig. 2a,
when the data rate is set to 60 packets/min, RPL-OC provides an average throughput
of 3112.5 bps, RPL achieves 2842.3 bps, and OFFL obtains 2356.7 bps. This phe-
nomenon is caused by our method that provides the optimum end-to-end paths with
respect to constraints in order to deliver the packet to the DAG root.

In terms of delay, RPL-OC obtains lower delay for all scenarios compared to
RPL and OFFL, as seen in Fig. 2b. This is due to fact that RPL-OC selects the path
according to delay metric thresholds while constructing the path. In general, RPL-
OC has lower average end-to-end delay than OFFL and RPL. For data rate of 60
packets/min, OFFL and RPL obtained 5.96 s and 5.08 s respectively. While the data
rate increased from 1 to 60 packets/min, we can see that the average end-to-end delay
decreased from 5.29 to 3.66 s for RPL-OC.

Figure2c shows the average energy consumption of our proposed scheme and the
comparison with RPL standard and OFFL in relation with data rate. However, RPL-
OC has the lowest consumption of energy followed by RPL and OFFL during each
100-min simulation time. At slow data rate, less than 10 packets/min, our proposed
RPL-OC and OFFL are better than RPL. Also at higher data transmission, 50 and 60
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Fig. 2 Comparison of throughput, end-to-end delay, energy consumption, and duty cycle in relation
to data rate in scenario I

packets/min, RPL-OC obtains lower energy consumption than the others. Through
our simulation, we observed that the effect of packet transmission rate on the energy
consumption level is high. It shows that RPL and OFFL consume more energy
than RPL-OC with the increase in data rate. This phenomenon is due to additional
number of data packets transmitted in the network during the simulation. We note
for example with 1 packet/minute after 100min of simulation, RPL-OC reduces the
energy consumption by nearly 23% less than RPL.

Figure2d shows the duty cycle comparison between our proposed algorithm and
other protocols during 100-min simulations in relation to data rate. Both RPL-OC
and OFFL perform almost the same at the data rate of 1 and 60 packets/min. RPL
achieved 0.78% of the average duty cycle which is a little bit higher than RPL-OC
and OFFL during 100-min simulation for data rate 1 packet/min. However, for data
rate of 50 and 60 packets/min, RPL suffers from the radio duty cycle of more than 5%
due to topology maintaining scheme. On the other hand, our proposed mechanism,
RPL-OC, attained the lowest average duty cycle.

Scenario II. In the second scenario, we conducted tests where some nodes drop
one by one during 100min of simulation with data rate 60 packets/min in order to
see the performance of RPL-OC and other protocols. A first node drops after 5min
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Fig. 3 Comparison of throughput, end-to-end delay, energy consumption, and duty cycle in Sce-
nario II for 100-min simulation time

and then every 10min. Thus, on the overall, 10 nodes drop. In terms of throughput,
as depicted in Fig. 3a, RPL-OC obtains highest throughput than the other protocols.
This is clear as when there is a change in topology, RPL-OC is able to switch paths
which maintain the throughput. It can be seen that RPL-OC experiences about 59%
higher throughput when compared to RPL.Moreover, RPL-OC efficiently maximize
the stability of network since RPL-OC provides optimal multipath to reach the root.
Another reason is that higher link connectivity might reduce the possibility of parent
shifting in RPL andOFFL networks. This is shown that RPL is lack of responsiveness
and inefficient for this scenario.

Figure3b demonstrates the average end-to-end delay for scenario II. We notice
that the performances of RPL and OFFL were higher than our proposed algorithm.
Indeed, by using RPL-OC, the average end-to-end delay is reduced to 1.2 s or 46.2%
of RPL. This is due to RPL and OFFL protocols which perform a sequence number
of process to update their rank, in order to allow the nodes to select a new preferred
parent. Otherwise, RPL-OC has identified a set of optimal parents and has a quick
parent shifting processwhich leading to lower end-to-enddelay.While droppednodes
occurred, as seen in Fig. 3c, RPL-OC has a different energy tradeoff from the others.
RPL-OC consumes 25.3% less energy than RPL and, in general, it expends lesser
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energy than the others whichmeans that our scheme is the most energy efficient. This
is due to fact that RPL-OC has end-to-end paths with the shorter delay, the better
RSSI, and the minimum energy consumption. Even when dead nodes appeared,
RPL-OC can provide an alternative path with respect to the constraints.

Whereas we performed dropped nodes scenario on the network during 100-min
simulation time, RPL-OC achieved 3.45% of average radio duty cycle, followed by
OFFL which obtained 4.41 and 5.71% for RPL, as seen in Fig. 3d. It means that
the proposed scheme agreed to reduce the energy consumption and while the source
sends the packet, the nodes were continually alive. In addition, it is clear that the
RPL network keeps updating its new metrics, especially at higher data rate of 50
packets/min and 60 packets/min.

5 Conclusions

This paper presents our proposed algorithm on routing protocol RPL based on the
Operator Calculus approach, called RPL-OC. We have been widely evaluating some
RPL variants and performed several simulations with a static network in IoT appli-
cation domains, such as smart cities. The key to this algebraic approach is that when
passing from one path to the next path, all the four metrics, i.e., energy, RSSI, hop
count, and delay, are taken into account to estimate the end-to-end optimum paths.
We remarked that with a global network topology view, there are clear advantages
to RPL-OC to determine the optimal end-to-end paths in LLN networks. In addi-
tion, RPL-OC has capability to find the optimal paths and communicates them to the
nodes during the construction of the DODAG in a semi-distributed manner. Thus,
having recovery routes and fewer signaling messages is made possible. As shown
in the result section, our proposed scheme allows to solve the issue of finding the
optimal path by regarding maximal RSSI and energy level efficiently but with the
minimal end-to-end delay and hop count at once. Future works will address the
heterogeneous nodes, mobility, and scalability to provide support for dynamic adap-
tation. Other metrics such as throughput and latency could be considered in order to
improve the reliability and robustness of the proposed schemes.
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Evaluating Challenges in Using Big Data
in Healthcare

Rajip Raj, Farhad Daneshgar, and Nazanin Borhan

Abstract Data in healthcare refers to large medical data collected from various
sources comprising electronic health records (EHR), medical imaging, genomic
ordering, pharmaceutical testing, wearables, and medical equipment. The way data
is handled, evaluated, and leveraged in healthcare applications has already been
affected by big data. The effective use of big data in the healthcare sector can
prevail the ability to decrease medical expenses, forecast the outburst of an epidemic,
circumvent preventable illnesses, and enhance the overall quality of life. Despite the
enormous benefits, applying big data in the healthcare sector poses numerous chal-
lenges in terms of the nature of human interactions, healthcare applications, and
large and complex data. This qualitative research is the first step of a larger research
project that investigates various challenges associated with using big data in health-
care applications. The results of the present study will inform the next project phase
in a future study to design and develop effective human interactions in healthcare
big data applications. Data are collected from relevant existing literature and then
analyzed through a thematic analysis. The coding criteria for such data analysis are
those generic codes that are commonly used by similar studies and include technical
challenges, administrative challenges, and security and privacy challenges.
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1 Introduction

Healthcare sectors are producing extensive information by keeping records of patient
care, acquiescence, and regulation requirements. According to [1] the major sources
of big data in healthcare are:

• Data generated by machines that include information from digital sensors,
wearable devices, intelligent meters, and other machines measuring essential
indications.

• Biometric data acquired from physical features of people such as fingerprints,
genes, signature, scans of retina, heart rate, blood pressure, X-ray, and other
clinical images.

• Human-produced data that include unorganized and semi-organized clinical
information such as case documents, laboratory outcomes, hospital admittance,
overviews of discharge, and email.

• Transactional data that include health claims information and accounting data.
• Epidemiological data that include important statistical data, data from health

surveys, and registrations of diseases.
• Publication data that include information from medical studies and clinical

reference data.

Big data in healthcare is definedby its infamousfive characteristics [2]: (i)Volume:
Data is persistently produced in huge amount from various sources such as electronic
health records, real-time health tracking system, clinical trials, labs, research, etc.; (ii)
Velocity: It is the requirement for real-time analysis of information from streaming
data such as remote patient tracking, sensor data, telemedicine, etc.; (iii) Variety:
Data is collected from various sources and can be organized, semi-organized or
unorganized; (iv) Veracity: It defines the quality of data that are being collected; and
(v) Value: This deals with obtaining value from data.

Although most information is stored in a form of hard copy, the present tendency
is to quickly digitize these big quantities of information. Such tendency is due to
the mandatory requirements and the ability to escalate the delivery of healthcare
while lowering expenses. It is expected that these vast quantities of information
known as big data enable a broad variety of medical choice making and healthcare
tasks, incorporating assistance for clinical decision-making, disease observational,
and administration of population health. Big data in healthcare is immense not only
due to its quantity but also due to the variety of kinds of data and the velocity at
which it needs to be managed [3]. Through digitizing, mixing, and applying big
data efficiently, healthcare organizations can transform from being small clinics to
multi-provider networks of big hospitals. Furthermore, responsible care organiza-
tions will have a major advantage in perceiving and managing individual and mass
health and discovering fraud in healthcare more promptly and effectively. Overall, a
successful big data implementation can bring many positive administration and life-
saving consequences. Examples are real-time tracking, patientmanagement, utilizing
health data for deliberate planning, and improve security.
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Despite many benefits, there are some obstacles to the application of big data in
the healthcare sector. This research investigates the application of big data in the
healthcare industry and identifies challenges that the industry is tackling, through a
critical review of the related literature and the authors’ analysis of the review. The
ultimate goal of our two-phased research project is to use the results of the present
study to design and develop effective human interactions in healthcare big data
applications. To partially achieve the above goal in the current study, the remaining
parts of the paper has been organized as follows: In the next section focused reviews
are performed in three related areas, including (i) overall challenges of big data, (ii)
application of big data in healthcare, and (iii) challenges for the healthcare industry;
the former represents the bulk of findings of the study. To add rigor to the study, the
last section of the paper provides the method used to arrive at the review results.

2 Literature Review

The current work-in-progress is the first stage of a two-phased research project where
various challenges of big data that would affect healthcare applications are identi-
fied. These challenges are synthesized from the current studies and are grouped and
presented in the following three sections.

2.1 Overall Challenges of Big Data

Bigdata challenges reported in the current literature generally fall into two categories:
(i) challenges related to the storage and system architecture and (ii) the analytics
dimension. This study provides a focused review of both dimensions.

Challenges related to the nature of the data in big data: Such data are extremely
large and complex that conventional applications are unable to process them. Both
humans and machines can produce big data. It can be produced anywhere in
both organized and standard formats as well as unorganized formats. It can be
classified broadly based on the sources: machine-produced, human-produced, and
organization-produced data, although machine-generated data constitute the bulk
of big data. Machine-produced data indicate data produced from live time sensors
in industrial machinery or transportation. These data are generated from different
detectors, cameras, satellites, log documents, bioinformatics, action trackers, private
health trackers, and various other sensory information resources.

Human-generated data is a vast quantity of socialmedia information such as status,
pictures, videos, and text messages. Normally, the data produced in this classification
are unstructured. On the other hand, information produced by the organization is
extremely organized and reliable in essence and contains a specified field or file in
the type of records, and commonly stored using a relational database. Several studies
currently exist that address the data challenges in big data including [2, 4–10].
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The second dimension is related to big data analytics. Currently, there is a
greater need to analyze large amounts of data, particularly in healthcare applications.
Terabyte and petabyte of data volume are quickly becoming prevalent, and hidden
with significant value, waiting for the right computational resources to unlock them.
Big data’s heterogeneity, size, timeliness, sophistication, and confidentiality issues
hinder progression at all stages of the procedurewhich can generatemeaning from the
data. Some studies propose specific methods for overcoming underlying challenges
in big data analysis with MapReduce system over Hadoop distributed file system
[11, 12]. Others provide generic methods for machine learning, data mining, and
computational intelligence (e.g. [13]). These studies outline the main features of big
data, and how they create a fundamental shift in statistical and numerical approaches
as well as computing infrastructure.

2.2 Application of Big Data in Healthcare

Big data in healthcare systems can be utilized for forecasting disease and infection
outbreaks, intensify treatment and standard of living, and avoid untimely demise and
the spread of diseases. It gives insights on the treatment of disease and caution signs
for medication. It will not only assist reduce the number of patients and death rates
but will also help the government to decrease medical care costs.

The healthcare industry inAustralia is administered andfinanced by theAustralian
government and governments of the state and territories, as well as private and
non-profit organizations. Governments use Medicare and other programs to fund
the majority of spending, which is around 67% of the spending [14]. Personally
Controlled Electronic Health Record (PCEHR) is a summary of digital health data
that are created by the Australian government. PCEHR aims to provide a safe elec-
tronic description of the medical history of individuals that will subsequently contain
facts such as present medicines, harmful drug responses, sensitivity, and immuniza-
tion background in a readily available format. PCEHR is recorded in a group of linked
devices with the capacity to enhance data exchange among healthcare operators in
order to enhance patient results regardless of the location of the patient throughout
Australia [15].

Using big data is now common practice for discovering and managing high-risk
and high-cost patients in the United States [16]. There is a dramatic rise in the volume
of healthcare data that are accessible electronically as the healthcare institutions in
the United States are swiftly embracing the EHR. Concurrently, there have been
many achievements in healthcare data analytics for analyzing the vast amount of
data and obtain new information through big data. This study discovered six major
use cases of big data in healthcare in the United States alone [16]. These are briefly
explained below.

In relation to the high-cost patient, another recent study showed roughly 5% of
patients account for approximately 50% of the entire expenditure of US health-
care [16]. Predictive analysis can be applied to identify and manage such patients.
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Predictive analysis may involve connecting data from various sources, such as
healthcare-related, genetics, administrative, reports, social data, and insurance.
Healthcare resources are becoming alarmingly restricted, requiring a higher emphasis
on meaning. It will therefore be essential to explore analytical methods that discover
not only individuals at high risk but also the people at low risk. The second use case
is for re-admitting patients that helps reduce the frequency of admitting patients. For
instance, the patient with smartphones can be asked to give permission to ingress data
from their mobiles for recognizing the patients who are unable to manage a chronic
situation better or to keep an eye on those patients who have been recently removed
from healthcare centers. Those patients unable to make phone calls or sending emails
at their regular rate might be going through depression or other health issues.

The next big data application is triage. It would be helpful to predict the possi-
bilities of complications during the first visit of the patient to healthcare centers for
numerous reasons. Such predictions may aid in the allocation of staff and bed, the
possibility of transferring to the suitable unit and building, and so on.

The other use of big data analytics is for compensation. There is often a period
prior to decompensating—the deterioration of a patient’s situation—inwhich physio-
logical information can be utilized to dictate whether the patient is at risk of decom-
pensating. With the help of big data analytics, it is feasible to track patients in
basic care units, nursing care centers, or even at house, to determine some type of
decompensating.

Another use of big data analytics is for forecasting which patients are at risk
of multiple adverse events such as kidney failure, infection, and unfavorable drug
events. Chronic circumstances may stretch over multiple organs, or are systemic
in essence; and normally, few of the most expensive conditions to handle can be
predicted by big data analysis for possible prevention and risk control [16].

Another study investigated the use of big data for personalized healthcare [17].
The study proposed combining big data analytics with virtual physiological human
(VPH) mechanisms for generating powerful and productive results in the field of
silicon medicine. Current big data methods inspect a huge collection of informa-
tion, from numerous clients, in a limited time, recognize collection and interrelation,
and creates predictive systems using statistical or machine-based learning simula-
tion methods. Applying statistical processing or artificial intelligence methods gives
excellent indicators that are acceptable for the variety of the evaluated sets of data. If
a database includes noticeable results for a group of patients, the analyst can instantly
calculate the precision of that predictor.

The integration of recommendation systems with big data can appear as a
successful solution in the medical industry [18]. The application of the recommenda-
tion system in medical care comprises a broad area where patients are recommended
about the condition of their health. With the huge volume of data existing in the
healthcare field, such information can be evaluated to produce a constructive esti-
mate for the patients. The predictions and suggestions are more precise as we involve
a large amount of information. It also notifies the patient of the disease and helps to
take the required measures prior to its occurrence.
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Another study [19] consideredmanagement anddelivery as important applications
of big data in healthcare. It assists with budgeting of medical facilities provided
on the treatment and the insurance covered. It entails information on EHR, data
of the patient, treatment trials, and observation based on evidence. It can be used
individually to analyze data of administration and delivery.

The next use case category relates to the data that assist in making clinical deci-
sions and judgments. Information such as precise projection of health, electronic
health records, genomics, research and development, and medical organizations can
assist in clinical decisions [20].

The next application is raised by [20] and is related to the clinical information.
This study addresses the datasets accessible from different data sources and clinical
data systems that can be utilized for analytics. The information involves external
health data from social media, biomedicine sensor data, and treatment data of illness
like genomics. The behavior of consumers also needs to be considered. Big data
methods are used to analyze the demographics of consumers, and also provides some
more varieties of information from them, including information about advertising,
customer marketing, and conduct of public and individual. The last aspect addressed
by [19] is called support information. It includes efficiency of treatment, laboratory
and research documents, public health treatments, medication, error detection, etc.

One study that overlaps with some of the above reviews focuses on specific areas
of healthcare where applying big data can create value [21]. The first application is
to use for clinical decision support. Big data analytics techniques can be utilized for
forecasting results or suggest substitute treatments at the point of care for medical
practitioners and patients. The next usage is for personalized care. Probabilistic data
mining or analytical approaches can provide early diagnosis and detection prior to the
patient developing symptoms of any disease. Detection of patterns by means of real-
time wearable sensors for old or paralyzed patients to warn doctors if their crucial
variables alter or post-market surveillance of drug efficacy can be achieved. The
next application is for public and population health. Big data analytics solutions can
extract data from theweb and socialmedia to forecast flu and estimate future patterns.
Big data can be applied for fraud detection. Different predictivemodels can be used to
forecast and stop transaction fraud andmedical claims fraud.Healthcare data can also
be used for secondary purposes that relate to the accumulation of clinical information
from accounting, patient care, and regulatory documents, to discover useful ideas
such as identification of rare disease patients, decisions of treatment, measurement
of clinical efficiency, and so on. The last application according to this study [21]
is for evidence-based medicine. It includes the application of statistical analyses
and quantified research by medical practitioners for detection. This implementation
allows physicians to make choices on the basis of their individual opinions as well
as best accessible proof.
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2.3 Challenges for Healthcare Industry

Reviews in the previous part provide ground for extracting and thematizing chal-
lenges that big data healthcare systems are currently facing. Below is a summary
of recurring themes extracted. The method of creating these themes is explained in
Sect. 3:

1. Capturing and storing a large amount of information [22] are thefirst challenges
in healthcare. The exponential growth of data collected from digital devices,
aerial cognitive technologies, remote sensors, software records, cameras,
recorders, frequency detector, wireless signal networks, and so on create a
major challenge in this area.

2. The next challenge is related to the security and privacy issues of using big data
in healthcare. Trustworthiness of data, confidentiality, accuracy, and consis-
tency [23], privacy preservation, and security of data, including network secu-
rity, authentication of users, and preventingmalicious hackers are some aspects
of this challenge. In [23–27] major security and privacy-related challenges in
the literature are reported.

3. Maintaining the quality of health data and lacking a health-specific standard
for handling data are other important challenges in the healthcare industry [19,
21, 28–30]. It is claimed that predictive modeling could have negative impacts
on patients if a faulty data model is used [23].

4. Organizational group of challenges is another class of problems that hinders
the application of big data in the healthcare domain. Some of these problems
are reported as increasing organizational expenditure on big data infrastruc-
tures, boosting the analytical and application capacity of the organization,
and additional managerial tasks on data [29]. Also, healthcare organizations
usually resist change. Unlike other industries such as banking and petroleum
and gas, which welcome opportunities in big data by accepting high risks,
health organizations tend to avoid the negative risks of big data regardless
of the potential opportunities that big data can provide [1]. This is mainly
due to insufficient administrative assistance, lack of confidence, judicial prob-
lems, and the absence of required and adequate abilities to operate the ICT
instruments [1].

5. Medical images are the significant source of information often used for detec-
tion, evaluation, and planning of treatment. They vary in size ranging from few
megabytes to hundreds of megabytes. The image data needs big storage ability
if they have to be stored for a long time. It also requires quick and precise algo-
rithms if any choice helping to automate utilizing the data was to be made.
Some of the challenges in image processing are pre-processing, compression
of data, real-time implementation, registration, and association, securing data,
maintaining privacy, segmentation, mining of data, and validating data [3].

6. Integration of heterogeneous data sources is another challenge in this field [21,
31]. Established healthcare systems have always suffered from compatibility
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issues among various hardware and software technologies That in turn will
affect interpretation and correlation of results [32].

7. Scalability is another problem in this field [33]. Datastream can conveniently
hit up to millions of tuples per second sometimes in real time. Considering the
convergence of streams arriving from every healthcare support devices, the
issue of centralized databases becomes hard to handle in real time.

8. Another problem related to the above issue is the time-criticality of healthcare
applications. Speed is essential in both input and output [25, 33]. Time delay in
handling complicated datasets may degrade the quality of patient care [21, 34].

9. Data science training and variation of the workforce is another challenge [35].
In order to better perceive data and turn unstructured or organized numbers into
systematic information, data scientists will need to collaborate with doctors,
researchers, and patients. Thus, there is diversity in the workforce. At this
stage, few opportunities exist for training and education and this has caused
a lack of workforce in this field. Miscommunication between users and data
analysts is one of the primary issues. It is difficult for the user to understand
the data provided by data scientists and such gaps can adversely influence the
decision outcomes of healthcare professionals [25].

10. The final group of the challenge is the support. Problems such as finance
[20], appropriate laws and rules, ethics, government strategies, coordination
inside the ecosystem, and professionals having specialization in healthcare are
reported quite frequently in the literature [28].

3 Thematic Analysis

To analyze collected textual data and develop a framework for big data challenges in
healthcare applications, this paper adopts a six-step thematic analysis. These steps
are expected to lead the study to the identification of categories of challenges that
healthcare organizations are facing in relation to big data. This section provides a
general overview of the method applied in this study.

In the first and second steps, previous works are reviewed and coded. The idea
here is to explore an initial set of codes that describe the phenomena. As a result of
this step, a list of codes was identified progressively as the study proceeds through the
next five steps, and a final list emerged. In datamining terminology codes identify and
mark data features. In step 3 the themes are created. Themes represent contextually
meaningful categories of identified classes. Step 4 deals with reviewing and refining
themes. Step 5 finalizes definitions of themes and name them. In the final step, the
results of the thematic analysis are produced to validate the study and justify the
results. Table 1 shows the initial list of extracted codes along with the references.

Table 2 shows the classification scheme of the codes in the previous table. Steps
3 to 6 of the thematic analysis apply here. We found seven themes for this study and
show them in the first column of Table 2, and corresponding codes for each theme
are shown in the second column of this table.
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Table 1 List of codes generated from different papers

Papers Codes

[28] Data standard, data sharing, data integration, data storage, data security and privacy,
laws and rules

[24] Data security

[23] Volume, velocity, veracity

[20] Cost, data integration, data quality, security and privacy, data fragmentation

[19] Data standard, heterogeneity, infrastructure of hospitals, data quality, privacy

[22] Capturing and storing data, data quality, privacy and security, lack of IT professionals

[21] Data standard, data integration, lack of skill, privacy and security, real-time processing,
data analysis, quality of data

[26] Privacy and security

[36] Infrastructure issue, data quality, data integration, lack of experts

[1] Persistence to change, fragmentation, data standard, security, and privacy

[33] Data quality including scalability, heterogeneity, timeliness

[27] Data security and privacy

[35] Data storage, heterogeneity, data quality, timeliness, privacy, scalability, visualization

[35] Ethical issue, data quality, data access and sharing, workforce

[37] Data storing, heterogeneity of data transferring, security, and privacy

[28] Data standard, interoperability, security and privacy, and workforce

[30] Data quality, data analysis, user training

[32] Heterogeneity, capturing data, data analysis

[25] Security and privacy, classifying data, workforce, lack of technology

[31] Heterogeneity, data quality, cost, lack of experts

Table 2 Categorization of codes into themes

Themes Codes

Data characteristics challenges Volume, velocity, veracity

Data quality challenges Heterogeneity, scalability, visualization

Analysis challenges Data capturing, data storage, data processing, data
sharing, real-time data analysis, interoperability, data
integration

Ethical and security challenges Data privacy and ownership, data security

Workforce challenge Lack of data scientist and analyst, training of users

Financial challenges Cost of technology, cost of workforce

Infrastructure issue No proper infrastructure for technology incorporation
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4 Conclusion and Future Work

As part of a larger research project, this work-in-progress research investigated
various existing challenges associated with using big data in healthcare applications.
Through a critical review of the related literature and the authors’ analysis and inter-
pretation of the reviews, data are collected from relevant existing literature and then
analyzed through a thematic analysis. The coding criteria for data analysis are those
generic codes that are commonly used by similar studies and include technical chal-
lenges, administrative challenges, and security and privacy challenges. Results of our
thematic analysis resulted in the identification of the following themes: data charac-
teristics challenges, data quality challenges, analysis challenges, ethical and security
challenges, workforce-related challenges, financial challenges, and infrastructure
challenges.

The ultimate goal of our future study is to develop a set of design directives for
effective human interactions in healthcare big data applications.
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Hardware Control of the Electron Beam
Energy Density by the Heating Spot

Sergei Kurashkin , Vadim Tynchenko , Yuriy Seregin ,
Aleksandr Murygin , and Aleksey Bocharov

Abstract Various types of scanning can enhance the quality of welding joints,
which allows us to control the energy distribution of the electron beam. In the study
conducted by the authors, it was experimentally revealed that the best quality of
welded joints is obtained by scanning an electron beam in the form of a sinusoidal
raster. The research was conducted for thin-walled aerospace structures. Equipment
was developed that realizes scanning in the form of different rasters, considering
the frequency of the sweep, thereby removing the high frequency, which will allow
getting a more even “saw”. As the different types of scanning shapes at which the
optimization was carried out, the next types were used: a classical raster, a sinu-
soidal raster and a truncated raster. The obtained results allow a more meaningful
approach to the process of electron beam welding of different types of materials and
thin-walled structures and obtaining a consistent seam quality.

Keywords Electron beam welding · Mathematical modeling · Technological
parameters · Electron beam oscillation ·Modeling of the thermal welding process ·
Normal distribution law · Welding speed · Control automation

1 Introduction

Today, electron beam welding is a promising area in the aerospace industry. At
present day, welding technology provides ample opportunities for themanufacture of
assemblieswith increased requirements for the quality of thewelded joints. To ensure
a consistently high quality of the obtained weld, monitoring of the specified process
conditions is required. Due to non-compliance with technological parameters, the
root defects occurred. Currently, to prevent defects defocusing and different types of
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scans are used. The actual method to affect the creature of the penetration channel is
using different types of scan paths for the electron beam, like scanning by sinusoidal
trajectory [1].

Many experiments and research projects were carried out, but so far, the best
method in choosing a sweep has not been suggested. There are some scanning
trajectories most used in practice [2]:

In [3, 4] lengthwise trajectory was developed;
In [5–7] x-shaped trajectory was developed;
In [8–10] circular and elliptical trajectory was developed;
In [11, 12] arc and clamp trajectory was developed.

In [13], the authors conducted a research work in which the characteristics of
the electron beam distribution density were received by scanning in various forms:
classical, sinusoidal and truncated. Sinusoidal and truncated rasters allow you to
get a two-hump energy distribution along the coordinate across the joint, and it is
necessary to exclude the behavior of root diverts [13].

Earlier at the conferences [14–16], materials were published on the research of
scanning paths and optimization of their amplitude using the normalized standard
deviation function. In the course of work, various technological modes were used
and experiments were carried out on real equipment. As a result, it was found that
the best type of scan in terms of the quality of the weld formation is a raster in
which the beam is scanned along the joint, according to a unilateral sawtooth law.
When using the recommendations obtained in [16] on equipment, during welding
of products, the result was a beam smearing effect, which leads to defects. Most
beam scanners contain digital-to-analog converters; therefore, it is not difficult to
transform the scanning form of the electron beam in the form of displacements along
the coordinate grid. In [14–17], the main trajectory was chosen as the scanning raster
containing 256 positioning points.

The disadvantage of the previous studies is the high-frequency component
that creates interference. In [14–16], the scanning trajectory was implemented at
frequencies above 1 kHz.

In earlier research works [18–20], the authors developed a new beam trajectory,
an example of such a trajectory is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 Renewed paths of
beam
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In [20, 21], it was determined that overheating occurs due to the difference in the
conductivity of the molten and compacted powder. The authors proposed an energy
input modulation strategy to consider this difference.

To get this new trajectory of scanning, a new trajectory generation algorism was
created. To comply with the limitations of the modulation function, the trajectory
was defined as the internal contours of the region that would be melted, moved from
the outside to the inside.

In this paper, we propose to implement the hardware, considering the frequency
of the sweep, thereby removing the high frequency, which will allow for a more even
“saw”.

2 Experimental Study

Figure 2 shows a scheme of the hardware for controlling the scanning of an electron
beam.

In this research, we used microcontroller unit (MCU)—ATSAM3S4BA and
digital-to-analog converter (DAC)—1108PA1.

Figure 3 shows the two scan paths that were chosen by the authors.
Figure 4 shows a macrosection with penetrations during scanning in the form of

a classical raster, obtained with a high-frequency component.
This form allows you to get the shape of the welds close to rectangular with almost

parallel walls while reducing stress and strain in the welded joints. The radius of the
fillet is 0.1–0.2 cm. In the welds, root defects are almost completely absent, porosity
is reduced, but the results are still far from the required ones. Lengthwise areas of
welded seams presented that the processes of seam formation are stable.

The instability of the penetration depth, in the form of penetration fluctuations
in the root of the welded joint, decreased by 2–3 times compared with traditional
technology. In [14–16], it was revealed that the raster was the best type of scan;
however, there was a high-frequency component, which led to defects. In research
[13], it was revealed that the best scanning beam path is sinusoidal. The energy
distribution by this scan is shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 2 Functional control
unit
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Fig. 3 Graph of successive triangular pulses and sinusoid

Fig. 4 Macrosection with
penetrations during scanning
the beam

In this paper, we propose to use a nominal sinusoidal scan rather than a raster
scan and also reduce the sweep frequency, which in the end will give the best weld
quality. The energy of the electron beam is described by the formula, which includes
voltage, current beam and power along and across the seam; the formula was got
from the work [13].
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Fig. 5 Beam energy distribution on the part surface during sinusoidal scanning across the joint

To avoid taking into account the particular value of the standard deviation, we
introduce dimensionless coordinates and amplitudes of the beam scanning, like x̄
and Ā, which we got from the formula in [13].

Based on the work [13], it was ascertained that the formula of energy distribution
for a sinusoidal trajectory is as follows:

W (x̄) =
∫ π

−π

1

σ ∗ √
2 ∗ π

∗ exp

(
− (x̄ − ( Āx ∗ sin ϕ))2

2 ∗ σ 2

)
dϕ, (1)

The energy amplitude by X-axis ( Āx ) is in the bounds from 1 to 10, x̄ is in the
bounds from −15 to 15, and the phase (ϕ) −π to π .

The scanning path is shown in Fig. 5.
Figure 6 shows the curves for the event of a scanning electron beam path along the

junction in the form of a raster under the influence of the normal energy distribution.
In work [16], a calculation method for determining the scanning amplitude was

developed, which allows determining the shape of the scan and its dimensions, as
well as the desired energy distribution on the surface.

The description of the functional through point and linear sources gave the same
results, which made it possible to simplify the representation of the heat source in
EBW. As a result, the software implementation of the simulation of the thermal
process is greatly simplified.

Thus, at this stage, only one moving source is required for modeling, instead of
256, as it was in previous studies.

The authors obtained a graph for the scattering of temperatures normalized to
the maximum, which has a characteristic minimum at point “b” in Fig. 7 [16]. The
coordinates of this minimum coincide with the experimental dimensions of the scan
path.
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Fig. 6 Distribution of beam energy on the surface of the part during raster scanning across the joint

Fig. 7 The graph of the variation in scattering of the normalized temperature field depending on
the interval between the electron beam positioning points in the form of a “Raster”

Based on the research results, a criterion was developed [17]. The optimality
criterion is the minimum functional when varying the parameter for which a solution
is being sought.

As a result of the simulation, a graph of the dependence of the function on the
amplitude presented in Fig. 8 was obtained.

The graph is interesting in that it has a characteristic minimum. From the graph,
it follows that the optimal value of the amplitude will be equal to four.

The proposed optimality criterion is attractive for several reasons:

• First: The nature of the criterion has a physical semantic orientation;
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Fig. 8 Graph of variation of temperature field scattering as a function of amplitude

Fig. 9 Penetration macrosections

• Second: The criterion has extrema with characteristic values of variable parame-
ters.

As a result of the conducted work, microsections were obtained considering
the change in amplitude and with a low synchronization frequency, which made
it possible to improve the quality of the weld. The results are presented in Fig. 9.

3 Conclusion

We developed a program to control the distribution of energy over the heated spot
using different forms of scanning beam trajectory.

Determination of EBW parameters using numerical simulation of thermal
processes will improve the quality and stability of the weld for structures made
of new materials and various thicknesses.
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AMachine Learning Model
for Predicting Fetal Hemoglobin Levels
in Sickle Cell Disease Patients

Konstantinos Oikonomou , Kathleel Steinhöfel , and Stephan Menzel

Abstract Sickle cell disease is one of the commonest genetic diseases and is defined
as a decrease in hemoglobin concentration in the blood. The main known factor that
can alleviate the disease is the persistence of fetal hemoglobin (HbF), and thus the
aim of our research is to build a model to predict the HbF% of patients based on the
three regulating genes of the disease (BCL11A, Xmm1-HBG2 and HBS1L-MYB).
A machine learning approach is employed in order to improve the accuracy of the
model, with various algorithms of that type being explored. In the end, the K-nearest
neighbors algorithm is chosen and an initial version of it is implemented and tested.
Finally, the algorithm is optimized enabling our optimizedmodel to predict theHbF%
of a patient with 87.25% accuracy, a major improvement over the existing alternative
that has a mean error of 336.33%. Furthermore, 93.45% of our predictions have a
sheer error that is less than 0.5, and all these facts reinforce the strength of our model
as a quick and accurate estimation tool for small and medium-sized clinical trials,
where fast HbF% predictions can help adjust for genetic background variability that
obscures test outcomes.

Keywords Sickle cell disease · Fetal hemoglobin · Machine learning prediction
model
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1 Introduction

Sickle cell disease is one of the commonest genetic diseases with the levels of
fetal hemoglobin (HbF) being one of the most important indications of its severity.
However, high levels of HbF have been proven clinically beneficial for patients [1]
and are associated with longer survival [2] and lower pain rates [3]. The persistence
of HbF in patients beyond the first year of life and throughout adulthood is the main
known factor that can alleviate sickle cell disease. Our main objective is the devel-
opment of an accurate model to predict the levels of a patient’s HbF% and thus the
severity of sickle cell disease. A model of this kind could be especially powerful in
smaller andmedium-sized clinical trials and help geneticists explain human variation
in health and disease through underlying genetic variability.

The development of a prediction model for various aspects of sickle cell disease
has been a topic for several scientific research works. Work in [4] tries to predict
the chances of a stroke for patients of the disease, using transcranial ultrasonog-
raphy, while [5] focuses on predicting the adverse outcomes of the disease on
children. Furthermore, [6, 7] seek to better define the phenotypes and genotype–
phenotype relationships regarding the disease, work in [8] tries the same for β-
thalassemia patients and [9] presents a pain prediction model for African-American
adults affected by it. However, there is little research focused on the development of
an accurate prediction model specifically for the HbF% of a patient, as the majority
of previous work in this particular area focuses on the general connection of gene
regulation with sickle cell. In [10] the authors confirm the effect of genes BCL11A
and HBS1L-MYB on sickle cell anemia in African-Americans, while in [11, 12]
the authors investigate the same for Tanzanian, British and Sri Lankan patients. A
similar model as the one we are trying to develop was proposed by [13] and its 22%
accuracy will be used as a comparison benchmark but it suggests a linear regression
connection between the γ-chain genes and HbF. This is a major disadvantage in our
opinion as it fails to take into account the effect of the γ-gene activation and the
creation of young blood cells that also contain fetal hemoglobin (F-cells) and both
will be incorporated in our proposed approach.

In this paper, the goal is to create a predictionmodel for sickle cell disease patients’
HbF%, optimize it and improve on the accuracy of the already published model [13].
At first, the aforementioned model is implemented to be used as a comparison metric
and an accuracy target for our model to beat. Then several algorithms are tested in
an attempt to choose the most appropriate one as the base for our prediction model.
Their results and characteristics are compared and the K-nearest neighbors algorithm
is selected among them as the one indicating the highest potential accuracy. The K-
nearest neighbors algorithm is then customized and optimized for our problem, and
the final implementation of our algorithm is tested against the data set. Finally, our
optimized model is compared with [13] in terms of accuracy between the predicted
and actual values of HbF%.

This paper is organized as follows: Somebackground information regarding sickle
cell anemia and fetal hemoglobin are discussed inSect. 2. Section3 contains a detailed
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description of our approach, both regarding the theoretical model and the develop-
ment of the algorithm. On the other hand, the actual initial and final implementations
are discussed in Sect. 4, along with an overview of the chosen algorithm. The accu-
racy results of our model are presented in Sect. 5, accompanied by a comparison with
a previously implementedmodel and information regarding themodel’s optimization
and cross-validation. Finally, Sect. 6 includes the conclusions of our research and
proposals for future work on this topic. From this point on, the abbreviations HbF
for fetal hemoglobin and F-cells for young blood cells containing HbF will be used
for brevity’s sake.

2 Background

Red blood cells (or erythrocytes) are the most common type of blood cell. Their
main function is oxygen binding and transport to the tissues as well as the return
of carbon dioxide from the peripheral tissues to the lung. In order to achieve this
exchange, the erythrocytes contain a specific protein called hemoglobin. Hemoglobin
is a metalloprotein and an erythrocyte that contains about 640 million hemoglobin
molecules. Hemoglobin types found in adults are HbA (α2β2), HbA2 (α2δ2) and
HbF (α2γ2). However, the primary hemoglobin during the fetal development period
(2nd–3rd trimester of pregnancy) is HbF (α2γ2).

2.1 Polymorphism and Hemoglobin Regulating Genes

The expression of hemoglobin genes is regulated by factors in the same gene locus
(acting in cis) or those encoded in other regions (acting in trans, i.e. transcription
factors). Either types of regulatory factors can be affected byDNAsequence polymor-
phisms, leading to changes in hemoglobin synthesis. Some of those polymorphisms
can lead to the persistence of γ-globin and therefore HbF in adults. The presence of
HbF is critical to the phenotype of sickle cell disease and because of this, the effort
to induce HbF synthesis has begun as a therapeutic approach to these diseases as
described by Makani et al. [11]. The three polymorphic loci that affect the expres-
sion of hemoglobin γ-chains are BCL11A, Xmm1-HBG2 and HBS1L-MYB. Their
most representative variants are summarized in the following table.

The representative variants of Table 1 can have values 0, 1 or 2 and will be used
as inputs for our prediction model.
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Table 1 Representative
variants

Variant Gene

rs1427407 BCL11A

rs654816 BCL11A

rs66650371 HBS1L-MYB

rs7482144 Xmn1-HBG2

2.2 Sickle Cell Anemia

Anemia is defined as a decrease in hemoglobin concentration in the blood. Although
normal values vary across laboratories, the indicative values for the diagnosis of
anemia could be less than 13.5 g/dl in adult men and less than 11.5 g/dl in adult
women. Sickle cell anemia/disease is a genetic hemoglobinopathy that is inher-
ited with an autosomal recessive mode of inheritance. This disease is one of the
commonest genetic diseases with over 300,000 annual births worldwide, of which
about 70% occur in sub-Saharan Africa, where most of the affected children die
before the age of 5. In the UK and other Western countries, the disease is present
mostly through the African diaspora and shows significant clinical diversity.

3 Our Approach

A visualization of our theoretical model is given in Fig. 1.
Our approach takes into account both the young blood cells that contain fetal

hemoglobin (F-cells) aswell as theγ-gene activation that affect theHbF%of a patient.
These two factors can independently affect the concentration of HbF on a patient but
are in turn affected by the values of the HbF modifier genes, expressed through their
representative variants. The arrows on Fig. 1 represent these relationships that our
model will try to explore.

Furthermore, the interaction between the F-cells, the HbF% and the sickling rate
forms a negative feedback loop. This happens because of the high concentration of
HbF that leads to reduced hemolysis, which is the rupturing of red blood cells. This
reduction causes less need for the creation of new blood cells that would contain fetal
hemoglobin and would therefore be categorized as F-cells. However, the number of
F-cells affects the percentage of HbF, and thus, a decrease in F-cells leads to a decline
of HbF% which can subsequently cause increased hemolysis. The aforementioned
interaction has been taken into account in our approach and is a key factor for the
accuracy of our model. Finally, the straight line that connects the HbFmodifier genes
with the %HbF represents the linear regression proposed in [13]. It was implemented
as a comparison tool for accuracy but is not part of our model.
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Fig. 1 Model visualization

3.1 Machine Learning Approach

A pure mathematical approach to our model was dismissed in the early development
stages, as our theoretical model is very complicated and involves many unknown
relationships. The efforts to try and seek the functions that represent these relation-
ships would be extremely time-consuming and possibly not realistic, as our data
suggest that most of these functions could be potentially discontinuous in multiple
parts. Therefore, a machine learning approach was chosen instead with a supervised
algorithm being the first choice.

3.2 Training/Test Set

The data set included 465 patients with complete data regarding the values of the
representative variants, their HB andHbF levels. A fairly common strategy employed
in supervised machine learning applications is to split the data set into two subcate-
gories. More specifically, the training set consists of pairs of an input and an output
vector. The model is then adjusted based on the results of the model’s predictions
against the actual output vectors that are used as targets. On the contrary, the test
set’s outputs are calculated by the trained model and can be used to measure its
accuracy. In our case, 296 cases were used as the training set while the remaining
169 cases were the evaluation/test set. Various test runs occurred and in each, the
size of the training and test sets was constant but the cases that formed the two sets
were randomly selected in order to cross validate the model.
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4 Implementation

4.1 Previous Model Accuracy

The model proposed in [13] was implemented and tested against the data set. This
model is based on linear regression in order to predict the HbF% of a patient. The
formula that was proposed to calculate the HbF% was

e1.89+0.14∗G1+0.3∗G2+0.13∗G3+0.1∗G4

where G1, G2, G3 and G4 are the values of the representative gene variants summa-
rized in Table 1. An initial observation is that due to the nature of the formula, the
percentage levels that are closer to the edge of the range could potentially bemisrepre-
sented. The exponent is a first-degree polynomial function and this is bound to affect
the accuracy of the model. The results confirm our initial reservations regarding its
accuracy, as the model has a mean error of 336.33% over the 465 samples. This
evidence further supports our initial assumption that linear regression is not the
optimal method to support our model as it fails to take into account the effect of the
γ-gene activation and the young F-cells.

4.2 K-Nearest Neighbors Algorithm Implementation

The K-nearest neighbors algorithm [14] is a supervised machine learning algorithm
that can be used to solve both classification and regression problems. Our problem
requires a regression approach, as our algorithm’s output is the HbF% of a patient
which is a real and positive number. This algorithm is based on the assumption that
similar things exist in close proximity. It calculates the Euclidean distance

d(p,q) =
√
(p1 − q1)2 + (p2 − q2)2 + (p3 − q3)2

when trying to predict the value of new input. In our case, the three dimensions are
the γ-gene activation, the F-cells and the HbF%. The algorithm was implemented in
Java but a high-level description of it in pseudocode exists in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 K-nearest neighbors pseudocode
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The value K represents the number of “Neighbors” that will be used as a compar-
ison in our predictions. The algorithm was tested for various values of K, in order to
find the optimal one, as explored in more detail in Sect. 5.2. In general, we can expect
that as we decrease the value of K our predictions become more unstable but if we
increase it disproportionally, we will begin to witness more errors in our predictions.

4.3 Model Data Processing

The final model was implemented in Java and employed an object-oriented program-
ming approach. This allowed for a separate implementation of our prediction algo-
rithm and accuracy test and led to easier manipulation of the data and cleaner main-
tenance and reusability for future versions of the model. The main class is called
“Case” and contains instances of the other classes as well as useful data fields for
the operations of the program. Figure 3 illustrates the steps of the model regarding
Case, along with its class diagram. The cells highlighted in yellow represent the data
fields or instances of classes that are different from the previous step.

At first, the data set is imported and the values for hbfp (HbF%), hb and g1, g2,
g3, g4 (representative variants) are populated. The values of gamma and F-cells are
initially empty, as they are calculated based on the values of the representative gene
variables and the Hb levels of the patient during the next step. Each gene affects
those values differently, through its representative variants. The application of the
K-nearest neighbors algorithm follows, with a training set of 296 entries and a test
set of the remaining 169 entries. Section 5 contains all the information regarding
the choice of the number K, as well as data on test runs that were conducted with
different-sized training/test sets. The model produces a prediction for each entry of
the test set and its value is stored in the respective instance of Case in the calculated
hbf data field. Finally, the accuracy of the predicted value is calculated and stored in
the prediction acc data field. The mean accuracy of all predictions on the test set is
calculated and the program terminates after printing that overall value for the entirety
of the model.

Fig. 3 Case diagram and execution steps
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4.4 Alternative Algorithms Comparison

Various alternative algorithms were implemented as the base of our model and their
accuracy was tested against the K-nearest neighbors algorithm. This was an espe-
cially important comparison as the base algorithm could potentially greatly affect
the accuracy of the model. In order to have an initial metric of their accuracy, their
standard deviation for our training set was compared and summarized in Table 2.

The comparison of the standard deviation presented in Table 2 is the first indicator
that the nearest neighbors algorithm should be used as a base for our model since
it has the lowest value among the ones tested. Although standard deviation does
not guarantee that the chosen algorithm will be optimal, graphs such as those in
Fig. 4 were also taken into account in the decision-making process, to ensure the
best possible choice.

Table 2 Standard deviation
of potential algorithms

Potential algorithm Standard deviation

Decision tree 7.07

Gradient boosted trees 5.03

Linear regression 5.52

Nearest neighbors 4.57

Neural network 4.92

Random forest 4.96

Gaussian process 4.73

Fig. 4 Actual versus predicted output values of the count of cases
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The perpendicular axis in Fig. 4 represents the difference between the actual and
the predicted value of HbF% on a patient while the horizontal axis the count of cases
with that difference. Even in this unoptimized state, the nearest neighbors algorithm
shows promising results, with many predictions coming really close to the corre-
sponding actual values. The aforementioned observations led us to the conclusion
that the nearest neighbors algorithm is the optimal algorithm as the base for our
model.

5 Results and Evaluation

5.1 Accuracy

Themean accuracy achievedwith the use of 296 entries as a training set and 169 as test
set is 87.25%. This is an excellent result that proves the validity of our theoretical
model and our assumption that both the F-cells and the γ-gene activation greatly
affect the percentage of HbF of a patient. Furthermore, the mean error of our model’s
predictions is just 12.75% and compares favorably to [13], which has a mean error
of 336.33% and an accuracy of 22%. Moreover, only 11 cases have a difference
greater than 0.5% between the predicted and real HbF%. That means 93.45% of our
predictions have a sheer error that is less than 0.5. All these facts allow us to be extra
confident that our model is safe to use, as there are no cases for which predictions are
extremely wrong and potentially dangerous. There are two graphs presented below
comparing the different implementations, in order to better visualize the accuracy of
the respective model.

Figure 5 presents the linear regression model proposed in previous work versus
our optimized model. The horizontal axis is the index number of the patient case
while the perpendicular represents the HbF% values. Red dots mark the prediction
values generated by the model while blue ones show the actual HbF% values. It is
obvious that the linear regression approach lacks accuracy and in many cases the
difference between the predicted and the actual value is quite pronounced. On the
contrary, the very satisfactory accuracy of our model is apparent as the blue and red

Fig. 5 Linear regression versus optimized nearest neighbors implementation
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Fig. 6 Initial K-nearest neighbors implementation

dots belonging to the same pair are very close or even non-distinguishable from one
another and the different pairs can be easily pinpointed. It is an obvious improvement
over our unoptimized model shown in Fig. 6, as most of the cases where there was a
sizeable difference between the predicted and the actual value have been eliminated
and the overall mean error has been therefore greatly reduced.

The perpendicular axis in Fig. 6 contains the actual HbF% values while the hori-
zontal represents the predicted ones. If a prediction is perfect it occupies a spot on
the diagonal dotted line. Although far from perfect, even this initial implementation
shows more promise than the linear regression in Fig. 5 and already has several cases
where the predicted value is perfect or nearly perfect. This indicates that the chosen
algorithm was the correct choice as the base for our model.

5.2 K-Value Evaluation

The nearest neighbors algorithmwas tested for a range of values for the variable K in
order to decide on the optimal one. This value represents the number of “Neighbors”
that should be taken into account by the algorithm in determining the value of its
prediction. The accuracy results for the different values of K are summarized in Table
3.

As mentioned before, there is an optimal value for K, which in our case is 4, while
all other values that are higher or lower have decreased accuracy in their predictions.
Despite the fact that 4 is an even number, there is no obstacle to choosing it, as our
problem is a regression one and thus there are no tiebreakers that need resolving.
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Table 3 K-value accuracy K-value Mean accuracy

1 85.35

2 86.29

3 86.39

4 87.25

5 86.43

6 85.87

7 84.84

8 84.64

9 84.36

5.3 Training Set Size and Cross-Validation

The algorithm was executed with varying numbers of entries for the training and
the test set. It was observed that increasing the number of entries for the training set
resulted in improved accuracy for the predictions of the algorithm. This implies that
our model can further improve its accuracy by processing a larger data set than the
one provided. Still, our data set of 465 patients proved more than enough to achieve
87.25% accuracy in our predictions. Moreover, all tests were conducted multiple
times with random sampling for the training set, in order to cross validate the model
and ensure the validity of its accuracy. All accuracy values presented in this paper
are the mean accuracy of the respective test runs.

6 Conclusions

The objective of our research was to develop a prediction model in order to find the
HbF% of patients suffering from sickle cell disease. Our aim was to explain a large
proportion of HbF variability in sickle cell patients through common genetic variants
and to build a polygenic score that can be calculated to predict HbF levels and, to a
certain degree, disease severity.

The inputs of the model are the representative variants of four genes regulating
sickle cell disease. After consecutive implementations and testing, our final model
was based on the nearest neighbors algorithm and utilized data from 465 patients to
make a regression prediction regarding their HbF%. With a test set of 169 cases, our
model achieved 87.25% accuracy in its predictions, a significant improvement from
the currently implemented model [13].
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6.1 Model Applications

Amajor advantage of our model is that the high accuracy of its results allows it to be
used as a quick estimation tool for small and medium-sized clinical trials. Another
advantage is the small number of inputs that it requires to predict the HbF%. This
makes our model easy to implement, as those inputs (representative variants, Hb
levels) can be made readily available with common blood samples from the patients.
Further beneficiaries of such a system will be researchers and clinicians conducting
clinical or drug trials, in Africa, the UK, and elsewhere, where this score will help
to adjust for genetic background variability that obscures test outcomes.

6.2 Future Work

The fact that the accuracy of our model increased as the size of the test set was
incremented can motivate us to further expand our data set in the future, in order
to provide an even more accurate prediction model. Furthermore, the possibility of
more genes affecting the HbF% of a patient can be explored by enhancing our model
in order to accommodate these extra inputs. Finally, if the size of the training/test
sets increases notably, methods and techniques can be explored and implemented in
order to improve the execution time of the model, if it increases disproportionately
in that case.
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Simulations of Instationary Schrodinger
Equation with Coupled Time- and Space
Splitting Methods

Jürgen Geiser and Mohammad Hajiketabi

Abstract In this paper, we present a coupled method of a time- and spatial-splitting
approach. Such combined methods are used to reduce the computational amount of
the time- and space approximationmethods, whilewe could concentrate on each time
or spatial part, which could also be done in parallel and reduce the computational
time. We deal with the instationary Schrodinger equation, which are well known for
modelling molecular-dynamical problems. Based on efficient combination of both
time- and space splitting approaches, we could speed up the computational process
and optimise each part in the time and space splitting to efficient solver methods.

Keywords Time-dependent schrodinger equation · Schwarz-Waveform relaxation
method · Operator-splitting method · Gross-Pitaevskii equation · Time-space
splitting method · Strang-Splitting method · Exact classical Schwarz-Waveform
relaxation method

1 Introduction

We are motivated to model molecular problems related with Schrodinger equations.
We apply highly oscillation energy potentials, which leads to stiff differential equa-
tions. Here, we propose different multiscale methods to overcome the delicate stiff-
ness problems. We deal with the general nonlinear Schrödinger (or GPE), which is
given as
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u(r, t).

where Ĥ = − �
2

2m∇2 + V (x, t).

where m is the particle’s reduced mass, i is imaginary unit, V(x,t) is its potential
energy, ∇2 is the Laplacian (a differential operator), and u is the wave function. For
solving such a delicate Schrödinger equation, which is strongly coupled in time and
space, see [10].We consider a combination of time- and space splitting, which allows
to reach higher accurate results in the time and also in the spatial dimensions, see [4]
and reduce the computational amount with respect to the decomposition in smaller
time and spatial domains.

The paper is outlined as following: The numerical methods for the time-space
splitting is given in the Sect. 2. The numerical results are presented in the Sect. 3. In
the final Sect. 4, we summarise our results.

2 Time-Space Splitting Method for Instationary
Schrödinger Equations

Time-space splitting methods are important to reduce the computational amount in
large scale computations of evolution equations, see [6, 7].

• For the Time-splitting methods, we have the idea to decouple full operators in
the time evolutions to simpler operators, which are solved individual with fast
adequate. Here, we can consider different splitting ideas:

– Time-spectral splitting, see [4]
– Operator-splitting, see [7]
– Conservative splitting approaches, see [10]

• For the Space-splitting methods, we have the idea to decouple the full spacial
domain in simpler spatial domains, which are solved individual, e.g., with parallel
options, much more faster. Here, we can consider different splitting ideas:

– Feti-methods, which are Lagrange multiplier based methods, see [12, 13].
– Classical or optimal Schwarz-waveform-relaxation methods (SWR), which are
iterative approaches, see [2, 6].
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We apply the operator-splitting schemes as a time-splitting approach and the SWR
methods as s spatial-splitting approach. Further, we improve the classical methods
with the following algorithmical ideas:

• We apply so-called exact SWRmethod, whichmeans, we embed the time-splitting
approach as an exact method into the space splitting, see our novel Algorithm 1.
Here,we have the benefit to skip one splitting approach and accelerate the schemes.

• We apply higher order time-discretization schemes to improve the ABA-splitting
scheme, which means, we embed a CN (Crank-Nicolson)-splitting, which is con-
servative and stabilise the splitting approach for large scale computations, see [10],
see our novel Algorithm 2.

In the following, we discuss two algorithms, see 1 and 2, which are applied to the
harmonic oscillator potential for the Schrödinger equation.

Algorithm 1 In this algorithm, we decompose space and apply an exact computa-
tion based on the exp-integrator for the spacial operator and the potential operator.

1. We initialise the vector u01,i = u0(xi ), 1 ≤ i ≤ M/2 + m̃ and u02,i = u0(xi ),
M/2 − m̃ ≤ i ≤ M.

2. We have to apply the time-steps n = 1, . . . , N as an outer iteration
We initialise the vector u(n+1,0)

1 = un1 and u(n+1,0)
2 = un2 .

3. We apply the wave-form-iterations k = 1, . . . , K as an inner iteration.
The application is an exact SWR method with exact integration of the term
In this iterations, we have to apply the 2 steps for the 2 domains:

4. Step 1: Solve the u1-part

u(n+1,k)
1 = exp(A�t)u(n)

1 + (A)−1(exp(A�t) − I )
f(n)
1 + f(n+1,k−1)

1

2
, (3)

where u1 = (u1,1, . . . , u1,M/2+m̃)t and the matrix is given as (explicit version)

A =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

−2a − bx21 a 0 0 . . . 0
a −2a − bx22 a 0 . . . 0
0 a −2a − bx22 a . . . 0
.
.
.

.

.

.
.
.
.

.

.

.
. . .

.

.

.

0 0 0 . . . −2a − bx2M/2+m̃

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

∈ IRM/2+m̃ × IRM/2+m̃ (4)

with a = i
2�x2 and b = i

2 . The right-hand side is given as f(n+1,k−1)
1 =⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0
0
0
...

a u(n+1,k−1)
2,M/2+m̃+1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

∈ IRM/2+m̃ , where for the starting condition, we have f(n+1,0)
1 =
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f(n)
1 and f(n)

1 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0
0
0
...

a u(n)

2,M/2+m̃+1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

∈ IRM/2+m̃

5. Step 2: Solve the u2-part

u(n+1,k)
2 = exp(B�t)u(n)

2 + (B)−1(exp(B�t) − I )
f(n)
2 + f(n+1,k−1)

2

2
, (5)

where u2 = (u2,M/2−m̃, . . . , u2,M)t and the matrix is given as (explicit version)

B =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

−2a − bx2M/2−m̃ a 0 0 . . . 0

a −2a − bx2M/2−m̃+1 a 0 . . . 0

0 a −2a − bx2M/2−m̃+2 a . . . 0

.

.

.
.
.
.

.

.

.
.
.
.

. . .
.
.
.

0 0 0 . . . −2a − bx2M

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

∈

IRM−(M/2−m̃)+1 × IRM−(M/2−m̃)+1, (6)

with a = i
2�x2 and b = i

2 . The right-hand side is given as f(n+1,k−1)
2 =⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

a u(n+1,k−1)
1,M/2−m̃−1

0
0
...

0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

∈ IRM−(M/2+m̃)+1 where for the starting condition, we have

f(n+1,0)
2 = f(n)

2 and f(n)
2 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

a u(n)

1,M/2−m̃−1

0
0
...

0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

∈ IRM−(M/2+m̃)+1

6. If we have k = K or max{||u(n+1,k)
1 − u(n+1,k−1)

1 ||, ||u(n+1,k)
2 − u(n+1,k−1)

2 ||} ≤ ε

then we have to the result un+1
1 = u(n+1,k)

1 and un+1
2 = u(n+1,k)

2 go to Step 7, else
we do k = k + 1 and go to Step 3.

7. If we have n = N, we are done otherwise we have to do n = n + 1 and goto Step
2.

Algorithm 2 In the second algorithm, in addition to space splitting, we decom-
pose the spacial operator with the potential operator and apply the Strang-splitting
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method. The potential operator, we could compute fast with the spectral methods as
an exp-function, while the spatial operator is computed with the CN method.

1. We initialise the vector u01,i = u0(xi ), 1 ≤ i ≤ M/2 + m̃ and u02,i = u0(xi ),
M/2 − m̃ ≤ i ≤ M.

2. We have to apply the time-steps n = 1, . . . , N as an outer iteration
We initialise the vector u(n+1,0)

1 = un1 and u(n+1,0)
2 = un2 .

3. We apply the wave-form-iterations k = 1, . . . , K as an inner iteration.
The application is a CN method
In this iterations, we have to apply the 2 steps for the 2 domains:

4. Step 1: Solve the u1-part

ũ(n+1,k)
1 = exp(A0)u

(n,k)
1 , 1/2 time-step, (7)

û(n+1,k)
1 = (A2)

−1A1ũ
(n+1,k)
1 + (A2)

−1f1, full time-step, (8)

ũ(n+1,k)
1 = exp(A0)û

(n+1,k)
1 , 1/2 time-step, (9)

where u1 = (u1,1, . . . , u1,M/2+m̃)t and the potential matrix is given as

A0 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

−bx21 0 0 0 . . . 0
0 −bx22 0 0 . . . 0
0 0 −bx22 0 . . . 0
...

...
...

...
. . .

...

0 0 0 . . . −bx2M/2+m̃

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

∈ IRM/2+m̃ × IRM/2+m̃ (10)

and the space-dependent matrix is given as (explicit version)

A1 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1 − 2a a 0 0 . . . 0
a 1 − 2a a 0 . . . 0
0 a 1 − 2a a . . . 0
...

...
...

...
. . .

...

0 0 0 . . . 1 − 2a

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

∈ IRM/2+m̃ × IRM/2+m̃ (11)

and the space-dependent matrix is given as (implicit version)

A2 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1 + 2a −a 0 0 . . . 0
−a 1 + 2a −a 0 . . . 0
0 −a 1 + 2a −a . . . 0
.
.
.

.

.

.
.
.
.

.

.

.
. . .

.

.

.

0 0 0 . . . 1 + 2a

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

∈ IRM/2+m̃ × IRM/2+m̃ (12)

with a = i �t
4 �x2 (full time-step based on the B operator) and b = 1

2
i �t
2 (half time-

step based on the A operator).
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The right-hand side is given as f1 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0
0
0
...

a
un2,M/2+m̃+1+u(n+1,k−1)

2,M/2+m̃+1

2

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

∈ IRM/2+m̃

5. Step 2: Solve the u2-part

ũ(n+1,k)
2 = exp(B0)u

(n,k)
2 , 1/2 time-step, (13)

û(n+1,k)
2 = (B2)

−1B1ũ
(n+1,k)
2 + (B2)

−1f2, full time-step, (14)

ũ(n+1,k)
2 = exp(B0)û

(n+1,k)
2 , 1/2 time-step, (15)

where u2 = (u2,M/2−m̃, . . . , u2,M )t and the potential dependent matrix is given
as (explicit version)

B0 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

−bx2M/2−m̃ 0 0 0 . . . 0

0 −bx2M/2−m̃+1 0 0 . . . 0

0 0 −bx2M/2−m̃+2 0 . . . 0

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
. . .

.

.

.

0 0 0 . . . −bx2M

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

∈ IRM−(M/2−m̃)+1 × IRM−(M/2−m̃)+1 (16)

and the space-dependent matrix is given as (explicit version)

B1 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1 − 2a a 0 0 . . . 0
a 1 − 2a a 0 . . . 0
0 a 1 − 2a a . . . 0
.
.
.

.

.

.
.
.
.

.

.

.
. . .

.

.

.

0 0 0 . . . 1 − 2a

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

∈ IRM−(M/2−m̃)+1 × IRM−(M/2−m̃)+1 (17)

and the space-dependent matrix is given as (explicit version)

B2 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1 + 2a −a 0 0 . . . 0
−a 1 + 2a −a 0 . . . 0
0 −a 1 + 2a −a . . . 0
.
.
.

.

.

.
.
.
.

.

.

.
. . .

.

.

.

0 0 0 . . . 1 + 2a

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

∈ IRM−(M/2−m̃)+1 × IRM−(M/2−m̃)+1 (18)

with a = i �t
4 �x2 and b = 1

2
i �t
2 (half time-step based on the A operator).
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The right-hand side is given as f2 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

a
un1,M/2−m̃−1+u(n+1,k−1)

1,M/2−m̃−1

2
0
0
...

0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

∈ IRM−(M/2−m̃)+1

6. If we have k = K or max{||u(n+1,k)
1 − u(n+1,k−1)

1 ||, ||u(n+1,k)
2 − u(n+1,k−1)

2 ||} ≤ ε

then we have to the result un+1
1 = u(n+1,k)

1 and un+1
2 = u(n+1,k)

2 go to Step 7, else
we do k = k + 1 and go to Step 3.

7. If we have n = N, we are done otherwise we have to do n = n + 1 and go to Step
2.

3 Numerical Results

In the following, we apply the different splitting methods in time and space for the
instationary Schrodinger equation (1D Case).

We have the following Schrödinger equation, see also [5]:

i�
∂

∂t
u(x, t) = − �

2

2 m
�u(x, t) + V (x, t)u(x, t), � = [−10, 10], t ∈ [0, 10],(19)

u0(x) = uanalyt (x, 0),� = [−10, 10], (20)

u(x, t) = uanalyt (x, t), x ∈ ∂�, t ∈ [0, 10], (21)

wherewe have the harmonic oscillator potential V (x, t) = k
2 x

2 and assume � = m =
k = 1.0.

The analytical solution is given with respect to the different wave-functions:

unx (x, t) =
√

1√
π 2nx nx ! exp(−i Enx t) exp(−x2/2) Hnx (x), (22)

where Enx = (nxπ)2

2 and Hnx are the Hermitian polynomials with Hnx+1(x) =
2xHnx (x) − 2nx Hnx−1(x) and H−1(x) = 0, H0(x) = 1. Further nx = 0, 1, . . . , are
the different wave-numbers, see [5], of the oscillator.

For the comparison of the exact and numerical errors, we deal with the following
error measurement:

• L1-error

||e�x,�t (t)||L1 = �t �x
N∑

n=1

M∑
i=1

|unum(xi , t
n) − uexact (xi , t

n)|, (23)
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Fig. 1 Index-notation for
the domain-decomposition
method (for all SWR
methods)

Ω

Ω2a b
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a = b

Ω

Non−overlapping Domains

1 MM/2
M/2 −1 M/2 +1

Overlapping Domains

1
MM/2

Index−notation of the domain−decomposition methods 

where we compute the error at end-time t , where we have the spatial grid size
�x = 1/M and the time-step �t = 1/N . In Fig. 1, we can see the indices based
on the different domains.

We applied Algorithm 1 and obtained the results in Table1 for two different sizes
of overlaps and different time and space-step sizes.We can see, the increasing overlap
reduces the repetition of the algorithm k.

The results of Algorithm 2 obtained in Table2 for two different sizes of overlaps
and different time and space-step sizes. From this Table, we see the convergence of
the algorithm with respect to time and spatial steps.

InTable3,we compare twoalgorithmswith respect to their efficiencies and alsowe
included the solution of the problemwithout any splitting. For just space splitting, we
see the benefits of Algorithm 1, while we could distribute the computational amount.
For both time- and space splitting, Algorithm 2, we have the best performance. We
see that whatever the spatial intervals get bigger the performance of Algorithms 1
and 2 improves. This should also be true for the time scale. We also could apply
splitting of more than 2 subdomains for space, then we could reduce the CPU time
more.
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Table 1 L1-error for the Schrödinger equation in t ∈ [0, 1] and x ∈ [−10, 10] using the Algorithm
1 for two different sizes of overlapping 5 and 10
Time-
step

Error k Error k Error k Error k Error k Error k

1/5 1.5781e-
002

4 1.5781e-
002

2 3.9802e-
003

4 3.9802e-
003

3 9.9842e-
004

6 9.9908e-
004

4

1/10 1.4506e-
002

4 1.4506e-
002

2 3.6598e-
003

4 3.6598e-
003

3 9.1765e-
004

6 9.1798e-
004

4

1/20 1.3866e-
002

2 1.3866e-
002

2 3.4987e-
003

4 3.4987e-
003

3 8.7708e-
004

6 8.7735e-
004

4

1/40 1.3545e-
002

2 1.3545e-
002

2 3.4180e-
003

4 3.4184e-
003

3 8.5670e-
004

6 8.5689e-
004

4

1/80 1.3384e-
002

3 1.3384e-
002

2 3.3776e-
003

4 3.3777e-
003

3 8.4646e-
004

6 8.4654e-
004

4

Overlap 5 10 5 10 5 10

Space-
step

1/5 1/10 1/20

Table 2 L1-error for the Schrödinger equation in t ∈ [0, 1] and x ∈ [−10, 10] using the Algorithm
2 for two different sizes of overlapping 5 and 10
Time-
step

Error k Error k Error k Error k Error k Error k

1/5 2.8807e-
002

4 2.8807e-
002

3 1.8815e-
002

4 1.8815e-
002

3 1.6478e-
002

4 1.6478e-
002

4

1/10 1.7326e-
002

2 1.7326e-
002

2 6.9472e-
003

4 6.9472e-
003

3 4.5187e-
003

4 4.5187e-
003

3

1/20 1.4512e-
002

2 1.4512e-
002

2 4.2183e-
003

4 4.2183e-
003

3 1.6857e-
003

4 1.6857e-
003

3

1/40 1.3700e-
002

2 1.3700e-
002

2 3.5852e-
003

4 3.5852e-
003

3 1.0367e-
003

4 1.0367e-
003

3

1/80 1.3421e-
002

2 1.3421e-
002

2 3.4183e-
003

4 3.4183e-
003

3 8.8956e-
004

4 8.8956e-
004

3

Overlap 5 10 5 10 5 10

Space-
step

1/5 1/10 1/20

4 Conclusion

We have presented a combination of time- and space splitting methods, which could
reduce the complexity of the full problem and solve much more simpler differential
equations.Wepresent the application to a instationary Schrödinger equation,which is
decomposed into the spatial and potential part. Further, we decompose the underlying
space domain and solve them with SWRmethods. To accelerate the parts, we embed
exact solutions of the SWR methods and could speed up the algorithms. We could
accelerate the speed of computation with respect to the decomposition of spatial
domains, further, we also obtain a benefit in the time splitting. Such decomposition
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Table 3 Comparison of Algorithms 1, 2 and the solution (without any splitting) on different space
intervals in t ∈ [0, 1]. We fixed �t = 0.01, �x = 0.05 in all computations and reported L1-errors
and computational times

Space Solution Algorithm 1 Algorithm 2

interval L1-error CPU (s) L1-error CPU (s) L1-error CPU (s)

[−10, 10] 8.4432e-
004

1.0140e+000 8.4440e-004 1.2480e+000 8.7227e-004 8.2680e-001

[−30, 30] 8.4432e-
004

1.1466e+001 8.4440e-004 1.4414e+001 8.7227e-004 5.7096e+000

[−50, 50] 8.4432e-
004

3.9234e+001 8.4440e-004 3.9405e+001 8.7227e-004 2.1278e+001

[−70, 70] 8.4432e-
004

1.2534e+002 8.4440e-004 8.1432e+001 8.7227e-004 5.8999e+001

[−90, 90] 8.4432e-
004

3.0247e+002 8.4440e-004 1.5247e+002 8.7227e-004 8.7781e+001

[−110, 110] 8.4432e-
004

8.5847e+002 8.4440e-004 2.3429e+002 8.7227e-004 1.6267e+002

methods in time and in space help to distribute the amount of computational work
and preserve the numerical accuracy with sufficient higher order splitting schemes.
In our future scope, we consider the combinations of the time-space splitting with
respect to a general iterative splitting scheme, which could be analysed as fixpoint
scheme.
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Prediction of Movie Success Using
Twitter Temporal Mining

Bushra Alhijawi and Arafat Awajan

Abstract This researchwork presents amovie success predictionmechanisms using
Twitter mining. The proposed methods predict movie success in terms of rating and
temporal popularity. We develop two models to achieve these goals. The first model,
the rating prediction model (RPM), aims to predict the users’ satisfaction with the
product using an ensemble regressionmodel. The secondmodel is a temporal product
popularity model (T-PPM) that aims to predict the product’s temporal popularity
using a random forest classifier. We collect a new dataset called TweetAMovie from
IMDb and Twitter to evaluate the developed models. The comparative results against
baseline methods demonstrate the superiority of the proposed models. On average,
the RPM and T-PPM achieved 32.4% and 30.2% improvement in terms of accuracy.
Also, the average precision and F-score results improved by T-PPM are 6.7% and
2.6%, respectively.

Keywords Review mining · Sentiment analysis · Twitter · Temporal · Rating
prediction · Popularity prediction · Internet movie database

1 Introduction

Socialmedia (e.g., Twitter, Facebook,YouTube) are powerful platformswhere people
can share their feedback about products and services. Businesses consider these
reviews to enhance their services and improve the sales of their products [6, 9, 12].
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Twitter, with over 319million1 monthly active users, covers awide variety of people’s
thoughts and topics, making it a goldmine for companies to enhance their clout and
reputation [5, 12]. Today, predicting the popularity and success of a product, service,
or an event by analyzing tweets attracts the attention of researchers [1, 7, 10].

The movie industry is a big business carrying profits or losses up to millions of
dollars.Whereasmovies are a great source of entertainment for people andmay affect
their decisions, lifestyle, and political opinions [11]. Various online websites keep
track of movies like Rotten Tomatoes and Internet Movie Database (IMDb). IMDb
is the world’s most popular and authoritative source for movie, TV, and celebrity
content. IMDb tracks amovie’s success in terms of revenue, ratings, and popularity. In
addition, IMDb computes a generic and reliable rating reflecting the users’ opinions
on a movie using the users’ ratings. Also, IMDb weekly ranks movies according to
their popularity depending on statistical features.

This research work introduces a new challenge (i.e., temporal popularity) that can
be exploited to provide business with recommendations of future popular movies. To
the best of our knowledge, this is the first work in the movie success prediction field
that predicts the popularity from the IMDb perspective. The core idea is to adopt the
users’ opinions about movies on Twitter to estimate the average satisfaction level and
temporal popularity. The average satisfaction level refers to the users’ average ratings
for a particular movie, while the temporal popularity is a binary measure indicating
that a particularmovie is a trendwithin a specific period.Wedeveloped two predictive
models for predicting the average rating and temporal popularity of a movie. Both
models fuse features from two sources: IMDb (i.e., regular movie features) and
Twitter (i.e., tweet-related features). The Rating Prediction Model (RPM) handles
the rating prediction challenge as a regression problem using the cumulative tweet-
related features. While the Temporal Popularity Prediction Model (T-PPM) utilizes
temporal tweet-related features and handles the problem as a binary classification
problem.We collect a new dataset called TweetAMovie to train and test the proposed
models. The contributions of this research work can be summarized as follows:

– A new dataset (TweetAMovie) that consists of tweets and movie features.
– A rating prediction mechanism depending on public opinion.
– A temporal popularity prediction mechanism depending on public opinion.

This paper is organized as follows. Section2 presents the background and liter-
ature review. Section3 shows details related to the movie success prediction model
development. Section4 presents and discusses the experimental evaluation of the
proposed models. Finally, Sect. 5 concludes the research proposal.

1 https://www.imdb.com/interfaces/.

https://www.imdb.com/interfaces/
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2 Related Works

Mining the textual data available on social networks to determine the public opinion
toward an entity is crucial for people and businesses. People’s decisions about pur-
chasing a particular product may be affected by the opinion of others. Also, business
analyzes the peoples’ feedback about their products to make future decisions. One
opinion from a single person is insufficient for action in various applications such
as movie success [1, 7, 9, 11], tweets popularity [4, 6, 13], and hashtag popularity
[6]. Thus, opinion mining applications require to analyze opinions of a large number
of people. Machine learning algorithms such as Artificial Neural Network (ANN)
[1–3], Linear Regression [1, 6], Decision Tree [1, 3, 11], Support Vector Machine
(SVM) [1, 11], K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) [11], Random forest [11, 13], Logis-
tic Regression [3], and Naive Bayes [3] are the commonly used for developing the
product success prediction models.

In the literature, movie success is measured from three preservatives: revenue
[9, 11], rating [1, 3, 7], and view-based popularity [2]. In other domains such as
event and social content (i.e., tweet and hashtag), the popularity is measured based
on the tweets related to a particular product [3, 4, 6, 8, 13]. In this research work,
we measure movie success in terms of rating and popularity. Popularity refers to the
IMDb temporary popularitymeasure. To the best of our knowledge, T-PPM is the first
work predicting the temporal popularity of the movie from the IMDb perspective.
The Top-100 popular movies list on the IMDb website is weekly updated. Thus,
our models require that we collect a new dataset, TweetAMovie, containing the
temporal popularity feature. Also, the proposed models’ input features differ from
those used in recent methods. RPM depends on the release date, genre, popularity
record, aggregated tweets count, retweets count, replies count and like count/movie,
cumulative sentimental score/movie, and cumulative emotional score/movie features.
T-PPM uses genre, release year, historical popularity record, temporal sentimental
score/movie, and temporal emotional score/movie features as predictors. Table1
summarizes the related works.

3 Movie Success Prediction Models

This section presents the developed movie success prediction models: Rating Predic-
tion Model (RPM) and Temporal Popularity Prediction Model (T-PPM). We focus
on predicting rating and popularity from the IMDb perspective by fusing features
from two sources: IMDb and Twitter. The development process of RPM and T-PPM
involves three phases: collecting and pre-processing data (Sect. 3.1), preparing fea-
tures (Sect. 3.2), and developing model (Sect. 3.3) phases.
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3.1 TweetAMovie Dataset Collection

TweetAMovie is a new movie rating and temporal popularity dataset generated from
IMDb and Twitter. This dataset contains 6015 average ratings ranged between 1
and 9.4 on 6041 movies and 23 genres. Each movie belongs to at least one genre
and at most three genres. We collected the most popular movie list for 6 weeks.
In total, TweetAMovie includes 368726 English tweets composed of 4370 well-
structured tweets and 364356 unstructured tweets. Our dataset comprises three files:
MovieReg.csv, MovieTPop.csv, and Tweets.csv, which store movie regular features,
temporal popularity of movies, and tweet-related features. We adopted an IMDb
identifier as a movie id to facilitate additional metadata enrichment.

MovieReg.csv is collected from IMDb on 2/12/2019.2 This file contains infor-
mation about movies, including title, genre, release year, ratings, and the number
of votes. MovieTPop.csv stores the Top-100 popular movie data. We collected the
Top-100 popular movie list, which is weekly updated within the period 2/12/2019
and 13/1/2020. The data stored in Tweets.csv are collected from Twitter. TweetA-
Movie includes well-structured and unstructured tweets. The structured tweets were
obtained by querying a series of regular expressions include “I rated” and hash-
tag “#IMDb” (e.g., “I rated Fast & Furious Presents: Hobbs & Shaw (2019) 8/10
#IMDb”). The unstructured tweets are extracted by querying the movie title. We
faced a challenge when the movie title consists of words that may be used in several
contexts in which unrelated tweets are retrieved. For example, for the movie “They
Live” we obtained the tweet “they said this? IN 2020???? what universe do they
live in???”, which is unrelated to the movie. Therefore, we validated the tweet using
IBM Watson Natural Language Understanding (IBM-W-NLU) service3 by extract-
ing its category to ensure that TweetAMovie dataset includes only movie-related
tweets.

3.2 Feature Preparation

The feature preparation phase is responsible for preparing the input features of RPM
and T-PPM. This phase includes four steps: sentiment analysis, emotion analysis,
feature generation, and feature selection. We adopt IBM-W-NLU service to analyze
the tweet sentiment and emotions (i.e., sadness, joy, fear, disgust, and anger) scores.
However, IBM-W-NLU service was not able to correctly classify the structured
tweets since it did not consider the rating data in the tweet (e.g., “8/10”). Thus, the
tweet sentiment and emotions were computed based on the pre-defined rules. We set
the sentimental and “Joy” emotion scores of tweets with [0–4] rating to [−1− 0.2]
and [0–0.4], tweets with a rating of 5 to 0 and 0.5, and tweets with [6–10] rating to
[0.2–1] and [0.6–1]. Other emotion scores are computed based on the “Joy” emotion

2 https://www.imdb.com/interfaces/.
3 https://www.ibm.com/cloud/watson-natural-language-understanding.

https://www.imdb.com/interfaces/
https://www.ibm.com/cloud/watson-natural-language-understanding
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Table 2 Input features of each model

Rating prediction model Popularity prediction model

• Rating of movie

• Genre of movie • Genre of movie

• Release year • Release year
• Popularity record • Historical popularity record

• Overall count of tweets • Temporal count of tweets

• Overall count of retweets • Temporal count of retweets

• Overall count of replies • Temporal count of likes

• Overall count of likes • Temporal sentimental score/movie

• Overall sentimental score/movie • Temporal emotional score/movie

• Overall emotional score/movie • Timestamp

score (1- score(Joy)). For example, the sentiment and emotion scores of “I rated
Fast & Furious 6 (2013) 8/10 #IMDb” are [sentiment score:0.6, sadness:0.2, joy:0.8,
fear:0.2, disgust:0.2, anger:0.2].

A different set of input features are prepared for each prediction model. The
RPM uses cumulative tweet-related features, while T-PPM uses temporal tweet-
related features. Also, the genre feature is transformed into binary features using
one-hot encoding. Table2 shows the prepared features for each model. We applied
an oversampling method to the training data of T-PPM for addressing the problem
of imbalanced data.

3.3 Proposed Prediction Models

Movie success will be measured based on rating and temporal popularity. The rating
perspective reflects the users’ satisfaction with a particular movie, while the popu-
larity perspective is the movie’s reputation within a certain period. RPM (Fig. 1a)
predicts the users’ satisfaction level withmovies using an ensemble regressionmodel
which consists of six regression models, linear regression, decision tree regressor,
K-neighbors regressor, lasso, Least-Angle Regression (LARS), and Bayesian ridge.
Each of the regression models is trained on the same training data to produce ini-
tially estimated ratings. RPM uses these initial predicted results as input features to
lasso regression that predicts the final decision. We selected and tuned these regres-
sion models experimentally. T-PPM (Fig. 1b) predicts the Top-100 popular movies
within a certain period. This model uses temporal sentimental and emotional scores
as predictor features. T-PPM is an ensemble classifier involving 50 decision trees.
Each of the decision trees was trained on the same training data to produce initial
popularity decision. Then, T-PPMproduces the final decision using amajority voting
mechanism.
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(a) RPM Architecture. (b) T-PPM Architecture.

Fig. 1 Movie success prediction model

4 Experiments and Results

This section provides details of how the proposed movie success prediction mod-
els are tested. Various experiments were conducted for comparing the accuracy of
the proposed methods against alternative baseline classification and prediction tech-
niques using TweetAMovie data. The first experiment aims to compare the RPMwith
baseline regression techniques (i.e., Decision Tree Regressor (DTR), Linear Regres-
sion (LR), K-Neighbors Regressor (K-NR), Lasso, LARS, andBayesianRidge (BR))
in terms of accuracy. It is worth to notify that all models use the same set of input
features. Three evaluationmeasures are used in this experiment: Mean Squared Error
(MSE) and Mean Absolute Error (MAE), and the coefficient of determination (R2).
The second experiment evaluates the performance of T-PPM and compares it to the
performance of baseline classifiers (i.e., Logistic Regression (LogR), Random Forest
(RF), Gaussian Naive Bayes (GNB), K-Neighbors Classifier(K-NC), Decision Tree
(DT), andAdaBoost (AB)). In the second experiment, accuracy, precision, recall, and
F-score are used as evaluation measures. Three experimental setups are considered:
DEV1, DEV5, and DEV10. In DEV1, 70% and 30% of the dataset are randomly
selected as training and testing data. Whereas the average of 100 runs/method is
considered for comparison. The performance of the prediction methods is measured
across fivefold cross-validation and tenfold cross-validation in DEV5 and DEV10,
respectively.

4.1 Experiments Results

The results of thefirst experiment are shown inTable3.Onaverage,RPMoutperforms
other approaches by 11.9%, 7.2%, and 57.6% in terms of MSE, MAE, and R2. In
terms of DEV1, the achieved accuracy by LR, Lasso, LARS, and BR is close to the
achieved accuracy by RPM. However, the R2 results of RPM are much better than
other methods indicating that RPMfits the data better than other alternative methods.
RPM achieved fewer prediction errors under DEV2 and DEV10 setups. Also, the
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Table 3 Results of the rating prediction accuracy

Experiment setup Method MSE MAE R2

DEV1 DTR 0.75952± 0.0315 0.66699± 0.0114 0.21623± 0.0159

LR 0.58649± 0.0284 0.56742± 0.0103 0.39486± 0.0172

K-NR 0.73165± 0.0307 0.64305± 0.0103 0.24501 ±0.0149

Lasso 0.58647± 0.0284 0.56741± 0.0103 0.39488± 0.0172

LARS 0.58649± 0.0284 0.56742± 0.0103 0.39486± 0.0172

BR 0.58756± 0.0285 0.56806± 0.0103 0.39378± 0.0168

RPM 0.57077± 0.0271 0.55986± 0.0106 0.4111 ± 0.0167

DEV5 DTR 0.77947 ±
0.06315

0.67406
±0.01959

0.12963 ±
0.07033

LR 0.61048 ±
0.07615

0.57943± 0.0345 0.32051 ±
0.05955

K-NR 0.77973 ± 0.068 0.66925 ±
0.01693

0.13138 ±
0.03748

Lasso 0.61047 ±
0.07617

0.57943± 0.0345 0.32052 ±
0.05954

LARS 0.61048 ±
0.07615

0.57943± 0.0345 0.32051 ±
0.05955

BR 0.61202 ±
0.07903

0.58068 ±
0.03526

0.31918 ±0.0577

RPM 0.57516 ±
0.07658

0.56122 ±
0.04062

0.36046 ±
0.05339

DEV10 DTR 0.76943 ±
0.08882

0.67061 ±
0.03382

0.10983 ±
0.14063

LR 0.60193 ± 0.113 0.57666 ±
0.05662

0.3166± 0.06367

K-NR 0.75221 ±
0.11331

0.65327 ±
0.04321

0.13821 ±
0.08991

Lasso 0.60191 ±
0.11299

0.57665 ±
0.05661

0.31662 ±
0.06366

LARS 0.60193 ± 0.113 0.57666 ±
0.05662

0.3166± 0.06367

BR 0.60218± 0.1109 0.57694 ±
0.05463

0.31556 ±
0.06255

RPM 0.56009 ±
0.10691

0.5535± 0.05737 0.36555 ±
0.04906
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Table 4 Results of the second experiment

Experiment
setup

Method Accuracy Precision Recall F-Score

DEV1 LogR 0.7054 ±
0.0306

0.0468 ±
0.0057

0.7419 ±
0.0904

0.088 ±
0.0104

AB 0.9708 ±
0.0044

0.3766 ±
0.0486

0.7102 ±
0.0904

0.4864 ±
0.0528

GNP 0.4988 ±
0.2126

0.0465 ±
0.0215

0.7967 ±
0.1329

0.0813 ±
0.0353

K-NC 0.957 ±
0.0047

0.1264 ±
0.038

0.2131 ±
0.0739

0.1576 ±
0.0489

DT 0.9516 ±
0.0136

0.2685 ±
0.0612

0.7494 ±
0.0935

0.3879 ±
0.0656

RF 0.9858±
0.002

0.6851 ±
0.0835

0.4611 ±
0.0973

0.5411 ±
0.0821

DEV5 LogR 0.6953 ±
0.0336

0.0454 ±
0.0075

0.7541 ± 0.08 0.0855 ±
0.0137

AB 0.9655 ±
0.0197

0.39 ± 0.1929 0.6874 ±
0.1076

0.4682 ±
0.1462

GNP 0.4678 ±
0.1842

0.0555 ±
0.0291

0.8129 ±
0.1455

0.0885 ±
0.0362

K-NC 0.9586 ±
0.008

0.124 ±
0.0449

0.1913 ±
0.0673

0.1484 ±
0.0495

DT 0.947 ± 0.031 0.306 ±
0.1547

0.7228 ±
0.1286

0.3935 ±
0.1297

RF 0.9841 ±
0.0049

0.6432 ±
0.2174

0.4287 ±
0.1489

0.4782 ±
0.121

DEV10 LogR 0.6947 ±
0.0442

0.0454 ±
0.0119

0.7493 ±
0.1375

0.0855 ±
0.0219

AB 0.9672 ±
0.026

0.4423 ±
0.2661

0.699 ±
0.2227

0.4948 ±
0.2219

GNP 0.4903 ±
0.1882

0.06 ± 0.0448 0.8031 ±
0.1268

0.0936 ±
0.0527

K-NC 0.958 ±
0.0126

0.1376 ±
0.0993

0.2012 ±
0.1234

0.1569 ± 0.1

DT 0.9431 ±
0.037

0.3017 ±
0.2135

0.7501 ±
0.1873

0.3902 ±
0.1877

RF 0.984 ±
0.0084

0.6965 ±
0.3233

0.4415 ±
0.1953

0.4975 ±
0.1988
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results show that the accuracy and R2 of the alternative methods become worst under
DEV2 and DEV10 setups.

Table4 presents the gathered results of T-PPM and other classifiers. On average,
T-PPM achieved 29.1%, 32.3%, and 3.3% higher accuracy for DEV1, DEV5, and
DEV10. The results show that T-PPM achieved the highest precision, regardless of
the considered experiment setup. Thus, T-PPM reduces the false positive, on average,
by 6.9%, 6.2%, and 6.2% under DEV1, DEV5, and DEV10. In terms of recall, the
LogR,AB,DT, andGNPmethod outperformT-PPM.However, their precision results
are much lower than T-PPM, which indicates that those methods achieve high false
positive. Therefore, the reader can observe that T-PPM has the best F-score results
when compared to other methods.

5 Conclusion

This research presented two new movie success prediction models, specifically rat-
ing prediction and temporal popularity prediction models (RPM and T-PPM). Both
models are trained and tested on a newly collected dataset called TweetAMovie.
TweetAMovie includes regular movie features and tweet-related features. The regu-
larmovie’s features are collected from IMDb,while tweet-related features are scraped
from Twitter. The RPM considers the cumulative values of tweet-related features and
the T-PPM depends on the temporal values of those features. The results showed that
RPM and T-PPM achieved better performance compared to baseline methods in
terms of accuracy. Also, the performance of T-PPM was evaluated in terms of recall,
precision, and F-score. In the future, this work can be integrated with other systems
(e.g., information retrieval and recommender systems) to improve their performance.
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The Model of Business Intelligence
Development by Applying Cooperative
Society Based Financial Technology

A. Al-Khowarizmi, Rahmad Syah, and Marischa Elveny

Abstract Technological advances seem to have no limit so that its power can pene-
trate many sectors, one of them is business. On the one hand, the development of
financial technology has proven to be of benefit to consumers, business actors and
the world economy, but on the other hand it has potential risks that if it does not
adequately follow technological developments it could disrupt the financial system.
Cooperatives are understood as legal entities that are established based on the prin-
ciple of kinship and also adheres to the principles of social economy with the aim
to improve their members in carrying out dominant transactions using cash, then
modelled for the future will rely on cashless and FinTech virtual accounts. So that a
new model is formed in the movement of business intelligence that is FinTech-based
cooperative society that is able to increase the movement of cooperative society,
reduce the operational costs of cooperative society and prosper the community with
one mobile device.

Keywords Modelling · Business Intelligence · FinTech · Cooperative Society

1 Introduction

Currently the financial sector is competing in developing a new technology model
called financial technology (FinTech) [1]. FinTech is the result of a product by
combining financial services and technology which in turn changes the IT-based
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business model [2]. FinTech uses information technology in the financial system
that results in new services, products, technology or business models and has a good
impact on monetary stability, smoothness, security and reliability of the payment
system in the financial process, both debt and receivables, as well as financial system
stability and efficiency [3, 4]. FinTech began to develop from conventional to Islamic
[5]. FinTech developers are also competing to create applications that are different
from the others [6, 7]. But the field of intelligence cannot be separated from FinTech,
it is the development of business intelligence that can be applied in this technology
[8] Even business intelligence has long been developed in the 1990s where the
lack of hardware impeded the development of business intelligence so that with
the emergence of mobile or smartphone-based devices the development of business
intelligence developed rapidly and simultaneously implemented FinTech [9–11].

Phan on reference [12] conducted a study that FinTech influenced the develop-
ment of banks, especially conventional banks that did not follow the development
of FinTech, This research also explains the excellent benefits if banks implement
FinTech based on the ratio of income from net interest to total assets, ratio of net
income to total assets, ratio of net income to total equity, and returns on productive
assets. In addition, Gai on Reference [13] conducted a survey regarding FinTech
and explained that FinTech has become a popular term that describes the new tech-
nology being adopted by financial service institutions. This term covers a variety of
techniques, from data security to delivery of financial services and has five technical
aspects summarized namely security and privacy, data collection, hardware selec-
tion and development of infrastructure, information systems, and service models for
customers so that every problem can be actively and provide solutions with existing
FinTech.

In Germany FinTech was adopted by non-bank star up developers, the survey
results showed that household levels of trust and comfort with new technology,
financial literacy, and overall transparency impact its tendency to turn to FinTech
[14]. But in Indonesia, FinTech developed starting with an online transportation
application that was developed with payments through mobile devices (GO-PAY,
OVO) and is now developing continuously with the involvement of the Financial
Services Authority or Indonesia which is called OJK [15–17].

In addition, FinTech develops to the health service side, as explained by reference
[18] FinTech must be able to facilitate health services both by registration life insur-
ance services and making life insurance claims. FinTech also progressed towards
education by paying tuition fees and education credits for students [19, 20]. FinTech
changes the lifestyle of humans with a mobile device that can do whatever it wants
[21, 22].

However, many researchers who developed FinTech and Business Intelligence
Model fromall fields are one of the concepts that are left behind, namely cooperatives.
Cooperative is a family-based business or social principle [23]. Cooperatives have
the principle of residual operating results, where profits are distributed based on the
contribution of eachmember [24]. This is not the case for some FinTech applications.

From the principle of the cooperative created an interest in being modelled on
FinTech. So that the process or business at FinTech makes a contribution to the
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system based on a formula that is modelled so that the principle of the remainder of
the business is carried out at every financial bookkeeping cover. This can increase
income both at FinTech managers, lenders or debt lenders and debt recipients as well
as any payments incorporated in the FinTech.

This is the basis that requires the development of FinTech that is able to provide
mutual benefits and make business and non-business communication sustainable. so
that with the implementation of FinTech this can be increased to big data so that it
can perform forecasting such as the application of the industrial revolution 4.0 in the
business intelligence section [25, 26].

2 Material and Method

2.1 Cooperative Society World Data

In parts of the world, cooperatives are able to make a very significant contribution
to the economy of every country. Cooperatives control strategic sectors and help
determine economic policy. The following materials provided from the cooperative
are some of the cooperative’s success records obtained from various sources several
years ago. The Association of Asian Confederation of Credit Unions provides data
that in Asia there are 45.3 million active members of credit unions (savings and loans
cooperatives). INAES also explained that in Argentina it has 11,357 cooperative
groups with more than 9 million members or the equivalent of 22% of Argentina’s
population. Belgium also has 29,933 cooperative communities recorded in 2001.
Canada, based on the survey results, explained that four out of every ten Canadians
are members of at least one cooperative. 70% of Quebec’s population are active
members of cooperatives, while in Saskatchewan 56% of the population is registered
as members. Data obtained by CONFECOOP explains that in Colombia, more than
4 million Colombians are members of cooperatives or the equivalent of 9.17% of
the total population. The population of Costa Rica is more than 10% of the people
are counted as members of the cooperative. In Finland, a cooperative called the S-
Group has an active member of 1,468,572 people or the equivalent of 62% of the
total population of Finland. Germany, there are 20 million active members of the
cooperative, this represents a quarter of the total population. In Japan, one third of
the population are active members of cooperatives. In India, more than 239 million
people are members of cooperatives. Malaysia 5.9 million people or 24% of the total
population are members of the Malaysian cooperative. In addition, New Zealand has
40% of the total adult population active as members of cooperatives. Singapore has
50% of the population or 1.6 million people who are members of cooperatives and in
the United States, 4 out of 10 people are members of cooperatives or the equivalent
of 25% of the population [27–30].
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Fig. 1 Modelling data
financial technology

2.2 Relationships and BI Models to FinTech

The data source is obtained in the form of a collection of information on the database
server [31]. So that with the application of Business Intelligence in FinTech, it creates
a new model which can support a data science concept [32]. With this paper, it is
hoped that it can produce a standardized and IT-based model so that it can be used
according to the needs of all industries and cooperative societies. The data model or
system platform is most commonly used in structured conventional systems, but in
data science it is mostly a database structure that relates to each other and provides
information as illustrated in Fig. 1.

In Fig. 1 it is explained that this paper creates amodel inwhich cooperative society
is developed with the advancement of FinTech.

3 Result and Discussions

Cooperatives are understood as a legal entity that is established based on the prin-
ciple of kinship and also adheres to the principles of social economy with the aim of
bringingwealth to itsmembers so that the benefitswill bemanaged for the progress of
cooperative performance and distributed to active members. At this time the cooper-
ative was developed with the existence of an electronic cooperative (e-Cooperative)
where cooperatives make loans online, while the borrower is not a member. This
is the same as banks that are developing from internet banking, mobile banking
(m-Banking) and e-Money to make payments.

In principle, in addition to the distribution of the Remnants of Business Results,
cooperatives also have the principle of educational development and when the distri-
bution of the Remnants of Operations Results of the distribution of the presentations
in general cooperatives share profits toMembers,Management, Employees, Trustees
of educational contributions and reserve funds. However, by utilizing FinTech the
cost distribution to management, employees and coaches is eliminated because all
moves are based on the system. This certainly cuts operational costs. But the division
is done based on member contributions to the FinTech application. To find a new
model in FinTech the first time a simulation is performed on minimal members. The
model offered in this system is summarized in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2 Modelling by cooperative society-based FinTech

Along with the cooperative society in general the simulation process by imple-
menting FinTech can be formulated based on Table 1.

From Table 1, it is simulated 5 users of FinTech-based Cooperative society who
will be derived from the formula. Before distributing the Remaining Results of Oper-
ations, in accordance with the agreement of the Cooperative Society, the distribution
of Remaining Results of Operations was also determined in advance, namely 70%
for members, 10% for system management, 10% for educational development and
10% for reserve funds. So, from Table 1 you get the benefits of the formula (1).

LCS = DI R − V I R (1)

where:
LCS is Profit of Cooperative Society.
DIR is Debt Interest Rates.

Table 1 Simulation data cooperative society-based FinTech

Member Capital Volunteer Voluntary
interest
rates/year

Debt Debt
interest
rates/year

Percentage/Contribution
to the cooperative society

Member-1 1.000 10.000 1.200 – – –

Member-2 2.500 5.000 600 – – –

Member-3 3.000 – – 15.000 1.800 83.3

Member-4 4.000 – – 1.000 120 5.5

Member-5 500 – – 2.000 240 11.11

SUM 11.000 15.000 1.800 18.000 2.160 100
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VIR is Voluntary Interest Rates.
In detail, LCS in accounting is that the income account is reduced by the expense

account and the tax account, so the net result of the Cooperative Society is obtained.
After earning further profit divided according to the Cooperative Society agree-
ment that is 70% for members, 10% for system management, 10% for educational
development and 10% for reserve funds. So we need formula (2).

Lx = LCM ∗ n% (2)

For Member:

LM = LCS ∗ 70% (3)

For System:

LS = LCS ∗ 10% (4)

For Education:

LE = LCS ∗ 10% (5)

For Saving

LSa = LCS ∗ 10% (6)

The next step is to distribute the Remaining Operations to members based on
their contribution. Returning to Table 1, member-3 contributed 83.3% so member-3
received a remaining operating income of 209.92. The basis is based on the formula
(7).

PM − i = LM ∗ CCS (7)

where:
PM − i is Member − i.
CCS is Contribution to the Cooperative Society.
Out of these formulas a new model, the Cooperative Society Based FinTech,

is expected to increase business intelligence activities. Where with this model the
Cooperative Society is more modern and suitable to be applied in various countries
with the consideration that none of them violates state rules. In addition, Cooperative
Society Based FinTech can cut operational costs and get a greater share of Remaining
Results, this supports the welfare of the community. The difference between Coop-
erative Society Based FinTech with FinTech and General Cooperative Society is set
out in Table 2.
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Table 2 Excellence cooperative society based FinTech

No Model FinTech Cooperative society
general

Cooperative society
based FinTech

1 Registration
√ √ √

2 Bank account
√ √ √

3 Savings/Capital
√ √

4 Loan
√ √ √

5 Activity
a. Payment
b. Insurance
c. Merchant
d. Education
e. etc.

√
√
√
√
√

√
√

6 Remaining operating
results

√ √

From Table 2 it can be seen that the Cooperative Society Based FinTech is able
to create models to facilitate and prosper the community. In addition, this paper
also explains that Cooperative Society must transform by presenting digital-based
services such as those provided by FinTech. Cooperative society must adopt the
development of information technology (IT), even though they are in remote areas.
FinTech is aiming for markets in remote areas. Banking alone has learned a lot from
the existence of FinTech. They have strengthened IT to be able towin the competition,
so that the Cooperative Society should make a uniform effort. If it does not improve
immediately, the Cooperative Societymay be the first to be affected by digital disrup-
tion. Especially if there is still the mind of the Cooperative Society manager, who
views FinTech as a threat. The cooperative society must instead view FinTech as a
potential partner to work together. Many services can really be cooperated. Each has
advantages that can complement each other, especially different loyal segments. So,
Cooperative society must first improve through the adoption of information commu-
nication technology. Cooperative society is in a situation when the world is not only
changing, but is developing rapidly through the establishment of the system for so
many times contained in Science data. When the dominant transaction in cash, then
in the future will rely on cashless virtual accounts and FinTech.

4 Conclusion

In summary, this paper develops mutual financial management progress, that is,
FinTech is developed by implementing cooperative society or it can be called
advancing cooperative society by utilizing FinTech. With the Cooperative Society
Based FinTech able to reduce operational costs because all activities carried out by
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the system. Cooperative Society Based FinTech can also increase the movement of
world money and serve humans with only one mobile device.
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A Computational Intelligent Cognition
System Under Uncertainty

Ben Khayut, Lina Fabri, and Maya Avikhana

Abstract It has been explored the conception of implementation the system of
the most important systemic psychological function of the Computational Brain
(CB)—the System of Computational Situational Reasonable Cognition and Under-
standing of the reality Under Uncertainty with applying the Fuzzy Logic, Fuzzy
Control, Computational Linguistics, Cognitive Psychology, Data Science, Computer
Science at whole, oriented on introduction in the Artificial Super Intelligence Self-X
system as one of the main components. Computational psychology is investigated
and implemented on basis of the following CB’s computational systemicmental situ-
ational functional processes of self-perception, self-inference, self-decision making,
self-control, self-developing, intuition, self-awareness, self-consciousness, and self-
understanding of reality. These processes are implemented on basis of the self-
developingmemory andmodules, that use the self-computing computationalmodels,
computational mathematical modeling psychological situations under their time
changes. The computed and identified psychological categories, properties, features,
and essences of objects of reality are correlated with the corresponding subject area
and are used by the mentioned processes for the intellectual analysis and modeling
of the systemic situational reasonable cognition.

Keywords Computational · Super Intelligent · Cognition · System · Under
Uncertainty

1 Introduction

1.1 Conception

The modern computational Machine Learning (ML) systems refer to statistical and
expert Narrow Artificial Intelligence (NAI), and cannot think by itself and indepen-
dently, be conscious and cognize themselves and the surrounding reality without
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using expert human intelligence in conditions of uncertainty and time changes of the
objects and situations in the environment.

“Since self-consciousness can be defined as the ‘ability to be aware of oneself,’
we may assume that self-cognition, i.e., ‘cognition of oneself,’ has a meaningful
connection with self-consciousness” [1].

Consequently, computational self-cognition [2] is realized on the basis of compu-
tational self-awareness [3], computational self-consciousness [4, 5], and computa-
tional self-understanding [2] of reality, which are one of the main functional prop-
erties of the Computational Brain (CB) (along with its auxiliary computed func-
tional properties of self-developing [2], self-inference [6], self-decision-making [7],
self-control [8], self-reasoning [9], self-thinking [10], intuition, wisdom, mind [11],
and others) in conditions of uncertainty of situations and objects in its surrounding
environment.

Understanding reality is associated with the interaction of people and Computa-
tional Artificial Super Intelligence Self-X (CASISX) systems [12].

Since the computational understanding of reality is mainly associated with the
computing of the psychological properties of awareness, consciousness, and cogni-
tion, we will consider the models and methods of their self-developing on basis of
opportunities of CASISX.

Computational cognition is computational psychology [13].
Consequently, systems capable of computing the psychological properties of

cognition based on systemic situational self-development, self-organizing, self-
awareness, self-consciousness, and self-cognition at a whole refers to the CASISX
system (Fig. 1).

Cognition is “the mental action or process of acquiring knowledge and under-
standing through thought, experience, and the senses” [14].

“Acquiring Knowledge is a learning process that lasts a lifetime” [15].
Thought encompasses an “aim-oriented flow of ideas and associations that can

lead to a reality-oriented conclusion” [16].
According to Wikipedia, the “Experience is the process through which conscious

organisms perceive the world around them.”
Likewise, the conscious and reasonable CASISX system can also perceive

and cognize the world and itself by computing the aforementioned properties
of awareness, consciousness, and cognition using smart modeling them by CB,
and self-developing memory, self-changing models, and their systemically orga-
nized integrated functional processes, implemented in conditions of uncertainty and
unknown in advance situations. These processes are supported by auxiliary systemic
synchronous functional computing subprocesses of situational target fuzzy control
of data [17], information [17], knowledge [6], models [8], processes [17], fuzzy logic
inference [6], making of decisions [7], reasoning [7], systemic think [10], planning
[7], and others.

The modern systems of computational Cognition, such as [1, 18, 19], and others,
do not have the capabilities of CASISX, cannot self-aware, self-conscious, think
independently, self-develop, and self-operate under uncertainty and in continuously
time-changing situations.
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Fig. 1 The computer situational super intelligent cognition and full understanding system of the
environment in conditions of its uncertainty
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The offered paper examines the models, methodology, technology, system, and
conception for implementation of one of the most important systemic psycholog-
ical function of the CB—the System of Computational Situational Super Intelligent
Cognition and Understanding (SCSSICUS) of the reality Under Uncertainty with
applying the main aspects of Computational Cognitive Science, that includes the
Fuzzy Logic [20, 21], Situational Control [22], Linguistics, Cybernetics, Cognitive
Psychology, Neural Science, Data Science, Computer Science, Systems Approach at
whole for the CASISX system.

1.2 Motivation, Novelty, and Contribution of the Study

The motivation in this paper lies in the need to make a breakthrough in the field
of creating computational super-intelligent cognitive systems, that allow by them-
selves and independent functioning in conditions of uncertainty, taking into account
the understanding of the current tasks and situations, for example, in the unmanned
spacecraft, robotic systems, nuclear plants, and others, where is required high relia-
bility, accuracy, adoption of extremely reasonable solutions, situational control, and
others, what modern systems of NAI do not have.

The novelty and contribution of this study are in the development of unique
(not statistical and non-probabilistic) model, method, technology, and the concept
of creating SCSSICUS, functioning continuously, by yourself and independently
(without reprogramming of them on basis of human intelligence) in conditions
of Uncertainty and changes of the situations in the surrounding reality and of
the objects in it, through of applying the System Approach, Fuzzy Logic, Situa-
tional Control, Linguistics, Cognitive Psychology, Neuroscience, Data Science, and
Computer Science at whole, with the aim of introducing the SCSSICUS as a main
computational and psychological component into the CASISX systems.

2 The Self-Developing Computational Systemic Cognitive
Memory

2.1 The Model of Self-Developing Computational Systemic
Cognitive Memory

The description of the Morphological, Semantic, Mental, and Subject Area Data,
Information andKnowledge in the CognitiveMemory and its Self-developingModel
are represented in [4], respectively, by Table 1 and Fig. 2. The cognitive self-
developing model of cognitive memory is organized as a neural network of fuzzy
sets of linguistic variables, and their values, that display the linguistic, subject area
and psychological data, information, and knowledge in cognitive memory.
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Table 1 The Linguistic, Thematic, and Mental structures of cognitive Data, Information and
Knowledge in Systemic Cognitive Memory

Fig. 2 The model of cognitive memory of computational intelligent cognition system

The computational cognitive system (Fig. 1) uses the model of cognitive memory
(Fig. 2) for implementing the cognition process through CB’s action orders via
activating of the situational fuzzy control system, that is described in [4].
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3 The Self-Developing Computational System Model
of Situational Control of Mental Cognition

3.1 The Model of Situational Fuzzy Control of Mental
Cognition

The model of situational fuzzy control of cognition (1) is described in [11] and
includes, respectively, the computational cognition sub-model (2) and sub-model of
situational control of the process of cognition (3) in conditions of uncertainty of the
situations, objects, and states of the SCSSICUS in the environment.

μ = < Asn , Ks
n , Fs

n , (Si : Q j
x,u,w−−−−→ QI : Ii ), (μY
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R
B(X),S) (2)

S = (Si:Qj ⇒ QI;Ii) (3)

(4) is a goal function, oriented for implementation of cognition process, where

FSN = u(x,w) (4)

x, w, and u, respectively, definite, indefinite, and resultant fuzzy controlled actions
for performing the Computational Situational Systemic Cognition (CSSC) process,
which brings the SCSSICUS from the previous state to a new state in the arisen
situation.

4 The CSSC Modeling Under Uncertainty

4.1 The Model of CSSC Modeling Process

The CSSC Model displays the reasonable psychological mechanism of the CSSC
Modeling process.

According to sub-models (2), (3), (4), andFig. 1, themodel (1) presents the process
of the situational control of the CSSC, which is described in [11] by activation of
CB’s processes of inference, acquisition and actualization knowledge, planning and
making decisions, reasoning, thinking, awareness, consciousness, and cognition.

Figure. 3 is described in [11] as the process of modeling of the CSSC (Fig. 3)
using the mentioned models (1), (2), (3), goal function (4), cognitive measures of
opportunities (5), cognitive mapping rules (6) at whole, via of activation of the
mentioned above CB’s processes (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 3 Diagram of modeling of the CSSC

4.2 Modeling of the CSSC

The CSSC Modeling process, that is described in [11] by Fig. 3 is understood by
us as a cyclical and continuously computational–mental target action of the CB,
which uses the current situation, CSSC Model, cognitive memory system, and mind
system (Fig. 1) at whole for the computational solution of cognitive psycholog-
ical (mental) tasks, carried out by the self-developing CB through its: (a) cognitive
psychological memory, (b) cognitive model, (c) computational psychological prop-
erties (thinking, awareness, consciousness, and others), and (d) making reasonable
solutions in acquire new and use existing knowledge in order to intelligently under-
stand the new state of oneself and the surrounding reality in conditions of uncertainty
of these states.

The rules (5) are described in [11] and they are used for mapping the resultant
values of fuzzy logic membership functions μ

q
b using their μ

q
a input values and

measures of opportunities ϕ
q
l by fuzzy matching of fuzzy sets in the fuzzy relation

RX
k (Fig. 4a, b).

μ
q
b(X) = μq

a(X) ◦ ϕ
q
l (5)

Under the fuzzy matching of fuzzy sets, we mean the action, performed by proce-
dures with the frame �

q
Li jk

: Um
k ↔ V l

k of the cognitive memory, which generate

the matching of base fuzzy sets Um
k and V l

k in SCSSICUS. This matching of base
fuzzy sets is implemented by using of compositional mapping rules μ

q
BLi jk

(X) =

Fig. 4 a Human; bMachine levels of modeling of the CSSC
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μ
q
ALi jk

(X)◦�
q
Li jk

where:μq
BLi jk

(X),μq
ALi jk

(X) are, respectively, the resultant and initial

membership functions in the considered generalized fuzzy relation R
Xi jk

i jk , X = {xi jk}
is a vector of the discrete domain of definition of resultant and initial membership
functions, ◦- is a sign of the computational mapping, �

q
Li jk

is a fuzzy matching
in the procedure of CSSC, ALi jk , BLi jk—are the heterogeneous multidimensional
fuzzy sets, Li jk—are the heterogeneous distributive lattices of measurement inter-
vals of the domains of definitions of considered membership functions, q—deter-
mine thementioned above levels, respectively, on sublevels ofmodeling ofRX-codes,
USK—Universal Semantic Code, and SF—Semantic Frames, l, k, m = (1, n).

4.3 The Model of Computational Mapping Rules
for the CSSC Modeling

The computational cognitive mapping rules model (6) are presented, described in
[11], and used for the CSSC Modeling.

(6)

In [11] is described the example (Fig. 4a, b) of modeling of CSSC for processing
of texts of English–Russian languages in the task of removing their lexical ambiguity
in the Tractor Engineering Subject Area.

The (7) represents the computational cognitive mapping rule in the model (6),
which

IF ((K•
xyz = P•

xyz) AND L◦
xyz = K◦

xyz))THEN ((Ixyz = I◦xyz)AND Jxyz = J◦xyz))
(7)

means: “if two words are included in sentence in both languages and the code of
right compatibility of word, located to the left of a group of two words in another
language is equal to conceptual code of the word, located to the right of a group of
two words in the output language and the code of left compatibility of word, located
to the right of a group of two words in the output language is equal to conceptual
code of word, located to the left of a group of twowords in input language, then these
pairs of words of input and output languages correspond and are identical each to
other at the level of conceptual disambiguation in mapping process” [11].
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5 Conclusion

The modern computing ML systems refer to statistical and expert NAI, and cannot
think systemically, be conscious and cognize itself, and the surrounding reality by
yourself (without using in them expert human intelligence) in the conditions of
uncertainty and unexpectedly time-changing situations and states of SCSSICUS in
the surrounding environment.

The choice of the CASISX system in this paper was made on the basis of objective
studies of the state and testing of the capabilities of the modern NAI, based on the
use of the ML methodology, where the models cannot be retrained on their own
in conditions of uncertainty and changes in time of situations and objects in the
surrounding reality. Since the functionality of the CASISX system is implemented
based on self-awareness, self-consciousness, self-cognition, self-understanding, and
other intelligent psychological features and properties of the CB—the capabilities
of the system become like human intelligence.

For solving the mentioned problems of the NAI, this paper has been offered the
model, method, technology, system, and conception of implementation of one of the
most important systemic psychological function of the CB—the System of Compu-
tational Situational Super Intelligent Cognition and Understanding of the reality
Under Uncertainty with applying the Fuzzy Logic, Situational Control, Linguistics,
Cognitive Psychology, Data Science, Computer Science at whole, oriented on intro-
duction this Cognition system in the CASISX system as a plug-in, as, for example, in
Super intelligent unmanned robotic, spacecraft, and other computational reasonable
systems.
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State-of-the-Art of the Impact of HIV
and Its Treatment on the Voice of PLHIV

Aliou Badji, Youssou Dieng, Ibrahima Diop, Papa Alioune Cisse,
and Boubacar Diouf

Abstract Patients living with HIV (PLHIV) can be subjected to various conditions
and complications due to, on the one hand, HIV infection and, on the other hand,
the side effects of the drugs used for treatment. In this work, from a review of the
literature, we studied the influence of this immunosuppressive disease and its therapy
on the voice of HIV-positive individuals. This work was undertaken to understand
the impact of HIV and drugs on voice parameters in order to assess the feasibility
of identifying patients using voice biometrics and to propose solutions. From this
study, it appeared to us that HIV itself as well as the associated opportunistic diseases
and the drugs used for its treatment can cause vocal disorders in people who have
contracted the virus. Solutions for the identification of PLHIV through their voice
were also discussed in this work.

Keywords HIV · PLHIV · ASR · ARV · Voice

1 Introduction

The identification of PLHIV is perceived by those involved in the fight against HIV as
one of themain issues to be resolved in order to improvemonitoring. This is the reason
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why Senegal has taken the option of strengthening its information system by deciding
in PSN-2018 [1] to set up a unique identification code for individuals benefiting
from monitoring services. In the same perspective and in order to contribute to the
fight against the loss of sight of certain patients in health structures, a study on the
identification of these by biometrics is being carried out. The type of biometrics
in question is voice biometrics, which is based on automatic speaker recognition
(ASR) technology. The latter is defined by Atal in [2], as “any decision-making
process which uses some characteristics of the speech signal to determine whether a
particular person is the author of a given utterance”.With thismethod, the recognition
(identification) of HIV-positive patients will be done by means of their voice. Thus
the confusion between patients on ARV treatment and those who are not yet will be
removed.

This article has three sections in addition to the introduction and conclusion. In the
first section, we briefly present the different sources of voice variability in ASR. In
the second section, we will talk about the impact of the immunosuppressive virus and
medications on the voice of HIV-positive individuals. The third section is devoted
to discussion; we will talk about the possible solutions to be put in place for the
platform for the identification of PLHIV using their voice.

2 The Variability of the Voice in RAL

ASR is a technology that consists of extracting the vocal characteristics of the speech
signal specific to each individual and creating a “speaker model” which will be then
used to identify it. The expression “speaker model” is, by analogy to the fingerprint,
what one might call voiceprint. However, because of the physiological characteris-
tics that the voice possesses and which are linked to the anatomy of the phonatory
system and on which are grafted behavioral characteristics such as speech, accents,
emotions, humor, etc., some authors speak of voice signature rather than voiceprint.
This property of the voice to change depending on certain factors has a strong impact
on the reliability, efficiency and performance of ASR systems.

2.1 Technology-Related Variability

The sources of voice variations related to technology are a set of factors external to
the voice signal and which have negative effects on its quality and integrity. More
precisely, these elements are used for the acquisition and/or transmission of the signal
as well as the environment in which it was obtained. Among these elements we
can cite acquisition and/or transmission devices: transmission channel, microphone
integrated into one (cell,mobile or landline telephone),microphone; the environment:
acoustic room, office, market, airport, beach, etc.
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These elements generally generate components or phenomena (background noise,
aliasing, reverberation, rapid temporal variation, etc.) which mix with the signal and
strongly affect its fullness.

2.2 Conversation-Related Variability

This type of voice variability results from a voice interaction between two or more
people or between a person and a machine and the context. The same person speaks
differently depending on his interlocutors; it can be much more comfortable talking
with a familiar person in public or with a stranger; the context: she can speak differ-
ently, she is reading, talking on the phone, attend a meeting, to argue, to interact with
a machine; she can raise or lower her voice depending on whether the place is quiet
or noisy; the spoken language or dialect: a person’s accent is better understood with
their mother tongue than with another language, etc.

2.3 Speaker-Related Variability

By pronouncing a given word, the same person does not produce the same sound in
an identical way also by two different people. For illustration, in the figures below,
we have two audio recordings of the same sound under the same conditions from
the same person (Fig. 1) and two other recordings of the same sound under the
same conditions from two different people (Fig. 2). Looking at and analyzing these
figures, we see that there are always differences in the amplitude and duration of the
signals generated. The human voice, therefore, varies from one person to another but
also for the same person. The variations of the voice for the same speaker are called

Fig. 1 Intra-speaker variability (Source http://outilsrecherche.over-blog.com/pages/Notes_311_
Decodage_du_Signal_de_la_Parole-3082466.html)

http://outilsrecherche.over-blog.com/pages/Notes_311_Decodage_du_Signal_de_la_Parole-3082466.html
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Fig. 2 Interlocutor variability (Source http://outilsrecherche.over-blog.com/pages/Notes_311_Dec
odage_du_Signal_de_la_Parole-3082466.html)

variability intra-speaker, and in the case of different speakers, we speak of variability
interlocutor.

3 Does HIV and its Treatment Have an Impact
on the Voice?

The difficulty in coming into contact with PLHIV, in collecting their audio recordings
or in accessing data concerning them; the lack of adequate tools for analyzing the
voice and diagnosing its disorders in a more concise manner; and the embarrassment
to carry out the study and the experiments directly on the subjects concerned led
us to follow an approach to carry out this work. For this, we have followed an
approach consisting of studying the influence of HIV and its treatment on the voice
of seropositive people in a general and non-specific way by making a state-of-the-art
of the previous relative works reported in the literature. Thus, in this section, we
wish, from a review of the medical literature and the information provided by the
review prescriber on vocal attacks by certain drugs, to understand the impact of HIV
and its therapy on the voice of PLHIV.

3.1 Difference Voice, Speech as Well as Their Disorders

First of all, we want to remember that voice and speech, often considered by some
people to be the same thing, are in fact different but have the same channel. In our
daily life, we talk, sing, shout, whisper, cough, etc. Each of these cases translates an
expression of the voice into a different formanddepends on our need to communicate,
our state, our emotions, the context, etc. The voice can be defined as the set of sounds

http://outilsrecherche.over-blog.com/pages/Notes_311_Decodage_du_Signal_de_la_Parole-3082466.html
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produced by the vocal cords in vibratorymovement under the influence of air coming
from the lungs. As for speech, it is the transformation (articulation, modulation) of
these sounds at the level of the vocal tract to give intelligible sounds. The vocal
tract is made, among other things, of the oral, nasal and pharyngeal cavities which
act as resonators and modulators. More comprehensively, “voice is the set of sounds
produced orally and speech the set of voice sounds used in a language” (Authôt.com).
From these definitions, we realize that there is a distinction not only in the definition
but also between the organs involved in the production of these two elements.

3.2 Neurological Disorders and Voice Disorders

Neurological disorders are diseases of the central or peripheral nervous system. They
affect the brain, spinal cord, cranial nerves, peripheral nerves, nerve roots, vegeta-
tive nervous system, neuromuscular junction andmuscles (WHO). In the summary of
their article [4], JL St Guily and B. Roubeau mention the following: “Motor process
which underlies speech, phonation, like any motor function, results from the coor-
dination of the activity of muscles located at different levels of the body….”. This,
therefore, means that the coordination of the organs involved in the production of
speech is under the control of the central and peripheral nervous systems. There-
fore, an affection of these will have repercussions on the phonation as well as on the
resulting speech.

Studies on dysarthria and, more particularly, those including dysphonia exist and
are numerous and diverse. They show, for the most part, that neurological damage
does not only cause communication problems but also can lead to disturbances in
the production of the voice. However, what does this have to do with HIV?

3.3 HIV and Voice Disorders in PLHIV

The attack of the central and peripheral nervous systems by HIV is not a trivial
matter in the scientific community. TheWHO itself already emphasizes that bacterial
infections such as tuberculosis, viral infections such as HIV and parasitic infections
such as malaria can affect the nervous system. However, we know that neurological
disorders are due to damage to the nervous systems, so from what precedes, we can
immediately assume that HIV can have an influence on the voice since it affects
the central nervous systems and peripheral. However, this is neither sufficient nor
convincing and even less conclusive. Numerous studies have shown the influence of
HIV infection on the central, peripheral andmixed nervous systems.A significant part
of them highlighted the relationship between immunosuppressive disease and speech
and voice disorders.M.Mathewand J.Bhate state in the summary of their preliminary
study [5] on voice disorders in seropositive individuals that by infecting cells of the
brain, HIV damages the central and peripheral nervous systems and leads to the
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consequence of communication disorders from the early stages of infection. Also in
their work, their study of eight individuals living with HIV revealed, after subjective
analysis by a speech therapist and an objective analysis of acoustic characteristics,
that vocal parameters such as pitch, intensity, quality of voice, themaximum duration
of phonation, etc. disturbed almost all participants even in the absence of direct
pathology to the phonation mechanism. Since this was a preliminary study, they say
it is too early to conclude that there is a correlation between vocal deviations and
immune conditions.

In another study [6] by the same authors on the same participants, tests were
performed to assess aphasia, dysarthria, articulation, fluency of speech and voice
disturbances. The results obtained illustrate, with some variation in patients, the
presence of problems with oral motor function (restricted tongue movements as well
as tremor and dyskinetic movements of the lips), voice disorders (low intensity,
quality of speech) disturbed voice, reduction of the maximum duration of phonation,
etc.) and dysarthria (affection of the parameters of the reflex, respiration, larynx,
tongue, etc.); fluidity and articulation being intact. Another study [7] with slightly
more participants (15 seropositive patients) by the same authors also shows a signif-
icant disturbance of speech and laryngeal parameters followed by respiratory and
reflex functions.

From thework of these authors,we clearly feel that the link betweenHIVandvoice
disorders is very real. On their three works, we always note a disturbance of vocal
and laryngeal parameters which, however, intervene in the phonation mechanism.
What is even more interesting are the results of their first preliminary study which
reveal an affection of the vocal characteristics in the absence even of direct pathology
to the process of phonation. This suggests a vocal dysfunction of neurological origin
due to HIV.

This information further strengthens the connection betweenHIV and voice disor-
ders. Laryngeal opportunistic infections, themselves, can cause problems with the
larynx and this will consequently lead to dysfunctions in the phonatory process.
Everything that has just been summarized from the work of these authors shows that
HIV can have an influence on the voice of seropositive patients by causing lesions in
the central and peripheral nervous systemswhich cause neurological disorders which
in turn affect certain levels (respiration, larynx, etc.) involved in the voice production
mechanism. The simple fact that the results of their work still reveal alterations in
vocal acoustic parameters as well as in the larynx is one of the proofs that testifies
to the existing relationship between HIV and vocal disorders.

HIV can also, through associated opportunistic infections, cause voice disorders.
This is because patients living with HIV may present with various problems such
as oral, ear and pharyngeal problems [9]. These conditions include oral and pharyn-
geal candidiasis, aphthous ulcers, Kaposi’s sarcoma, hairy leukoplakia and herpes
simplex and can, alongwith neoplasms, cause dysarthria, dysphonia, hoarseness, etc.
[9]. There are also respiratory infections such as pneumocystis carinii pneumonia,
tuberculosis, and various bacterial, viral and fungal infections which are among the
diseases most associated with HIV [9]. For illustration, many studies report cases of
hoarseness of the voice or dysphonia in individuals carrying the virus and presenting
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opportunistic infections such as Kaposi’s sarcoma [10, 11], cytomegalovirus infec-
tion of the laryngeal nerve or larynx [12, 13], disseminated histoplasmosis [14],
infection with Penicillium marneffei [15, 16], thyroid infection with Pneumocystis
jirovecii [17], laryngeal cryptococcosis [18], chronic laryngitis herpes simplex [19],
invasive aspergillosis [20], laryngeal leishmaniasis [21], etc.

In summary, after having unveiled the link between HIV and voice disorders in
infected individuals, we infer that HIV and associated opportunistic diseases may
have an impact on the voice of PLHIV.

3.4 Medicines and Voice Disorders in PLHIV

Certain drugs induce damage to the vocal cords by various mechanisms such as
the deposition of substances on the mucous membrane, dryness of the mucous
membranes and decrease in the lubrication of the vocal cords, formation of edemas,
necrosis, etc., paralysis of the vocal cords, and so on. These vocal cord attacks appear
within a period varying from a few hours to a few months and their recovery occurs
after stopping the drug, and this also within a period varying between a few hours
to several months (review prescriber). This, therefore, means that, throughout the
period covering the taking of the drug, the voice of the people concerned will be
affected.

Medicines used in the treatment and monitoring of patients living with HIV can
be grouped into two classes: antiretrovirals andmedicines for the treatment of oppor-
tunistic infections or other related diseases. Antiretrovirals are drugs that reduce the
HIV viral load or even make it undetectable, strengthen the immune system of the
infected person and prevent the AIDS phase from developing. When the HIV infec-
tion reaches the AIDS phase or the patient has other conditions, antiretroviral therapy
alone is no longer sufficient. A combination of the two classes of drugs is therefore
needed to treat both HIV and related diseases. We do not have enough information
and articles on the relationship between antiretrovirals and voice disorders.

Based on the information provided by the review, we also infer that the drugs used
for the treatment of certain diseases present in individuals who have contracted HIV
may also have influences on the voice of PLHIV.

4 Discussion

One of the weak points of automatic speaker recognition technology is the variability
of the voice. This strongly impacts the reliability, efficiency and performance of ASR
systems. Based on the foregoing (section above), identifying PLHIV through their
voicemay at first appear less relevant or even ineffective. However, this is not the case
because the change in an individual’s voice is inherent in this technology. Therefore,
this variation should always be taken into account when implementing ASR. Thus,
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to enhance the robustness, credibility and security of an ASR system, it is often
recommended to use it with another identification/authentication factor or to update
the speaker models.

In this section, we discuss the different possible solutions for the system based
on the recommended methods for enhancing the security, reliability and accuracy of
authentication/identification systems based on voice biometrics.

4.1 The Updated Models

This solution consists of periodically updating themodels of patients already enrolled
in the database. At each update, different options are possible: either delete all the
old models and create new ones with the new and old training data, or readjust all the
models with the new training data, or re-estimate all models with new training data
only. The first option is the best because it combines current enrollment data with
old training data. This will give a voice of the same patient at different times and
circumstances and consequently will allow learning of the change of the voice; that
is to say, to encourage the system to “learn” the variation of the voice of a person.
This will make it easier to recognize a patient even if the patient’s voice is affected.
This is perfectly suited as an outcome for the identification system for PLHIV given
the context in which it will be used. Indeed, during the whole period covering the
treatment, the patient’s voice may remain affected because even if the patient does
not come across drugs that can damage the vocal cords, HIV itself as well as the
associated opportunistic diseases can cause the impact. With this option of updating
patient models, the system will be much more robust as it will learn how patients’
voices vary.

However, this method can come up against an obstacle: the problem that can
arise from the refusal of patients to cooperate with each update. In fact, with each
modification of the models, the patients have to pronounce a sequence of words to
first be identified, and then doing the same thing to be enrolled again may annoy
some; as a result, they may refuse. So for this solution to work well, good patient
cooperation is needed. For that, the time between two updates must be well chosen.
As the duration of an appointment is specific to each person and therefore varies from
one patient to another, this update can be done at each appointment or after every two,
three or four appointments for patients whose time interval between these is short.
Also to collect a maximum of audio samples, the recordings during the recognition
phase must be added to the training data.
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4.2 Double Identification

This solution consists of double identification of the patients. It is particularly recom-
mended for transaction or payment systems using voice biometrics to enhance reli-
ability and security. Even if safety is not essential for the PLHIV identification
platform, we will offer it as a solution because it will help strengthen the distinction
between patients on antiretroviral treatment and those who have not yet been treated.
For thismethod, the identification process is done by first identifying the patient using
their voice. Then if he is recognized by the system, he will be asked to provide his
telephone number or that of his national identity card previously registered during the
enrollment phase. If it is recognized again then it is taken care of; otherwise, he is not
on antiretroviral therapy; therefore, the system would have mistakenly recognized
him. Likewise, if the patient is rejected by the system during the voice recognition
phase and accepted during the second identification, he is then considered to have
been taken care of and that the system would have wrongly refused; otherwise he
is not on antiretroviral therapy. With this solution, if a patient is wrongly accepted
or rejected during the speech recognition phase, the second factor will allow it to be
detected and corrected.

The problem with this method is that voice identification will lose its meaning
regardless of a patient’s voice condition because patient recognition relies only on the
second factor. However, it remains relevant insofar as it will strengthen the robustness
and reliability of the identification of PLHIV through their voice.

5 Conclusion

HIV infection can affect the voice of HIV-positive patients by causing damage to
their central and peripheral nervous systems. Similarly, the associated opportunistic
diseases and their treatment can also affect the voice of patients. In view of this,
possible solutions were discussed in the previous section for identifying PLHIV
using their voice in order to deal with recognition problems that may arise from
vocal disorders. These solutions consist of either updating the patient models or
opting for a double identification. For the first solution, the best option for updating
is to re-estimate all models by combining the new and old training data to allow the
system to learn how the voice varies.

Since HIV infection can cause voice and communication disturbances in HIV-
positive patients, we wonder whether it is not possible to use voice and speech
parameters to diagnose it. In our next work, we would like to provide an answer to
this question.
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Specifics of Digitalization Strategies
for Risk Management Systems
as a Transformation Factor of Russian
Companies’ Management Systems
in the Context of the COVID-19
Pandemic

Mikhail Vladimirovich Khachaturyan and Evgeniia Valeryevna Klicheva

Abstract In themodern environment, the digitalization ofmanagementmechanisms
is becoming an effective tool for transforming the companies’ organizational systems.
A particularly fast pace of introducing digital technology is translated into creating
and developing riskmanagement systems in the context of the coronavirus pandemic,
despite the related crisis that had a serious impact on both the Russian and global
economies. It is important to note that, for most company owners and managers, the
crisis became a signal of the need for management systems to become more trans-
parent and efficient. Another important prerequisite for transformation is the trend
to change the processes of interaction at both the owners-to-managers and company-
to-customers and counterparties level. In the context of the pandemic, it became
clear that the digital transformation of risk management systems would improve the
operational quality of organizational structures and the quality of interaction with
customers, thus increasing their satisfaction and loyalty.

Keywords Specifics · Strategies · Digitalization ·Management · Risks ·
Transformation · Russian companies

1 Introduction

In the development of digital management systems, company owners and managers
implement a sequence of steps related to the transformation of infrastructure, service
provision, business process reengineering, data management, security, customer
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interaction, and HR development. Each transformation step poses complex chal-
lenges for owners and managers and is associated with new types of risks; therefore,
the ability of the company’s risk management system to cope with such challenges
efficiently determines the efficiency of its organizational structure.

The main element of increasing the efficiency of interaction between the
company’s owners and managers to identify, analyze, and assess new types of risks
arising in the context of the economic crisis caused by the corona-virus pandemic
have become information and communication technology or digital technology. It is
its introduction both inmanagement systems in general and riskmanagement systems
in the quarantine conditions that has allowed many Russian companies to develop
their ecosystems, by bringing together employees, partners, and consumers into an
integrated space. On the other hand, the logic of the company owners’ response to the
economic crisis development confirmed the authors’ assumption that the process of
implementing electronic and digital riskmanagement systems inmost organizational
structures of Russian companies are fragmented in nature, which in the contemporary
context, reduces the effectiveness of satisfying the customers’ needs. This situation
requires an integrated approach to introducing digital technology for risk manage-
ment in the process of developing and implementing strategies byRussian companies.
According to the authors, one of the areas for solving this problem may be expanded
implementation of digital systems for risk management and analysis in the service
sector as well as expanding the list of services provided by both the public and private
entities in electronic format.

It is obvious that, before the pandemic, the process of introducing digital and
information technology into organizational structures and risk management systems
was associated with many difficulties and risks. According to the authors, the key
problem, that has retained its relevance in the context of the pandemic, is the techno-
logical and economic complexity of digital technology. Another important problem
is the need to provide access to data obtained while implementing digital technology
for managing the risk for a significant number of stakeholders involved. Therefore,
the need to implement effective data visualization andmanagement tools is of impor-
tance. It is also important to note that, in the con pandemic conditions, it became
obvious that the key feature of risk management systems and tools based on digital
technology for strategic decision-making should be their easy implementation and
application efficiency. The key task of these systems should be expanding the owner’s
role in the processes ofmonitoring and evaluating the company’smanagement system
effectiveness and the external environment of both the company and the owner’s field
of activities [1–3].

The logic of the economic crisis caused by the pandemic confirmed the authors’
assumption that despite a significant expansion of the risk range that can be moni-
tored by digital technology, neither Russian nor foreign companies have developed
generally accepted methods and frameworks for conceptual building strategies for
managing such risks.
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2 Role and Significance of Digital Technology in Strategic
Management and Risk Management Systems of Russian
Companies in the Context of Pandemic

In this regard, the solution analyzed in this paper for implementing the structure
of a risk management system based on digital technology allows for a more clear
assessment of the threats and risks the activities of Russian companies are prone
to. It is worth noting that the use of the structure proposed by the authors also
allows expanding the company owners’ andmanagers’ ability tomonitor the external
environment factors acting for the company and the scope of the owner’s activities
that affect the company’s operations. Obviously, this aspect largely facilitates the
planning and visualization of management decisions and contributes to identifying
and eliminating the smallest “bottlenecks” in the company management systems.
The above feature is a favorable distinction of the suggested structure as compared
to the existing counterparts characterized by significant complexity and details that
reduce the usability and value of such systems for owners and managers. Another
important advantage of the suggested structure of the risk management system is that
it makes it easier to monitor implementing key aspects of the company’s strategy.

In the context of the economic crisis caused by the pandemic, it became clear that
digital technology has a long life cycle at both implementation and operation stages,
which makes it possible to expand the scope of tasks solved by it. Therewith, the
structure created based on digital technology shall feature transformation flexibility,
which facilitates and accelerates the company’s response to changes in the external
environment and the owner’s field of activities. On the other hand, when developing
a risk management system, it shall be borne in mind that every project implemented
by a company is subject to many technical and technological iterations. However,
the risk management system itself shall be resilient to such changes. In the context
of the pandemic, it became clear that the risk management system should be a link
between owners, managers, and executors, thereby reducing the gap between the
estimated and actual results.

In its definition of digital technology in company management, the Organization
for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) emphasizes that digital tech-
nology is a tool for using information and communication technology to provide the
owner, the company management system, and other stakeholders with more conve-
nient access to data on the company’s standing and the risks that affect the activities
of both the company itself and its owner and stakeholders as well as their ability to
directly participate in the processes of managing such risks [4].

The international literature on management provides another definition of digital
technology in company management as a social and technical system consisting of
people, technology, organizational structures, and processes [5].

According to another definition that is common in global management science,
digital technology in company management is a continuous process of optimizing
services and management—by transforming internal and external relations using
technology, the Internet, and new information communication means [6].
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The above definitions emphasize the role of digital technology in company
management in general and in risk management in particular to transform the rela-
tionship between the owner, managers, and stakeholders, which allows creating
the company’s ecosystem with the ability to self-develop through continuous
optimization.

In this regard, it is natural to conclude on the complex nature of the interaction and
integration of owners andmanagers in the processes of introducing digital technology
into company risk management systems, and the risk management system structure
suggested by the authors is intended to simplify such systems. This paper considers
three groups of factors onwhich the author’s structure of the riskmanagement system
is focused: people, processes, and technology. In the context of the pandemic, it
became clear that integrating the authors’ risk management system structure into the
development and implementation of the company’s strategy would serve as a link
between these three components in ensuring the effectiveness of the management
system.

3 Research Method

The study presented in this paper is a qualitative analysis of the practice of intro-
ducing digital technology into the Russian companies’ management systems and an
analysis of domestic and foreign management literature. In the analysis, we studied
the digitalization strategies of themanagement systems of Russian corporations. This
allowed for the understanding of which strategies were more successful in terms of
the company owners’ andmanagement systems’ response to the risks associatedwith
the pandemic and the economic crisis that has followed.

An important task in preparing the paper was obtaining enough data regarding
the content and implementation mechanism of management strategies in general
and the Russian companies’ risk management in the pandemic. On the one hand,
a very large sample selection could complicate researching the pandemic. On the
other hand, an insufficient amount or variability of data could result in one-sided
conclusions and recommendations. Therefore, as themain researchmethod,we chose
that of collecting and analyzing qualitative data based on open-source analysis and
comparing this data with the theoretical principles as outlined in the Russian and
foreign literature on management. It was the comparison of the theory and prac-
tice of Russian companies’ operations that made it possible to form well-grounded
conclusions and recommendations.
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4 Analysis of the Content of Processes of Introducing
Digital Technology in Russian Companies’ Strategic
Management and Risk Management Systems
in the Context of the Pandemic

The analysis of the Russian and foreignmanagement literature allowed the authors to
put forward the assumption that company owners, managers, and other stakeholders
involved in introducing digital technology into strategic management systems in
general and risk management systems in particular need simpler and more effective
tools for visualizing both the introduction and implementation processes as such,
as well as assessing the functional effectiveness of such systems. This prompted
the authors to seek analogies for a comparative analysis of the practice of solving
problems like those discussed in this study.

During the research, various analogies were examined, and ultimately, the authors
concluded that the engine operation process might be the most suitable of the entire
range. In its functioning, any engine driving a certain object shall collide with
opposing forces acting on this object; these forces are called the resistance that
the object driven by such an engine shall overcome with the appropriate thrust to
achieve its goal.

Based on the above analogy, the authors could build up a concept that reflects
the processes of introducing digital technology in strategic management systems in
general and risk management systems and overcoming the associated difficulties.
This is a model of digital transformation of strategic management systems in general
and risk management systems.

As the basis for implementing this model, the authors propose to use mechanisms
of control and audit of business processes, people, and technology which form the
basis of any company’s operations, by supplementing them with means of objective
ownermonitoring and communication between the company’s owners andmanagers.

Based on the results of assessing the functional effectiveness of Russian compa-
nies’ strategic management systems in the context of quarantine measures and the
economic crisis caused by the pandemic, the authors concluded that the use of such
digital visualization of strategic management and risk management would reduce
the severity of the crisis phenomena for the owners of many companies. In addition,
introducing such digitalization patterns for risk management systems facilitates the
company’s management functioning. In most cases, it is easier for managers to deal
with graphical presentations than with huge tables, long texts, etc.

Therewith, introducing digital technology, which has proven its effectiveness in
the context of the pandemic, into strategicmanagement and riskmanagement systems
is fraught with many difficulties and much resistance.

The digitalization of strategic management business processes obviously conflicts
with traditional management mechanisms, breaking down the boundaries between
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services and departments within one company and often between different compa-
nies, and forming a new corporate ecosystem. It is obvious that the current differ-
ences in legal, regulatory, and administrative mechanisms that exist both in indi-
vidual departments of the same company and in different companies grouped into
a single ecosystem can impede information and service flow through new network
management channels.

Another important factor in the digitalization process is effective coordination
between services and departments, as the responsibility for the management system
operation is often fragmented and distributed between several management levels
and the owner.

The costs of the development, implementation, and maintenance of management
system digitalization (e.g., costs of software, hardware, and staff training) can be a
significant factor impeding these processes. Another limiting factor is the issues of
measuring the ratio of the costs and the benefits frommanagement system digitaliza-
tion. Despite the fact that some benefits can be seen in clear measurable parameters
(such as the number of staff and reduction of overhead costs), many of them cannot
be identifiedwith confidence in the sameway, since they are qualitative in nature and,
therefore intangible, and their future translation is not predictable (e.g., improving
the quality of service, new services, responding to customer needs, or saving the
costs associated with using non-digital tools).

It is important to note that the presence or absence of trust in implementing
innovative approaches has always been an important factor in developing manage-
ment systems. Therefore, the issue of trust in digital technology is one of the most
important elements of its implementation and performance assessment as part of
strategic management and risk management systems. These complications are due
to the challenges of ensuring the security of data of individuals and legal entities,
the company’s customers, and problems associated with possible theft of personal
data. To help overcome trust issues, we need to develop mechanisms providing broad
confidence, to protect the company’s customers from unauthorized electronic disclo-
sure of their personal information, including the transfer of such data both between
company’s departments and companies that are part of a single ecosystem or between
a company and government authorities.

It is obvious that the scheme proposed in this paper for implementing digital tech-
nology in Russian companies’ strategic management and risk management systems
is an ecosystem that connects people, processes, and technology. These three compo-
nentswork in close coordinationwhen implementing any projectwithin the company.
To achieve the overall goals and certain performance criteria, a common practice is to
establish an independent supervisory board that monitors and reviews the progress
of each project—on a regular basis. These comments are brought to the project
managers’ attention with the purpose of taking specific control measures to make
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corrections and adjustments. It is establishing such a supervisory body that brings
together the company’s owners and managers that will solve the problem of inte-
grating owners into the management system and expanding the range of tools avail-
able to them to identify, analyze, assess, and manage risks associated with both the
company’s operations and the scope of their activities that are not directly related to
the company.

5 Conclusion

The structure of implementing digital technology in Russian companies’ strategic
management and risk management systems, as presented in this paper, is a tool that
describes projects for the digitalization of management systems in a technologically
neutral and abstract manner, based on a simple and understandable analogy. Such
a presentation allows company owners and persons who make strategic decisions
to see and understand the problems faced by the management system digitalization
as well as to ensure a qualitative choice of forms and methods of overcoming such
problems.

Besides, this can reduce significantly the gap between the company’s policy-
makers and executors, as the general presentation of projects provides greater
transparency and clarity of decisions made.
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Application of Adjusted Differential
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for Interior Coverage
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Abstract It is well known that determining visual sensors in 2D space can be often
modeled as an Art Gallery problem. Tasks such as surveillance dictate the coverage
of the interior of a non-convex polygon with the optimal number of sensors. The
optimal sensor placement is a difficult combinatorial optimization problem, and
it can be formulated as seeking the smallest number of sensors obliged to cover
every point in a heterogeneous setting. In this article, we propose a suboptimal
deterministic algorithm, as well as an adapted differential evolution algorithm for
tackling sensor placement. Both versions of novel algorithms have been implemented
and tested over hundreds of random polygons. According to the outcomes presented
in the experimental analysis, it can be noticed that the approach based on differential
evolution beats the deterministic technique as well as other stochastic optimization
algorithms for practically all instances.
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1 Introduction

Sensor deployment is one of the most challenging research fields in computer vision
[14]. It can be described as automatically estimating sensor locations in order to
observe complex scenes. Commonly, sensor deployment is being considered in three
dimensions, but in some applications, it can also be viewed in two dimensions. For
instance, in the case of buildings, which are being modeled as objects obtained
by extrusion. Since the sensors are omnidirectional or rotating, for tasks such as
surveillance, the interior coverage (IC) by the optimal number of sensors can be
modeled by the widespread Art Gallery Problem (AGP), which requires seeing the
interior of a polygonal environment with the smallest number of sensors, where
sensors are usually represented as the points in a 2D plane [2]. The art gallery
problem dates back to the 1970s, and it was one of the earliest and most significant
problems in computational geometry, sensor placement, architecture, placement of
radio antennas, urban planning, ultrasonography,mobile robotics, and other branches
of science and industry [5]. In computational geometry, it presents a visibility problem
of placing at least one security guard to cover every area of a museum or gallery
[2]. Since the optimal sensor placement (OSP) represents the process of finding the
minimal number of sensors that are sufficient to cover every point in the environment,
we can say the both AGP and OSP are very similar to each other. Art gallery problem
in the original form presents an intractable NP-hard problem which was based on
determining smallest number of security guards sufficient to see every point in an
n-sided two-dimensional polygon P with or without holes [3, 4, 6–8, 10, 13]. In
this paper, we suggest two classes of algorithms such as a suboptimal deterministic
sensor location method (SLM) as well as an adjusted discrete version of differential
evolution (ADDE) for tackling the sensor placement problem. Before we apply the
mentioned algorithms to tackle IC of a polygon, we should exploit preprocessing
techniques for a polygon decomposition into convex components, which will be
covered by a minimal number of sensors. Since, optimal sensor placement is an
intractable problem, in this article,we propose a discrete differential evolution nature-
inspired swarm intelligence technique to search for the suboptimal solutions to reach
fast convergence and reduce computational time [15]. In order to show the power
of proposed techniques, they have been tested on 127 various randomly generated
polygons. The results produced in the experimental analysis were compared with
ones reached by two well-known metaheuristics such as simulated annealing (SA)
and particle swarm intelligence (PSO), which we also have been implemented for
comparison purposes. From the analysis of results, it can be concluded that the
ADDEmethod is the best technique, and it yields the best solutions considering both
accuracy and convergence speed.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Mathematical problem formulation
is described in Sect. 2. In Sect. 3, we propose a suboptimal deterministic method. The
details of our adjusted discrete differential evolution method (ADDE) are presented
in Sect. 4. Experimental and comparative results of applying our algorithms are pre-
sented in Sect. 5. Finally, conclusions and suggestion for future work are discussed
in the last section of the paper, Sect. 6.
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Fig. 1 The interior of the polygon P has been covered by vertices v2, v7, v12, and v13

2 Mathematical Problem Formulation

In this section, we introduce a mathematical model for seeking an optimal number
of sensors required to perform interior covering (IC) of a non-convex 2D polygon.
Foremost, we will briefly introduce notation to facilitate exposure. For any two
distinct points v1 and v2 in the plane, we denote by v1v2 the segment whose two
endpoints are v1 and v2. A planar polygon P presents a closed plane figure whose
boundary is composed of segments vivi+1 (i = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1), where vn = v0.
Also, a polygon P is simple if it is not self-crossing and has no holes. A vertex v of
a polygon P is reflex if the internal angle at v is greater than 180◦. A planar polygon
P is concave (non-convex) if there are two points u and w inside of P such that the
segment uw is not entirely contained in the P . A planar polygon P is convex it is not
concave. Also, a concave polygon must have at least four sides, and it always has at
least one reflex interior angle, that is, an angle with a measure that is between 180◦
and 360◦ exclusive. Any point u in P is said to be visible from any other pointw in P
if the segment uw does not intersect the exterior of P as well it is entirely contained
in P . For any point u ∈ P , the set of all points in P which are visible from a vertex
u is called the visibility region of u, and we denote that set by F(P, u). If the point
u is a vertex of the polygon P , i.e., exists some index k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} such that
u = vk , then we call the subset F(P, u) of P fan Fk , where the vertex vk denotes
the fan vertex of the set Fk . On the other hand, let u is not a vertex of the polygon
P . Then, the set F(P, u) is called a region under surveillance from the point u. In
order to perform the coverage of interior by using sensors, we should make polygon
decomposition into a set of nonoverlapping convex parts C j such that their union is
the entire region of polygon P . There are several ways how to accomplish dividing
a simple non-convex polygon into nonoverlapping convex components [9]. In this
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paper, the partitioning of a polygon has been executed by exploiting triangulation.
To efficiently perform triangulation, we have implemented a very efficient algorithm
whose time complexity is proportional to the O(n log n) [2]. Since the triangulation
of a simple non-convex polygon P composed of n vertices produces n − 2 triangles
or components, we will first create those components C1, C2, . . ., Cn−2 such that the
fan Fj ( j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}) contains the indexes of components which are visible from
the vertex v j . Now, optimal sensor placement problem can be expressed as seeking
the smallest number of sensors which can see all components. In the following, we
consider the creating of fans for a simple non-convex polygon P composed of 19
vertices as depicted in Fig. 1. It is not hard to notice that, for example, for the vertex
v7, a fan F7 has indexes {2, 3, 4, 6}, because from the vertex v7, the fan F7 sees
these components (triangles)C2 (�v6v7v11),C3 (�v7v10v11),C4 (�v7v9v10), andC6

(�v7v8v9). The contents of the other fans can be determined quite analogously, for
example, the fan F6 has these elements: {1, 4, 5, 6}. As we can witness from Fig. 1,
exactly four sensors as v2, v7, v12, and v13 were enough to being achieved optimal
sensor placement, because all triangles are covered by them. Also, the polygon P can
be covered by sensors v10, v11, v13, and v19. In general, for some types of polygons
there is more than one optimal solution.

3 A Suboptimal Sensor Location Method for IC

In this part, we will sketch in detail a suboptimal Sensor Location Method (SLM)
for interior covering (IC). By taking into account the above-introduced definitions,
the main idea of our deterministic method has been summarized by Algorithm 1. At
the beginning of the algorithm, we determine the fan Fi1 , which contains the largest
number of component indexes covered by the vertex vi1 . In that case, we save the
number i1 as the index of the first sensor which covers a specific interior of a polygon.
After that, we update the remaining sets Fj by removing from them all the elements
which appear in the set Fi1 , i.e., we make difference Fj ← Fj \ Fi1 for all fans. It
implies that the set Fi1 becomes empty, so it is no longer considered. For non-empty
updated fans Fj , we repeat the same procedure as at the beginning of the algorithm,
i.e., we select the fan Fi2 which has the most elements, and then take that index i2
be the index of the second sensor. It is clear now that the sensor with index i1 covers
more components than the sensor with the index i2. By repeating the mentioned
procedure, all fans Fi will be empty after a certain number of iterations, which is
an indicator for the end of the algorithm. Now, the generated numbers i1, i2, . . . , ik
present the indexes of vertices from which the complete inside of the polygon P
can be seen, where k denotes the number of sensors required to cover IC. From the
pseudo-code presented in Algorithm 1, we can see that the method stops when all
fans become empty. In other words, since the union of fans Fi (i = 0, 1, . . . , n − 2)
denotes the indexes of components from which the original polygon P is composed,
it is easy to conclude that the algorithm ends as soon as all components are covered.
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Algorithm 1 A suboptimal sensor location method (SLM) for IC
1: Set ns ← 0, S ← ∅, where ns is a number of sensors and S is their list.
2: Determine a triangulation of n-sided non-convex simple polygon P . Let us denote the obtained

triangles as components C1,C2, . . . ,Cn−2.
3: For each vertex vi (i = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1) determine the fan Fi by adding indexes of components

C j into Fi which are completely visible from the vertex vi .
4: Initialize the list of all fan’s indexes with F ← {F0, F1, . . . , Fn−1}.
5: while ns �= n do
6: From the list F , find the fan that has most elements and denotes its index by i .
7: Put to the list S the sensor vi ∈ P which was referred to the biggest founded fan Fi from the

previous step.
8: From all fans Fj remove the elements which were appeared to the set Fi , i.e., Fj ← Fj \ Fi .
9: Set ns ← ns + |Fi | and remove the fan Fi from the list F .
10: end while

4 An Adjusted Discrete Differential Evolution for IC

In this part, we will outline in detail an adjusted version of discrete differential
evolution (ADDE) algorithm applied for seeking the optimal number of sensors
to tackle IC problem. Due to the shortage of room for writing, at this place, we
will not describe the basic structure of the DE algorithm. More details related to
the DE algorithm for combinatorial problems can be found in the paper [11]. The
main problem for all swarm intelligence techniques is how to design an agent for a
particular type of problem. Specifically in this article, an agent is defined as a vector
v = (vi1 , vi2 , . . . , vid ) of dimension d, where the binary coordinates vik are related to
indices of fans, while d is a number of fans. To further speed up the search process
of the algorithm, instead of looking at n fans for a polygon composed of n vertices,
we will consider only those fans that are obtained after elimination. Elimination is
performed as follows. If an arbitrary vertex i can see all the components contained
in the fan Fj , then it is said that the fan Fi covers the fan Fj , so the fan Fj can be
removed from the set of all fans, which directly impacts on the reducing size of fans.
It implies that after elimination, a dimension d is strictly less than n. For example, for
the polygon P shown in Fig. 1, the number of fans after elimination is reduced from
19 to 5, so the agent can be represented by the decision vector v = (vi1 , vi2 , . . . , vi5)

of dimension 5. In particular, after elimination remains these fans F2, F6, F7, F12, and
F13, so the decision vector v becomes v = (v2, v6, v7, v12, v13). Then an algorithm
determines which components vi j will select (vi j = 1) to cover the interior of the
polygon. For the polygon P in Fig. 1, the algorithm selects these components 2, 7, 12,
and 13, so the decision vector v = (1, 0, 1, 1, 1) represents an optimal solution. This
further means that the fans F2, F7, F12, and F13 perform IC by using the components
contained in them. Another problem that arises here is how to treat the agents that
are unable to cover the interior of a polygon. For example, if the algorithm generates
the solution v = (1, 0, 0, 1, 1), then the components F2, F12, and F13 are not able
to cover interior of the polygon. We will call this solution an infeasible solution.
To enable the algorithm to operate simultaneously both with feasible and infeasible
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solutions, we apply Deb’s rules as in the paper [1]. Thus, at the beginning of the
algorithm, none type of solution is preferred, while at the end of the algorithm, only
feasible solutions with a minimum number of non-zero elements (ones) are taken
into consideration. Since an optimal sensor placement is a combinatorial problem,
and the original DE algorithmwas invented to deal with continuous problems, within
the DE algorithm, after the agents are initialized, each component vi j of an agent
v = (vi1 , vi1 , . . . , vid ) is updated according to the following function:

vi j =
{

1, if r < 1

1+e
−vi j

0, otherwise
(1)

where r presents a random number uniformly distributed from (0,1). Once the agent
was created, it is further being passed through a fitness function f , which returns the
number of sensors required to treat the interior of a polygon. Those solutions which
are fittest (they generate the smallest number of sensors) under Deb’s rules are being
moved to the succeeding generations of the algorithm.

5 Experimental Results

In the experimental study,we have compared our proposedADDEalgorithmwith our
deterministic version as well as with two other standard stochastic methods such as
SA and PSO. The goal of the application our methods was to minimize the number
of sensors required to perform interior coverage (IC). Our algorithms have been
applied to 127 randomly generated polygons, which are produced with our random
polygon generator similarly as in paper [12]. Each instance is called RI-k-i, where
k denotes the size of the ith instance. The coordinates of points (x, y) are chosen
from [0, 500]. The proposed approaches have been implemented in C# programming
language. All tests were performed on Intel Core i7-3770K@3.5GHz with 32 GB of
RAM running under theWindows 10× 64OS. To compare theADDE approachwith
the PSO, and the SA, the function evaluationwas computed as N × G, where N is the
population size, whileG is themaximumnumber of generations. Each algorithmwas
executed parallel in 30 independent series using multi-threads. For the algorithms
PSO (N = 100, G = 200) and ADDE (N = 10, G = 2000) was allocated 20,000
functional evaluations. The learning parameters of the ADDE, such as Cr and F ,
are set to 0.4, 0.4, respectively. Also, the parameters of PSO such as α, β, and the
initial velocities of particles vmin , vmax were set to 2.0, 2.0, and −6, 6, respectively.
In the case of SA, the temperatures T0 and Tstop were set to 1.0 and 10−10, while
temperature-reducing parameter α was set to 0.99.

The number of sensors and the corresponding computational times found by
our algorithms are presented in Tables 1 and 2. In Table1, to check the quality of
obtained solutions as well as computational times, the algorithms were selected and
tested through five groups of randomly generated polygons, where each group was
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Table 1 The simulation results provided by proposed algorithms for 25 randomly distributed
instances of the simple non-convex polygons over 30 independent runs
Rand. Algorithms

instan. SA PSO ADDE SLM

Min. Avg. SD Time Min. Avg. SD Time Min. Avg. SD Time Ns Time

RI- 20-1 4 4 0 0.01 4 4 0 0.12 4 4 0 0.15 5 0.01

RI- 20-2 3 3 0 0.01 3 3 0 0.10 3 3 0 0.12 4 0.01

RI- 20-3 2 2 0 0.01 2 2 0 0.08 2 2 0 0.10 3 0.01

RI- 20-4 4 4 0 0.01 4 4 0 0.17 4 4 0 0.13 5 0.01

RI- 20-5 3 3 0 0.01 3 3 0 0.09 3 3 0 0.13 4 0.01

RI- 60-1 11 12.57 0.72 0.13 9 9.27 0.44 0.54 9 9 0 0.49 11 0.15

RI- 60-2 9 11.17 0.64 0.08 8 8.67 0.47 0.52 8 8 0 0.51 9 0.13

RI- 60-3 10 11.03 0.75 0.13 9 9.03 0.18 0.54 9 9 0 0.48 11 0.13

RI- 60-4 11 12.53 0.92 0.11 10 10.13 0.34 0.54 10 10 0 1.18 12 0.09

RI- 60-5 9 10.63 0.71 0.08 8 8.03 0.18 0.46 8 8 0 0.47 10 0.15

RI- 100-1 17 19.50 1.02 0.25 14 14.80 0.48 1.04 14 14 0 0.87 16 0.36

RI- 100-2 20 22.40 1.28 0.19 16 17.00 0.63 1.06 16 16 0 0.86 18 0.30

RI- 100-3 16 19.87 1.36 0.17 14 14.77 0.67 0.96 14 14 0 0.88 18 0.31

RI- 100-4 19 20.80 1.19 0.19 13 13.90 0.65 1.00 13 13 0 0.86 14 0.39

RI- 100-5 18 21.00 1.24 0.19 15 15.70 0.82 1.46 15 15 0 0.88 16 0.37

RI- 300-1 – – – – 49 54.10 2.29 6.82 46 46.23 0.42 4.44 52 4.28

RI- 300-2 – – – – 50 54.53 2.33 6.78 44 45.33 0.60 4.28 50 4.10

RI- 300-3 – – – – 51 57.27 2.66 6.96 45 45 0 4.02 49 4.43

RI- 300-4 – – – – 47 50.90 2.07 6.34 43 43.93 0.36 4.51 50 4.22

RI- 300-5 – – – – 49 53.90 2.34 6.86 44 44 0 4.13 48 3.87

RI- 500-1 – – – – 115 126.57 5.00 25.68 77 77.80 0.75 12.42 87 13.99

RI- 500-2 – – – – 93 99.57 3.96 19.78 70 71.80 0.87 11.04 85 12.80

RI- 500-3 – – – – 93 99.97 3.09 19.97 70 71.77 0.72 11.66 78 14.30

RI- 500-4 – – – – 103 113.43 5.33 25.29 74 75.17 0.69 12.09 85 15.11

RI- 500-5 – – – – 102 110.13 4.95 27.85 68 69.50 0.62 11.86 77 14.01

Table 2 The mean number of sensors and mean time processing provided by proposed algorithms
for 127 randomly generated instances through 30 independent series

No. SA PSO ADDE SLM

vert. Best Avg. Time Best Avg. Time Best Avg. Std. Time Best Time

20 3.43 3.43 0.01 3.43 3.43 0.11 3.43 3.43 0 0.15 3.77 0.01

60 9.89 11.32 0.08 9.07 9.24 0.52 9.07 9.13 0.04 0.54 10.04 0.12

100 18.96 21.62 0.19 14.88 15.67 1.10 14.88 14.90 0.04 1.09 16.28 0.32

300 – – – 50.10 54.68 6.89 44.00 44.54 0.38 4.31 48.90 4.28

500 – – – 99.78 108.26 23.14 72.74 75.45 0.80 11.56 81.17 13.56
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composed of five randomly generated polygons containing 20, 60, 100, 300, and 500
vertices, respectively. Also, in the same table for the metaheuristics, SA, PSO, and
ADDE, the best results, mean results, standard deviation, and computational time
were denoted byMin., Avg., SD, and Time, respectively. On the other hand, since the
SLM is a deterministicmethod, it is driven once, and its results have been recorded by
the parameters NS (number of sensors) and Time. From the results shown in Table1,
we see that all methods work equally well, where the SA and SLM are the fastest.
For polygons composed of 60 vertices, the SA (if we consider the parameter Min.)
and SLM produce similar results. In contrast, the best results were generated by PSO
and ADDE, where ADDE is a more stable method (SD = 0). The ADDE is also
stable for polygons composed of 100 vertices, for which SA is the most unstable and
gives the worst results, while PSO gives better results than SLM, and slightly worse
than ADDE on average. By increasing the number of vertices, e.g., for polygons
composed of 300 and 500 vertices, SA fails to find a feasible solution because it has
been stuck in some local optima. On the other hand, for the instances, RI-300, PSO,
and SLM work very similarly and yield slightly worse outcomes as opposed to the
ADDE method. For the instances RI-500, the ADDE method remains superior to
others as before, while the PSO returns worse results than the SLM method, even
in the best case. To cover all polygons from all groups shown in Table1, in the best
case, our ADDE approach requires 713 sensors, while both SLM and PSO need
817 and 884 sensors, respectively. Based on this, it follows that ADDE consumes
104 sensors less than the SLM method, and 171 sensors less than the PSO method.
Also, the difference in the number of sensors is evident in the average case, where
ADDE takes 94.47 sensors less than SLMmethod. Particularly superiority comes to
the fore with an increase in the size of polygon. In reality, reducing the number of
sensors has many implications, and some of them are less money, energy savings,
and hardware components. To show the real robustness of the proposed methods, we
tested them for a dataset composed of 127 randomly generated polygons, and the
obtained results were saved in Table2. The results show that the ADDE produces in
each case better outcomes compared to other algorithms.Namely, themeannumber of
sensors linearly increases concerning the total number of vertices (n), which implies
that the growth rate of sensors is noticeably slower at the ADDE method compared
to other approaches. Also, from the results shown in Table2, we can see that the
average number of sensors consuming by the ADDE is less or equal to � ∗ 
 n

6 . Based
on the simulations, it can be concluded that the ADDE is a robust method which
provides quality solutions when addressing the sensor placement problem.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we studied the optimal sensor placement problem for IC and pro-
posed two versions of algorithms for its solving. Quality of our methods was tested
throughout 127 randomly generated instances. Based on the simulation results, it
can be concluded that our ADDE method is convenient for this task, and it produces
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excellent overall performance. Also, the ADDE approach proved to be robust, in the
sense that it was able to tackle different instances from a broad range of randomly
generated. Since the preprocessing of the ADDE is computationally expensive for
large-scale instances, in future work, we will investigate the efficient techniques
from computational geometry to tackle these drawbacks. Also, we will apply more
metaheuristics, as well as other types of polygons, such as orthogonal polygons, von
Koch polygons, and other types.
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Minimizing Costs of Transportation
Problems Using the Genetic Algorithm

Marwan Abdul Hameed Ashour, Alyaa Abdulameer Ahmed,
and Iman Amer Hameed Al-dahhan

Abstract The research aims tominimize the total costs and reach an optimal solution
in transporting the gasoline product from the main warehouses in Baghdad Gover-
norate to filling stations: by relying on the dataset obtained from the Oil Products
Distribution Company of the Iraqi Ministry of Oil, by using the traditional method
(linear programming) and the modern method (genetic algorithm), and then compare
them to help decision-makers make the right decision. The preference was achieved
for the modern method, which was able to make a slight improvement in the final
results. This is because the mathematical model of the problem is a linear model,
where the cost in the technique of linear programming (1,424,165) dinars and in the
technique of the genetic algorithm (1,424,157) dinars.

Keywords Transportation cost · Linear programming · Evolutionary algorithms

1 First Section

1.1 Introduction

The transportation problem is a special type of linear programming problem that
describes the general model in the distribution of any type of commodity from any
group of supply centers, which are called the sources to reception centers which are
called destinations. In that way, it minimizes the total cost of distribution, given that
the entire request is received from the source for distribution. Any transportation
problem is solved after obtaining the basic parameters (supplies, requests, unit costs
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per unit), to build a special model as it is arranged in one schedule to solve the prob-
lems that occur during the process of distributing units from sources to destinations,
and themost important of these problemsmay be the lack of distribution directly from
the source to the destination as the commodity or goods may pass through stages
along the way and through certain transportation points. which leads to different
shipping costs from one point to another and It should not exceed the upper limits of
the specified final cost to solve problems that occur during the process of distributing
units from sources to destinations and the most important of these problems [1].
We must shed light on who handled the transportation problem for the first time by
(Hitchcoc) in 1941. In a historical study to distribute a product from several sources
to many regions which is the first contribution to solving the transportation problem.;
(Koopmans) in 1947. Another important study is (the best use to study the transport
problem). Then many scientists then took care of such problems; (Haly) in 1962 who
studied the problem of solid transport, which is known as multi-commodity trans-
port, (srdjevic) in 1997 who studied standard linear programming for the transport
problem [2, 14]. The transportation problem is a very important aspect because it is
used in a wide range of real-life problems in our daily life. And it seeks to achieve
the total demand for individuals companies or the concerned authorities when the
supplies are known. This is done through several methods including (Vogel tech-
nique, Least Cost technique, Northwest corner technique) Taking into account the
balance between rows and columns in all ways in order to obtain the maximum
possible profit. This is done by defining the planned goals such as delivering prod-
ucts or goods to different consumers and other important goals that help to reach the
best solution to the problems that the transport process thus help decision-makers
to reach the best possible methods [3]. Also, a complete study was conducted on
the transportation of damaged materials or deteriorated. With the goal to minimize
the cost of transportation and reduce fractures that occur during transportation. As
time and speed play a decisive role in it, increasing the speed minimizes the total
time for transportation. But this creates a great risk of increasing fractures which
leads to more losses. Therefore, this type of problem is called multi-target transport,
where the primary goals are set to reach the minimum fraction in the least possible
time. The study also sought to reduce the total distance for transporting eggs from
different cities while maintaining the specified goals and not focusing on one goal
which often minimizes transportation costs, by following two stages The first is to
conduct a survey of the requirements of the beneficiary and the second use the Tora
program to find the best solution in reducing the distance and time [4]. In a brief
study on the use of the Vogel method, which is considered one of the most impor-
tant methods known to solve the problem of transportation and the most efficient to
reach optimal solutions and to minimize the cost of shipping goods from one loca-
tion to another until the needs of each region are met, It was done by relying on the
penalty cost which means the difference between the two lowest costs in each row
and column. And then identifying the row or column that contains the largest penalty
cost. It was found that the Vogel method is highly efficient in solving all transport
problems, but it stands out more clearly in the small problems of the many iterations
generated during the solution to reach the optimal solution [5]. Three variables have
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also been used to minimize the cost of transportation using four methods and then
compare them to find the best methods. It is possible to meet the demand at specific
points and choose the optimal solution from among the available alternatives. It was
concluded that the Modi method is the best in solving problems that have several
variables, and the best solution was reached within a shorter period of time than
the other methods use [6]. In a study of the problem of the transport network with
concave cost, the genetic algorithm was used to solve this type of problem in order
to reach an optimal solution, by generating a preliminary solution for the population
and then evaluating the fitness function of each chromosome from the population and
choosing the good chromosomes. To create a new child that works at least like the
parents work to reach an acceptable solution and the results confirmed the correct-
ness of the algorithm. Because it enables us to get a better solution and perhaps get a
global solution as we have run it several times as the algorithm has proven the speed
of access to a solution in large networks [7]. Evolutionary algorithms have also been
used in the problem of multi-purpose transmission as a linear improvement problem
and by obtaining new generations of solutions by re-installing and transforming that
occurs in the algorithm until the optimal solution is reached [8].

1.2 Research Method

Data were collected from the Oil Products Distribution Company as it is one of
the formations of the Ministry of Oil and responsible for the process of distributing
products and gas in the country from gasoline storage depots to filling stations to
achieve the goals and development plans of the Ministry of Oil.

1.3 Optimization

Optimization is a mathematical technique related to finding the maximum or
minimum set of variables, where a group of improvement techniques competes
to reach the best solutions that decision-makers need to solve a problem to maxi-
mize profit or minimize losses. Based on the principle of improvement to make the
appropriate decision, the principle of improvement appeared in the 1940s. As many
researchers have come up with different solutions to linear optimization problems
mathematically, to improve one or more goals under a set of specific circumstances,
whether the restrictions are in the form of equality or inequality. Depending on the
fitness function problem of a specific developmental algorithm, which represents an
area of solution to the problem and is a global improvement tool for many problems,
the optimization technique can be applied well to the transportation problem in order
to minimize the cost of shipping goods and to reach an optimal solution or a better
alternative [9].
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1.4 Transportation Problem

The transportation problem is a special type of improvement problem characterized
by its ability to minimize the cost of shipping a certain commodity from production
centers to marketing centers to the consumer and to determine the quantities to be
transferred from the source of supply to the source of the purpose in order tominimize
the cost of shipping and find the best way to meet a specific order and satisfy the
consumer’s need. The transportation problem also focuses on achieving the demand
for individuals after determining the necessary supplies, taking into account the
total time in the transportation process, and trying to overcome crises and obstacles
that hinder the arrival of goods to the consumer, such as traffic or difficult climatic
conditions and other crises for the purpose of reaching more efficient solutions, other
methods of improvement are considered, the most important of which is the genetic
algorithm. Below is the general model of the transport problem [3].

Minimize Z =
n∑

i=1

m∑

j=1
Ci j Zi j .

Subject To

n∑

i=1

Zi j ≤ si, i = 1, 2, 3, ......, n (1)

m∑

j=1

Zi j ≥, j = 1, 2, 3, . . . .,m (2)

Cij: It represents the transportation cost per unit
Si: supply
dj: demand.

1.5 Genetic Algorithm

The genetic algorithm is the most widely used algorithm in computational methods
and solving multi-objective optimization problems to generate optimal solutions to
complex problemsbymeans of certain factors inspired bynature such asmutation and
selection that work to improve the solution in a real-world window [10]. To reach the
optimal solution,whichmeans themost appropriate or best solution to solve a specific
problem, as many decision-makers need to know the most appropriate solutions to
achieve the goals of the company or institution, which is often a profit maximization
or loss reduction, and that is by trying repeatedly until the global optimal solution
is reached, which is considered the best. Kinds of solutions absolutely [9]. The idea
of a genetic algorithm is based on the Darwinian principle which means survival
of the fittest among living organisms and this means that they have an opportunity
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to stay better than others and have the ability to adapt to evolving conditions and
their offspring may inherit the same traits. This leads to the production of future
generations more fit with the possibility of genetic mutations randomly in one of the
organs when reproduction and this results in opportunities for the continuation of
suitable individuals in the long term. The mutation introduces a new genetic material
to the population as it replaces one or more decision variables with a new, random
solution and is created by GA is called a chromosome, which consists of a series of
genes that represent a possible solution to the improvement problem. The value of
fitness determines the ability of individuals to survive [11]. It has also been applied in
many fields such as design, real estate, environment, and construction, in an attempt
to reduce project completion time and costs [12]. The following figure shows how
the genetic algorithm works.

1.6 The Relationship Between the Genetic Algorithm
and the Transfer

The transport problem is one of the linear improvement problems that seek to find an
optimal solution and one of the most important modern methods used to improve the
solution of transport problems are the evolutionary algorithms, especially the genetic
algorithm to reach the best possible results and achieve the goal of the institution or
company as soon as possible, and that is what we will see in our research in solving
the problem of transferring a product Gasoline from the main depots to the filling
stations, using the genetic algorithm, at the lowest possible cost (Fig. 1).

Through the information obtained to transfer the gasoline product from the ware-
houses to the stations on both sides of Karkh and Rusafa In order to secure petroleum
products for citizens, a schedule of costs assigned to transport the product to each
station is organized and the supply and demand are shown as follows (Table 1):

1.7 Solution

According to the general model of the transportation problem, we are building a
special model for the problem of transporting the gasoline product from the main
warehouses in Baghdad Governorate to the six fuel filling stations and determining
the value of the goal function and restrictions and then solving the model in twoways
and comparing them by relying on a table (1–1) as follows:

Min Z = 836 × 11 + 1097 × 12 + 1202 × 13 + 1254 × 14 + 1045 × 15

+1620×16 + 560×21 + 2717 × 22 + 2926 × 23 + 3396 × 24 + 2665 × 25

+3762 × 26 + 508 × 31 + 2874 × 32 + 1855 × 33

+1515 × 34 + 1672 × 35 + 1881 × 36
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Fig. 1 Steps to implement the genetic algorithm [13]

Tabel 1 Transport costs and assigned quantities for six stations from three warehouses

Stations
Ware
houses

S1
almathnaa

S2
AlMansour

S3
AlMustansiriya

S4
AlIdrisi

S5
AlKilani

S6
albnuk

supply

D1
aldawruh

836 1097 1202 1254 1045 1620 440

D2
alkarkh

560 2717 2926 3396 2665 3762 504

D3
alrusafa

508 2874 1855 1515 1672 1881 560

demand 150 255 160 150 265 115
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Subject To

836 × 11 + 1097 × 12 + 1202 × 13 + 1254 × 14 + 1045 × 15 + 1620×16 ≤ 440

560×21 + 2717 × 22 + 2926 × 23 + 3396 × 24 + 2665 × 25 + 3762 × 26504 ≤ 504

508 × 31 + 2874 × 32 + 1855 × 33 + 1515 × 34 + 1672 × 35 + 1881 × 36 ≤ 560

836 ×11 + 560×21 + 508 × 31 ≥ 150

1097 × 12 + 2717 × 22 + 2874 × 32 ≥ 225

1202 × 13 + 2926 × 23 + 1855 × 33 ≥ 160

1254 × 14 + 3396 × 24 + 1515 × 34 ≥ 150

1045 × 15 + 2665 × 25 + 1672 × 35 ≥ 265

1620×16 + 3762 × 26 + 1881 × 36 ≥ 115

1.8 Results

The mathematical model was solved by two methods (linear programming and the
genetic algorithm) to minimize the final cost of transporting the gasoline product and
the following was reached.

First: Linear programming technique.

After applying themathematicalmodel in (Win.Q.S.B) program, the following results
were reached (Table 2).

Table 2 The optimal solution results

Decision variable Optimal solution constraint Shadow price constraint Shadow price

X11 0 X31 55 C1 0

X12 255 X32 0 C2 409

X13 160 X33 0 C3 0

X14 0 X34 0 C4 0

X15 25 X45 240 C5 0

X16 95 X36 115 C6 0

X21 0 X24 0 C7 0

X22 0 X25 0

X23 0 X26 0

X24 0 X31 55

X25 0 X32 0

X26 0 X33 0
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Table 3 Shows the results of the solution using the genetic algorithm method in the MATLAB
program

The final cost for transporting the gasoline product from warehouses to stations
is (1,424,165) dinars.

Second: The genetic algorithm.

The mathematical model was applied in the program (MATLAB) using the genetic
algorithm method to try to improve the solution resulting from the linear program-
ming method and to make sure whether there was a better solution or not and the
following results were reached (Table 3).

1.9 Discussion

The transportation problem was solved in the technique of linear programming and
the genetic algorithm, and then the comparison between them as the results showed
that a slight improvement was made to the cost of transport in the technique of
the genetic algorithm, where the final cost in the linear programming method was
(1,424,165) dinars, whereas the genetic algorithm method (1,424,157) dinars which
confirms the advantage The genetic algorithmmethod is to minimize the total cost of
transportation and to reach the best solution and achieve the goal for the beneficiary,
and through this, the following is concluded:

1. 1.The results proved that the final cost of using the genetic algorithm method is
slightly less than the linear programming method
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2. The results demonstrated the possibility of improving the solution and reaching
the optimal solution by repeating the attempts in the technique of the genetic
algorithm

3. The research discussed two methods of improvement to solve the transporta-
tion problem and minimize the cost of transporting the gasoline product to the
stations, and then compare them.
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Analysis of the Most Promising
Parametric Linear Methods for Studying
Intellectual Competence

Yana Ivanovna Sipovskaya

Abstract The article examines parametric linear models of the productivity of the
intellectual activity of older adolescents. The study involved 100 older students
(15 years old). The methodological bases of the research are: “Conceptual synthe-
sis”, “Moods”, “Methods for diagnosing the level of reflexivity”, “Comparison of
similar drawings”, and “Interpretation”. The results of the study allow us to conclude
that among all the methods of statistical analysis used in the study, data normal-
ization using z-scores, discriminant (stepwise) analysis, factorial (exploratory and
confirmatory) analysis with varimax rotation, and regression (multiple) analysis, the
following method showed the best results: factorial analysis. The factor structure of
intellectual competence can be described by indicators of conceptual (conceptual),
intentional (mentality and beliefs), andmetacognitive abilities (reflexivity and reflec-
tivity). Thus, factor analysis is the most flexible model for studying fuzzy sets and
nonlinear connections of psychological constructs on the example of indicators of
intellectual competence. However, the reliability of the models obtained (variance
explained) is insufficient for methods that are more reliable. The facts obtained direct
us to find more suitable analysis tools.

Keywords Data analysis · Parametric · Linear methods · Intellectual competence ·
Older adolescents

1 Introduction

Themost promising approach to considering intellectual competence is to understand
it as a special form of organizing individual mental experience [1, 2]. From our point
of view, conceptual and intentional abilities are of particular interest.
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This understanding of intellectual competence is consistent with the results of
various psychological studies. In particular, it is noted that the achievement of compe-
tence presupposes the formation of systems of practical and mental skills that a
person masters in the course of a long, “deliberate practice” [3]. The fact is empha-
sized that experts acquire intellectual competence only after spending a lot of time
in favor of studying the relevant subject area, accumulating decision-making expe-
rience, etc. The hallmarks of “deliberate practice” are a high level of motivation for
learning (cognitive need); constant feedback on the assessment of the correctness
of their actions or their erroneousness (criticality, reflexivity); depth and thorough-
ness of material processing; and initiative and independence. In recent years, the key
importance of motivation and value orientations in the development of intellectual
competence has been demonstrated [4].

Thus, the components of intellectual competence are:

(1) Conceptual abilities, which provide a special type of organization of subject
knowledge about the subject area and ways of transforming this knowledge in
solving the assigned tasks [5, 6] etc.;

(2) Metacognitive abilities responsible for intellectual self-regulation [1];
(3) Intentional abilities, manifested in individually specific cognitive preferences

and underlying the accumulation of implicit knowledge, on which, in turn,
explicit, explicated knowledge is formed [7].

Thus, the analysis of research in the field of the psychology of competence made
it possible to formulate a hypothesis that the key components of competence are
conceptual, metacognitive, and intentional abilities. Accordingly, an urgent scien-
tific task is to reveal the structure of intellectual competence, to show what is the
relationship of its constituent components, and how important is the measure of their
participation in effective intellectual activity. It is for the purpose of a more complete
definition of the construct “intellectual competence” that this study was conducted,
during which conceptual (conceptual), metacognitive, and intentional abilities as
components of intellectual competence were studied in more detail (Fig. 1):

Fig. 1 The structure of intellectual competence
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This approach certainly does not exclude the role of other components. However,
this model is due to the idea that for the formation of intellectual competence, a
necessary condition is the presence of subject knowledge, which would be gener-
alized to the level of concepts (mental formations within an individual conceptual
experience). At the same time, we assumed that, according to Vygotsky [8], the
ability to reflect conceptually, to operate with generalized concepts is the highest
stage of intellectual development.

Concepts are integral cognitive structures that are characterized by different
ways of coding information, the hierarchical nature of the organization of semantic
features, and the complexity of the cognitive composition, including the inclu-
sion of sensory-emotional impressions [5]. The participation of sensory-emotional
impressions in the composition of intellectual competence is a prerequisite for tacit
knowledge, which, in our opinion, is an indicator of intentional abilities.

Thus, there is reason to assume the presence of a certain complex of relatedmental
formations that characterize intellectual competence, including intellectual compe-
tence, which is formed in the process of school education among students, i.e. school
competence. In the presented study, the “conceptual, metacognitive and intentional
structure” of intellectual competence is analyzed, which implies the consideration of
the distinguished abilities as components of the construct of intellectual competence.

1.1 Research Questions

Theoretical hypotheses of this study:

• Indicators of intellectual competence are associated with conceptual abili-
ties; metacognitive abilities as regulatory mechanisms of intellectual activity;
intentional abilities;

• The structure of intellectual competence consists of conceptual, metacognitive,
and intentional components.

1.2 Purpose of the Study

The subject of this study is the indicators and composition of the construct of intel-
lectual competence, the object of the study is students of the ninth grade of secondary
schools, whose intellectual competence is formed in the process of schooling.

Purpose of the study: disclosing the specifics of the construct of intellectual
competence in older adolescence using a statistical analysis of research indicators.
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Fig. 2 Study participants.
Sex differentiation

2 Study Participants

Pupils of ninth grade took part in the study, totaling 100 older teenagers (Figs. 2 and
3).

3 Research methods

3.1 Methodology for Diagnosing Conceptual Abilities:
“Conceptual Synthesis” [9]

Indicator: the level of formation of conceptual abilities (the success of constructing
really absent connections between concepts).
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Fig. 3 Study participants.
Age differentiation

3.2 Methods for Identifying Metacognitive Abilities:

3.2.1 “Methods for Diagnosing the Level of Reflexivity” [10]

Indicator: the level of formation of reflexivity as an aspect of metacognitive
(voluntary) abilities.

3.2.2 “Comparison of Similar Drawings” by J. Kagan [11]

Indicators of impulsivity/reflexivity as an aspect of metacognitive (involuntary)
abilities: (1) latent time of the first response (sum); (2) total number of errors/
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3.3 The Author’s Method of Diagnostics of Intentional
Abilities: “Mood”

Indicators: (1) mentality; (2) beliefs.

3.4 Author’s Methodology for Assessing Intellectual
Competence: “Interpretation”

Along with an overall assessment of the complexity of the text, a more thorough
analysis of the texts was undertaken. The units of the analysis were sentences as text
units.

Indicators of themethodology: “Interpretation”: the score received by each partic-
ipant in the study. In particular, a measure of the complexity of the generated text
(mental narrative) was assessed; the number of sentences of different types.

4 Results

Despite the data normalization procedure, the distribution does not differ significantly
from the normal only for the variables describing metacognitive abilities. Although
referring to a significant number of study participants (sample size) and the procedure
of artificial data normalization, one can risk applyingparametricmethodsof statistical
processing (discriminant, factorial, and regression types of analysis).

4.1 Discriminant Analysis of Conceptual, Metacognitive,
and Intentional Components of Intellectual Competence

To determinewhich indicators—conceptual, metacognitive, or intentional abilities—
have predictive power in relation to indicators of intellectual (school) competence,
discriminant (stepwise) analysis was carried out.

Three canonical functions were obtained (Table 1) as a result of carrying out

Table 1 Discriminant structure of intellectual competence, including conceptual, metacognitive,
and intentional abilities

Descriptors Functions λ-Wilks F-inclusion p-level

Metacognitive abilities: cognitive accuracy 1 0.684 1.954 0.026

Metacognitive abilities: reflexivity 2 0.490 1.789 0.010
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discriminant analysis for five classes.
As follows from Table 1, two types of abilities predict manifestations of intellec-

tual (educational) competence in older adolescence: cognitive accuracy and volun-
tary metacognitive abilities, and the level of reflexivity. Indicators of conceptual and
intentional abilities do not predict the manifestation of learning competence in older
adolescence.

The results obtained testify in favor of the complexity of the structure of the
construct of intellectual competence—its heterogeneity. The multilevel principle of
organizing intellectual competence in older adolescence is emphasized by the size
of λ-Wilks, which vary from function to function.

Thus, the manifestation of the productivity of intellectual activity determines
reflexivity. In our previous studies [2], the importance of reflexivity for the produc-
tivity of intellectual activity was reflected. At the same time, speaking of metacogni-
tive abilities, one should first point out their regulatory function. Our study revealed
the descriptive significance of voluntary intellectual control—reflexivity. These data
correlate with the studies of A.V. Karpov [10], which postulate the importance not
so much of knowledge itself—cognitive abilities—as the ability to manage one’s
knowledge and organize it to achieve specific goals—metacognition.

At the same time, we were able to identify the descriptive role of involuntary
metacognitive abilities in relation to intellectual competence. In the studies of E.Yu.
Savin [12], involuntary intellectual control was not correlatedwith themanifestations
of intellectual competence measured in the older group—students and their profes-
sors. On the other hand, studies by M.A. Kholodnaya and O.G. Berestneva [13]
found that successful senior students are characterized by reflexivity, measured by J.
Kagan’s method. In this regard, various options are possible to explain the identifica-
tion of the descriptive role of involuntary metacognitive abilities in relation to intel-
lectual competence. The likelihood of insufficient sensitivity of the applied method-
ology or an incorrectly accepted unity of the cognitive style “reflexivity/impulsivity”
and involuntary intellectual control, meanwhile, disappears.

However, such an explanation is possible, according towhich in older adolescence,
in connection with the formation of a developed conceptual apparatus, the verbal and
arbitrary becomes the leading regulatory channel instead of the earlier figurative and
involuntary type of control of intellectual activity. In the situation of the presented
empirical research, it may be appropriate to speak of an insufficient or only an initial
stage of the transition from involuntary intellectual control to voluntary. So, E.V.
Volkova [14] points to the factors of the immaturity of mental constructs, when
two options for interpreting the obtained fact are possible: at the maturity of the
constructs (it becomes complete differentiated and integrated and isolated in one’s
experience) and with the immaturity of constructs (the situation of their formation
and fragmentation, non-integration and weak differentiation in one’s experience).

In this case, it seems more appropriate to talk about the second version of the
explanation of the obtained facts, in view of the peculiarities of the age of the study
participants (older adolescence as a period of ontological crisis). In older adoles-
cence, there is a transition from one stage of intellectual development to another
through a kind of “shapeless intellectual education” [14], when old connections
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between constructs are destroyed and fundamentally new formations are created that
are adaptive in relation to the changed living conditions of the subject of activity,
forming new forms and styles of behavior.

Another way of arguing such results: insufficient automation of metacognitive
abilities in older adolescence. This “immaturity” of metacognitive abilities leads to
the fact that the study participants “regress” to onto and phylogenetically earlier
forms of interaction with the environment [15]. In this situation, the primary place
is occupied by involuntary mental processes, while arbitrary regulatory instruments
remain in secondary roles.

Thus, in accordance with the results obtained, there is reason to conclude that
by the age of adolescence, metacognitive thinking is sufficiently formed to ensure
a qualitative increase in the intellectual resources of a teenager. By this age stage,
it becomes possible to turn the mental space most completely, although in this area
some heterogeneity is found.

4.2 Factor Structure of Intellectual Competence (Conceptual,
Metacognitive, and Intentional Components)

Factor analysis (principal component analysis with rotation) was applied in view
of the fact that we assumed the existence of a relationship between the variables.
This was substantiated theoretically and practically on older samples. In addition,
the selection of orthogonal factors does not correspond to the topic of our study.

The procedure of factor analysis itself was carried out in two stages: factor anal-
ysis with the participation of a general indicator of intellectual competence and
conceptual, metacognitive, and intentional abilities and factor analysis of partic-
ular manifestations of intellectual competence (indicators of the ability to generate
sentences of various types) and conceptual, metacognitive, and intentional abilities.

During the statistical analysis of data by the method of factor analysis, it was
demonstrated that for the first stage of factor analysis, a two-factor model is distin-
guished (33% of the variance). The results of factor analysis are presented in Table
2.

Table 2 The factor structure
of intellectual competence
(general indicator), including
conceptual, metacognitive
abilities

Indicators Factor–1 Factor–2

Conceptual abilities 0,253 0,679

Intellectual competence 0,765 0,177

Reflexivity 0,468

Cognitive pace −0,304

Cognitive fidelity −0,436

Notes Highlighted loads > | 0.3 |
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As follows fromTable 2, reflexivity is included in one factor with the general indi-
cator of intellectual competence (general indicator). The second factor is conceptual
abilities and both variables of involuntary metacognitive abilities—temporal and
precise characteristics. Moreover, attention is drawn to the great importance of the
accuracy characteristics of involuntary metacognitive abilities in comparison with
temporal ones.

In the statistical analysis of data by the method of factor analysis, it was demon-
strated that for the second stage of factor analysis, a five-factor model (53% of the
variance) is distinguished, shown in Table 3.

Turning to the conversation about factorization of particular indicators of intellec-
tual competence and conceptual, metacognitive, and intentional abilities, it should
be pointed out that, in contrast to the factorization of these same abilities and the
general indicator of intellectual competence, in this case the participation of voluntary
metacognitive abilities (reflexivity) was not revealed.

First of all, it is worth commenting on the negative load of the indicators of
involuntary metacognitive abilities. It is explained by the negative characteristic
that was chosen for them—errors as well as the amount of time spent on the task.
Semantically inverting these characteristics, it turns out that conceptual abilities are
characterized by accurate and rapid task completion as characteristics of involuntary
metacognitive abilities. Moreover, accuracy is a more significant characteristic in

Table 3 The factor structure of intellectual competence (particular indicators), including
conceptual, metacognitive, and intentional abilities

Indicators Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 Factor 5

Conceptual abilities 0.166 0.569 0.548 0.178 0.101

Reflexivity 0.292 0.108

Cognitive pace 0.144 −0.571 0.13

Cognitive fidelity −0.151 −0.151 −0.327

Ability to generate sentences of
emotional-evaluative personality type

0.252 0.742 −0.152 0.379

Ability to generate sentences of
emotional-evaluative content type

0.718 0.215 −0.187 −0.187

Ability to generate sentences of
interpretive type

0.831 0.339 0.183 0.169

Ability to generate sentences of factual
type

0.792

Ability to generate sentences of
arguing type

0.522 0.453 0.187 0.259

Ability to generate interrogative
sentences

0.307 0.720 −0.127

The ability to generate sentences of a
systematizing type

0.639

Notes Highlighted loads > | 0.3 |
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comparison with speed, which brings us back to the conversation about cognitive
styles, where reflectivity characterizes intellectual productivity to a greater extent
than impulsivity.

Thus, the results allow us to formulate an attitude toward hypotheses: the
factor structure of intellectual (school) competence (measured in terms of narrative-
interpretation—“Interpretation”) includes indicators of conceptual abilities (in terms
of conceptual abilities measured by the methodology “Conceptual synthesis”),
indicators of metacognitive abilities (in terms of the cognitive style “impul-
sivity/reflexivity”, as measured by the “Comparison of similar pictures” method
for involuntary metacognitive abilities and “Methods for diagnosing the degree of
development of reflexivity” for arbitrarymetacognitive abilities) but does not include
indicators of intentional abilities (in terms of mentality and beliefs, measured by the
method of “Mind”).

4.3 Regression (Multiple) Analysis of the Components
of Intellectual Competence (Conceptual, Metacognitive,
and Intentional Components)

In order to study the possible influence of conceptual, metacognitive, and intentional
abilities on the manifestation of intellectual competence, a regression analysis of the
data was carried out. For the analysis, indicators of categorical abilities, voluntary
and involuntarymetacognitive abilities, and intentional abilities (moods), an indicator
of intellectual competence (in points), private indicators of intellectual competence
(sentences of various types) were taken.

Two equations were obtained, where:
Y
∧

—dependent variable represents intellectual competence (overall score);
Y1
∧

—dependent variable represents intellectual competence (sentences of different
types), D (Da-Dg).

X1, X2, …, Xn are independent variables, namely:
X1 is an indicator of conceptual abilities, A;
X2 is an indicator of intentional abilities—mentality, Ca;
X3 is an indicator of involuntary metacognitive abilities—cognitive pace, Bb:

Ŷ = −0, 410+ 0, 030X1 + 0, 010X2 + 0, 001X3, (3.1)

Ŷ = 2, 176+ 0, 33X2 (3.2)

As you can see from Fig. 4, describing even normalized data by means of
regression Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2) does not seem credible.

We conduct further analysis in order to check the adequacy of the resulting model
(indicators of intellectual competence and intentional abilities), i.e. compliance with
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Fig. 4 Graphical representation of the second regression equation with the variables “intellectual
competence” as the dependent and “mentality” as the independent variable

the condition of homoscedasticity of errors (constancy of the conditional variance of
a vector or a sequence of random variables, and in this case, homogeneous variability
of observation values, expressed in the stability of the variance of the random error
of the regression model—the variances are the same at all moments of measurement)
with zero mathematical expectation, the residuals (Figs. 5–8).

The first shalom of this analysis was the consideration of the indicators of residues
in comparison with the obtained values (Fig. 5).

Based on the results shown in Fig. 5, there is reason to conclude that the observed
residuals with zero mean are not random and a systematic relationship between the
values of the random term in any two observations exists.

Also, as a test of the constructed linear model, a graph was plotted of the
dependence of the quantiles of the residuals against the quantiles, which could be
expected provided that the residuals are normally distributed, and in the conditions
of regression modeling, a normal distribution of errors is assumed (Fig. 6).

In accordance with the assumptions of the model, the points on the graph should
lie as close as possible to the regression line, some insignificant deviations can be
expected only at the ends, but in this case, the deviations are quite large and there is
no normality of the residuals. The model is incorrect.

Fig. 7 presents the analysis of the dependence of the residuals on the shoulder, as
one of the options for detecting outliers in the linear regression model, where this
indicator, i.e. shoulder, describes how far one covariate is from other to changes in
real data.

Based on the analysis of the residuals from the shoulder, where the spread of
normalized residuals should not change depending on the shoulder, in the obtained
facts there is a decrease in variability, which indicates heteroscedasticity.
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Fig. 5 Graphical presentation of the analysis of the indicators of residuals (indicators of mood) in
comparison with the obtained values

Fig. 6 Graphical representation of residual quantiles versus quantiles

In addition, the study data does not go beyondCook’s line (red dashed line), which
indicates that this variable does not significantly affect the results of the regression.
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Fig. 7 Graphical representation of leverage balance

Fig. 8 Graphical representation of the scale location

We also analyzed the scale location plot, which considers the square root of the
absolute value of the standardized residuals (Fig. 8). In the resulting graph, the X-
axis shows the values obtained in the model, and the Y-axis is the square root of the
standardized residuals.

Thus, the description of data by means of regression equations does not appear to
be reliable.
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5 Findings

Thus, the data allow us to draw a number of general conclusions.

1. Among all the methods of statistical analysis used in the study, data normaliza-
tion using z-scores, discriminant (stepwise) analysis, factorial (exploratory and
confirmatory) analysiswith varimax rotation, and regression (multiple) analysis,
the following method showed the best results: factorial analysis.

2. The use of regression models of indicators of intellectual competence, the
problem of the adequacy, and reliability of the selected equations was discov-
ered, which might indicate the nonlinear nature of the mental and the weak
suitability of suchmethods for analyzingmeasurement results in the humanities.

3. Conducted using statistical methods, the analysis made it possible to obtain the
following significant psychological results regarding the relationship between
the indicator of intellectual competence, measured in terms of the characteris-
tics of the mental narrative, with indicators of conceptual abilities, voluntary
and involuntary metacognitive abilities in terms of the level of formation of
reflexivity and reflectivity, respectively, intentional abilities as the ability to
rely on intuitive attitudes in looking for an answer in a situation of uncertainty.
Thus, intellectual competence is a factor in the integration of intellectual abil-
ities of different levels of organization of mental activity at the stage of senior
adolescence.

4. The most predictive in relation to the assessment of the level of intellec-
tual competence in older adolescence are indicators of metacognitive abilities
(reflexivity as one of the types of voluntary regulation of intellectual activity
and reflexivity is an indicator of involuntary intellectual control).

5. The factor structure of intellectual competence can be described by indicators of
conceptual (conceptual), intentional (mentality and beliefs), and metacognitive
abilities (reflexivity and reflectivity).

6. Regression equations of indicators of intellectual competence include concep-
tual (conceptual) abilities, intentional abilities (mentality), and metacognitive
(reflectivity cognitive tempo) abilities.
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Enabling Cloud Computing to Facilitate
Health Analytics Application from Local
Hospitals in Thailand

Praowpan Tansitpong

Abstract This study investigates patterns in electronic medical records (EMRs) in
Thailand in terms of prescription and treatment cost from patient data with iden-
tification diagnosis for cancer, hypertension, and diabetes. This study developed a
comparison model of implementing multiple cloud computing platforms in tracking
and monitoring medical records for hospitals with limited database and analysis
capacity. This study also suggested an application of health data analytics in iden-
tifying prescriptions that violated prescription guidelines for patients with chronic
diseases.

Keywords Electronic medical records · Healthcare operations · Prescription
pattern

1 Introduction

With thegrowingdemand for health services due to the availability of access to health-
care at large after the Thailand Health Reform in 2004, regional hospitals in Thailand
are able to reach more local patients throughmultiple government-subsidized benefit
planswhich enable large data collection of electronicmedical records (EMRs).While
most of the hospitals are implementing traditional databasemanagement, these hospi-
tals are facing challenges in handling big data and choosing appropriate technology to
improve health service performance. EMRs facilitate various usage in themedication
process, including patients, doctors, nurses, etc. This medical technology today has
been developed substantially as the availability of patient data information increases
dramatically. Former methods of recording information in a paper-based document
may not be efficient for searching patient’s information. The EMR system can be
accessed and recorded by multiple users at the same time. The users can access
the network from any place. The system provides an organized document than a
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paper document and gives a high performance of storing, managing, and retrieving
information.

This study focuses on the full spectrum of government-funded programs by gath-
ering data at the hospital level. The purposes of this study are to investigate variations
in prescriptions related to benefit plans, categorization by frequency, and variety of
prescriptions under government guidelines. This study aims to identify significant
similarities and differences in prescribing medications and the cost of treatments in
multiple benefit groups and summarizes decisions for prescriptions. Thailand has
introduced Universal Coverage Scheme (UCS) in 2001 which provided access to
healthcare to approximate 47 million or 75% of the population, complementing the
existing Civil Servant Medical Benefit Scheme (CSMBS), which includes approx-
imately 4 million government and state enterprise employees, and Social Security
Scheme (SSS) which is mandatory health insurance for 10 million employees in
private sectors. Under the establishment of the Universal Coverage Scheme, 99.5%
of the Thai population has health protection coverage [1]. According to Brady et al.
[22], benefits are included in the three benefit schemes. The highest spending is
found in the Civil Servant Medical Benefit Scheme (CSMBS) list of guidelines,
which includes all treatment and intervention, all prescriptions within and beyond
the government suggested list, and the lower spending is the Universal Coverage
Scheme (UCS) [2]. Social Security Scheme (SSS) spending is found to be between
the other two programs [3, 4]. The goal of this study is to utilize data mining tech-
niques to identify prescription patterns in health-administered programs and to clarify
whether health insurance and benefit plans play role in changing the decision of drug
choices for treating chronic diseases patients in Thailand.

2 Literature Review

Electronic medical records (EMRs) facilitate modern medical workers in under-
standing the health process. The records also provided opportunities for medical
society to observe the medical process and improve efficiency and utilization [5–9].
Whilemost of the studies in thepastwere focusingon identifyingphenotypes, seeking
algorithms for comorbidity, and exploring personalized prescriptions for individuals,
less attention was paid to understand the patterns in prescription behavior and equity
of care. By using data analytics in health applications, previous findings suggested
applications such as identifying phenotypes, seeking algorithms for comorbidity,
and personalized prescriptions [10–13]. While some operational decision patterns
cannot be observed or classified during normal practice, the EMRs usage reveals
some structured decisions made by physicians using data analytics [14–17].

As chronic diseases have become themajor national concern, monitoring the stan-
dard of treatment requires a cooperative database shared amongnational public health
administer, healthcare providers, insurance companies, and pharmacies.Cancer treat-
ment is the most difficult process and yields the highest cost of treatments [18]. As
oncology is seeking the best delivery of care, the current challenges are to find
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the most efficient and appropriate cancer care. Less than 1% of the population is
commercially insured, but they account for approximately 10–12% of healthcare
expenditures. The cost of cancer care is rising at an unsustainable rate of 15–20%
annually [19]. Up to 85% of cancer care delivery was provided in community-based
medical oncology practices. A study of reimbursement medical expenditure [20]
suggested medical oncology practices assume an increasing degree of responsibility
for navigating patients through the complex, the availability of electronic medical
records (EMRs), and the actionable information that can be mined from clinical
databases to understand the underlying pattern in past cancer treatment.

In individual healthcare services, the patient medical data rate is growing up every
single day. The data such as the patient registration, laboratory test, prescription, and
payment collected in the hospital’s database can be potentially very large if the
number of visiting patients per day is in the order of several hundreds. The larger the
number of patients, the larger is the number of resources required for the healthcare IT
service. Most of the hospitals in Thailand use an EMR system, which is a standalone
operation that causes a high maintenance cost. Big data ecosystem refers to the
architecture components with their operationalmodels in big data systems in terms of
storage, processing, and analytic. For storage, the traditional framework or software
use in storing the data is not optimized for storing big data. For example, a rational
database management system (RDBMS) requires that all the clearly attributes are
clearly defined, and also the type of data [21]. Managing health information can
be a great challenge as a criterion of the collected data can be changed to match
the business needs; hence, a suitable storage type to reduce the workload of the
server and increase system efficiency is required [22]. An example of a structure
of the medical data process is shown in Fig. 1. For processing, the data batch and
streaming are two types of processes in big data. These types of data take a long time
in processing because it has to access all files and compute large data. In contrast, the
streaming process computes data independently in real time. For analytic purposes,
the amount of data in big data need to be studied and processed before mining the
data for patterns [23].

Thailand has introduced Universal Coverage Scheme (UCS) in 2001 which
provided access to healthcare to approximate 48 million or 75% of the population,
complementing the existing Civil ServantMedical Benefit Scheme (CSMBS), which
includes approximately 5 million government and state enterprise employees, and
Social Security Scheme (SSS) which is mandatory health insurance for 11 million
employees in private sectors. Under the establishment of UCS, CSMBS, and SSS,
99.5% of the Thai population has health protection coverage. Healthcare costs can be
attached to extensive medical expenses for patients [24–26]. Some argue that health-
care has become expensive in the United States because of the use of more expensive
technology [27, 28]. Decisions made by physicians in the treatment process are crit-
ical; however, one physician may have different decisions than others. Participation
with patients does share influences in themedical treatment decision-making process
[29–32]. Due to rising prescription drug costs, the literature provided supports that
tier of pharmacy benefit plays a significant role in prescription [33–35]. Such argu-
ments shaped a focal question of this study to seek underlying patterns of prescription
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Fig. 1 Structure of data process

drugs made by physicians. Decision patterns can be formulated from clusters found
in the usage of EMRs. This study aims to identify significant similarities and differ-
ences in prescribingmedications and the cost of treatments inmultiple benefit groups
and summarize decisions for prescriptions.

3 Methodology

3.1 Data Collection

This study combines big data EMRs and deploys the data with cloud computing tech-
niques in two phases. In the first phase, the EMR data were deployed in comparative
programs of SQL database, Cloudera and Hortonworks Sandbox, and independent
NoSQL databases, MongoDB and CouchDB. This process of testing data stability
contributed to the programs for the most outstanding performance option, such as
the speed of execution time, the stability of the service, and the program’s ease of
use will be chosen for the later implementing on computing process of this study
was that disease-related cases could be a determining factor of inequality treat-
ments on prescription for the patient a given insurance or treatment plan. Figure 1
summarizes the software that is adopted in this study. This system can be divided
into three main parts: storing data, MapReducing, and deploying data. The process
began with receiving hospital data management of patient data. In this process, the
information is collected in .csv (comma-separated value) format. The next process
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is followed by implementing MongoDB as a core software to organize each patient
data appropriately. Robomongo software, a shell-centric across platform MongoDB
management tool, is used to display all fields via Admin GUI.MongoDB is classified
as a NoSQL database that is able to handle real-time, scalable, and tremendous data
size by contributing a shorter time to process or retrieve the data. The next process is
to transfer patient data from the hospital into MongoDB and convert the .csv file to
.JSON file, in which the values are sliced and stored as the attribute’s values column.

The data collected from the regional part of Thailand is shown in Fig. 2. The elec-
tronic records were transferred from a local store database to an assigned internet
protocol (IP) address. The database consisted of 18 isolated tables in structured
query language (SQL) format. In the data cleaning process, tables from patient posi-
tive identification, the diagnosis codes, treatments and prescriptions, test results,
and other related health information contain patient records under three main

Fig. 2 Location of data collection
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Fig. 3 Example of software
used in the process of data
extraction

government-subsidized coverage programs (Security Scheme (SSS), Civil Servant
Medical Benefit Scheme (CSMBS), Universal Coverage Scheme (UCS)) and two
others (private insurance holder and out-of-pocket payers). Electronic information
servicewas created to cross-list chronic disease patients withmultiple arrays of Inter-
national Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems (ICD-10)
codes for the key selected chronic diseases (hypertension, cancer, and diabetes).

The overview of the data migrating process is summarized in Fig. 3. The script
formats were transformed from SQL to JavaScript Object Notation (JSON). The data
cleaning process includes droppingmissing values and null values. Some translations
from string scripts of prescription dosage and units are required. The cleaning process
also includes the separation of number and text units. Translation requires open-
source software (e.g., MongoDB, Hortonworks, CouchDB, and Cloudera) to convert
files in comma-separated values (.csv) format to JSON. The relationship diagram
among 18 tables is shown in Fig. 3. The cloud service of Amazon Web Service
(AWS) is chosen for deploying data and managing this data ecosystem.

The following process is to deploy a java program that determined the values by
focusing on comparing the number of commas with the columns contained in one
table and checking values in specific columns with the real data by using the Eclipse
development environment. To have a desirable performance in data processing algo-
rithm, this study utilizes MongoDB and Hadoop technology to generate MapReduce
function by running on different nodes of clusters, or “Hadoop Distributed File
System”. This process is designated to execute the data in parallel between two
software. In this approach, the primary keys are tallied with the relevant values and
reduced into one column. Due to a conflict during the Mongo–Hadoop connector
installation that led to the failure in applying MapReduce, this study also compares
other programs such as Mortar and Hortonworks. In the last process, the system
is designed to be a platform-as-a-service host on cloud service to access and store
large data organization. This process of cloud storage has been shown to reduce the
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resources used in hospitals, especially on the budget spending on the data storage
due to the scalability and flexibility.

3.2 Data Query for Cancer, Hypertension, and Diabetic
Patients

The electronic records were transferred from a local store database that includes
55,601,628 rows from 18 tables in structured query language (SQL) format. The data
were primarily stored separately for departmental use. The data conversion process
included identification of primary key (PK) and foreign key (FK) in all tables to
access information in diagnosis and health-benefit details. The overview of the data
migrating process is summarized. The script formats were transformed from SQL to
JavaScript Object Notation (JSON). The structure of the data is adjusted by setting
the PK and FK from the original data in order to relate each table. To set the PK
and FK, the most unique attribute was set to be the PK of each table and if the PK
of the same table contains another table, that attribute was set to be FK for another
table instead of PK. One example of known PKs are “HN” or patient identification
number, “c diag” or diagnosis number, and “s pharm” or medicine number, etc. An
example of the filing structure diagnosis process is shown in Fig. 4. The data cleaning
process includes dropping missing values and null values. Some translations from
string scripts of prescription dosage and units are required. Data query for cancer
patients is shown in Fig. 5.

3.3 Data Cleaning Process

The cleaning process also includes the separation of number and text units. Transla-
tion requires open-source software (e.g., MongoDB, Hortonworks, CouchDB, and
Cloudera) to convert files in comma-separated values (.csv) format to JSON. The
relationship diagram among 18 tables is shown in Fig. 6. Cloud service endorsed by
Amazon Web Service (AWS) is chosen for deploying data and managing this data
ecosystem. By using the extracted dataset of patients, the top three medicines are
dispensed each year from 2014 to 2016. Focusing on treatment prescriptions, the
National List of Essential Medicines (NLME) provides a list of drugs that are neces-
sary for the prevention and control of all major diseases; the list was first introduced
in 1972 and the current update was made in 2016. The initial aim for NLME was to
prevent the irrational use of medicines and to control the overall cost of prescribed
drugs. However, the CSMBS program allows three physicians to co-endorse the use
of the drug outside the list if required for treatments. Violations could be seen in three
ways: positive violations (did not comply with the guideline), neutrals or follow the
guideline, and negative violations (override the guideline and prescribed others).
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Fig. 4 Example of filing structure diagnosis process
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Fig. 5 Query of cancer treatment

Fig. 6 Example of cleaning units

3.4 Relational Diagram and Violation Mapping

A relational diagram shown in Fig. 7 provides a linkage of patient identification to
diagnosis and prescriptions. For observations in terms of prescriptions, in-patient
visits were extracted for all diagnosis codes. Prescription records were tabulated
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Fig. 7. A complete relational diagram

into specific codes for diabetes (E.08x–E11x), essential primary hypertension, and
a number of patients in both groups. The table of guideline violations is extracted
from the prescription table and administered program. The violation mapping is
done by taking the flag information from three administered programs with the label
“Y” shown in Fig. 8. The conceptual model visualized relationships of the impact
of the number of patients, cost of treatment, and total dispenses on the number of
violations. Regression analysis is used to test the impact of the number of cases,
cost of treatment, and amount of prescription items on the number of violations that
physician has violated from the guideline.

Fig. 8 Identification for violations
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4 Results

The electronic records were transferred from a local store database that has
55,601,628 rows from 18 tables in structured search language (SQL) format. The
dataset was primarily stored separately for departmental use. The conversion process
included the identification of primary key (PK) and foreign key (FK) to access
information in diagnosis and health-benefit details.

A descriptive summary statistics suggested per-visit cost of treatments covered
by government-subsidized programs. The violation is coded as 0 if the prescription
is listed in the NLME list, −1 if the physician did not prescribe the prescription in
step with the guideline (no prescriptions), and +1 if the physician has overridden
the rule by prescribing other medications apart from the NLME list. A descriptive
summary shows the most of two overridden frequencies from two administered
programs and also the maximum of three violations from the guidelines. The statistic
summary for chronic disease treatments is displayed inTable 1,which summarizes the
proportion of the highest five prescriptions. The descriptive summary also suggested
the uniqueness of Thailand’s healthcare benefits coverage characteristic in covering
a spectrum of administered health services (USC, SSS, and CSMBS).

For observations in terms of prescriptions, in-patient visits were extracted for all
diagnosis codes. The regression model is utilized to identify variations in groups
with the reimbursement allowance program. The model estimates violation predic-
tion from the cost of treatment and total dispenses in multiple health benefit plans.
The association between the programs and disease characteristics was determined
by the tendency of prescription violations. The regression results (Table 2) reported
significant coefficients with p < 0.05 and ordinary errors were summarized during
this section. The regression results suggested a significant positive coefficient of the
number of diabetic cases and also the violation of cancer prescriptions consistent
with the guideline (0.278***) in the universal health coverage (UCS) program. The
results also suggested a significant positive impact of the number of patients on the
violation (or overriding prescriptions) on hypertension (0.300**) and diabetes treat-
ments (0.206***). These results of positive coefficients may be observed overridden
guideline which aligns with the availability of physicians to co-endorse the use of
the drugs outside the list if required for treatments. The estimates obtained from the

Table 1 Summary of the number of cases, cost of treatment, total dispenses, and violations

Variable Obs Mean Std. Dev Min Max

Diabetes 918 15.96083 241.8615 0 7334

Cancer 918 13.7432 208.2378 1 6315

Hypertension 918 17.52283 477.8835 0 14,473

Cost of treatment (THB) 918 150.7206 440.4111 0.7 5007.6

Total dispenses 918 15.7658 13.0741 1 55

Total violations 918 −0.3551198 1.129669 −3 2
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Table 2 Regression results Number of violations

No. of cases

Diabetes 0.206***

(0.0534)

Cancer 0.278***

(0.0746)

Hypertension 0.300**

(0.0927)

Cost of treatment ($) 0.000237

(0.000180)

Total dispenses −0.103**

(0.0364)

_cons −1.733***

(0.145)

N 918

R2 0.447

adj. R2 0.444

F 145.4

violation prediction model indicated the full cost of treatment and total dispenses
positively impact the number of violations. However, the coefficient estimates a nega-
tive relationship between cancer patients and the tendency of violations in Thailand’s
health benefit program. This result suggests that the overriding in prescription deci-
sions and physicians are not influenced by written guidelines but health program has
influenced the system by increasing frequency of violations.

5 Conclusion

This study has introduced methods for the integration of big data technologies and
cloud computing in practical use and reasonable support in migrating data from
a local hospital’s database to the cloud’s database. The suggestion focused based
on each software performance and funding optimization on an actual cloud service
deployment. This study investigates prescription diversity in patients diagnosed with
cancer symptoms by mapping prescription patterns from electronic medical records
to understand the impact of prescription diversities on patients. This study is able to
confirm that although guidelines for prescriptions are provided, the decisions were
influenced by health benefit programs in treatments of chronic diseases.

Standard care procedures and prescription patterns are significantly unique among
government-subsidized benefit schemes in Thailand (Universal Coverage Scheme
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(UCS), Social Security Scheme (SSS), Service Medical Benefit Scheme (CSMBS)),
and private insurance. The analyses also reported non-uniform prescription patterns
of threemajor non-communicable diseases (diabetes, cancer, and cardiovascular) and
three local diseases located in the in-patient and outpatient database. As the decision
in prescribing treatment for cancer is known, large variation in drug choice, eligibility
of reimbursement, and the results from the regression model suggested that physi-
cians are more likely to ignore guidelines for Universal Coverage Scheme, however,
they are more likely to comply with the guidelines when prescribing prescriptions to
the government benefit holders. The regression results gave examples that physicians
are more likely to override guidelines on hypertension patients. This study suggests
options for using cloud technology in managing health analytics of local EMR. The
results from this study portrayed a usage of EMR in deploying cloud services in
comparing cloud computing software that showed benefits in speed, availability of
execution time, stability, ease of querying, reduce the cost of initial database invest-
ment, and obtain scalability and usability of database management compared to
traditional systems. Moreover, this study is able to confirm an application of the
health informatics process in terms of understanding prescription patterns in the
Thailand medical service.

Records for diagnostic identification (ICD-10) and prescriptions were collected
from the eastern region of Thailand along with prescription guidelines provided by
the public health administration. The results confirmed that deductible levels do
not have an impact on the cost of treatment but unique characteristics of prescription
frequencies indicated differentiation in the benefit schemes.Most of the prescriptions
were being selected, some prescription items violated the administered guidelines.
The results from regression analysis also suggested that violations are significantly
different when it comes to treatment programs. The results from this study are able to
suggest an application for health informatics that although guidelines for prescrip-
tions are provided to physicians, they prefer individual knowledge in prescribing
treatments on chronic diseases, and violations could be found and compared among
chronic disease treatments. The implication of this study should be able to shed light
on future research to explore further the interface between an economic model of
social health benefit and coverage in conjunction with healthcare service operations.
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Neural Network-Based TID Controller
for Wheeled Mobile Robot Trajectory
Tracking

Najva Hassan and Abdul Saleem

Abstract This brief proposes a novel control scheme for tracking a differential drive
wheeled mobile robot. A neural network-based tilt integral derivative controller is
introduced to track the wheeled mobile robot. Conventional control algorithms fail
to satisfy the desired performance in terms of accuracy, total control effort, and
maximum control input. By properly training a neural network, optimal values of the
parameters of the tilt integral derivative (TID) controller are obtained. The proposed
controller is used to track circular, lemniscate, straight line, and B spline trajectories.
Performance of the proposed controller is compared with conventional TID and PID
controllers using different performance analysis indices. Simulation studies show
that the integral squared error and total control effort are small for the proposed
controller as compared to the TID and PID controllers.

Keywords Trajectory tracking ·Mobile robot · PID controller · TID controller ·
NN-based TID controller · Kinematics · Tracking accuracy

1 Introduction

Robots are replacing humans in various fields in order to achieve accuracy, efficiency,
and speed as part of modernization. The terrestrial robots are classified as wheeled,
stationary, and legged robots. Wheeled mobile robots (WMR) are less complex,
cheaper, and have less balance issues as comparedwith legged robots.Motion control
algorithms are required to track the trajectory planned by the guidance systems.
Highly robust control algorithms ensure a safe navigation in restricted environments.

In literature, a number of control algorithms have been proposed. In [1], an output
feedback controller is proposed using adaptive sliding mode controller and is robust
against un-modeled dynamics. But the tracking speed is affected by themeasurement
noise. In [2], the desired trajectory is exponentially convergedwithminimum tracking
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error butmodel uncertainties, effect of saturation, and actuator failures duringmotion
are not considered. A controller in which the gain of the proportional controller is
adaptively tuned is developed in [3]. The tracking accuracy is poor in the presence
of noise and also stability is not ensured. An adaptive PID controller [4] is used to
increase the flexibility of the control system. Only the tracking accuracy is focused
rather than considering the stability of the vehicle body control system. Fuzzy logic
is used to design a controller for the safe Robotino navigation [5]. A fuzzy-based PID
controller [6] is proposed to track the path of aWMR. Tracking accuracy is improved
while compared to the PID controller but the time taken to track the desired trajectory
is more. Fractional order calculus and sliding mode controller are combined in a F-
AIHMC [7]. High accuracy and high precision motion of the robot are ensured
here. A combination of PI controller and neural network controller is used in [8] to
control the omni-directional WMRs and the tracking error is reduced as compared
to conventional PID. A backstepping and fuzzy sliding mode controller (BFSMC)
is proposed in [9]. The desired trajectory is tracked even in the presence of external
disturbances and model uncertainties.

In this work, an NN-based TID controller is developed for trajectory tracking of
WMRsand the performance is evaluated. PIDcontrollers arewidely used in industrial
process control owing to its simplicity and easy implementation. TID controllers are
popular due to better capability for disturbance rejection, simpler tuning method,
and lesser control effort as compared to PID controllers. This paper compares the
performance of the proposed controller with these two popular controllers. WMR
kinematics is explained in Sect. 2. The proposed controller is described in Sect. 3
followed by the results in Sect. 4 and finally ends up with conclusion in Sect. 5.

2 Kinematic Model of a Robot

A differential drive mobile robot (DDMR) consisting of two driving wheels and
one castor wheel is considered. Let vl and vr be the left and right wheel velocities,
respectively. Then the robot velocity is the average of the two wheel velocities and
the angular velocity of the DDMR is

ω = vr − vl

L
(1)

where L is the distance between two wheels. From Fig. 1 and from the definition of
angular velocity, the kinematic equations of a DDMR can be obtained as

⎡
⎣
ẋ
ẏ
θ̇

⎤
⎦ =

⎡
⎣

v cos θ

v sin θ

ω

⎤
⎦ (2)
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Fig. 1 Differential drive
kinematics

Fig. 2 Proposed controller
for trajectory tracking
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Consider aDDMRwith angular velocityω and the linear velocity v, respectively. The
point (xr (t), yr (t)) on the reference trajectory is the desired point. The robot which
is currently at (x(t), y(t)) should track this reference point. The error in position and
orientation is defined as

⎡
⎣
xe(t)
ye(t)
θe(t)

⎤
⎦ =

⎡
⎣
xr (t) − x(t)
yr (t) − y(t)
θr (t) − θ(t)

⎤
⎦ (3)

3 Proposed NN-Based TID Controller

The proposed methodology uses a neural network (NN)-based TID controller for
the effective trajectory tracking of a WMR. The optimal parameters for the TID
are generated using a neural network. The proposed structure of the neural network-
based non-linear TID is shown in Fig. 2. The objective of trajectory tracking problem
is to make the errors in distance and the deviation angle zero. The error in distance
and deviation in azimuth angle are obtained from (4) and (5), respectively
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de =
√

(xr − x)2 + (yr − y)2 (4)

The errors in position and orientation are fed back to two TID controllers (one for x
and other for y) and to a proportional controller, respectively.

φe = tan−1 y − yr
x − xr

(5)

The errors in x- and y-positions are provided as the input signals to the proposed
NN controllers. The deviation in azimuth is adjusted to zero by a proportional con-
troller. The tracking errors are described by e = [

xe ye θe
]
. A TID controller whose

parameters are optimized using the neural networks is used to track the desired tra-
jectory with minimum control input and tracking error. The TID is similar to that of
a PID [10], but the proportional gain is substituted with a tilted mode consisting of
a transfer function 1/s1/n .

The neural networks trained using backpropagation algorithm are used to find the
optimal Ki , Kd and Kt of a TID controller. The inputs of the neural networks are
the reference trajectory, control input, and current position of the robot. There are
15 neurons in the hidden layer and the output layer consists of three neurons which
corresponds to Kt , Ki and Kd . Inputs to the TID controller are the errors in x- and
y-positions given by xe(t) and ye(t), respectively. The control inputs are the linear
velocity v and angular velocity ω. The accuracy of the proposed NN-based TID
controller is evaluated using different performance analysis indices such as integral
squared error and maximum of absolute tracking error. The integral squared error is
calculated by

I SE =
t∫

0

e(t)2dt (6)

The integral of absolute error denotes the accumulated error and is computed as

I AE =
t∫

0

|e(t)|dt (7)

4 Results and Discussions

The effectiveness and the feasibility of the NN-based TID controller for trajec-
tory tracking of a WMR are evaluated by MATLAB/SIMULINK simulations. This
section describes the key findings. The model of the differential WMR described in
Sect. 2 and the NN-based controller presented in Sect. 3 are developed using MAT-
LAB 2020a. Neural networks are trained using backpropagation algorithm. Simula-
tions are carried out by considering various trajectories such as circular trajectory,
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(a) Tracking of circular tra-
jectory

(b) Control history

Fig. 3 Performance evaluation of controllers (circular trajectory)

Table 1 Comparison of controllers (circular trajectory)

Controller Maximum control Total control
effort

ISE IAE

PID 0.5 21.69 4.25 2.21

TID 0.1 6.23 3.38 1.62

NN-based TID 0.05 3.01 2.89 1.042

lemniscate trajectory, B spline trajectory, and straight line trajectory as the reference
trajectories.

4.1 Case 1: Circular Trajectory

A circle of radius 1m is considered as the reference trajectory. The trajectories are
tracked using PID-, TID-, and NN-based TID controllers are shown in Fig. 3a. It is
evident from this figure that theNN-based TID controller tracks the desired trajectory
exactly whereas the tracked trajectories by other controllers slightly deviate from
the desired trajectory. Figure3b shows the control history of each controllers. From
Table1, it is very clear that themaximumcontrol, total control effort, ISE, and IAEare
very small as compared to PID and TID controllers. Thus, for a circular trajectory,
the proposed NN-based TID requires lesser control and achieves negligible small
displacement error and so is superior to PID and TID controllers.
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(a) Tracking of lemniscate
trajectory

(b) Control histroy

Fig. 4 Performance evaluation of controllers (lemniscate trajectory)

Table 2 Comparison of controllers (lemniscate trajectory)

Controller Maximum control Total control
effort

ISE IAE

PID 3.1 85.5 6.98 2.01

TID 2.8 64.62 4.21 1.74

NN-based TID 1.12 28.23 2.21 1.21

4.2 Case 2: Lemniscate Trajectory

The trajectories tracked by PID-, TID-, and NN-based TID controllers are shown
in Fig. 4a. The displacement errors made by PID and TID controllers are high as
compared with the proposed NN-based TID controller. As shown in Table2, controls
required for PID and TID are 3.1 and 2.8, respectively, as compared to a smaller value
of 1.12 for the proposed method. In Fig. 4b, the control histories for each of these
controllers are shown. It is obvious from Table2 that the total control effort, ISE, and
IAE also are very small for the proposed method.

4.3 Case 3: B Spline Trajectory

A DDMR cannot take sharp turn. The performance of DDMR with a sharp turn can
be analyzed with a B spline trajectory. The B spline trajectory is tracked by using
the three control algorithms. As can be observed from Fig. 5a, the displacement error
with the NN-based TID controller is less as compared to other controllers. The initial
part of the trajectory is a straight line and all the three control algorithms are able
to track the desired trajectory. However, due to the sharp turn the PID and TID
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(a) Tracking of B spline
trajectory

(b) Control histroy

Fig. 5 Performance evaluation of controllers (B spline trajectory)

Table 3 Comparison of controllers (B spline trajectory)

Controller Maximum control Total control
effort

ISE IAE

PID 0.25 15.14 1.92 0.96

TID 0.13 7.63 1.53 0.42

NN-based TID 0.075 2.38 1.11 0.24

controllers deviate from the desired trajectory as it reaches the goal position. The
NN-based TID controller reports a highest tracking accuracy. From Table3, it can
be concluded that the proposed method possesses superior performance in terms of
control input and displacement error.

4.4 Case 4: Straight Line Trajectory

This section considers a straight line trajectory. The trajectories plotted by the NN-
based TID controller, the PID controller, and the TID controller are shown in Fig. 6a.
The tracking error is least for the NN-based TID controller. The error in tracking a
straight line is small compared to the error occurredwhile tracking circular trajectory,
B spline trajectory, and lemniscate trajectory. The control history shown inFig. 6b and
the performance comparison as per Table4 clearly illustrate that the proposed NN-
based TID comes with a better performance. The tracking error is reduced by nearly
50% by proposed controller when compared to the PID and TID controllers. The
maximum control input is only 1.12 in the proposed controller which is very small
as compared to TID (2.8) and PID (3.1). Analyzing the performance on simulation,
NN-based TID controller is more advantageous in terms of accuracy, control input,
and total control effort.
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(a) Tracking of straight
line trajectory

(b) Control history

Fig. 6 Performance evaluation of controllers (straight line trajectory)

Table 4 Comparison of controllers (straight line trajectory)

Controller Maximum control Total control
effort

ISE IAE

PID 0.06 5.42 1.23 0.32

TID 0.03 3.03 1.13 0.26

NN-based TID 0.005 1.08 1.01 0.14

5 Conclusion

In this paper, a neural network-based TID controller for the trajectory tracking of
a differential drive mobile robot is presented. A neural network is used to tune the
TID parameters. Simulations are done for circular, lemniscate, straight line, and B
spline trajectories. The performance of the proposed controller is evaluated with
the conventional TID and PID controllers. The simulation results illustrated that the
proposed method exhibited superior performances with respect to tracking error,
total control effort, and maximum control input.
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Do You Trust Me? Value and Governance
in Data Sharing Business Models

Ruben D’Hauwers and Nils Walravens

Abstract Collaborations to share data can enable private companies to create new
business models and improve products and services. For public authorities, it can
lead theway toward a data-driven policy. Yet, sharing data poses different challenges,
such as risk to comply with legalities, commercial risk, quality of data, privacy and
ethical risk, data ownership etc. Managing data within the borders of a firm has been
explored thoroughly in the literature of data governance. Yet, data sharing poses
new challenges, as it extends to collaboration within an ecosystem. The business
model literature is not investigating yet the concept of data sharing. Thus, this paper
investigates the different data-sharing business model factors. The research looks
into the limitations of current research, which it aims to overcome by combining
the insights from the data governance, data sharing literature and business model
literature. The factors influencing data-sharing collaborations are (1) value creation
and capturing, (2) data governance, (3) ecosystem trust and (4) data trust.

Keywords Data sharing · Business model · Data governance ·
Inter-organizational · Value · Control · Trust · Ecosystem

1 Introduction

Sharing data poses different opportunities for companies to create new business
models and services [1–5] as data collaborations can facilitate the discovery of new
insights, faster decision-making and increase innovation [4, 6]. For governments,
it can lead the way toward evidence-based policymaking, which is the process of
using (big) data in the policymaking process and improving services [4, 5, 7, 8].
Many challenges are preventing data sharing in ecosystems [6]. First, identifying
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and finding an agreement with a data-sharing partner is a challenge, as well as
ensuring qualitative data by cleaning and processing the data [4]. In the pricing
data result into complex negotiations, valuing data needs to be overcome [4]. Many
companies are reluctant to share data due to a lack of trust [6, 9–12]. Sharing data
causes commercial risk, as companies refrain from sharing sensitive information
which might reduce a competitive advantage [7, 8, 13, 14]. Complying with the
legal requirements discourages companies from sharing data due to unclear legal
frameworks [4], and privacy laws such as the general data protection regulation
(GDPR) [15, 16]. All these result in high transaction costs [7]. Previous research on
data sharing has mainly focused on dyadic buyer–supplier relationships [6, 17, 18]
which does not consider the complexity and dynamics of sharing data in ecosystems
[6, 19]. A data-sharing business model framework for the inter-organizational setting
was developed in this work based on data governance, data sharing and business
model literature.

2 Research Questions

The covered literature reviews indicate the need for further research in data sharing
and data governance for data ecosystems [20–22]. Abraham et al. [22] formulated
questions concerning inter-organizational data sharing: How do organizations retain
control over their data and design governance in inter-organizational relationships
while deconstructing data silos? How are value and trust created in data collabora-
tions? The businessmodel literature can provide a new perspective on these questions
[23] resulting in the research question ‘What factors determine data sharing business
models?’.

3 Methodology

A systematic literature review [24] identifies and evaluates available research and
interprets it by applying it to a particular research question to identify any gaps in
current research and to provide a new framework. We aimed together knowledge in
existing literature with keyword searches focused on ‘data governance’, ‘business
model’, ‘data sharing’, ‘data exchange’, ‘inter-organizational relationships’ and ‘data
marketplace’with themost citations andmentioned in literature reviews.A limitation
to the studywas that the authors did not aim to cover the literature exhaustively. Addi-
tionally, papers were added based on citations in other papers, based on the snowball
samplingmethod [25].Adifferencewasmade between factors determining the ‘intra-
organizational scope’ on a project- or firm-level [26] and the ‘inter-organizational
scope’,which encompasses different firmsor an ecosystemoffirms [26]. The creation
of the conceptual framework was based on merging and relating key factors in the
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literate [27]. A division between value and control as proposed by Ballon [23] was
used.

4 Literature Review

4.1 Data-Sharing Literature

The literature on data sharing looks into factors that increase data sharing [6, 11,
28–31], and into data market characteristics that influence data sharing [7, 12, 14,
32–36]. Trust between parties can support the creation of data collaborations [6, 9,
11, 12, 14, 29, 30, 35, 36]. Trust relates to the provenance of the data good, decreasing
asymmetric information [33] as well as power asymmetry [37] and the market type
[6, 7, 9, 32, 36]. As companies do not want to lose bargaining power, they might
avoid sharing information [38, 39]. Data governance parameters such as standards,
metadata, legalities ensure the quality of data [7, 11, 31, 33]. Additionally, the owner-
ship of data [29–32] concerns who can use and publish the data. Control over data
[11, 14, 33, 36] prevents spreading sensitive commercial data [8, 13] and privacy
violations [15, 16]. Also, business transactions have an impact on data sharing, such
as revenue models [9, 30, 31, 36]; cost models and transaction costs [7, 30]; and
revenue sharing [6, 36].

4.2 Data Governance Literature

The data governance covers intra-organizational parameters within one organization
on a project- or firm-level [22–24, 26] and lacks the inter-organizational scope. The
papers were selected based on the number of citations complemented with papers
that already included inter-organizational factors [22, 36, 40, 41]. The goal of data
governance is to ensure that an organization has a good data policy ensuring the
control of data quality in a company-wide setting: policies and processes/governance
mechanisms [21, 22, 42–44], organization including roles and responsibilities and
leadership [21, 22, 42–45], data standards [21, 22, 42–45], metrics and monitoring
[21, 22, 43], legalities and conformance [22, 40, 43] and personal information risk
[40]. Parameters concerning the inter-organizational scope are data ownership [40],
type of data sharing [41], provenance [40] and conformance regarding personal
information [40].
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4.3 Business Models Literature

As data-sharing business models consider intangible goods which are more difficult
to protect [33], the current business model literature does not cover business models
for data sharing to date. First, public value examines from the perspective of the
end-user and the wide public [46]. Creating value [23, 46–63] in the case of data
sharing is determined by the use cases of data that are relevant for the stakeholders
[40]. As an example, if a company in the logistics sector knows data will be used to
optimize the arrival times of containers, the value of data can be based on this use
case. Capturing the value of data requires revenuemodels [23, 46–50, 52–56, 61–63].
The value of data is not always recognized between companies, which makes the
pricing of data challenging [12, 64, 65]. Finally, cost models and cost-sharingmodels
determine the costs in the business model, and how this can be shared between the
different partners [23, 46–57, 59–63]. The cost of data relates to different aspects,
such as storage of data, energy, maintenance and software [65].

5 Factors Determining Data Sharing

Based on the outcomes of the literature review, a novel framework (Table 1)
incorporating the different factors of data sharing is proposed and discussed below.

Table 1 Data sharing business models framework

Value Data governance

Value creation Ecosystem value Policy Policies and processes

Application domain Organization

Value proposition Quality Standards and monitoring

Financial Revenue (sharing) model Conformance Legalities

Cost (sharing) model Data sharing risk

Ecosystem trust Data trust

Value network Data sharing model Collaboration Data sharing agreement

Competition versus cooperation Interoperability

Power structure Data ownership Provenance Quality control

Customer ownership Control of data

Data capacity
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5.1 Intra-organizational

Value: Value creation is the reason why companies will want to share data. The
value of data is challenging to determine [4, 11, 12, 31] but can be established by
the application domain [40], which shows how the data will be used and creates
value to the ecosystem and users. Ecosystem value [46] is the value of the data to
the overall ecosystem as if no ecosystem value is created, and data sharing on an
inter-organizational level will be impossible. The intra-organizational value is the
value proposition to individual organizations [52, 53, 61]. The financial variables are
constituted by the revenue model, revenue-sharing model and cost-sharing model.
Revenue models determine how much a business can price the product and whether
it can capture the value of the product [23]. The revenue and cost-sharing models
refer to agreements on sharing revenue and costs among the actors [23].

Data governance To ensure the quality of data, data governance is at the core of
data sharing. It includes making data available for reuse, curation, preservation and
quality assurance [66]. To ensure the quality of data, standards [21, 22, 42, 43] and
policies [21, 22, 43–45] around the creation, development, control, management and
audit of data are needed. Also, conformance and compliance with legal requirements
are critical [40]. This is especially true in the case of personal information [33, 67],
where the sharing of aggregated data could help alleviate privacy concerns [68].

5.2 Inter-organizational

On the inter-organizational level, both parameters are based on trust [6, 11, 14, 29, 30,
35, 36]. Before data sharing between two or more parties can occur, they must reach
a point of sufficient mutual trust to establish governance policies and agreements
[9, 12, 29].

Trust in the ecosystem: Data sharing depends on the collaborative or competitive
nature of the value network [11]. Different models of data sharing occur, such as in
hierarchical, bazaar, market or network models [41] or based on the market access
and architecture [12]. Firms may refrain from sharing confidential information to
avoid losing bargaining power [39, 69] or a powerful player may use their power to
force other companies to share information [38]. Thus, the power structure is crucial
to engendering trust in the ecosystem and depends on three factors. First, the data
ownership rights describe who owns and uses the data [26, 36, 40]. Second, customer
ownership refers to the establishment of direct relations with end customers [23].
Third, data capacity is the way in which intelligence is distributed across different
players in the ecosystem [23], based on algorithms and skills.

Trust in the data: Data trust refers to the trust one can put in sharing and utilizing
the data of its counterparts [9, 12, 29]. Before data sharing between two or more
parties can occur, a certain level of trust must be established to agree on data-sharing
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agreements [29]. In order to be able to exchange information and services, interop-
erability and provenance are required. Provenance means to trace the history of the
data life cycle in a transparent way [33, 40] while interoperability ensures machine
readability [4]. Standardizing metadata [65] or utilizing technologies like blockchain
can support both. When combining data sources, anonymized personal information
may be identified [70], potentially causing the risk of re-identification leading to
privacy issues.

6 Conclusion

Based on a literature review questioning ‘what are the factors determining successful
data sharing business models’, four factors part of a novel data-sharing business
model framework were identified: value creation, data governance, trust in the
ecosystem and trust in the data. Abraham et al. [22] formulated how data governance
and data sharing can be performed in an inter-organizational setting. These questions
concern the control over data, governance designs, collaborations, value created and
trust creation in inter-organizational data collaborations. Further research will need
to investigate in depth how data sharing business models can answer these questions.
Limitations of this research are that the body literature was not analyzed exhaus-
tively, and has not been applied in a real-life example. From a practical perspective,
the framework can be used to (1) analyze existing data-sharing ecosystems and busi-
ness models and (2) utilize the design of new data-sharing ecosystems and related
business models. The practical use and validation of this framework are subject to
further research.
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Knowledge Transfer in Intercultural
Technical Communication in View
of Translation Synergetic Paradigm

Lyudmila Kushnina, Irina Perlova, and Kristina Permiakova

Abstract The article discusses the problem of technical translation in the view
of the translation space concept and the situation-reflective model of translation
decision-making. Translation space is regarded as a synergetic model of translation,
a space–time continuum in which heterogeneous, explicit and implicit meanings
are transposed, synergized and harmonized from one linguo-culture to another. The
cornerstone of the situation-reflective model is the interaction of the algorithm as a
process of finding an optimal solution and heuristics as a directed search for a trans-
lation solution. The authors formulate the purpose of the study as the rationale for
macro- and micro-translation strategies that provide an effective transfer of technical
knowledge. The results of the research have revealed that the translator’s actions are
based on cognitive verbal-cogitative activity, which involves forming a conceptual
image of the text as a compressed expression ofmeaning in the translator’s mind. The
focus of the research is the work of a translator—linguist who is not an expert in the
technical field of communication. The achievement of a high-quality, harmonious
translation of a technical text by such a translator requires both themastery of a syner-
getic translation model and the mastery of a situation-reflexive model of translation
decision-making, which together lead to the realization of a synergetic strategy for
the transfer of technical knowledge through the interaction of languages and cultures.
The macro-strategy is to identify the technicity category in the source text and to
recreate it in the translation text. The success of macro-strategy means achieving
synergetic effects, accompanied by the increment of new meanings acceptable in the
host technical culture. Micro-strategies are focused on solving a specific translation
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problem, overcoming certain technical difficulties encountered by the translator in
each field of translation space.

Keywords Transfer of technical knowledge · Technicity category · Technical
translation · Translation space · Synergy · Harmony · Translation strategy

1 Introduction

The methodological basis for this paper is the concept of translation space, a syner-
getic model of translation developed by one of the article authors. If the hypothesis
about translation space existence was first formulated by Kushnina in 2003 [1], its
concept field is still being formed up to now on the material of various discourses
and functional styles.

Within the framework of this article, we are interested in the problems of inter-
linguistic and intercultural technical communication, which can be traced from the
perspective of the modern research paradigm—knowledge transfer (KT), which
allows a new look at the translator’s linguistic personality and the results of their
professional activity.

The idea of KT in the humanities has been intensively developed by Russian
(Alekseeva, Mishlanova, Demyankov, etc.) [2, 3] and foreign scholars [4].

According toAlekseeva andMishlanova, if knowledge is themainvalue ofmodern
society, KT becomes a kind of innovation chain that includes, along with mechanical
movement and development, ‘…transformation and interaction of knowledge and
cognition’ [2, p. 25]. According to the researchers, KT is related to the concept of
communication, mainly its role in the mental activity of an individual as a way of
solving a cognitive problem’.

The novelty of the study is that the idea of knowledge transfer as a common
humanitarian problem is still not sufficiently understood in the translation of a special
technical text. In this connection,we consider it important to highlight the importance
of the work outcomes for the further study of translation patterns in the field of
technical communication.

Starting their job, a translator faces many innovative tasks, especially if the
translator—linguist deals with a scientific or technical text.

As our pedagogical experience shows, translators—linguists have real challenges
in translating special technical texts, and this is the reason why some research
containing models, methods and translation algorithms is required to help budding
translators overcome these difficulties. One of the ways suggested by the authors
of the article is for translators to master a synergistic model of translation, as
well as micro- and macro-strategies that ensure the successful transfer of technical
knowledge from one linguo-culture to another.

The following issues will be considered sequentially:

1. The need to distinguish between scientific and technical types of translation.
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2. Summary of the translation space concept as a synergetic model of translation
and as a methodology of the research being carried out.

3. Analysis of technicity category as a keyparameter in the translationof a technical
text.

4. Empirical analysis of the translated technical text from the standpoint of
achieving harmony—a qualitative translation in the light of the translation space
concept.

2 Problem Statement and Research Goals

Turning to the issue of technical translation, we consider it to be a special type of
translation, different from other types. For a long time, scientists have been using
the term ‘scientific-technical translation’, merging two disparate areas of translation
into one, probably appealing to the notion of scientific-technical progress.

Meanwhile, Lotman made a clear distinction between the two areas: ‘Technology
and science are indeed closely linked. And they are not connected because they are
synonymous, but because they are antitheses’ [5, p. 67].

More recently, there has been growing support among specialists for the idea
of distinguishing between the translation of scientific and technical texts [2, 5].
Accordingly, the transfer of KT in translation has also its peculiarities.

The aim of the study is to validate translation strategies that will lead to a high-
quality (harmonious) translation of the technical text, providing an effective transfer
of specialized knowledge in the technical field of communication. Understanding
KT, following Alekseeva and Mishlanova, not as usual communication represented
by mutual movement, but as the component of the translator’s thinking activity in
the process of solving a cognitive problem, we analyse the strategy of general and
mental activity of the translator-linguist, who is not an expert in the field, unlike the
author and the recipients. As Chudinov emphasizes in the preface to the recently
published work of the mentioned authors ‘Transfer of knowledge in the humanities’,
they ‘managed to get away from the concept of transfer as simple linear transfer
and come to its understanding within the framework of complex cyclic interpre-
tations’ [2, 5]. At the same time, the translator has a high level of competence in
translation technology of traditional text types—narrative, description and argument
[6, p. 26, 7]. Further research in this direction will make it possible to recognize
the cognitive mechanisms of the translator-linguist’s verbal and cogitative activity,
which determine their technical KT strategy.

3 Methodology and Research Methods

The starting point of our research is that translation itself is regarded as a process of
languages and cultures interaction taking place in a certain space–time continuum—a
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chronotope where one can distinguish spatial fields and spatial meanings on the one
hand, and temporal meanings, on the other. Spatial fields include, firstly, the fields
of subjects of translation (author, translator, recipient), secondly, text fields (energy
and phatic); the core is the content of the text. Each field has its unique meaning.
The temporal meanings are most clearly manifested in the phatic field as a field
of culture, which is due to the cultural markedness of the representatives, forming
the concept ‘time’. This means that, along with translation space, there is translation
time as a linguo-cultural category, and their totality produces a translation chronotop.
From the translation time point of view, there are temporal meanings distinguished,
which manifest themselves differently in the original and target texts. Temporal
meaning is the actual, cultural value of time for different subjects of translation
communication. Temporal meaning is the actual, cultural value of time for different
subjects of translation communication. It is not a question of objective measurement
of time, but of subjective perception by the individual, which is reflected in the
language. For example, the expression ‘dvaqaca noqi’ (two o’clock in themorning)
in Russian will have the form ‘deux heures du matin’ in French (literally: ‘dva qaca
ytpa’ (two o’clock in the morning). At the same time in French, there are words
‘jour, mati, nuit, soir’ (day, morning, night, evening).

This system of interacting, mutually intersecting temporal-spatial meanings
functions in the translation space, which we regard as a synergetic model of
translation.

According to the concept we are developing, translation takes place in the process
of transposing meanings from one linguo-culture to another, and the result of trans-
lation is such a text that becomes a fact of the host culture, i.e. the recipient perceives
the translation as natural, made in the mother tongue.

The key idea of our concept is based on the synergetic ideology first articulated
by Haken for natural sciences [8] and later developed by other scientists [9, 10].
In our research, we have relied on the results of synergetic studies in the field of
linguistics [11–13]. The study of the achievements in synergetics, as well as the
formation of a synergetic worldview, has enabled us to put forward the idea that
meaning transposition in translation represents fundamentally a synergetic process.

The synergetics of translation studies self-development and self-organization of
heterogeneous explicit-implicit meanings in the translation space of texts and/or
discourses of interacting languages and cultures, and the translation itself appears
as a system, the cognitive mechanism of which is meanings synergy. The result of
the synergetic effect is the increment of new meanings that are acceptable in the
host culture. In this case, the translation is considered harmonious, which implies
recognition of semantic harmony between the source and translation texts.

We have introduced the category of harmony into the system of translation quality
assessment, where on the opposite pole there is disharmony between source and
translated texts. The traditional criteria of adequacy and equivalence occupy an
intermediate position.

As the analysis of empirical material, as well as our pedagogical and translation
practices, has shown, the achievement of translation adequacy and/or equivalence is
not sufficient to make the text of translation a fact of another culture or even enrich it.
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There needs to be another parameter to assess the quality of the translation. Thus, we
have chosen the category of harmony as the axiomatic dominant of translation, the
ideal the translator should aspire to. But theremay be errors and inconsistencies in the
translation process which we have referred to as disharmony. As a result, a system
has been established to evaluate the quality of translation, including disharmony,
adequacy, equivalence and harmony.

The self-organization of translation space is manifested in the fact that the rela-
tionships between semantic fields are not rigidly deterministic, but probabilistic.
This means that, in each case, a unique configuration of translation space emerges,
due to a combination of linguo-mental, linguo-cultural, intra-intertextual and intra-
interdiscursive factors. This also means that there may be an infinite number of
harmonious translations. And if it is true that ‘manuscripts do not burn’, then the
fact that translations are obsolete is undeniable. Translation as a synergetic process
captures the interaction and interpenetration of national consciousness, languages
and cultures into its orbit.

We see translation space not only as an abstract translation model based on a
system of arguments that reveal the patterns of synergetic processes but mainly as
a reliable empirical model, components of which guide the translator’s cognitive
activity.

The results of research on KT in translation process are particularly significant in
this paper. Demyankov defines the KT as follows: ‘In translation studies, the termKT
is used in the meaning “transfer” of some sign as an element of some sign structure
and as a potential of form and function being an element of another sign structure’
[14, p. 6].

We can conclude that translation maneuvers can be presented in the form of trans-
lation strategies inherent in a certain type of text. We are interested in the translation
strategies of the technical text used by the translator-linguist. The thesis study of
Ushakova carried out under our supervision [15] is dedicated to this problem.

The author of the thesis was able to identify a textual category of technicity, as
a means of reflecting technical knowledge in the professional technical/philological
thinking of communicators. The technical knowledge acquired by participants in a
communicative situation is considered on the one hand, from the point of view of the
subjects: author–expert, translator–non-expert, recipient–expert, non-expert, semi-
expert; on the other hand, from the point of view of the text typology: technical text
as such (technical documents) and technical text of a mixed type (scientific-technical
and advertising-technical texts).

Ushakova has developed a situation-reflective model of translation decision
making, based on the interaction of algorithm and heuristics.

Taking into account that the technical text is, in principle, difficult for a translator-
linguist, who quite often does not have a command of vocational subject content, its
categorical-conceptual apparatus and, above all, terminological vocabulary of tech-
nical communication [16], we assumed that Ushakova’s model of technical trans-
lation, presented through the prism of the KT concept in the view of translation
synergy, will outline not only the strategy of technical translation but also some of
the linguo-cognitive mechanisms of the translator’s verbal and cogitative activities.
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4 Results and Discussions

In the course of empirical analysis, we relied on the synergetic model of transla-
tion—translation space, as well as the key concept of the situation-reflective model
of translation decision-making, represented in the work of Ushakova—the textual
category of technicity. We suggested that this would allow us to talk about the imple-
mentation of a synergetic strategy of transferring technical knowledge from one
linguistics culture to another.

Our analysis will be based, on the one hand, on the identification of a text trans-
lation macro-strategy according to which the text as a whole can be considered to be
harmonious, and on a micro-strategy translation assuming that separate parts of the
text can be harmonious, while others are equivalent or adequate. There have not been
noticed any cases of discordant translation in the test material. We have assumed and
repeatedly stated before that from a general theoretical point of view, the entire text
from the beginning to the end cannot be translated harmoniously.

Let us look at a technical text from the IT field. A copy of the source text is
provided in French and its translation in Russian (with English version).

Depuis le lancement de l’iPhone par la célèbre firme de Cupertini, il ne se passe
pas une année sans qu’on nous annonce que cette fois-ci pas de doute, c’est bien
l’année du mobile. Smartphones de plus en plus performants, explosion du nombre
d’applications dans les stores, avènement des tablettes; le marché de la mobilité
a été l’un des plus dynamiques de ces 10 dernières années. Et 2015 a marqué un
tournant pour les investissements publicitares tant attendus.

Pocle togo kak odna nebezyzvectna� kompani� iz Kypeptino
vypyctila a�fon, ka�dy� god my clyxim, qto imenno on ctanet
godom mobil�nyx texnologi�. Blagodap� pacxipeni� vozmo�nocte�
cmaptfonov, ogpomnomy koliqectvy ppilo�eni� i pocty popyl�pnocti
planxetov, pynok mobil�nyx texnologi� ctal odnim iz camyx
byctpopazviva�wixc� pynkov za poclednee dec�tiletie. I v 2015
gody nactypil pepexodny� moment dl� dolgo�dannyx peklamnyx
invectici�.

After a famous company in Cupertino released an iPhone, every year we hear
that it’s going to be the year of mobile technology. Thanks to the expansion of
smartphones, a huge number of applications, and the growing popularity of tablets,
the mobile technology market has become one of the fastest-growing markets in
the last decade. And in 2015 came the moment of transition for the long-awaited
advertising investments.

Let us analyse this translation from a macro-strategic point of view. The trans-
lation of the technical text will be harmonious when the translator can recreate the
technicity category, which can be predicted while formulating a translation task,
being compressed knowledge of the linguistic and extralinguistic components of the
source text. In other words, the transfer of technical knowledge during translation
is carried out primarily at the macro-level, which is evaluated on the basis of the
identification of a technicity textual category.
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This process takes place in the translation space,where the translator’s field and the
individual-imaginative meaning formed therein play a special role. In our previous
works, we stated that the unit of meaning in translation is the image-gestalt appearing
in the translator’s mind [17]. Researchers’ reference to the nature of the concept
showed that it is conceptualization and categorization that give rise in the language
consciousness to concepts that are verbalized in the text as their lexical representa-
tives. Given this we can say that the conceptual image of the original is formed in
the translator’s mind, and the image is also verbalized in the text. It is the conceptual
image as a compressed expression of the text meaning that will enable the translator
to formulate the translation task of a particular text. In this case, it can look like
this: an ever-growing market for iPhones, tablets, different applications mean an
on-coming period of mobile technology.

When analysing the text of the translation, we note that this translation task has
been reflected in the text, and consequently the translator has managed to recreate
the technicity category. This means that the text of the translation is harmonious
on the macro-level as a result of macro-strategy use. Micro-strategies for technical
translation are determined by examining the complexities of structural and semantic
elements of the text and identifying possible ways to overcome them.

Let us analysemicro-strategies using another technical text from the same IT area.
The original fragment is like this:

Sopra Banking Amplitude est une solution qui s’appuie sur un traitement automa-
tisé, et qui offre une disponibilité multi-canal 24/7. Au travers d’une démarche
d’urbanisation renforcée Sopra Banking Amplitude est le Coeur de une votre système
d’information bâti sur des concepts durables. Votre solution évolue au rythme de
votre dévelopement stratégique.

The translated part is below:
Sopra Banking Amplitude �vl�etc� pexeniem, ocnovannym na

avtomatiqecko� obpabotke dannyx i ppedlagaet kpyglocytoqny�
mnogokanal�ny� pe�im paboty (24/7). Icpol�zy� cepvic-
opientipovanny� apxitektypy, Sopra Banking Amplitude ctanovitc�
cepdcem vaxe� infopmacionno� cictemy, poctpoenno� c yqetom
dolgovpemennyxpepcpektiv. Baxe pexenie pazvivaetc�v cootvetctvii
c vaxe� ctpategie�.

Sopra Banking Amplitude is a solution based on automated data processing
and offers round-the clock (24/7) multi-channel availability. Through an enhanced
urbanization approach Sopra Banking Amplitude is the heart of your information
system built on long-term concepts. Your solution evolves according to your strategic
development.

We will analyse the micro-strategies of the translation from the position of tech-
nical knowledge transfer in translation space. To do this, we need to identify the diffi-
culties encountered by translators and the opportunities they have used to achieve
harmony.

From a theoretical point of view, in the translation space of a technical text,
these difficulties can be found in all its fields: in a semantic field where the main
difficulty is the translation of terms and special abbreviations, as well as the names of
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organizations and firms; in the author-expert field, dealing with the terms in question
with a certain intended meaning and sense; in the fatal field, where complexity
depends on differences in the interpretation of the same terms in different cultures,
and the task of the translator is to harmonize them with the host culture norms; in the
field of the expert-recipient, as well as the recipient-non-expert, who is predicted by
the translator, but who can put in the translated terms the values similar to those of
the author as well as different to them; in the field of a translator—non-expert in the
technical sphere of communication, in whose consciousness a conceptual image is
generated; in the energy field which reflects non-verbal elements of a text (graphical
elements, diagrams, drawings, tables, screenshots of screens, etc.). As we can see,
each field of translation space can contain its complexities and meanings which the
translator obtains, and only the synergy of meanings, accompanied by the increment
of new, significantmeanings for a host culture, will lead to its harmonious translation.

Our attention has been drawn to the following translation solution, which is
undoubtedly a successful example to overcome the difficulties of understanding
and translating special terminology. In the original version, we read Au travers
d’une une démarche d’urbanisation renforcée… The translator presents this idea
as follows: Icpol�zy� cepvic-opientipovanny� apxitektypy… (Using a
service-oriented architecture…).

First of all, it is worth explaining that the meanings of the original terms have been
redefined by the translator, which led to the creation of a synergetic effect and further
harmonious translation since the terms perfectly fit into the technical term system
of the Russian language. In this case, it is a terminological complexity, which we
mentally observe both in the meaningful field of translation space and in the field of
the author. Comparing these fragments of the original and its translation, we note that
the translator did not use adequate vocabulary matches, did not rely on translation
equivalents, but managed to form a conceptual image of the source text in the mind,
and then to verbalize this image in translation.

In the same fragment, the translator harmoniously translated the combination ‘une
disponibilité multi-canal 24/7’ as follows: ‘kpyglocytoqny� mnogokanal�ny�
pe�im paboty (24/7)’ (round-the clock 24-h multichannel operating mode).
Due to the absence of the word ‘day’ in French, the notation 24/7 is used. The
translator not only translated this combination with the word ‘round-the-clock’
(‘kpyglocytoqny�’), but also left the notation in the Russian translation, which
is, in our opinion, superfluous.

We have thus observed the implementation of macro-strategies and micro-
strategies for the translation of the technical text, which provides a reliable transfer
of knowledge in the technical sphere of communication. As is shown above, these
strategies are based on the cognitive speaking-thinking activity of the translator,
which is aimed at forming in their mind a conceptual image of the text as a unit
of meaning analysis, and then on synergy and harmonization of meanings in the
translation space.

In previous examples, we analysed technical texts translated by translators-
linguists. Now there is an abstract of the technical text in French and its transla-
tion by a graduate student who specializes in the same subject area. The title of the
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original text is ‘Développement d’un nouveau capteur de gaz basé sur la détection
à large bande micro-onde’ (‘Development of a new gas sensor based on microwave
broadband detection’). The original text of the abstract is

Résumé
Nous présentons une méthode originale de détection de gaz. Notre capteur se

compose d’un materiau sensible introduit dans une structure coaxiale. Un champ
électromagnetique (micro-onde) émis à travers le capteur par un alalyseur de réseau
vectoriel sollicite le materiau sensible soumis à gaz. La variation de la réponse du
capteur observé est due aux variations des propriétés diélectriques du materiau
sensible induite par l’absorbtion du gaz. L’étude fait apparaître que le capteur à
base d’oxyde SrTiO3 est quantitatif et selectif pour trois gaz différents (eau, étanol,
toluène).

The translated text is
My ppedctavl�em opiginal�ny� metod obnapy�eni� gaza. Hax

datqik coctoit iz qyvctvitel�nogo matepiala, zakl�qennogo v
koakcial�ny� ctpyktypy. �lektpomagnitnoe pole (mikpovolnovoe),
izlyqaemoe qepez datqik pocpedctvom analizatopa vektopnyx
cepe�, vozde�ctvyet na qyvctvitel�ny� matepial, podvep�enny�
vozde�ctvi� gaza. Pazliqi� v nabl�daemo� peakcii datqika obyclovleny
izmeneni�mi di�lektpiqeckix cvo�ctv qyvctvitel�nogo matepiala
pod vozde�ctviem abcopbcii gaza. Iccledovanie pokazyvaet, qto datqik
na ocnove okcida SrTiO3 �vl�etc� koliqectvennym i celektivnym dl�
tpex pazliqnyx gazov (voda, �tanol, tolyen).

We present an original method of gas detection. Our sensor consists of a sensi-
tive material encased in a coaxial structure. The electromagnetic field (microwave)
emitted through the sensor through a vector circuit analyser acts upon the sensitive
material exposed to the gas. The difference in the observed sensor response is due
to changes in the dielectric properties of the sensitive material when exposed to gas
absorption. The study shows that the oxide-based sensor SrTio3 is quantitative and
selective for three different gases (water, ethanol, toluene).

We will analyse the ways to express technicity category in translation. At the
grammatical level, the text does not present difficulties, as it consists mainly of
simple sentences. Special technical terms are presented at the lexical level, which
shows that the text of the translation is oriented towards the targeted recipients-
specialists in applied physics. The text uses both general technical terms: ‘détection
de gaz’ (obnapy�enie gaza, gas detection), ‘capteur’ (datqik, sensor), ‘mate-
riau’ (matepial, material), ‘l’absorbtion’ (abcopbci�, absorption), ‘proprieties’
(cvo�ctva, properties, etc.) and special terms: ‘structure coaxiale’ (koakcial�ny�
ctpyktypy, coaxial structure), ‘étanol’ (�tanol, ethanol), ‘toluene’ (tolyen,
toluene, etc.). The text contains an attitudinal vocabulary ‘une méthode origi-
nale quantitatif et selectif’ (opiginal�ny� koliqectvenny� i celektivny�
metod, quantitative and selective method) to reveal the characteristics of the tech-
nical product. Concerning synergetic effect arising in the translation process, we state
that only a technical specialist could translate the commonly used word ‘réponse’
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(literally ‘otvet’ (answer) as ‘peakci�’ (response), when it is a question of ‘sensor
response’.

Evaluating the technical translation performed by the specialist in general, we
note that it is harmonious because the technicity category is also reflected here
and is understood by the Russian-speaking recipient. We believe that harmony in
technical text translation is manifested when it comes to the expression of a text-
based technicity category and the achievement of synergetic effect. It is conceivable,
however, that some parts of the text have been translated adequately and equivalently.

So according to the synergetic concept of translation that we are developing, the
modelling of translation actions is not linear, and we relate it to the traditional criteria
for achieving qualitative translation—adequate or equivalent translation, but «vector-
like», i.e. the result of a differently directed movement of translator’s thoughts:
to the understanding and transposition of meanings both in text fields and in the
fields of translation communication subjects, i.e. the combination of texto-centric
and anthropocentric approaches, which we relate to the translation harmony.

The key idea of our work is that translation space is created by the translator.
Innovation in any field, including translation, is carried out by a creative linguistic
persona. In this regard, we believe that the study of KT in translation, based on the
subject of translation communication, is also promising.

5 Conclusion

In this article, we have attempted to link the current problem of technical KT with
the translation of a text in the view of cognitive synergetic paradigm.

Our research is based on the synergetic concept of translation—the translation
space, which is a heterogeneous space of meanings that the translator studies to
harmoniously transpose these meanings into another language and another culture.
We have focused on technical communication and technical culture, which is
embodied in different ways in the culture of people, in the professional culture of
specialists who are experts in their field but who turn to translators-linguists (not
experts) in certain situations. The transfer of technical knowledge during transla-
tion is carried out successfully, provided the translator masters synergetic method-
ology and understands the text components forming the technicity category. This
process can be analysed by identifying macro- and micro-strategies for translation
that lead to harmonious translation and reliable transfer of technical knowledge,
which eventually results in the technical progress of interacting linguo-cultures.
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User Experience Framework
for Teachers Using Mobile Technologies
in Resource-Constrained Environments

N. R. Makama, C. J. van Staden , and A. Botha

Abstract The use of mobile technologies at schools in teaching and learning
is emerging, enabling teaching and learning to happen anywhere anytime. CSIR
implemented a project in resource-constrained environments schools specifically in
Gauteng, Limpopo andNorthwest Province in SouthAfrica. Teachers were trained to
use mobile technologies in teaching and learning. The study focussed on identifying
the components and factors that may have an influence on the user experience (UX)
of teachers using mobile technologies in a resource-constrained environment. The
study used an explorative qualitative research strategy to explore the users’ opinions,
beliefs and perception through a questionnaire, where a thematic analysis approach
was applied to analyse the qualitative data. The paper proposes a user experience
conceptual framework for teachers using mobile technologies.

Keywords User experience ·Mobile technology · Context · Resource-constrained
environments · User experience components · Teachers · ICT in education

1 Introduction

The use of information and communication technology (ICT) has emerged globally.
The occurrence of ICT is believed to have influenced the development of society
including schooling [1]. Internet and mobile technologies are considered ICT tools,
making it possible for schools to access e-education using mobile technologies in
teaching and learning anywhere anytime [2, 3]. Access to technology in schools is
not only limited to urban schools, it also includes the schools located in rural areas.
According to Chinapah and Odero [2] education has the potential to improve devel-
opment in rural areas, hence the importance of education transformation in rural
schools. “Rural schools are based in rural environments and are considered to be
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resource-constrained environments, because they often lack proper road infrastruc-
ture, have low tele-connectivity, market growth is very low and have a low income”
[4, 5]. Further limitations include limited access to electricity, low levels of literacy,
a lack of infrastructure, lack of technology and technical constraints, all of which
require people to be innovative [3].

There’s a challenge in the adoption of the use of technologies in schools,
compounded by the lack of infrastructure, shortage of qualified teachers capable
of using the technology, technophobic teachers and lack of experienced teachers in
using the technologies for teaching and learning [6]. As mobile technology becomes
increasingly used in schools, and teachers are expected to conduct teaching and
learning in the classrooms using mobile technologies, it is important to ensure that
teachers are comfortable with usingmobile technologies and that the user experience
(UX) of teachers using mobile technologies is enhanced. Negative user experiences
have been reported and have led to limited participation and engagement, resulting in
the ineffective utilisation of the expected pedagogical gains and organisational bene-
fits as well as the abandonment of using technologies [7]. As a result, it is suggested
that the UX of the teachers be acknowledged in order to provide an optimal learning
environment [8]. It is against this backdrop that the following research question has
been identified:What are the components and factors of user experience that are rele-
vant to teachers using mobile technologies in resource-constrained environments?
By exploring the user experience of teachers using mobile technologies in resource-
constrained environments, in Gauteng, North West and Limpopo the ICT4E project
was implemented in rural schools. The paper will present a literature review, research
methodology followed and the findings in an attempt to answer the research question.

2 Literature Review

In 2016, the South Africa’s Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR)
signed an agreement with the Department of Rural Development and Land Reform
(DRDLR) for the implementation of the Information Communication and Tech-
nology for Education (ICT4E) project in rural schools, with the aim of incorporating
the use of mobile technology in teaching and learning [9]. The project was imple-
mented in 24 rural schools in 7 of the 9 provinces in South Africa. The provinces
included Limpopo, Gauteng and North West [10]. The IDEA lab at the University
of the Free State was appointed to facilitate the training of teachers through a short
learning programme known as the teacher professional development (TPD) course
[11]. The TPD course included skills, knowledge and strategy improvement in ICT,
where teachers were trained to use the mobile technologies (tablets) in teaching and
learning and were awarded certificates for completing the course [12].

Training teachers to use mobile technologies in the classroom is important, and
therefore, teachers are expected to apply their technical skills effectively when using
the technology at schools [9]. The user experience of the teachers who participated in
the ICT4E needs to be evaluated with an intention to identify factors that may have an
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influence on the use of mobile technologies in a resource-constrained environment.
The following topics are covered in this section: the conceptualisation of UX and
the components of UX, exploring the UX components, user, system, and context
components.

2.1 User Experience

User experience provides factors that are used to determine theUXof the user such as
emotions, attitude, perceptions and the user’s expectations [13, 14]. As the teachers
apply their skills in using the technology in the classrooms one should also take into
consideration the “beliefs, attitude and anxiety levels of teachers when integrating
mobile technology into their classrooms” [9].

According to Kaasinen et al. [15] UX is a distinctive concept, as it can be explored
based on what the researcher wants to focus on. As distinctive as is the concept
of UX, there’s no agreement on the definition of UX; it is viewed from different
perspectives because each product or system may have different goals for UX [16–
18]. User experience is defined as “the degree of positive or negative emotions that
can be experienced by a specific user in a specific context during and after product
use and that motivates for further usage” [19]. User experience is described by the
International Organisation for Standardisation’s current ISO standard 9241-11 on
ergonomics of human–system interaction as “a person’s perception and responses
resulting from the use and/or anticipated use of a product, system or service” [20].

The concept of UX is known to have several different definitions by various
researchers [21–25]. These definitions share common denominators which were
identified as components, namely user, system, environment or context.

Kuniasky [23] simplifies the concept of UX, as being used to evaluate the effec-
tiveness and efficiency of a system through the user’s feedback by way of emotions,
behaviour, attitude, expectations and perception of the system. This study adopted the
definitions proposed by Santo [19] and Scapin [26], which state that characteristics
such as perception, emotions, attitude, behaviour and expectations are incorporated
when users interact with the system, which results in a UX being formed. In general,
UX is about evaluating the system through the user’s feedback when interacting or
after interacting with the system. In this study, the system that is of interest is mobile
technology.

2.2 Exploring the UX Components

Every system is designed for a different purpose, hence the UX in all systems may
also differ; as a result, the components of each system may differ depending on the
purpose of the system [16]. A “component” is defined as “any element of context
[used] to combine the previously used terms of factors, components, dimensions,
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aspects, state, and environment to under same umbrella” [27]. For the purposes of
this study, the word “components” will be used as defined above and factors will be
used to refer to the subcomponents. UX factors “can be used to describe the situation
in which a person felt a particular UX” [28]. For the purposes of this study, the
characteristics of the factors will be interrelated to the factors that affect components
of the UX. Various literature works have identified different UX components. Table 1
shows the explicitly identified components andTable 2 shows the implicitly identified
components.

Table 1 Explicitly identified UX components

References Identified components Factors linked to the components

[29] Framework identified the influential
components of UX, namely user,
product, environment and designer

The identified components illustrate the
user–product–environment interaction,
which is equivalent to the
teacher–technologies–school structure.
Perception, expectations, hedonic were
also identified in the framework as
relevant to UX evaluation

[30] Established the three design
components framework, namely
compositional, aesthetic and the
aspect of meaning

Related factors: usability, behavioural
characteristics, satisfaction, aesthetic,
perception and emotions relevant to the
evaluation of the UX of the teachers

[31] The framework identified the system
component

The factors that were identified as
influencing the UX in relation to the
system component include useful, usable,
desirable, valuable, findable, accessible,
credible

[32] The framework identified three
components of UX, namely
emotional user reaction,
instrumental quality perception
and non-instrumental perception
which occurred when there is an
interaction

Factors of the identified components such
as efficiency, flexibility and usability are
suitable for evaluating the technologies,
behaviour, emotions and perceptions, and
were used to evaluate the teachers’ UX of
technologies

[33] The framework demonstrates the
interaction with the product in a
particular context. The components
user, product and context were
identified

Factors include experience, expectations,
skills, usability, aesthetic characteristics
and contexts where the interaction occurs.
These factors are suitable for the
evaluation of the UX of teachers at
schools using the technologies

[34] The factors identified in the
framework are user, system and
context

Factors include attitudes, expectation,
knowledge and motivation. The product
includes people, infrastructure and
services involved during interaction. The
social context includes physical context
and task context
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Table 2 Implicitly identified UX components

Reference Identified UX components Factors linked to the UX components

[22] User, system, context The user’s internal state includes
expectations, motivation, mood and
predispositions. The characteristics of the
system: functionality, usability,
complexity and motive. The environment
where interaction occurs: organisation,
voluntariness of use

[34] User, social factors, cultural factors,
context of use, product

The state of the user includes mental and
physical state, which influences the user’s
perception. The product, infrastructure
involved during interaction. The
environment where interaction occurs,
social and temporal factors. The influence
other people have concerning the user’s
expectations or willingness to participate
in social situations

[34] User, context, system The user’s mental state includes attitudes,
expectation, knowledge and motivation.
The product, people, infrastructure,
services involved during interaction. The
social context, physical context and task
context

[28] User, system, context, social,
aesthetic

The user’s mental and physical state
includes motivation to use the system,
mood and expectations. The properties of
the designed system influence the user’s
perception. UX depends on where
interaction occurs. Different contexts:
physical, social, task, information and
technical context

[35] Aesthetic pleasure, semantic
interpretation, emotional response

Cognitive response: product is perceived
through senses such as pleasure,
subjectivity and objectivity. Affective
response: moods, feelings in response to
the interaction with the product. Involves
the attributes of the product such as the
shape, colour and qualities of the product
(performance, function)

[26] Aesthetics, emotions, observing,
questionnaires, heuristics

Involves psychological and social
measurement of the user, also
physiological measurement (heart rate,
skin response, eye tracking). Emotions
such as feelings, behaviour
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This study acknowledged the three components: user, system and context, as the
dominant components in the literature reviewed. It is understood that the evaluation
of UX is incomplete without these components [36]. Therefore, this study adopted
the three components:

• User component

In the UX context, a “user” is defined as a person who interacts with the system,
where factors such as the user’s needs, expectation,motivation, perception andmental
state are evoked during and after the interaction [28, 37]. Another definition of user
“refer[s] to the entity (individual or social group) interacting with the product” [38].
Users are at the centre of the UX, as UX is evaluated through the user’s response
after interacting with the system, and without the user, there is no UX [39]. For the
purposes of this study, the researcher referred to the user as the teacher.

• System component

A system is described as “the application or device under examination which the
people interact with” [38]. “A system is sometimes considered as a product or as
the services it provides” [20]. The system is amongst the foremost components
and UX is not complete without it. For UX to occur, there must be an interaction
between a user and the system [39]. This study used the term “system” to refer to
mobile technologies. Mobile technologies are mobile devices that enable a user to
move around and include devices such as tablets, PDAs, smartphones and portable
computers [40].

• Context component

Context refers to the physical environment where the user interacts with the system
[22, 28]. According to [2], context can be either an object, person or place that forms
part of the interaction between the user and the system. In a situation where the user
uses mobile technologies as a tool to access information, context can be understood
as the location of use, which includes the physical place and social conditions where
the interaction occurs [2]. For this study, the context being the school (resource-
constrained environment).

The objective of this literature study was to explore the UX components with
the aim of identifying the factors that may affect the UX of the teachers using
mobile technologies in resource-constrained environments. Three components—
user, system and context—were identified, including the subcomponents (factors)
of each component. The literature study guided the design of the conceptual frame-
work. The conceptual framework makes it easier for the researcher to define the
concept of the problem under investigation by showing the variables’ relationship
using a graphical or narrative technique [41]. Table 3 illustrates the summary of the
conceptual framework, constructed from various literary works.
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Table 3 Conceptual framework summary

Components Subcomponents—factors References

User: teachers Needs, perceptions, attitude,
expectation and experiences

[25, 28, 31, 32, 35, 38, 42–46]

System: mobile technologies Usability, hedonic and
aesthetic attributes,
functionality, control and
ownership, flexibility,
credibility, valuable, desirable,
technological skills, critical
thinking, problem-solving
skills, creativity and qualified
teachers

[6, 12, 26, 31, 35, 42, 47–53]

Context: resource-constrained
environment

Physical context, social
context, task context, technical
and information context, policy
implementation and training

[5, 6, 27, 33, 37, 39, 48, 54,
54–56]

3 Research Methodology

An explorative qualitative research strategy was implemented in this research, as
explorative research focusses on exploring the phenomenon with the aim of identi-
fying the problem and gaining insight. The aim of using an explorative qualitative
strategy is to identify the variables that may be the source of the problem. Explo-
rative research complements qualitative research, as qualitative research enables the
researcher to explore the study and answers the explorative questions [57]. According
to Kalu and Bwalya, qualitative research is used in a human behavioural field in
exploring the experiences of the human, beliefs, values and culture through the in-
depth exploration of the literature, therefore qualitative research is useful in exploring
a complex phenomenon [58].

Explorative research is explored qualitatively using qualitative data collection
methods [57, 59]. Qualitative research enables participants to express their perspec-
tives, beliefs, opinions and experiences [60]. This research strategy is relevant to the
study as the perspective, belief, opinion and experience of the teachers are impor-
tant. A questionnaire was distributed to 45 teachers, of which 30 teachers responded
and only 27 completed questionnaires were used because three of the questionnaires
were spoilt. Data were collected through open-ended and closed-ended questions to
get the participants’ opinions about the identified factors that may have an influence
on the UX of the teachers using mobile technologies. The factors resulting from the
literate study are presented in a conceptual framework.
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4 Data Analysis and Findings

Factors that are considered to have an influence on the UX of teachers were identified
in the literature study; therefore examining the teachers’ perception, beliefs and
opinions about the factors may contribute to answering the research question. The
questions that were used in a questionnaire were piloted and tested by four experts in
the field of UX andmobile technologies testing if the questions were understandable,
transparent and equitable for the participants. The questionnaire consisted of four
sections: A, B, C and D. Section A was used to collect the demographic information
of the participants, while Sections B, C andDwere in relation to the components user,
system and context with its factors, respectively. The purpose of Sections B, C and
D was to find out how the factors of the components influence the participants when
using mobile technologies in teaching and learning activities in resource-constrained
environments. A five-point Likert scale was used in Sections B, C and D (1 =
Strongly agree, 2 = Agree, 3 = Not sure, 4 = Disagree and 5 = Strongly disagree).
Teachers were also expected to comment next to each question, to gain insight and
for qualitative analysis. A total of 27 responses were used to analyse the data.

The participants were aged between 21 and over 50, where the majority of partic-
ipants (44%) rated themselves as highly skilled or average. Seventeen (17) of the
participants were female and ten (10) males.

This study applied the thematic analysis, using the Atlas.ti tool to analyse the raw
data and manage the collected data, using codes and themes [60]. Data were tran-
scribed verbatim to ensure that the participant’s responses were not misinterpreted. A
total of 27 participants’ scripts were uploaded to the Atlas.ti tool, where quotations,
codes and themes were linked to the documents and produced the network diagram
that is used to present the analysed data visually.

The participants’ feedback revealed whether they agreed with the literature study
or not, where all factors were tested in a questionnaire. As it has already been
mentioned that the study used a five-point Likert scale, in this scenario the results
interpreted indicate either agree or disagree (where strongly agree and agree results
are combined, same with strongly disagree and disagree results).

4.1 Results: User (Teacher)

Ninety-two percent (92%) agreed that technologies need to be user-friendly (ease of
use). Teacher-2 indicated that “ease of use to teachers is very important to improve
learners’ skills”. Ninety-two percent (92%) agreed that they perceive technologies
as useful in teaching and learning. Teacher-23 agrees that “[p]ositive perception will
build confidence in the teacher”. Approximately ninety-six percent (96%) agreed
(10) or agreed (16) that the attitude of the teacher towards the use of the technologies
is very important. Teacher-7 said that “[o]nce the teacher is positive also the learners
will have a positive attitude”. Ninety-six percent (96%) strongly agreed that the
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experience of teachers when using the technologies at school is very important.
Seventy percent (70%) disagreed that gender influences the experience of teachers
when using mobile technologies at school. Sixty-three percent (63%) disagreed that
age influenced the use of technologies at school. Teacher-8 indicated “No gender
equity in technology” and Teacher-20 “Age is not an aspect to influence usage of
tablets”. Sixty-three percent expect the use of technologies to support their teaching
needs. Teacher-23 expected the technologies to “reduce the workload”.

4.2 Results: System (Mobile Technologies)

Eighty-three percent (83%) agreed that they find the use of technologies efficient.
Teachers’ feedback: “The easier the tablet, the more efficiently they can be used”.
Eighty-one percent (81%) agreed that the visual attributes of the technologies do have
an influence on the user experience of the teachers. Seventy percent (70%) agreed that
functionalities are supposed to be easily accessible. Teacher-7 indicated “I’m very
satisfied with the functions of the tablets.” Teacher-14 indicated that the appearance
influences their use of the technology: “the appearance and features influence the use
of technology”. Eighty-nine percent (89%) agreed that having control and ownership
motivates the teachers to navigate the technologies freely. Teacher-2 felt that their
“information is confidential”. Ninety-six percent (96%) agreed that the flexibility of
the technologies gives them the ability to work anywhere. Teacher-7 reported that
the technology “works everywhere doesn’t keep the teacher at hostage”. Hundred
percent (100%) agreed that the technologies should be reliable. Teacher-23 said
that “results produced by the tablets must be valid”. Eighty-nine percent (89%)
agreed that the use of technologies adds value to teaching and learning. Teacher-
9: “tablets add value to my lesson, they are valuable”. Eighty-nine percent (89%)
expect that the technologies should be pleasing to interact with. Teacher-14: “[i]f
its attractive to use, they’ll be enjoyable to use them”. Ninety-six percent (96%)
agreed that teachers should know how to operate the technologies for teaching and
learning purposes. Teacher-4: “4th Industrial revolution technology is on the way,
more training for all the teachers is required”. Ninety-two percent (92%) agreed
that teachers need critical thinking skills to use the technologies. Teacher-24 agreed
that “[c]ritical thinking is required”. Fifty-five percent (55%) disagreed that they
should have problem-solving skills to work on technical tasks in teaching. Teacher-
9: “[t]eachers are not technicians”. One hundred percent (100%) agreed (8) that
creative skills are required to apply knowledge when using technologies. Teacher-
15: “[r]equired to think creative in order to apply knowledge”. One hundred percent
(100%) agreed that teachers’ professional development is important to accelerate the
use of technologies at schools. Teacher-1: “[d]evelopment is important to accelerate
the use of tablets”.
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4.3 Results: Context (Resource-Constrained
Environment-School)

Ninety-two percent (92%) agreed that the environment where teaching and learning
are happening is important. Teacher-19: “[p]oor environment result in poor experi-
ence in using the tablets at schools”. Seventy-four percent (74%) agreed that instruc-
tions from the school-governing body and/or principals on how the technologies
should be usedmay influence their experience in the use of the technologies. Teacher-
19: “[t]he opinion and instructions from all stake holders’ influence teachers experi-
ence”. Approximately fifty-nine (59%) disagreed that multitasking has an influence
and may negatively affect concentration. Teacher-23: “[t]eacher should be able to
deal with multiple tasks”. Ninety-six percent (96%) agreed that the availability of
ICT services at schools using technologies is important. Teacher-27: “ICT must
provide with service”. Eighty-nine percent (89%) agreed that improper implemen-
tation of ICT frameworks may influence the experience of the use of technologies
in school. Teacher-12: “[s]ome policies work against tablets”. Eighty-nine percent
(89%) agreed that the skills of teachers in ICT are important. Teacher-4: Training is
required “in order to use the gadgets more effectively”.

This evidence supports the theoretical basis of the study [26]; the factors identified
in the literature study are summarised in Table 3. However, the feedback implies that
characteristics of experience factor such as age and gender do not influence the
user experience of the teachers. The problem-solving skills factor is necessary to
have but does not have an influence on resolving the technical issues experienced
with the technologies. The task context characteristic focus is important to have, but
characteristics of task context factor such as multitasking do not affect the use of
technologies in teaching and learning.

Factors such as critical thinking and creativity shared the same characteristic:
Innovative. Since critical thinking has other characteristics that influence the use of
technology, it inherited the innovative characteristic and creativity was excluded.
Factors such as desirable and hedonic share the same characteristics, including
pleasing and attractive. Since hedonic has other characteristics that influence the
use of technology, it inherited the pleasing and attractive characteristics and the
desirable factor was excluded in the revised conceptual framework. The proposed
conceptual framework is presented in Fig. 1.

The outcome of this paper is the conceptual framework presenting the components
and factors that were identified in the literature study, which may have an influence
on the UX of teachers usingmobile technologies at schools for teaching and learning.
The conceptual framework can be used by researchers to identify the concept of the
problems in the study where teachers are using mobile technologies in teaching and
learning in a resource-constrained environment.
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Fig. 1 Proposed conceptual framework

5 Conclusion

It is without a doubt that the use of mobile technology at school is improving and
transforming the learning process in education and it is embraced byboth teachers and
learners. However, the use of technology cannot be fully implemented and adopted in
schools if the user experience of either teachers or learners is negative. The research
to examine the UX of the teachers is necessary and the conceptual framework is
significant in the field of study. It will assist the researchers who are interested in
understanding the factors thatmay influence the use ofmobile technologies in schools
in a resource-constrained environment.
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Two-Phase Approach for Solving
the Rich Vehicle Routing Problem Based
on Firefly Algorithm Clustering
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Abstract The Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP) is an important optimization prob-
lem, the solution of which brings great savings to the company. Finding the optimal
solution is significantly hampered by the introduction of realistic constraints such as
time windows, capacity, customer-vehicle restrictions, and more. The paper presents
a two-phase approach to solving the problem of vehicle routing with the fulfillment
of several realistic conditions. The approach consists of customer clustering based on
the firefly algorithm and process to solve rich VRP based on the created clusters. The
algorithm was implemented in the real world and tested in some of the largest distri-
bution companies in Bosnia and Herzegovina. The algorithm showed quality results
in relation to the previously used methods, and in relation to the manual division of
customers by the distribution manager.
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1 Introduction

Transport management is an important factor in the business of many companies. By
optimizing transportation, significant savings are achieved and the efficiency of the
company is increased. This problem has been the focus of a large amount of research
since the first mention in the 1950s.

Distribution companies have special importance in transport optimization. They
receive hundreds of orders on a daily basis, and it is necessary to deliver orders
in a timely manner to preserve the company’s reputation. Distribution companies
make deliveries from central warehouses called depots. Each distribution center has
a predetermined fleet of vehicles, and a set of customers who need to be delivered
during the day. It is necessary to determine the vehicle that will deliver the order for
each customer, and to determine the exact order of delivery within each vehicle. In
doing so, the goal is to minimize the total cost of transportation. In the literature, the
problem is defined as the Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP), and is considered one of
the most difficult optimization problems in the field of combinatorial optimization.

In practice, there are a number of limitations that significantly reduce optimization
capabilities. Sometimes, finding a feasible solution is a difficult enough task due to
the limited number of vehicles and limited time. Research in the field has recently
focused on solving the problem of realistic vehicle routing, called Rich Vehicle
RoutingProblem (RVRP). The idea is to find effectivemethods of solving problems in
the real world, where all the necessary restrictions (capacity, time windows, delivery
restrictions, etc.) are respected at the same time.

Distribution companies sometimes divide customers into clusters, which can be
used to significantly reduce the complexity of problem-solving. The paper describes
the approach to solving RVRP problems based on two phases: automatic cluster
creation and solving RVRP for each cluster. The implemented approach has been
used in some of the largest distribution companies in Bosnia and Herzegovina, and
contains a number of limitations and experiences collected from everyday use.

The paper consists of five sections. In this section, an introduction is given, and
the motivation for implementing the algorithm is described. In the second section,
a literature review is provided with a focus on the current state of the field. The
third section describes the approach used to implement the solution. The firefly
algorithm is described, and themethod for solving the problemof customer clustering
is described. A proposed algorithm for solving routing problems is also given. In the
fourth section, the results of the proposed approach are described, and a comparison
is made with the results of previously used approaches. The results were tested on
data collected in real warehouses distribution companies in Bosnia and Herzegovina.
The fifth section gives a brief conclusion, and offers guidelines for future research.
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2 Literature Review

The problem of vehicle routing belongs to a class of NP-hard problems for which
no algorithm is known that will find the optimal solution in real time. Therefore, a
number of heuristic and metaheuristic approaches have been implemented to solve
routing problems.

The application of metaheuristic algorithms in the field of logistics is of great
importance for the efficiency of Supply Chain Management (SCM). The ant colony
optimization algorithm was applied to the process of order splitting in the warehouse
[1], while the application of a discrete bat algorithm to solve the problem of order
batching is described in [2]. The mentioned algorithms are improvements to the
earlier described concept of Smart Warehouse Management System (SWMS) [3].

The problem of vehicle routing represents one of the most important problems in
SCM due to the large savings that optimization brings. The field has been extremely
active in recent years. Well-known approaches such as genetic algorithm [4], simu-
lated annealing [5], or Tabu search [6] have yielded successful results in the field.

In the paper [7], different approaches for solving the RVRP are presented. In
[8], the authors describe several applied metaheuristic approaches. The paper offers
a comprehensive overview of problem variants and approaches to solving them in
recent years. The particle swarm optimization algorithm has been implemented to
solve many versions of VRP [9, 10], as well as bat algorithm [11, 12], fireworks
algorithm [13], firefly algorithm (FA) [14–16], and others.

There are a number of cluster-based versions of the problem in the literature. In
[17], the hybrid metaheuristic algorithms were proposed for the clustered vehicle
routing problem. In the paper [18], a cluster-based optimization for the multi-depot
heterogeneous fleet VRPTW is presented. In [19], an approximate two-level algo-
rithm for solving a similar clustered CVRP is proposed.

The cluster-based approach for solving RVRP is described in [20]. The approach
to solving is similar to the approach described in this paper. In the first phase, cus-
tomers are divided into clusters. In the second phase, the clusters are individually
optimized with the aim of reducing complexity and obtaining feasible routes. In [21],
the applications of the firefly algorithm to solve clustering problems are described.
The main significance of the described approach is in reducing the complexity and
fulfilling additional user restrictions.

For distribution companies, customers are often repetitive, and therefore there are
a number of opportunities to improve the input for future algorithm launches.Vehicles
are tracked through a GPS system, and their movements are fully recorded and their
accuracy is ensured [22]. Some of the improvements to vehicle routing algorithms
based onGPS data analysis can be implemented [23, 24]. The application ofmachine
learning techniques and GPS data to improve the unloading time prediction for VRP
is described in [25].
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3 Case Study

The paper describes the approach to solving the problem of vehicle routing in two
phases: the creation of customer clusters and solving a number of routing prob-
lems. It is necessary to provide logistical data on available vehicles (ID, maximum
load—mass and volume, cost per kilometer, working hours), customers (ID, lati-
tude, longitude, ordered mass and volume, unloading time, time window, address),
depot (ID, latitude, longitude), and customer-vehicle restrictions. In the next step,
the distance between each two customers is calculated, as well as between customers
and the depot. Due to the limited number of vehicles available, the primary goal is
to deliver orders to all customers with available fleet and meet all conditions. The
largest cost to the company is the case where certain customers remain undelivered.

3.1 Phase I: Clustering

The problem of automatic clustering was solved using a nature-inspired firefly algo-
rithm (FA) [26]. The intensity of the light emitted by the fireflies affects the attraction.
A lighter firefly always attracts a less bright firefly. The distance between the fireflies
significantly affects the intensity of the light that the other firefly sees. The intensity
of light is most often associated with the objective function.

The pseudocode for the adjusted FA to solve clustering problem is given in Algo-
rithm 1. For successful implementation, it is necessary to determine the number of
clusters, the objective function, the initial population, the distance of the two fireflies,
and the movement operator.

Number of clusters. The total number of clusters was determined based on the
input data. Let the number of clusters be denoted by k. The value of k is calculated
by the formula

k = � c

v · 2� + 1, (1)

where by c the number of customers is denoted and by v the number of vehicles
is denoted. The main idea is to use 2(±1) vehicles per sector. Each cluster will be
determined by a center. Therefore, it is necessary to initialize k coordinates. For each
customer, the corresponding cluster is defined as the cluster with the nearest center.

Objective function. The objective function is calculated as a linear combination
of the total distance of all customers from the centers of the corresponding clusters
divided by the total distance from all customers to all centers, and the difference in
the number of customers in the largest and smallest cluster. The goal is to minimize
the value.

Initial population. For the initial population, each cluster center is chosen as one
random customer. For each firefly, a set of k random customers was selected for the
cluster centers. It is necessary to ensure that the same customer is not selected more
than once.
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Algorithm 1 Firefly Algorithm For Clustering
Input: customers - List of latitude, longitude pairs for each customer distances - Distance matrix

between each pair of customers
Output: Clusters
1: Determine the number of clusters k.
2: Define the objective function f (X) where X = (x1, x2, . . . xk).
3: Generate the initial population of n fireflies xi , where i = 1, n.

4: Formulate the light intensity I as a function of f (X).
5: Define the light absorption coefficient γ .
6: Define the maximum generation number MaxGeneration and the counter t .
7: while t < MaxGeneration do
8: for i = 1 to n do
9: for j = 1 to n do
10: if Ii < I j then
11: Move firefly i towards j
12: end if
13: Vary attractiveness with distance r via exp−γ r
14: Evaluate new solutions and update light intensity
15: end for
16: end for
17: Rank fireflies and find the current global best g∗
18: end while
19: return g∗

Distance and the movement operator. When the firefly xi is moving toward x j ,
for each cluster center a in xi , the closest cluster center b in x j is calculated, and the
center a is moved toward b. After that, the corresponding cluster was determined for
each customer, and for each cluster the center was recalculated as the mean location
(arithmetic mean). The total distance between the two fireflies is equal to the sum of
the previously described distances of the centers.

Other parts of the algorithm and all necessary operators have not been modified
compared to the original FA version as described [26].

3.2 Phase II: Cluster Routing

Once customers are divided into clusters, it is necessary to approach solving a few
minor vehicle routing problems. Routing is done for each individual cluster, which
reduces the routing problem of hundreds of customers to a few simpler routing
problems of several dozen customers, which is a less complex problem, but at the
same time provides quality and feasible solutions.

To begin with, the cluster of customers to which the depot belongs is determined.
Let us mark this cluster with D. Customers from cluster D are used to supplement
routes in other clusters, so that the vehicle capacity is used appropriately. This cluster
is routed last.
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For other clusters, priority is determined. The priority of the cluster can be deter-
mined in several ways, of which in practical use, the best results were given by
the algorithm that first routes the regions with more customers and fewer customer-
vehicle constraints. The complete pseudocode is given in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Firefly Algorithm For Clustering
Input: Clusters CL , customers, depot, vehicles, other constraints
Output: Routes
1: Initialize parameters n, α, β, γ .
2: Define a priority for each cluster CLi , i = 1, k.
3: Sort clusters by priority (higher priority before).
4: Define the objective function fGO AL .
5: for CLi in CL do
6: Get all customers C in sector CLi and free vehicles
7: Set number of vehicles to use (i = 1)
8: while true do
9: Create all combinations V of i free vehicles
10: for v in V do
11: Solve VRP using vehicles v for customers C
12: Update best solution if found
13: end for
14: if best solution feasible then
15: For each vehicle, add customers from D when possible
16: break
17: end if
18: i = i + 1
19: end while
20: end for
21: Try to swap vehicles to reduce cost and return best solution

Once the priorities of the cluster are determined, the complete process contains
several important elements: defining the objective function, solving the VRP with a
given set of vehicles, adds customers to created routes.

Objective function. The objective function minimizes the total cost. For each used
vehicle, the total number of kilometers traveled is calculated, and the obtainednumber
is multiplied by the cost per kilometer. Constraints and other realistic conditions are
included as penalties on the objective function. If any of the restrictions are violated,
the route is declared unfeasible. In this way, the customer’s timewindows and vehicle
working hours are taken into account in solving the problem, as well as the vehicle
load (longer distances are better to drive with a smaller load). Customer-vehicle
constraints are also easily added to the objective function.

VRP solver. One of themost important elements is solving theVRP for a particular
cluster. It is important to note a few facts. The VRP solver is called multiple times for
different vehicle combinations. With each call, the problem is solved with a smaller
number of customers (several dozen), which enables efficient and precise solving
with simple and fast algorithms. Each vehicle is added as a customer, and its initial
location is set to the depot location. The distances between each of the two vehicles
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are set to a large value. Routes are then created using the well-known 2-opt algorithm
for solving the TSP. In addition to this, it is possible to use any VRP or TSP solver
for smaller instances.

Each region can be satisfied by a smaller number of vehicles, as well as that the
number of vehicles considered for a given region can be limited in advance (volume
and mass of customers, vehicle capacity, etc.). Therefore, the number of observed
permutations is small enough to be observed in real time, and not to significantly
affect the efficiency of the algorithm.

Add customers to route. Sometimes, when creating routes within one region, the
vehicle is not loaded enough. In that case, a smaller route is created, the vehicle
is returned to the depot earlier and remains underused. For situations with fewer
vehicles and more customers, such a route can be an insurmountable problem for
finding a feasible solution. Therefore, cluster D has been singled out containing
customers near the depot. These customers are used to complete the route. Of all
the unvisited customers in route, it is necessary to find the customer closest to the
starting and ending point of the route other than the depot. A customer who does not
violate the restrictions by adding to the route is added and the process is repeated.

In addition, four algorithm improvements have been implemented. After com-
pleting all the steps, an additional vehicle check is done and the cost is checked after
swapping each two vehicles. In case the total cost is reduced, the vehicles remain
replaced. If the solution creates a region with a smaller number of customers or a
certain region is on the way from the depot to another region, they are combined. We
say that cluster A is on the way to cluster B from depot X , if the centers of cluster A,
B, and the location of depot X are almost collinear points. In doing so, a deviation
is allowed which is set as an algorithm parameter. Occasionally, regardless of the
addition of routes and the possibility of combining regions, there are cases when the
vehicle is returned to the depot earlier, and the rest of the day would be unused. In
this case, all remaining routes in the region are canceled, a shorter route is saved,
and the vehicle is made available for a new routing. Again, the routing process is
repeated from the observed region, which opens the possibility of multiple routing
of one vehicle and maximum utilization. In case none of the options is satisfied, a
series of fictitious vehicles is created, and the rest of the customers are routed using
those vehicles. The number of fictitious vehicles is equal to the number of clusters
of remaining customers.

4 Results

As mentioned earlier, the described approach has been used in the real world, and
is used by some of the largest distributor companies in Bosnia and Herzegovina.
The approach has emerged through years of experience in solving routing problems.
Through research, multiple approaches have been implemented. Tabu searches gave
up to 10 times slower results compared to the described cluster method. At the same
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Fig. 1 Real-world customers clustering algorithm

time, the solutions often violated the restrictions, which led to the subsequent change
of routes and cases that were difficult to explain to the company’s management.

The clustering approach was implemented subsequently. It was initially based on
manual division by cities. For each cluster, the corresponding cities are determined.
The approach has shown quality results in some cases; however, a major problem has
arisen in complexity in the case of urban regions with a large number of customers.
Subsequently, automatic approaches were implemented that overcame this problem,
and showed generally quality results. Figure1 shows approaches to creating customer
clusters based on the k-means and firefly algorithm. The FA clustering showed the
highest quality results in the case of urban regions.

Implemented approaches were tested for more than 30 days, and the obtained
results are shown in Table1. The firefly algorithmwas run 10 times before the second
step of the algorithm, and the best result was saved. Small deviations in the clustering
process were observed, and the FA showed enviable stability (n = 20, β0 = 1, γ =
0.1, α0 = 1, maxGeneration = 100, and θ = 0.97).

All clustering approaches gave quality results; however, in some routes, the FA
gave better results due to the balanced number of customers by sectors. FAVRP
showed significantly better results compared to other algorithms in urban regions
(e.g., a city with hundreds of customers), where the largest difference was achieved.

5 Conclusion

The paper describes the process of solving the problem of vehicle routing with a
number of realistic constraints. The process consists of two phases. In the first phase,
customers are divided into clusters, and the second phase consists of the process of
routing the vehicle. Clusters are created using the firefly algorithm, while a number
of realistic constraints are observed in the routing process in combination with the
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Table 1 Comparison of firefly algorithm VRP (FAVRP), Tabu search (TS), k-means VRP (KM),
and manual sectors VRP (MVRP)

Observed property Results

Number of days 30

Restriction violation TS for 10 days, others for none

Total time (FAVRP vs. TS) FAVRP 5.6 times faster

Total time (FAVRP vs. KM) FAVRP 20% faster

Total time (FAVRP vs. MVRP) FAVRP 25% faster

Total cost (FAVRP vs. TS) FARP with 7% lower cost for feasible routes

Total cost (FAVRP vs. KM) FARP gave a 14% lower cost

Total cost (FAVRP vs. MVRP) FARP gave a 10% lower cost

2-opt algorithm. The results were tested on real data of distribution companies in
Bosnia and Herzegovina. The significance of the proposed approach is based on the
fact that it respects a number of realistic constraints (timewindows, customer-vehicle
constraints, capacity, driver working hours), and allows routing of a large number of
customers within a reasonable time.

In the future, the implementation of metaheuristic algorithms in the second phase
of the process is planned, as well as the application of other metaheuristic approaches
to solve the problem of clustering.
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Controlled Social Network Adaptation:
Subjective Elements in an Objective
Social World

Jan Treur

Abstract In this paper, the role of subjective elements and control in social network
adaptation is analyzed computationally. In particular, it is analyzed: (1) how the
coevolution of social contagion and bonding by homophily may be controlled by the
persons involved, and (2) how subjective representation states (e.g., what they know)
can play a role in this coevolution and its control. To address this, a second-order
adaptive social networkmodel is presented inwhich persons do have a formof control
over the coevolution process, and in relation to this, their bonding depends on their
subjective representation states about themselves and about each other, and social
contagion depends on their subjective representation states about their connections.

Keywords Controlled social network adaptation · Bonding by homophily

1 Introduction

Social networks often do not only show dynamics within the network but also
dynamics of the network, where the latter is also called network adaptation. These
combined dynamics are sometimes referred to as the coevolution of the network
states and the network connections. An often studied case for social networks is the
coevolution of social contagion (for the dynamics of the network nodes or states)
and bonding by homophily (for the dynamics of the weights of the network connec-
tions). The bonding by homophily adaptation principle expresses how ‘being alike’
strengthens the connection between two persons, also explained as ‘birds of a feather
flock together’ (e.g., [12, 13]).On the other hand, social contagionmakes that network
states affect each other through their connections, which implies that the stronger the
two persons are connected, themore theywill become alike [10]. Thismakes circular,
reciprocal causal relations between the two processes. It has been found in simula-
tions that, as in the real world, the emerging behavior of adaptive network models
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based on the coevolution of these two processes often shows a form of clustering,
segregation or community formation (e.g., [3, 4, 8, 14, 16, 17, 20, 21]).

Usually, as mentioned in the literature, these social processes are considered
without taking into account subjective elements for the persons involved. For
example, do the persons themselves actually know how far they are alike? Do they
have to know that to let the bonding work properly? Do they know their connec-
tions? Are persons able to have some control over their bonding? Or are they just
willless victims of objective social laws independent of what they know or what they
want? Such subjective aspects are lacking in (computational) research on bonding
by homophily as mentioned, as usually these coevolution processes are addressed
exclusively from the perspective of an objective social world. Note that in social
science literature works such as [7, 9, 22] from a wider perspective also the role of
cognitive and cultural interpretation in social dynamics is emphasized.

In the current paper, it is assumed that such subjective elements indeed do matter
and it is analyzed computationally how some of them can play their role in the coevo-
lution process. More specifically, it is analyzed: (1) how the coevolution of social
contagion and bonding by homophily may be controlled by the persons involved,
and (2) how subjective states representing what they know about themselves, others
and their connections play a role in this coevolution and its control. To this end, a
second-order adaptive social network model has been developed in which persons
have control over the coevolution process, and their bonding and social contagion
depend on subjective representations of the involved persons about themselves and
each other, and about their connections.

In the paper, in Sect. 2 the higher-order adaptive network-oriented modeling
approach from [19] used is briefly explained. In Sect. 3 the designed second-order
adaptive social network model is presented. Section 4 addresses simulation results
for a case study on adaptation in tetradic relationships. Finally, Sect. 5 is a discussion
section, where, among others, it is discussed how the model can predict that faking
your properties can be an effective way to achieve the desired bonding.

2 Higher-Order Adaptive Network Models

In this section, the network-oriented modeling approach used is briefly introduced.
Following [15, 19], a temporal-causal network model is characterized by:

• Connectivity characteristics Connections from a state X to a state Y and their
weights ωX,Y

• Aggregation characteristics For any node Y, some combination function cY (..)
defines aggregation that is applied to the impacts ωXi ,Y Xi (t) on Y from its
incoming connections from states X1, . . . , Xk

• Timing characteristics Each state Y has a speed factor ηY defining how fast it
changes for the given causal impact
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The following difference (or differential) equations that are useful for simulation
purposes and also for analysis of temporal-causal networks incorporate these network
characteristics ωX,Y , cY (..), ηY :

Y (t + �t) = Y (t) + ηY
[
cY

(
ωX1,Y X1(t), . . . ,ωXk ,Y Xk(t)) − Y (t)

]
�t (1)

for any state Y and where X1, . . . , Xk are the states from which it gets its incoming
connections. Within the software environment described in [19] (Chap. 9), a large
number > 45 of useful combination functions are included in a combination function
library. The three combination functions from this library used for state Y in the
introduced network model are:

• The Euclidean combination function eucln,λ(V 1, …, V k) defined by

eucln,λ(V1, . . . , Vk) = n

√
V1

n + · · · + Vk
n

λ
(2)

where n is the order, λ is a scaling factor and V 1, …, Vk are the impacts from which
the considered state Y gets incoming connections.

• The advanced logistic sum combination function alogisticσ ,τ log
(V1, . . . , Vk)

defined by:

alogisticσ,τ log
(V1, . . . , Vk) =

[
1

1 + e−σ(V1+...+Vk−τ log)
− 1

1 + eστ log

]

(
1 + e−στ log

)
(3)

where σ is a steepness parameter, τlog is a threshold parameter and V 1, …, V k are the
impacts from the states fromwhich the considered state Y gets incoming connections

• The simple linear homophily combination function
slhomoα,τ homo(V1, V2, W )(V 1, V 2, W ) defined by

slhomoα,τ homo(V1, V2, W ) = W + αW (1 − W )(τ homo − |V1 − V2|) (4)

where α is an amplification parameter, τhomo is the tipping point parameter and V 1,
V 2 are a person’s representations of the two persons’ states involved andW represents
the weight of their connection.

In Sect. 3, the combination function eucln,λ(…)will be used tomodel social conta-
gion and formation of internal state representations, slhomoα,τ homo(V1, V2, W )(V 1,
V 2, W ) to model bonding based on homophily by internal connection weight repre-
sentations, and alogisticσ,τlog

(. . . ) to model control of the bonding. Note that the
homophily tipping point τhomo is the point where the difference between the states of
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the two individuals (represented by |V 1 − V 2|) turns an increase of bonding (outcome
> W ) into a decrease (outcome < W ), and conversely.

The above concepts enable to design network models and their dynamics in a
declarative manner, based on mathematically defined functions and relations. Real-
istic network models are usually adaptive: often some of their network characteris-
tics change over time. By using self-modeling networks (or network reification), a
similar network-oriented conceptualization can also be applied to adaptive networks
to obtain a declarative description using mathematically defined functions and rela-
tions for them as well; see [18, 19]. This works through the addition of new states to
the network (called reification states or self-model states) which represent network
characteristics by network states. If such self-model states are dynamic, they describe
adaptive network characteristics. In a graphical 3D format, such self-model states
are depicted at the next level (reification level), where the original network is at a
base level. As an example, the weight ωX,Y of a connection from state X to state Y
can be represented (at the next reification level) by a self-model state named WX,Y

(objective representation) or RWX,Y (subjective representation). Similarly, all other
network characteristics from ωX,Y , cY (…), ηY can be made adaptive by including
self-model states for them.

As a self-modeling network model is also a temporal-causal network model itself,
as has been proven in [19], Chap. 10, this self-modeling construction can be easily
applied iteratively to obtainmultiple self-model levels. This can provide higher-order
adaptive network models, and has turned out quite useful to model, for example,
plasticity and metaplasticity in the form of a second-order adaptive mental network
with three levels, one base level and a first- and a second-order self-model level (e.g.,
[1, 11, 19], Chap. 4). In the current paper, multi-level network self-modeling will be
applied for higher-order adaptive social network models in particular.

3 A Network Model for Controlled Social Network
Adaptation

This section presents the introduced network model for controlled social network
adaptation by using subjective representations. This network model integrates three
types of interacting processes:

• The social network’s within-network dynamics based on social contagion
• First-order social network adaptation based on bonding by homophily
• Second-order social network adaptation to control the network adaptation

The above three types of processes have beenmodeled by a second-order adaptive
network architecture based on multi-level self-modeling as described in Sect. 2, with
connectivity as depicted in Fig. 1. In this 3D picture, of the three-plane models, one
of the three types of processes is mentioned above.
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Fig. 1 Overview of the connectivity of the second-order adaptive social network model for three
example persons A, B and C

The types of states and connections used at and between the three levels within
this network model are shown in Tables 1 and 2. Here A and B are variables over
persons and Y is a type of state of a person, for example, how much the person likes
to watch Netflix series. At the base level, social contagion is modeled by connec-
tions SA,Y → SB,Y . Each person has subjective internal representation states of other
persons’ states Y (and the state of her or himself) and of his or her connections to

Table 1 Types of states in the introduced controlled adaptive social network model

SB,Y Objective state Y of person B

RSA,B,Y Subjective representation of person B for state Y of person A

RWA,B,Y Subjective representation of person A for the connection weight from person A to
person B

CCA,B,Y Control state for communication from A to B: representation of the weight of the
connection from RSA,A,Y to RSA,B,Y

COA,B,Y Control state for observation by B: representation of the weight of the connection
from SA,Y to RSA,B,Y for the state Y of A observed by B
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Table 2 Types of connections in the controlled adaptive social network model

Intralevel connections

SA,Y → SB,Y Social contagion from A to B for state Y

RSA,A,Y → RSA,B,Y Communication of SA,Y from A to B

RSA,A,Y → RWA,B,Y Effect of state Y of A on bonding by homophily from A to B

RSB,A,Y → RWA,B,Y Effect of state Y of B on bonding by homophily from A to B

Interlevel connections

SA,Y → RSA,B,Y Observation by B of A’s state Y Upward from base level to first
reification level

RWA,B,Y → SB,Y Effectuation of base connection
weights for social contagion from
A to B

Downward from first reification
level to base level

RSB,B,Y → COA,B,Y Observation control monitoring
connections for B

Upward from first to second
reification level

RSB,B,Y → CCA,B,Y Communication control
monitoring connections for B

COA,B,Y → RSA,B,Y Effectuation of control of
observation of A by B

Downward from second to first
reification level

CCA,B,Y → RSA,B,Y Effectuation of control of
communication from A by B

others. This is modeled by the first-order self-model. A person B’s internal represen-
tation state for person A having state Y is modeled by state representation RSA,B,Y .
A person A’s subjective representation of his or her connection to B is modeled by
connection weight representation RWA,B,Y . There are two pathways that contribute
to the formation of state representations RSA,B,Y . First, these representations can be
communicated between persons. For example, if A communicates his or her subjec-
tive representationRSA,A,Y of the own state SA,Y to B, this is modeled by a connection
RSA,A,Y → RSA,B,Y . A second pathway for a person B to get information on person
A’s state is through observation of SA,Y by B. This is modeled by a connection SA,Y

→ RSA,B,Y .
As indicated, person A’s representation of her or his connection to person B is

modeled by RWA,B,Y . It is assumed that the adaptive change of the represented
connections depends on the internal representation states RSA,B,Y . As the changes
considered here are based on a homophily principle for state Y, this adaptation is
supported by connectionsRSA,A,Y →RWA,B,Y andRSB,A,Y →RWA,B,Y . The connec-
tion representations RWA,B,Y in turn affect the social contagion within the social
network, which is modeled by downward connections RWA,B,Y → SB,Y .

To control the social network adaptation processes, two types of control actions
are considered in particular:

• Controlling the communication of state Y from person A to person B, modeled by
control states CCA,B,Y
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• Controlling the observation of state Y from person A by person B, modeled by
control states COA,B,Y

Activation of a communication control state CCA,B,Y makes that the connection
RSA,A,Y → RSA,B,Y from A’s state RSA,A,Y to B’s state RSA,B,Y gets a high value
(1 or close to 1) so that the transfer of information by communication happens;
this is modeled by connections COA,B,Y → RSA,B,Y . This can be considered as B
asking A for the information about him or herself, upon which A communicates this
information. Similarly, activation of an observation control state COA,B,Y makes that
the connection SA,Y → RSA,B,Y from A’s state SA,Y to B’s state RSA,B,Y gets a high
value (1 or close to 1) so that the transfer of information by observation takes place;
this is modeled by connections COA,B,Y → RSA,B,Y . As an example used in the case
study in Sect. 4, the control states CCA,B,Y and COA,B,Y themselves may become
active depending on B’s state RSB,B,Y ; this is modeled by connections RSB,B,Y →
COA,B,Y and RSB,B,Y → COA,B,Y . But this can be addressed in many other ways as
well, including externally determined control, for example, by enabling or allowing
observation or communication (only) at specific time slots.

4 Simulation for a Tetradic Relationship Example

In this section, a simulation of an example scenario will be discussed to illustrate
the introduced second-order adaptive social network model. The example scenario
describes an adaptive tetradic relationship configuration with initially two couples
all four of which are friends: Mark and Dion, and Ann and Jenny. After the process
described in the scenario they find themselves in a slightly changed configuration,
where Mark and Jenny, and Dion and Ann have the stronger connections; see Fig. 2.
This adaptation process takes place because Mark and Jenny realize that they have
more in common with as an example used here their preference to watch Netflix
series. Similarly, Dion and Ann realize that they also have more in common, in their
case disliking watching Netflix series (instead they have a preference for outdoor
activities).

To specify a network model according to the approach described in [19], as
discussed in Sect. 2, three types of network characteristics are to be addressed:
connectivity, aggregation and timing characteristics. They have been specified in role
matrix format as shown in the Appendix [23] and used for the simulation discussed

M

J

D

A

M

J

D

A

Fig. 2 Example scenario for a tetradic relationship configuration where initially M and D and J
and A have strong connections and in the end M and J and D and A have the strong connections
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after. For the sake of simplicity, the subscript Y (which for the example stands for a
preference to watch Netflix series) has been left out here. Role matrices indicate in
rows successively for all network states the factors that affect them from different
roles. In role matrix mb (see Appendix [23]), for each state it is indicated from
which other states it has incoming connections from the same or a lower level. In
the same box in role matrix mcw, it is indicated what are the connection weights
for the connected states indicated in mb. If the connection weights are static, their
static value is indicated in matrix mb, but if the connection weight is adaptive, the
self-model state representing this weight is indicated, as in that case at each time
point this is where the (dynamic) connection weight value can be found. This can
be seen for all incoming connections for the first four states X1 to X4, and for all
incoming connections for the state representation states X9 to X20. Indicating these
adaptive value representations defines the downward connections of Fig. 1. Also,
the speed factors are shown in Appendix [23] (role matrix ms, which actually is a
vector).

In the second box in Appendix [23], showing the aggregation characteristics, it
can be seen which states use which combination functions (role matrix mcfw) and
which parameter values for them (role matrix mcfp); also the initial values for the
example simulation are shown here.

In Figs. 3 and 4 the simulation for the example scenario is shown. In Fig. 3 the
coevolution of changing states and connection (self-model) representations is shown
without showing the underlying personal state representations. Here the states SA

are slowly changing, whereas the connection representations RWA,B are changing
faster. It can be indeed seen that for Mark and Jenny both directional connection
representations RWM,J and RWJ,M start to increase from timepoint 5 resp. 10 on
to finally end up at a value (close to) 1. Similarly, the connection representations
RWD,A and RWA,D between Dion and Ann start to increase after time 5. In the same
time period, the connection representations RWM,D and RWD,M between Mark and
Dion and RWJ,A and RWA,J between Jenny and Ann decrease to (close to) 0. All

0
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X1 - S-M X2 - S-D X3 - S-J X4 - S-A
X21 - RW-MD X22 - RW-MJ X23 - RW-MA X24 - RW-DJ
X25 - RW-DA X26 - RW-JA X27 - RW-DM X28 - RW-JM

Fig. 3 Outcomes for the example scenario simulation: the changes in all relationships
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Fig. 4 The role of control and subjective states for the relationship between Mark and Jenny

these changes are a consequence of the homophily principle, as the state values SM
and SJ for Mark and Jenny are close to each other (0.8 and 0.9), and SD and SA for
Dion and Ann also (0.2 and 0.3); note that the tipping point for similarity set was
0.25, so (only) a difference < 0.25 is strengthening a relationship. In contrast, the
values for Mark and Dion differ a lot (0.8 versus 0.3), which is much higher than the
tipping point of 0.25, and therefore has a decreasing effect on their relationship; the
same pattern holds for Jenny and Ann.

Finally, in the right lower corner it can be seen that the other connection represen-
tations (e.g., for Jenny and Dion) were already low and still became lower because
of big differences in their states. It can be noted that all connection representa-
tions converge to 0 or 1, which shows that clustering (and segregation) takes place,
where the emerging clusters are Mark–Jenny and Dion–Ann, whereas the initial
configuration (approximately) had clusters Mark–Dion and Jenny–Ann (also see
Fig. 2).

In Fig. 4, the focus is on the development of the connections between Mark and
Jenny; in particular, it zooms in on the role that is played by the control statesCCA,B,Y

and COA,B,Y and the subjective representation states RSA,B,Y . The dark purple line
that gets close to 1 before time 10 indicates the control statesCCA,B,Y for the commu-
nication between them, which makes that at that time their mutual communication
channels RSA,A,Y → RSA,B,Y get weights close to 1. This implies that before time 10
they indeed both communicate to each other that they like watching Netflix series.
These control states for the communication are triggered in this example scenario
because each of them observes his or her own behavior and therefore they form
representations RSA,A of their own states SA concerning watching the series. Next,
around time point 20 the control states COA,B,Y for observation (the grey line) get
close to 1, triggered in a similar way (but just a bit slower) as the control states for
communication. This gives the relevant observation channel SA,Y →RSA,B,Y aweight
close to 1. Due to that, mutual observation takes place.

Because of these communication and observation actions, the mutual subjec-
tive representations RSM,J,Y of Jenny about Mark (the dark green line) and RSJ,M,Y

of Mark about Jenny (the light green line) are formed and around time 20 reach
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levels around 0.8 (Jenny representing Mark) and 0.9 (Mark representing Jenny),
respectively; these representations are close to the actual values, as are the repre-
sentations RSA,A of their own states, so all of them achieve faithful representations.
Only now these subjective representations have been formed in a controlled manner,
the homophily principle can start to work: the bonding works through the (subjec-
tive) representation statesRSA,B,Y , not through the (objective) states SA,Y themselves.
More specifically, from the moment on that the subjective representations of Jenny
about Mark and Jenny’s own subjective representation about herself get closer than
0.25 (which is somewhere before time point 10 but not earlier), her self-model repre-
sentation RWJ,M,Y of her connection to Mark (the pink line) starts to increase from
0.2 or lower to finally becoming very close to 1. Similarly, the effect of the subjective
representations of Mark for Jenny and Mark’s own subjective self-model represen-
tation about himself, on the subsequent increase of his representation RWM,J,Y of
his connection to Jenny (the blue line) can be noted. Before that point in time their
connections were not increasing, but instead go slightly downward; this illustrates
the effect of the control via the subjective self-model representation states on the
adaptation.

5 Discussion

In this paper, computational analysis was made of the role of subjective elements
and control in social network adaptation. It was analyzed: (1) how the coevolution
of social contagion and bonding by homophily may be controlled by the persons
involved, and (2) how subjective representation states (e.g., what they know about
themselves and each other and about their connections) can play a role in this coevo-
lution and its control. To address this, a second-order adaptive social network model
was presented in which persons do have a form of control over the coevolution
process, and, in relation to this, their bonding depends on their subjective represen-
tation states about themselves and about each other, and social contagion depends
on their subjective representation states about their connections.

Concerning evaluation, the model behavior is as expected from the mentioned
literature. Moreover, based on mathematical analysis, from formula (3) for the
homophily function it can be predicted that when the model reaches equilibrium,
it holds:

W = 0 or W = 1 or |V1 − V2| = τhomo

This is indeed the case, as can also be seen in the case study simulation in Fig. 3
where all connection weight representations end up in 0 or 1.

Also, note that a basic design choice for the model is that the subjective repre-
sentations of the connections determine the actual social contagion in the objective
social world. This is based on the assumption that persons socially behave according
to what they know or believe about their connections. Also, here misrepresentation
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can be modeled easily by introducing some deviations in the subjective bonding by
homophily mechanism within the model. Then the social behavior leading to social
contagion will (falsely) take place based on these misrepresentations of connections.
On the other hand, it may as well be assumed that the subjective representations of
the connections do not play an exclusive role in the social behavior but also a more
objective form of connectionsmay have influence. To cover this, themodel can easily
be extended by also adding (in parallel) a more standard objective mechanism for
bonding by homophily based on the objective states and then combine (according to
some chosen ratio) both the objective and subjective connection representations to
jointly make social contagion work. Also, this may be worked out in more detail for
a possible extended version for a journal.

The proposed computational network model where mental states are modeled as
a basis for social mechanisms also roughly relates to (noncomputational) literature
in social science such as [7, 9, 22] which addresses more, in general, the role of
cognitive interpretation and cultural influence on social interactions. Such literature
may provide inspiration to design computational network models for other situations
where mental states and social dynamics interact.

Adaptation inhibition of social networks (e.g., for terrorists) is a topic addressed
in [5, 6]. It can be an interesting challenge to explore how far a similar architecture for
controlling social network adaptation as discussed in the current paper can be applied
to these types of inhibited adaptive social networks. Other possible extensions may
consider the integration of different adaptation principles, such as addressed (without
control) in [2].
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Toward Understanding the Use of Social
Media by a Metropolitan Municipality

W. Bvuma and M. J. Hattingh

Abstract One of the most important functions of the municipalities is service
delivery. The citizens need to fully engage with the municipalities. This has been
made easier with internet-enabled communication such as social media. However,
there is limited empirical research available that explains the level of engagement
between municipalities and the citizens. The main objective of this study is to
develop a social media citizen engagement framework. The framework was derived
by following a netnographic approach by studying publically available Facebook
and Twitter data from the metropolitan municipality, for a period of 3 months. The
framework entails the elements of Facebook and Twitter of the municipality and its
staff and citizens who engage in the municipality’s social media platform. It was
designed to illustrate the current structure of the metropolitan municipality. The
results of the study have important implications for the development of the citizen
engagement model for municipalities. Future work can be done based on effectively
understanding the current usage of the metropolitan municipality’s social media
platforms.

Keywords Citizen engagement · e-Government · Social media · Netnography

1 Introduction

Using social media to engage with the citizens in local government is becoming
common, the organizational dynamics underlying adoption and use decisions follow
a process like that of previous waves of new information and communication tech-
nologies [1]. Social media introduce substantial and pervasive changes to communi-
cation between organizations, communities and individuals [2]. The study examines
how the metropolitan municipality was engaging with its citizens using social media
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(Facebook andTwitter). Instead of having people talking about themunicipal services
in the background, the municipality will have an opportunity to hear the concerns of
the citizens. The municipality exercised the option of publicly engaging the citizens
on social media platforms. This option could assist the municipality to understand
the needs of the people. Additionally, it may enable the government to communicate
services delivered to citizens in a timely manner [1]. Citizens want the municipality
to listen; the municipality should then listen and give the appropriate response to
the citizens [3]. The municipality can use this opportunity of citizens’ engagement
to understand the needs and frustration of community members [4]. The munici-
pality can choose their own social media strategy of engagement with the citizens
that suit both citizens and municipality well. Social media activities vary in terms
of their function and impact, to develop a congruent social media strategy based on
the appropriate balance of building blocks for their community [2]. There is a high
demand in local government operations that has prompted many countries to use
social media to engage with citizens to better understand all the needs of the citizens
so that this process could assist the local government to prioritize the service demand
required by the citizens. In many countries, e-government is also used to ensure that
the citizens pay their bills online and further engage with communities online to
speed up the service delivery processes [5]. This could enable the citizen to start
doing some of the operations by themselves. e-Government is defined as a capacity
to transform the public administration using ICTs or indeed is used to describe a new
formof government built around the ICTs. This aspect is usually linked to internet use
[6]. Many South African citizens are already using social media and many more are
continuously joining. Social media technologies can create new ways of democratic
participation, pressures for new institutional structures, and processes and frame-
works for the open and transparent government on an unprecedented scale [7]. The
widespread use of social media has alerted the South African government to consider
using social media as a tool to communicate with communities at the local govern-
ment and national level. The government took the steps to look at both the benefits
and the risks associated with the use of social media. The purpose of these guide-
lines is to create awareness of some of the opportunities that social media presents
for the government, as well as making government agencies and staff aware of how
to manage the risks associated with the use of this kind of technology [7].

South African government has a mandate to deliver basic services and poverty
alleviation as national priorities. The basic services could include water, electricity,
solid waste management, sewerage and sanitation. Municipalities engage with citi-
zens through traditional means as well as social media platforms. However, very
little research has been done on how municipalities engage with citizens through
social media. According to [8] there were 18 million South Africa social media in
January 2018. Based on these figures, social media users are increasing tremendously
in South Africa, and it was also for this reason that this study should be undertaken.
Social media could also be utilized to “improve government transparency, participa-
tion and interaction with the public” [2]. All these opportunities of social media also
resulted in this study.
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Against this background, the paper reports on a study that aimed to understand:
How does a large metropolitan municipality use social media platforms to engage
with citizens?

2 Research Methodology

The research employed netnography [9] to observe citizen engagement with a partic-
ular municipality in South Africa. Both Facebook and Twitter posts for the specific
municipality were observed for a period of three months.

The reason for the netnographic method was to ensure that audiences are reached
at large. This method was most effective for reaching many participants at low-cost
budget. This approach was able to assist the researchers to gather more informa-
tion about the municipality’s interaction with citizens on social media accounts.
Municipalities’ customers were not asked any questions at all, but their actions were
observed online for three months.

The data were classified into different categories depending on what the munici-
pality social media site administrator was positing, or tweeting related to the service.
The researcher was not directly participating in the social media forums of themunic-
ipality, whether the researcher could have participated in the forums or not; the
collection of data would not have been influenced differently. The researcher played
an observing role, and this enables him to be completely unobtrusive in line with
previous netnography studies [10].

Following data collection, an engagement model was developed. This model was
evaluated through semi-structured interviews with municipality staff.

Salzmann-Erikson and Eriksson [11] argue that ethical consideration is an early
step that should be considered in netnography. Dawson [10] argues that the nature of
participant observation tends to have issues involving ethics and morals. Salzmann-
Erikson and Eriksson [11] continue to say that based on common knowledge,
pages that do not require passwords are considered public, and “therefore research
conducted using them should not be considered as human subject research”. The
study did not have any aspects that can lead to the immoral behavior of the observer
or cause any participant to engage in immoral activities. The rights to be anonymous
by the participants were also observed.

3 Data Analysis and Findings

The study analyzed the social media posts and tweets in the large metropolitan
municipality’s Facebook and Twitter accounts for the period of three months starting
from 1 June 2018 until 31 August 2018. In the study, the netnographic research
methodology was used to answer the research question: How does a metropolitan
municipality use social media platforms to engage with citizens? The process of
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answering the question was involving observing the engagement of the citizens and
the municipality through the social media sites of the municipality.

The researcher grouped the 1068 posts and tweets into different topics. The data
were collected in a spreadsheet and the groups were analyzed as per topic. The
study divided the posts and tweets into 14 categories: Electricity, Water, Cleaning,
Account enquiries, Celebrations and Public Holidays, Sports and Recreation, Other,
Protests, Warnings, Festivals and Choirs, Service Delivery Updates, Adverts, Other
Awareness Campaigns, and Education.

The study found that at least 98%of the time therewas one-way communication on
Facebook, but the same could not be said about Twitter. Themunicipality could reply
tomost of the questions tweeted by the citizens. One-way communicationmeans that
the municipality could post a problem or a request; however, when the citizens start
to engage themunicipality staff who posted the status under themunicipality account
was nowhere to be found, this was common on Facebook. There were at least 40%
of two-way communications on Twitter.

3.1 Engagement Model

The engagement model is the main purpose of this research. The model summa-
rizes how the municipality engages with its citizens or the communities that the
municipality is serving. By understanding the engagement model, the government
can determine its current level of engagement maturity.

Figure 1 shows the current model of the large metropolitan municipality. The
model will assist the municipality to understand its current stage of maturity.

The main aim of the model is to find how the municipality engages with its
citizens through social media. Various metrics have been used to analyze citizen
engagement through social media, with different aims [12]. According to [13] the
concept of citizen engagement has multiple meaning, depending on the kind of envi-
ronment,where the term is applied; for example, the termmight be used in socialmass
movement campaign could class action lawsuits which will represent the massive
amount of people or it could be workers who are fighting for the rights at the work-
place environment. Social media is growing tremendously, with the possibility that
all government departments will be using social media. Understanding the current
model is very important to ensure that the models should fit well in communica-
tion and media strategies. Macnamara and Zefass [14] argue that strategic focus and
integration of all forms of corporate communication are supported by social media
specialists. This is the reason we should give much attention to social media in the
media and communication department. The study constructed themodel based on the
two social media platforms (Facebook and Twitter) used by the large metropolitan
municipality. Based on the observation and data collected from the Facebook and
Twitter platform for the period of three months from June to August 2018, on Face-
book only, the municipality official homepage can start the conversation by posting
or sharing the status on the Facebook page of the metropolitan municipality. The
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Fig. 1 Municipality social media engagement model

citizens will then engage with the municipality based on the status the municipality
posted. However, there was no further engagement on Facebook from the municipal
side after the initial post. In order to encourage citizens to engage, the municipality
should keep the conversation going by answering the questions and giving solutions
to the citizens. “A team of trustworthy people, who are authorized and competent
to respond within departmental policy guidelines, is needed to ensure that a flow
of conversation is maintained” [2]. After the municipality posted the status, 98%
of the time the citizens will engage by commenting on the status, and only 2% of
the time the status will get no comments at all. It was a very positive sign that the
citizen comments in almost all the statuses posted by the municipality were different
from the studies conducted in Greek municipalities by [15] where the study found
that citizens communicate with the municipality in passive ways (pressing the “like”
button) than by actively sharing or commenting on posts. The municipality should
ensure that all the comments are answered whether good or bad. The specialized
municipality “team should develop an approach for responding to negative criticism,
so that serious issues can be properly escalated and are not ignored or forgotten” [2].

The initiation part done by the municipality is shown by the purple color area
in the model in Fig. 1. The purple color area labeled “Municipality Initiate” is the
beginning of the process on the Facebook platform.When themunicipality is posting
on Facebook the areas to follow in the engagement model are represented by the dark
blue area labeled “Facebook Status/Post” and “Facebook share”. It does not matter
which dark blue process starts, but depending on the action taken first. “Facebook
Status/Post” is the most common initiation of Facebook conversation. More than
99% of the posts are coming directly from the municipality posts. The less common
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area of initiation in Facebook is status sharing, and it was highly unlikely that the
municipality will share the status of other web pages on Facebook. From the past
three-month status that was collected and analyzed, only one status was shared from
Facebook by the municipality. The shared page was coming from Geographical
communication and Information Systems (GCIS).

Unlike on Facebook, Twitter did not only start at “municipality initiate”, it could
start on either “Municipality initiate” or “External Sources”. Starting from “external
sources” when an external or legal person tweeting on the municipality’s account,
such tweet will eventually find the space in “municipality initiate” because it appears
on the municipality Twitter home page. The social media platform that represents
Twitter is shown by the light blue area labeled “Tweet” in the engagement model.
The tweet area is far more common on Twitter than in a retweet. The busiest area
of the model is represented by the green area labeled “Citizen Engagement”. The
citizen engagement area represents the comments or retweets that are created by the
citizens. This is the area where the citizens are engaged on the topic that has been
initiated by the municipality whether on Facebook or Twitter. The yellow U-turn
arrow shows that the citizens are replying to each other. This is the most common
method of communication. In most cases, the municipality posts or tweets do not
respond to the citizens but the citizens’ end up responding to each other. Based on
the collected data, there is no much direct engagement between the municipality
and the citizens. Engagement can be improved if the municipality reply to all the
posts and tweets; without the “responses to public comments, the audience does not
feel that they are engaged in a conversation, that there is little or no interaction”
[2]. This is demonstrated by the number of comments per status or the number of
retweets per tweet. The orange arrow that goes from the citizen’s engagement area
to “municipality initiate” represents the citizens who answered the status or tweet
created directly by the municipality rather than citizens replying to other citizens’
comments or tweets.

Themunicipality employees were given structured questionnaire questions to find
out if the designed model represented their engagements with citizens over social
media.

4 Conclusion

Themain research question had to be answered:Howdoes themetropolitanmunic-
ipality use social media platforms to engage with citizens? The study found that
the municipality’s most useful social media method of engagement was Twitter.

• Sub-research question 1: What does the municipality post on the social media
platforms?

The metropolitan municipality post about service delivery-related topics, the activ-
ities that are happening within the municipality area, advertising the municipality
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to the citizens and service providers, sports and recreation, and education-related
topics. The most common service delivery posts were issues related to electricity,
water, cleaning, account enquiries, and protests.

• Sub-research question 2: What is the frequency of social media usage by the
municipality?

They posted almost daily on both Facebook and Twitter. There are more posts on
Twitter than on Facebook. The tweets per day can easily get to 30, for example, there
were 31 tweets on 4 July 2018, and this is not a rare situation. It happened on many
other days within the three months of data collected. The average tweet per day is
ten. Facebook had fewer number of posts per day and did not post onmany weekends
while Twitter could tweet sometimes. There was a possibility that there is no tweet
on any day of the week, for example on 25 July 2018, there was no official tweet
from the large metropolitan municipality; however, the side remained active because
the followers kept on replying to the previous tweets.

• Sub-research question 3: What is the level of engagement between the munici-
pality and the citizens?

There was a full engagement on Twitter. It was two-way communication on Twitter.
Full engagement refers to two-way communication, where both municipality and
citizens comment and answer each other’s questions. Most of the time there was
one-way communication on Facebook, so the municipality could create a Facebook
post, but when the citizens start to engage by asking questions the municipality could
not completely answer the question. At 1%of the time, themunicipality could answer
the Facebook question. In case the residence asks a question related to the Twitter
post, the municipality will continue to engage by replying or retweeting. There was
fully two-way communication in Twitter and partial two ways in Facebook.

• Sub-research question 4: How do the citizens respond to the municipality’s posts?

When the large metropolitan municipality tweets, the citizens will engage by either
replying, retweeting or pressing the like button. Same with Facebook, when the
municipality post the status, the citizens will engage by replying with the comments,
sharing or liking the post. The comments from the citizen could be either relevant to
the topic or not.

4.1 Contribution of the Study

The study can contribute by adding the literature to the academic research and prac-
tice. The increase in social media usage generated a large amount of data; such data
need to be better used to improve the level of engagement in municipalities. Better
engagement can eventually create, promote better communication and result in high
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quality of service delivery. The collected data might be analyzed and personalized to
suit the need of a specific department or function of themunicipality. The information
gathered can also be analyzed differently depending on the aim of the researcher, for
example, there are few comments per post or tweet. What do the few comments
tell us? Few comments do not necessarily mean that the page was not visited, people
could have a simple view and left. Most of the citizens just check the information
but do not ask further for comments.

The study can also contribute to municipality employee education. A dedicated
team can be appointed to analyze the post and comments from the municipality’s
social media sites. The analysis will be about educating the municipality employees
about responding to the citizens. Social media in government might look like a small
thing, but is the next very big thing that the communication department needs. The
dedicated team analyzes the requests from the citizens. The dedicated team should
be able to guide the employees on how to answer the public request on social media.
The dedicated team must enforce the written social media policy and ensures that
the municipality’s posts comply with the policy.

In other words, employees who are in charge of the municipality social media
account should not answer as they believe is right or say whatever they want, but
should provide viewpoints that are neutral and represent the municipality, and the
response should not bring much conflict to the public.

4.2 Future Research

Future research can help academics and practitioners alike to understand if social
media interactions are designed effectively enough to reach the right audiences of a
government agency [4].

Based on the small number of citizens participating in the municipality’s social
media single post or tweet, it is not yet known why there was a little comment on
either Facebook or Twitter.
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A Systematic Mapping Review of PMO
Frameworks

Braulio Murillo, José Antonio Pow-Sang, and Rosanna Palma

Abstract Today, project management continues to represent a challenge for organi-
zations despite the fact that there are countless methodologies and tools to facilitate
its execution. This problem is compounded when organizations run many projects
in parallel. Faced with these difficulties, organizations seek to define a functional
structure called project management office (PMO), to provide solutions to problems
that arise. However, these initiatives are presented as challenges since it is difficult to
define the PMO structure that best suits the reality of the organization. The present
work executes a systematic mapping review in order to find if successful experiences
exist in defining the framework or methodology for the implementation of PMOs.

Keywords Project management office · PMO · Project support office · PSO ·
Project management · Framework

1 Introduction

Nowadays, the management of projects continues to represent a challenge for
organizations even when there are countless methodologies and tools that facili-
tate the management of projects in execution. The problem is compounded when
organizations run many projects in parallel.

While data would suggest some improvement in the successful execution rate of
IT projects over time, there are nonetheless disturbing figures around the numbers
of systems abandoned or regarded as working failures [1].
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Nevertheless, in the past decade, a number of global trends have been identified
to help improve project performance. Since 2013, organizations have seen a 27%
decrease in the amount of money they are wasting due to poor project performance,
allowing them to move faster, produce more, and achieve greater success [2].

A previous survey conducted by the PMI [3] found that only 42% of organizations
report a high level of alignment between projects and organizational strategy.

Additionally, according to the experience of the authors, the most common
problems that arise in these organizations are almost always the same:

• Low planning that causes an overflow in the management of risks and scope.
• Under alignment with the organization’s strategy in the selection of projects.
• Project teams almost always start “from scratch” each time they execute a new

project.
• Excellence in some projects but collapse in others.
• Project managers are frustrated by the high workload and the low visibility of

their responsibilities in the organization.
• Lack or low level of application of methodologies in project management.

Environmental volatility, competitive pressure for innovation, organizational
complexity and technological complexity suggest a growing need for better IT project
management practices in challenging contexts [4].

In view of these difficulties, the organizations direct their interest toward project
management offices (PMO), since these are the calls to solve the problems outlined
above. However, organizations have many difficulties when trying to define the type
of PMO to implement and the functions they should have. The main challenges
these initiatives must face are formally defining the role of the PMO, managing
the resources, ensuring the consistent application of the defined processes and
demonstrating the added value of having a PMO.

Currently, there is no defined standard or model for PMO definition that includes
its structure or how to implement it [5]. Therefore, the present work executes a
systematic mapping review to find if successful experiences exist in frameworks or
methodology for the implementation of PMOs.

In the first part of this paper, the basic concepts are defined. Then this paper shows
how the systematic mapping review was structured and the results of the review and
analysis are displayed. Finally, the conclusions of the work are presented.

2 Background

According to Davies and Brady, the project management office (PMO) is an orga-
nizational entity that is created in order to standardize how projects are undertaken
and to generate efficiencies through the so-called “economies of repetition” [6].

Similarly, the project management institute defines the PMO as an organizational
structure that standardizes all the processes related to project management: gover-
nance, resources, methodologies, tools, and techniques. The responsibility of a PMO
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is providing project management support functions to the direct management of one
or more projects [7].

In the case of ISO 21500, the PMO is considered as an external stakeholder to the
project management, but depending on its role and functions, it could also fit within
the project governance group. The PMO is called the project support office (PSO)
[8].

In PRINCE2, the PMO is also called PSO and is conceived as an office that
centralizes qualified resources. The PRINCE2 manual indicates that a PSO is not
essential, but recognizes that it is very useful to support project managers with their
administrative tasks and to ensure the proper use of PRINCE2 in all projects. The
creation of the PSO is recommended for large organizations since that way we can
count on personnel exclusively dedicated to providing the services associated with
project management [9].

3 Performing the Systematic Mapping Review

3.1 Research Questions

Themajor objective of this paper was to find themost used frameworks for the imple-
mentation of PMOs for the management of technological projects. Additionally, it
is important to know in what context the frameworks are applied and whether they
are proposals developed by the authors themselves or are based on some well-known
standards or best practices (e.g., PMI, PRINCE2, etc.).

For this purpose, the following research questions are defined:

RQ1: What are the most widely used PMO framework?
RQ2: In what industries are PMO frameworks being applied?
RQ3: In what type of organizations are PMO frameworks being applied?
RQ4: Is the PMO framework applied only to IT projects?
RQ5: In what country was applied the study?

In order to perform this systematic mapping review, general concepts based on
PICOC are defined. The “comparison” criterion was not considered because this
research did not compare interventions. The PICOC criteria are shown in Table 1.

Table 1 Definition of the concepts using PICOC

Criteria Description

Population All kind of projects

Intervention Project management office framework, methodology or guideline

Outcomes Cases studies where frameworks are defined to implement PMOs

Context All contexts and empirical studies
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3.2 Search Strategy

In order to find if evidence of the use of PMO frameworks exists, the following search
string is defined:

(“Project*”)AND(“Projectmanagement office”OR“PMO”OR“Project Support
Office” OR “PSO”) AND (“Methodology” OR “Method” OR “Framework” OR
“Guidelines” OR “Principles”).

Only papers from 2015 onwards were considered. The search was performed in
Scopus, IEEE Xplore, and Web of Science.

All the works obtained were reviewed by the authors in order to determine if they
would be included as part of the objective study of this paper. A full review of the
documents was conducted.

3.3 Data Extraction

The search for papers was conducted in May 2019. A total of 622 papers were
obtained from the databases. The PRISMA 2009 flow diagram [10] was applied to
make the selection of the works to be reviewed. Figure 1 shows the adapted flow
diagram of the PRISMA proposal.

Fig. 1 PRISMA 2009 flow diagram adapted
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Table 2 Results in each
database

Database
name

Search results Duplicated
papers

Relevant
papers

IEEE Xplore 77 – –

SCOPUS 358 29 20

WoS 187 119 4

Total 622 148 24

In the identification phase, 622 papers were obtained when applying the search
string. Of these, 148 duplicate works were found. Of the remaining 474 works,
430 were excluded for the following reasons: they were not accessible, they were
not in English, and their content had nothing to do with the implementation of
PMO. Then, the remaining 44 works were reviewed in detail. Of these, 20 jobs were
excluded because they only mentioned the PMO but did not provide any input for
its implementation. Table 2 presented the results.

4 Data Analysis and Results

From reviewed papers, 71% do not define a framework for the implementation of
PMO, they only suggest its use for better projectmanagementwithin the organization.
Only 29%of theworks define their own framework.Of these papers, the vastmajority
proposed their own frameworks based on an exhaustive review of the literature.

4.1 Criteria for Implementing PMO

According to the reviewed papers, the main criteria to be taken into account for the
implementation of a PMO are shown in Table 3.

4.2 Results by Industry Domain

In Table 4, the main industry domain found in the results is presented. From the
reviewed papers, it is observed that 38% were applied or developed taking projects
of any type of industry domain. The other group of papers (13%) was applied in
the public sector. 8% of the jobs were found for each of the following sectors:
banking/finance, military, and IT. Finally, the remaining works were applied in the
context of other industry domain.
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Table 4 Frequency of main
industry domain

Industry domain Number of papers Percentage (%)

Any type of industry 9 38

Automotive 1 4

Banking/finance 2 8

Construction 1 4

Education 1 4

Governmental 3 13

Health 1 4

IT services 2 8

Military 2 8

Mining 1 4

Non-governmental 1 4

Total 24 100

4.3 Results by Type of Organization

From the reviewed works, it is observed that 50% have proposed to apply them in
any type of organization. The other half was applied in large organizations.

4.4 Results by Origin

From the results shown in Fig. 2, it is noted that the largest amount of papers (20%)
were produced in Brazil. 16% of the following papers were produced in Portugal. In
Canada, 12% of the papers reviewed were prepared.

4.5 Results by PMO Type of Deliveries

Thevastmajority of studies (75%)were applied for any typeof project. The remaining
review papers were applied for the IT field.

5 Conclusion

One of the main reasons for this research was to find which framework proposals
to implement a PMO can be found in the literature. Furthermore, another objective
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Fig. 2 Frequency of country of origin

was to identify if these frameworks were based on recommendations or standards of
special institutions or organizations.

The work carried out shows that there are still very few experiences where
complete frameworks for implementing PMOs are shown. Of the few papers
reviewed, the vast majority of framework proposals are based on case studies devel-
oped by the authors themselves and literature review. Another important point to
note is that only a quarter of the work reviewed corresponded to the implementation
of PMOs aimed at managing IT projects.

The authors of this research agree with that reported by other authors in the liter-
ature, where it is indicated that there is no framework that is most used because the
proposals are rigid and are not easily adapted in organizations. Finally, they recom-
mend defining a proposal of a flexible framework that includes the best practices and
standards and can be applied to different contexts and IT projects.
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Symmetric Splitting Methods for Wave
Equations: First Approaches

Jürgen Geiser and Abdullah Mujahid

Abstract This article consider symmetric splitting methods for solving wave equa-
tions. We propose novel splitting methods, which are unconditionally stable, and
apply diagonalization techniques to gain efficient solvers. The benefits to standard
methods are discussed and we apply the methods to multidimensional wave equa-
tions. We are motivated by fast exponential computations based on matrix decompo-
sitions. We reformulate wave equations as system of coupled initial value boundary
problemsbydiscretizingonly in space anduse fast exponential of the resultingmatrix.
Therefore, we could solve fast systems of Cauchy initial value boundary problems.
This process results in symmetric splitting of higher dimensional partial differen-
tial equations (PDEs), which are decoupled into a system of symmetric first-order
ordinary differential equations (ODEs).

Keywords Symmetric splitting methods · Diagonalization · Nilpotent matrices ·
Efficient solvers · Lie-Trotter splitting · Strang splitting methods · Stability
analysis · Wave equation

1 Introduction

The motivation arose to design a higher dimensional wave equation solver, which is
efficient and unconditional stable. Such solvers are used to simulate delicate model
electromagnetic problems, see [7]. We propose a novel method, which is based on
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exponential splitting methods. The operators are decomposed into simple diagonal
andouter-diagonal operators,which canbe computedvery fast till the typicalmachine
precision.

We have the following outline of the paper: The mathematical models of the
wave equations are introduced in Sect. 2. In Sect. 3, we give an overview of the sym-
metric operator-splitting methods with respect to the wave equation and discuss the
underlying numerical approaches. In Sect. 4, we present the numerical experiments,
and finally, we discuss our future works in the area of high-dimensional splitting
approaches and future applications.

2 Mathematical Model

The modeling equations, which are second-order hyperbolic PDEs can be applied in
many directions of wave propagation, e.g., propagation of multidimensional waves,
i.e., sound waves, light waves, and water waves. For further propagation of electro-
magnetic fields, which are important in antenna simulations or particle simulations,
see [4, 7].

For the first approach, we consider wave equations with constant phase veloc-
ity coefficients, which are applied to models in E- and B-field simulations, e.g.,
Maxwell equation in vacuum. The linear wave equation with constant phase velocity
coefficients is given as a initial-boundary value problem as

∂2c

∂t2
= D1

∂2c

∂x21
+ · · · + Dd

∂2c

∂x2d
on Ω × [0, T ], (1)

c(x, 0) = c0(x), and
∂c

∂t
(x, 0) = c1(x) on Ω,

c(x, t) = c2(x, t) on ∂Ω × [0, T ], ,

where Di ∈ IR+ are constant for i = 1, . . . , d. The initial conditions are c0, c1 and
the boundary condition is c2, e.g., the Dirichlet boundary condition.

For the comparison to the numerical approaches, we can derive an analytical
solution, which is given as

c(x, t) = sin(
1√
D1

πx1) · . . . · sin( 1√
Dd

πxd) · cos(√dπt), (2)

where x = (x1, . . . , xd)t and d is the spatial dimension, e.g., d = 1, 2, 3.
In the following, we discuss a novel numerical scheme to solve the wave equation

with efficient and fast solver ideas, which are based on splitting approaches, see [4].
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3 Splitting Methods

Splitting methods of PDEs are nowadays very important and reduce the computa-
tional time, see [1]. The underlying idea is to decompose fully coupled PDE into
simpler solvable decoupled PDE equation parts, see [8, 9]. In combination with
physical behaviors, they can be designed with additional conservation properties,
e.g., symplectic splitting schemes, [5, 14].

To obtain an efficient and high accurate solver, we deal for our applications with
two different splitting ideas:

– the first one (exponential splitting) is used for splitting into fast solvable operator
equations, which are based on solving fast exponential matrices, see [4, 10, 12],

– while the second one (symmetric splitting) is used for decomposing the matrix-
operators into diagonal and nilpotent matrices, which could be fast computed
as matrix–vector multiplications, see [6]; further, we can decompose high-
dimensional PDE into a symmetric system of first order ODEs, see [13].

3.1 Exponential Splitting Methods

The exponential splitting methods are widely applied in parabolic and hyperbolic
PDEs, see [4, 9].We could reformulate the semi-discretized PDEs, where we assume
to embed the boundary conditions, as a Cauchy problem, which is a system of linear
ODEs. Such a system can be solved with exponential functions and the methods are
unconditional stable for the time evolution, see [9]. In a natural way, we decompose
a fully semi-discretized PDE into simpler semi-discretized PDE parts, which can be
done, for example:

dc(t)

dt
= Afull c(t), for t ∈ (tn, T ), (3)

dc(t)

dt
=

m∑

i=1

A c(t), for t ∈ (tn, T ), (4)

c(tn) = cn, (initial condition), (5)

where tn, T ∈ IR+ and tn ≤ T . The operator Afull, which concludes of the semi-
discretization, e.g., with finite-difference or finite-element methods, is decoupled
into the simpler operators, e.g., A1, . . . , Am , see [10].

The solution of the subproblems are given as

ci (t
n+1) = φAi (Δt) ci (t

n) = exp(τ Ai ) ci (t
n), i = 1, . . . ,m, (6)

where τ = tn+1 − tn is the uniform time step and tn+1 ≤ T .
We have the following splitting approaches:
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– Lie–Trotter splitting:

χ(Δt) = φAm (Δt) . . . φA1(Δt), (7)

and
– Strang splitting:

χ(Δt/2) ◦ χ∗(Δt/2) or χ∗(Δt/2) ◦ χ(Δt/2), (8)

where χ∗(Δt) = χ−1(Δt) = φA1(Δt) . . . φAm (Δt) is the adjoint map.

3.2 Symmetric Splitting Method

The symmetric splitting method is a novel splitting idea, which symmetric decom-
posed fast computable exponential matrices, see [6]. The exponential matrices are
obtained by exponential splitting methods, see the previous paragraph.

In the following, we discuss the different steps of the symmetric splitting for the
wave equation:

– Symmetric splitting of the advection equation, which is one part of symmetric
splitting of the wave equation.

– Symmetric splitting of the wave equationsis based on transformation of a system
of advection equation, which is applied to the symmetric splitting.

– Decomposition into decoupled or coupled options, where we assume different
boundary conditions.

3.2.1 Symmetric Splitting Method of the Advection Equation

The fundamental part of the symmetric splitting is the underlying advection equation,
which is given as

∂u

∂t
= −v

∂u

∂x
, v > 0, (x, t) ∈ Ω × [0, T ], (9)

u(x, 0) = u0(x), x ∈ Ω, initial condition, (10)

u(x, t) = 0, (x, t) ∈ ∂Ω × [0, T ], boundary condition, (11)

We discretize with the splitting approach:

U ((n + 1)Δt) = exp(−ν) E U (nΔt), (12)

with ν = v Δt
Δx and the matrix E is given as:
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Ei j =
{

νi− j

(i− j)! j ≤ i,
0 otherwise

(13)

We have the time-steps n = 0, . . . , N − 1, while we start with U0 as initial con-
dition.

The same can be done with v ≤ 0, then we have to transpose E with the value |v|
and also in the diagonal, we have to apply |v|.

3.2.2 Symmetric Splitting Method of the Wave Equation

In the following, we deal with the wave equation, which results of two coupled
advection equations and given as

∂2u

∂t2
= c2

∂2u

∂x2
, (x, t) ∈ Ω × [0, T ], (14)

u(x, 0) = u0(x), (15)

ut (x, 0) = 0, (16)

we assume to deal with Dirichlet boundary conditions as

u = uD = 0 on ∂Ω.

Based on our assumptions, we could the shift the wave equation (14) into a
system of first-order hyperbolic differential equations, where we have v = c−1ut
and w = ux :

∂t

[
v

w

]
= ∂x

[
0 c
c 0

] [
v

w

]
, (17)

u(x, 0) = sin(πx), (18)

ut (x, 0) = 0, (19)

and with the Dirichlet boundary conditions of v(x, t) = 0 for x ∈ ∂Ω , which is
related to the Dirichlet BC of u(x, t) = 0 for x ∈ ∂Ω .

Then, we diagonalize the coupled PDEs (17) and obtain

∂t

[
p
q

]
= ∂x

[
c 0
0 −c

] [
p
q

]
, (20)

p(x, 0) = 1√
2
(c−1ut (x, 0) + ux (x, 0)), (21)

q(x, 0) = 1√
2
(c−1ut (x, 0) − ux (x, 0)), (22)

q(0, t) = −p(0, t), (23)
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p(2, t) = −q(2, t), (24)

where we have the transformation matrix:
[

v

w

]
= Q

[
p
q

]
, (25)

where Q = 1√
2

[
1 1
1 −1

]
and QQT = I .

The solutions for p and q are given as

p(x, t) = 1√
2
(c−1ut (x, t) + ux (x, t)), (26)

q(x, t) = 1√
2
(c−1ut (x, t) − ux (x, t)), (27)

with the Dirichtlet BC p(x, t) + q(x, t) = 0 for x ∈ ∂Ω . Then, we have

p(x, t) = 1√
2
(−π sin(cπt) sin(πx) + π cos(πx) cos(cπt)), (28)

q(x, t) = 1√
2
(−π sin(cπt) sin(πx) − π cos(πx) cos(cπt)). (29)

The initial conditions are given as

p(x, 0) = 1√
2
(c−1ut (x, 0) + ux (x, 0)), (30)

q(x, 0) = 1√
2
(c−1ut (x, 0) − ux (x, 0)). (31)

for the time derivations of the initial conditions:

pt (x, 0) = 1√
2
(−π2c) sin(πx), (32)

qt (x, 0) = 1√
2
(−π2c) sin(πx), (33)

and for the boundary conditions at x = 0 and x = 2, we have

p(0, t) = −q(0, t) = 1√
2
π cos(cπt), (34)

p(2, t) = −q(2, t) = 1√
2
π cos(cπt). (35)
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Fig. 1 The spatial domain in
1D with the notations

Boundary point Boundary point

1 2 3 ...
M2−M 1−M

Inner domain

Full domain

In Fig. 1, we have the 1D spatial-grid notations.

3.2.3 Decoupling/Coupling of the Parts p and q with Exact BCs

We discuss two different algorithms, which reduce the wave equations into a fast
computation of diagonal and nilpotent matrices.

In the following Algorithm 1, we have two versions related to decouple/couple
the p and q boundary conditions:

– decoupled version, here we assume analytical boundary conditions, such that we
could skip the parts 3 and 5 of Algorithm 1 and

– coupled version, here we assume the realistic boundary conditions, such that we
have to apply coupling in the boundary as is done in parts 3 and 5 of Algorithm 1).

Algorithm 1 We solve the pairs of advection equation in the decoupled or coupled
version as

1. We initializewith p(0) = (p(0)1, . . . , p(0)M)t , q(0) = (q(0)1, . . . , q(0)M )t and
u(0) = (u(0)1, . . . , u(0)M)t

We have n = 0. Further, we have the inner domain with the vectors P =
(p2, . . . , pM−1)

t , Q = (q2, . . . , qM−1)
t and the boundary points p1, pM and

q1, qM .
2. We solve the parts for p (inner domain which is decoupled of q)

∂ p

∂t
= c

∂ p

∂x
, c > 0, (x, t) ∈ Ω × [0, T ], (36)

p(x, 0) = p0(x), x ∈ Ω, initial condition, (37)

p(x, t) = −q(x, t) +
√
2

c
ut (x, t), (x, t) ∈ ∂Ω × [0, T ], boundary condition,

where p0(x) = 1√
2
(c−1ut (x, 0) + ux (x, 0)).

– For the decoupled algorithm,weuse analytically pre-computed values for p and
q avoiding the non-homogeneous equations. Such that the equations relating
p and q are fully decoupled and we goto step 4.
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– For the coupled algorithm, we apply the boundary condition of p(x, t) =
−q(x, t) +

√
2
c ut (x, t), such that the last component of P is a non-homogeneous

equation and we goto step 3.

We discretize with the splitting approach:

P((n + 1)Δt) = exp(−ν) Et P(nΔt), (38)

with ν = c Δt
Δx and the matrix E is given as

Ei j =
{

νi− j

(i− j)! j ≤ i,
0 otherwise

(39)

3. Coupling part (we couple with the BC, means the outer domain):
We have to solve the last row with the RHS means, we have

∂ pM−1(t)

∂t
= c

Δx
(−pM−1(t) + pM(t)). (40)

We solve via the variation of constants in the interval t ∈ [tn, tn+1] and obtain:

pM−1(t
n+1) = exp(− c

Δx
Δt)pM−1(t

n) +
∫ tn+1

tn
exp(− c

Δx
(tn+1 − s))pM(s)ds,

(41)

where we evaluate the integral with higher order numerical integration, see [2,
11].

4. Part for q (inner domain which is decoupled of p)

∂q

∂t
= −c

∂q

∂x
, c > 0, (x, t) ∈ Ω × [0, T ], (42)

q(x, 0) = q0(x), x ∈ Ω, initial condition, (43)

q(x, t) = −p(x, t) +
√
2

c
ut (x, t), (x, t) ∈ ∂Ω × [0, T ], boundary condition,

where q0(x) = 1√
2
(c−1ut (x, 0) − ux (x, 0)).

– For the decoupled algorithm,weuse analytically pre-computed values for p and
q avoiding the non-homogeneous equations. Such that the equations relating
p and q are fully decoupled and we goto step 6.

– For the coupled algorithm, we assume to have to apply the boundary condition
of q(x, t) = −p(x, t) +

√
2
c ut (x, t), such that the first component of Q is non-

homogeneous equation and we goto step 5.

We discretize with the splitting approach:
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Q((n + 1)Δt) = exp(−ν) E Q(nΔt), (44)

with ν = c Δt
Δx and the matrix E is given as

Ei j =
{

νi− j

(i− j)! j ≤ i,
0 otherwise

(45)

5. Coupling part (we couple with the BC, means the outer domain): We have to
solve the first row with the RHS means, we have

∂q2(t)

∂t
= − c

Δx
(q2(t) − q1(t)). (46)

We solve via the variation of constants in the interval t ∈ [tn, tn+1] and obtain

q2(t
n+1) = exp(− c

Δx
Δt)q1(t

n) +
∫ tn+1

tn
exp(− c

Δx
(tn+1 − s))q1(s)ds, (47)

where we evaluate the integral with higher order numerical integration, see
[2, 11].

6. Then, we have the solution with

u(x, t) = u(x, 0) + c√
2

∫ t

0
(p(x, s) + q(x, s) ds, (48)

which is applied in the discretized form as

u((n + 1)Δt) = u(nΔt) + c Δt√
2

(p((n + 1)Δt) + q((n + 1)Δt), (49)

7. If n = N + 1, we are done, if not we apply n = n + 1 and goto Step 2.

4 Numerical Examples

In the numerical examples, we apply a first approach of the one-dimensional wave
equation, which is given as

∂2u

∂t2
= c2

∂2u

∂x2
, (x, t) ∈ Ω × [0, T ], (50)

u(x, 0) = sin(πx) x ∈ Ω, (51)

ut (x, 0) = 0, (52)
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where Ω = [0, 2], T = 1, 10, 100.
We test the following two different Algorithms:

– Algorithm (decoupled) 1: Here, we assume to deal with analytical boundary condi-
tions, which are known in previous andwe could fully decouple into two advection
equations, means we could ignore the non-homogeneous part.

– Algorithm (coupled) 1: Here, we have the given boundary conditions, such that
we have to apply a coupling between the two advection equations, which means
we have an additional RHS.

Error in following L2 norm is used to evaluate the numerical methods.
errL2(t) = ∑I

i Δx ||uexact (xi , t) − unum(xi , t)||.
We study the convergence of the numerical schemewith varying spatial discretiza-

tion. The errors are tabulated for t = 1, 10, 100 and Δx = 0.05, 0.025, 0.0125,
0.00625.

In Table1, we compare the energy conservation of the different algorithms.

Remark 1 In a first test example, we see the benefit of the symmetrical splitting
approach, while we could reduce the computational time by solving 1D advection
equation. The second algorithm is more realistic, while it assumes the coupled sys-
tems based on the boundary conditions. Here, we see that the L1-error is reduced
and also the energy computation is more precise with smaller time and spatial steps.

Remark 2 For the computation, the exponential matrix E = exp(A) is in general
a triangular matrix for a bidiagonal A, it’s entries for numerical purposes are sparse.
After 3–4 diagonals, the entries become less than typical machine epsilon, means
around 1.0e−16,(for small time steps, ν(a−b)

(a−b)! , it is nearly one over factorial (a − b), so
for numerical implementation, it can be simplified as sparse matrix vector product.
Though the framework allows for an unconditionally stable scheme, it is still a sparse
matrix–vector product (Fig. 2).

5 Conclusions and Discussions

In the paper, we presented novel symmetric splitting methods for solving wave equa-
tions. Based on an unconditionally stable scheme and preserving the physical damp-

Table 1 Comparison of the energy conservation of decoupled and coupled algorithms

Δx Algorithm 1 (decoupled) Algorithm 1 (coupled)

t = 1 t = 10 t = 100 t = 1 t = 10 t = 100

0.05 60.92 56.785 56.785 92.897 106.9 106.9

0.025 143.3 128.87 128.87 216.63 255.92 255.92

0.0125 317.84 283.31 283.31 470.13 566.5 566.5

0.00625 672.01 598.26 598.26 980.96 1194.9 1194.9
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Fig. 2 Energy of the wave: comparison

ing, we could obtain results, which are in the region of standard finite-difference
thuds (FDMs). For higher dimensional problems, the new symmetric splittingmethod
might be a promising method. Here, we could decompose into 1D PDE problems
based on splitting approaches, e.g., locally 1D (LOD). Then the locally 1D problems
can be computed with the fast symmetric splitting methods in parallel. Here, the
symmetric splitting approaches can be accelerated based on the fast computations
of shifting matrices instead of vector-matrix multiplications. Therefore, we have an
attractive alternative approach for numerical methods for wave equations.
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A Theory and Calculation of Zero-Point
Energy and Pressure, also Resulting
in a New Value for the Hubble Constant

S. W. Mason

Abstract Within this publication, the Dirac equation is modified to take account
of the electromagnetic field of sub-atomic particles, as well as their relativistic
spatio-temporal spin states. This procedure therefore results in what turns out to
be two asymmetric and different, positive and negative energies, rather than the
equally sized identical quantities of opposite signs that Dirac obtained. The differ-
ence between each of these slightly different positive and negative energies thus
ultimately yields a value that is very similar to that quoted for zero-point energy
or dark energy, otherwise equally termed vacuum energy, and a final calculation
for a predicted, outward-directed vacuum pressure of approximately −0.6 × 10−8

ergs/cm2—possibly explaining the expansion of the Universe—is alsomade. Finally,
using this paper’s own theoretically calculated magnitude for a vacuum energy
density of 0.5963 × 10−8 ergs/cm3, it is shown that a possible value for the Hubble
constant is 71.55587 km/(sMpc).

Keywords Dirac equation · Modified Dirac equation · Pauli matrices · Zero-point
energy · Dark energy · Vacuum energy · Vacuum pressure · Hubble constant

1 Introduction

Ever since its initial postulation in 1911, by Max Planck, zero-point energy, often
termed dark energy or vacuum energy, has eluded our understanding of both its
nature and existence, merely acting as little more than a place-holder for something
else unknown that is clearly present. In order to attempt to ascertain more of an
understanding of what this energy is, it therefore made sense to adopt the energy-
yielding Dirac equation in order to try and not only prove its theoretical existence
but also calculate its numerical value as well, regardless of the name attributed to it.

It is well known that the solution to the Dirac equation yields two energy values of
identical magnitude, but of opposite signs, as most textbooks on the subject indicate.
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This has apparently been somewhat of a conundrum for many people, although it is
now recognised that the positive energy within the Universe is also counterbalanced
by an equal and opposite negative energy. However, it is the contention of this paper
that these two energies are not exactly equal, and that the negative energy resulting
from the modified Dirac equation featured in this work is in fact slightly greater in
magnitude than that of its positive counterpart. This results from an additional term
for each particle’s external electromagnetic field, defined by the Pauli matrix, σz ,
which thus affects their spin along the z-axis, as well as the presence of the term γ μ,
the latter of which affects the relativistic nature of such particles. In introducing the
Pauli matrix, σz , as a further term added to γ μ, it is thus shown that there are not
only two slightly differing energy magnitudes of opposite sign, but that the residual
of their sum falls within the experimental and theoretical limits for both zero-point-
energy and dark energy, otherwise known as vacuum energy. Close to the end of this
paper’s findings, it is also suggested that this vacuum energy produces a negative
energy pressure of −0.59522 × 10−8 ergs/cm2, directed outwards from each face
of a 1 cm3 cube, due to the minus sign, which could potentially explain the reason
behind the expansion of the Universe, should it turn out that this pressure is behind
the force responsible for this expansion.Whilst this energy pressure, and the residual
energy density of−0.59522×10−8 ergs/cm3, are obtained by considering a combined
quantity of 106 particles (involving equal numbers of electrons and protons) per cubic
meter in interstellar space, it is further suggested that, given the claim that vacuum
energy does not comprise ordinary matter, the scientific community might be further
encouraged to search with even more vigour for the true nature of what this energy
is, possibly spurred on by the values obtained here. At the very end of this paper,
a further, final calculation is made to determine the theoretical value of the Hubble
constant using themagnitude of the residual energy density of 0.5963×10−8 ergs/cm3

obtained in Eq. (60), leading to H = 71.55587 km/(sMpc) in Eq. (65). If the theory
in this publication is correct, and if it can be utilised, then the scientific implications
for Engineering, Information and Communications Technology (ICT), and other
technologies are immense, along with allowing us to have a better Cosmological
understanding of the Universe, its creation, and structure.

Manuscript Organisation: None. The author, S. W. Mason, is not a member of
any university, other institution, organisation, or business, is not salaried, and works,
voluntarily, from home for zero payment and profit.

2 Results and Discussion

Since previous research, such as [9], has shown that zero-point, dark, or vacuum
energy exists, whilst simultaneously failing to identify what it actually is so far,
it made sense to attempt to not only theoretically prove its existence but also to
calculate its numerical value. It was hoped therefore that by adopting and solving
a modified version of the Dirac equation, the original version of which yields two
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identical energies of opposite sign, at least one of the newly obtained energies might
be that of the known value of zero-point energy, again otherwise known as vacuum
or dark energy. This consequently set forth the motivation for the following theory
and analysis, as illustrated in Fig. 1, in the hope of contributing to, and furthering,
existing knowledge on this elusive subject.

It is suggested therefore that the Dirac equation

i�γ μ∂μψ(x) − mcψ(x) = 0 (1)

can be modified for an oscillating, ‘hidden’, zero-point energy field, by considering
not only the relativistic spatio-temporal spin states of a sub-atomic particle, defined
by γ μ, but also the influence that an external electromagnetic field has on that
particle’s spin, defined by σz . This latter quantity is defined by the 2 × 2 Pauli
Matrix along the z-axis, as

σz =
[
1 0
0 −1

]
(2)

where

Fig. 1 Object process
diagram/infographic
illustrating the process by
which the theory was
developed resulting in the
values obtained
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∂μψ(x) = ∂ψ(x)

∂xμ
(3)

and the spinor, ψ(x), is represented as

ψ(x) =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

ψ1(x)
ψ2(x)
ψ3(x)
ψ4(x)

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ (4)

Also, γ μ = {
γ 0, γ 1, γ 2, γ 3

}
, such that

γ 0 =
[
I 0
0 −I

]
(5)

and

γ 1 =
[

0 σ1

−σ1 0

]
, γ 2 =

[
0 σ2

−σ2 0

]
, γ 3 =

[
0 σ3

−σ3 0

]
(6)

In order to attempt to determine an expression for such a zero-point energy, we
combine the relativistic nature of a particle’s spin, γ μ, by adding it to the spin defined
by the Pauli Matrix under an external electromagnetic field along the z-axis, 1

2σz I , to
obtain

(
γ μ + 1

2σz I
)
, where 1

2σz I is a two-component spinor, [8], and I is the identity
matrix:

I =
[
1 0
0 1

]
(7)

We may therefore re-write the Dirac equation, Eq. (1), as

i

(
γ μ + 1

2
σz I

)
∂μψ(x) − mc

�
ψ(x) = 0 (8)

or, setting β = mc
�

for greater simplicity of calculation, we have

i

(
γ μ + 1

2
σz I

)
∂μψ(x) − βψ(x) = 0 (9)

Here, the factor of 1
2 in the term

1
2σz I , on the left-hand side of Eq. (9), represents

the half-spin nature of each particle, [1, 8], aligned along the z-axis.
Since we can also write βψ(x) as β Iψ(x), Eq. (9) now becomes
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i

(
γ μ + 1

2
σz I

)
∂μψ(x) − β Iψ(x) = 0 (10)

Rather than attempting to solve Eq. (10) in terms of a set of 4×4matrices, wemay
instead simplify it by now converting it into a 2 × 2 component system by writing
the spinor, ψ(x), as

ψ(x) =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

ψ1(x)
ψ2(x)
ψ3(x)
ψ4(x)

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ =

[
u
v

]
(11)

and we note that the Fourier transform of the Dirac field, ψ(k), is

ψ(x) =
∫

d4k

(2π)4
ψ(k)e−ikμxμ

(12)

where k represents the momentum space into which we are hoping to transform the
system and thus determine expressions for the energy of the particle or for a more
general particle field.

First, expanding Eq. (10) to yield

iγ μ∂μψ(x) − β Iψ(x) + 1

2
iσz I∂μψ(x) = 0 (13)

we can re-write Eq. (13) in the following form:

iγ μ∂μ

∫
d4k

(2π)4
ψ(k)e−ikμxμ − β I

∫
d4k

(2π)4
ψ(k)e−ikμxμ

+ 1

2
iσz I∂μ

∫
d4k

(2π)4
ψ(k)e−ikμxμ = 0 (14)

Hence,

∫
d4k

(2π)4
ψ(k)(iγ ν)∂ν(e

−ikμxμ

) −
∫

d4k

(2π)4
β Iψ(k)e−ikμxμ

+ 1

2

∫
d4k

(2π)4
ψ(k)(iσz I )∂ν(e

−ikμxμ

) = 0 (15)

Since the partial derivative component, ∂ν(e−ikμxμ

) = −ikve−ikμxμ

, represents a
rotation with respect to the coordinate axes (in which the ‘coefficient’ of the above
derivative, −ikμ, actually becomes −ikv), then we can re-write Eq. (15) as
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∫
d4k

(2π)4
ψ(k)(iγ ν)(−ikν)(e

−ikμxμ

) −
∫

d4k

(2π)4
β Iψ(k)e−ikμxμ

+ 1

2

∫
d4k

(2π)4
ψ(k)(iσz I )(−ikν)(e

−ikμxμ

) = 0

(16)

which simplifies to

∫
d4k

(2π)4
ψ(k)γ νkνe

−ikμxμ −
∫

d4k

(2π)4
β Iψ(k)e−ikμxμ

+ 1

2

∫
d4k

(2π)4
ψ(k)(kνσz I )e

−ikμxμ = 0 (17)

Factorising out the integral,
∫

d4k
(2π)4

e−ikμxμ

, we get

∫
d4k

(2π)4

{
γ νkνψ(k) − β Iψ(k) + 1

2
kνσz Iψ(k)

}
e−ikμxμ = 0 (18)

Thus,

γ νkνψ(k) − β Iψ(k) + 1

2
kνσz Iψ(k) = 0 (19)

Since I is the 2 × 2 identity matrix for each half-spin state, and since γ μkμ =[
k0 kμσ j

−kμσ j −k0

]
, indicating that γ νkν =

[
k0 −kvσ j

kvσ j −k0

]
for a rotation, we can re-

write Eq. (19) in the matrix form:

[
k0 −kvσ j

kvσ j −k0

][
u
v

]
− β

[
1 0
0 1

][
u
v

]
+ 1

2
kν

[
1 0
0 −1

][
1 0
0 1

][
u
v

]
= 0 (20)

so that

[
k0 −kvσ j

kvσ j −k0

][
u
v

]
+

[−β 0
0 −β

][
u
v

]
+

[ 1
2kν 0
0 − 1

2kν

][
u
v

]
= 0 (21)

Henceforth, we have

[
k0 + 1

2kν − β −kvσ j

kvσ j −k0 − 1
2kν − β

][
u
v

]
= 0 (22)

or
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[
k0 + 1

2kν − β −kvσ j

kvσ j −(k0 + 1
2kν + β)

][
u
v

]
= 0 (23)

Temporarily letting a = k0 + 1
2kν and defining the resulting matrix as

K =
[
a − β −kvσ j

kvσ j −(a + β)

]
(24)

such that

[
a − β −kvσ j

kvσ j −(a + β)

][
u
v

]
= 0 (25)

where

det(K ) = det

[
a − β −kvσ j

kvσ j −(a + β)

]
= −(a − β)(a + β) + (

kvσ j
)2

(26)

we find that

det(K ) = −a2 + β2 + (
kvσ j

)2
(27)

Since σ 2
j = I , we therefore know that

(
kvσ j

)2 = k2v . Thus, resubstituting a =
k0 + 1

2kν , we may now write

det(K ) = −
(
k0 + 1

2
kν

)2

+ β2 + k2v (28)

But, for a solution to Eq. (28) to exist,

det(K ) = 0 (29)

So

−
(
k0 + 1

2
kν

)2

+ β2 + k2ν = 0 (30)

or

(
k0 + 1

2
kν

)2

= β2 + k2ν (31)
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such that

k0 + 1

2
kν = ±

√
β2 + k2ν (32)

Therefore,

k0 = −1

2
kν ±

√
β2 + k2ν (33)

Resubstituting β = mc
�

into Eq. (33), and then multiplying both sides of it by c,
we have

k0c = −1

2
kνc ± c

√(mc

�

)2 + k2ν (34)

and hence

�k0c = −1

2
�kνc ±

√(
mc2

)2 + (�kvc)
2 (35)

Since p = �k, where p represents the actual momentum, and E0 = �k0c
represents the energy, then

E0 = −1

2
pc ±

√(
mc2

)2 + (pc)2 (36)

This means that there are two energies, which are

E+ve = −1

2
pc +

√(
mc2

)2 + (pc)2 (37)

and

E−ve = −1

2
pc −

√(
mc2

)2 + (pc)2 (38)

meaning that

E−ve < 0 < E+ve (39)

Now, the magnitudes of each energy are such that

|E+ve| < |E−ve| (40)
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Fig. 2 The residual energy,
EResidual =
−(|E−ve| − |E+ve|), is the
section in red illustrating the
negative difference between
E−ve and E+ve

so that the magnitude of the negative energy

E−ve = −1

2
pc −

√(
mc2

)2 + (pc)2 (41)

prevails over the positive energy, E+ve = − 1
2 pc +

√(
mc2

)2 + (pc)2, by way of a
resultant negative energy that would pervade the very fabric of the cosmos, as Fig. 2
illustrates. This energy could thus be responsible for the dark energy that is believed
to be potentially causing the accelerated expansion of the Universe.

In the first instance, we will assume that space is pervaded mainly by electrons
although, later, we will also consider protons as well. To calculate the value of
zero-point energy, or even dark energy, we first substitute the relevant values for the
electron into Eqs. (37) and (38) and calculate the difference, where the mass of the
electron is me = 9.1093897× 10−31 kg and the speed of light, c = 299792458 m/s.
ThedeBrogliemomentumof the electron, pe, is then calculated from the relationship:

pe = meve = meαc (42)

where ve is the electron’s velocity and α is the fine structure constant equal to
7.297351 × 10−3. Thus, the electron’s zero-point momentum, pe, is

pe ∼= 1.9929 × 10−24 kgms−1 (43)

Substituting the above momentum and the previously listed values into Eq. (36),
we obtain
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E = −5.9743 × 10−16

2
±

√(
8.1871 × 10−14

)2 + (
5.9743 × 10−16

)2
(44)

or

E = −2.9872 × 10−16 ±
√(

8.1871 × 10−14
)2 + (

5.9743 × 10−16
)2

(45)

where all displayed values arewritten to five significant figures for brevity and clarity.
We thus see that Eq. (45) yields the two values (in this case quoted to a maximum

of 10 significant figures for the purposes of deducing a very small difference) of

E+ve = 8.15745704 × 10−14 J (46)

per electron, and

E−ve = −8.217201264 × 10−14 J (47)

per electron.
The residual energy that prevails is therefore

EResidual = −(|E−ve| − |E+ve|) (48)

such that

EResidual = −(
8.217199475 × 10−14 − 8.157456475 × 10−14

)
(49)

leading to

EResidual = −0.59744 × 10−15 J (50)

per electron, again to five significant figures.
If we take there to be an average of 1 × 106 separate particles per cubic metre in

interstellar space [3–6, 10, 11], and initially assume that each of these particles is an
electron, then the whole, total residual energy for all 106 electrons/m3 is

EResidual = −0.59744 × 10−15 × 1 × 106 J/m3 (51)

or

EResidual = −0.59744 × 10−9 J/m3 (52)
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Alternatively, the result in Eq. (52) may equally be written as

EResidual = −0.59744 × 10−15 J/cm3 (53)

or, since 1 erg = 10−7 Joules , and 1m3 = 106 cm3, we may write the above residual
energy in the form:

EResidual = −0.59744 × 10−8 ergs/cm3 (54)

However, as implied above, this does assume that only electrons are present in
the cosmos, not protons, so a further calculation will be made in a More Real-
istic Scenario, below, in which the ground state of the composite hydrogen atom is
considered, together with equal numbers of electrons and protons post ionisation.

Because of the negative sign associated with this final, theoretically calculated
value of zero-point energy in Eq. (54), the implication is that the zero-point-energy
field is thus producing a surplus of fermions, such as electrons and protons, or at
least something that is mimicking them. This could in fact explain the presence of
the mysterious dark matter, gravitationally responsible for the faster than expected
stellar velocities with which stars orbit their galactic centres, predicted by scientists
to exist close to this value [2].

As an indication of how accurate Eq. (54) is, we note that Beck and
Mackey, [2], experimentally verified the magnitude of dark energy to be ρdark =
(3.9 ± 0.4)GeV/m3 which, after conversion, becomes an average of ρdark =
0.62485 × 10−8 ergs/cm3. Gründler [7] also calculates a vacuum energy density
value of 5.4 × 10−10 J/m3, or 0.54 × 10−8 ergs/cm3. It is also well known in
Cosmology that dark energy is often measured in terms of mass per cubic centimetre,
at 7×10−30 g/cm3, or 7×10−33 kg/cm3, as highlighted by Steinhardt and Turok, [12],
and, given that Einstein’s energy equation is E = mc2, we see that this latter mass
density of 7 × 10−33 kg/cm3 easily converts into 0.6291 × 10−15 J/cm3, otherwise
written as 0.6291 × 10−8 ergs/cm3. This value is very close to Beck and Mackey’s
[2], along with the magnitude of the value obtained in this research, if we assume
that the number of combined but separate interstellar particles per cubic metre of 106

is adopted.
In particular, since the maximum of this energy density, as Beck and Mackey

[2] state, is 4.3GeV/m3, which, by the same method of conversion, equates to
ρMax = 0.68894 × 10−8 ergs/cm3, with the minimum energy being 3.5GeV/m3,
or ρMin = 0.560762 × 10−8 ergs/cm3, then the average value of the cosmic
dark energy density is ρ̄ = 1

2

(
0.68894 × 10−8 + 0.560762 × 10−8

)
ergs/cm3 =

0.62489×10−8 ergs/cm3. Thus, the upshot of this would therefore seem to vindicate
the theory in this publication, and vice versa, in which the upper and lower bounds
of the dark energy calculated by Beck and Mackey [2] seem to very accurately prove
correct the magnitude of the zero-point energy (or dark or vacuum energy) calculated
in Eq. (54), namely 0.59744× 10−8 ergs/cm3, which lies perfectly within the stated
limits of (3.9 ± 0.4)GeV/m3.
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3 A More Realistic Scenario: Considering 5 × 105 Free
Electrons Per m3 and 5 × 105 Free Protons Per m3,
Separately, Totalling 106 particles/m3 in All

A word of caution here indicates that since we have already established that there are
106 individual particles per cubic meter (1 particle per cm3) of interstellar space, in
total, [3–6, 10, 11], then we might also perhaps more wisely, and more realistically,
assume that there are approximately 5× 105 free electrons and 5× 105 free protons
present, separately, post ionisation of each individual hydrogen atom. We note here
that although 5 × 105 free electrons and 5 × 105 free protons are actually equal in
sum to 106 separate particles, post ionisation, on recombining, they actually form
5× 105 hydrogen atoms, although we could make the assumption that there are also
106 hydrogen atoms per cubic metre in certain regions of space as well. Re-working
Eq. (50) for only 5 × 105 electrons/m3 yields

EElectron = −0.59744 × 10−15 × 5 × 105 J/m3 (55)

or

EElectron = −0.2987 × 10−15 J/cm3 (56)

leading to

EElectron = −0.2987 × 10−8 ergs/cm3 (57)

for any cubic centimetre of interstellar space solely containing electrons.
Thismeans that, for the proton, the difference between the hydrogen’s ground state

of−13.6 eV, or−2.17896×10−18 J, which equates to−0.108948×10−10 ergs/cm3

for an assumed total of 5 × 105 hydrogen atoms per cubic metre (as opposed to
106 atoms/m3), and the zero-point energy of the electron, −0.2987×10−8 ergs/cm3,
as deduced in Eq. (57), after the electron has been ejected from the hydrogen atom,
is therefore

EProton = −(
0.2987 × 10−8 − 0.1089 × 10−10 )

ergs/cm3 (58)

or

EProton = −0.2976 × 10−8 ergs/cm3 (59)

Consequently, the total residual energy is possibly more accurately defined by the
sum of Eqs. (57) and (59) as
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EResidual = −0.5963 × 10−8 ergs/cm3 (60)

which not only justifies the result in Eq. (54) but also is again similarly consistent
with the total zero-point energy, or dark energy, otherwise known as vacuum energy,
as illustrated by Beck, Mackey, Steinhart, and Turok, [2, 12], contained within the
Universe.

Using this perhapsmore accurate result, if we assume that from the particle density
of 106 particles per cubic meter, or 1 particle/cm3, we can thus determine that there
exists 1 particle per unit length of the cube (and hence 1 particle incident upon
every square centimetre of its faces), and further assume that the overall pressure of
zero-point energy, or dark energy, per unit area of each side of the cube is therefore

EPressure = −0.5963 × 10−8 ergs/cm2 (61)

which is directed outwards, from the area of each side of every cubic centimetre
volume of space, into the cosmos, as suggested by the negative sign in Eq. (61). One
can therefore assert that it is this constant vacuum energy pressure of−0.5963×10−8

ergs/cm2 that is always exerting a force upon the fabric of the space–time continuum,
which is responsible for causing the Universe to expand. The fact that this appears
to be due purely to free electrons and protons of regular matter, when dark energy
is supposed to consist of matter that is, as yet, undetermined, is a conundrum that
needs further scientific investigation. A suggestion would be that for every identical
quantity of free electrons and protons of regular matter that exists in interstellar
space, there is an equal number of sister particles—comprising dark matter—which
are responsible for this dark energy reservoir and pressure thus resulting in the exper-
imentally observed rate of cosmological expansion, and which could also have been
the initial origin of the Big Bang itself.

4 Calculation of the Hubble Constant

If one adopts the formula quoted by Gründler [7], which is

τ vacuum
00 = 3H 2�c2

8πG
(62)

we can calculate a theoretical value for the Hubble constant, H , using Eq. (60).
Rearranging and taking the square root of each side of Eq. (62), we have

H =
√
8πGτ vacuum

00

3�c2
(63)
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where we take τ vacuum
00 = |EResidual | = 0.5963 × 10−8 ergs/cm3 = 5.963 ×

10−10 J/m3, � = dark energy parameter = 0.69, c = speed - of - light in vacuo =
299792458m/s, and G = Gravitational constant = 6.6743 × 10−11 m3 kg−1 s−2.

Substituting each of the above values into Eq. (63), we obtain

H = 2.31873 × 10−18 s−1 (64)

However, since 3.086 × 1019 km is equal to one megaparsec (1
Mpc), we see that 2.31873 × 10−18 s−1 = 71.55587 s−1 km/(3.086 ×
1019 km) = 71.55587 s−1 km/(Mpc), or

H = 71.55587 km/(sMpc) (65)

the latter of which represents the more conventional rate of expansion of the
Universe.

5 Conclusion

Within the theory laid out in this publication, the Dirac equation has been modified,
thus resulting in two asymmetric positive and negative energies of differing magni-
tudes, respectively. This was achieved by adding the spinor, 1

2σz I , representing the
spin due to an external electromagnetic field, to the relativistic term, γ μ, and solving
this modified Dirac equation from that point onwards. The two energies that result,

of the form E0 = − 1
2 pc ±

√(
mc2

)2 + (pc)2, such that the magnitude of the nega-
tive energy is larger than the magnitude of the positive one, tell us that there is
a residual, negative energy that offsets the balance of what would normally be a
state of equilibrium between the otherwise equal and identical positive and nega-
tive energies that result from the more regular solution of the un-modified Dirac
equation. In short, when the difference between the negative energy and the smaller,
positive one is calculated, the resulting zero-point energy, dark energy, or vacuum
energy, density comes out to be approximately −0.6 × 10−8 ergs/cm3, with a theo-
rised pressure of−0.6×10−8 ergs/cm2 upon each interior face of a cubic centimetre
of particles. It is therefore suggested that, if this latter value is accurate, then the
force due to the sub-atomic pressure created by this outward seeking energy could
be responsible for the expansion of the Universe, as observed by astronomers and
cosmologists. This is because the residual, surplus vacuum energy calculated in this
paper appears to be a constantly produced quantity—directly in contravention of the
law of conservation of energy—since it is always being created from the stated asym-
metric difference between positive and negative energies within each 1 cm3 volume
of interstellar space. Finally, this theoretically and experimentally verified excess of
vacuum energy could also have been responsible for the creation of the Universe in
the first place, if we assume that it was present at the time at which the Big Bang first
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occurred 13.9 billion years ago, and the magnitude of the theoretical value obtained
in this paper leads directly to a Hubble constant of 71.55587 km/(sMpc).

As suggested at the end of Introduction in Sect. 1, if the theory presented here
is correct, and if it can be utilised in scientifically practical ways, then the potential
Engineering, ICT, and other technological advancements that could be made are
huge, together with providing mankind with a fuller understanding of the creation,
structure, existence, and life span, of our Universe.
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Implementation-Free Forensic
Watermarking for Adaptive Streaming
with A/B Watermarking

Hannes Mareen, Glenn Van Wallendael, and Peter Lambert

Abstract Forensic watermarking enables the identification of digital pirates after
they illegally re-distribute copyright-protected videos. For adaptive streaming, these
methods are best combined with A/B watermarking, in which two watermarked ver-
sions are created for each video segment, and subsequently mixed in order to create
a large number of uniquely watermarked videos. Although good video quality and
low bitrate are key characteristics of a good watermarking system, existing meth-
ods objectively lower the compression efficiency. Additionally, they often require
complex implementations. Therefore, this paper proposes an implementation-free,
rate-distortion-preserving watermarking technique to be used with the scalable A/B
watermarking concept. Even though the embedding is performed during compres-
sion, it does not change the existing video encoder implementation. Instead, it only
changes the target bitrate parameter in order to create different compression artifacts.
These artifacts represent the watermark but are not noticeable due to high-quality
coding. As such, the rate-distortion performance is nearly equal to that of ordinary,
unwatermarked compression (i.e., a BD-rate of 0.02% and −0.10% when applied
with H.264/AVC andH.265/HEVC encoders, respectively). Furthermore, the robust-
ness is equal or better than state-of-the-art methods with comparable embedding
complexities. More specifically, in case of recompression attacks, nonzero false neg-
ative rates are only reported when a watermarked video is initially compressed with a
high quality and degraded to a very low quality. Consequently, the proposed scheme
can be used in practice by adaptive-streaming platforms without a quality decrease,
bitrate increase, or implementation overhead.
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Keywords Forensic watermarking · Compression efficiency · Imperceptibility ·
Rate-distortion performance · Implementation free

1 Introduction

Digital piracy is a common problem for copyright holders that distribute their con-
tent on video-on-demand platforms. In order to prevent direct access to the streamed
media by clients, those platforms often apply encryption-based Digital Rights Man-
agement (DRM) security measures. However, these tools require extra resources
on the clients’ devices and do not fully prevent content from being pirated after
its decryption [1]. Therefore, forensic watermarking methods are used to enable the
identification of digital pirates after illegal video redistribution, i.e., to perform traitor
tracing or active fingerprinting. That is, every user receives a uniquely watermarked
version of the protected video, i.e., the watermarked video is linked to the receiver’s
identifier (ID).When a malicious user leaks their version of the video, the watermark
associated to the culprit can be detected.

Video-on-demand applications typically serve a large number of users. In order to
distribute videos tomany users with varying internet and device conditions, adaptive-
streaming protocols are typically used. More specifically, client devices dynamically
react to varying conditions by streaming content representations with other bitrates
and resolutions. In typical adaptive-streaming applications, the streamed videos are
encoded once and then distributed to a large number of users. Hence, the visual
quality and bitrate are of utmost importance. For example, popular streaming plat-
forms were downgrading the video bitrates by 25% to avoid network congestion in
March 2020, when Europe went into lockdown due to the coronavirus outbreak [2].
Moreover, because the users may stream videos from a large variety of devices and
under different conditions, the videos are accessible in a variety of content representa-
tions, potentially compressedwith different video encoders. For example, old devices
can be limited to the older, low-complexity H.264/Advanced Video Coding (AVC)
standard, whereas modern devices can use the newer, more efficient H.265/High-
Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) standard.

Watermarking in adaptive-streaming applications is not straightforward because
the server must provide each user with a uniquely watermarked video. This is not
practical when the number of users is large because thewatermarking algorithm is too
complex for real-time embedding, or because it requires an unpractical increase in
storage space. Moreover, it disrupts file caching mechanisms in the Content Delivery
Network (CDN). A solution is to distribute the same video to all users and perform
watermark embedding at the client device [3, 4]. However, this requires extra DRM
software to be installed on the client devices, as well as extra client-side resources to
embed the watermark in real time during video decoding. Additionally, it decreases
the security of the system sincemalicious users may get access to the unwatermarked
video that is temporarily stored on their device. As an alternative, the A/B water-
marking or two-step watermarking framework is often applied, in which only a small
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Fig. 1 Example of A/B
watermarking: only two
watermarked versions are
created for each of the N
video segments. By mixing
these segments according to
a watermark ID w, every
user receives a unique
switching pattern as a
watermarked video

number of watermarked versions are created for every short video segment, using
an existing watermarking method [1]. In other words, every segment is not only
available in various content representations (e.g., bitrates, resolutions) but also in
different watermarked versions. For example, only two watermarked variants (i.e.,
version A and version B) can be created for each segment. Before sending the video
to a user, the watermarked segments are mixed to create a unique switching pattern
that identifies the user. This example is illustrated in Fig. 1. As such, A/B watermark-
ing is routinely used in adaptive bitrate applications where the number of users is
high [5].

In the last two decades, many watermarking techniques have been created that
can be used in combination with the A/B watermarking concept [6, 7]. An important
requirement of these techniques is that they are imperceptible while not causing a sig-
nificant bitrate overhead. In otherwords, the compression efficiency or rate-distortion
(RD) performance may not be influenced significantly. Moreover, the watermarks
should be robust to manipulations that try to destroy them. Since a more perceptible
watermark is usually harder to delete, there is a trade-off between imperceptibil-
ity and robustness. For example, video encoders are made to remove imperceptible
information in order to achieve stronger compression. Thus, video compression sub-
sequent to watermarking is already an (unintentional) attack on the security system.

In order to balance the two requirements, watermarks are often embedded in a
transform domain because they have interesting properties regarding perceptibility
and robustness. For example, the discrete cosine transform (DCT) and wavelet trans-
form domains are commonly used [8–14]. That is because the human visual system
is more sensitive to low-frequency DCT coefficients changes, such that a watermark
embedded in those coefficients is perceptible, but hard to remove without decreasing
the visual quality even more. In other words, the trade-off between robustness and
imperceptibility is controlled by changing either low- or high-frequency coefficients.
In order to further balance imperceptibility and robustness, visual masking is com-
monly applied during embedding [11, 15, 16]. In this technique, the watermark is
masked such that it is more strongly embedded in regions with low noise sensitivity
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than in those where it is more perceptible. Most importantly, although existing tech-
niques are relatively imperceptible, they still objectively decrease the visual quality
and/or increase the bitrate of the compressed video.

In an effort to minimize both the bitrate overhead and quality decrease, our pre-
vious work proposed a forensic watermarking method that does not affect the RD
performance [17]. That is, the watermarking step is incorporated in the video com-
pression process by varying the Quantization Parameters (QPs) of Coding Trans-
form Units (CTUs) during encoding. Because the rest of the video encoder is left
unchanged, the compression efficiency is preserved. Although this effectively mini-
mizes the RD overhead, it requires the video encoder implementation to be adapted,
which is not always possible or practical (e.g., due to proprietary software). Addi-
tionally, it is expensive when multiple video codecs are used, which is often the case
in adaptive-streaming applications.

As a solution, this paper proposes a forensic watermarking method that preserves
the RD performance and that does not change the existing video encoder implemen-
tation. Instead, only the input parameters of the video encoder are changed in order to
create a watermarked video. More specifically, the target bitrate is changed. Because
of the flexibility of modern video encoders and their rate-control algorithms, a dif-
ferent target bitrate results in different coding decisions, which in their turn result in
different compression artifacts. Although these artifacts are different, the RD perfor-
mance of the compressed watermarked videos is quasi-equal.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. First, Sect. 2 summarizes
background information of video coding standards. Then, the forensic watermark-
ing method is proposed in Sect. 3. Subsequently, Sect. 4 discusses the experimental
results. Finally, the paper is concluded in Sect. 5.

2 Video Coding

Video compression standards such as H.264/AVC, H.265/HEVC, and the recently
standardized H.266/Versatile Video Coding (VVC) transform an uncompressed
video into a compressed bitstream. The compressed video consists of two main
components: the coding information and the residual signal. The coding informa-
tion involves the block and prediction structure. For example, a frame is typically
partitioned into blocks of pixels of various sizes, and every block is predicted using
motion vectors and intra-prediction modes. Usually, this prediction is not perfect.
Therefore, the residual signal corrects the prediction errors. The residual signal is
transformed and quantized with a configurable QP, which results in less bits to store,
but also introduces compression artifacts. The QP is typically determined automat-
ically by a rate-control algorithm or varied periodically by a Constant Rate Factor
(CRF).

Modern video codecs have a large number of flexible tools and potential coding
decisions, which rate-control algorithms use to achieve a target bitrate [18]. The QP
is the most effective coding decision to be varied by rate-control algorithms, as it
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controls the granularity of transformed coefficients of the residual signal. Moreover,
they can also change (the granularity of) other coding decisions such as block parti-
tioning and motion vectors. In adaptive-streaming applications, this is typically done
using a two-pass encoding [19]. In a first pass, the content is analyzed and the result
is stored in a log file. Then, in the second pass, these results are used to achieve good
encoding quality as well as accurate rate allocation.

3 Proposed Watermarking Method

The proposed forensic watermarking method is created to be used in combination
with A/B watermarking. Thus, only a few watermarked versions are created for each
video segment. First, the embedding algorithm is described in Sect. 3.1, followed by
the detection method in Sect. 3.2.

3.1 Watermark Embedding

The watermark is embedded during video compression, but the proposed algorithm
does not require changes to the video encoder. Instead, it only changes the video
encoder’s input parameter that sets the target bitrate. More specifically, in order to
embed watermark ID w, the default target bitrate t is changed to t + w kilobit per
second (kbit/s), where w is a signed integer.

Changing the target bitrate has an effect on coding decisions made by the video
encoder’s rate-control algorithm, as explained in Sect. 2. Changing coding decisions
such as the QP introduces different compression artifacts, which are used as a water-
mark representation. This effect is illustrated in Fig. 2. More specifically, Fig. 2a
shows a crop of a compressed frame of the ParkScene-sequence, using a two-pass
encoding with CRF = 27 and a target bitrate of t = 3600 kbit/s, using the x265-
encoder. Figure2b shows the same crop, watermarked and compressed using the
same parameters, except for the target bitrate which was changed with 1 kbit/s, to
t − 1 = 3599 kbit/s. Although both versions are encoded in a similar way and have a
near-equal RD performance, there are many differences between them, as visualized
in Fig. 2c.

In our proposed method, the target bitrates of each two watermarked videos differ
minimally with 1 kbit/s. This value is sufficiently large to cause the creation of
different compression artifacts in typical rate-control algorithms, as validated in the
experiments in Sect. 4.3. Additionally, when the watermark ID is a small number,
the difference in target bitrate is low, such that the output quality and bitrate are
not changed significantly. In any case, the RD performance is preserved because the
video compression operates as usual. Moreover, since A/B watermarking requires
only few watermarked versions for each segment, the watermark ID always remains
small.
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(a) Compressed (3600 kbit/s).

(b) Watermarked (3599 kbit/s).

(c) Visualization of absolute pixel differences.

Fig. 2 Cropped example of a a compressed frame, b a watermarked frame, and c the differences
between the compressed and watermarked frames. The crop has a resolution of 500 × 280 pixels,
and a pixel is represented by an 8-bit integer between 0 and 255. Although the watermarked and
compressed frames have an approximately equal quality and bitrate, they exhibit many differences
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The embedding complexity is similar to other uncompressed domain watermark-
ing algorithms and methods that perform watermarking during video compression.
That is, they perform a separate video encoding for each watermarked version of
the video. Since the proposed method should be used in combination with A/B
watermarking, this high embedding complexity is not a problem, since only few
watermarked versions are created for each video segment.

3.2 Watermark Detection

The compression artifacts that represent the watermark are detected by using a
correlation-based technique [17, 20, 21]. More specifically, the observed video o
is first compared to all distributed watermarked versions wi , i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N } by
calculating the root mean squared error (RMSE). It should be noted that the number
of distributed watermarked versions N is very low when used with A/B watermark-
ing. The RMSE is defined in (1), in which p represents the number of pixels of the
video.

RMSE(o,wi ) = 1

p

√
√
√
√

p
∑

j

(o j − wi, j )2 (1)

When the observed video does not contain any additional distortions, the RMSE
corresponding to one of the watermarked videos is zero, whereas it is nonzero for
the other watermarked videos. Nevertheless, when attacks are performed prior to
leaking the video, the RMSEs corresponding to all videos are nonzero, due to the
distortions introduced by the attack. Because attacks increase the RMSE, it is not
possible to perform robust watermark detection by simply comparing the RMSE
value to a threshold.

Although a singleRMSEvalue cannot indicatewatermark presence, the collection
of RMSE values of all watermarked videos can. More specifically, the RMSE value
corresponding to the present watermarks is significantly smaller than the values from
absent watermarks. For this reason, we convert every RMSE value into a z-score,
which represents the number of standard deviations that an RMSE value differs from
the mean of the distribution of RMSE values corresponding to absent watermarks.
To put it in a simpler way, it performs outlier detection [22, 23]. The z-score is
defined in (2). In the equation, ri is the RMSE value corresponding to watermark
wi , and μA and σA are the mean and standard deviation of the distribution of RMSE
values corresponding to absent watermarks, respectively. For simplicity, we assume
that all watermarks are absent except for the one corresponding to the lowest RMSE
value. Alternatively, the RMSE values corresponding to watermarks that were never
distributed can be used as an estimate for all absent watermarks.

z(ri , μA, σA) = ri − μA

σA
(2)
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The z-score calculation normalizes the RMSE values corresponding to absent
watermarks, such that the collection of z-scores corresponding to absent watermarks
has a zero mean with unit variance. In contrast, the z-score corresponding to the
present watermark has a much lower (negative) value. As such, to detect a water-
mark’s presence, we can compare the corresponding z-score to a threshold. To esti-
mate the threshold T for a certain false positive (FP) probability Pfp, the Gaussian
method defined in (3) is used [24, 25].

T = √
2erfc−1(2Pfp) (3)

In the equation, erfc−1 is the inverse of the complementary error function. For exam-
ple, an FP probability of Pfp = 10−6 results in a threshold T ≈ −4.8. Finally, a
watermark’s presence is detected when the corresponding z-score does not exceed
this threshold.

Note that the detected watermark is a zero-bit watermark. That is to say, it cannot
embed or extract a multi-bit payload bit by bit from a single video segment. Instead,
we can only detect the watermark’s presence or absence. Then, by linking a zero-
bit watermark with the user to which the corresponding video was distributed, the
leaker is detected. Additionally, a multi-bit payload can optionally be embedded by
combining the proposed method with A/Bwatermarking. In that case, every segment
can represent one bit of information, assuming only two watermarked versions per
segment are used. In this way, by using multiple segments in the entire video, a
multi-bit watermark is embedded.

The proposed method requires all distributed watermarked versions of the video
to detect the leaked watermark. Even so, as mentioned before, it should be stressed
that there are only few watermarked versions when used in combination with A/B
watermarking (e.g., only two). Nonetheless, the method is non-blind. Non-blindness
has the advantage that registration techniques can be applied to undo spatial and
temporal synchronization attacks, increasing the robustness of the method. More-
over, the complexity of extraction increases linearly with the number of distributed
watermarked videos. Again, although the order of the asymptotic complexity may
be larger than other existing methods, it should be stressed that there are only few
distributed watermarked videos in A/B watermarking. Hence, in that case, the total
computational complexity is still very low.

Finally, one may note that when only two watermarked versions of a video seg-
ment are created in A/Bwatermarking, the proposed detection method does not work
as-is. That is because there is only a single absent watermark, resulting in the stan-
dard deviation σA of zero, i.e., a z-score of (negative) infinity. As a solution, few
non-distributed watermarked videos can be created as extra watermarked videos for
accurate detection. These limitations are the cost of an implementation-free, RD-
preserving watermarking algorithm.
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4 Evaluation

This section experimentally analyzes the proposed method. First, Sect. 4.1 describes
the setup that was used during the experiments. Then, Sect. 4.2 analyzes the compres-
sion efficiency, i.e., the visual quality and bitrate. Lastly, the robustness is evaluated
in Sect. 4.3.

4.1 Experimental Setup

We evaluated the proposed method with five 10-s sequences that have a resolution
of 1920 × 1080 pixels: BQTerrace, Cactus, ParkJoy, Kimono1, and ParkScene [26].
These sequences consist of 600, 500, 500, 240, and 240 frames, respectively.

The watermarking method was used in combination with two existing encoders,
namely the x264-encoder (version 0.157) and the x265-encoder (version 3.2), which
use the H.264/AVC and H.265/HEVC standard, respectively. These open-source
implementations allow a minimum target bitrate change of 1 kbit/s. The rate-control
algorithms’ buffer sizes were set to the same value as the target bitrate, and no par-
allelization was enabled such that the encoder behavior was deterministic and repro-
ducible. To adapt the encoder settings to typical adaptive-streaming applications, a
two-pass encoding was performed. The first pass is equal for all watermarked ver-
sions of a video, in which a video is encoded with a fixed CRF value of 22, 27,
32, or 37 (further represented as CRFw). Then, the average bitrate of the first pass
encoding is calculated and rounded to the nearest 100 kbit/s. In the second pass,
this rounded bitrate is used as the default target bitrate t , as well as for the video
buffering verifier (VBV) size (i.e., the buffer is approximately one second). Lastly, an
intra-period of 10s was set. This means that only the first frame of each sequence is
an intra-frame, whereas all subsequent frames are inter-frames. The other encoding
parameters were left to their default values. For each sequence and each CRFw, 20
watermarked videos were created with IDs −9,−8, . . . , 9, 10. In other words, the
default target bitrate was changed with a maximum of 10 kbit/s.

We compare the experimental results to various recent state-of-the-art watermark-
ingmethodswith similar embedding complexities as the proposed technique. In other
words, systems in which each watermarked video is separately compressed. First,
both the results of compression efficiency and robustness are compared to our previ-
ouswork, i.e., the RD-preservingmethod byMareen et al. [17]. Although this work is
also RD preserving, its implementation requires complex modifications to the video
encoders. Second, we compare the results against the uncompressed domain water-
marking method called Symmetric Dynamic Level Detection (SDLD), by Asikuz-
zaman et al. [11]. For this method, the parameters are equal to those in the original
method. Third, we compare with an adapted version [9] of the non-blind uncom-
pressed domain Spread-Spectrum (SS) watermarking method by Cox et al. [8]. That
is, the watermark length, the scale factor, and the number of skipped coefficients are
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1000, 0.1, and 1000, respectively. The length and scale factor are the same that were
used for the evaluation of the originally proposed method [8]. Additionally, the num-
ber of skipped coefficients is chosen to be as large as the length of the watermark, as
was done in the evaluation of the adaptation by Barni et al. [9]. Since the watermarks
of the SDLD and SSmethod are embedded in the uncompressed domain, we encoded
the watermarked videos with the same four CRFw values as this paper. Lastly, we
compare the compression efficiency to the scheme by Meerwald and Uhl [12] and
the system proposed by Buhari et al. [14].

4.2 Compression Efficiency: Visual Quality and Bitrate

The imperceptibility or visual quality is often measured using the Peak Signal-to-
Noise Ratio (PSNR). However, care should be taken when interpreting reported
PSNR values from watermarking methods because a high PSNR is not necessarily
good when the bitrate increase is also high. Therefore, we measure the visual quality
jointly with the bitrate increase, using the Bjøntegaard-Delta rate (BD-rate) [27].
The BD-rate estimates the difference in average bitrate that two encoders need to
create a video of the same quality. More specifically, the BD-rate is a percentage that
represents the bitrate overhead to compress a watermarked video at the same quality
as the unwatermarked encoding. A BD-rate of 0% indicates that the relationship
between the quality and bitrate is equal for both the watermarked and unwatermarked
encoding. For the BD-rate calculation in this paper, we used the PSNR and bitrate
of 4 quality levels (CRFw of 22, 27, 32, and 37). These values were calculated for
an encoding using the default target bitrates as the unwatermarked encodings, and
for all 20 modified target bitrates (per sequence, per default target bitrate) as the
watermarked encodings. As such, the unwatermarked encodings can be compared to
the watermarked encodings.

Table1 presents the obtained BD-rates of the proposed and state-of-the-art tech-
niques. The results prove that the proposed method approximately preserves the
compression efficiency since the BD-rates are very close to zero, namely 0.02% and

Table 1 Compression efficiency results and comparison with state of the art

Method BD-rate (%)

Asikuzzaman et al. [11] 8.72

Cox et al. [8] 8.71

Meerwald and Uhl [12] 8.23

Buhari et al. [14] 1.38

Mareen et al. [17] 0.03

Proposed (x264) 0.02

Proposed (x265) −0.10
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-0.10% for the x264 and x265-encoder, respectively. In other words, these results
report a negligible loss in RD performance when using the x264-encoder, and a small
but negligible increase in compression efficiencywhenusing the x265-encoder. These
close-to-zero values are as expected since the watermarked encodings are using an
unmodified video encoder fromwhich they only change an input parameter. Our pre-
vious rate-distortion-preserving work [17] reported a similar BD-rate of 0.03%, but
requires a complex implementation integrated with the used video encoders. Lastly,
other state-of-the-art algorithms report much larger BD-rates of up to 9%. Thus, the
state of the art is outperformed by the proposed method in terms of compression
efficiency.

4.3 Robustness

The robustness is evaluated against recompression attacks in this section. The recom-
pression attacks were performed by re-encoding all watermarked videos with the
x265-encoder, using 6 different CRF values: 22, 27, 32, 37, 42, and 47 (further rep-
resented as CRFa). In other words, 5 · 20 · 4 · 6 = 2400 recompressions were done
in total, i.e., for 5 tested sequences, 20 watermark IDs, 4 CRFw values, and 6 CRFa

values.
For detection, the threshold was set to T = −4.7534, which corresponds to a

FP probability of Pfp = 10−6. For this reason, the false positive rates (FPR) are not
further presented in this paper. For the robustness evaluation,we use the false negative
rate (FNR) defined in (4). In the equation, a false negative (FN) detection is when
the present watermark is not detected in the attacked video. Finally, it is important
to note that a smaller FNR is better.

FNR = #FN Detections

Total # Detections
(4)

Table2 shows the calculated FNR values for the proposed method, in addition
to the results of the state-of-the-art methods by Asikuzzaman et al. [11], by Cox et
al. [8], and our previous RD-preserving work [17]. The methods by Meerwald and
Uhl [12] and Buhari et al. [14] are not present in the comparison because their
implementations were not available, and the robustness results for the recompression
attack is not present in scientific literature. The FP probability of the state-of-the-art
methods was set also to Pfp = 10−6.

For the proposed technique, the FNRs for almost all CRFw and CRFa values
are zero, regardless of the used encoder. Only watermarks initially encoded with a
higher quality (i.e., a low CRFw) result in a nonzero FNR after recompression to a
low quality (i.e., CRFa ≥ 42). In contrast, when the quality of the initial encoding
is medium to high (i.e., CRFw = 27 or CRFw = 32), the watermarked videos are
robust for recompression with CRFa ≤ 42. These results are similar to the method
byMareen et al. [17]. It should be noted that recompressionwithCRFa ≥ 42 severely
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Fig. 3 Attacked version of the watermarked cropped frame in Fig. 2b, recompressed with CRFa =
42. Although the attacked frame has a low quality, the watermark’s presence is still detected

decreases the quality, to a point where users do not enjoy watching it anymore. For
example, Fig. 3 shows an example of a cropped attacked frame, recompressed with
CRFa = 42, which shows many disturbing artifacts.

For the state-of-the-art methods by Asikuzzaman et al. [11] and by Cox et al. [8],
one can observe worse robustness results. That is, the method by Asikuzzaman et al.
reports nonzero FNRs for all CRFa ≥ 37 and for CRFw = 37. Similarly, the method
by Cox et al. is not robust for large CRFa values. Most interestingly, traditional state-
of-the-art methods perform worse when initially compressed with a high CRFw,
whereas the proposed method achieves better results in that case. That is because
the initial encoding indirectly creates the zero-bit watermark. Since a high CRFw

creates more perceptible compression artifacts, the watermark is more robust than
when compressed with a low CRFw.

5 Conclusion

Forensicwatermarking in adaptive streaming is often performed using theA/Bwater-
marking concept, which can be combined with existing watermarking methods.
Because visual quality and the compressed video’s bitrate are of utmost importance
in adaptive-streaming applications, this paper proposed a RD-preserving forensic
watermarking method which is intended to be used in combination with A/B water-
marking. Additionally, although the proposed method integrates the watermarking
step with video compression, it does not require changes to existing video encoders.
Instead, it only changes the input parameters of the rate-control algorithm of the
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video encoder. In this way, the proposed scheme does not require a complex imple-
mentation, and can hence be used in combination with various video codecs without
implementation modification overhead.

The results prove that our proposed approach has a negligible impact on the RD
performance, i.e., on the relationship between visual quality and bitrate.More specif-
ically, the BD-rate is only 0.02% and−0.10%when combining the proposedmethod
with an H.264/AVC and H.265/HEVC-encoder, respectively. Moreover, the water-
marks are robust against attacks that severely lower the quality of the video. For
example, when the video is initially compressed with a medium-to-high quality, the
system is robust against recompression with CRFa ≤42. These robustness results
are similar or better than state-of-the-art methods with a comparable embedding
complexity. In conclusion, when combined with A/B watermarking, the proposed
scheme provides a practical, implementation-free, RD-preserving forensic water-
marking solution for adaptive-streaming platforms.
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Study of Data and Internet Propagation
in Electrical Networks Versus Unshielded
Twisted Pair (UTP) Cabling
for the Extension of Home Wi-Fi
Network Coverage

Yessica Herran , Richard García , Fabian Blanco ,
and Fredys Simanca

Abstract The advances in technology bring about the need to interact with and
control the devices used in daily life. This process is so accelerated that the traditional
methods of communication become obsolete and not very aesthetic, and this factor
demands the experts to create instruments that allow a connection to the virtual
world, regardless of where the person is. This paper will examine the feasibility of
implementing a communication system different from the usual propagation of UTP
cabling, aswell as the use of new technologies such as the power line communications
network extension system, where an analysis of the performance of the channel, the
susceptibility of the medium to external factors, and the versatility in the process of
installation in the infrastructure was carried out. The aim is to obtain an easy means
of connecting with the various electronic devices that can be used at home and/or
office, reducing the time of interaction with the environment.

Keywords UTP cable · Internet of things · Power line communications

1 Introduction

Communication technologies allow us to transmit information through two media:
the guided ones such as coaxial cable, twisted pair, and optical fiber, and the unguided
ones such as air and vacuum,which are the fundamental piece for what is called today
IoT.

The guided media are the most reliable channels for transmitting information,
because they may be less susceptible to interference, compared to the non-guided
media which may have a greater effect on the channel, due to environmental factors
or other broadcasting sources. Taking advantage of these properties, a study will be
conducted on the propagation behavior of the twisted pair, and of another little-used
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medium such as copper wire from low-voltage power lines, which is found in the
electrical distribution system of homes or residences.

Power line communications (PLC) is a technology that allows the transmission
of broadband data over high, medium, and low-voltage networks. It appeared in
the 1950s, allowing the control of remote relays with one-way communications. In
the mid-1980s, research was initiated for the use of electrical networks and their
broadband transmission, but in only one direction. Later, by 1997 and 2000, the first
high-speed transmission tests were carried out in the United Kingdom and France
[1].

Among the interferences that affect this technology are background noise, color
noise, narrowband noise, and impulsive noise, typical of the transmission medium.
This technology considers different standards, each one improving the susceptibility
to these interferences, as well as the transmission speed. This paper is divided into
three phases. The first phase describes the technical characteristics of the HomePlug
standard, Ethernet, and wireless networks, respectively, developed for the trans-
mission of information by electrical networks and twisted-pair cables. The second
phase describes the methods used and the results obtained in the comparison of
the two technologies, and the closure of the paper establishes the conclusions and
recommendations.

2 Standards Applied

Each technology implemented in a data propagation system includes standards that
are used as a model to evaluate security, coupling, performance, efficiency, and
compatibility between media [2]. The following describes the standards applied by
both technologies to analyze BPL and UTP.

The HomePlug standard makes use of transmission techniques such as OFDM
modulation, which allows dividing the available spectrum into multiple carriers, thus
being resistant toRF interference, usingCSMA/CA for data transmission andTDMA
for accessing the medium [3]. For the year 2001 HomePlug Alliance developed the
Homeplug 1.0 which used speeds up to 14 Mbps being functional for basic internet
services. It sent electronic mails and was one of the first ones to support Plug & Play
technology [4]. Later, in the year 2005 emerged a breakthrough with the AV version
increasing its speeds to 150Mbps in a range of 2–30MHz, being suitable for services
such as HDTV known as high definition television [5] and providing connection-
oriented QoS. In the year 2012, the AV2 version emerges with a performance of up
to 1000 Mbps that stands out for using MIMO technology with multiple-input and
multiple-output routes used in buildings with old power distribution systems [6].

The IEEE standards are defined for the LAN, where typologies and rules of
access to the network are defined. In the IEEE 802, three fundamental comple-
ments are defined: LLC (logical link control) for managing the logical link, MAC
(medium access control) for controlling and managing the physical access, and PHY
for performing tasks of encoding and decoding bits [7].
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The 802.3u standard is one of the variants of the 802.3 standards and applies to
networks that can transmit information at 100 Mbps and can simultaneously be inte-
grated into 10 Mbps networks, using the CSMA/CS access protocol called multiple
access with carrier detection and collision detection [8].

The IEEE 802.11 is an IEEE standard for wireless networking technology, using
the frequency bands of 2.4, 3.3, and 5GHz andmaking use of theCSMA/CAprotocol
[9]. In its versions present is the IEEE 802.11b, which defines a high-speed physical
layer of up to 11 Mbps in the frequency of 2.4 GHz, and uses HR-DSSS modulation
techniques. In [10], the IEEE 802.11g, which presented the advance over the 802.11b
standard, uses OFDM modulation techniques, reaching speeds of 22–55 Mbps in
the 2.4 GHz band [11]. Then, the IEEE 802.11n standard made it possible to take
advantage of the robust cabling network infrastructure by creating multiple-input
and multiple-output (MIMO) antennas [12].

IEEE 1901 defines detailed mechanisms for interoperability between different
devices such as broadband over powerline (BPL) as well as to ensure the desired
bandwidth and the quality of the service. Among the resources defined in the stan-
dard, it relates the modulation techniques such as orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing (OFDM) to be very robust against the multipath [13], and its operation
is in three phases of transmission: generation, propagation, and distribution, in order
to take advantage of the different channels in a frequency range of 2–30 MHz [14].

3 Analysis and Results

This section describes the steps taken to make the comparison between BPL tech-
nology devices and conventional Ethernet. In the transmission on power lines, refer-
ence equipment DHP-208AV and DHP-W220AV from the manufacturer D-Link are
used tomake up the kit for BPL technology with the specifications described in Table
1.

In conventional Ethernet communication, the reference device TD-W8951ND
from the manufacturer TP-LINKwith the specifications described in Table 2 is used:

The device specifications are presented in order to validate its installation
versatility, channel stability, and performance.

3.1 Versatility of Sub-chapter Installation

The proposed connection scheme for GLP technology is shown in Fig. 1. First, the
connection of the device 208AV to themodem to establish the communication, then to
the pc by Ethernet cable to perform configurations on the device and the power outlet
for the spread of the data. In the other area, the device 220AV performs the reception
of data, allowing for the connection of devices via wireless, taking for the latter the
option of creating a separate network or clone the current one in order to extend
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Table 1 General specifications of GLP devices

Device Standards Encryption Transmission speeds

DHP-208AV 802.3 1901 Coding 128—AES on
power line

>200 Mbps (PHY) over
power line

802.3u HomePlug 100 Mbps over Ethernet

DHP-W220AV 802.3 1901 Coding 128—AES on
power line

>150 Mbps WLAN with
working frequencies of
2.4–2.976 GHz

802.3u HomePlug WEP/WPA/WPA2 >200 Mbps (PHY) over
power line

802.11b 802.11g 100 Mbps over Ethernet

802.11n

Source DHP-W221AV—Kit Powerline N150—D-Link Latinamerica, n.d. [15]

Table 2 General specifications of the Ethernet device

Device Standards Encryption Transmission
speeds

TD-W8951ND 802.3 802.11b Codification 64/128-AES 150 Mbps
WLAN

802.3u 802.11g WEP/WPA-PSK/WPA2-PSK 10/100 Mbps
over Ethernet

Source (TD-W8951ND|Módem Router Inalámbrico N ADSL2+ de 150Mbps|TP-Link Colombia,
n.d.) [16]

Fig. 1 Connection scheme for GLP technology devices

the coverage in areas of low reception. Unlike BPL technology, the conventional
modem must have power line availability and a communication channel from the
service provider’s equipment to be able to access the internet, which leads to a more
complex process.
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3.2 Channel Stability and Performance

The standard 802.3u defines the PMAmodulation as the best method of propagation
in twisted pair, offering higher transmission speeds at a lower cost. It happens in a
different way with the GLP devices susceptible to external and internal sources of the
medium. Themajor effects are mainly produced by elements in inductive, capacitive,
false connections, and deterioration of the environment, and therefore, they will
be represented as background noise such as color noise (different interconnected
sources of energy), the noise of narrowband (induction of broadcasting signals), and
impulsive noises such as disconnection of electronic devices [17]. As an additional
factor, there is power loss due to the topology adopted by the system, which would
be defined as a bus topology in which multipath is generated throughout the power
line [18]. In fact, for correcting this type of affectations, the Homeplug standard
defines the OFDM modulation technique as the best propagation option correcting
most of the affectations of the medium. The proposed connection scheme for GLP
technology is shown in Fig. 2.

In the BPL technology, hostile scenarios are reflected and, in the same way, it was
verified that to preserve the stability in the communication channels it must ensure
the connection scheme proposed in Fig. 3, which finally allows to obtain the highest
performance in the devices both in the physical and wireless environment.

Therefore, if the connection ismodified to a schemewhere active devices are inter-
mediate or which, due to their operating principle, force an opening of the electrical
circuit, an instability will be evident since the electrical line behaves like an infor-
mation bus. Figure 4 presents a connection scheme where the case of involvement
for the BPL communication channel is represented.

It should be borne inmind that most of the effects generated by inductive elements
directly affect the power stage of the transmitter/receiver equipment, due to the abrupt
variation in current.

Fig. 2 Connection scheme
for conventional Ethernet
modem-to-modem
technology
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Fig. 3 BPL connection with optimum performance

Fig. 4 BPL scheme with energy meter

3.3 Transmission Speeds

In a first impression, it is said that GLP technology is inferior to Ethernet technology,
because the transmission medium is not only dedicated to the propagation of infor-
mation and, as is well known, it is multiservice, contrary to twisted pair which is
defined for a communication service. In order to check the channel capacity and eval-
uate if the GLP technology is optimal, the Iperf software is used. It has an easy-to-use
interface and is developed in such a way that it allows to obtain real-time propagation
results by creating end-to-end TCP/UDP flows. The sampling obtained was carried
out with UDP flows, since this allows to flood the medium without restriction to
determine the speed with duration times of 360 s. The first system tested is the BPL
where 11.5 Mbyte second-to-second packet shipments are recorded, as shown in
Fig. 5, with intervals outside the threshold and mainly generated by the modulation
technique.
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Fig. 5 Transferred BPL
packages

In parallel, transmission speeds of 95.6 Mbps are recorded, with out-of-range
intervals newly generated by the propagation method, as shown in Fig. 6. Every
registered variation coincides with the transmission speed and the transferred packet;
the total result in transferred packets is 17.3Gbyteswith a transfer speed of 414Mbps.

These intervals represent the relayed packets that arrive over another channel
which is reflected as an increase in the speed achieved, so the modulation method
influences the data collection.

As for transmission with conventional Ethernet technology, the same configura-
tion of 360 s without bandwidth limit is used with a UDP stream, where a log of
packets of 11.4 Mbytes is transferred constantly throughout the test, the information
of which is shown in Fig. 7. In parallel, the transmission rate is sampled with a
constant value of 95.9 Mbps and is graphed in Fig. 8.

The results obtained from the sampling make it possible to determine that the
modulation technique has a great influence on the reception of the end-to-end data,
since it is constant in one of them, while on the other it can present variations

Fig. 6 BPL transmission
speed

Fig. 7 Packets transferred
on conventional Ethernet
technology
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Fig. 8 Transmission speed
in conventional Ethernet
technology

over time in order to correct transmission errors. Another of the environments to be
evaluated is the transfer of the wireless service, so the same simulation techniques
were used as in the physical sampling, with results for the GLP technology of better
performance than the conventional Ethernet technology as can be observed in the
following analysis.

In the BPL technology through wireless network service, an average of 6.60 MB
of transmitted packets is recorded, although transmission peaks are obtained in simi-
larity with the physical medium, and this information is presented in Fig. 9. As a
result, the transmission rate presents a reading of 56.9 Mbps as an average value.
One of the particularities identified in this test model for the wireless service is that it
shows the constant variation that the communication undergoes, and does not retain a
transmission pattern as in the physical medium. This record can be seen in Fig. 10. In
the tests carried out with the wireless connection typical of the conventional Ethernet

Fig. 9 Packets transferred
via BPL wireless service

Fig. 10 Transmission rates
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Fig. 11 Packets transferred
via wireless service on
Ethernet technology

Fig. 12 Transmission rates
via wireless service on
Ethernet technology

technology, amore erratic behavior was tracked, since constant data was not achieved
and with a final result of 2.51 Gbytes in transferred packets as recorded in Fig. 11.

Therefore, the transmission rate is also recorded with random behavior as shown
in Fig. 12, showing a final average of 59.9 Mbps. The tests with the wireless service
were carried out with a distance of 3 m to the receiving device in five repetitions.

The use of these tools makes it possible to observe the behavior of the data
propagated in the physical and wireless environment of both technologies.

4 Conclusions

The results collected from each technology demonstrate that they are technically
similar no matter what medium is being used, even if it is emphasized that GLP tech-
nology has a great breakthrough in propagating information by non-communication
means, having robust components in very small units that can be safely deployed for
the growth of the local network. In the last aspect of comparison of the achieved
speeds, technologies manage to have a great similarity with links averages of
95.6 Mbps which is the speed that achieves the network card of the computer used,
as stated in the IEEE 802.3 standard. A discrepancy between the two technologies is
that the BLP system exceeds the speed of transmission, but this is due to the method
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that spreads the information and the corrections that the system performs. Although
the physical links are reliable, wireless technology is not left behind. By having
certifications in the IEEE 802.11 standards, the technologies guarantee the transport
of the information end-to-end without having a low performance, which is demon-
strated with the network tests at the moment of transporting information, although
greater variations of one technology with respect to the other are identified, being of
better performance the wireless service in the BPL devices than in the conventional
modems, demonstrating that the service of the BPL system is reliable and of high
capacity for the wireless networks.

In this way, it is verified that the BPL systems are a usable technology for the
extension of physical and wireless networks, considering that the equipment used
is of medium range with respect to others that are in the market. Finally, the BPL
devices were used for six months without interruption in any of its services and are
still used today for the communication of information.
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Abstract Image compression has a long history, being widely applied in numerous
applications. Yet, the commonly applied approach is based on traditional signal
processing, such as JPEG. The lack of learning process in the approach limits the
performance of those methods. Deep learning, recently, shows great performance in
image compression, whose success may be attributed to various factors. Activation
function is known as one of these influential factors. The present work is devoted
to analyze the different effects of various activation functions, and the experimental
results suggest that the generalized divisive normalization (GDN) is probably the
best activation function in deep image approach-based image compression.
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1 Introduction

Nowadays, more than 80% of information on the internet is transmitted through
images and videos, and it will continue to grow in the future. Therefore, an efficient
and high-quality image compression method is essential. Image compression is a
process of data compression that encodes the original image with few bits. The
objective of this process is to reduce the cost of storage and to transmit image data
efficiently. Image processing is closely related to many computer vision tasks such as
object classification and object detection. An efficient image compression method is
helpful for image processing and model compression. There are two kinds of image
compression, namely, lossless and lossy. In lossless compression, the original image
can be reconstructed without losing information. On the contrary, some information
can be ignored during the compression. At the time being, lossy image compression
becomes more and more necessary in saving bandwidth and storage. In the last
couple of years, image compression algorithms rely on hand-crafted modules, the
codec usually consists of three parts: encoder, quantizer, and decoder. The traditional
image encoding standards, e.g., JPEG, are not end-to-end optimized, in contrast to
deep learning based-method.

In recent years, deep learning has achieved significant success in computer vision
fields such as image classification, object detection, and face recognition. As for
image compression, deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are expected to be
more powerful than the traditional image compression method for the following rea-
sons. First, CNNs can extractmore accurate featuremaps from a given image than the
traditionalmethod. Second, flexible nonlinear analysis and synthesis transformations
can be easily applied by stacking multiple convolutional layers. Finally, deep learn-
ing enables encoder and decoder optimized in an end-to-end manner. Some recent
works have already shown some evidence [4]. However, most of the works focus on
the design of network architectures. Having done a large number of experiments, we
found that the activation function has a significant impact on the quality of the image
after compression.

In this paper, we present a CNN-based image compression framework to show that
theGeneralizedNormalization Transformation (GDN) [2] is likely the best activation
function in most cases for image compression. In our approach, the feature map of
the input image is extracted by a stack of multiple layers in CNNs. Next, the feature
map is quantized, and entropy coding uses a lossless encoding to the bitstream. After
that, the compact bitstream is used to obtain the reconstruction of the original image
through entropy decoding, inverse quantization, and deconvolution.

Experimental results show that the GDN activation function outperforms the Rec-
tified Linear Unit (ReLU), leaky ReLU, Gaussian Error Linear Units (GeLU), and
Scaled Exponential Linear Unit (SeLU) in both Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR)
andMulti-Scale Structural Similarity IndexMetrics (MS-SSIM) across a large range
of bitrates. For example, usingGDN activation function can be 3.0 dB better in PSNR
than usingReLUactivation function for some testing images.Moreover, images com-
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pressed by GDN activation function look smooth, which are more in line with the
characteristics of the human visual system with less blurring, ringing, and blocking.

2 Related Work

Image compression is usually based on traditional signal processing-based methods,
in which quantization and entropy coding are designed manually. Deep learning-
based image compression approaches are capable of automatically discovering and
utilizing patterns hidden in data, through constructing a neural network structure
that chooses the appropriate activation and loss function. Therefore, such a method
shows better effects in the compression.

Deep learning-based image compression has recently become an active research
area. A variety of approaches and frameworks for this task have been proposed. At
present, the popular DNN architectures utilized for image compression are auto-
encoders [3, 8] and recurrent neural networks (RNNs) [10].

To make entropy coding more efficient, Toderici et al. [10] utilized Long Short-
Term Memory (LSTM) to extract binary representation. Moreover, LSTM convolu-
tion was applied to estimate the probability distribution of image information in the
entropy encoding section. In 2016, Ball et al. [3] proposed an end-to-end optimized
image compression framework that involved a nonlinear analysis transformation, a
uniform quantizer, and a nonlinear synthesis transformation.

At the same time, scientists have made efforts to combine framework structures
of image compression with other computer vision tasks. For example, in [7], the
computer vision tasks, such as image classification and semantic segmentation, ana-
lyzed the feature maps generated from image compression approaches. Meanwhile,
the synthesis model from the frameworks of semantic segmentation was also used to
reconstruct background regions such as streets and trees from the label map [1]. In
low bitrates, this approach has the ability to generate higher quality synthetic images.

3 Methods

The background knowledge is first introduced as follows:

3.1 Introduction to Deep Learning-Based Image
Compression

Our proposed auto-encoder framework is shown in Fig. 1. Both encoder and
decoder have convolutional layer, deconvolutional layer, and GDN/IGDN (inverse
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Fig. 1 The network architecture of used deep learning image compression

GDN) layer. TheGDN/IGDN implement a type of local divisive normalization trans-
formation [3].

In order to effectively perform the entropy encoding operation, we first use a
quantization operation to convert float data into integer data. Assuming the feature
maps after encoding are powerful enough, we take round quantization function as
quantization representing values, which is ŷi = round(yi ). The marginal density
of ŷi can be represented as a discrete probability mass with weights equal to the
probability mass function [1]:

Pŷi (ŷi = n) =
n+0.5∫

n−0.5

Pŷi (x)dx . (1)

However, since the derivatives of the round quantization function are zero almost
everywhere, the gradient descent of round quantization function is ineffective. In the
stage of training, we replace the quantizer with an additive uniform noise, that is
ŷi = yi + ε, where ε is a random noise. It is obvious that the entropy of ŷ can be
used as an approximation of the entropy of ŷ. Hence, in the phases of validation and
testing, we use the function ŷ = round(yi ) as the quantization function. Entropy
coding calculates the number of bits required to represent a particular image given
a quantization level. Currently, entropy coding algorithms include Range coding,
Arithmetic Coding, Huffman coding, etc. Huffman coding is adopted in this paper.
The process of Huffman coding and decoding is lossless, and the quantized feature
maps are mapped into a bitstream using variable-length codes.

As described in [3], we optimized the set of parameters over the DIV2K database
[5] which consists 800 train and 100 validation images. We used all of those images
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Table 1 List of compared activation functions

SeLU(x) = λ

{
α(ex − 1) x < 0

x x ≥ 0
GeLU(x) = 0.5x

(
1 + erf

(
x√
2

))

ReLU(x) =
{
x x > 0

0 x ≤ 0
leaky ReLU(x) =

{
x x > 0

αx x ≤ 0

to train modified models and conduct various experiments using identical neural
network structure and test dataset, with various hyperparameters and a series of acti-
vation functions. One important hyperparameter is λ that controls the rate-distortion
trade-off through the loss function loss = bitrate + λ ∗ distortion. The bitrate
indicates bits-per-pixel that measures the average number of bits required for one
pixel. The distortion measures the cost of representing a pixel x by an approximated
x̂ , and the λ is a weighting factor for end-to-end training. The larger λ is set, the
better image decoding quality and the higher bits-per-pixel (BPP) are obtained are
vice versa. Training step was set to 100000 for all experiments. The activation func-
tions for different models include ReLU, leaky-ReLU, ReLU + GDN, SeLU, SeLU
+ GDN, GeLU, and GDN.

3.2 Activation Functions in Image Compression

To introduce nonlinearity into the approach, deep learning employs many different
activation functions. Currently, the popular activation functions in deep learning
include ReLU, Sigmoid, Tanh, etc. Besides, GDN, a form of gain control in which
responses are divided by pooled activity of neighbors, has been preferred to use
in image compression due to the nonlinear properties of sensory neurons [2]. A
commonly used form for GDN is

yi = γ
xα
i

βα + Σ j xα
j

, (2)

where θ = {α, β, γ } are parameters. GDN adjusts responses to be within a desired
operating range while keeping their relative values unchanged. As a special case
of the model, the optimal estimator for the Gaussian vector can be proved to be a
modified form of divisive normalization using a weighted L2-norm. In this paper,
we also fix the value of α to 2 as commonly suggested in other works (Table1).

The network structure is shown in Fig. 1. It has a minor modification to the
described structure in the work of [3, 9]. Note that the small convolutional kernels
can have the same receptive field as large convolutional kernels. For example, a 5× 5
convolutional layer can be replaced by two 3× 3 convolutional layers. Therefore, we
used two 5× 5 convolutional layers to replace the original 9× 9 convolutional layer,
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positioning them at the first layer of analysis transform and the last layer of synthesis
transform, respectively. The reason why we did not directly use 3× 3 convolutional
layers is that the further decomposing will introduce more layers and result in a
rather deep network structure because decomposing larger filters into smaller ones
need more layers for computation. As Zhou et al. [11] suggested, a deep convolution
auto-encoder is not good at capturing the long-range global dependencies between
features without residual-like block. Hence, we used four 5× 5 convolutional layers
with 128 kernels and strides 2 for the encoder part, which down-sampling the size of
images to 1/16 with 128 channels. Then, we used another four 5× 5 deconvolutional
layers with 128 kernels (3 kernels at output layer) and strides 2 for the decoder part,
which up-sampled the features to their original size with three channels.

We also try to study the model behavior when applied to six different scenes,
including animal, crowd, landscape, monitor, outdoor, and person. There are two
kinds of evaluation metrics used to measure the quality of resulting (decoded) image,
i.e., PSNR and MS-SSIM. The horizontal axis has four kinds of BPP derived from
four values of λ (0.001, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1). As mentioned above, a higher λ generates
better quality and higher BPP. Bits per pixel (BPP) is also called bitrate, whichmeans
the required bits for each pixel of images. It represents the size of encoded image.

4 Experimental Results

We empirically study the effects of various activation functions in six different sce-
narios. The differences are revealed in visual effects and evaluation metrics.

Figure2a demonstrates the decoding image quality of different models measured
by MS-SSIM. Generally, with the bitrate increasing, MS-SSIM of different models
are also increasing but the growth is slowing down. In addition, GDN shows the
dominant performance over all scenes comparing to rest activation functions. Only
SeLU + GDN is as good as GDN over some scenes by the cost of extra computation.
Specifically, over the animal, crowd, landscape, and people scenes, the separation
among different activation functions is smaller than the monitor and outdoor scenes.
ReLU, SeLU, GeLU, leaky ReLU, and ReLU + GDN are almost overlapping over
those four scenes, which means their performance is similar. However, the lines of
GDNand SeLU+GDNshow a distinctive trend that they are always above the others.
Furthermore, since the horizontal axis represents bitrate, we can see that with the
same λ, GDN, and SeLU +GDN have less bitrate, which indicates their compression
ability is stronger.

The situation is slightly different while using PSNR metric. In Fig. 2b, SeLU
+ GDN performs better than GDN over most scenes and the separation is distin-
guishable. According to [6], the normalization occurs inside the SeLU activation
function, which is absent from original auto-encoder. Therefore, it can deal with gra-
dient issues during backpropagation. It may be the reason SeLU + GDN performing
slightly better than GDN, and SeLU performing relatively better than ReLU, leaky
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(a) (b)

Fig. 2 MS-SSIM and PSNR comparison of different activation functions based on six images

(a) (b)

Fig. 3 MS-SSIM and PSNR comparison between GDN and Sigmoid using six scenarios. Bitrate
comparison of using various activation functions

Table 2 Bitrate comparison of using various activation functions

Animal Crowd Landscape Bus Outdoor Person

GDN 0.129 0.135 0.133 0.106 0.123 0.122

SeLU +
GDN

0.130 0.136 0.133 0.108 0.125 0.122

SeLU 0.140 0.147 0.141 0.169 0.135 0.124

ReLU 0.136 0.141 0.137 0.116 0.132 0.121

leaky ReLU 0.139 0.145 0.140 0.118 0.135 0.124

ReLU +
GDN

0.140 0.142 0.139 0.118 0.133 0.127

GeLU 0.136 0.143 0.137 0.116 0.132 0.120
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ReLU, etc. Empirically, the performance gap will become more and more distinct
when the training step increases.

We have presented the effectiveness of various activation functions in image com-
pression. The results show that the GDN has excellent performance on encoding
bitrate and decoding quality (the lower the better) as indicated by Table2. Lower
bitrate requires less transmission bandwidth for communication. As for the remain-
ing activation functions, the SeLU + GDN has the closest performance to GDN,
whose encoding bitrate is slightly worse and decoding quality is sometimes even
better than GDN as depicted in Fig. 2.

As a classic activation function, Sigmoid is frequently used. Thus, whether GDN
is still better than Sigmoid

(
1

1+e−x

)
in image compression deserves some experiments.

As Fig. 3 indicates, using GDN yields a much better PSNR value than Sigmoid, and
it is similar for the measure of MS-SSIM that is neglected for plotting due to page
limit.

5 Conclusion

In this study, we focus on comparing the effectiveness of various activation functions
used in the convolutional neural networks. The evaluation is investigated via six
distinct images based on PSNR andMS-SSIMmetrics. Experimental results suggest
that theGDN is, in general, a great choice in deep learning-based image compression.
In specific, usingGDNyields the bestMS-SSIM. Combinedwith SeLU,GDN shows
even slightly better performance than applying GDN alone in terms of MS-SSIM
according to the experimental results. Therefore, both measures indicate that the use
of GDN in deep image compression should provide better compression results. The
underlying reason might partly because of the normalization in GDN. For future
work, it might be a good idea to study the effectiveness of GDN in deep learning-
based video compression. The current research work only sheds some light on image
compression, to inspire the community.
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Using Machine Learning Techniques
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Abstract Sentiment analysis is the interpretation and classification of emotions
and opinions from the text. The scale of emotions and opinions can vary from
positive to negative and maybe neutral. Customer sentiment analysis helps busi-
nesses to point out the public’s thoughts and feelings about their products, brands,
or services in online conversations and feedback. Natural language processing and
text classification are crucial for sentiment analysis. That means we can predict or
classify customers’ opinions given their comments. In this paper, we do sentiment
analysis in the two different movie review datasets using various machine learning
techniques including decision tree, naïve Bayes, support vector machine, blending,
voting, and recurrent neural networks (RNN).We propose a few frameworks of senti-
ment classification using these techniques on the given datasets. Several experiments
are conducted to evaluate them and compared with an outstanding natural language
processing tool (Stanford CoreNLP) at present. The experimental results have shown
our proposals can achieve higher performance, especially, the voting and RNN-based
classification models can result in better predictions.
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1 Introduction

Nowadays, social media platforms, such as Facebook, YouTube, Flickr, Instagram,
and Pinterest allow customers to share their opinions, comments, views, feelings,
and judgments about various topics, ranging from education to entertainment. These
platforms contain a large amount of data in many different forms like tweets, blogs,
pictures, status updates, posts, icons, etc. Sentiment analysis, also known as opinion
mining, is a text analysis method that detects “polarity” between positive and nega-
tive opinions in a document, paragraph, sentence, or clause [1]. Positive states can be
happiness, excitement, joy, hope, inspiration, and so on. In contrast, negative states
can be defined as sorrow, hatred, anger, grief, etc. Opinion mining deals with the
complexity of slang words, misspellings, short forms, repeated characters, linguistic
variation, and continually created emoticons. Sentiment score is determined based
on individual or compound words, and sentence structure. In addition, the explo-
sion of data makes it almost impossible to manually analyze all user-generated
content. Therefore, machine learning methods are necessary to handle these issues.
The following will present related works in Sect. 2, our research methodology in
Sect. 3, experimental results in Sect. 4, and some conclusions in Sect. 5.

2 Related Works

2.1 Opinion Mining

As known, opinion mining or sentiment analysis is a branch of data mining that
applies text mining techniques to analyze customer reviews for the purpose of
marketing. Song and Chambers [2] provided numerous techniques of sentiment anal-
ysis, classification, and prediction, such as Ling Pipe, CoreNLP, and SentiWordnet,
in which a dataset of 2000 comments was used to test the models. The research rather
focused on sentiment analysis at the sentence level than the document level. Classifi-
cation algorithms play an important role in text mining. For example, support vector
machine was used to build a sentiment system [3] based on the Weka library [4] for
English comments in various categories, such as shoes, handbags, rings, and dresses.
Their datasets were taken from Amazon and divided into a trainset (300 comments)
and a test set (400 comments). FastVector was applied to create a specific dataset for
sentiment analysis and a confusion matrix was used to compare the machine learning
method with the truth sentiment. The results of this system showed that the precision,
recall, and F1 score of positive comments were 89.3, 95, and 92.1%, respectively;
those of negative comments were 97.1, 78.5, and 81.2%, respectively; and neutral
comments were 76.7, 86.2, and 81.2%, respectively.

By discovering Weka [4], we can improve the prediction accuracy by combining
the results of multiple algorithms together [5]. These ensemble methods can be
boosting, bagging, and blending. The accuracy of boosting is often higher than
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bagging. Moreover, deep learning methods have emerged to contribute significantly
to data mining. Lang et al. [6] mentioned the idea of building a network consisting of
a long short-term memory (LSTM) [7] layer and a recurrent neural network output
layer (RnnOutputLayer), which would be of great help in text mining. The dataset
can be loaded and mapped to a sequence of vectors in the embedding space that is
defined by the Google News model. These data processing techniques are supported
in WekaDeeplearning4j [6], which is available for use.

2.2 Stanford CoreNLP

Stanford CoreNLP [1], a Java natural language analysis library, makes the job of
linguistic analysis easier by integrating all natural language processing (NLP) tools,
including the part-of-speech (POS) tagger, the named entity recognizer (NER), the
parser, the co-reference resolution system, and the sentiment analysis. For sentiment
analysis, the Stanford team grained sentiment labels for 215,154 phrases in the parse
trees of 11,855 sentences and presents new challenges for sentiment compositionality
[8]. To address them, they introduce the recursive neural tensor network. While most
sentiment prediction systems work just by looking at words in isolation and ignoring
the order of the words in a sentence, their new deep learning model builds up a
representation of phrases by word vectors to determine positive and negative points
of longer word groups.

2.3 Machine Learning Methods

Classification algorithms in machine learning play an important role in classifying
text data objects into different sentiment classes. Therefore, this study considers some
popular classification algorithms [9] from basic to advanced, such as naïve Bayes,
support vectormachine (SVM), decision trees, and recurrent neural networks (RNN).
Moreover, some ensemble methods, such as blending and voting, are considered to
leverage the classification performance of assembling algorithms.

Naïve Bayes is well-known because of its simplicity and outperforming compared
to some other more sophisticated classification techniques [9]. It is used to calcu-
late the probability of each word in the text/sentence to estimate the probability
of a sentence belonging to a class. The SVM [9] is one of the most popular and
successful binary supervised classification methods. However, it has got the problem
of quadratic programming when training the classifier model. Therefore, sequential
minimal optimization was introduced to solve this problem [10]. In this study, we
use SMO instead of SVM. Decision trees [9] construct a tree structure in a top-down.
They are good to select the best attributes for classification but quite time-consuming.
In Weka [5], J48 is implemented for decision trees. More advanced, we have RNNs
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which are a class of neural networks, mostly used in the fields of NLP and speech
recognition [7].

Besides, the ensemble methods of blending and voting [6] are useful for utilizing
the advantages of single algorithms and make more effective learning models. In
blending, multiple different algorithms are prepared on the training data and a meta
classifier is prepared to learn how to take the predictions of each classifier and make
accurate predictions on unseen data. On the other hand, the voting classifier [6]
can be trained by several different machine learning algorithms. Each sub-model
(algorithm) makes predictions which are then compared and combined in some way,
such as, taking the mean or the mode of the predictions, allowing each sub-model to
vote on what the outcome should be.

3 Methodology

This project was implemented in Java and uses the Weka 3.8 library [5] for the
naïve Bayes, decision tree, SMO, logistic regression, blending, and voting clas-
sifiers. Besides, RNNs and SentimentCoreNLP models were developed by using
Wekadeeplearning4j [7] and Stanford CoreNLP [8], respectively.

3.1 The Proposed Frameworks of Classification

Figures 1, 2, and 3 depict the proposed frameworks of classification and evaluation

Fig. 1 Framework of classifier models using decision tree, naïve Bayes, SMO
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Fig. 2 Framework of blending classifier model

Fig. 3 Framework of voting classifier model

for sentiment analysis. There are three processing units: pre-processing data, building
model, and evaluating model. These processing units are described as follows.

Step 1: Pre-processing (cleaning) the data, we do:

• Vectorizing string data (StringToWordVector): an unsupervised filter that converts
string attributes into a set of numeric attributes representing word occurrence in
the text strings. This job is performed by calculating term frequency–inverse docu-
ment frequency (TF-IDF) for words in text data to construct the term-document
matrix.

• Controlling the number of words (output) during the training process, namely,
OutputWordCount.

• Removing stop words, e.g., “a”, “the”, “an”, “is”, “are”, etc. (StopWordHandler)
• Converting all the text data to lowercase tominimize the corpus size (LowerCase).

Step 2: Building the classifier models. The first framework (Fig. 1) includes
the classification algorithms of decision tree, naïve Bayes, and SMO. The second
framework (Fig. 2) applies the blending method, in that, the algorithms used in the
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base classifiers are decision tree, regression logistic, and SMO; and themeta classifier
is naïve Bayes. The third framework (Fig. 3) uses the voting method, in that, the used
classification algorithms are decision tree, naïve Bayes, and SMO.

Step 3: Evaluating the classifier models using the tenfold cross-validation.

3.2 The Proposed Framework of RNN-Based Classification

In this proposed framework, the RNN-based classification algorithm was built.
To implement the RNNs, Weka Deeplearning4j and the Google News models are
utilized. Figure 4 depicts the framework of the RNN-based classifier model and
classifier evaluation in three steps.

Step 1: Pre-processing (vectorizing) data. The RNN pre-processing configuration
is divided into four layers. The first input layer configuration is used to refine and
vectorize the text data. In this layer, the GoogleNews Embeddings is used to map
the dataset to a sequence of vectors in the embedding space that is defined by the
Google News model. The second hidden layer uses LSTM [1] for text analysis. In
this layer, the used activation function is the tanh function. The third output layer
was the RNN output layer. The last layer is the process of gradient normalization.

Step 2: Building the classifier model. Some parameters of RNN are set, e.g., seed,
the number of epochs, and backpropagation through time.

Step 3: Evaluating the model using the tenfold cross-validation.

Fig. 4 Framework of RNN-based classifier model
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3.3 The Framework of Stanford CoreNLP

To further evaluate the proposed frameworks, we compared their sentiment analysis
results with the results of Stanford CoreNLP. Since Stanford CoreNLP just performs
sentiment analysis at the sentence level, the sentiment sumof sentences in a document
is divided by the document size (the number of sentences) to get the average sentiment
for the document level. For instance, the sentence’s sentiment score was defined as
0 = very negative, 1 = negative, 2 = neutral, 3 = positive, and 4 = very positive.
The comment’s sentiment (sentiment average) score was defined in a range as: [0;
1) = very negative, [1, 2) = negative, 2 = neutral, (2, 3] = positive, and (3, 4] =
very positive. If a comment’s size was nine sentences and its sentiment sum was 27
scores, the sentiment average score would be 27/9= 3, meaning positive. In this way,
we could obtain the sentiments of testing sentences for validation using a confusion
matrix.

4 Experimental Results

Several experiments were carried out to evaluate and compare different machine
learning methods applied to sentiment analysis in different datasets. The studied
methods, naïve Bayes, decision tree, SMO, logistic regression, RNN, blending, and
voting, were used to train the classifier models and are compared with the existing
sentiment analysis model, i.e., Stanford CoreNLP.

Two datasets are used in the experiments. The first one was collected from
theMovieReviewdatabase at http://www.cs.cornell.edu/people/pabo/movie-review-
data/, including 800 comments (400 positive comments and 400 negative comments),
namely Movie database. The second one was from the sentiment treebank of Stan-
ford CoreNLP [2], including 800 comments (400 positive comments + 400 nega-
tive comments), namely CoreNLP database. Both datasets were divided into a
trainset (600 comments = 300 positive ones + 300 negative ones) and a test set
(200 comments = 100 positive ones + 100 negative ones) for validation, and then
converted into the ARFF format by using Text Directory Loader in the Weka library.
Each comment in the CoreNLP database contains only one sentence, while each
comment in the Movie database has more than one sentence.

The performance evaluation results are presented in Tables 1–4. These results
were made by computing the averages of precision, recall, and F1 score values for
each algorithm. For theMovie database, votingmethod yielded the best classification
results (Tables 1 and 2) while RNN yielded the best results in the CoreNLP database
(Tables 3 and 4).

Table 2 shows that the voting method outperforms the other methods.
Table 4 shows that the RNN-based classification model overcomes the other

models in terms of accuracy.

http://www.cs.cornell.edu/people/pabo/movie-review-data/
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Table 1 The precision, recall, F1 score of various algorithms for the Movie dataset

CoreNLP J48 Blending NB SMO Voting RNN

Precision 0.965 0.955 0.965 0.975 0.970 0.980 0.875

Recall 0.890 0.955 0.965 0.975 0.970 0.980 0.870

F1 score 0.925 0.955 0.965 0.975 0.970 0.980 0.870

Table 2 The accuracy of various algorithms for the Movie dataset

CoreNLP J48 Blending NB SMO Voting RNN

Accuracy (%) 89 95.5 96.5 97.5 97 98 87

Table 3 The precision, recall, and F1 score of various algorithms for the Stanford CoreNLP dataset

J48 NB SMO Blending Voting RNN

Precision 0.560 0.585 0.510 0.550 0.570 0.720

Recall 0.545 0.580 0.510 0.550 0.565 0.715

F1 score 0.515 0.575 0.510 0.550 0.560 0.715

Table 4 The accuracy of various algorithms for the Stanford CoreNLP dataset

J48 NB SMO Blending Voting RNN

Accuracy (%) 54.5 58.0 51.0 55.0 56.5 71.5

5 Conclusions

This study has shown that the voting algorithm is able to give the best classification
results in the Movie database (one comment has more than one sentence). It means
that the voting method is more suitable in complex databases. In contrast, recur-
rent neural networks can provide the best analysis results for single sentences (one
comment has just only one sentence). As we can see, RNN is more suitable in the
simple database, but it can be adjusted to be better.

To sum up, sentiment analysis remains the best tool for gaining critical insight
into various data and automating processes. It can open up the gold mines in the
customer’s opinion and help businesses automate processes while increasing sales.
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Discovering Associative Patterns
in Healthcare Data

Diego de Castro Rodrigues , Vilson Siqueira , Fabiano Tavares ,
Márcio Lima , Frederico Oliveira , Lucas Osco , Wilmar Junior ,
Ronaldo Costa , and Rommel Barbosa

Abstract Health care has several knowledge discovery techniques. Among them are
association rules, which provide quick access to standards. However, classic algo-
rithms can generate many patterns or fail to identify rare cases relevant to healthcare
professionals. This study identified asymmetric associative patterns in health-related
data using the Health Association Rules (HAR) algorithm. We use a combined strat-
egy of six metrics to filter, select, and eliminate contradiction steps to find patterns
and identify possible rare cases. The proposed solution uses adjustment mechanisms
to increase the quality of standards with knowledge of the health professional. The
HAR assists health researchers and decision support systems. A survey of 597 stud-
ies identified the primary needs and problems of associative patterns in the health
context. The HAR identifies characteristics with the highest cause and effect rela-
tionship. The experiments were carried out on 13 datasets, where we identified the
most pertinent patterns for the datasets without losing relevant knowledge.

Keywords Medical data mining · Association rules · Health care · Asymmetric
association rule · Data mining

1 Introduction

Numerous diseases have become obsolete with the development of medical tech-
nologies. Data analysis related to health care has combined medical knowledge with
data mining technologies [4, 8, 11]. These studies indicate that it is vital to ensure
safe analysis of patterns discovered in medical data. However, with the continu-
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ous growth in the volume of information and analysis techniques (Machine learning,
DataMining,Medical DataMining), an imbalance has emerged among data demand,
analysis capacity, and pattern discovery for specific contexts in the dataset of health.
Therefore, data mining techniques are becoming more generic to analyze any data,
leading to dissatisfaction in finding specific patterns and higher costs of time and
knowledge to identify trends.

The association rules demonstrate simplicity to understand the standards obtained
in fields such as engineering [10], recommendation systems [6], and clinical diag-
nostics [5]. The discovery of associative patterns is one of the main tasks of data
mining, with emphasis on the use of association rules based on theApriori model in
health care [3]. Elham Buxton [2] presents some of the limitations pointed out in the
classic associative rules algorithms, initially proposed by Agrawal [1]. The limita-
tions of traditional algorithms have insufficiency related to the amount of generated
standards, redundancies, selection of better rules, and elimination of standards.

This article presents a study conducted on data from a systematic review and
experiments on real datasets.We developed an associative analysis algorithm applied
to the healthcare context. The algorithm identifies patterns using probabilistic met-
rics, pruning, filters, and custom metrics. The objective of this study is to identify
asymmetric associative patterns in data related to health care, selecting the asso-
ciative patterns based on a set of probabilistic asymmetric metrics. Thus, obtaining
better results in identifying trends, selection, and ranking, valuing the casual rela-
tionship, and identifying possible rare patterns. Some highlights of the study: (1)
Health Association Rules Algorithm (HAR); (2) Use of alternative metrics to the
Support/Confidence model; (3) Identification of rare patterns, and; (4) Application
in real databases.

2 Approach of Method

To identify the best strategies for the research problem and build the HAR algo-
rithm, we conducted a systematic review of the literature with articles that applied
association rules algorithms to medical data published between the period 2015 to
2019.

The articles’ selection was carried out in six bases: Science Direct, PubMed,
ACM, Springer Link, IEEE, and Google Scholar. Initially selecting 597 papers and
after applying the inclusion and exclusion criteria, and chose 51 studies. The sys-
tematic review protocol, as well as its details, are available in their entirety in the
supplementary material (https://cutt.ly/3fQQw6E).

Based on theApriori algorithm, theHealthAssociationRules (HAR) presents cus-
tomized processes and adds steps in the original operation of the Apriori algorithm.
Figure1 indicates the levels of the HAR and their interactions.

Process I analyzes the database in the same way as the Apriori algorithm, main-
taining its original functioning in this process. Process I I , the value of minimum
support and minimum confidence is calculated by 1

N , where N is the number of ele-

https://cutt.ly/3fQQw6E
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Fig. 1 HAR operation
flowchart

ments in the database. Thus, the lowest possible value of Support will be assigned to
the dataset, thus obtaining the most frequent items and association rules. The upper
limit is defined, and these are informed through the user of theHAR algorithm. Based
on the Conviction metric, which varies between 0 and ∞.

The generation of frequent items, Process I I I , occurs similarly to Apriori, the
difference is in using the minimum values of Support obtained automatically in
Process I I . It is thus generating the set of frequent items.

Process I V uses the set of frequent items from the previous step together with the
minimum Confidence value to generate the set of association rules. In the original
algorithm, onlyConfidence is calculated for each of the rules.However, the V Process
is added to the HAR, which calculates the metrics for all association rules.

Pruning by Conviction Process V I , uses the upper limit determined in Process I I
and a lower limit, all association rules that do not respect the established values are
eliminated. The pruning process’s remaining rules are grouped in Process V I , where
all the rules X → Y are separated into subsets of rules. The lower limit ofConviction
is determined by the arithmetic mean of each of the subsets of Consequents.

Each subset is organized by its consequent Y value. They were dividing the set of
rules resulting from Process I V and V I into N subsets. The top rules of each of the
subsets are selected and checked with the other rules, recursively looking for rules
covered by another, until all the rules and subsets are checked.

Basedon the studyToivonen [9],which proposed the idea of eliminating redundant
rules using structural rule coverage, Process V I I selects in each subset all rules with
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the first X antecedents. As an example, the subset [Dengue = yes] with the rules
[Pain = strong and PainEyes = yes → Dengue = yes], displays two antecedents the
second rule with a single antecedent [Pain = strong → dengue = yes].

The rules with their first identical antecedents are selected and compared for
presenting similar information, regardless of the second antecedent X2 [PainEyes =
yes] the first antecedent X represented in the two rules by [ Pain = strong] always
presents a relationship with [Dengue = yes].

Thus, the rules with the lowest average between Hyper-Confidence and Mutual
Information are eliminated. The first metric ensures that rules are chosen with the
least chance of being generated randomly. The second one measures the information
gain of the consequent Y provided through the antecedent X .

The search and elimination of logical contradictions were implemented at HAR in
the I X Process, seeking contradictions of meaning. The contradiction of meaning is
determined in rules [Aches = strong → Dengue = yes] and [Dengue = yes → Aches
= strong]. In both situations, it is not trivial to define which could be eliminated.

The average between the Confidence and Kalczynski metrics verifies the slope
patterns that take into account the relationship of X → Y and Y → X . Applying
these metrics to choose the rules in contradictions of sense, selecting the rule with
the highest slope value (average), and eliminating the other.

The X Process displays the Difference from SampleMeans (DMA), which orders
the rules with the greatest asymmetric relationship. The set of final association rules
is displayed in the X I process, accompanied by its metrics and ordered. follow-
ing the pattern of X → Y with the measurement values Hyper-Confidence, Mutual
Information, Imbalance Ratio, Kalczynski, Gini Index, and DMA.

2.1 Evaluation of the Proposed Method

The HAR method consists of four steps. In the first step, the Dataset is provided as
an input; The second step (Algorithms), runs the classic Apriori algorithm for the
generation of association rules. It also executes the HAR method with a configura-
tion similar to its standard objective metrics; In the third step, (Individual Result)
compares the rules generated by each step algorithm (Algorithms). The results of
each algorithm are analyzed in the step (Analytics) employing objective metrics to
understand the reasons for a hypothetically good rule, not being selected in the HAR
or the classic algorithm.

2.1.1 Custom Measure

The ideal rule is composed of values of objective metrics (Hyper-Confidence, Gini
Index,Mutual Information, Imbalance Ratio, Kalczynski) with the respective default
values (0.95, 0.3, 1, 1, 0.6) that together define the rule (orange line) with the greatest
potential for the data context. The gray lines show the behavior of the rules discovered
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in the HAR. When comparing the (ideal) rule with the HAR rules, it is possible to
rank the best rules not in two metrics as in the classic algorithm but a set of six rules.

The customizedmeasurement is performed employing the distance from the rules,
which is calculated by the Difference of the Sample Means (DMA) introduced by
[7]. We use DMA to calculate the distances from the ideal rule with the dataset rules
(Eq.1).

DMA = X̄i − M̄ (1)

The X̄i indicates the average of the Hyper-Confidence, Gini Index, Mutual Infor-
mation, Imbalance Ratio, and Kulczynski metrics. The arithmetic mean of the ideal
rule is defined by M̄ , the closer to 0 the DMA, the better the rule ranking in the HAR.

The standard values of the metrics for calculating the DMA are defined to value
the relationship X → Y such that the asymmetric relationship X and Y is shown. The
default values can be customized to meet particulars of the dataset when necessary,
DMA is used to rank the rules.

2.1.2 Data Organization

The dataset is composed of data from health care, Parkinson’s disease, heart disease,
physiological complexity, mental health, and frequency of disorders. The databases
chosen for the experiments in this study aim to diversify the tests, including related
unidentified data on the health (Table1).

3 Results and Discussions

We present the behavior of the patterns of the datasets of Table1 individually. The
datasets (01, 02, 05, 07, 08, and 12) stand out for presenting rules with a low value
of Hyper-Confidence. This behavior is justified by low Support values found in real
datasets (Fig. 2).

We believe that the results presented through the execution of the HAR are related
to its harmonious functioning with different metrics to validate relations between
X → Y . We present a reduced number of rules compared to the classic Apriori
(Fig. 3).

When a dataset presents values close to zero inmost of themetrics used, it indicates
that the dataset in question is not appropriate for associative patterns. The datasets
(01, 02, 05, 07, 08, and 12) also indicate that these data may present rare patterns,
which would be eliminated by the classic algorithm due to the low support values
(Fig. 4 Rules Distribution—Datasets 01 and 13).

Featured datasets, regardless of the number of instances, can generate a large num-
ber of patterns. Figure3 presents information about the datasets and their execution
in the Classic and HAR algorithm.
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Fig. 2 HAR experiments (acronyms: M1—Hyper-Confidence, M2—Gini Index, M3—Mutual
Information, M4—Imbalance Ratio, M5—Kalczynski)

Fig. 3 Dataset
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Table 1 Datasets

Id Domain Instance Attributes Name Source

01 Clinical data 24978 7 eICU
collaborative

PhysioNet

02 Intensive therapy 1761 5 MIMIC-III
clinical

PhysioNet

03 Parkinson’s disease 16 52 Parkinson
disease

PhysioNet

04 Pharmacology 1934 30 CiPA ECG PhysioNet

05 Oxygen saturation 36 6 Oxygen
saturation

PhysioNet

06 Physiology 196 21 Tai Chi,
physiological

PhysioNet

07 ECG 4211 33 ECG effects PhysioNet

08 Electrophysiological 5232 32 ECG
Ranolazine

PhysioNet

09 Heart disease 303 14 Heart disease
UCI

Kaggle

10 Heart disease 1025 14 Heart disease
dataset

Kaggle

11 Disorders 1259 27 Mental health Kaggle

12 Healthcare 43400 12 Stroke data Kaggle

13 Healthcare 649 33 Student
alcohol

Kaggle

Datasets 03, 04, and 13 showed the highest number of rules generated in the
Classic algorithm and the HAR, even without being the sets with higher instances as
highlighted in the upper part of Fig. 3. When comparing the classic algorithm with
the HAR, we noticed that the number of generated rules had a strong relationship
with the number of attributes (characteristics) present in each dataset.

We highlight datasets 01 and 13 for an individual analysis of its results in the
classic algorithm and the HAR. All rules obtained in dataset 01 using the Classic
algorithmFig. 4awith a Support value of up to 10%have their knowledge to the left of
the line eliminated in the classic approach. Studies with medical data presented in the
supplementary material (https://cutt.ly/3fQQw6E). Use traditional algorithms and,
by definition, need to determine a minimum Support value, so part of the knowledge
can be eliminated.

The HAR in Fig. 4b is composed of different metrics, such as Conviction, Hyper-
Confidence,Gini Index,Mutual Information, ImbalanceRatio,Kulczynski, andDMA,
seeks to identify the standards regardless of their occurrence. Thus, the HAR can
identify common and rare patterns in the dataset, always seeking the most balanced
rules.

https://cutt.ly/3fQQw6E
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Fig. 4 Comparisons

When looking at Fig. 4a we notice that the classic selected rules with Confidence
values less than 80% even the dataset showing situations with 100% Confidence,
this occurrence is due to the Support being the main pattern cutting factor in the
classic algorithm. In Fig. 4, it is highlighted in (e and f) the rules selected by HAR
in comparison to the classic algorithm.

The behavior of dataset 13 was presented because it is more significant in the
number of rules. In this way, with a support limit of 20%, all knowledge to the left
of the red line would be eliminated using the classic algorithm (Fig. 4c).

When it comes to healthcare data, discarding patterns may not be an exciting
solution, so HAR (d) searches for relevant patterns and uses metrics to validate the
real implication among associative patterns.

In Fig. 4d, it is possible to observe the points with the best-ranked rules. The
classic algorithm rules have a very high support value, which can be expected or
even irrelevant standards when observed only the Support/Confidence model.

By performing filters in different stages and using a set of metrics to validate the
standards found, the HAR selects the rules of the dataset closest to the ideal through
customized objective metrics. It is taking into account the particularities of each
dataset. Identifying and selecting patterns that could be discarded when compared
to a classic approach.
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4 Conclusions

The algorithm (HAR), selects associative patterns in a set of data, for this, it chooses
the best rules of the group of metrics, in order to identify the most appropriate rela-
tionship of the Antecedent (X ) and Consequent (Y ) in associative analyzes. HAR
seeks to find more balanced rules through the composition of six metrics (Hyper-
Confidence, Conviction, Gini Index,Mutual Information, Imbalance Ratio, Kulczyn-
ski, and DMA). Together, select standards that value knowledge from the database,
identifying rare andmost commonpatterns, and eliminating redundancies and contra-
dictions. Our algorithm values themeaning of the X → Y implication and eliminates
potentially uninteresting rules, generating a smaller set of rules. As it is not limited
to the Support/Confidence model of the classic algorithm (Apriori), HAR does not
eliminate knowledge in real datasets, which may have a low Support value.
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Systematic Literature Review
of Essential Enterprise Architecture
Management Dimensions

Marimuthu Trishan , Merwe Van der Alta , and Gerber Aurona

Abstract Many organisations turn to enterprise architecture (EA) to assist with the
alignment of business and information technology.While someof these organisations
succeed in the development and implementation of EA, many of them fail to manage
EA after implementation. Because of the specific focus on the management of EA
during and after the initial implementation, the enterprise architecture management
(EAM) field is developed. EAM is characterised by many dimensions or elements.
It is a challenge to select the dimensions that should be managed and that are vital
for successful EA practice. In this study, we executed a systematic literature review
(SLR) of primary EA and EAM literature with the aim of identifying dimensions
regarded as key areas of EAM. The main contribution of this work is a concept
map of the essential EAM dimensions with their relationships. The results of the
SLR indicate that dimensions that used to be considered important or seemed to
be the most essential for EA, such as frameworks, EA principles and reference
models, are no longer emphasised as strongly and more focus is placed on people,
skills, communication and governance when considering EAM literature and EAM
maturity.

Keywords Enterprise architecture · Enterprise architecture management ·
Maturity · Dimensions

1 Introduction

The term architecture is a common notion in the building/construction industry.
Even in this industry, the term is not unambiguous; it could mean the art or science
of design or the style of design [1]. Architecture at an organisational level is known
as enterprise architecture (EA) and can be described using the four main domains of
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architecture, namely, business architecture, application architecture data/information
architecture and technology architecture [2]. Looking at the organisation holistically,
this approach focuses on both the business and technical aspects [3] and assists
organisations to structure how they meet strategic objectives [4]. This approach is
commonly referred to as enterprise architecture planning (EAP). The goal of EAP
is to “improve the efficiency, timeliness and reliability of business information” [4],
while the goal of Enterprise Architecture Management (EAM) is to maintain and
manage EA after implementation [5].

Huge investments are continually made to increase organisations’ effectiveness
and efficiency, yet many organisations constantly find it challenging to bring strategy
to execution [6]. EA is generally believed to be the solution that aligns infor-
mation and communication technology (ICT) strategy and business strategy, and
many organisations make substantial efforts to implement EA but neglect the efforts
required to follow through with aspects related to enterprise architecture manage-
ment (EAM) [7, 8]. EAM is recognised as the accepted solution by organisations to
assist with strategic transformation in a rapidly changing economic, technical and
regulatory environment [9], yet there is no commonly accepted understanding of
maturity in EAM [9, 10]. It is consequently difficult for organisations to identify and
agree on the essential components of EAM and the level of maturity that is required
to be successful in managing the EA practice.

Research has provided many different frameworks, methodologies and models,
but all have a generalised view and often need to be customised or require the organ-
isation to select what is appropriate to its objectives in order to derive value from
them [11, 12]. While preliminary investigations suggest that there is little research
in the area of EAMmaturity in information systems (IS), we cannot embark on such
studies without understanding where EAMdimensions are placed within the existing
frameworks and the implications when considering people, processes and technolo-
gies. For the purpose of this study, an EAM dimension is described as a measurable
component of EAM that could have different maturity level associations.When these
EAM dimensions are identified, questions such as the following can be investigated:
What dimensions increase success in EAM? Which part of existing EA frameworks
can be adapted to support EAM success? How do people facilitate EAM success? In
our study, we also included the identification of dimensions that add to the challenges
or failures of EAM.

While an increasing number of studies on the value and the importance of EAM
and the adoption of EAM are being undertaken, there is little information on the
essential dimensions and how to mature them throughout their existence in an organ-
isation.Olsen andTrelsgard [13] argued thatmanyorganisations choose to implement
an EA strategy but most fail, sharing the same EA challenges. The literature provides
enough information on frameworks and methodologies for EA but little or no infor-
mation on what to assess and improve in EAM to increase its maturity and to support
success. Failure is often due to a lack of understanding and an unclear vision of how
the different components of EAM fit together, therefore understanding the different
dimensions and the level at which they need to operate is imperative for success.
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To identify the most essential dimensions of existing frameworks, the following
question is the focus of the paper: What are the EAM dimensions in existing EA and
EAM literature that support EAM success?

The motivation for the research question is to separate those dimensions into
what contributes to the success and what provides little or no value. In this paper,
the findings from a systematic literature review (SLR) on dimensions that are essen-
tial to EAM were identified. Limited comprehensive research has been published
that provides a view of the dimensions in EAM that are key to the success of EA
after implementation. By starting work in this area, research should assist in deter-
mining a baseline that can be critiqued and improved as further studies are conducted.
This systematic approach to identifying and analysing published studies allows for
the selection of reliable literature with specific themes that present recurring or
conflicting findings, as well as gaps in the existing body of knowledge.

The structure of the paper includes background information in Sect. 2, followed by
the method used for the SLR in Sect. 3 and the results, accompanied by a discussion,
in Sect. 4. The paper is concluded in Sect. 5.

2 Foundation

“A well-defined architecture is an important asset in positioning new developments
within the context of the existing processes, IT systems, and other assets of an organ-
isation, and it helps in identifying necessary changes” [1]. Jonkers et al. [1] continue
to explain that having an integrated practice of business and information technology
(IT) is necessary for understanding the impact of introducing a new product into the
organisation. It may require new people, processes and technologies to support the
change; it may even require a change in organisational structure.

When EA started in 1975, it was known as business system planning (BSP),
developed by IBM. Zachman’s framework [14] was the first evolution of EA and
introduced a framework that conceptualised architecture from multiple perspectives
to information system professionals. During the 1990s, EA went through its second
evolution. As a result of technological advancements and an increase in organisations
wanting to digitise their business processes, it introduced a new era of complexities
expanding to the different stakeholders of organisations. Today we see the next
evolution of how EAs have evolved with the relevance of EAM.

Most industries find that it is a challenging task tomanageEA in their organisations
once implemented [10]. Every organisation experiences a set of unique challenges
together with some common challenges [9, 13]. The common challenges that impede
the process of moving towards a common understanding of EAM include [9, 13]:

• Executive management’s understanding of EA
• Unclear EAM roles
• Ineffective communication and adoption
• Low EA maturity and governance.
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Further to the common challenges are some unique ones that include socio-
technological literacy and lack of process integration within the organisation or a low
level of this. To gain a better understanding, these challenges need to be examined
further to determine what makes them essential components of EAM. The literature
provides enough information on frameworks and methodologies for EA, but limited
information on what to assess and improve in EAM to increase its maturity to ensure
success.

The concept of EAM is far more than just modelling. A big part of it includes
the management of tasks related to planning and executing business changes from
an architectural point of view [15]. EAM has many dimensions and not all may
be relevant to all organisations. Understanding which dimensions are pertinent to
meeting one’s objectives is the key to EAM success.

There is a strong association with EAM as part of the EA project, which suggests
that there is a beginning and an end to EAM, but there is another aspect of EAM,
which relates to the continuous management of the functions and other relationships
of EA at an enterprise level after implementation. For the purpose of this paper, we are
interested in this definition of EAM. While this section aims to identify and relate
to the key areas within EAM, these have not reached the maturity level required,
considering their contribution to the competitiveness of enterprises [16].

3 Method

The steps detailed in this section ensured that most of the important content was
included and that all steps could be repeated easily, maintaining the integrity of the
research. There are many SLR approaches that can be followed [17–19]. For the
purpose of this research, the phased approach to conducting an SLR was described
by Okoli and Schabram [19].

This protocol was first piloted by performing searches based on rules within the
protocol. Through this exercise, the pilot study uncovered a few concerns, which
contributed to the quality of the results. Changes were accordingly implemented to
correct these concerns and strengthen the quality, using the guidelines recommended
by Kitchenham [18], which focus on three viewpoints, namely, the population,
intervention and outcomes.

Keywords were used in the SLRs to search databases in a specific academic realm.
These keywords were expanded to include synonyms referring to the constructs
identified for each research question.

The source selection criteria included the evaluation of all relevant electronically
available scientific databases. It also included features and functionality that allowed
for the use of keyword searches for abstracts, titles and citations with an advanced
searching capability that allowed for the use of concatenation and truncation func-
tions. All databases used for the searches were required to be in the English language
and of an academic nature and include: IEEE Explore, ACMDigital Library, Google
Scholar, ScienceDirect, ISI Web of Science and Springer Link.
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Executing the search string in a database yielded a large number of articles in the
resulting dataset. It was not practical to analyse each and every one of these articles,
and many were deemed inapplicable to the research question of this review. This step
was required to conduct an early-stage separation of articles that might have potential
and those that would not contribute to the value of this SLR. This was achieved by
reading through the abstract of the article and applying criteria that were either in
favour of proceeding with the article or discarding it.

The quality appraisal assessment was completed for all research articles using
assessment criteria and was applied to all research papers that satisfied the inclusion
and exclusion criteria assessments. The inclusion and exclusion criteria, together
with the assessment scoring, provided aggregated quality criteria as a guide to select
quality research papers. The score alone had no bearing on the quality of the article
itself. Quality was based on a combination of the criteria, the context of the paper
and the score.

To ensure the reliability and replicability of this research, a set of steps were
followed with prescribed data input values and templates. Following this, process
and procedure yielded 45 primary studies that were used in answering the research
question of the SLR, which is to identify dimensions that are vital to the success of
EAM. A pre-defined search string was used within each qualifying search database.
In cases where some database engines had limitations in the manner that the search
string could be executed, the search string was altered to adhere to the manner in
which that database required to provide a successful result. This was done in such a
way that the altered search string still provided correct and valid results. The results
from each database were captured individually against the respective database and
then consolidated to provide a combined list of searched results.

The search results retrieved by applying the search criteria across the identified
databases equated to 618 studies. Working through the exclusion criteria specified
in the previous section, all duplicates were then removed. This was followed by
removing any study that was listed as a book, non-English studies and non-full-text
studies, based on the review of the studies’ titles, abstracts or conclusions. This
brought down the number of primary studies for a full review.

The primary studies that remained were then evaluated against the inclusion
criteria. All studies that did not meet the criteria were moved to the exclusion list
as non-related studies. By applying the exclusion and inclusion criteria, the number
of studies was reduced by 473, leaving the researchers with 145 studies. Using the
scoring appraisal mentioned in the previous section, each studywas further evaluated
and scored according to the criteria. Any study that satisfied the criteria was regarded
as a selected primary study to be used to answer this SLR’s research question through
a critical review. After applying the quality appraisal and scoring, the total number
of primary studies was reduced to 45. Once the primary studies had been identified,
the data extraction process could begin. The purpose of the data extraction process
was to answer the research question outlined in the section above.
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4 Discussion

In-depth understanding of the EAM dimensions was acquired through the execution
of this SLR. Many conclusions were extracted through synthesis of the results. For
example, there is no consensus on what the exhaustive list of essential dimensions
should be, but some agreement on a few dimensions. One of the key contributions
from this study is that many of these dimensions have direct and indirect implications
for one another. The key dimensions should be directly linked to the objectives of
one’s EAMmandate and a strong focus on people rather than technology for EAM to
succeed.This canbeviewed at a very abstract level inFig. 1. Integrationwas identified
as a vital dimension with the focus on people integration and process integration,
tightly coupling governance and policy enforcement to these areas. EAMframeworks
have lost focus or at least it is assumed that these frameworks are in place and are
mature. Repositories and methodologies are becoming more important and are based
on the frameworks. Communication has become more important as well. It is not
enough for IT departments to understand and adopt EAM; business departments
should be involved as well. Visibility is important for selling the EAM service so
that value can be derived at all levels. The above analysis highlights areas for future
research with a more detailed focus. Some other equally important dimensions that

Fig. 1 EAM dimensions and their relationships
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Fig. 2 List of EAM dimensions

did not feature very often in this SLR was EAM adoption, the EAM mandate, EAM
change management and the operating model, to mention a few needs to be explored
further. Given that academic studies in this area are still growing, more practical case
studies should be developed to test and verify the dimensions.

The paper concludes with the identification of a list of vital EAM dimensions
extracted from 45 studies. The list of key dimensions is depicted in Fig. 2. Based
on the dimensions identified, four categories emerged, namely, the EAM agenda,
compliance, enablement and transition.

4.1 EAM Agenda

The literature provides a huge spectrum of dimensions for the EAM agenda as
depicted in Fig. 2. It is fair to assume that some of the common dimensions, such
as frameworks, methodologies, principles and domain architecture deliverables, are
strongly evident. Skills, on the other hand, are generally seen as something that will
be developed over time.

The skills of resources in an EA team are cross-cutting and there are often small
overlaps among the different domains. The expectation is then that over and above
the specialist skills of a particular domain, practitioners must have good all-round
experience in other domains as well. Second to skills as an essential dimension is
the EAM mandate. Many organisations are still very unclear when it comes to how
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decisions are to be made and the processes to be followed [20]. Low integration into
the organisation leads to the EAM team building ivory towers. Ultimately, this will
result in the organisation not making use of EAM services, leading to the failure of
the practice.

While the relevance of an EAM methodology is obvious, many problems have
been identified related to this dimension including the image issue affecting EAM
as a result of poor implementations of a methodology. Organisations adopt complete
methodologies without aligning and adapting these to the existing methodologies in
the organisation. The existing EAM methodologies are guiding principles and not
prescriptions for implementation.

4.2 EAM Compliance

While it is not surprising that governance was identified as the most essential dimen-
sion under compliance, organisations do place enough focus on this area in general.
However, the analysis provided a little more insight into some of the less prominent
detail of governance implications. Some of these lower-level implications were EAM
goals alignment, policy enforcement andprocess integration.There is a stronger focus
on the integration between the different areas of the organisation and EAM. It is not
enough to create principles, standards and policies; adoption has to be increased
through awareness and socialisation. Figure 1 provides a view of the relationships
with other key dimensions that are prominent in current EAM practice. Governance
assists with the communication of EAM artefacts among different stakeholders. This
form of communication ensures compliance and alignment between business and IT,
which fall outside other existing forms of governance, such as IT and corporate
governance.

Stakeholder management was the second-highest dimension identified within
compliance, as well as throughout the 45 primary studies. In many of the studies,
it was highlighted as an area of concern and one of the biggest contributors to
EAM failure [13, 20]. Understanding who the key stakeholders from both business
and IT becomes crucial for EAM, including having them participating in decision-
making committees. It is clear that top management buy-in is essential for EAM,
but middle management involvement is becoming equally important to drive the EA
agenda. High stakeholder participation is required for improved decision-making. To
ensure that stakeholder participation is engaged at the correct level, understanding
the stakeholder hierarchy is crucial.

4.3 EAM Enablement

Tools and technology were always important; however, the mindset has shifted
from entry-level platforms/applications such as Excel sheets and modelling tools
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as standalone solutions to more insight-driven, relationship-mapping software that
can automatically model architectures or dynamically produce dashboards and views
for quicker decision-making. These capabilities tie into the second and third most
essential dimensions in EAM enablement, namely, collaboration and fit-for-purpose
documentation.

Making the information that one already has available to all those who require
it is fundamental to EAM success. There is no benefit in putting full effort into
recording and documenting architectural information if it is not available for use.
Not being able to use information was noted as one of the most common problems
experienced, as no one knows where or how to find the relevant information. On
the other hand, one might be able to find what one wants, but it is not at the right
level of detail. Finding the balance of relevant information for each stakeholder is
key to understanding that tools should not be adopted to provide something new, but
rather enhance the existing process to satisfy information needs, which will lead to
long-term success [21].

4.4 EAM Transition

As with EAM compliance, stakeholder management is an important dimension of
EAM transition. Understanding the stakeholder hierarchy and its needs is a concern
identified through the SLR. It is necessary to satisfy stakeholders’ needs while
providing the value that is required by EAM. To affect culture change, a combi-
nation of EAM agenda requirements comes into play. These can be described as
policy enforcement, rewards and recognition, support, training, awareness programs,
roadshows, etc. Communication and marketing become essential for driving buy-in
across the organisation. Educating the entire organisation assists in working towards
the same goal; this ties in with goal alignment dimensions in the EAM agenda.

Communication was identified as one of the key challenges in EAM. This stems
from the lack of a shared dictionary [22]. Every area of the organisation develops
key/common terms in its respective realm. Often stakeholders, EA practitioners and
IT personnel assume that these terms are also common outside their area. This leads
to misunderstanding and misalignment of outcomes and objectives. Communication
extends further than this, as it touches on everything EA practitioners do, including
communicating the services they provide so that the rest of the organisation is aware
of them and more importantly, makes use of them. If the EAM team is not providing
a service to satisfy a particular stakeholder’s needs, it is seen as ineffective in the
organisation, which ultimately leads to its demise.
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5 Conclusion

In this report, the findings presented were based on the SLR identifying the key
dimensions considered essential for EAM success. These dimensions with their rela-
tionships are depicted in a concept map, which is the main contribution of the study.
Since the inception of EA and EAM with their associated frameworks and method-
ologies, no research results have been published that provide a view of what the
key dimension for EAM success is. By initiating work in this area, this research
should assist enterprises in understanding their current state of EAM and focus on
key dimensions, which could accelerate the maturity of EAM.
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Role of Gamification in Cultural Heritage
Dissemination: A Systematic Review

Imran khan, Ana Melro, Ana Carla Amaro, and Lídia Oliveira

Abstract In the current modern world, gamification and its innovative methods
become one of the primary tools for advanced communication and socialization with
users in a variety of sectors—finance, marketing, business training and entertain-
ment (Kapoor et al (2018) Inf Syst Front 20:531–558). Studying the skills of the
game link shows that game plays a powerful and productive role in improving the
key skills and competencies required for success in education, real life and profes-
sional realization (Pellegrino JW, Hilton ML (2012) Education for life and work
: developing transferable knowledge and skills in the 21st century. The National
Academies Press. http://www.nap.edu/catalog.php?record_id=13398). Comprising
the historical-cultural heritage in the field of gaming cultural heritage training might
be one of the most promising learning approaches for visitors of all ages. This article
presents the results of a methodical review, aimed to understand how gamification
environment used, for the past 5 years, for promoting cultural heritage sites, activi-
ties and enhancing knowledge. Results indicated that a total of 72 studies have been
published between 2015 and 2020, and 45 were selected for a systematic review.

Keywords Gamification · Cultural heritage · IoT technology · Playful ·
Engagement

1 Introduction

Gamification is the process of introducing game strategies and components into some
scenarios and situations that are not a game [3]. Gamification can be considered the
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meaning to engagepeople in tasks [4], promote relationship [5] or improvemotivation
[6]. Khaled, Deterding, Dixon and Nack [7] suggested a definition of gamification
as “the use of game design elements in a non-game context”.

Due to gamification elements, the gamification can be useful for teaching and
learning activities because it can promote student engagement. The difficulties educa-
tionalists face related to student interest and engagement in their classroom are
not new. In the past, educationalists have attempted to use a variety of inventions,
including the use of motivational tactics. However, the impact of intervention lasted
for only short period. Due to its playful and natural characteristics, gamification can
be a great solution to help solve student engagement and participation in learning
activities [8]. The primary function of a serious game is its aim of helping the player
to achieve a learning target via an enjoyable experience [9].

This paper reviews in recent times the role of gamification environment for the
promotion of cultural heritage sites and activities. In this way, it seems essential to
understand how the gamification environment can be developed, how it promotes
cultural heritage sites and activities in a way that the visitors can gain knowledge and
entrainment. Therefore, an extensive systematic review has been conducted, from
2015 to 2020, to understand the gamification environment, which could promote
cultural heritage sites and effectively convey knowledge of cultural heritage sites to
visitors.

2 Background

The growth of games in non-leisure contexts is transforming daily lives and most
importantly introducing more fun in everyday life [10], it is the power of games
to motivate, engage and immerse [11]. Over the past few years, there has been
a massive development in entertainment technology, i.e. today’s games are expo-
nentially more sophisticated, smart and responsive than those of just a few years
ago [12], which, in turn, intake the lead to remarkably high customers’ expecta-
tion. Modern real-time computer graphics can accomplish near virtual games, and
photorealism, worlds are generally populated with a massive amount of high-value
content producing a richer experience. The project “Discovering the territory of Old
Peucetia” [13] describes the usage of a tangible consumer interface game and how
he/she understands cultural heritage, particularly considering the castle Caracciolo
Sammichle at Bari in Apulia, Italy. The main objective of this project is to promote
the local heritage of old Pecucetia in Apulia among primary school students. This
project provides a network of activities and educational workshops, which have been
arranged in the historical buildings of towns of old Pecucetia to allow students of
primary school to learn the history and the environment of the area by gamification
method. Offered workshops rely on interactive tools and multimedia installations,
which were designed, developed and installed. Via events and simulation, familiar
visitors and students of the exhibitions can engage themselves in ancient times and
uncover the history of their area. Another study offers the possibility to explore the
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cultural heritage sites under the water through AR gamification method. The title of
this study is “Ahybrid augmented reality guide for underwater cultural heritage sites”,
conducted by Čejka, Zsíros and Liarokapis [14]. This study offers a very innovative
augmented reality model for the underwaters’ divers to introduce ancient, abandoned
buildings at underwaters’ archaeological locations. The study offers a prototype that
runs on smart devices (smartphones), which are sealed in a waterproof casing and
uses a hybrid method to pinpoint the location of divers—the prototype of this study
experiment conducted at Baiae, Italy. A total of 10 professional divers took part in this
study, and their gamification experience level showed in the result that underwater
AR substantially improves the user experience and their entertainment level.

3 Methodology

3.1 Research Question

The presented systematic review seeks an answer to the following question:
How gamification contributes to the dissemination of cultural heritage?

3.2 Research Procedure

For the systematic review, this research was carried out using the Scopus database,
using one main query with two main keywords. First, “Gamification” and the second
one is “Cultural Heritage (CH)”. The reason behind the use of one query with two
keywords was to focus only on gamification and cultural heritage studies and avoid
the dispersion of results and consequently avoid the loss of focus from the main
topic.

3.3 Inclusion Method

The selected studies for systematic review cumulatively met the following inclusion
procedures:

(i) Studies have been published between 2015 and 2020. (ii) Address gamifica-
tion from the perspective of cultural dissemination. (iii) Sufficiently described the
design and usage of gamification application for the promotion of cultural heritage.
(iv) Selected studies present sufficient knowledge and highlight the importance of
gamification applications in a cultural heritage context.
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4 Research Results

There were n= 72 studies located in references, including n = 4 duplicates (Figs. 1
and 2).

In the first step, 68 studies have been reviewed. However, 68 studies have been
examined in which n = 48 studies are starting with an appraisal of their titles and
abstracts. These n = 48 studies are selected because their titles and abstracts met

Fig. 1 Graphical representation of results

Fig. 2 Percentage of
publication in different years
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inclusion criteria, but when we reviewed in-depth n= 36, these studies met the inclu-
sion criteria and accepted, and remaining 12 studies have been excluded. Further-
more, remaining n= 20 studies with full text have been screened because there were
some doubts in their titles and abstracts so they decided to screen and analyze the full
text. Consequently, n = 11 studies have been accepted but remaining n = 9 studies
were excluded. Collectively, n= 45 studies have been accepted in which n= 21 are
prototype and 24 used other different methods to offer gamification.

4.1 Quality Appraisal

All studies’ titles, references and abstract were examined. However, n= 20 full text
of articles was analyzed and read, and n = 11 articles did not meet the inclusion
criteria of the study, which lead to the exclusion of the systematic review. Then an
assessment of quality was done. Higgins and Altman [15] recommended against
rating using statistical scales, so emphases were placed on an assessment of bias
and in the assessment of the risk of bias from trial attrition, selection and selective
conclusion reporting.

4.2 Data Extraction

Data were extracted for the research setting, research publishing date, design of the
presented study, objective of the study, novel approaches used for presented studies
and outcomes. The information abstracted was checked against the full-text articles
independently.

Dates of publication and data collection: The included studies were conducted,
data collected and published between 2015 and 2020.

Countries: Most studies were published and conducted in European countries
like Italy 16 and Greece 9 studies published between 2015 and 2020, and then Asia
in which China, Saudi Arabia and India stand out.

4.3 Reviews Studies’ Designs and Methods

All selected 45 studies are based on the gamification approach for cultural heritage
promotion. Twenty-one studies are based on the development of prototype applica-
tions and system, remaining 24 studies are based on literature review and survey.
Most of the selected studies used AR and VR approaches to provide the gamification
environment for cultural heritage exploration and to learn about cultural heritage.
These results can also be analyzed from the VR and AR analyses, which are already
being prepared for future publication.
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4.4 Gamification with Various Technological Methods

In the present technological era, researchers are promoting cultural heritage via VR
and AR gamification. However, many researchers are using different techniques and
approaches to develop a gamification environment for cultural heritage dissemina-
tion. Therefore, the authors review 24 studies out of 45 that used 24 approaches
to develop a gamification platform or to understand the gamification application
for cultural heritage enhancement. The following 24 studies [16–38] use different
approaches and methods to create a gamification environment for cultural heritage
promotion.

5 Discussion and Conclusion

Overall assessment of quality across the studies reviewed, the design and methods
were explained clearly and, in most cases, would be replicable. In all reviewed
studies, convenient nonrandomized approaches and procedures were employed for
the development of gamification atmosphere or to understand the gamification impact
on cultural heritage.

In this systematic review, a comprehensive understanding of gamification for the
dissemination of cultural heritage applications and consideration of open issues was
achieved. In this literature, the study uses Scopus data platforms for exploration query
on 72 papers that were published from 2015 to 2020. Finally, the study reviewed 45
papers that emphasized gamification and cultural heritage. For gamification, AR and
VR approaches have the highest percentage of the application approaches by 46.66%
(21 out of 45 studies) of quotas in the literature that enhance the dissemination of
cultural heritage knowledge. The high percentage of AR and VR shows that this
technology has significant influences in the tourism sector and this influence pushes
the researchers to develop AR and VR applications in which tourists can explore the
cultural heritage through augmented reality and virtual reality.

Furthermore, in a systematic review, 53.33% of studies (24 out of 45 studies) are
based on different technological methods that develop a gamification environment
for the promotion of cultural heritage among the tourists. The percentage of different
methods is very high as compared with VR and AR technologies, which indicated
that researchers are not only to rely on augmented reality and virtual reality but
also they are using diverse and new innovative techniques to develop a gamification
application for cultural heritage dissemination.

The review studies described that gamification does not only offer entertainment
platforms but also offers tourists to enhance their knowledge level by planning serious
games. Conclusively, this systematic review provides extensive evidence that indi-
cated gamification is playing an essential role to promote cultural heritage and its
knowledge effectively.
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Common Pitfalls When Explaining AI
and Why Mechanistic Explanation Is a
Hard Problem

Daniel C. Elton

Abstract Recently researchers have started using explainability techniques for sev-
eral different applications—to help foresee how amodel might operate in the field, to
persuade others to trust a model, and to assist with debugging errors. A large number
of explainability techniques have been published with very little empirical testing
to see how useful they actually are for each of these use cases. We discuss several
pitfalls one can encounter when trying to utilize explainability techniques. We then
discuss how recent work on the double descent phenomena and non-robust features
indicate that mechanistic explanation of deep neural networks will be very challeng-
ing for most real-world applications. In some cases, one may be able to use an easily
interpretable model, but for many applications deep neural networks will be more
accurate. In light of this, we suggest more focus should be given to implementing
out-of-distribution detection methods to detect when a model is extrapolating and
thus is likely to fail. These methods can be used in lieu of explainability techniques
for increasing trust and debugging errors.

Keywords Interpretability · Explainability · Artificial intelligence · XAI ·
Out-of-distribution detection · Deep learning · Machine learning

1 Introduction

There is growing interest in developing methods to explain the inner functioning of
deep neural networks. In this paper, we survey some of the pitfalls that are easily
encountered when trying to “explain an explanation”, some of which are not well
appreciated in our experience in medical AI and other applied areas of applied AI.
We first distinguish several motivations for interpretation in medical imaging. We
argue that mechanistic interpretation (i.e., elucidating the underlying mechanism,
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similar to how we explain human decision-making) is potentially the most useful for
increasing trust in AI. However, the recent discovery of double descent indicates that
deep neural networks such as the convolutional neural networks work through the
brute force local interpolation of data points. This is in contrast to popular narratives
that deep neural networks work by extracting a few high level rules that we might
explain in a few sentences [1]. As we will discuss, it follows that such networks
are intrinsically hard to interpret and also have very little chance at being able to
extrapolate outside their training distribution.

2 Motivations for Explanation

Different practitioners understand the term“intepretability” in differentways, leading
to a lack of clarity on the matter [2]. Here we take the terms “explanation” and
“interpretation” to be synonymous. We note several reasons we might be interested
in explanations:

– Prediction—it can be useful to be able to predict whether a model can generalize
or extrapolate to different conditions. For instance, will the model still be able to
function if there is increased scanner noise or cropping?

– Persuasion—often we want to convince clinicians or other stakeholders that they
can trust an AI system. Providing explanations can increase user’s trust in a model,
even if the explanations are not correct [3].

– Debugging—often we’d like to “open the black box” and understand why amodel
fails in particular cases. This can allow for iterative refinement.

Whilemany fine distinctions can bemade between different types of explanations,
we find two high level definitions to be useful. We define a descriptive explanations
as an account of model function which is descriptively accurate and relevant to the
end user [2]. By “descriptively accurate”, wemean that the explanation can reproduce
the input–output mappings of the model to some degree. This type of explanation is
typically boiled into natural language statement relevant to the domain of application.
This type of explanation can be distinguished from a mechanistic explanation,
which captures, at least approximately, the actual data manipulations occurring in
the model. Only mechanistic explanation accurately predicts what the network will
do when new data is presented.

Whether an explanation is descriptive or mechanistic can be distinguished by see-
ing if the explanation allows the user to predict themodel’s behavior when new inputs
are presented from outside the model’s training distribution or under counterfactual
testing where parts of the image are removed. Most present day methods do not work
very well in this regard, and thus fall under the category of descriptive explanation.
Recently, Hase et al. have performed tests with a large pool of human subjects to see
if different explainability techniques help users predict a neural network’s behav-
ior [4]. Out of the methods they compared, the only one that helped users for image
data was the “This looks like That” approach [5], a method which was designed with
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explainability in mind [4]. This is not surprising because the “Rashomon Effect”, [6]
which says that for any set of noisy data, there are a multitude of models of equiva-
lent accuracy but which differ significantly in their internal mechanism. To give an
example of why mechanistic explanation may be useful, consider task of pancreas
segmentation in CT images, which is challenging due to the variable shape and low
contrast of the pancreas relative to background tissues. A robust way of finding it
would be to locate a higher-contrast and easier to locate organ first, such as the
liver. The pancreas has a relative position to the liver which is fairly consistent. A
somewhat more brittle method would be trace the lower intestine to the duedenum,
to which the pancreas is attached. A very brittle method would be to look for the
pancreas in the center of the image.

3 Pitfalls

Recently, there has been a “cottage industry” of research showing problems with
saliency-basedmethods [7, 8] and related “heatmapping”methods such as layer-wise
relevance propagation [9]. At a high level, saliency maps may showwhere a model is
not looking, but not what is doing. Saliency maps for different classification outputs
may look similar, making it hard to distinguish why the network chose the output it
did [6]. Many outputs of saliency-based methods are very similar to the output of an
edge detector. Confirming this, it was found that, even if most of the later layers of a
neural network are randomized, saliencymaps do not changemuch [8]. Additionally,
if labels or features are scrambled and the model is retrained, the outputs do not
change [8] Indeed, it has been found that features “important” by the explanations
are actually no more important than randomly specified features [10].

Recently, Olah et al. hypothesized that deep neural networks are explainable
in the mechanistic sense, given enough careful study of what features each node
represents and the connections between them [11]. Olah’s et al.’s techniques are
based on activation maximization, where a neuron or group of neurons is related
to an interpretable feature (or more rarely, a combination of features). We see two
issues with this type of approach. The first is that pure activation maximization leads
to images which look like noise to the end user, so many “regularization” constraints
have to be applied (in particular, Olah uses constraints developed for the highly
publicized “deep dream” visualization). We are skeptical of this procedure due to its
artificial nature. The method is tailored to provide the end user a pretty picture rather
than remaining true to visualization the mechanism of the network. The “noise”
which naive activation maximization shows may actually be “non-robust” features
(see [12]). The second problem is that, if you take a linear combination of units
from a given layer instead of a single unit (or more precisely perform a random
rotation / change in basis), and maximize that instead, you end up with similar types
of explanations for what each unit is sensitive to [13]. While Olah has discussed this
issue in one of his previous works from 2017, in our view, it has not been adequately
addressed in his most recent work [11].
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There are many sources of variance which are often not taken into account when
performing explanations. In several different contexts, it has been shown that the
output of explainability methods often varies between test cases [14, 15]. When
interpretations are shown,many should be given and they should be randomly chosen
rather than “cherry-picked”. If possible, a holistic analysis should be done, averaging
interpretability results from many cases. Non-rigid registration to a reference case
may be useful here in certain contexts such as medical imaging. Another source of
variance is that in some cases visualizations for different train-test folds appears dif-
ferent, even when the resulting models are of equivalent accuracy [14, 16]. One way
of mitigating this issues is to average results over a few different visualization meth-
ods [17]. Another source of variation that effects interpretation is the hyperparameter
settings used. For instance, changing the LIME hyperparameters slightly has been
shown to significantly change the output of the visualization in some cases [18].

An alternative method of explanation is to train a “post-hoc” model which is sim-
pler and more interpretable to reproduce the output of the hard to interpret model.
For instance, a decision tree can be trained to reproduce the output of a CNN. This
procedure is the same as model distillation, where a large model is distilled on a
smaller one by running the large one on a large unlabeled dataset and training the
smaller model to reproduce the output of the larger one. Lillicrap & Kording show
that this technique has limits however, and distilled models for image classification
with equivalent accuracy are still quite large, with millions of parameters [19]. Thus,
distilling further to a small interpretable model will incur a large decrease in accu-
racy, and therefore, won’t be properly reproducing the input–output behavior of the
original model.

Several recent works add an “explanation branch” to “explain” the output of a
different branch of the network (the “prediction branch”) [20, 21]. For the case
of diagnosing lung nodules in chest CT, an example is illustrated in Fig. 1. The
explanation branch in this case was trained to predict several attribute scores which
clinicians consider important for lung nodule diagnosis. By seeing which attributes
were predicted, the idea is that this constitutes an “explanation” of how the network
arrived at its prediction. The issue with this sort of approach is that, it is not clear how
the two branches are related—in principle they could be computed independently.
In a recent work, we described a possible solution, which is to use a measure of
mutual information overlap to make sure the outputs of the explanation branch and
the prediction branch are related [22].

4 Why Mechanistic Interpretation Is Difficult

It has been noted for several years that the most successful deep learning models
have millions of parameters and appear to be vastly underdetermined, yet they still
generalize. More recently, it has been shown that the bias-variance trade-off breaks
down in large enough networks [23]. Belkin et al. call this the “double descent
phenomena” [23]. In the regime where deep neural networks operate, they are able
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Fig. 1 A network for diagnosing lung nodules on a CT scan is based on a previously published
work [20, 21]. The model contains an explanation branch in addition to the diagnosis branch, but
it is not clear how the computations underlying each branch’s output are related

to interpolate each data point in a “direct” way which does not exhibit the undershoot
or overshoot which is typical of overfitting [1]. An illuminating example of direct
fitting is given by Hasson et al. showing direct fitting of a parabolic function with
noise [1]. The computations involved are clearly local—similar to nearest neighbors
type computations—and the global trend (y ∝ x2) is not extracted. Because of this,
there is clearly no hope for extrapolation. One the other hand, the model is flexible
enough to fit any data. These observations call into question the popular idea that
deep neural networks work by extracting high level features that are of particular
interest, such as the whiskers of a cat. In actuality, it seems they are interpolating
between a very large number of small “non-robust” features, some of which are
particular to the training data [12]. It is tempting to tell “just-so” stories on how a
deep neural network is functioning using explainability methods. These stories can
mislead from what models are actually doing internally.

5 What Can Be Done?

The Rashomon effect (discussed above) suggests that in many cases, interpretable
models may exist which have equivalent accuracy [6]. This seems to be especially the
case with tabular data, where variants of linear regression often perform just as good
as deep neural networks. However, in many other domains, deep neural networks are
currently dominant. If the world is messy and complex, then neural networks trained
on real-world data will also be messy and complex. Still, there are some models
developed for images with interpretability in mind—one example is the “This Looks
Like That” approach developed by Rudin et al. [4], which references parts of training
examples.

Deep learning systems are notoriously bad at extrapolation, often failing spectac-
ularly when small distributional shifts occur. For instance, a deep learning system for
diagnosing retinopathy developed by Google’s Verily Life Sciences which reached
human-level diagnostic ability in the lab performed very poorly in field trials in Thai-
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Fig. 2 Illustration of a
simple approach to
out-of-distribution detection

land due to poor lighting conditions, lower resolution images, and images which had
been stitched together [24]. As another example, a deep learning system developed
byDeepMind to play Atari games was shown to fail if minor changes are made, such
as moving the paddle 3% higher in the game of Breakout [25]. In light of the fact that
deep neural nets work through a sort of brute force fitting, this brittleness is not very
surprising. If deep neural nets work by local interpolations over a massive number
of data points, this implies an inability to extrapolate [1]. Explainability techniques
can help understand how a model works within the dataset but they cannot help
understand what happens when the network is asked to perform outside the training
distribution. Fortunately, many techniques have been developed which can provide
a “warning light" if a network is being asked to extrapolate. These techniques go
under several different names—“applicability domain analysis”, “out-of-distribution
detection”, “change point detection”, and “outlier detection” [26]. A full analysis and
comparison of the many different techniques that have been developed is outside the
scope of this paper. A simple illustration of how many such methods work is shown
in Fig. 2. In Fig. 2, the “domain of interpolation” is delineated by projecting the
data into 2 dimensions and then looking at the convex hull of the data points. If the
input/latent vector of a test data point (projected into 2D) falls outside the convex
hull, then the model is extrapolating and a warning should be given. Typically a
dataset will form one or more clusters when projected into a low dimensional space.
It has been observed empirically that the average error for test data samples depends
on how close to the center of the training data clusters the test point lies [27].

6 Conclusion

In this work, we discussed some of the motivations for explanation in deep learn-
ing systems and distinguished descriptive explanations from mechanistic ones. We
believe mechanistic explanations to be the most important for increasing trust
and ensuring robustness to distributional shift. However, recent work on double
descent [22] and adversarial examples [12] indicate that mechanistic explanation is
difficult, since deep neural networks operate by brute force interpolation over large
datasets rather than by simple heuristics with high level features. We discussed a few
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possible solutions to the issues raised—using explicitly interpretable models, adding
an explanation branch, and implementing out-of-distribution detection methods.
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Joint Position Estimation and
Synchronization of Clocks in WSN

Nikhath Tabassum, D. D. Geetha, and Rajashekhar C. Biradar

Abstract The data collected by the sensor nodes in a Wireless Sensor Network
(WSN) is relevant only if the location and the time of data generation are known.
Therefore, the position and time synchronization of the sensor nodes is important. In
this paper, we treat these as one problem, and therefore, we proposed JLCS, amethod
that jointly localizes and synchronizes the nodes in the network. We utilize the Time
of Arrival (TOA)method to determine the distance between the sensor nodes. During
this time, the grading factor is exchanged between nodes to synchronize. Clock syn-
chronization is achieved by taking square root of the clock time as many times as the
grading factor. By simulation, we have compared the proposed method (JLCS) with
the UnconstrainedWeighting Least Square (UWLS)method for synchronization and
localization errors. The proposed method has better synchronization and localization
accuracy and suitable for larger networks.

Keywords Localization · Clock synchronization · Wireless sensor network ·
Time of arrival · Sensor nodes · Position estimation · Time synchronization ·
Convergence time

1 Introduction

Wireless sensor network (WSNs) consists of numerous sensor nodes which are dis-
tributed and connected. They are used for applications, such as surveillance [1], data
collection [2], event detection [3], smart farm application [4] and monitoring gas
pipelines [5]. In order for these applications to be useful, the geographical location
of the origin of the data is necessary and also the time at which these samples were
taken are also important. For example, if sensor nodes are used for forest fire detec-
tion. It is important to know the exact location of the sensor node which had detected
the fire. It is also necessary to note the moment at which this event was recorded
by the sensor node to ascertain the exact time of occurrence of the fire. The former
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problem of locating the position of sensor node is known as localization and the
latter is a problem related to time synchronization. These two problems were treated
separately and the solution was derived separately. But the problem of localization
and synchronization can be solved as a single problem.

Looking at the solutions for localization problem, Global Positioning System
(GPS) looks like a good and easy choice. But GPS module is bulky, consumes
more power, it is costly and does not give accurate result in indoor conditions. The
next method for localization is through the Received Signal Strength (RSSI). The
unknown sensor nodes estimate their distance to any 3 anchor nodes (nodes whose
position are known) by the signal strength received from the anchor nodes. There
are various algorithms [6, 7] that are based on RSSI. The implementation is simple
but its accuracy depends on the Radio Frequency (RF) model that is chosen and the
accuracy decreases if there are obstacles and multipath fading.

Coming to time synchronization, every node in the network has a clock time (CT)
period. CT is not same for the nodes in an asynchronous network. The variation
in CT is due to variation in operating temperature, humidity and ageing of crystal
oscillator. Due to this, the CT can have two issues namely clock offset and clock
skew. The clock offset is the constant difference between clock time. Clock skew
is the persistent difference in the clock time even after the clock offset is set to
zero. The time synchronization, is achieved when both clock offset and clock skew
are eliminated. It is done, either by recursively modifying the clock parameters to
reach a predetermined reference clock value [8] or by having some consensus [9].
In consensus-based method, all the sensor nodes in the network agree to reach a
common time.The common time could be themaximum timeamong the participating
nodes [10] or the average time [11] of all the sensor nodes clocks or Least common
multiple (LCM) [12] of all the sensor clocks in the network. The latter consensus-
based algorithms are easy, but they are prone to changes in the common time with
the additions of new nodes to the network. The former recursive synchronization
methods have high dependency on the reference clocks and have accumulation error
as the network grows bigger. In order to overcome the clock dependency, to reduce
accumulation error and to have higher accuracy for time synchronization in sensor
nodes, we have proposed a novel clock synchronization method. In this proposed
method, the Clock Time (CT) of the sensor nodes is synchronized to unity by taking
square root ofCTmultiple times. So, if the nodes are time synchronized, then utilizing
Time of arrival (TOA) [13]method becomes very easy. In the proposed TOAmethod,
the sensor nodes calculate the propagation time to their neighbouring sensor nodes
by a round trip message. By knowing the propagation time and the transmission
speed of the signal, the distance between the nodes can be calculated. The main
contributions of this work are as follows:

(1) The proposed time synchronization method eliminates the clock skew and clock
offset effectively.

(2) The accumulation error is nil for time synchronization as there is no sharing of
clock parameters between the nodes.
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(3) The clock time can be scaled after synchronization as the resultant time syn-
chronization achieved is unity.

(4) The localization of sensor nodes is implemented using TOA technique.
(5) The localization accuracy is higher and it does not deteriorate as the network

size increases.

This paper is organized as follows. Section1 consists of Introduction, Sect. 2 has
Researchmethod, Sect. 3 contains Result andDiscussion, and Sect. 4 hasConclusion.

1.1 Related Works

The most recent related works of joint localization and clock synchronization are
discussed in this section.We focus on only the TOA and TDOA techniques which are
considered for the joint localization and synchronization of the nodes. The algorithms
that are based on TOA technique with stationary anchor nodes are listed below. In
a TOA-based technique [14], for synchronization and localization, it utilizes the
Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimator by exchanging time stamped messages. The
initial values are set for synchronization and localization. Then they are alternately
solved,minimizing the cost function.But, it is goodonly in lownoise level conditions.
Another method [15], is efficient for high SNR as it utilizes weighted least square
(WLS) technique by introducing an extra variable. Though it yields good result, it
does not consider the effect of clock skew on time synchronization. The clock skew
and position biased error are considered in [16]. This employs the Mean Square
(MS) method to refine the positions by exploiting the relationship between nuisance
parameter and sensor node. This method gives good results only if the initial value of
position and clock time are close to minima. The initial value problem is overcome
in [17]. The network is divided into L groups with P nodes. Each group is assumed to
have common clock offset and linear equations are derived for each group separately.
The clock offset is eliminated by subtracting two-time difference measurement from
the same receiver group. However, the convergence time to reach localization is high
is in this method. The next set of methods utilize the TDOA method with stationary
anchor nodes. The TDOA technique [18] does not depend on clock parameters of
reference nodes. This is the UWLS statemethod that we use to compare our proposed
methodwith. The difference between the proposedmethod andUWLS is that, UWLS
is a recursive algorithm and uses an initial estimate for estimating the location and
synchronization. There are two approaches in UWLS method, first approach is to
use linear estimator while taking distance measurements between anchor and sensor
nodes. The second approach is to have Semi Definite Program (SDP) for the distance
measurements between source nodes. The initial estimate of clock skew is taken as
1 and then arrive at the actual minima for synchronization. However, the accuracy is
good, but there is inherent accumulation error as the network grows. But if the sensor
nodes are distributed in form of an array [19], initially location estimate is obtained
from ML estimator by the relative placement of nodes in the network based on
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direction of arrival (DOA) observed at each array. Time synchronization is achieved
by linear LS by TDOA method. But the accuracy depends on the alignment of the
array elements which have to be carefully placed for higher accuracy.

2 Research Method

Consider a network model consisting of N nodes. This network can be expressed
as a graph of G = (Q, E), where every node is represented as a Vertex Qi , i =
1, 2, 3 . . . N and the edges are represented by E . An edge is present between two, if,
they are within the radio range of each other.

We have the following assumptions in our model:

(1) The model considered is a dense network.
(2) There are no lonely nodes, all the nodes are connected in the network.
(3) The nodes know their clock time period (CT).

2.1 Proposed Algorithm for Time Synchronization
and Localization of Nodes

The proposed algorithm is implemented by pairwise message exchanges among
sensor nodes. Consider two nodes Qi and Q j communicating with each other as in
Fig. 1. The following steps are employed to synchronize and localize the nodes.

– Step 1 The first step of the proposed method is to remove clock skew. A packet of
data containing the grading factor� andC0 is transmitted from node Qi at Ti0 and
received by Q j at Tj0. Let C0 be a time between the receiving and transmission of
a packet from a node. The purpose of� is to set a bound for calculating the square
root of CT for synchronization, as we discuss this later in this step. Consider the
the clock equation

Ti = αi t + βi (1)

NodeQi

NodeQj

Ti0 Ti1 Ti2 Ti3

C0

C0

Tj1Tj0 Tj2 Tj3

Fig. 1 Communication between nodes Q j and Qk with propagation time Tp
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Where Ti is the CT of a node Qi , αi is the clock skew, βi is the clock offset and t
is the actual synchronized time. The square root of the CT is taken multiple times
till it reaches unity. We take the square root of (1) to get (2)

Ti
1
2 = (αi t + βi )

1
2 , (2)

Taking square root � times of (2), we get

T 1/2�

i = (αi t + βi )
1/2�

, (3)

If the grading factor �, is very large, the CT will reduce to unity. This is proved
by taking � tending to infinity as in (4)

lim
�→∞(Ti )

1/2� = lim
�→∞(αi t + βi )

1/2� = 1 (4)

From (4), it can be seen that by employing this method both the nodes Qi and
Q j Clock Times (CT s) reach unity. In order for their CT s to be unity, α should
also also be unity, i.e. clock skew should also be unity. Therefore, the clock skew
is overcome, without sharing any clock parameters among the two nodes. The
sharing is only by means of an externally determined grading factor � which is
common to all the nodes of the network.

– Step 2 The proposed localization method utilizes the Time of Arrival (TOA) to
estimate the distance between the neighbouring sensor nodes. The TOA is better
than the widely used Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI). The distance
measurement using RSSI method suffers from multipath and reflection [20]. The
RF model is not very accurate. Hence, we choose TOA method which is efficient
in estimating distance between nodes, even for larger distances. At this step, the
nodes Qi and Q j have reached unity time with clock skew as unity. The node Q j

calculates the propagation time Tp from the two-time stamps Tj1 and Tj2 as in (5)

Tp = [Tj1 − Tj2 − C0]/2 (5)

Assuming the signal from one sensor to another sensor node, travels with the speed
of light, withC = 3×108 m/s, then the distance between node Qi and Q j is given
by (6)

D(i j) = Tp × C (6)

– Step 3 In this step Qi receives Tp along with the time stamp Tj3 from Q j and it
calculates the distance to Q j from (6). Though the clocks of the two nodes have
reached unity and overcome the clock skew. They have to start at the same time
to eliminate clock offset β, which is a constant difference that exists between the
clocks. In order for the clocks to start at the same time, the time stamp Tj3 is
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important as discussed below. β j is the clock offset of node Q j and βi is the clock
offset of node Qi as in the (7) and (8), respectively, and t is the synchronized unity
time.

Tj3 = t + β j , (7)

Ti3 = t + βi , (8)

When node Q j transmits a packet at Tj3, this time stamp becomes the reference
for Qi to eliminate the clock offset between the nodes as in (10)

Tj3 − Ti3 = (t + β j ) − (t + βi ), (9)

Tj3 − Ti3 = β j − βi (10)

Therefore the clock synchronization and distance calculation between the nodes
is achieved simultaneously.

2.2 Error Analysis

The time synchronization error, Ei for a node Qi is measured by the difference in
the synchronization achieved and unity time as in (11).

Ei = |Ti − 1| (11)

For N nodes in the network, the root mean square (rms) error is Erms , is given by
(12)

Erms =
√
√
√
√

1

N

N
∑

i=1

|Ti − 1|2 (12)

The rms error for the localization is Drms .

Drms =
√
√
√
√

1

N

N
∑

i=1

[Di(act) − Di(est)]2 (13)

where Di(act) is the actual distance and Di(est) is the estimated distance from the
proposed method.
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3 Result and Discussion

The simulation was done in MATLAB. The nodes were distributed randomly in an
area of 200 m × 200 m. The CT intervals of [0.1ms, 0.9ms] and [1ms, 10ms]
were considered to see the results of the proposed method. In each trial, 100 random
values were chosen from the above-mentioned time intervals with varying standard
deviation. The error values were averaged over 50 such independent iterations.

3.1 Clock Synchronization Error and Localization Error
Comparison of the Proposed Method JLCS with UWLS

For comparison with UWLS, the data set considered is in the interval [0.1ms, 0.9ms]
with a standard deviation of σ = 0.1 as in Fig. 2. The curve for the proposed method
is almost constant. The reason for this behaviour is that, in the proposed method,
the accumulation error is nil as there is no propagation of clock parameters between
sensor nodes for synchronization and also because the clock skew is unity. Hence,
the network size does not affect the synchronization error. It is observed in Fig. 2,
that the clock synchronization error Erms , for UWLS rises as the number of nodes
increase, due to accumulation effect. Therefore, as the network grows bigger, the
error also increases.

Since the clock synchronization is affected by accumulation error. The position
estimation also suffers an error as the number of nodes increase in UWLS. The
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Fig. 2 Comparison of Clock synchronization error of UWLS and JLCS in the range [0.1ms, 0.9ms]
with σ = 0.1
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proposed method JLCS has almost a constant localization error, irrespective of the
size of the network as in Fig. 3.

3.2 Convergence of CT of Sensor Nodes

To demonstrate the convergence of clock time period to unity, the range was taken
from [0.1, 10] and the grading factor �, was fixed to 16 by trial and error. For a
grading factor of 16, the CT reached to 1 and corrected up to 4 decimal places, i.e. all
the values in the above-mentioned interval reached a value of 1.000 irrespective of
the starting value as in Fig. 4. This value of unity can also be scaled up to a different
value.

4 Conclusion

The proposed method jointly synchronizes and localizes the sensor nodes. It is easy
to implement. The simulation results indicate that the clock synchronization and
localization errors are almost constant as the network size increases. It indicates
that this method is scalable for larger networks too. It overcomes clock skew and
clock offset effectively. The clock value, once it is synchronized to unity, can be
scaled to a desirable value also. This is a flexibility offered by the proposed method
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for synchronization. The localization accuracy is dependent on the synchronization
accuracy of sensor nodes. The simulation results of the proposed method, match up
with the state of the art UWLS method and performs better as the number of nodes
increase.
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Minimization of Cyber Security Threats
Caused by COVID-19 Pandemic

Liqaa F. Nawaf, Chaminda Hewage, and Fiona Carroll

Abstract Whilst the world is preoccupied in its struggle with the Coronavirus
pandemic, cyber-criminals are busy every day, spreading their own viruses, by
phishing emails, data breaches, frauds, denials of service, and taking advantage of the
vulnerabilities created by this crisis. In many ways, we, as a nation, are handing over
our data without realizing it, without fully thinking it through or even being aware of
cyber threats, which will ultimately have a tremendous impact on the governments
and citizens both personally and at work. The goal of this paper is to investigate the
correlation between the cyberattacks before the coronavirus and during the coron-
avirus in order to build an understanding of what is happening. To optimize cyber
security and provide effectiveways to tackle cyber security attacks duringCOVID-19
or something similar, we need to consider extra precautions and take a more secure
approach to protection. To minimize the universal risks of data breaches and other
cyber incidents, we need to enforce practical steps to deal with and if possible limit
those risks. This requires not only thoughtful consideration, but also a good under-
standing of the opportunities that COVID-19 provides to cyber-criminals. The aim
of this research paper is to investigate the growth of and reasons for the increase of
cyberattacks during the COVID-19 pandemic. In order to make better cyber security
decisions, we need to address and maximize the level of cyber security awareness
and precaution taken during COVID-19. A set of practical steps to minimize the
risk of cyber-attack is provided to compensate for the vulnerabilities associated with
COVID-19.
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1 Introduction

All over the world millions of network engineers, technicians, and system admin-
istrators are working determinedly to maintain safe and effective cyber systems for
everyone. In a scenario where millions more people are working from home, they are
faced with a high volume of people online, high network demands, and consequently
a rising number of cyber threats. The COVID-19 pandemic is a worldwide threat to
health and society that requires effective and immediate action by governments, busi-
nesses, and individuals. From the data collected, we can see that a number of threats
have come from people using COVID-19 related lures to deploy malware.

Clearly, we feel that certain businesses have a significant role to play in reducing
the possibility of cyber threats on society. It is also believed that prompt and effective
action will reduce the risks to employees and the long-term costs to businesses.
For example, the restrictions on face to face communication and social distancing
requirements have made it vital for many households and organizations to go online
to connect with work colleagues and family. This opens up opportunities to cyber-
criminals and hackers to exploit new weak points in the access to data and networks;
the sheer volume of people socializing and working online gives these people more
ways to install a malicious code or software on poorly protected computers.

Many organizations have implemented an information security management
system to protect their data and networks, but it is the human element that poses
the greatest threat. All organizations, which depend on business continuity, have
found that the COVID-19 pandemic has created such a high risk for their day-to-
day activities that they have had to reassess their security strategies carefully. For
example, phishing emails went from 25,000 a day to 125,000—that equates to 500
per cent increase [1]. This indicates that the risk exists and is serious, whereas the
firewalls included within the local broadband routers are adequate for certain attacks,
but not perhaps for the criminal attacks that are on the rise in response to the increased
personal use of computers and the unprecedented amount of homeworking. More-
over, while the NHS is working hard to mitigate the health risks from Covid-19, the
cyber-criminals are in full control of malicious code which they install to increase
the risks of a cyber-attack. This paper will investigate a sensible and practical set of
steps to limit those risks and help secure transactions online in these very difficult
times. The novelty of the paper lies in the layered approach to cyber security that we
proposed and particularly the practical steps required to minimize and limit cyber
security risks. This paper will firstly look at related research, it will then propose
and discuss applying a layered approach to cyber security and finally provide a
discussion centred on data from a Covid-19 cyber security perspective. The paper is
organized as follows. Section 2 provides a literature review of related approaches.
Section 3 describing and applying a layered approach to cyber security: From multi-
factor authentication to cyber security awareness. Followed by Sect. 4, A COVID-19
‘Data’ perspective on cyber security that discuss cyber threats. Having evaluated the
results, we then proceed the final section to draws some conclusions.
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2 Related Work

Cyber-attackers, including those from aggressive nation-states, are more and more
focused on targeting their actions on critical infrastructures [2]. Cyber criminals come
in many different forms, each has an individual purpose, such as theft or interrupting
communication and cause a significant loss of time and money. For example, the
International Criminal PoliceOrganization has recently exposed ae1.5m facemasks
scam in Germany, Ireland, and the Netherlands [3]. Preying on the world’s desperate
need of face masks at present, some money was swiftly wired to Nigeria, but luckily
the fraud was prevented by action from Interpol. In fact, successful attacks are not
always sophisticated; even an unskilled attacker can sometimes achieve his/her illegal
aims.

The issues, as realized in many of the recent news accounts of data breaches
that few people know enough about these cyber security threats to protect private
and powerful information [4]. Therefore, it is crucial for users to understand the
cyber security issues that might affect them and to be equipped to combat cyber-
attacks. To be specific, a recent survey stated that Denial of Service (DoS) attacks
are considered to be the most widespread. They interrupt online services for one and
sometimes many end-users [5]. Clearly, knowing about these types of attack may
reduce the danger to their privacy and security.

As recent news reports highlight, the vulnerabilities and threats generated by the
COVID-19 pandemic have demonstrated the high risk to cyber security. Cloudflare
[6] which is the foundation supporting infrastructure, applications and teams, states
that over the past few weeks online threats have risen to almost six times their
usual level. The current pandemic provides a new impetus for cyber-attacks. One
UK news report [7] claims that hacking and phishing attempts have risen by 37%
month-on-month throughout the pandemic, whereas on some days, security was
obstructed between four and six times as often as usual. Research from DARK
Reading [8] also indicates the increase in threats and highlights. The top threat as
that of phishing (55% of respondents), followed by wrong and fake information
about COVID-19 on websites, malware, and ransomware attacks. The BBC News
[9] stated that social networks such as Twitter, YouTube, TikTok, and Facebook
have nurtured COVID-19 misinformation, “fake news”, including viral messages
asserting that 5G is related to Covid-19. YouTube has since banned these videos and
other incorrect/fake statements.

It is clear that whilst risk has risen and the effects of threat are continuous,
people worry that there will be a long-term effect on society and the cyber secu-
rity industry. Thus, we believe that further awareness and precautions are essential,
we need more sophisticated approaches (set of steps/procedures) to equip people
with the knowledge to avoid a malicious attack (Fig. 1).

The graph shown in Fig. 1 demonstrates all the coronavirus-related cyber-attacks
that have been identified byCheck Point [10]. As can be seen, different types of threat
technology extend across networks, endpoints and mobile devices. The graph high-
lights a continuous and rapid increase in cyber-attacks. However, it is not astonishing
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Fig. 1 Coronavirus-related cyberattacks and domains registered [10]

that the pandemic has caused a sharp increase. In recent weeks, a significant growth
in the number of phishing attacks has been perceived by websites posing as Netflix
sites [11]. This indicates the correlation between cyber-attacks and the increase in
vulnerabilities caused by the pandemic.

Dark web-based drug (medical) dealing is on the rise. COVID-19 has caused a
scarcity of essential medical supplies (e.g. Paracetamol, PPE, hand sanitizers) due
to problems of sourcing and supply. Cyber-criminals have used this opportunity to
advertise these goods on the dark web at significantly reduced prices to the large
population of users who have tended for some time to buy certain items from this
source. The items on the dark web market range from N95 masks, hand sanitizers,
COVID-19 related drugs such as Chloroquine and even sell home testing kits for
COVID-19 from some vendors. Since most of these products are new to the dark
web marketplace, they carry no reviews from buyers. Hence, buyers inherently risk
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Fig. 2 The value of Bitcoin sent from Chinese exchanges to dark net markets [12]

not getting what they have paid for. It seems that the dark web is also facing supply
chain problems due to the pandemic [12]. Hence, the amount of Bitcoins spent on
the dark web has over the last two months has gone down. Figure 2 shows, according
to the blockchain analysis company, Chainalysis, that the value of Bitcoins sent from
Chinese exchanges to dark net markets has fallen significantly.

3 Applying a Layered Approach to Cyber Security: From
Multi-Factor Authentication to Cyber Security
Awareness

The previous section has indicated from the cyber security perspective the great
increase of cyber-attacks and the impact of COVID-19 in the form of cyber-criminals
exploiting the crisis. These cyber-attacks need to be known by the general public to
prevent these and other cybercrimes from growing.

Currently, the healthcare specialists and hundreds of thousands of allied profes-
sionals are using the full capacity of their knowledge and resources to fight the current
pandemic, though no one can as yet predict which approach will achieve the most
successful cure. Regarding viruses of the other type, we feel that everyone can play
a part by finding and sharing cyber security knowledge to create a solution that can
minimize cyber-attacks. Some companies are working to identify measures used in
banking and other services where sensitive data is held to better defend systems
from cyber-attack. The technique is commonly known as two-factor or multi-factor
authentication, which uses an application installed on a smartphone, or sends out
an SMS or email to verify who is logging in. In more detail, this provides an extra
layer of security, in the form of requirements, the user must fulfil in order to be
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granted access. This technique is essential for protecting data from a cyber-attack
and depends on more than simply relying on knowing the username and password
to access a secure system. To reduce the current risk level, a whole series of proce-
dures need to be accepted and end-users need to be aware of the threats to their
security and safety. Moreover, in light of COVID-19, the joint advisory staff from
the UK’s National Cyber Security Centre and the USA’s Cyber security and Infras-
tructure Security Agency are working with law enforcement and industry partners to
find new ways to detect and prevent malicious COVID-19 cyber activities [13]. We
feel that to improve the resilience against the phishing attack and/or other criminal
attacks, we should extend the defences to combine the more technical measures with
a heightened cyber security awareness.

4 A Covid-19 ‘Data’ Perspective on Cyber security

Having demonstrated the possibility of minimizing the risk level, we now report
further work that was done to expand the range of measures and investigation of
cyber-attack. A simple algorithm was used to generate an appropriate data set taken
from MISP Project-Threat Sharing, which is an open source software program and
set of standards to share, create, and confirm threats to intel and intelligence. The
data set listed places at random that are exploiting the impact of the COVID-19
pandemic. The data set of the intrusion detection systems for a given attribute was
generated. This data set contains various categories, types, values, object names, and
countries/regions. We analyzed the data set as follows to evaluate the solutions in
this paper:

The data set included different types of cyber threat during the current pandemic
which have to be minimized or if possible stopped.

The data set contains various types of attachment for different categories of
malware attack, (see Fig. 3a and b) showing that the most often used attachment
to deploy malware on the victim’s computer is a file. Different categories of malware

Fig. 3 (a) Type of attachments and (b) value of malware attacks
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attack reveal that a great number of phishing and malicious attacks were used against
victims. In addition, a small number of payload, Trojan, ransomware, adware, agent
tesla, and spam, was applied. This indicates that phishing awareness must be a highly
eligible way to help victims mitigate the cyber threat.

According to the indicators of compromise (IOCs), it is evident that there is
an increased cyber activity related to COVID-19. Cyber-criminals use the panic
situation or the uncertainty created by the pandemic to lure general users to click
on a malicious link or use some other path to hack into a victim’s computer and
steal data or to direct further attacks. This has been facilitated by the nationwide
lockdowns currently imposed in many countries. As a result, many more people are
using the Internet to learn, socialize, and work from home. This has paved the way
for the would-be attackers to invade users’ privacy and security controls. According
to Fig. 4, it is clear that these have increased their domain name registration with
some form of reference to COVID-19. These domain names can be used by cyber-
criminals for disinformation, malvertising and as malicious domains which closely
align with genuine websites (Cyber-squatting). Hence, domain names need to be
closely monitored for their use in order to tackle all forms of malicious activity
not only during the present pandemic, but also afterwards. A significant increase of
hostnames which refer to COVID-19 are also apparent. These staged usernames can
be used to lure victims in phishing campaigns. Furthermore, a number of malware
payloads have been discovered. Some of them are being currently investigated by
organizations such as Virustotal. It is highly likely that these malwares were not
generated during this pandemic, but have lately been reshaped for activation during
the pandemic.

Theway that cyber-criminalsworkmaynot have changed since beforeCOVID-19.
They have simply seen an added opportunity thanks to the infodemic and increased
use of the Internet. Whilst the main attack weapons used by the criminals remain the
same (e.g. phishing attacks), they may change in format and appearance to attack
via the disease. The key solution is user awareness. Whilst more than a quarter
of the global population is in lockdown, the hackers roam freely. They will use
every opportunity available for them to steal important data or harm individuals or
organizations. Hence, it is important to increase the awareness of the public and ask
them to always use standard security measures for and preserving privacy.

Fig. 4 IOC for cyber related
incidents with COVID-19
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Fig. 5 The main source of cyber threat and number of records/websites carrying threats

Endsley talks about the importance of situational awareness for humans to make
decisionswithin awide range of environments [14]. She defines situational awareness
as the perception of the elements in the environment, comprehension of the situation,
and projection of future status. Aligningwith this ideology,we envision a set COVID-
19 cyber security awareness guidelines as, first, supporting the user in becoming
aware of the elements in their online environment. As we have found in this research,
‘hostnames’ linked to COVID-19 are proving to be frequent sources of threat, and as
end-users we need to be cautious of these COVID-19-related sites. Second, on these
websites (see Fig. 5, which highlights daily reports and city reports of COVID-19
as types of websites carrying threats), and/or receiving emails about COVID-19-
related subjects, we need to know how to identify malicious characteristics and
elements such as files, or inferences drawn from these files or, in sum, phishing
attacks. Third, particularly during the present crisis, we need to have the foresight
to predict from these inferences so as to protect everyone’s security. Although the
COVID-19 is affecting over 210 countries, and people across the world are facing the
same devastating impact from its spread, they should be aware that cyber-criminals
feel no sympathy and that theywill take advantage of people’s fear to attract them and
lure them to the trap. Therefore, we feel that this three-pronged approach (supported
by reliable data) will help support end-users to identify the visible threats, reduce
their areas of weakness, and enhance their cyber security awareness, especially these
days.

5 Conclusion

The vulnerabilities and threats associated with COVID-19 pandemic have been high-
lighted and discussed in the previous sections. Tomitigate those risks, security protec-
tion such as providing an employer’s internal computer system with the following is
needed: imposing a working time restriction even on staff who work from home; and
employing the Multifactor Authentication of the state of the pandemic. We advocate
for a layered approach to cyber security and the practical steps to minimize and limit
those risks must be taken. In addition to the technical, people must be made aware
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of the sophisticated human threats in order to enable them to avoid COVID-19 fake
news and deception completely. The social networks claim to take significant steps
in fighting awkward coronavirus posts and suggesting or calling for apps to catch
fake COVID-19 news that could cause harm [9]. As we have seen from the data,
the threats are extensive and it is very challenging to eliminate all the risks of a data
breach and other cyber-attacks in the face of the fast changing and increasing uncer-
tainty of coronavirus in the population. Saying that, we feel that a layered approach
that will provide end-users with the required knowledge to be able to identify mali-
cious characteristics and other adverse cyber signals is essential. Furthermore, the
government and organizations must be capable of reacting quickly because of the
possibility of non-stop cyber-attacks if action is not taken.
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SMEs in South Africa: The Era
of Adopting Mobile Payment Solutions

Alick Chingapi and Adriana A. Steyn

Abstract This research paper is the result of analysis into critical factors impacting
the adoption and wide spread usage of mobile payments by South African small
medium enterprises (SMEs). The research involved a qualitative research approach
utilising interviews as a data collection method. The findings from the interviews
with the SMEs identified critical factors and themes to be considered regarding
mobile payment usage and adoption by SMEs. The findings revealed that the factors
impacting mobile payment adoption by South African SMEswere risk, convenience,
ease of use, trust in service providers, system features, device features and issues,
cost of fees, company image and credibility, Bluetooth connection, customer service
and integrated systems. The research gives key recommendations in the form of a
framework for adoption of mobile payments by South African SMEs.

Keywords Acceptance · Adoption · Framework ·Merchants ·Mobile payments ·
South African SMEs

1 Introduction

SMEs can be seen as the building blocks of a society and its economy due to the
impact that they have on job and employment creation [11, 23, 47, 63, 64]. They
are critical in the building of an economy through economic and social development
[24]. [64] as well as [55] discusses how SMEs are important in many economies
in the world and how the adoption of information communication and technology
(ICT) is seen as a factor in the growth of SMEs.

The mobile device has become an extension of the human body. It is the gateway
to our social lives through social network sites such as Facebook, Instagram and
Twitter, our work lives through email, work applications, our personal lives (personal
contacts, SMS, instantmessaging services) and our financial lives [17, 56, 64]. SME’s
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acceptance of payment methods is understudied yet they are the providers of the
goods and services that consumers will spend their money on.

South Africa is one of the most competitive economies in sub-Saharan Africa
according to the World Economic Forum, Competitiveness 2019 Report [58]. South
Africa is also one of the largest economies in Africa and is exposed to the interna-
tional community through mineral export and oil import, technology, foreign direct
investment and economic activity [67]. Firms operating in such an environment need
to be able to adapt dynamic capabilities to survive these environments [65].

From 2007 to 2015, mobile payment research has spread to Asian countries such
as South Korea and Japan with limited research in developing countries such as
Africa. The following mobile payments research has focused on merchants in a
South African context: merchants in South Africa using Snapscan [51], merchants in
greater Cape Town area using mobile payments [31] and mobile payments in South
African townships [40, 71]’s study on South Africa consumers. Research of [36] was
focused on theEuropeanmarketwhile [45] focused onmobile payments in developed
countries, highlighting the failures and the role of banks in the ecosystem [45]. [44]
carried out a review of the efforts of mobile payment platforms between 2005 and
2015. This was based on the repeated failures of launches within the European
markets, in countries such as Holland, Spain, Germany and Norway. [44, 28] viewed
themobile payment systems asmulti-sided platforms as they bring togethermore than
one set of users: consumers and merchants. [45] argue that mobile payment solutions
are part of a platform with multiple parties that need to interact with each other
before delivering value to the consumer and merchant. These parties include mobile
network operators, financial institutions, content providers, credit card companies
and technology firms [36].

This research proposes a conceptual dynamic framework for the mobile payment
adoption by SMEs with a specific focus on the relationship to dynamic capabili-
ties. This study contributes by developing a framework for the adoption of mobile
payments by SMEs in South Africa. This framework allows for better understanding
of drivers and barriers to mobile payments in South Africa by SMEs within a devel-
oping country. The outcomes of this paper would enable mobile payment service
providers to have a holistic view of what they need to do for mobile payment
services to be more readily accepted by the public (merchants and consumers) in
South Africa. Given the multi-sided nature of the market under research, there is a
need to understand what value mobile payments provide to the different actors in the
mobile payments’ ecosystem, which is currently under-researched [14]. Reference
[70] argues that merchant and customer acceptance should be studied separately
despite the high interdependence between the two.

The research question, this paper will address, is thus: What factors impact the
SMEs adoption and usage of mobile payments in South Africa?

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 details a literature review
into SME merchants and mobile payments followed by the theoretical discussion
which forms the basis of the framework. This is followed by a discussion on method-
ology as well as the data collection and analysis process which was followed. The
results are presented along with a discussion and conclusion.
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2 Literature Review

Small businesses are the key enabler to employment creation to counter the increasing
unemployment rates of 27.2% [2, 7, 8, 20, 39, 47, 49]. SMEs contributed 36% to
the GDP of South Africa in 2015 [19], however ranks very low in terms of ease of
starting a business, in fact, ranks 74/190 compared to other Africa countries such as
Mauritius (49th), Rwanda (56th) and Morocco (68th) [26].

The importance of SMEs especially in the African context cannot be overstated
[29]. SMEs can be seen as the building blocks of a society and its economy due to the
impact that it has in terms of job and employment creation [8, 20, 39]. They are critical
factors in the building of an economy through economic and social development [18,
19, 24]. [55] acknowledges the importance of SMEs in many economies across the
world and how the adoption of ICT is seen as a factor in the growth of SMEs.

According to [55], micro-businesses employ 1 to 9 people, small businesses
employ 10 to 49 employees and medium businesses employ 50 to 500 employees,
however this definition differs from country to country [42]. The classification of
SMEs can be further extended by market sector, location, innovation rate, asset
value and organisation [3]. For the purposes of the research, the researcher applied
the definition as per the [42] as defined above.

At the end of 2015, there were more than 2.2 million small medium and micro-
enterprises (SMMEs) in South Africa with more than two-thirds (1.49 million) of
these SMMEs being informal [7]. A year later, there were 2.34 million SMMEs
but this number decreased to 2.25 million by end of 2017 and was attributed to
people being employed into formal sector jobs [59]. According to the [7], the more
formal SMMEs are residing in Gauteng and the Western Cape, whereas the informal
SMMEs operates in more rural areas. A worrying trend is highlighted in the [59]
report indicating an increased number of survivalists’ SMMEs.

2.1 Mobile Payments

There is limited literature onmobile payment adoption in developing countries, espe-
cially inAfrica, and this study aims to add to the body of knowledge. [44] call formore
research into thefield ofmobile payment systems as there is still not enough reasoning
or agreement as to why mobile payments have not been more widely accepted
as initially expected. [16] confirmed the lack of studies into merchant the mobile
payments ecosystem. Literature review of [14] found 188 papers in mobile payments
that focused on the technological and consumer aspects between the period 2007 and
2014, supporting the findings of Dahlberg et al. (2008) on the limited research into
merchant’s role in the ecosystem. The study conducted a systematic literature review
and found there is limited knowledge and research to understand the merchants’ role
and adoption of mobile payments especially in the African context. This supports the
findings by [21] of the limited attention paid to the role of merchants in the mobile
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payment’s ecosystem. The gap in knowledge is crucial because the growth of mobile
payments usage in South Africa presents opportunities for vendors, merchants and
consumers alike. Using previous research in mobile payments in Europe, Asia and
South America, this research aims to understand the reasons, the choice of payment
technologies in the stated market and produce a dynamic conceptual framework that
can lead to the increased understanding and adoption ofmobile payment technologies
by SMEs in South Africa. This study combines the TOE theory with dynamic capa-
bilities to provide insights into business’ capabilities to be considered for merchants
in the context of mobile payment ecosystem.

A mobile payment is defined as the process in which the payer employs a mobile
device to initiate an electronic procedure that initiates a financial transaction [37,
52]. [33] viewed mobile payments as a subset of mobile commerce whereas [9]
define mobile payments as a subset of electronic commerce where at least one side
is processed through a mobile device. [46] state that mobile payments are carried out
wirelessly through a mobile device. [16] expand on this stating that mobile payments
are a form of payment for goods and services through a mobile device using wireless
and communication technologies. Guo and Bouwan (2016b) update the definition
to include the initiation, authorisation and confirmation of payment processes using
wireless or other communication technologies. Based on the definitions, it can be
summarised that a mobile payment is any form of payment that is initiated, processed
and completed using a mobile device through the wireless application protocol, SMS
service, mobile wallet or some form of application.

Payments are the critical process in the provision of good and services such as
purchasing electricity, food, water, paying taxes, healthcare, salaries and education
as all these services help an economy function. [46] noted that the digitisation of the
payment process would become essential due to the success of e-commerce. This can
be argued to be part of the evolution of the shopping process, with mobile payments
being a part of the process [46]. The merchant adoption of mobile payments was
seen as a challenging process as merchants are the ones who have to pay the mobile
payment provider for the service similar to credit card fees [70].

In light of the framework of [66], [16] refined themodel and put together the frame-
work in Fig. 1. This was further refined by Guo and Bowman (2016) based on their
studies of merchants operating in China. The framework indicated that consumers
and merchants have influence on the mobile payment service provision which are
all influenced by external factors such as culture, technology, legal, regulatory and
commercial factors. This framework takes into account the factors that form the basis
of the Technology-Organisational and Environmental (TOE) theory and hence from
a research perspective makes the TOE theory a suitable choice for this paper.

The four corners in Fig. 1 indicate the external factors that have an impact on the
mobile payment ecosystem. Examples are

• Changes in social/cultural environment: Covid-19 impact on social lives [69].
• Changes in technological environment: The introduction of a smartphone by

Vodacom that cost less than 1000 Rand [53].
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Fig. 1 Framework: mobile payment ecosystem [32] [16]

• Changes in legal, regulatory and standardisation environment: commencement
of the POPI Act in South Africa in June 2020 [61], Commission and Vodacom
(South African service provider) settlement agreement on data prices [12].

• Changes in commerce environment: Impact of the Steinhoff collapse [41];
lockdown impact on South African economy [62].

All these external factors have an impact on economic and business within the
mobile payment ecosystem. Despite the alternative payment forms in developed
countries, such as mobile payment technologies and card payments, cash is still the
pre-dominant form of payment worldwide with 85% of the value of transactions
being in cash [38]. In selected developed countries (Germany, France, USA, Austria,
Canada and Netherlands), cash was still in dominant use and not just for small
payments [5]. The European Central Bank noted that 75% of payments in the euro-
zone are made in cash despite the digital age [54]. [5] identified through their model
that consumers will prefer to use cash for payment if they have enough cash on hand
despite alternative payment method options. [25] proposes that due to the anonymity
that cash provides, it is the easiest form of payment for consumers to use as there are
no pin numbers, account numbers to memorise or limits in most instances.

Mobile payments can be categorised into two sectors based on their transac-
tion value [52]. Firstly, macro-payments: these are typical normal transactions, e.g.
purchasing plane tickets, bill payments and remittances and are defined as payments
of a higher value 50 Rands and higher [33]. Methods of payments are carried
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out through short message service (SMS), near-field communications (NFC), quick
response (QR) codes, mobile applications and web browser for mobile phones [32].
These methods allow for the transmission of financial messages.

Micro-payments: These are payment values up to 50 Rands [33]. [14] and [46]
define micro-payments as peer-to-peer (P2P) and are small value transactions which
are usually paid for by cash or debit card to the value of 205 Rands.

Reference [43] defined possible handset designs, multi-application chip card, dual
sim phone, external card reader, dual-slot phone and payment software built in the
phone. The multi-application chip card has a SIM card and a wireless identification
module combined in a single card [43].

2.2 SME Mobile Payment Adoption Factors

Transactions Fee

The transaction fee is regarded as a major factor impacting adoption of mobile
payments by merchants [66, 70]. Large retailers can afford the cost of investing
in mobile payment technologies and rolling out devices at their own costs; however,
SMEs are already under significant pressure financially and hence this would be an
extra overhead they cannot afford. [70] details how most merchants are small and
medium enterprises and would prefer a cheaper alternative such as cash payments.

Ease of Use

Positive adoption factors were found to increase the prospect of increased sales and
reduction in transaction costs for payments [37]. Ease of use on the merchant’s side
was identified as a cause for concern, i.e. in the payment process when an employee
did not understand how the mobile payment system worked and how to use it and
resolve issues when faced with a customer who wants to pay using a mobile device
[70].

Perceived Trust and Security

[37] cite a lack of trust by merchants in any of the multiple parties involved in
the payment process being a significant barrier to adoption; however, [37] further
state that few studies have examined security in mobile payments from the view
of merchants. Trust and security are deemed inhibitors to mobile payments if not
addressed [70]. A factor such as security was identified from the initial research and
is still a pertinent factor for adoption and mass acceptance from both consumers and
merchant perspective [43].

More trust is placed in larger telecommunication companies and financial insti-
tutions [37]. This was raised as an inhibitor to adoption by [66] with more than 50%
of the responses citing secuity as an issue. [43] identifies authentication, availability,
data integrity, confidentiality as some of the criteria relating to security that need to
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Table 1 Identified constructs Incompatibility with existing
business

[35, 37]

Trust and security [35, 37, 40, 51, 52]

Perceived lack of
standardisation

[37, 46, 51, 70]

Cost (relative to substitutes) [1, 35, 37, 40, 52, 66, 70, 46]

Ease of use (relative to
substitutes)

[1, 31, 51, 70, 46]

Perceived risk [70]

Network effects [51, 52]

Network externalities [51]

Business model [35, 37, 46, 51]

Technology compatibility [35, 37, 46, 51]

be addressed as part of ensuring that security and trust are embedded in the system
and process.

Network Externalities

Network externalities refers to the benefits that consumers will enjoy due to the
presence of a network [15]. Universal usage and wide-scale acceptance were identi-
fied as important prerequisites for mobile payment penetration. [37] discuss critical
mass as a part of network externalities. Favourable network effects can result in crit-
ical mass adoption which is a component for success in the mass adoption of mobile
payments [44]. A large number of customers using or asking about a certain payment
option such asmobile payments would convincemerchants to adopt and offer mobile
payments [66]. High usage rates in the long term are identified as consumer patterns
that would likely convincemerchants to adopt mobile payments [35]. Another reason
for not adopting is the lack of merchant involvement in the development process.
Merchants seek a process that is easy to use and most importantly a strong element
of trust [13]. Table 1 summarises the constructs that will be used in this research,
based on the literature.

A literature review and assessment of the T-O-E provided a basis for categorising
these constructs within the dynamic framework to provide a theoretical basis paper,
see Fig. 2.

3 Theoretical Foundation and Research Framework

More than 91%of the research conducted in themobile commerce field between 2008
and2016was carried out throughquantitativemethods indicative of a strongpositivist
paradigm by the researchers [10]. Despite calls by [14] in the field to diversify the
research methods and to enrich the data of mobile-based research, the quantitative
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Fig. 2 SME mobile payment conceptual framework

trend still continues. The following sections and sub-sections provide the two theories
applied in this study. Given the setting of the SME Mobile Payment Conceptual
Framework (SME MPCF) and exposure to various external and internal forces, the
TOE theory provides a complimentary lens into the ecosystem for this research.Given
the early stages of mobile payments and maturing business models and two-sided
market views, the dynamic capabilities framework enables the deeper understanding
of the business models that are in effect in the mobile payments ecosystem.

Reference [65] indicates that a framework is derived from reality and attempts to
classify constructs and depict their relationships in ameaningful way. The framework
that has been proposed here is underpinned by the theoretical lens of the T-O-E. A
conceptual framework is a useful way for a researcher to express ideas, concepts and
to represent their findings [60]. T-O-E considers environmental, internal and external
aspects. Another reason is that [50] argues that there are a limited number of firm-
level theories that can be used to study the adoption of IT in firms. Reference [4] states
that a combination of T-O-E and Diffusion of Innovation (DOI) has been shown to be
most effective given the consistency and applicability of DOI. Reference [6] further
state that due to the highly differentiated nature of technological innovations, no one
theory or model can be all encompassing to explain the adoption of innovations by
firms. Reference [34] add that T-O-E is more ideally suited for this study than the
DOI as it takes into account the environment context.

Due to the nature of the innovation of mobile payments focusing on business-level
research, the T-O-E is the most appropriate framework to use [4]. Environmental
and organisational factors have been shown to influence e-commerce adoption by
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SMEs in Tanzania [30]. This theory examines how firms adopt technology inno-
vation through the different contexts of environmental, technologically and organ-
isationally [4, 50]. The T-O-E framework has been used extensively in explaining
organisational adoption of information systems and new technologies such as cloud
computing adoption by Saudi SMEs [4], adoption of green practices in SMEs [50]
and e-Government in Jordanian companies [68]. The T-O-E framework has been
used in different research strategy approaches with both qualitative and quantitative
data collection methods [27].

4 Methodology

4.1 Research Design

To gain a deeper understanding of the phenomena at the heart of the study, this
research used semi-structured interviews as the main data collection method due to
the ability to enable an in-depth analysis of the participant’s views, thoughts, actions
and behaviours. The questions were based on the constructs within the context of
the TOE framework. In the research design process, the interview questions were
designed in accordance with the objectives of the research and based on literature.
The questions were divided into sections, starting with a brief overview of the SME
followed by questions relating to technological, organisational and environmental
aspects.

The interviews were conducted with 18 SMEs, predominantly the owners of the
SME businesses that operated in different locations around South Africa. This was to
ensure a broad perspective given the different conditions faced by SMEs in different
parts of South Africa. In person, interviews were conducted with the sessions lasting
between 20 and 60 min each.

The SME interviewees were selected based on having already engaged in e-
commerce, m-commerce activities and who possessed at the least a point-of-sale
device. Contact was made with SMEs or SME owners in the urban and semi-
urban areas of the nine provinces of South Africa (Gauteng, North West, Northern
Cape, Western Cape, Eastern Cape, Free State, KwaZulu Natal, Mpumalanga and
Limpopo). The list and details of the interviewees are detailed in Table 2.

The list of SMEs was obtained from each province’s business directory sites
as well as by referencing mobile payment provider websites. The interviews were
conducted from May 2019 to July 2019. In the interview process, the interviews
were recorded on a digital device and the researcher made notes to supplement the
audio recordings. Upon completion of the interviews, these were transcribed and
each response to the questions was analysed and discussed in the section below.
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Table 2 SMEs industry and years in operation

SME Positions Number of
employees

Payment
technology

Industry and business focus Number of
years in
operation

SME A Owner None Yoco and
Snapscan

Healthcare—online health
store

5 years

SME B Owner None Yoco and
Cash

Publishing—comic books
and novels

3 years

SME C Owner None EFT and
Cash

Retail—natural hair
products

3 years

SME D Owner 1 Nedbank
Pocket POS

Retail—shoe accessories 2 years

SME E Owner 9 Bank POS
and Cash

Hospitality—fast food
outlet

2.5 years

SME F Owner 9 Zapper and
Bank POS

Hospitality—restaurant 2 years

SME G Owner 10 Yoco,
iKhokha and
Cash

Hospitality—restaurant and
catering

5 years

SME H Owner 1 Yoco,
Snapscan,
Bank POS
and Absa
Pebble

Retail—clothing 12 years

SME I Owner 100 Yoco,
Snapscan,
Bank POS
and Zapper

Hospitality—restaurants 6 years

SME J Owner None Yoco and
Snapscan

Retail—women’s clothing 2 years

SME K Manager 20 Yoco and
Snapscan

Retail—women’s clothing 7 years

SME L Owner 2 Bank POS
and
Nedbank
Pocket POS

Retail—women’s clothing 2 years

SME M Owner 2 iKhokha,
Snapscan
and Bank
POS

Education—second-hand
books store

7 years

SME N Owner 6 Yoco,
Snapscan,
Zapper and
Bank POS

Hospitality—street food 6 years

SME O Owner 7 Yoco Retail—clothing 6 years

(continued)
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Table 2 (continued)

SME Positions Number of
employees

Payment
technology

Industry and business focus Number of
years in
operation

SME P Owner 1 Yoco and
Cash

Education—book store 2 years

SME Q Owner 6 Yoco Hospitality—restaurant 2 years

SME R Owner None Zipzap and
EFT

Manufacturing—handbags 2 years

4.2 Data Analysis

Using the TOE framework, the researcher analysed and coded the interviews as well
as the notes taken during the interviews. The in vivo coding process was carried
out on the transcripts before axial coding was carried out. [57] recommended axial
coding to complement a process such as in vivo to enable a deeper understanding and
bring out more connnections, causalities and relationships between codes. The axial
coding process entailed looking for similarities among codes, repetitions, relation-
ships, causalities and looking for different perspective to view the codes and to ask if
some were really codes. A refinement in the process occurred as some of the codes
were too narrow, i.e. only one instance or too broad, and on further examination there
were two or three codes. The axial coding refined the codes to just under 150 unique
codes. Table 2 is an overview of all the SMEs interviewed.

This research carried out the process at a code, category and theme level.

5 Results

Technology adoption decisions are impacted by technology, organisation and
environmental impacts.

System Features

System features play an important role in the themes described by the interviewees
as they enable the business operations, payment processes as well as aspects such
as customer experience. System features have a link to the customer experience and
hence ease of use factor.

“Reporting is an issue as we only receive SMS notifications, so we go through
those one by one” (SME D).

Some of the mobile payment systems facilitated their processes manually before
the introduction of the mobile payment systems and hence the positive mentions as
per below in terms of the system features.

“It allows us to track stock and orders” (SME K).
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However, the evidence is not consistent as different SMEmerchants had alternative
experience. This was not a consistent feature available on all systems and hence
resulted in some manual processes in the stock taking process remaining. In the
instance of the feedback shared by SME K, this was noted as they had two mobile
payment solutions (Yoco and Snapscan) and hence the feel below feedback referred
to Yoco.

“Yoco does not manage stock so right now we use excel spreadsheets” (SME K).
As a construct, system features had both positive and negativementions and hence

features as a construct in the updated model.

Trust in service providers

Trust is a strong factor in mobile payment acceptance literature and also featured
strongly in the feedback from the interviewees, SME D stated:

“It is a bank approved product”
This is indicative of the strength of the company brand and the inherent trust based

on the fact that the provider is a bank, an established financial entity. However, SME
H said “The trust is inherent until there is an issue”.

This contrasts other feedback that indicated that the type of a service provider, a
bank or an independent/private mobile payment system provider played a role when
looking at trust.

Device features/issues

Device issues had a very high frequency in the codes and categories during the anal-
ysis. Interviewees, who had mobile payment systems involving interaction between
the mobile phone and the mobile payment device had this construct as a common
code which emerged.

“It does go down, I had issues when it went down” SME G.
Instances of mobile payment applications crashing were noted strongly. Given

that entrepreneurs exist within an ecosystem, this feedback is shared by other
entrepreneurs when inquiring about payment systems to use. As this extended to
physical devices, it was noted that there was sometimes a syncing issue between the
device and the mobile phone:

“Well it crashed the one time when I was at a pop-up market, it was not syncing”
(SME)

In this particular instance, this resulted in the business owner cancelling that
particular mobile device, deferring back to the traditional point-of-sale units from a
bank. The device features and frequency of issues with the system are real concerns;
however, this can also be viewed as poor customer service from the mobile payment
system provider as well.

Cost of fees

Cost emerged in the literature as an important construct which was confirmed during
the interviews. In the analysis, cost of fees was noted as a code and as a category
with the highest number of codes. The evidence shared by the interviewees ranged
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from positive to negative opinions based on mobile payment systems that was based
on a need to reduce costs:

“The cost of using these devices is less than the cost of depositing cash” (SME
F).

“The most important thing that I look at these mobile things is really the fees”
(SME).

This ismirrored by similar feedback thatwas consistent throughout the interviews.
One very passionate and incensed interviewee operating four restaurants stated:

“Yes, the ****** fees, the fees are too high, too high” (SME A).
The evidence suggest that cost is a serious consideration to take into account

before making a decision on the type of payment system to use in the business.
These costs are both the once off costs of the device and system as well as the
monthly/transactional cost associated with using the system.

Simple to use/Difficult to understand

The evidence from the interviewees indicated that the simplicity to use the mobile
payment devices was not as straightforward. The most dominant feedback was that
the systems were a bit more complex to use and were not as intuitive or easily
understood when in operation. One SME stated that the type of mobile payment
system that they had taken up from a financial institution required that they use a
certain version of smartphone and this forced them to incur more costs by buying
new smartphones for the business:

“So, it meant you had to have proper phones and everything, which is a challenge”
(SME G).

“That was the most challenging part, trying to figure it out from the start, it was
not straight forward” (SME D)

This indicated the lack of intuitiveness of the devices and processes once the
mobile payment devices were in operation and hence posed a challenge to the SMEs.

Risks

Risk emerged as a consistent factor in the feedback from the interviewees, including
things like data breaches, security, loss of cash and physical security. These factors
had a positive impact on the decision to use mobile payment systems:

“It was to reduce cost and to give the customer the option of not carrying cash”
(SME G)

It was also noted that the use of electronic devices came with a risk and hence this
was viewed as a two-sided factor. There were positive reasons to consider in the use
of mobile payment devices, such as mitigating risks including theft, physical harm
in cases of robbery. The risks noted with the use of mobile payment devices were
encapsulated with: “There is always a risk when you give credit card information to
a third party like Zapper” (SME D).

Statements such as this also speaks to an earlier mentioned construct of trust.
There seems to be evidence that constructs such as risk and trust go hand in hand in
influencing the decision to acquire a mobile payment solution.
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Company image and credibility

The use of electronic payment systems seems to be an indicator of a better company
image and some level of credibility compared to the use of cash in the business
transactions. SMEP stated that the use ofmobile payment technologies does improve
the image that their business portrays:

“Yes, it does improve my company image, that is the first thing people ask, when
they walk into the shop.”

This is supported by SME Q, an owner of an African cuisine restaurant stating
that

“Yes. A lot of African Restaurants operate on a cash only basis. It makes us look
more professional that people can pay via their cards using Yoco.”

The evidence was not as consistent, it indicated that some SME merchants were
thinking of customer’s perceptions based on the technology in store.

Bluetooth connection

A large majority of the more well-known mobile payment systems that involved
the pairing of a smartphone to an additional payment device involved the use of
Bluetooth. The Bluetooth connection factor raised issues and resulted in instances
where there was failed connections at vital points at markets. This resulted in lost
sales, as customerswould notwait for the devices to pair up. Thiswas as a sticky issue
in a process that already involves friction in the payment instance at check-out/sale
process:

“I wish I didn’t have to pair it with my phone to work” (SME D)
There is evidence of issues linked to the Bluetooth connection factor leading to

misunderstandings in the process in instances where the business owners thought the
device had failed in the transaction process:

“There is always like a delay between the phone and the machine, so you don’t
ehm, you don’t take that into consideration, so you think the transaction has failed,
in the meantime it hasn’t, it is just a delay” (SME N).

Business processes/Customer service/Payment options strategy

This is a new construct and speaks to the impact that the mobile payment system has
on the business process and customer service. The evidence shows linkages in the
three constructs, payment strategy, business processes and customer service. SME
D shared that: “It hasn’t improved business processes (laughs)”.

This indicates that the interviewee had expectations of an improvement in business
processes that could have resulted in quicker operations times, improved customer
service, improved sales and thiswas notmaterialising. SMEI sawmobile payments as
part of their strategy as the economy toughened and they were affected by electricity
shortages.

“I think it became part of our adaptive strategy, so when we first opened, no one
thought we would have rolling black outs so often.”

The emergence of this construct is partly based on the environmental factors
that have impacted businesses in South Africa such as increased power outages. To
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increase or continue offering the same customer service, there is evidence of the use
of payment solutions that can be used during power outages.

Integrated systems

The implementation of another system had cost and complexity implications with
the addition of another device and system impacting the existing business processes.
This resulted in additional processes or amendments to an existing process:

“Our systems are not merged, they are separate” (SME A).
The interviewee noted that there was a need to integrate the systems so that

reporting could be carried out from one place.
“If there was some-way to integrate everything holistically so that you get all of

your statements through one portal per se” (SME A).
SME D noted that she had to use a book and write down her sales while scan-

ning the phone for the SMS’s that confirmed payment because the system had no
reporting function. This summarised that integrated system was a note of concern in
the payment process.

Convenience

Given that most of the mobile payment systems involve the use an additional device,
this construct was driven by the need to ensure that customers did not suffer in the
process of making a payment. SME L shared that:

“So, it was more the convenience that you were offering to your customer that as
a form of payment”.

SME N stated that “I think that from a convenience view you are able to accept
credit cards, debit cards for any event, any market, any time so that’s it”.

So, the convenience construct is also a two-sided factor as it impacts both the
customer and the SME merchant in the process.

6 Discussion and Conclusion

This section discusses the research impacting mobile payment adoption by SMEs in
South Africa. The insights based on the analysis indicate that there are more factors
to take into account than the literature suggested. The identified constructs within
the framework are grouped into the following themes: business decision-making;
customer access and marketability; the impact of payment systems and payment
process on the business, infrastructure setup, support and connectivity and operating
a business and its processes. The identified constructs all play important roles in the
adoption decision by merchants; however, the themes that they are grouped into also
play an important role in influencing the decision to adopt mobile payments. The
TOE describes an all-encompassing view of both internal and external lenses.

The study has shown the need for an all-encompassing understanding of tech-
nological, organisational and environmental factors in the SMEs usage of payment
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technology. Factors such as cost, ease of use and risk have been highlighted consis-
tently in findings from consumer research as significant factors in adoption and this
is mirrored by SMEswho offer the payment options as a factor that impacts the adop-
tion and use of the technologies. The updated constructs from the study are detailed
on the right-hand side. There are common constructs such as trust, costs, ease of use
and risk which are supported by the literature reviews. The new factors identified,
such as customer service, company image and credibility and convenience, show
that non-technology factors also play a significant role in influencing the adoption
of mobile payments by SMEs.

As per the code, category and theme analysis, these factors had a more significant
impact on an SME’s use, decision-making process than the initial set of constructs
in the framework.

The research adds value to the academic body of knowledge through a compre-
hensive review of existing literature on mobile payments and SMEs in South Africa.
The findings have revealed that for mobile payment adoption to take effect and be
impactful in SMEs in South Africa, a multi-disciplinary approach must be consid-
ered. The research extends the current understanding of mobile payments especially
in developing countries, specifically an African country. It highlights critical themes
that must be taken into account by financial institutions, information technology
ministries and private firms offering mobile payment technologies.

There is limited literature that seeks to establish a framework depicting adoption
of mobile payments by SMEs. By answering the research calls to provide more
research into the SMEs role in mobile payments, an extension of knowledge about
mobile payments has been bridged. The focus on South Africa adds further value to
the research and body of knowledge of ICT adoption by SMEs in Africa. This is an
area that has received less attention compared to developed countries as shown in the
literature review. The research was not exhaustive and there is a need to validate and
authenticate the results by applying the study to a wider range of SMEs across South
Africa. This can be complemented by a multi-disciplinary data collection approach.
A comparative study of other African countries that have similar economic, socio-
economic, political climates to ascertain if there would be noticeable differences
would be helpful in establishing and broadening the legitimacy of the study and
results.

The research has contributed to the body of knowledge by identifying key factors
that significantly impact the adoption and use of mobile payment technologies by
SMEs in South Africa. The study highlighted this through the use of the TOE model
as a baseline. The study shows that technology plays a key role in the adoption but
organisational and environmental factors play a pivotal role in the decision process
and hence use ofmobile payment technologies by SMEs in SouthAfrica. By incorpo-
rating this framework, SMEs in South Africa, and hopefully other developing coun-
tries, will be able to adopt and gain a competitive advantage through the successful
implementation of mobile payment devices.
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Harmonic Compensation Strategy
for Increasing the Operating Range
of Solar-Fed Single-Phase Cascaded
H-Bridge Multilevel Inverter

Ravi Ranjan Kumar and Jayanti Choudhary

Abstract In this paper, we have presented a single-phase cascaded H-Bridge (CHB)
grid-connected solar inverter, Due to the unmatched solar radiations and the atmo-
spheric temperature variation of solar panel in a single-phase CHB solar inverter, the
unmatched output power among solar cell may cause the H-bridges overmodulation
with high power, arise in a distorted grid current. overcome this problem, we have
developed a harmonic compensation strategy (HCS) that injects a certain quantity
of harmonic into the higher power H-Bridge cell to maintain the magnitudes of their
modulation waveforms turns out to be near unity, then we injected the same quan-
tity of reverse harmonic for compensation and appropriately distributes among the
remainder H-Bridge cell. The developedmethodincreases the operating range of grid
current and also keeps the THD of inverter grid current in an allowable range under
power unmatched cases, the effectiveness and validation of the developed method
are confirmed by simulation results.

Keywords Cascaded multilevel inverter · Pulse width modulation · Solar cell ·
Unequal power · Five-level inverter · Harmonic compensation strategy

1 Introduction

WORLDWIDE demand for renewable energy resources, especially solar energy,
wind energy, are tremendously growing with reducing the cost of solar panel and
inverters in terms of energy shortage in the last 12 years and environmental concerns
[1–3]. These methods inject a high-quality current into the grid solar inverter with
lower harmonic distortion, achieve maximum efficiencies with improve the system
operation stability and reliability, and allow a transformerless connection to the grid
[4, 5]. There are many multilevel develop topologies, such as CHB, flying capacitor,
and NPC [6], Among them, the CHB topology is a more desirable inverter because
of its more reliable, simple, and outstanding efficiency and it makes this topology
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we have used CHB inverter that better choice for solar applications [7]. Each H-
Bridge cell in a CHB solar panel grid multilevel inverter connects only one solar
module. Each solarmodule in the inverter can operate atmaximumpower (MPPT) by
regulating independently DC-link voltage to improve operating range of grid current.
However, the unequal ambient temperature and solar radiation of solar panels which
will cause unequal DC side powers among solar panels may create the H-Bridge cell
overmodulation with higher power cell, result in distorted grid current [8, 9]. Several
technical papers have presented for inverter solar systems to fulfill the demand of
MPPT and current control. MPPT algorithm is proposed to enhance the inverter
system performance under over modulation case due to unbalance power. It is able
to achieve the balance power among theH-Bridge solar module but reduce the energy
harvesting. An RPCS method is described in [10–12], which can enhance the CHB
solar inverter performance by decreasing the power factor of the inverter network,
although a lesser power factor may confine its utilization. In [12, 13], a hybrid
modulation method is described to enhance the performance of the converter. Which
employs the SPWM technique for shaping grid AC current and for DC-link capacitor
voltage stabilized used low-frequency switching. However, the hybrid modulation
strategy increases the modulation span from 1 to a maximum around 5/π , which
could inflame DC-link voltages variation. In [14, 15], a THCS topology is presented
to prevent the solar cell bridge from devoid of higher modulation during power
unmatched cases. Although the modulation indexes of a few H-Bridge cells reach
up to 1.255, the magnitude of their modulation or reference waveforms will not be
more than unity and these H-Bridge cell will still be over modulation.

For this concern, we have proposed in this paper harmonic compensation topology
to increase the operating range of CHB solar cell inverter. To keep the magnitude of
modulation waveform of H-Bridge solar cell greater than one, the proposed topology
injects the harmonic into the overmodulation cell (OMC). Therefore, the method can
ensure to keep their magnitude of reference waveform being unity. Meanwhile, the
equal amount of reverse harmonic for compensation injected to the H-Bridges and
distributed properly to NC with lesser power, so the total output AC voltage of
CHB multilevel inverter does not contain the injected harmonic sequences compo-
nents. The designed strategy can make sure all H-Bridge power cell free from
overmodulation during power unbalance cases.

2 Cascaded H-Bridge Inverter

The CHB inverter is a famous method and attracts widespread interest due to the
higher demand for high-power medium-voltage operation. Here, we have designed
a CHB inverter consisting of two units of HB solar cells. The H-Bridge (HB) power
modules are generally connected in series on their output AC side to get high voltage
and lower THD. The CHB inverter needs multiple units of independent DC source
from solar cell, all these feed an individual to HB inverter (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1 Single-phase CHB multilevel inverter connected to the grid

SPWM-Sinusoidal Pulse with Modulation

In thismethod, to generate the PWMpulses for IGBT switches, we have compared
a reference signal with a high-frequency carrier signal.

The reference signal is considered as sinusoidal where the carrier signal is
considered as a triangular wave (Tables 1 and 2).

Here, I am going to discuss five-level cascade H-Bridge SPWM Inverter by using
in-phase disposition pulse width modulation method the number of carrier signals
required = p − 1,

where “p” is the number of levels
For five-level inverter
The number of carrier signals = 4, and reference signal = 1

Table 1 Component required for designing IPDPWM five-level cascaded H-Bridge inverter

1 Insulated gate bipolar transistor switches

2 MUX block for combining input signals into a single vector output

3 Grid and RL branch load

4 Voltage measurement blocks for measuring voltages

5 Logical operator blocks for inverting the pulses

6 AC voltage source for sinewave

7 Scope blocks for observing waveforms

8 Repeating sequence blocks for triangular waves

9 Power GUI

10 Relational operator blocks for comparing signal

11 Solar cell for DC voltage
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Table 2 Switching table of five-level cascaded H-Bridge IPDPWM inverter

Pulse
no

VDC 2VDC 2VDC 2VDC VDC −VDC −2VDC −2VDC −2VDC −VDC

Angle 30 60 120 150 180 210 240 300 330 360

Time
(s)

0.00166 0.0033 0.0066 0.0083 0.01 0.01166 0.0133 0.0166 0.0183 0.02

S1,
S2,
S6

ON ON ON ON ON OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF

S5 OFF ON ON ON OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF

S7,
S8,
S4

OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF ON ON ON ON ON

S3 OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF ON ON ON OFF

We have used (IPDPWM) method, here above and below zero reference line, all
the career signals are in the same phase.

The frequency modulation index M1 = f c
f p . The amplitude modulation index

M2 = Bm
(p−1)Bc .

Here, fc—carrier signal frequency, f p—reference signal frequency, Bm—refer-
ence signal amplitude.

Bc—carrier signal amplitude, p—Number of levels.

3 Topology Description and Analysis

A cascaded H-Bridge solar cell grid inverter diagram is exhibited in Fig. 1; the grid
is connected with filter inductors. The inverter is consisting of cascaded connected
two HB cells which input DC is obtaining from a solar module. Each H-Bridge is
consisting of four IGBT switches and a DC-link capacitor. Vdcj And Ipv j (j = 1, 2)
represents the output DC voltage and current of jth solar cell. vg And ig represent
grid voltage and current, respectively. L f Represent the grid side filter inductors.

Assuming stable states performance of the solar HB, the reference waveform of
jth H-Bridge can be calculated as

Mj = VH j

Vdcj
(1)

where VH j represents the fundamental component of j th cell output voltage
(
VH j

)
.

The magnitude of the reference waveform is known as modulation index “MI.”
From Fig. 2, Pj represents the output power of the solar panel in jth H-Bridge

cell and PT denotes the total active power transferred from DC solar cell output to
AC grid. Due to the small amount of total power, the power losses that occur are
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Fig. 2 H-Bridge controller or slave controller

neglected in switches and resistances of inductors. For the operation of CHB solar
inverter at unity power factor, the below-given equation are getting from the power
balance:

2∑

j=0

Pj = PT = Vg Ig (2)

where Vg and Ig denote the grid voltage and the grid current, respectively.

3.1 Control System Design

The control block of CHB solar multilevel inverter is shown in the above Figs. 2
and 3, which is composed of two HB controllers (slave controller) and one master
controller. The data transfer between controllers through communication.

Here, HB controller is liable for extract the maximum power point by using
MPPT algorithm of corresponding solar panel and the switching devices of H-Bridge
cell perform the operation on the basis of the reference waveform from the master
controller. The master controller is totally liable for control the grid current, finding
wherever to inject harmonic, and calculate the modulation or reference waveform
of each HB panel based on harmonic compensation strategy. Here, the reference

DC voltage
(
V ∗
pv j

)
is getting by the perturb and observe MPPT. The average voltage

(
Vdcj

)
is obtainedwith the help of a 100-Hznotchfilter.Wehave used the proportional

integral controller to control the average DC voltage of
(
Vdcj

)
to the reference DC

voltage
(
V ∗
pv j

)
and obtained the average reference current

(
I j

)
as an output of the PI

controller. Lastly, the power
(
Pj

)
can be calculated by the multiplication of IH j and

Vdcj . The in-phase disposition PWM method [14, 16] is used to create a switching
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Fig. 3 Master controller

signal. In the master (main) controller, a digital PLL [17] has been taken to calculate
the magnitude (VM) and phase (θ) of vg . The addition of power

(
Pj

)
obtain from

HB controller is the total power (PT ) transferred to AC-side. PT Is divided by VM

and then multiplied by 2 to get the active power reference current
(
I ∗
d

)
according

to Fig. 2. Generally, the reactive power reference current
(
I ∗
q

)
is set as zero to keep

the inverter in unity power factor. Then, we have used SOGI to divided the grid
current into orthogonal components iD and iQ . The active power feedback current
(Id) and reactive power feedback current

(
Iq

)
can be calculated by αβ/dq (Park

transformation). Finally, the amplitude of active power modulation voltage (Ud) and
reactive power modulation voltage (Uq) can be achieved by PI controllers.

Here, in the equation obtained below, Vr represents themodulation voltagemagni-
tude and θr represents the angle between the modulation voltage and the grid
voltage.

Vr =
√
Ud

2 +Uq
2 (3)

θr = arc tan
(
Ud/Uq

)
(4)

Since the current flowing through all HBs are the same, Pj of the jth cell is
proportional to Vj

V1

P1
= V2

P2
=

∑2
j=1 Vj

∑2
j=1 Pj

= Vr

PT
(5)

According to (1) and (5), MI of the jth cell is obtained as follows:

Sj = Vj

Vdcj
= Vj

Vr

Vr

Vdci
= Pj

PT

Vr

Vdci
(6)
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If the modulation index of all H-Bridge cell is not more than one, the modulation
waveform of jth H-Bridge is obtained by (8). Other than, the harmonic compensation
strategy wasapplied to find modulation waveform.

m j = Sj sin(θ + θr ), j = 1, 2 (7)

3.2 Harmonic Compensation Principle

The principle of harmonic compensation strategy is to inject some harmonic into the
higher power cell and to make the grid current not contain the harmonics, the normal
cell needs to compensate harmonic whose phase is reverse to injected harmonic in
higher power cell or overmodulation cell. The harmonic components get canceled and
only the fundamental in-phase component of sinusoidal remains in the grid current.

For the single-phase CHB solar grid-tied multilevel inverter with n number of
HBS, suppose that the number of higher power cell or overmodulation cells is y, and
the remaining are

(
S1 ∼ Sy and Sy+1 ∼ Sn ≤ 1

)
, that is normal cells, the principle

of HCS can be described as follows:
To make the amplitude of modulation waveforms of higher power cells (OMC)

are not a greater one, we inject some harmonic hAj into the higher power cell (OMC).
HCS was used to calculate the modulation waveforms of jth OMC.

m j = Sj sin(θ + θr ) + hAj , j = 1, 2, . . . y (8)

The total harmonic voltage injected into the modulation or reference waveforms
of OMC is obtained as

vAT =
y∑

j=1

hAj Vdcj (9)

To make the CHB solar inverter grid voltage free from the injected harmonics, we
need to compensate harmonic hBj into the reference waveform of normal cell (NC)
whose phase is opposite to hAj .

m j = Sj sin(θ + θr ) + hBj , j = y + 1, . . . n (10)

So, the total harmonic voltage of CHB solar grid inverter compensated to the NC
is determined as

vBT =
n∑

j=y+1

hBj Vdcj (11)
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Hence, injected and compensated harmonic need to be appropriately chosen to
make the work [18].

vAT + vBT = 0 (12)

Here, the hAj injected harmonic into the overmodulation cell that reduces the
modulation waveforms peak values but hBj compensated the harmonic by phase
opposition to the normal cell will extend the modulation waveforms peak values
correspondingly. So, the key of HCS method is to choose the suitable hAj and hBj .

4 Simulation Results

For the uncontrolled system with grid connected, the simulation is done and the
waveforms analysis of the grid current and grid voltage are scoped.

For the controlled system with grid connected, the simulation is done and wave-
forms analysis of the grid current and Grid voltage are scoped. It is extending the
range of grid current from 5 to 6.5 A (Figs. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9).

For the uncontrolled system with R-L load connected, the simulation is done and
the analysis of the waveform of the load current and load voltage are scoped.

For the controlled system with R-L load connected, simulation is done and wave-
forms analysis of the load current and load voltage are scoped. Here, also increase
the range of load current from 5.2 to 6.9 amperes.

Fig. 4 Simulation results of uncontrolled system with grid connected
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Fig. 5 Simulation results of controlled system with grid connected

Fig. 6 Simulation results of uncontrolled system with load connected

Fig. 7 Simulation results of controlled system with load connected
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Fig. 8 FFT analysis of grid current without control system

Fig. 9 FFT analysis of grid current with control system

5 Conclusions

Solar-based applications are tremendously growing day by day. Because most of the
electrical device applications are in AC, we require an efficient power electronics
converter for the conversion of solar cell output DC into AC. In this paper, we
presented an analysis and simulation of a single-phase cascaded H-Bridge Solar cell
multilevel inverter. This system is used to eliminate harmonics present in the grid
current and extend the operating range with improve the modulation range of solar-
fed multilevel grid inverter. Simulation results show that the range of grid current is
increasing from5 to 6.5 amperes after harmonic compensation strategy-based control
systems. The method is also reducing that The THD of grid current from 11.01 to
3.14% under power unbalance cases, so it has good overall performance.
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Presence in VR
Experiences—An Empirical Cost–Benefit
Analysis

René Peinl and Tobias Wirth

Abstract Virtual reality (VR) is on the edge of getting a mainstream platform for
gaming, education, and product design. The feeling of being present in the virtual
world is influenced by many factors and even more intriguing a single negative influ-
ence can destroy the illusion that was created with a lot of effort by other measures.
Therefore, it is crucial to have a balance between the influencing factors, know the
importance of the factors and have a good estimation of how much effort it takes
to bring each factor to a certain level of fidelity. This paper collects influencing
factors discussed in literature, analyses the immersion of current off-the-shelf VR-
solutions, and presents results from an empirical study on efforts and benefits from
certain aspects influencing presence in VR experiences. It turns out, that sometimes
delivering high fidelity is easier to achieve than medium fidelity and for other aspects
it is worthwhile investing more effort to achieve higher fidelity to improve presence
a lot.

Keywords Virtual reality · Presence · Cost–benefit ratio · Off-the-shelf headset ·
Interactivity

1 Introduction

The hype around virtual reality (VR), that already arose in the 1990s, was revived
with the availability of Oculus Rift, and now seems to be here to stay. The quality of
head-mounted displays (HMDs) together with the low latency of sensors and enough
processing power in CPUs and GPUs allow for immersive experiences at compa-
rably low cost that were not possible 25 years ago. Since then, an abundance of VR
companies has emerged and a number of HMDs are available for professionals and
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consumers alike. However, if we look at scientific literature, studies about presence
and immersion in VR are still often conducted with specialized hardware instead of
off-the-shelf devices. Additionally, althoughmany factors influencing presence were
studied, there is no analysis on the effort needed to incorporate these factors into a
VR experience at a given level of fidelity. It is, e.g., clear, that visual quality positively
affects presence both regarding the display of the HMD and the rendered contents,
but how does effort put into render quality relate to perceived presence stemming
from visual quality? Is it a linear relation, are there plateaus or does the cost–benefit
function converge against an upper limit that is far below being “indistinguishable
from reality”? In this study, the effects of multiple factors are measured empirically
and compared to the effort needed to implement them. To do that, we carefully chose
a hardware setup that has a good cost–immersion-ratio and conducted several exper-
iments to measure the factors with the highest impact and find a good compromise
between effort and perceived presence.

2 Related Work

Presence can be seen as the sensation of “being there” in the virtual environment
[1]. It is defined in literature as the psychological state where a user is feeling lost or
immersed in themediated environment, the degree towhich he or she feels physically
“present” in a virtual environment [2]. More recent interpretations make a distinction
between the illusion of being in a place (“place illusion”), and experiencing events
as if they were real (“plausibility”) [3]. The former relies on head (and ideally eye)
tracking to enable perception of the environment using the body in a natural way
(bending down, looking around, looking past, listening by turning the head towards
the source). The latter is the extent to which the events within the virtual environ-
ment are perceived as really happening (ibid) and is said to be influenced by three
factors: “(a) the extent to which events in the environment refer specifically to the
participant (b) the extent to which there are events that respond to the actions of
the person (e.g., the participant smiles at a virtual human that smiles back), and (c)
the overall credibility of the environment in comparison to expectations” [3]. Where
presence describes the subjective feeling, immersion is the objective characteristic
of the technology, referring to the extent to which the computer displays are capable
of delivering an inclusive, extensive, surrounding, and vivid illusion of reality to the
senses of a human participant [4].

Reference [5] studied display and interaction fidelity of a VR first-person shooter
in a CAVE environment. They found that low display fidelity and low interaction
fidelity together led to the quickest completion time of the task, whereas “mixed
fidelity” conditions (low/high or high/low) led to the highest completion times. They
concluded that both display and interaction fidelity had significant positive impact
on presence, engagement, and usability. Reference [6] use an Oculus Rift DK1 to
study immersion in VR environments. They use the Unity game engine to visualize
engineering data. However, judging visual quality based on the photos in the paper,
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the visual quality was much lower than the one in our bath scenario. Their workflow
from the CAD software to Unity was similar to ours. The body ownership illusion
is another important factor [3]. Experiments show that different virtual bodies even
influence behavior of the user in the virtual world (ibid). Reference [7] found that
using body tracking with a Kinect is leading to significantly higher presence values
than with a Wii controller. Reference [8] analyze the effect of getting haptic feed-
back from substitutional objects that are tracked in the real world to be accordingly
represented at the same position in the virtual world. They found that substitutional
objects do not have to be identical to virtual ones to enhance presence. It is suffi-
cient if they share some common characteristics like size and shape. Others like
material and weight can vary up to a certain degree. Reference [9] report about pres-
ence in traditional and immersive virtual environments. Although this was already
two years after the availability of Oculus Rift DK2, they were using a non-standard
HMD with unknown resolution for the traditional VR environment and a CAVE-
like room with projections on the wall as immersive environment. They found the
immersive environment to enhance presence compared to the HMD. Reference [10]
found evidence that a self-avatar had a positive effect on presence and embodiment.
In a different experiment with a singer inviting the participant to tap along it turned
out to have a negative effect on embodiment compared to the singer not directly
addressing the user. However, the results must be considered with caution, since
data was collected “in the wild” and not under controlled laboratory settings. Refer-
ence [11] report about an experiment with intentionally coarse graphics in order to
decrease hardware requirements for presence research. They use a VRHMD, but use
it for mixed reality, where real objects are filmed with a camera and are incorporated
into the virtual world in real time. They found that intentionally low visual quality
but providing a coherent experience across the whole scene with full body tracking
allowed for high presence values. Reference [12] analyze the impact of a HMD on
spatial presence compared to a regular computer monitor. They find that a HMD
increases perceived presence. However, higher presence is not a value in itself, but
leads to higher liking of the virtual place and therefore also a stronger intention to
visit the place physically [13].

3 Choice of Hard and Software

Regarding hardware, we know from literature that factors affecting immersion and
therefore presence in VR are visual quality, latency of reaction on user activities, and
the degree of freedom. Looking at off-the-shelf VR headsets we find three distinct
categories. Smartphone-powered headsets are very low cost (~100e) if we already
own a compatible smartphone, but provide only three degrees of freedom (3DoF).
Samsung GearVR and Google Daydream are examples of this category. PC-based
headsets do have 6DoF, but are mostly comparatively expensive (500–1500e) and
are usually restricted by cables connecting them to the PC, which affects mobility
and perceived freedom. However, they are able to provide enough processing power
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for high fidelity rendering of contents, which is limited for Smartphone-powered
headsets. Oculus Rift and HTC Vive are the most used devices in this category. The
last category, which is currently emerging is standalone devices. Thatmeans that they
do not need external trackers like the HTC lighthouse system and also do not need a
PC for rendering contents, but still provide 6DoF. Oculus Quest is an example of this
new device category. It is the only one that has both a 6DoF HMD and 6DoF hand
controllers, which are crucial for certain types of VR experiences. Regarding display
quality, there is no principle distinction between the categories of devices. We have
lower quality on PC-based HMDs like Oculus Rift than on GearVR with a Galaxy
S9 smartphone, but higher quality on newly available PC-based HMDs like Pimax
8k or Varjo VR1. It has to be noted that visual quality of HMDs is not only affected
by the resolution, but also by display technology since the most important aspect
is the absence of the screen door effect (SDE). Samsung Odyssey+, for example,
achieves a lower SDE than HTC Vive due to a special light distribution foil despite
having a similar resolution. SDE stems from the black areas between pixels that get
visible with the large magnification of the HMD’s lenses. Finally, the field of view
(FoV) is important for immersion. It is similar for most HMDs on the market ranging
between 90 and 110°. However, recently the Pimax 8k became available which offers
200° FoV at the cost of some distortions at the border of the visible field. Regarding
latency, there is no great difference between the headsets, so the factor is negligible
for the choice of hardware.

Due to the unavailability of the Pimax 8k during the time of the study (December
2018), we chose the HTCVive Prowith two trackers for the lighthouse system. It was
powered by an AMD Ryzen 2700X CPU, 32 GB of RAM, and an Nvidia GeForce
1080 Ti GPU so that the overall hardware investment was around 3.000e. We did
not use the wireless adapter which could enhance the perceived freedom of moving.

Regarding the software needed for creating the VR experience, there are two
main tools needed. The 3D modeling software and the VR engine. For modeling,
we preferred the open-source software Blender due to its free availability over the
more capable professional tools like Maya or 3D Studio max. For the VR engine,
the choice is mainly between Unity and the Unreal engine, which both combine a
powerful game engine for 3D renderingwith a development environment with a good
graphical editor. A detailed comparison of those is beyond the scope of this paper
and since features are very similar, it might be at the end a subjective personal choice.
We chose Unity 2018.3 together with the SteamVR plugin due to existing knowledge
about it and many resources available for training. Reference [14] showed that the
Unreal Engine is working well, too.

4 Study Setup

Two different VR scenarios were created, both being in the context of interior design
or architecture. Commercial usages we consider are virtual exhibitions of baths,
kitchens, and furniture in general as well as visualization of the results of bath
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makeovers or interior design. Therefore, the first scenario was a bath. We took 360°
photos of a bath exhibition in Hof, Germany and recreated one of the rooms as a
3D model. The photos were taken with an Insta360 Pro camera in 8k 3D and then
stitched with Insta Stitcher and exported in RAW format. Exposure was enhanced
using Adobe Camera Raw.

In the first experiment,we compared presencewith photos in full resolution (8k 3D
= 7680× 8640), half resolution (4k 3D= 3840× 4320) as well as both resolutions
in 2D. In the second experiment, we compared the photos with the 3D model. We
did not put additional effort into making the 3D model look identical to the photo,
but did aim for a high similarity at the least possible effort. We chose freely available
3D models1 as a basis and assembled them into a room created by ourselves. The
goal was to find out whether perceived visual fidelity of the contents were higher in
360° photos than in our 3D model and how that affects presence.

The second scenario was a living room, which served as a basis to study the
effects of different levels of interaction on presence. The 3D models used there were
much simpler and not photo-realistic compared to the bath scenario. The task for
participants was to look for books that were distributed in the room and count those
with the title “Virtual Reality”.

In the first experiment, the participants could only move through the room on
foot or by using the hand controllers to teleport. The second experiment allowed
participants to open drawers and doors of cabinets, as well as pick-up books to better
look at them. However, the interaction by intention was made very simplistic like in
most computer games. Once the controller was near an object, which was indicated
by putting a yellow frame around the object of interaction, participants only had to
press a button on the controller to grab it. A prerecorded animation was played then
that showed how the door or drawer opened automatically and completely. In contrast
to that, the third experiment allows for more natural interaction. The button on the
controller was used for grabbing, but the movement needed to be induced by moving
the arm and pulling the object. Once released the object was behaving physically
correct maintaining its impulse for some time until being stopped by gravity and air
resistance or friction. Additionally, books could be put everywhere around the room
or thrown and also showed effects from gravity, whereas in experiment two they
“magically” appeared back in their original location, once the controller button was
released.

There were 28 participants between 18 and 52 years old (mean 30 years, sd 9.42)
which were all acquired at the university. They did not receive any payment or other
benefits. There were 20 male and 8 female participants. Eight participants had at
least intermediate VR experiences. Four of those owned a VR headset. The study
lasted for about 30 min. After each experiment, participants were asked to fill out
a questionnaire to state their personal impressions on presence in various aspects.
The questionnaire was mainly built with questions stemming from the presence
questionnaire by Witmer and Singer with a few own additions. We did a pretest with
three people to eliminate mistakes. The questionnaire consisted of 13 questions for

1 free3dbase.com, cgtrader.com, turbosquid.com, blendswap.com.

https://free3dbase.com
https://cgtrader.com
https://turbosquid.com
https://blendswap.com
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Table 1 Aggregation of
questions to presence aspects

Questions bath Questions living room

Involvement 6, 7, 8, 12 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 14

Visual fidelity 10, 11 12, 13

Adaption/immersion 9, 13 9, 11, 15, 16, 17, 19

Interface quality 18

the bath and 19 questions for the living room scenario. They were summed up into
the categories involvement, visual fidelity, adaption/immersion, and interface quality
(see Table 1). The scores per category were calculated as a sum of single question
scores, divided by the number of questions. The single questions were judged on a
7-point Likert scale from 1 being the lowest presence to 7 representing the highest
presence score.

5 Results

A reliability analysis of the different questionnaires resulted in a Cronbach α of
0.83 for I1, 0.88 for I2 and 0.84 for I3. Since all of these values are above 0.7, we
can assume consistency of the answers. The same applies to the other scenario with
Cronbachs α of 0.91 for B1, 0.84 for B2, and 0.72 for B3. The data did not follow
a normal distribution and therefore we used the Wilcoxon–Mann–Whitney test (U
test) to test the significance of hypothesis. The resulting p-values from the U test are
considered significant if they are below 5% and considered highly significant if they
are below 1%.

The first hypothesis tested was

H1: presence values of 360° photos (B1) are higher than those of the respective
3D model in the bath scenario, if we artificially limited the degrees of freedom of
the 3D model to three (B2).

The assumption was that the visual quality of the photo is higher than that of our
textured 3D model, although we put some effort in enhancing the quality of it to
get near photorealism. Leveling the freedom to 3DoF should make the photos more
compelling than the 3D model. However, it turned out that H1 has to be rejected.
There were slight differences in the presence scores, but they are not significant and
they are even slightly higher for the 3D model.

H2: presence of the 3D model limited to 3DoF (B2) will be lower than that of the
same model with 6DoF (B3).

In accordance with literature, 6DoFmakes a big difference and therefore presence
values increased by nearly two, leading to a highly significant deviation (p= 0.5%).
Therefore, H2 was accepted (Tables 2, 3, 4 and 5).
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Table 2 Results from bath scenario (SD = standard deviation)

B1 mean B1 SD B2 mean B2 SD B3 mean B3 SD

Involvement 4.259 0.286 4.490 0.534 6.241 0.103

Visual fidelity 2.910 0.227 2.942 0.299 5.893 0.657

Adaption/Imm. 5.179 1.566 5.135 1.713 6.536 0.354

Presence-score 4.152 1.068 4.264 1.140 6.228 0.378

Table 3 Visual fidelity of 360° photos in different resolutions

4k 2D 4k 3D 8k 2D 8k 3D

Mean 3.000 4.679 4.000 5.429

SD 1.440 1.249 1.440 1.136

Table 4 Results of the living room scenario (SD = standard deviation)

I1 mean I1 SD I2 mean I2 SD I3 mean I3 SD

Involvement 4.714 1.118 5.246 0.585 5.768 0.449

Visual fidelity 4.018 0.278 5.411 0.177 6.143 0.050

Adaption/Immer 4.887 1.784 4.994 1.638 5.435 1.426

Interface quality 2.071 NA 2.214 NA 2.321 NA

Presence-score 4.538 1.421 4.998 1.235 5. 492 1.202

Table 5 Overview of tasks for creating VR experiences

Task Learning effort Implementation effort

(1) Create 360° photo Very low (minutes) Short setup per location plus
~15 min per photo

(2) Create 3D model

a. Acquire Finding the right platforms ~15 min per object

b. Create on your own ~1 day of learning blender
basics

1 h up to days depending on
complexity

(3) Create materials and textures

a. Acquire Finding the right platforms 15–30 in per material

b. Create on your own ~1 day learning 3D photo
scanning basics

1–4 h per material

(4) Fix 3D models or materials ~4 h of learning UV mapping
and normals

10 min–4 h per object or
material

(5) Assemble the 3D scene ~1 day learning unity basics 2–8 h depending on the
complexity of the scene

(6) Set up lighting and
reflections

~4 h of learning basics 1–4 h depending on the
complexity of the scene

(7) Apply the post-processing
stack

~4 h of learning basics ~1 h experimenting with the
settings to get a good result
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The next hypothesis dealt with visual quality regarding resolution of the contents,
while keeping resolution of the display constant.

H3: a higher image resolution will increase presence for 360° images.

With p-values of 0.63 and 1.00% for 2D and 3D images respectively, H3 can be
accepted. An image resolution of 8k leads to significantly higher presence scores,
compared to 4k.

H4: stereoscopic images (3D) will result in higher presence values for 360° photos
than monoscopic.

Again, the hypothesis can be accepted. Results were significant for both 8 images
(p = 0.033%) as well as 4 images (p = 0.003%). However, some participants also
reported problems with nausea that increased for 3D contents.

For the living room scenario, the assumption was that presence would increase
with realism of interaction.

H5: presence values in the experiment with simplistic interaction (I2) will be
higher than in the experiment with no interaction (I1).

Although presence values did indeed increase for I2, the difference was not
significant (p = 37.02%). Therefore, H5 has to be rejected.

H6: presence values in the experiment with realistic interaction (I3) will be higher
than in the experiment with simplistic interaction (I2).

Again, presence values for I3 did increase compared to I2. With a p-value of 2.6%
the difference is significant, but not highly significant. H6 was therefore accepted.

6 Discussion of Results in Relation to Effort

Some of the findings were as expected, whereas others were contrary to intuition.
While increasing the resolution of images as well as adding a stereoscopic effect
increases presence for 360° images as expected, it turned out that despite a perceived
higher photorealism of 360° images the 3D model with high visual fidelity was
preferred by participants, even if we limited it to 3DoF. One explanation for this is
that some participants felt that proportions in the 360° photo were not right, so it
felt like the floor or ceiling were too far away. Another part of the explanation is,
that current computing power and game engines are able to produce a visual quality
that is getting closer and closer to photorealism. This is especially true for static
scenes where lights, reflections, and shadows can be precomputed. Unity makes it
possible to achieve good results even for rather unexperienced 3D designers like us.
We did not even use the post-processing stack, which can further enhance visual
quality. The effort is also not too high overall (see Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte
nicht gefunden werden.), although it is significantly higher than producing a 360°
photo. The effort pays off, however, if we look at the increase in presence of 2.
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Although the scale is ordinal and not metric, this is significant. The importance of
visual quality can also be seen when comparing B3 with I1. Although the comparison
is not perfectly adequate since the environment differs not only in visual fidelity, it
shows a clear trend. Interaction, however, is also an important aspect. Despite a lower
rise in presence scores of “only” ~1.5 between I1 and I3 in relation to ~2.0 from B1 to
B3, it can be stated that interaction should not be neglected. This is especially true in
relation to efforts, since using the SteamVR plugin together with its PreFabs makes
implementing realistic interaction including physics easy. The feature “throwable”
makes any 3D object immediately pickable and behaving according to physic laws
(esp. gravity). Also friction can be simulated very easy. Both only need additional
effort of a few minutes.

For drawers and cabinet doors, we were using the prefabs “linear drive” and
“circular drive” from SteamVR. Again, they only need a few minutes to be added
to 3D models that are rigged2 properly. Astonishingly, the simplified interaction
tested in I2 is not only less effective in terms of increasing presence, but also causes
more effort than the realistic interaction implemented in I3. Therefore, it is a clear
advice to use the latter kind of interaction. On the other hand, it was often harder than
expected to integrate existing 3Dmodels downloaded from the internet. In contrast to
the PreFabs mentioned, 3D models in obj or fbx format often needed a considerable
amount of fixing before they could be used in Unity. This applied to sizes as well as
normals and materials including textures. Unity uses sizes where 1 unit should relate
to 1 m in the real world. Imported 3D models often were either factor 100 or even
1000 too large, or factor 10 or 100 too small. This was however easy to fix. Normals
facing in the wrong direction led to invisible surfaces. This was fixed in Blender. We
can either flip the normals to the other side there, or we can let Blender recalculate
them, which usually leads to the desired results. Reference [6] report about similar
issues when exporting their models from the CAD tool. The most effort went into
fixing materials and textures. There seems to be no working standard that lets one
smoothly transport those from a 3Dmodeling tool to Unity. It is unclear, whether it is
a Unity problem or existent in Unreal Engine as well. Basically, all materials have to
be recreated. The only benefit we have is that the assignment ofmaterials to objects or
faces already exists. This problem even exists for Blender files, which are explicitly
supported in Unity, so there is one less conversion. The problem is amplified by the
fact that both in Blender and in Unity, and there are two different render engines for
normal and high quality that are not directly compatible. In Blender, we have the
normal renderer and Cycles, the physically based renderer. Similarly, we can create
either a normal 3D project in Unity or one with the HD render pipeline. In any case,
we cannot directly use materials from the other version.

2 Prepared to be movable in the game.
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7 Conclusion and Outlook

Our empirical study has shown that it is possible to create VR experiences with a
high level of presence with comparatively low effort. 6DoF, visual quality of the
content and realistic interaction with virtual objects are important factors affecting
presence. Current off-the-shelf VR headsets are a good basis for VR experiences,
since they provide a high level of immersion. The screen door effect and the low
field of view were the main concerns people had regarding the hardware. Interesting
side aspects discovered via free text comments of participants or oral utterances
were that the cable of the Vive Pro did bother multiple people. We also found that
6DoF can reduce nausea compared to 3DoF, whereas 3D photos tend to increase it.
This is however only anecdotal evidence and needs to be confirmed in further studies.
Another aspect not studied enough in literature is breaking the feeling of presence by
having virtual objects obstruct the real body of the user.Multiple people reported that
they were pushed out of the presence illusion when they opened a cabinet door and it
easily moved through their knee, as they were in a kneeling position. This happened
although we did not use a virtual avatar, so it could not be seen directly, that the
door was moving through the virtual knee. For a follow-up study, we envision to use
an avatar animated on the basis of human pose detection and implement collision
detection between virtual objects and this avatar. This should help avoiding these
kinds of irritations. However, it cannot be avoided completely since no physical
resistance will hinder users to still walk through virtual objects. Maybe the avatar
could be kept in front of the virtual obstacle, but it would still be hard to show the real
movement of feet and legs, while doing so. Another interesting aspect we completely
neglected for this study is audio and especially positional audio. For the next study,we
plan on analyzing the effects of simple audio and spatial audio effects on presence and
relate it to the respective efforts. In order to make results from single experiments
more comparable, we envision a single scenario for all different experiments, no
matter whether it’s audio, visual, or interaction experiments. Related work indicates
that VR experiences benefit from spatial sound [15]. With the availability of Pimax
8k X and HP Reverb G2 after completion of the study, it would also be interesting
to investigate the effects of different hardware with differences in screen door effect,
field of view, and controller quality on presence and interaction.
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Abstract Aconfidence interval is a range of values that provides the userwith useful
information about how accurately a statistic estimates a parameter. In the present
paper, a new simple computationalmethod is proposed for simultaneous constructing
and comparing confidence intervals of shortest length and equal tails in order tomake
efficient decisions under parametric uncertainty. This unified computational method
provides intervals in several situations that previously required separate analysis
using more advanced methods and tables for numerical solutions. In contrast to the
Bayesian approach, the proposed approach does not depend on the choice of priors
and is a novelty in the theory of statistical decisions. It allows one to exclude unknown
(nuisance) parameters from the problem using the technique of invariant statistical
embedding and averaging in terms of pivotal quantities (ISE & APQ). It should be
noted that the well-known classical approach to constructing confidence intervals of
the shortest length considers at least three versions of possible solutions and is in need
of information about the forms of probability distributions of pivotal quantities in
order to determine an adequate version of the correct solution. The proposed method
does not need such information. It receives this information through the quantiles of
the probability distribution of the pivotal quantity. Therefore, the proposed method
automatically recognizes an adequate version of the correct solution. To illustrate
this method, numerical example is given.
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1 Introduction

To make a statistical inference in many problems under parametric uncertainty, the
experimenter is interested in constructing a confidence interval that contains the
true (unknown) value of the parameter (say, λ) with a given probability [1–3]. If
we are given a random sample Y = (Y1,Y2, ...,Yn) from a density fλ(y) and a
pivotal quantity V (S(Y), λ) (which is developed from either maximum likelihood
estimate or sufficient statistic S(Y)), whose distribution does not depend on λ, then
confidence interval for a single unknown parameter λ is often derived by using
a pivotal quantity V (S(Y), λ). To clarify the problem, let V = V (S(Y), λ) be a
pivotal quantity with the probability distribution function (PDF) q(v) and cumulative
distribution function (CDF) Q(v). Then, the problem of constructing shortest length
or equal tails confidence intervals in terms of pivotal quantities can be formulated
more generally as follows.

1.1 Classical Approach to Constructing Shortest-Length
Confidence Intervals

It is assumed that the length of the statistical confidence interval is given by

L(q1, q2|S(Y)) ∝ L(q1, q2) =
q2∫

q1

ζ(τ )dτ , (1)

The length of the expected confidence interval is given by

Eλ{L(q1, q2|S(Y))} ∝ L(q1, q2) =
q1∫

q2

ζ(τ )dτ , (2)

In order to find the 100(1 − α)% statistical (or expected) shortest-length confi-
dence interval for λ, we should find a pair of decision variables q1 and q2 such that
L(q1, q2) is minimum.

Problem Statement in Terms of the Pivot V and Decision Variables q1and q2:
Minimize

L(q1, q2) =
q2∫

q1

ζ(τ )dτ (3)

subject to
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q2∫

q1

q(v)dv = Q(q2) − Q(q1) = 1 − α. (4)

Classical Analytical Approach to Solution of the Problem. Differentiating
L(q1, q2) with respect to q1, we get

dL(q1, q2)

dq1
= d

dq1

q2∫

q1

ζ(τ )dτ = ζ(q2)
dq2
dq1

− ζ(q1) (5)

From (4) we find the derivative of q2 with respect to q1 as follows:

d

dq1

q2∫

q1

q(v)dv = d

dq1
(1 − α) (6)

that is

q(q2)
dq2
dq1

− q(q1) = 0. (7)

Thus, we have

dq2
dq1

= q(q1)

q(q2)
. (8)

Substituting this into (5), we obtain

dL(q1, q2)

dq1
= ζ(q2)

q(q1)

q(q2)
− ζ(q1). (9)

Now consider the following three versions of possible decision-making.
Version 1 of Possible Decision-Making:

dL(q1, q2)

dq1
= ζ(q2)

q(q1)

q(q2)
− ζ(q1) = 0. (10)

Then, the optimal analytical solution of the problem is given by

q(q1)

ζ(q1)
= q(q2)

ζ(q2)
. (11)

Version 2 of Possible Decision-Making:
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dL(q1, q2)

dq1
= ζ(q2)

q(q1)

q(q2)
− ζ(q1) < 0. (12)

It follows from (4) that

1 − α < Q(q2) ≤ 1. (13)

Then, the optimal analytical solution of the problem is given by

q2 = arg[Q(q2) = 1], q1 = arg[Q(q1) = α]. (14)

Version 3 of Possible Decision-Making. Let us assume that

Q(q2) = 1 − Q̄(q2), Q(q1) = 1 − Q̄(q1). (15)

It follows from (4) that

q2∫

q1

q(v)dv = Q(q2) − Q(q1) = Q̄(q1) − Q̄(q2) = 1 − α. (16)

It follows from (16) that

d

dq1

q2∫

q1

q(v)dv = d

dq1

(
Q̄(q1) − Q̄(q2)

) = d

dq1
(1 − α) (17)

that is

Q̄′(q1) − Q̄′(q2)
dq2
dq1

= 0. (18)

Thus, we have

dq2
dq1

= Q̄′(q1)
Q̄′(q2)

. (19)

Substituting this into (5), we obtain

dL(q1, q2)

dq1
= ζ(q2)

Q̄′(q1)
Q̄′(q2)

− ζ(q1) > 0. (20)

It follows from (16) that

1 − α < Q̄(q1) ≤ 1. (21)
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Then, the optimal analytical solution of the problem is given by

q1 = arg[Q̄(q1) = 1], q2 = arg[Q̄(q2) = α]. (22)

2 New Simple Computational Method of Constructing
Shortest-Length Confidence Intervals

It is assumed that the length of the confidence interval is given by (3). The proposed
approach is based on the use of the numerical values of the quantile functions q1 and
q2. In order to find the 100(1 − α)% shortest-length confidence interval for λ, we
should find a pair of numerical values of the quantile functions q1 and q2 such that
L(q1, q2) is minimum.

Problem Statement in Terms of the Decision Variable p (Probability) and
Quantile Functions q1and q2. Minimize

L2(q1, q2) =
⎛
⎝

q2∫

q1

ζ(τ )dτ

⎞
⎠

2

, (23)

where the quantile function q1 is given by

q1 = Q−1(p), (24)

the quantile function q2 is given by

q2 = Q−1(1 − α + p), (25)

subject to

0 ≤ p ≤ α. (26)

The decision variable to be determined is p (probability).
New Simple Computational Method for Numerical Solution of the Problem.

The optimal numerical values of the quantile functions q1 and q2, which minimize
L(q1, q2), can be obtained from (23) to (26) using computer software “Solver”.
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3 Illustrative Numerical Example

3.1 Classical Analytical Approach

Problem Statement in Terms of the Pivot V and Decision Variables q1and q2.
Minimize

L(q1, q2) =
q2∫

q1

ζ(τ )dτ =
q2∫

q1

τ−2dτ = q−1
1 − q−1

2 . (27)

subject to

q2∫

q1

q(v)dv = Q(q2) − Q(q1) = 1 − α, (28)

where

q(v) = 1

2n/2�(n/2)
vn/2−1 exp

(
−v

2

)
, v > 0, n > 0, (29)

Q(u) =
u∫

−∞
q(v)dv. (30)

Analytical Solution of the Problem. It follows from (8) to (27) that

dL(q1, q2)

dq1
= ζ(q2)

d(q2)

d(q1)
− ζ(q1) = q−2

2

q(q1)

q(q2)
− q−2

1 , (31)

which vanishes if

q−2
2

q(q1)

q(q2)
= q−2

1 . (32)

For this example, the version 1 is an adequate version of possible decision-making.
It follows from (32) that the optimal solution is given by

q2
1q(q1) = q2

2q(q2). (33)

Numerical results giving values of q1 and q2 to four significant places of decimals
are available (see Tate and Klett [4]).
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3.2 New Simple Computational Method

Problem Statement in Terms of the Decision Variable p (Probability) and
Quantile Functions q1and q2. Minimize

L2(q1, q2) =
⎛
⎝

q2∫

q1

ζ(τ )dτ

⎞
⎠

2

=
⎛
⎝

q2∫

q1

τ−2dτ

⎞
⎠

2

= (
q−1
1 − q−1

2

)2
, (34)

where the p—quantile function q1 of V is given (via Excel software: CHISQ.INV
(probability p, deg freedom n)) by

q1 = Q−1(p), (35)

and the (1−α+p)-quantile functionq2 ofV is given (viaExcel software:CHISQ.INV
(probability 1 − α + p, deg freedom n)) by

q2 = Q−1(1 − α + p), (36)

subject to

0 ≤ p < α. (37)

Numerical Solutions. The optimal numerical solution minimizing L(q1,q2) can
be obtained using the computer software “Solver". If, for example, n = 3, α = 0.1,
then the optimal numerical solution is given by

p = 0.099478, q1 = 0.58208, q2 = 17.63810464, q(q1) = 0.227512, q(q2) = 0.000248 (38)

with

q2
1q(q1) = q2

2q(q2) = 0.077085 (39)

and the 100(1 − α)% shortest-length confidence interval

L(q1, q2) = 1.661282. (40)

The 100(1 − α)% equal tails confidence interval is given by

L(q1, q2|p = α/2) = 2.714186 (41)
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with

p = 0.05, q1 = 0.351846, q2 = 7.814728, q(q1) = 0.198465, q(q2) = 0.022409.
(42)

The proposed approach correctly recognized the adequate version 1 of possible
decision-making and gave accurate numerical results.

Relative Efficiency. The relative efficiency of L(q1, q2|p = α/2) as compared
with L(q1, q2) is given by

rel.e f f.L {L(q1, q2|p = a/2), L(q1, q2)} = L(q1, q2)

L(q1, q2|p = a/2)
= 1.661282

2.714186
= 0.612074. (43)

4 Conclusion

The novel unified computational approach proposed in this paper represents the
conceptually simple, efficient, and useful method for constructing exact statistical
(or expected) shortest length or equal tails confidence intervals in terms of pivotal
quantities and quantile functions. The exact confidence intervals with the shortest
length or equal tails can be found easily and quickly. Applying the proposed novel
unified computational approach, we are not in need to use the following: (1) analyt-
ical recognition and computational confirmation of adequate versions of possible
solutions, (2) tables for numerical solutions, (3) more advanced methods, and (4)
special computer programs. For example, the special computer program for (33) is
given below

Minimize

z = (q2
1q(q1) − q2

2q(q2))
2 (44)

where the p—quantile function q1 of V is given (via Excel software: CHISQ.INV
(probability p, deg freedom n)) by

q1 = Q−1(p), (45)

and the (1−α+p)-quantile functionq2 ofV is given (viaExcel software:CHISQ.INV
(probability 1 − α + p, deg freedom n)) by

q2 = Q−1(1 − α + p), (46)

subject to
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0 ≤ p < α. (47)

Optimal Numerical Solution. The optimal numerical solution minimizing z can
be obtained using the computer software “Solver". If, for example, n = 3, α = 0.1,
then the optimal numerical solution is given by

p = 0.099478, q1 = 0.58208, q2 = 17.63813, q(q1) = 0.227512, q(q2) = 0.000248, q21q(q1) = q22q(q2) = 0.077085.

(48)

with the 100(1 − α)% shortest-length confidence interval

L(q1, q2) = q−1
1 − q−1

2 = 1.661282. (49)

The main advantage of the proposed approach is that it includes only one decision
variable (probability p) for making decisions under constraints. In other words, the
two decision variables q1 and q2 are reduced to one decision variable (probability p).
This approach greatly simplifies the problem of constructing shortest length or equal
tails confidence intervals for unknown parameters of various distributions and is a
novelty in the theory of statistical decisions regarding confidence intervals. It allows
one to exclude unknown (nuisance) parameters from the problem using the technique
of invariant statistical embedding and averaging in terms of pivotal quantities (ISE
& APQ) [5–14].

The unified computational method described in the paper is illustrated in detail
for a certain general case. Applications of this method to construct shortest length
or equal tails confidence intervals for unknown parameters of log-location-scale or
other probability distributions can follow directly.
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UMUSE: User Monitoring of the US
Presidential Election

Christoph Glauser, Loris Schmid, and Jacques Savoy

Abstract This paper presents the results of a new monitoring project of the US
presidential election with the aim of establishing computer-based tools to track the
popularity of the twomain candidates. The innovativemethods that havedesigned and
developed allow us to extract the frequency of search queries sent to numerous search
engines, social media, and e-shops. Based on these data, this paper demonstrates
that Donald Trump is significantly more frequently searched than Joe Biden. When
analyzing various political topics, it is observed that theUS Internet users have shown
a remarkable interest in subjects like Coronavirus, and Jobs in 2020. Other subjects
such as Education or Healthcare were given less attention. Finally, some “flame”
topics such as Black lives matter appeared to be very popular for a few days before
returning to a low level of interest.

Keywords Search engine · Online searches · Online presence · Data for politics ·
Political demand of citizens

1 Introduction

For more than three decades, search engines have been used to find the most perti-
nent web pages in response to user requests. To better understand users’ needs,
search engines and social media inspect the frequency distribution of submitted
queries. Over the course of a year, some requests are sent very frequently (e.g.,
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“Facebook”, “YouTube”, as well as names of celebrities such as “Shakira”, “Kar-
dashian”) while other queries occur often during a short period of time (e.g., in
July with “Tour de France” or “Weight Watchers” during the first weeks of the new
year). An overview of those frequent requests can be found on various platforms
offering trends and keyword tools, as, for example, in the Google Trends service
(trends.google.com).

Following a similar approach, the main objective of our project is to produce a
systematic monitoring of the 2020 US presidential election, considering both the
popularity of the two main candidates and the political demand of the citizens (by
monitoring the most frequently searched political topics). These measurements are
based on the occurrence frequencies of queries sent to numerous search engines
(e.g., Google, Bing, Yahoo!, Ask, Lycos, Alexa, etc.) as well as social networks
(e.g., Facebook, Twitter, Linkedin, etc.), and other platforms (e.g., ReutersNews,
Amazon, eBay, etc.). Our underlying hypothesis is, the higher the frequency of a
given query (i.e., “Donald Trump,” “education,” “jobs,” or “coronavirus”), the more
popular or interesting it is in the eyes of the users that are also citizens.

Based on this innovative Application Program Interface (API) technology, our
first research question is to detect significant differences between the two candidates
in the US presidential election [1]. According to a recent Gallup poll (September
2020), 30% of Americans identified as Democrats, 29% as Republicans, and 40% as
Independents [2]. These values indicate that both parties enjoy an equal percentage
of support among citizens. Does such an equilibrium also appear in the search queries
of US users?

For our second research question, we want to monitor the evolution of the main
concerns of the US citizens during this electoral campaign. For the 2016 presidential
election, Ehrenfreud & Tankersley [3] singled out seven issues which are immigra-
tion, taxes, family, healthcare, trade, climate change, and foreign policy. During the
2020 presidential election, are these political themes still important and relevant, or
can we observe other recurrent topics and how their attracted interest evolves during
the campaign? Knowing this political demand and its intensity could be useful for
candidates.

To provide an answer to these questions, the rest of this paper is organized as
follows. Section 2 presents the technology and methods developed and their moti-
vations while Sect. 3 describes their application to the candidates’ names. Section 4
illustrates the monitoring system we applied to a set of selected topics reflecting
the main concerns of the US digitally active citizens. Section 5 exposes a general
discussion and draws the main findings of this study and a comparison between the
monitoring of the two campaigns of 2016 and 2020.
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2 Method and Motivations

Thanks to recent advances in natural language processing [4, 5], and API technology,
data can be extracted from 14,103 search engines, social networks, and other elec-
tronic platforms such as e-shops and media. Each of these sources has its designated
API and hence needs to be handled separately.Moreover, the data formatmay change
without prior notification which requires ongoing daily monitoring of the integrity
of results acquired from that source. The harvested data are then cross analyzed
systematically, comparing similar search patterns on all the intermediates based on
the frequency of search queries submitted by Internet users. To validate this data,
the effect is considered that search inquiries are either high, medium, or low (in
comparison) on almost all of the digital intermediates or channels.

Some additional parametersmust be specified. First, the crawl can be parametrized
to take account of only a predefined geographical country such as the US, the UK, or
Canada. In this study, the targeted users are located in the United States. Second, it is
important to examine and compare numerous search engines, social networks, and
shops to assure a high level of coverage. Focusing only on a single (or a few) service(s)
would run the risk of obtaining biased or inaccurate data. Third, the gathered data
were validated and tested for reliability. Therefore, patterns can be identified and
topics can be reasonably compared across most of the popular digital channels. The
best scope for measuring valid data on various digital channels is the arithmetic
average of scores over the previous 30 days at any given time. Reliability testing is
done by comparing the multi-channel results of all search queries, with the entire
number of active users in a given country (by domain). In the case of the US for this
universe of active users, it is based on the ITU figures which identify approximately
284 million users.

Our innovativefinding technology (developed and improved at the IFAAR institute
in Bern between 2010 and 2020) allows us to examine, monitor, and systematically
compare the evolution of the candidates’ digital demand throughout the entire US
electoral timespan. In prior work, some preliminary studies have been conducted on
a smaller scale when analyzing campaigns or online behavior about COVID-19 in
Switzerland [6].

To observe the evolution of each candidate’s popularity, their names were used as
queries (namely “Donald Trump,” “Joe Biden”). Then, the data were gathered daily
throughout the entire period of the elections from February 1, 2020 until October
28, 2020. Due to intermittent technical issues, there are no data available for only a
few days in this whole period. We decided to use the full name of each candidate as
a query to avoid possible false matches with other public figures carrying the same
surname (e.g., Ivanka Trump) or corresponding to a name related to different named
entities (e.g., Trump Tower).

By our hypothesis, user requests with a proper name are potentially indicating the
awareness or popularity of the respective presidential runner. We must note that not
all submitted queries denote an interest in favor of the corresponding candidate, but
the majority thereof are generally assumed to be in favor of the candidate. Having a
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larger awareness for a given candidate during a longer period of an election campaign,
means being the center of interest of the media, appearing more often in the news,
both in the newspapers and TV. A candidate not getting enough awareness would not
win an election. Moreover, we estimate that the proportion of unfavorable queries of
a candidate would be similar for both runners. But this aspect is not an essential point.
The favorable and unfavorable, or positive and negative, connotations in the digital
age obviously play a much less important role if awareness is the main objective.

On the Web, various tools are using popularity-based information, under the
assumption that popularity is positively correlated with usefulness and pertinence.
For example, theGoogle search engine ranking algorithm favors web pages receiving
a higher number of incoming links. In this case, a link to a page is viewed as a vote
in favor of the target page, indicating its relevancy and usefulness [7]. As another
example, Cleverdon et al. [8] found that only 5% of the bibliographic references in a
scientific paper indicate a negative endorsement.References to other entities (authors,
webpages, etc.) correspond, in general, to a positive perception of the target entity.

Finally, compared to traditional surveys, our approach can reach a significantly
larger number of individuals of a population, including the 284million active internet
users in the US, which corresponds to 85.8% of the United States population. Addi-
tionally, it does not have the typical drawbacks and other situational influential effects
of traditional surveys, such as people not telling the truth [9] or including only a very
specific part of the population that tends to participate in surveys [10] (e.g., the erro-
neous predictions during the 2016 US election and for the Brexit vote). After these
wrong predictions, the question of trust in public polls has been intensively discussed
in the social- and market research communities, also on an international level.

3 Follow-Up on the Popularity of the Candidates

Based on the harvested data, Fig. 1 shows the number of queries (in millions) sent by
US users to 14,103 search engines during the US 2020 election campaign. Each point
in this graph represents the total number of queries submitted during the previous
30 days (moving average). Thus, the first point in Fig. 1 denoted “01 Mar 2020”
represents the total number of requests sent during February 2020. Using an arith-
metic average over onemonth smooths out the curve as opposed to having a sequence
of sharp highs and lows. On the other hand, with such a smoothing approach, one
cannot immediately detect the crowds’ reaction to a given event. However, it may
well show secondary meta-effects of certain events during the campaign or even
toward the end of a campaign.

In this graph, vertical lines mark notable events, namely, Super Tuesday (March
3), state of emergency for COVID-19 (March 13), Sanders dropping out (April 16),
death of G. Floyd (May, 25), the Democratic National Convention (DNC, Aug. 17–
20), the Republican National Convention (RNC, Aug. 24–27), the death of R. Bader
Ginsburg (September 18), and the tweets announcing Trump’s infection (October 1).
The horizontal axis is marked with increments of 20 million requests.
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Fig. 1 Evolution of the number of search queries with candidates’ names from US Internet users

FromMarch 1st up toG. Floyd’s death, the interest for Joe Biden tends to diminish
slowly. This trend turns around at the end of May with a peak before and during
the Democratic National Convention (mid-August). During the first two weeks of
September, Biden’s popularity was stable but rather low. A clear increase appears
mid-September, certainly boosted by the first TV debate (September 29) and the
closeness of the election. The final level reaches around 40 million requests per
month.

On the other hand, Donald Trump clearly attracts more queries (translating to
interest according to our hypothesis) than the Democratic Party nominee. During the
entire campaign, the interest difference is always significant (t-test, 1% significance
level). More precisely, this graph depicts an increasing interest in Trump fromMarch
to mid-April (Sanders’ exit), then a decrease can be observed up to Floyd’s death
(May 25) where Joe Biden showed his empathy for the family at the funeral by video
call. The important demonstrations and outbursts related to this death also boost the
number of requests related to Donald Trump. His reaction to BLM by promising
“Law and Order” to the Americans basically caused this upturn for Donald Trump.
From the end of June to September, one can see an erratic behavior inside a slightly
decreasing trend. But the first TV debate raised the interest for both Trump and
Biden. In addition, the tweet sent on October 1st announcing Trump’s infection with
COVID-19 produced an incredible boost in the number of queries about Trump,
reaching more than 100 million requests in a monthly average for the last weeks of
the electoral campaign.

To provide a comparative basis, Fig. 2 displays the number of queries for both
candidates during the US presidential election campaign in 2016 and 2020 (March
to October). As one can see, Trump’s curve in 2020 is always higher than those
of 2016. Furthermore, the current US president is able to attract around five times
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Fig. 2 Comparing the evolution of candidates’ popularity by search requests in 2016 and in 2020

more interest from the active US internet users than the Democratic candidate. Also,
Hillary Clinton was usually able to obtain more queries than Joe Biden, indicating
a real concern for the Democratic Party in 2020. Only during the last weeks of this
campaign, Joe Biden was capable to reach Hillary’s level.

Of course, one can assume that the president in office can be the target of a
number of requests, independently of the fact that he is also candidate for his own
succession. However, this fact cannot explain the large difference in the number of
queries between Trump in 2016 and in 2020.

4 Evolution of Main Topics Throughout the Election

During an electoral campaign, a set of topics can be defined to represent the most
important concerns of the general public and to characterize the demand for political
discussions and solutions. For a presidential election, one can retain issues such
as jobs and unemployment, family, education, healthcare, economy, immigration,
taxes, climate change, and foreign policy. Of course, this is not an exhaustive list.
For example, gun control or defense issues are missing. In our project, the final
selection of studied topics was also made on the basis of issues from former US
election campaigns and website analyses of former candidates from 2000 to 2016.
In addition, we have included the coronavirus and Supreme Court themes. Then,
the search counts of the designated topics were collected via search engines, social
media, and e-shops starting February 1 to October 28.

However, each topic cannot be defined by a single query. We must recognize
that a given subject can be expressed in various words or formulations [11] without
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Fig. 3 Evolution of some topics during the 2020 US electoral campaign (June–October)

one being predominantly used more frequently than the others. This vocabulary
problem is well known in various applications such as information retrieval [12].
To generate the most appropriate expressions, we analyzed the pertinent wordings
used in previous US presidential elections. Therefore, each topic corresponds to
many terms as, for instance, the topic Immigration1 is mapped to the queries “illegal
immigration,” “immigration reform,” “immigrant,” “Latin immigration,” “immigra-
tion raids,” while the topic Healthcare maps to “Obamacare,” “healthcare reform,”
“medicare,” and “health care”. A similar strategy has been applied for all other topics.
This solution is similar to the technique applied by the DICTION [13] or LIWC [14]
systems.

Displaying all main political topics on the same graph will render it unreadable.
Therefore, Fig. 3 depicts only four main issues, namely Coronavirus, Jobs (and
employment),Education, andBlack LivesMatter (BLM). Usually, the crowd interest
in a given theme is relatively stable during an electoral campaign. For instance, the
topicEducation orEconomy (not shown in Fig. 3) corresponds tomainly a horizontal
line, with some variations, around 15 million queries per month. For others, the
underlying demand pattern can vary greatly as, for example, with Small business
exhibiting constant fluctuations reflecting the topic’s volatility.

More pertinent for this 2020 presidential election, the topicCoronavirus is overall
stable around 40million requests per month. One can however see a decrease leading
into July, reaching a monthly level around 30 million. Then, one can see an increase
to 40 million (August) followed once again by a decline to 30 million. This decrease
could indicate a certainCorona fatigue after the lockdowns in several other countries

1 Each topic is printed in italics to signal that such a name corresponds to a list of possible queries
and not just one.
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during the summer. With the second wave beginning in October, the interest for this
subject raised up to a mean of 80 million requests per month. Of course, this question
was a real concern for Trump’s administration and an issue regularly used by the
Democrats to attack him.

During this campaign, a second interesting topic is Jobs, having an average of 10
million inquiries during June, but with a distinctive increase frommid-July achieving
20 million queries in July, then to 30 in August, and 40 million on average since
September. The high level of the unemployment rate during this period is clearly
reflected in the rise of the frequency of searches for this topic. At its highest (April),
the unemployment rate reached a value of 14.7%, and then tended to decrease (10.2%
in July, 7.9% in September) as the year progressed. This is good news for Trump’s
reelection, especially when we consider that US citizens trust him more on this issue
than his opponent Joe Biden [15].

The topics Immigration and Government spending received relatively little atten-
tion from the US Internet users. For the first subject, we can put forward the argu-
ment that these topics are discussed more intensively in social networks and do not
completely correspond to a classic Internet search.

For a relatively short time span (a few weeks), US online users demonstrated
interest in specific flame topics such as Black lives matter. As shown in Fig. 3, this
theme was searched intensively during a few weeks, then return to a low level of
attention. The two highest frequencies occur after the death of G. Floyd (May 25),
and the shooting of J. Blake (August 23).

5 Discussion and Conclusion

In this study, we monitored the interest of the US internet users for the two main
candidates to the 2020 US presidential election by analyzing search volumes on
most digital channels. To monitor this, a new innovative technology was applied to
repeatedly crawl numerous search engines and various online channels in order to
determine the frequency of search queries associated with the candidates’ name as
well as with related important political topics.

Even if the percentage of Republicans andDemocrats is similar (around 30%), the
popularity of Donald Trump measured by the number of queries submitted to search
engines is, in mean, five times higher than for Joe Biden (75 million vs. 15 million).
For the Democratic Party nominee, the number of search requests with his name was
relatively stable during most of the campaign, with an increased interest during the
last five weeks (after the first TV debate, see Fig. 1). The level achieved by Joe Biden
is however significantly lower than the mean number obtained by Hillary Clinton
in 2016 (23 million). In addition, the Republican Party nominee in 2020 obtained a
higher popularity than in 2016 (75 million vs. 40 million as shown in Fig. 2).

Second, through a selection of topics, we have observed the evolution of people’s
interest showing a major interest in Jobs (and unemployment) followed by Coro-
navirus. This last subject is new in an electoral campaign and could favor Biden’s
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election. The direct effect of this pandemic was an impact on the labor market in
the US with an increase of the unemployment rate up to 14.7% in April 2020. This
aspect is very well reflected in the data by the Jobs topic depicting a clear growth in
July followed by an increasing trend up to October. Other topics, such as Economy,
Business, or Education were less important (see Fig. 3). For the candidates, those
themes were also less significant. For example, one can count only five occurrences
of the word “education” in tweets send by both candidates from August to October.

Our model is not a predictive one [16, 17], but can be applied to measure the
general active demand of the citizens for some political topics and the popularity of
candidates fully independently of any survey situation. We claim that based on our
data,DonaldTrumphas clearly dominated the digital election campaign.Apredictive
model must take various other factors into account. For example, a leader must be
a charismatic person, a strong and tough guy able to defend the US (and Trump
is considered “as the toughest guy I’ve ever met” said R. Stone). The emotional
component [18] is also an essential factor on citizens’ decisions. During the 2016
campaign, Trumphad focused his campaign on the fear and anger against immigrants,
China, the political establishment inWashington, and traditional media carrying fake
news and ignoring the (white) blue-collars [18, 19]. Thus, as expressed by R. Stone:
“Those who are outraged will vote.” Therefore, both the unemployment concern and
identity crisis could be key factors for this 2020 US election (this paper was written
before the election day in US (November 3, 2020)).
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TextRank Keyword Extraction Method
Based on Multi-feature Fusion
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Abstract Keyword extraction technology is widely used in text mining tasks such
as text classification, text clustering, and abstract extraction. There are many ways to
extract keywords, but the efficiency of keyword extraction still needs to be improved.
In response to this issue, we proposed a multi-feature fusion TextRank (MFFTR).
After constructing the text into a word network graph, the frequency features and
position features of the words were merged as the initial weights of word nodes,
and the dual-core network node contribution calculation method was used to assign
weights to edges. By doing so, a new node weight calculation method based on the
traditional TextRank was introduced. Experiments were conducted on two different
datasets with significant differences in average text lengths. The results showed that
the multi-feature fusion TextRank proposed in this paper was significantly better
than the five keyword extraction methods.We concluded that the use of multi-feature
fusion can improve the efficiency of automatic keyword extraction.
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1 Introduction

Keywords unveil the main purpose of an article. Before the popularity of the Internet,
keywords were mostly obtained through manual labeling. With the growth of text
data on the Internet, the method of manual labeling to obtain keywords is failing to
meet the current demands. This opened the door for keyword extraction technology.

Keyword extraction technology is divided into supervised and unsupervised
methods. Since the supervised methods require manual labeling in advance, the
cost of using such methods is too large today with the increasing amount of data.
Therefore, most of the current researches adopt unsupervised methods. The keyword
extraction method based on the graph model is a kind of unsupervised method. It
converts a text into a word graph and measures the significance of word nodes.
TextRank [1], a kind of word network graph, can realize keyword extraction through
the word co-occurrence relationship. However, in the process of keyword extraction,
it ignores the attributes of the word itself, sets the initial weight of the word node to
1, and does not consider the processing method when the influence of the word on
adjacent nodes is different. Basing on the word graph, we proposed a multi-feature
fusion TextRank (MFFTR).

The main contributions of this paper are as follows: After fusing word position
features and word frequency features as the initial weights of nodes, we proposed a
method to calculate the dual-core network nodes contribution (DCNNC) and used
it to assign weights to edges in the word graph. By using the statistical features of
word graph, that is, the number of adjacent nodes of word nodes, we improved the
iterative formula of the original TextRank. Comparing with five keyword extraction
methods on two datasets, the experimental results showed that theMFFTR algorithm
has better performance.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the research
results of predecessors. Section 3 describes the keyword extraction scheme proposed
in this paper. Section 4 shows the performance of this method on different datasets.
Section 5 summarizes this research and introduces future research plans.

2 Related Works

Currently, the unsupervised keyword extraction method is divided into keyword
extraction methods based on multi-feature fusion, topic models, and graph models.

The multi-feature fusion method often constructs a scoring function for each
word by fusing a variety of lexical features and then selects several words with
higher scores as keywords. For instance, the TAKE algorithm [2] extracts keywords
by fusing different features. WAN et al. [3] improved the traditional word frequency
feature acquisition scheme andmerged the part-of-speech feature ofwords to propose
a multi-feature fusion keyword extraction method. Based on the features of the
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subject, part-of-speech, and sentence component of words, Liu et al. [4] constructed
a word weight calculation function to extract keywords.

The topic model holds that a document is composed of different topics and each
topic contains differentwords. Blei [5] proposed the latentDirichlet allocation (LDA)
topic model which introduced prior distributions based on the PLSA topic model [6].
It formed a three-layer Bayesian model of document-topic-words, which improved
the effect of topic mining. Due to the poor performance of the LDA on short text,
scholars have proposed improved models such as BTM [7] and Twitter-LDA [8].

The graph-based keyword extraction method has achieved better results because
it can be fused with a variety of features. The TextRank [1] is a popular graph
model keyword extraction method and is based on the PageRank [9]. It modifies
the transition probability of the edges between nodes in the PageRank based on the
number of word co-occurrences, but ignores the semantic relevance of words, and
does not consider context and auxiliary information [10]. As a result, the keyword
extraction effect was not ideal. Due to this, many scholars have proposed a series of
improved algorithms. For example, Wang et al. [11] proposed WordAttractionRank
by using word embedding and Bougouin et al. [12] proposed TopicRank using a
hierarchical clustering method.

3 Methodology

We proposed an improved algorithm based on the traditional TextRank. The multi-
feature fusion method was used as the initial weight of the nodes in the word network
graph, and the edge weights in the word graph were redefined through the DCNNC
calculation method proposed in this paper. At the same time, the statistical features
of word nodes in the word network graph were used to further improve the node
transition probability of the original TextRank.

3.1 Basic Concepts and Definitions

Definition 1: Word Graph Construction We represent the text as a graph. The
nodes in the graph represent the words in the document, and the edges represent the
co-occurrence relationships between nodes.

Definition2:The InitialNodeWeight Weuse the product of thewordTF-IDFvalue
and the word position weight as the initial weight of the word node. The calculation
method of word position weight PWv i follows the method mentioned in the paper
[13]. The reciprocal sum of the index positions of words in the document is the word
position weight. For example, if a word is found in the following positions: 3rd and
6th, then the position weight is: 1

3 + 1
6 = 1

2 . The formula is as follows:
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Fig. 1 Dual-core network

t f id fvi = t fvi × id fvi (1)

Wvi = t f id fvi × pwvi (2)

Definition 3: Dual Core Network The network composed of nodes v i and v j and
their respective set of adjacent nodes N(v i ) and N(v j ) is called a dual-core network.
Node v i and node v j are the two cores of the dual-core network. As shown in Fig. 1,
node 0 and node 1 are the two cores of the dual-core network.

Definition 4: Dual-Core Network Nodes Contribution In the dual-core network,
as shown in Fig. 1, the contribution of core nodes vi to v j or v j to vi is recorded as
DCNNC (dual-core network nodes contribution). The formula is as follows:

DCNNC
(
vi , v j

) = Wvi∑
vk∈N (vi )

Wvk

× Wv j∑
vh∈N(v j)Wvh

(3)

In the formula,Wvi represents the initial weight of node vi , and N (vi ) and N (v j )

represent the adjacent node set of nodes vi and v j , respectively.

3.2 Multi-feature Fusion TextRank Algorithm

The TextRank converts a document into a word graph and takes each word as a
node, and the edges represent the co-occurrence relationships between nodes. After
constructing the word graph, the scores of each node are calculated by the following
formula:

S(vi ) = (1 − d) + d ×
∑

v j∈I n(vi )

Wji∑
vk∈Out (v j )

Wjk
S(v j ) (4)

where I n(vi ) represents the set of nodes pointed to node vi , and Out (v j ) represents
the set of nodes pointed to by node v j .Wji represents the number of co-occurrences
of the two-word node, and S(vi ) represents the score of node vi . d is the damping
coefficient.
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The TextRank does not consider the attributes of words themselves leading to
poor results. To improve its accuracy, we incorporated the initial weight of the word
node into the iterative process of the TextRank. By fusing the position and frequency
feature as the initial weight of the word node, and using the calculation method of
the dual-core network nodes contribution, the edge weight in the word graph was
redefined:

Ei j = wi j × DCNNC
(
vi , v j

)
(5)

where DCNNC
(
vi , v j

)
is the result of node contribution of dual-core network. The

proposed MFFTR was based on the undirected weighted word graph. Therefore,
I n(vi ) and Out (v j ) in the original formula (4) were both replaced by N (vi ), which
represents adjacent nodes of node vi . Also, by integrating the statistical features of
the word graph into the iterative process of the TextRank, we proposed a newmethod
for calculating the weight of the word node. The improved TextRank formula is as
follows:

S(vi ) = (1 − d) + NW vi × d ×
∑

v j∈N (vi )

E ji∑
vk∈N(v j)E jk

S
(
v j

)
(6)

where NW vi in the formula represented the number of adjacent nodes of each word
node vi . d was the damping coefficient, which was 0.85 in this paper.

4 The Experiment

The keyword extraction scheme proposed in this paper was made of seven steps. The
specific steps are shown in the flowchart in Fig. 2:

Fig. 2 Keyword extraction procedures
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Fig. 3 Data preprocessing steps

4.1 Datasets

To effectively evaluate the keyword extraction efficiency of the proposed method,
the study also made use of the Chinese datasets used in the works [14 and 15] by Liu
Zhiyuan and Xiatian, respectively.

4.2 Data Preprocessing

In order to extract keywords accurately, text data needed to be preprocessed to obtain
a suitable set of candidate keywords. The preprocessing steps used in this experiment
mainly included five steps. The detailed steps were given in Fig. 3.

4.3 Evaluation Criteria

We evaluated the results of the keyword extraction method through precision, recall,
and F1-measure. Precision stands for the percentage of correctly extracted keywords
in automatically extracted keywords. Recall stands for the percentage of correctly
extracted keywords in manually assigned keywords. F1-measure was the harmonic
mean of precision and recall.

precision = |A ∩ B|
|B|

recall = |A ∩ B|
|A|

F1 - measure =
2 × precision × recall

precision + recall

In the formula, A stands for the handily assigned keywords and B stands for the
automatically extracted keywords.
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4.4 Experimental Results and Discussion

In order to evaluate the effect of the keyword extraction algorithm proposed in this
paper, we compared it with five keyword extraction methods, which were TF-IDF,
TextRank, PositionRank [13], Degree centrality, and Closeness centrality [16], on
two datasets. We evaluated the variation of precision, recall, and F1-measure of
various keyword extraction methods when extracting 1 to 6 keywords. The results
were provided in Figs. 4 and 5.

The degree centrality and the closeness centrality are commonmethods for sorting
the significance of nodes in a complex network. However, the keyword extraction
effect of these twomethods is not ideal, because they only rely onword graph features
and do not consider other features ofwordswhen sorting nodes. TF-IDF is a popularly
used keyword extraction method, but the chance of a word to be chosen as a keyword
is only determined by word frequency. As a result, the effect of keyword extraction
is not ideal. The PositionRank added the position features of the word to the iterative
process of the PageRank. However, only considering the position weight of words
was not comprehensive enough. TextRank only considered the word co-occurrence
and neglected the attribute of the word itself in the process of iterative calculation
of the weight of the word node, which led to the inability to effectively extract the
keywords.

Fig. 4 Comparison results on the Liu Zhiyuan dataset

Fig. 5 Comparison results on the Xiatian dataset
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This paper presented an improved algorithm based on the TextRank. The
frequency and position features of words were used as the initial weights of the word
nodes, and the calculation method of the DCNNC was used to redefine the edge
weights in the word graph. The statistical features of the word graph were integrated
into the iterative process of the TextRank to further improve the calculation method
of the transition probability of the node. Results showed that the precision of the
MFFTR and the five comparison algorithms were relatively high when extracting a
small number of keywords. However, as the number of keywords extracted increased,
the precision showed a downward trend. The recall was the opposite.When extracting
a small number of keywords, the recall was generally low, and it showed an upward
trend as the number of keywords extracted increased. Also, the F1-measure, the
harmonic mean value of precision and recall, first showed a rising trend and then fell
as the number of keywords extracted increased. The MFFTR proved to be signifi-
cantly better than the five comparison algorithms in terms of precision, recall, and
F1-measure.

5 Conclusion

To improve the accuracy of keyword extraction, we combined word frequency and
word position features as the initial weights of word nodes. According to the dual-
core network structure in the word graph, an algorithm for calculating the DCNNC
was deduced, by depending on the node jump probability in the original TextRank,
based on which a new method was proposed to assign weights to edges. Also, using
the statistical features of the word graph, a new TextRank calculation formula was
derived to calculate the node weight. Results showed that the proposed MFFTR was
superior to the five traditional keyword extraction methods on two different datasets.
Therefore, we concluded that the appropriate fusion of different word features into
the TextRank can effectively improve the efficiency of keyword extraction. However,
it is worth mentioning that this kind of improvement also increases the complexity
of the algorithm.

Therefore, in future research, in addition to the reasonable integration of lexical
features, it is also necessary to pay attention to the balance between the change of
algorithm complexity and the keyword extraction effects after the introduction of
features. This will be necessary to maximize the keyword extraction effect while
sacrificing the complexity of the algorithm to the minimum.
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Forming the System
with the Functionality of Clinical
Pharmacist for Personalized Treatment
Strategy Searching

Vitalii Babenko , Olena Nosovets , Ievgen Nastenko, Volodymyr Pavlov ,
Viktoria Iakymchuk, Oleksandr Matviichuk , and Maksym Suvorov

Abstract Today, in Ukraine the task of creating an informative system for person-
alized treatment strategy searching is quite relevant. Its appearance will help to solve
the long-burning issue of the absence of clinical pharmacists in medical institutions.
These specialists are necessary because doctors cannotmake an independent decision
regarding the patient’s treatment strategy, since even their full compliance with the
clinical protocols does not ensure a fully optimal human state. This work describes
how the informative system can be formed, which will not only serve as a decision
support system for doctors but also will effectively find the necessary solutions. The
personalized treatment strategy searching is a multi-objective optimization problem
since the final state of the patient is described by several indicators. To solve this kind
of problem, the authors developed an approach using the principles of the genetic
algorithm and the analytic hierarchy process. This approach was used in the prac-
tical task of finding personalized treatment strategies for patients with congenital
heart defects to demonstrate the difference between the decision made by doctors in
real life and the decision produced by the algorithm. Predictive models of indicators
after treatment were obtained by the random forest classifier algorithm. Most of the
models had 100% accuracy on the testing sample, which indicates the high efficiency
of the used classification method. The promoted approach will be the foundation for
the informative system developed in the future, and medical institutions can use it
for any type of task regardless of the disease types.
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1 Introduction

Treatment prescribing is certainly an important procedure in the fields of medicine
and healthcare [1]. Slightest mistakes in no way can be made while choosing a
treatment strategy for a patient, since they can cause irreparable harm to a person,
and can also lead to unpredictable consequences for his further condition. There
are clinical protocols [2], which are based on evidence-based medicine and must
be followed by all healthcare specialists without any exception. They are the main
medical technology documents, which are constantly updated and contain the best
practices of recognized experts. Clinical protocols allow specialists to make the most
effective decisions regarding treatment strategies.

If we talk about clinical treatment (which is necessary, for example, to eliminate
postoperative complications), usually a specialist called a “clinical pharmacist” (or
“clinical provisor”) [3] deals with the selection of treatment (to be more precise
with the choice of drugs and their dosages). This kind of specialist advises the
doctors in a rational, comprehensive, and most adequate selection of therapeutic
drugs, taking into account their pharmacokinetics, pharmacodynamics, interactions
with other drugs, as well as taking into account the characteristics of the patient’s
physiology and pathology. Combining their wide knowledge of pharmaceuticals with
the use of clinical protocols, clinical pharmacists can anticipate the direction of the
disease, and, thanks to the drugs, predetermine and correct its further development.

Nevertheless, despite the obvious benefits of these specialists, at the moment
Ukraine suffers from their shortage. It is quite rare to find clinical pharmacists
in medical institutions, which may be due to financial constraints, so it makes it
more profitable for institutions to provide a complete “carte blanche” to the doctors.
Although this decision is quite understandable, do not forget that people’s lives are
at stake, and the doctor’s lack of full knowledge of the types of drugs and their
correct use at any time can lead to fatal consequences. Thus, it becomes necessary to
create an informative system with the functionality of a clinical pharmacist for the
optimal treatment strategy search,whichwill be personalized due to the physiological
characteristics of the patient.

2 Problem Statement

The patient’s treatment process covers two states: initial and final. These states are
characterized by certain medical indicators of a person. It can be represented as the
following vectors:

X =

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

x1
x2
...

xn

⎞
⎟⎟⎠

T

—describes the initial state of the patient (x1, x2, …, xn are the

patient’s indicators before treatment).
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Y =

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

y1
y2
...

ym

⎞
⎟⎟⎠

T

—describes the final state of the patient (y1, y2, …, ym are the

patient’s indicators after treatment).
The treatment strategy, which is applied to the patient, can be described by a

vector I =

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

i1
i2
...

ik

⎞
⎟⎟⎠

T

, where i1, i2, …, ik are the different types of drugs (the influence

of parameters on the patient’s state). Y directly depends on X and I and it can be
represented by the following equation:

Y = X × I ⇔

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

y1 =
n∑
j=1

k∑
z=1

x j iz

y2 =
n∑
j=1

k∑
z=1

x j iz

...

ym =
n∑
j=1

k∑
z=1

x j iz

(1)

Equations for y1, y2, …, ym can be both linear and nonlinear. With their usage, it
seems possible to simulate (modeling) the treatment process. Thus, a multi-criteria
optimization problem arises, where it is necessary to find such values of vector I that
will give the optimum of vector Y, values of vector X are set by default. It means that
the personalized solution search will be made by taking into account the patient’s
initial state indicators. This idea was proposed in [4, 5] for a single-criteria problem.
In the context of current work, this task can be formulated as “Personalized treatment
strategy searching for patient’s final state optimization”.

It is necessary to create an algorithm that will be solving this kind of task, and
the programmed computer will be producing the necessary solutions in a matter of
seconds by algorithm usage. Its solutionwill make it possible to create an informative
system based on this algorithm and doctors will be able to use the system in the
process of prescribing the treatment for a patient.

3 Personalized Treatment Strategy Search Algorithm

In the process of creating the algorithm for solving the multi-criteria optimization
problem, the following problems arise:
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Table 1 The general form of criteria pairwise comparison

y1 y2 … ym

y1
v1
v1

v2
v1

… vm
v1

y2
v1
v2

v2
v2

… vm
v2

… … … … …

ym
v1
vm

v2
vm

… vm
vm

1. The simultaneous optimization of the parameters of vector Y.
2. The search of values of vector I, which give the global optimum (NP-complete

problem).

The first problem can be solved by using multi-criteria decision-making methods
[6]. The main idea of these methods is to get a convolution of several criteria into one
so-called “supercriterion”. This supercriterion in the process of solving the problem
can be used to describe the final state of the patient.

One of the simplest andmost easily interpretedmethods ofmulti-criteria decision-
making is the analytic hierarchy process (AHP) [7], invented by Thomas L. Saati in
the 1970s. Thismethod allows obtaining an additive convolution function by pairwise
comparison of criteria priorities. The comparison mechanism by AHP in a general
form is shown in Table 1.

where vi is the sequential number in the list of criteria of vector Y, ranked by
importance.

To obtain the additive convolution function, it is necessary to calculate the
geometric mean for each row of the pairwise comparison matrix, and then normalize
them. The calculated values will be the “weights” of each criterion, so the additive
convolution function can be represented as follows:

Fac = w1y1 ± w2y2 ± ... ± wm ym (2)

The signs in the formula are placed depending on whether it is necessary to
maximize (then the “+ ” sign) orminimize (then the “−” sign) yi. Therefore, if instead
of y1, y2, …, ym we substitute their form from Eq. (1), then the problem of multi-
objective optimization is reduced to finding the maximum of Fac, i.e. supercriterion.

If the matrix of pairwise comparisons has zero elements, and decisions are made
in conditions of uncertainty, then to obtain the weighting factors we can use the
mechanism of the four-level model of planning and decision-making, which was
proposed in [8].

Searching the values of vector I, which give the global optimum, ormore precisely,
the maximum of Fac function is now the single-criteria optimization problem. There
aremanyways to solve it. One of themost famous approaches is the genetic algorithm
[9]—a stochastic method for finding the required solution. The ideas of natural
selection and genetics provide a fast search for the global optimum, thus solving the
NP-complete problem. The algorithm is shown schematically in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1 The scheme of
genetic algorithm

To describe the algorithm in more detail:

1. A random sample (“population”) ofN arrays (“individuals”) that contain values
of vector I is created.

2. “Fitness function” for each individual is calculated. In the context of current
work, the fitness function is Fac function (supercriterion).

3. After obtaining the values of Fac function for each individual, the condition of
the algorithm end is checked (it can be the presence of the preassigned value of
Fac function or exceeding the time limit of the algorithm).

3.1 If the condition is complete, the algorithm returns the “best” individual
(optimal treatment strategy).

3.2 If the condition is not complete, the formation of a new population begins.
3.2.1 The “selection” of individuals of the current population is carried

out. The idea of this procedure is to select individuals for the
creation of the next generation, and the chance of selecting each
individual directly depends on the value of his fitness function.
The selected individuals formN pairs, whichwill then give “new”
individuals.

3.2.2 The “crossover” (one of the genetic operators) for crossing the
resulting pairs of individuals is used.Amixing of “genes” (param-
eters of vector I) occurs between a pair of individuals, thus
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forming a new individual that stores the information of his “ances-
tors”. In general case, randomly the “crossover point” is deter-
mined, which allows mixing a pair of “parents”: the genes of the
first parent are before the crossover point, and after it—the genes
of the second parent. That creates a new individual. To ensure
the diversity of the population during the entire algorithm’s oper-
ation, another genetic operator called “mutation” is also used.
This operator can be triggered with low probability instead of
crossover, and its main purpose is to replace randomly selected
genes of individuals with completely new ones.

3.2.3 Back to point number 2.
As a result, the genetic algorithm has been obtained, where the
additive convolution function Fac is used as a fitness function,
which is obtained from the ideology of theAHP. The idea of using
the convolution function (obtained by themethod ofmulti-criteria
decision making) as a fitness function of the genetic algorithm is
not new. In [10] the authors used theweight-sum approach and the
Tchebycheff approach to get the convolution function. Authors
of [11] were comparing non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm
II (NSGA-II), multi-objective differential evolution (MODE),
and multi-objective particle swarm optimization (MOPSO) algo-
rithms. Nevertheless, such approaches are rather difficult to inter-
pret, which makes it more difficult to explain to the doctor the
principle of the algorithm for finding treatment strategies. That
is why it was decided to choose AHP to obtain a convolution
function.

4 Using the Proposed Approach in Practical Task

This section shows the application of the created algorithm to solve the next problem.
We had a clinical database, which describes the treatment of patients with congenital
heart defects. It contains 144 patients from 1 to 18 years old. They underwent surgical
operations, after which they were prescribed medication (conservative treatment) to
eliminate postoperative complications. In total, the database has the next 29 features:
10 patient’s indicators before conservative treatment (there are both quantitative and
qualitative features); 10 types of drugs that were used to treat the patient; 9 patient’s
indicators after conservative treatment, which are presented in the form of binary
features that show the presence of certain postoperative complications.

To be able to solve the problem of searching personalized treatment strategies for
a specifically selected base, it is necessary to obtain models of patient indicators after
treatment by using the patient indicators before treatment and drugs as predictors.
Since the indicators are binary (0 means the absence of postoperative complication,
1 means the opposite), the best option for obtaining models is to use the binary
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Table 2 Evaluation of resulting models

Model Training sample (85%) Testing sample (15%)

Positive
predictive
value

Negative
predictive
value

Accuracy
(%)

Positive
predictive
value

Negative
predictive
value

Accuracy
(%)

y1 1 1 100 1 1 100

y2 1 1 100 1 1 100

y3 1 1 100 1 1 100

y4 1 1 100 1 1 100

y5 1 1 100 1 1 100

y6 1 0.992 99.7 1 0.913 96.9

y7 1 1 100 1 1 100

y8 1 1 100 1 1 100

y9 1 1 100 1 1 100

classification algorithm. For today it is considered that themost optimal classification
algorithm is the random forest classifier [12–14], which is one of the best choices
for obtaining highly accurate prediction models. As a result, we got 9 models of the
patient’s indicators after treatment by splitting the general data sample into training
(85%) and testing (15%) samples. Their evaluation, namely accuracy of predictions,
positive (proportion of correctly predicted first class object) and negative (proportion
of correctly predicted second class object) predictive values are represented in Table
2.

It should be noted that y1, …, y9 are according to the importance of patient’s
indicators after treatment.

After obtaining models, the pairwise comparison of y1, …, y9 was performed by
using Table 1, which made it possible to obtain the additive convolution function Fac

(2) in the following form:

Fac = 0.353 · y1 + 0.177 · y2 + 0.118 · y3 + 0.088 · y4 + 0.071 · y5+
+0.059 · y6 + 0.05 · y7 + 0.044 · y8 + 0.039 · y9 (3)

In this equation, we have “ + ” signs because it is necessary to maximize the
value of each model which is the probability of the first (required) class given by
predictors.

Using the obtained models and function Fac (3) we can start the personalized
treatment strategy search by launching the genetic algorithm (Fig. 1). To do this, it is
enough to substitute the values of the indicators before the treatment of any patient
into the resulting models, after which the algorithm will do the job.

The result of using the genetic algorithm is shown in Fig. 2.
It demonstrates a clear difference between the strategy thatwas adopted by doctors

in real life and the strategy proposed by the algorithm. The adoption of the computer
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Fig. 2 Result of using the genetic algorithm and comparing with the real-life result

treatment strategy made it possible to hypothetically improve the quality value of the
obtained result. It means that if doctors used the strategy suggested by the computer,
then in theory the patient’s final statewould be better.However, it isworth considering
that the algorithmoffinding treatment strategies is only an auxiliary tool for the doctor
in running through the options, which allows a comprehensive assessment of them.

That result was received in 1045 iterations (roughly 5 min) of the genetic
algorithm. This is demonstrated in Fig. 3.

The fitness function (3) has a value between 0 (presence of all complications)
and 1 (absence of all complications). The mission of the genetic algorithm to get
a treatment strategy that gives fitness function value as big as possible. The ceiling
value of the fitness function depends on the initial state of the patient. In this case
(Fig. 3) it is 0.588 (only 3 complications out of 9). In total, the genetic algorithm
worked for 1 h.

Fig. 3 Changing of fitness function maximum in process of genetic algorithm
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5 Conclusion

The study describes the development of an algorithm for personalized treatment
strategy searching by using the principles of genetic algorithm (for quick searching)
and analytic hierarchy process (for criteria simultaneous optimization). The algo-
rithm work stages and testing results were presented. Also, nine models of patient
indicators after treatment were obtained by random forest classifier on training (85%)
and testing data samples (15%). Models were evaluated by values of accuracy, posi-
tive predictive value, and negative predictive value. These results can be used as
the beginning of creating an informative system with the functionality of a clinical
pharmacist for personalized treatment strategy searching. It should be added that it
is necessary to carefully elaborate on all stages of the system to provide effective
support for the doctor in deciding on a treatment strategy. In this way, the systemwill
be able to fill the absence of clinical pharmacists and optimize the work of medical
institutions.
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Abstract The Alzheimer’s disease Drug Development Pipeline [1, 2] delivers
updates on potential AD-treatment, as well as drug development ongoing in clin-
ical trials. To create these reports, researchers manually extract information from
several resources like ClinicalTrials.gov and drug manufacturer websites; however,
some of these items require expert review, such as when predicting a drug’s Mecha-
nism of Action (MOA). In this paper, we aim to assist researchers by predicting and
suggesting a drug’s MOA using Machine Learning. We test Random Forest (RF),
Logistic Regression (LR), Support Vector Machine (SVM), XGBoost, and Decision
Tree (DT)models. The latter showing themost promising results, with 95%accuracy,
100% recall, and a 0.92 F1-score.
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1 Introduction

The introduction of online medical databases, reports, and general use websites that
store and display data from various diseases and their associated treatments has
resulted in chaotic (unstructured, unlabeled, and small data), repository of medical
information. Sometimes, even if data is properly organized, it may not be stored in
one location, due to multiple clinical trials run in different organizations, or it is not
easily available, due to sensitive data. While a lot of work has been done to organize
some of this data, the sheer amount makes this feat very difficult, and has resulted
in experts having to apply a processing, classification, and extraction pipeline to
acquire information relevant to their research (e.g., adverse drug reaction [3] and
cancer stage detection [4, 5]).

Attempts to solve this problem include Clinicaltrials.gov, “a Web-based resource
that provides patients, their family members, health care professionals, researchers,
and the public with easy access to information on publicly and privately supported
clinical studies on a wide range of diseases and conditions.” See Reference [6]; how-
ever, trying to browse through such a website to investigate trials related to a specific
subject can be challenging and requires investigators to read through free text content
if read directly form the website. Furthermore, when developing reports on treatment
and drug development for specific diseases, researchers usually have to acquire addi-
tional information from other resources. For example, for the Alzheimer’s Disease
(AD) Drug Development Pipeline report [1, 2], which delivers updates on AD-
treatment and drug development, the information found on ClinicalTrials.gov proves
useful for cataloging information such as sponsors, disease phases, agents’ criteria,
and key trial dates, but does not always provide other information such as a drug’s
Mechanism of Action (MOA) or therapeutic purpose. Therefore, researchers must
read free-text content from multiple resources, such as drug companies’ websites,
to make up for incomplete data. Even then, researchers need to use their expertise
to make decisions on how to label some of these columns like MOA or therapeutic
purpose of a drug.

In our research, we attempt to automate AD-Drug text analysis and classification
for information that is not found in ClinicalTrials.gov. Specifically, we focus on the
MOA of a drug, an item that is ever changing, depending on experimental data found
beyond ClinicalTrials.gov and Drug Manufacturer websites, among other resources
and datasets. In order to find the best AD-DrugMOA classifier, we explored different
classification machine learning algorithms such as Random Forest(RF), XGBoost,
Logistic Regression (LR), SupportVectorMachines (SVM), andDecisionTree (DT).
Preliminary results on the AD-Drugs’ free-text illustrate that DT has the best per-
formance among all tested algorithms, but there is room for improvement. The main
contributions of our study can be summarized as

1. Different information is available related toAD-drugs in various resources. There-
fore, we attempt to collect data and merge them to make a contiguous dataset.

2. In our research, different machine learning methods are evaluated to find the best
model for classifying the AD-drugs’ texts.
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3. Our result shows Decision Tree is the best model for the classification task. This
model can play an essential role in the medical group making an annual report on
the AD-drug progression [7].

2 Background

Researchers have conducted different methods, usingMachine Learning (ML), Deep
Learning (DL), and knowledge-based systems in the clinical text domain [8]. For
instance, statisticalMLmethods, such asNaiveBayes (NB), Support VectorMachine
(SVM), Decision Trees, and AdaBoost, have been developed to detect and classify
death caused by cancer from overall free-text certificates [9]. Mujtaba et al. [10]
elaborated on various engineering features, using six decision models, SVM, NB,
K Nearest Neighbors (KNN), J48 DT, Random Forest (RF), and Voted for forensic
autopsy free-text to predict the reasons for death class.

Developing rule-based systems is complicated, tedious, and requires specialists;
however, several applications employing them have been built. Classifications using
the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) [11]and trigger phrases feed into
a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) approach [12]. Similarly, a system [13]
designed a binary rule-based classifier to categorize patients who had influenza like
illness (ILI) or not. Wang et al. [14]proposed a paradigm for the weakly labeled data
problem. They designed a rule-based algorithm that automatically labels the training
data of clinical texts and represents deep pre-trained word embeddings. To show
the algorithm’s performance in classification, they tested the algorithm with four
different MLmodels, such as SVM, RF,Multilayer Perceptron Networks (MLPNN),
and CNN.

Various DL models are more convenient to develop because features are not
selected automatically. However, they need masses of labeled data to optimize their
performances. In our project, the drug dataset is not large enough, sowe skip applying
DL models in our approach.

3 Methods

We applied five different machine learning models, including RF, XGBoost, LR,
SVM, and DT, to classify the AD-drugs’ MOA. This section will explain the dataset,
models, and discuss the experimental results achieved by the methods.
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3.1 Dataset

We collected the background and finding texts of each drug from ALZFORUM
(http://www.alzforum.org.) Therapeutics dataset. By using the drugs’ targets from
the website and the MOA classes of medications provided by [7, 15], our team
obtained 233 labeled records of data. The AD-drugs’ MOA is classified into two
main categories, called small molecules and Disease-Modifying Therapies (DMT)
Biologics. We used 75% (186 records) of the data as the training set and 25% (47
records) of the data as the test set. As one can see, the dataset is imbalanced for each
of the classes, with 175 records of the first class and 59 records of the second class.
Thus, we applied the Synthetic Minority Over-sampling Technique (SMOTE) [16]
to the training set to make 141 records of each class. The overall text part of the
dataset has 124,180 words and 7,693 sentences.

3.2 Data Preparation

First, we perform data preprocessing by removing stop words, punctuation, extra
white spaces, undesired characters, andwordswith nomeaningful information. Next,
we used the Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) to produce
the words’ matrix representation text. The approach utilizes two factors: TF—term
frequency of term i in the text j, and IDF—inverse text frequency of term i. In our
research and testing, fiveMLalgorithms using thismethod showed promising results.
TF-IDF calculated as [17]

t fi j id fi = t fi j × log2 (
N
d fi

) , (1)

where N is the number of text records in the dataset, t fi j is the term frequency of
word i in the text j, and d fi is the text frequency of the word i in the dataset.

3.3 Selecting Machine Learning Algorithms

In order to achieve the best result, we experimented with several ML algorithms to
determine which one performs better. The following algorithms have been chosen:

1. Decision Tree: DT is a reliable and practical approach in biomedical tasks that
can reach a high accuracy, especially when the represented data is simple [18].
In our study case, DT can choose important words and classify the document,
respectively.

http://www.alzforum.org
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2. XGBoost: It is a Decision Tree-based algorithm that uses Gradient Boosting
learning [19], which is recognized for its high speed and good performance.

3. Random Forest: RF consist of several different DT. An individual DT predicts
a label, and the most predicted label is considered as the final prediction for that
label. One of the features of RF is that it corrects the overfitting problem of [20].

4. Logistic Regression: LR is a Linear Classifier in which an event occurrence is
modeled as a linear function of a set of predictor variables [21]. The outcome of
LR is a value between 0 and 1, which shows the predicted probability.

5. Support Vector Machine: SVM provides reliable performance in text data clas-
sification and can linearly separate data in higher dimensions by using appropriate
kernel functions and is resistant to overfitting [22]. In this case, we use the RBF
kernel.

3.4 Results

We utilized the dataset discussed earlier with 141 and 47 records as the train-
ing/testing sets for experimental purposes. We used library packages provided by
Python such as Gensim [23] to clean the clinical text, along with Scikit-learn [24]
and Pandas [25] to implement our models.

The results across models are shown in Table1. We measured Precision, Recall,
F1-Score, Accuracy, and ROC Area for all five models. Figure1 provides a visual
comparison between the performance of the different algorithms on the ROC area
metric. In our results, although DT reaches a better accuracy than SVM and Logistic
Regression, these two models still perform much better in precision, which means
they are predicting the classes with more caution. These twomodels are more precise
because their results are closer than the predicted classes by DT in different case
classification. Using the term TF-IDF produces better performance and illustrates
that the models are sensitive to the presence or absence of the words instead of their
meaning in the context. Figure2 illustrates the right DT procedure on the dataset. We
measured the Gini Index as the cost criteria to split the DT tree. This index calculates
the overall variance over the tree class, and it is the appropriate criterion of node

Table 1 MOA classification results

Algorithms Precision Recall F1-score Accuracy ROC area

Random forest 0.857 0.46 0.6 0.82 0.95

XGBoost 0.76 0.76 0.76 0.87 0.96

Logistic regression 0.9 0.62 0.78 0.89 0.96

SVM 0.9 0.69 0.78 0.89 0.97

Decision Tree 0.86 1.00 0.92 0.95 0.97
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Fig. 1 ROC curve comparison between algorithms

pureness [26].

G =
K∑

k=1

qmk(1− qmk), (2)

where qmk is the part of training set in the mth region from the kth class. As you can
see the trained DT in Fig. 2, the height of the tree is 4 and the word “antibody” is
chosen by the algorithm to separate the classes in the first level. While using TF-IDF
as feature extraction, when the score of “antibody” is more than 0.017, the DT was
able to distinguish 34 out of 40 total samples of the second class. The other words
selected by the DT are “delivered”, “mild”, “mimics”, and “intracerebral”.

4 Conclusion

The initial results with the multiple machine learning models indicate that Deci-
sion Tree are the best choice for predicting the MOA; however, XGBoost or SVM
may match Decision Tree with the correct hyperparameters, such as trying different
Kernel functions with SVM. We intend to continue exploring these results. We also
understand that the dataset is limited in size, making it difficult to evaluate how well
this would generalize. We intend to explore this with the next pipeline [7] release. In
the future, we intend to apply ensemble learning or other ways of combining models
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Fig. 2 Decision tree for AD-drugs’ dataset

to improve results, along with attempting other models. This project is a subtask of a
larger project in automating information retrieval from clinicaltrials.gov to generate
potential candidates that can then be verified by an expert such as the MOA for a
drug. We intend to use the created models to predict other categories usually done by
an expert. Our goal is not to replace that work, but to complement it by suggesting
the ideal candidates, similar to a spell checker. Should our work suggest links that
may have otherwise been missed or save experts’ time when suggesting an MOA for
drugs, then we will consider ourselves satisfied as they can now use that time to get
us closer to finding new treatments, or even a cure.

Acknowledgements This material is based upon work supported by the National Science Foun-
dation under Grant No. 1625677.
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Construction of Some Good Binary
Linear Codes Using Hadamard Matrix
and BCH Codes

Driss Khebbou , Reda Benkhouya , and Idriss Chana

Abstract This paper presents a new method of constructing good binary linear
codes. The proposed method is first based on the BCH codes parity matrix and
Hadamard’s matrix, and after on a GUAVA-based computer search, which allowed
us to find several good codes with rates >0.5.

Keywords Code construction · Binary linear codes · BCH codes · Error correcting
codes · Coding theory · Minimum distance

1 Introduction

After Shannon’s work in 1948 [1], the Hamming codes [2] and Golay codes [3]
became the foundation of the theory of error-correcting codes since 1974. Using
these error-correcting codes, in the storage system and telecommunication, improves
the reliability of information transmitted through communication channels, mainly
when the information is corrupted due to channel noise. The concept for detecting
and correcting errors is based on adding redundancy information to the original
information.

The information source is segmented into message blocks of the length k. The
processing of each block through the encoder generates additional bits (redundancy
information), to provide a codeword of length n. If the set of 2k codewords forms
a subspace with dimension k of the vector space with dimension n over the field
G F(q) where q is prime, the code C(n, k) is called a linear code.

According to the way the redundancy information is added to the information
message block, two types of codes exist: block codes and convolutional codes. In
this work, we are interested in designing some good block codes, in particular linear
codes.
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In the binary case and as described above, while C(n, k) is a vector subspace of
all n-tuples over the field GF(2), it is possible to discover k linearly independent
codewords of size n from the subspace, in order that each codeword from C(n, k)
is a linear combination of those k codewords. To be more specific, if c0, c1, ..., ck−1

are linearly independent codewords from 2k existing codewords in C(n, k), and
u = (u0, u1, ..., uk−1) ∈ {0, 1}k is a message block of k bits, then the codeword v

related to message block u is defined as follows:

v = u0.c0 + u1.c1 + · · · + uk−1.ck−1

where c0, c1, ..., ck−1 can be put in a matrix form, called generator matrix of the code
C as follows:

G =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

c0
c1
...

ck−1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

c0,0 c0,1 . . . c0,n−1

c1,0 c1,1 . . . c1,n−1
...

... . . .
...

ck−1,0 ck−1,1 . . . ck−1,n−1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦

v = u.G

In addition to the length and dimension of linear codeC(n, k), an additional impor-
tant parameter exists. It is the minimum hamming distance d which will be detailed
in the next section. It is used for calculating the distance between two codewords
(number of bits in which two codewords differ). In this context, one of the main
problems of the coding theory is to find the best values of parameters n, k and d
compared to the existing results.

A code is named “good” if its parameters n, k and d allow reaching the existing
results, and it is “record-breaking” if its parameters allow getting better results than
the existing ones and it is “optimal” if it reaches the theoretical bound [4]. However,
searching for error-correcting codes is still difficult.

The remainder of thiswork is structured as follows. In the next section,we describe
BCH codes, Hadamard matrices and minimum hamming distance for a linear code.
In Sect. 3, we illustrate a method for finding some good binary linear codes from
the BCH codes and Hadamard matrices. In Sect. 4, we present the results of the
good linear codes found using the proposed method. Finally, a conclusion and future
topics for reflection are given in the last section.
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2 Background Knowledge

2.1 BCH Codes

Explored by D.K. Ray-Chaudhuri, R.C. Bose, and individually by A. Hocquenghem,
BCH codes are of considerable importance for error correction [5–7], particularly if
the number of errors planned is low, compared to the length. These codes are linear
and of fixed-length types such as there is a BCH code for any positive integer (m >
3 and t < 2m–1), whose parameters are:

n = 2m − 1, n − k ≤ mt, dmin ≥ 2t + 1

whereas t is the number of errors that can be corrected in a codeword of length n.
This form of BCH code is known as primitive BCH codes.

More specifically, as demonstrated in 1960 by Peterson [8], the BCH code are
cyclic codes so that if v = v1v2v3…vn is a codeword, then every cyclic shift of v will
also be a codeword (i.e., v2v3v4 . . . vnv1 is a codeword).

Since these codes are linear, they can be outlined by a generator matrix defined by
k rows and n columns, thus any codewords equate to the linear vector combinations
in the generator matrix [9]. This means that any codeword v ∈ BCH(n, k, d) can be
defined by the coefficients of the basis vectors bi for i 1,2,3, …, k, and an informa-
tion vector m = {mi} for i = 1,2,3, …, k and mi = {0,1} represents a codeword∑ {mi ∗ bi } where addition and multiplication are modulo 2 in the binary case.
These codes are able to extend to non-binary BCH codes [10].

2.2 Hadamard Matrices

Asdefined by themathematicianM.J.Hadamard in 1893 [11], theHadamardmatrix is
an∗n matrixwith entries {+1, -1},whose rows and columns aremutually orthogonal.
For this, Hadamard matrices are used in the construction of error-correcting codes.
A matrix (+1, -1) of size n∗n is a Hadamard matrix of order n if

H T H = H H T = nI

(This implies H is invertible, H−1 = 1
n H T and the rows and columns are

mutually orthogonal).
To express it using the binary elements {0, 1}, we can replace “+ 1” with “0” and

“−1” with “1”. Any exchange of rows or columns transforms the matrix into another
Hadamard matrix [12]. Hadamard matrix of order n is generated by the following
method:
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H1 = [1] ≡ [0]

H2 =
[
1 1
1 1

]
≡

[
0 0
0 1

]

Hn = H2 ⊗ Hn/2

wher\e ⊗ signifies the direct product or the Kronecker product, also known as the
tensor product of two matrices M and M ’ defined by:

M ⊗ M ′ =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝

m11M ′ m11M ′ · · · m11M ′

m21M ′ m22M ′ · · · m2n M ′
...

. . .
...

mk1M ′ mk1M ′ · · · mkn M ′

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠

2.3 Minimum Distance of Linear Codes

In order to create an error-correcting code, it is necessary to ensure that two valid
codewords are considerably distinct so that a single-bit corruption (or possibly a small
number of bits) does not transform one valid codeword into another. This means that
the hamming distance (the third critical error-correcting code parameter) equals the
number of single-bit errors to transform one of them to the other.

Let x be an element over G F(2), theweight (hammingweight Wh) of this element
is described as follows:

Wh(x) =
{
0 i f x = 0
1 i f x 	= 0

The weight of a vector element X = (x1, x2, …, xn) ∈ GF(2)n is defined as:

Wh(X) =
n∑

i=1

Wh(xi )

The minimum weight (or the minimum hamming weight) of an error-correcting
code C over G F(q) refers to the smallest positive integer as the weight of a non-zero
codeword. Otherwise, it can be put as the following expression:

min{Wh(X)|X ∈ C and X 	= 0}
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If the code is linear, the minimum hamming distance (or the minimum distance)
d is the minimum weight of this code [10]:

dmin = min
X ∈ C, X 	= 0

Wh (X)

3 The Proposed Method to Search Good Linear Codes

In this section, we describe the method to construct some good binary linear codes
from the Hadamard matrix and the redundant part of the generator matrix of some
BCH codes in the systematic form. The idea is based on the extraction of linear
codes from the resulting Kronecker product matrix between the redundant part of
the generator matrix of the chosen BCH code on one hand, and the Hadamard matrix
on the other.

Let G be a k∗n generator matrix in the systematic form (elementary operations
on the rows and/or columns of the generator matrix) of the chosen BC H(n, k, d)
code as follows:

G = [Ik |P] =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝

1 0 · · · 0 p0,0 · · · p0,n−k−1

0 1 · · · 0 p1,0 · · · p1,n−k−1
...
...
. . .

...
...

. . .
...

0 0 · · · 1 pn,0 · · · pn,n−k−1

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠

where Ik is an identity matrix of size k * k and P is a redundant matrix of size k * (n
– k). In addition, the Hadamard matrix is

H2 =
(
1 1
1 0

)
or H4 =

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

1 1 1 1
1 0 1 0
1 1 0 0
1 0 0 1

⎞
⎟⎟⎠

The result of the Kronecker product between the redundant part P and H2 (or H4)
is a matrix whose dimensions are 2k * 2(n – k) (or 4k * (n – k)).

Let A be the result matrix of the Kronecker product. The next step is to try to
extract linear codes C(n’, k’, d’) of length n’ = 2(n – k) and different values of
dimension k’ from A. Since the rows of the generator matrix of a linear code are
codewords and the minimum distance of any linear code is the minimal weight of
codewords belonging to the code. So, it is necessary to remove the rows from the
matrix A, whose weight is less than the lower bound given in Brouwer’s database
[13] according to the parameters n′ and k ′. The lower bound is the best established
minimum distance preceding found in all existing works [4].
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For example, taking n′ = 12 and k ′ = 6. The lower bound of these parameters
(fromBrouwer’s database) is 4, so for search improvement, it is important to eliminate
all rows whose weight is less than 4 in order to extract Afiltred from A.

Finally, the program tries to construct linear codes in the form of a generator
matrix, by combining k’ rows from the filtered matrix Afiltred . It is trivial to make sure
that the k ′ rows of the generator matrix of a code are linearly independent and test if
the minimum distance is greater than or equal to the lower bound.

As mentioned before, the problem of finding the lowest weight codewords is an
NP-hard problem and it is similar to the minimum distance research problem for
linear codes [14, 15]. It is clear that this approach becomes infeasible as k grows
larger. In this work, we have calculated the minimum distance using Zimmermann’s
algorithm [16], which is implemented in GAP through the GUAVA package [17].
The said package includes several functions that allow computations related to the
theory of error-correcting codes to be carried out, such as the generation of codes;
the construction of a code from others; decoding/error correction; and computation
of essential code data.

Since it is equal to the minimum weight for a linear code, the minimum distance
was determined using the GUAVA minimum weight function, based on an external
program developed in C, which is based on Chen’s algorithm for cyclic code and
Zimmermann’s algorithm for linear code [17]. As a result, the minimum weight
function execution time is faster than the minimum distance function.

For example, we will try to construct a good (n’, k’, d’) linear code from the
Hadamard matrix H2 and a generator matrix of BCH code with length n = 7 and
dimension k = 4. The matrix of the BC H(7, 4, 3) code is taken from the website of
the art of error-correcting code [18]. The systematic form of the chosen BCH code
is defined as follows:

G = [I4|P] =

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

1 0 0 0 | 1 1 0
0 1 0 0 | 0 1 1
0 0 1 0 | 1 1 1
0 0 0 1 | 1 0 1

⎞
⎟⎟⎠

Then we perform the Kronecker product between redundant matrix P and
Hadamard matrix H2 as follows:

A = P ⊗ H2 =

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

1 1 0
0 1 1
1 1 1
1 0 1

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ ⊗

(
1 1
1 0

)
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A =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

1 1 1 1 0 0
1 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 1 1
0 0 1 0 1 0
1 1 1 1 1 1
1 0 1 0 1 0
1 1 0 0 1 1
1 0 0 0 1 0

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

We notice that the number of result columns is n′ = 2 ∗ (7 − 4) = 6. Let’s
choose k ′ = 3. Since the lower bound of length 6 and dimension is 3 from [13], so
we need to eliminate all rows whose weight is less than the lower bound or equal to
n’. The filtered Kronecker product result is as follows:

A f iltred =

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

1 1 1 1 0 0
0 0 1 1 1 1
1 0 1 0 1 0
1 1 0 0 1 1

⎞
⎟⎟⎠

We can now create combinations of k ′ rows from A f iltred , to have matrices of n’
* k’ dimensions as generator matrices of our suspect good binary linear codes. If the
generator matrix does not contain a complete row rank, one of the linearly dependent
rows will be excluded. So k’ decreases in order to create a generator matrix whose
rows are linearly independent.

Then, good binary linear codes designed from matrices extracted from A f iltred

are (6, 3, 3) as follows:

G1 =
⎛
⎝
1 1 1 1 0 0
0 0 1 1 1 1
1 0 1 0 1 0

⎞
⎠

G2 =
⎛
⎝
1 1 1 1 0 0
1 0 1 0 1 0
1 1 0 0 1 1

⎞
⎠

In the previous example, the program also produced (6, 2, 4) good binary linear
code due to linear dependency between some rows, whose matrix is defined as
follows:

G3 =
(
1 1 1 1 0 0
0 0 1 1 1 1

)

The algorithm steps are defined below. Let’s use the following notations:

– G : n∗k generator matrix in the systematic form of chosen BCH code;
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– H2 (or H4): Hadamard matrix;
– K’: dimension of the desired binary linear code (k’ ≤ 2k);
– LB: The lower bound of (2(n − k), k’, d’) desired binary linear code.

Algorithm steps

Inputs: G, H2, k’, LB
Outputs: List off n’ = 2(n–k), k’, d’ binary linear codes

Begin
Step 1: Extract a redundant matrix of size k∗(n − k) from G
Step 2: Perform the Kronecker product between the result of step1 and H2 (or H4)
Step 3: Parse the Kronecker product result of step 2 so that the weight of each result row is
greater than or equal to LB and is less then n’
Step 4: Construct from the result of step 3, matrices by combinations of k’ rows
Step 5: for each matrix of step 4:
• Construct a linear code by the matrix whose rows are linearly independent;

• Calculate the minimum distance d’ of the linear code;
• If d’ ≥ LB then add the code to the list of (n’ = 2(n–k), k’, d’) linear codes
End

4 Results and Interpretation

4.1 Results of the Proposed Algorithm

For large dimensions, the exhaustive search of the generator matrices of linear
code becomes impossible. The results obtained in this work, given in Table 1, are
founded by a program built under the GUAVA package for computing with codes
and a computer with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-4210U RAM 4 CPU @1.70 GHz
configuration.

4.2 Interpretation of Results

Channel capacity is one of the most significant parameters of a data communica-
tion system. It reflects the maximum rate over which data can be transmitted in a
theoretically low error probability system between two points. Shannon has shown
theoretically that information can be transmitted at a coding rate R = k

n lower than
the capacity of the channel, with a very low probability of error. It also showed that
transmission at a coding rate R greater than or equal to the capacity of the channel
will certainly incorporate transmission errors.

Recently, the construction of error correction codes is focusing on higher rate
codes. In this work, to take full advantage of the channel’s capacity, we are often
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Table 1 Results of the proposed search method

Rate n k d Lower bound Upper bound

0.6 10 6 3 3 3

0.75 12 9 2 2 2

0.66 12 8 3 3 3

0.5 12 6 4 4 4

0.33 12 4 6 6 6

8/13 13 8 4 4 4

0.61 16 13 2 2 2

0.75 16 12 2 2 2

0.62 16 10 4 4 4

0.56 16 9 4 4 4

0.5 16 8 5 5 5

0.72 18 13 2 3 3

0.66 18 12 3 4 4

0.61 18 11 4 4 4

0.55 18 10 4 4 4

0.63 19 12 4 4 4

0.75 20 15 3 3 3

0.8 20 16 2 2 2

0.55 20 11 4 5 5

0.6 20 12 4 4 4

0.65 20 13 4 4 4

0.81 22 18 2 2 2

0.68 22 15 4 4 4

0.63 22 14 4 4 4

0.59 22 13 4 5 5

0.72 22 16 4 4 4

0.86 30 26 2 2 2

0.66 30 20 4 5 5

interested in codes with a rate higher than 0.5. Furthermore, the minimum distance
of the codes obtained in the majority of cases is equal to the lower bound in the
majority of cases.

The exhaustive search becomes impossible from a certain dimension of code,
given the limitations of the computer used. The focus of this paper is to illustrate that
there is a way to search for good linear codes from popular codes. Our future vision
aims to improve our methodology by using heuristic algorithms to search for high-
dimensional codes, because, for high dimensions, a total enumeration of all matrices
constructed from A f iltred and the search for minimum distance is impracticable.
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5 Conclusion

In this work, we have tried to build good codes from BCH codes and Hadamard
matrices. These good codes are constructed by extraction from the result of the
Kronecker product between the redundant part of BCH code and the Hadamard
matrices. Since the search for good codes is exhaustive and it cannot be carried out
if the dimension is high, we have the vision to take advantage of the mathematical
properties ofBCHcodes, aswell as artificial intelligence includinggenetic algorithms
to broaden our search for good codes.
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Clinical Note Section Identification Using
Transfer Learning

Namrata Nair, Sankaran Narayanan, Pradeep Achan, and K. P. Soman

Abstract In the healthcare industry, clinical records written by doctors, during the
consultation with patients, are often in an unstructured fashion. The standard clinical
practice recommends the notes to be written in a structured format such as SOAP.
Through NLP Transfer Learning, clinical note-taking application can be trained to
intelligently recognize sections and subsections within the clinical notes. In this
study, we propose several Transfer Learning models based on clinical contextual
embeddings for the classification of clinical notes into several major SOAP sections.
We validate our models using the clinical notes from the i2b2 2010 dataset. We show
that intelligent note-taking applications can be easily developed using the proposed
Transfer Learning models, and their integration into Hospital Information Systems
will pave the way for effective clinical note generation and alleviation of physician
burnout.
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1 Introduction

Health providers, in recent time, started using Electronic Health Records (EHR) [1]
increasingly resulting in enormous amounts of unstructured natural language clinical
notes, in EHR systems. Although structured formats such as SOAP [2] are available
for EHRs, some parts of an EHR like lab results and physical examination are often
captured in a structured tone; many other parts like patient history, and hospital
course, are captured in an unstructured natural language, as a continuous stream of
words, forming a paragraph [3].

Unstructured notes pose a formidable challenge in the process of extraction of
knowledge for vital purposes like clinical research, medical education, insurance
claim substantiation, and clinical decision support systems [4]. Converting these
notes into a structured form will enable medical students and doctors to learn from
the collective experiences of the medical community. Clinical queries can be more
effective focusing on specified sections. Precise identification of relevant disease
conditions can aid patients and providers receive apt reimbursements on insurance
claims. Comprehension of the context of prescribed medications can help simplify
downstream workflows (such as re-ordering of prescriptions) [5–7].

Intelligent user-friendly interfaces can be developed to decipher the clinical text
as the Physician types in his findings and prognosis. For example, the system can
prop up auto-completion cues to the medical professional such as prescription orders
based on the symptoms and the findings. It can also assign, in real-time, the typed-in
entries to relevant SOAP sections and supplement it with the requisite best-practice
information. For instance, when the Physician types She is a seventy-one-year-old
female with a history of hypertension, the system can automatically recognize it as
a symptom [2] and assign it to the Patient History section. Physicians only need to
rectify if there are any errors in the assignment.

Part of the challenge in building such a platform arises from the variability in
the natural language used by doctors: specialty-specific terminology, medical jar-
gon, spelling errors, abbreviations, and ambiguous terminology [8, 9]. Common
approaches to solve this problem rely on rules-based textual clues and heuristics
[10–12], semi-automated construction of datasets, manual label verification, and
construction of machine learning models [6, 7]. These methods require deep exper-
tise in NLP, sufficient availability of labeled datasets, and long training times which
make the task of developing an intelligent note-taking application a major challenge.

Modern NLP Transfer Learning methods have proven ability to handle com-
plex linguistic dependencies, resilient to variability in usage, do not require hand-
generated features, and adopt a data-driven approach. These factors make it attractive
to leverage Transfer Learning as the basis for an intelligent clinical note application.
So far no detailed work has been done to investigate leveraging these methods for
the section identification task. In this context, we developed several transfer learning
models for the section note classification task and evaluated their performance using
the i2b2 2010 clinical notes’ dataset comprised of 427 clinical notes.
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2 Related Work

Based on the exhaustive review of section identification approaches by Pomares-
Quimbaya et al. [1], two broad categories of existing techniques were identified:

Rule-based Approaches A common method to parse clinical notes is to identify a
clinical section from the section header, followed by tagging sentences contained
within that section, based on sub-concepts. Exact pattern matches, regular expres-
sions, and probabilistic heuristics are some of the common techniques adopted by
rule-based systems. Examples include popular NLP software such as cTAKES [10],
CLAMP [11], and ClarityNLP [12]. For example, History of Present Illness identi-
fies Patient History.

Machine Learning Approaches Section identification using machine learning has
used traditional algorithms like Hidden Markov Models [13], Conditional Random
Fields [14], and Support Vector Machines [15]. Li et al. [13] built a classifier that can
predict 15 sections with a model containing 15 states. Their label generation method
is rule-based, similar to the method we follow. Dia et al. [14] used a dataset com-
posed of discharge summaries and procedural notes; SecTag was used to identify the
plausible section headers, together with appropriate manual verification. Next, the
CRF algorithm was adopted for the learning model. Mowery et al. [15] used support
vector machines to classify emergency department reports into their corresponding
SOAP sections. All these approaches call for manual intervention—hand-generated
features and manually annotated datasets—to achieve good performance.

Deep Learning Techniques The second category of algorithms lean on neural net-
works such as LSTM [6] for section tagging. Sadoughi et al. [6] used a recurrent
neural network, with a pre-trained, Word2vec word embedding layer, for section
identification during medical dictations. Jeblee et al. [7] used a neural network for
SOAP classification, as part of their system for automated note-taking. Ni et al. [16]
used active learning and distant supervision to reduce annotation cost and fast model
adaptation. They showed that History and Physical Exams are similar to lexical
distribution present in the reports, using 50 reports for their study.

3 Transfer Learning Methodology

NLP Transfer Learning involves training a language model on a large-scale textual
corpus, followed by using that pre-trained model as the starting point for another
downstream task. We leveraged a combination of the following pre-trained models
using a feature-fusion approach [17] for transfer learning:
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Classical Word EmbeddingsWord Embeddings are effective in capturing latent syn-
tactic and semantic similarities among words. They transform an input word into a
fixed vector, in a multi-dimensional embedding space. They are created by unsuper-
vised learning on a large general-purpose textual corpus.

(a) GloVe: GloVe was adopted as the baseline model for this paper’s study because
of its prevalence.

(b) Cui2Vec: Cui2Vec [18] is a clinical domain-specific semantic embedding [19]
with 108477 medical concepts. Given a UMLS Concept Unique Identifier (CUI)
[20], Cui2Vec returns a 500-dimensional semantic embedding vector.

Contextual Word Embeddings Contextual Word Embeddings, as the name implies,
take into account the context of aword and generate different embeddings, depending
on the context of the sentence in which the word appears. These Language Models,
pre-trained on a large textual corpus, are enabled to predict the next word in a sen-
tence. They are thus able to capture a wide range of linguistic phenomena, such as
long-term dependencies, and negation. This knowledge can then be transferred to
initialize and quickly train the downstream model.

(a) BERT [21] achieved state-of-the-art results based on a transformer-language
model. ClinicalBERT [22] is a pre-trained version of BERT created from a cor-
pus of 150000 clinical notes, composed of generic clinical text and discharge
summaries. It has been shown to enhance clinical concept extraction perfor-
mance.

(b) ELMo [23] extracts context-sensitive features, using a bi-directional (left-to-
right and right-to-left) character-level language model. For each word, the con-
catenation of both of these representations constitutes the word embedding.
The ELMo-PubMed model, trained on the Pubmed corpus, was adopted for the
present study.

(c) Flair [24] is a contextual string embedding model. Essentially, the sentence is
passed to a character-language model to generate the embeddings. The Flair-
PubMed model, also trained on the Pubmed corpus, was adopted for the present
study.

4 Dataset

Using 427 clinical notes contained in the i2b2 2010 dataset [25], a custom dataset
was generated comprised of 17398 sentences, divided into the following four major
SOAP sections (Table1) with a 80/10/10 train/dev/test split:

(a) History of Present Illness (HISTORY ): Subjective sections such as HISTORY
describe the condition of the patient and reason for seeking care.

(b) Physical Examination (PE): Objective sections such as PE document-specific
measurements, test results, and exam findings done by the Physician.
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Table 1 Dataset characteristics

SOAP section Label Samples Example

Subjective HISTORY 2941 She is a seventy-one-year-old female with
a history of hypertension

Objective PE 2804 She had 5/5 strength in bilateral upper and
lower extremities

Assessment and
Plan

COURSE 7105 A Neurosurgery Service consultation was
obtained and they felt that no surgical
intervention was required

Assessment and
Plan

MEDS 4548 1. Colace 100mg PO bid

Total 17398

(c) Hospital Course (COURSE): Assessment and Plan sections such as COURSE
synthesize the Subjective and Objective sections to arrive at a diagnosis and the
steps taken to treat the patient.

(d) Medications (MEDS): As part of the Plan section, the MEDS section outlines
the prescribed Medications.

5 Results

5.1 Model Performance

The Flair framework [24] was used for model construction. A standard single-layer
bi-directional Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) with 512 hidden layers was used
to refine the embedding layer generated representations followed by a SoftMax layer
for classification. Table2 shows the performance of the proposed transfer learning
models. The F1 value at the end of 10 epochs is reported in Column 3. The final
performance at the end of 30 epochs is reported in Column 4.

(a) The baseline model leveraged GloVe alone with an overall classification perfor-
mance of 86.78%.

(b) Adoption of Cui2Vec enhanced final performance marginally, despite exhibiting
a pronounced early ramp-up (Row 2).

(c) Language-model fine-tuning of Flair-PubMed models [26] using the i2b2 2010
text corpora helped enhance performance (Row 3).

(d) Stacking of classical and contextual embeddings helped enhance performance
marginally (Rows 5, 7, 9).
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Table 2 Model performance

Exp. no. Architecture F1 F1

10 epochs 30 epochs

1. GloVe (G) 81.09 86.78

2. G + Cui2Vec (C) 83.0 87.07

3. Flair-PubMed (Default) 83.62 85.17

4. Flair-PubMed (Tuned) 87.01 88.33

5. G + C + Flair-PubMed (T) 87.3 88.39

6. ELMo-PubMed 88.74 88.74

7. G + C + ELMo-PubMed 88.91 88.91

8. ClinicalBERT 87.41 88.50

9. G + C + ClinicalBERT 87.7 88.68

5.2 Effect of Reduction in Training Set Sizes

The three contextual embedding-only models were evaluated under varying training
set sizes (5 to 100%) using random down-sampling. The test dataset was kept the
same. Figure1 shows the final performance.

(a) ClinicalBERTs out-performed at lower training set sizes delivering the best per-
formance at 87.07 % demonstrating the influence of pre-training on a domain-
specific corpus.

(b) ELMo-PubMed out-performed above 60% training set sizes but exhibited wider
variability (81.32 to 89.02 %, Fig. 2).

(c) Both ELMo-PubMed and Flair-PubMed exhibited an 8 % deviation in perfor-
mance for the COURSE section while ClinicalBERT remained stable (Fig. 3).
The minimum number of samples used was 579 with the highest being 7100.

Fig. 1 Overall performance
(F1)
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Fig. 2 Validation loss
micro-F1

Fig. 3 COURSE micro-F1

(d) TheHISTORY section exhibited themaximumdeviation in performancebetween
the models (Fig. 4). The lowest number of samples used was 230, with the
highest being 2941. For this range, ClinicalBERT exhibited a 2.5 % difference,
while ELMo-PubMed degraded by 14.42 %. Flair-PubMed degraded by a sim-
ilar amount while there were 500 or more samples, but underperformed when
there were fewer than 500 samples with F1=36.54 %. We analyze this in the
next section.

5.3 Label-Wise F1 Analysis

Table3 details the label-wise performance for the three contextual embedding-only
models. MEDS and PE section exhibited relatively straight-forward classification
while HISTORY presented a challenge. A text such as ‘Head circumference was
34.5cm75th percentile and lengthwas 50.7cmalso the 75th percentile’was correctly
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Fig. 4 HISTORY micro-F1

Table 3 Label-wise F1 (30 epochs)

S.No Label ClinicalBERT ELMo-PubMed Flair-PubMed

1. HISTORY 71.62 75.11 73.19

2. COURSE 89.21 89.17 88.68

3. PE 91.90 90.27 91.33

4. MEDS 97.03 96.2 96.18

identified as PE. A text like ‘A tumor was noted which was biopsied and revealed
squamous cell carcinoma in situ.’ was incorrectly classified as COURSE although
it occurred in the HISTORY section. Our Subject Matter Expert noted that without
proper context given, such a sentence can occur in both HISTORY and COURSE.

6 Limitations and Future Work

The following are few limitations uncovered in this study:

(a) We have considered only four SOAP subsections for this work. Accounting for
all the subsections of SOAP is part of our investigations.

(b) We have not considered the context sensitivity of clinical sentences as explained
in the previous section. Context determination is part of our future work.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we showed that contextual embeddings provide an efficient solution to
the task of clinical note section identification. We showed that around 500 samples
per section would be a sufficient starting point for a well-performing model. We
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established that transfer learning provides an effective solution to the task of section
classification. Our future work will look into validation with diverse clinical special-
ties and integration into an intelligent note-taking interface for effective generation
of clinical notes and assuage of Physician burnout.

8 Availability of Data and Materials

The i2b2 2010 dataset is not public but can be obtained from the n2c2 NLP Research
datasets repository [27] after executing the requisite legal agreements. The code used
for this project is available in Git.
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Abstract Considering the growing volume of information and services available
on the web, it has become essential to provide websites and applications with tools,
such as recommender systems, capable of helping users to obtain the information and
services appropriate to their interests. Due to the complexity of web adaptation and
the ability of multi-agent systems to deal with complex problems, the use of multi-
agent approaches in recommender systems has been increasing. In the present work,
we make a thorough review of the use of multi-agent-based recommender systems.
The review shows the diversity of applications of multi-agent systems in recom-
mender systems, namely on what concerns the diversity of domains, different types
of approaches and contribution to the performance improvement of the recommender
systems.
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1 Introduction

The increasing volume of information available to users on the web makes it diffi-
cult to obtain the information they need at any given time. To help users getting
the appropriate information, websites and web applications are using recommender
systems for recommending web pages, learning objects, web repository documents
or other types of digital resources. The complexity of the problem, the distributed
nature of the web and, as defended by [1], the propensity of multi-agent approaches
to address complex problems, such as the case of web adaptation, justify the use of
multi-agent systems technology approaches.

Considering that the areas of recommender systems and multi-agent systems play
an essential role in our research interests, it becomes fundamental to perceive the
state-of-the-art of the research domain that brings together the two technologies. As
the first step in our research, we started by searching for literature reviews, surveys or
state-of-the-art that summarised work already done involving recommender systems
andmulti-agent systems. To do so, we started our search process by searching google
scholar for publications that, in their title, satisfied the following query: ((“recom-
mender systems” OR “recommending systems”) AND (review OR survey OR “state
of the art”)). As a result, we obtained several dozens of publications, also stored in
libraries like SpringerLink, Science Direct, IEEE Xplore and ACM Digital Library,
satisfying that query. However, if we add to the above query the terms: (multi-
agent OR “multi-agent” OR “agent-based”), we found no publications. Therefore,
we consider it helpful and relevant to develop a research work that presents the
state-of-the-art of multi-agent recommender systems field of research.

In Sect. 2, we introduce themulti-agent and recommender systems basic concepts.
In Sect. 3,wepresent the literature review, starting by explaining the researchmethod-
ology, followingwith the search findings and concludingwith a review of the selected
papers. In Sect. 4, a discussion, comparative analysis and main contributions of the
articles are presented. Finally, in Sect. 5, we write the conclusions of the present
survey.

2 Multi-Agent Systems and Recommender Systems:
Concepts and Definitions

2.1 Defining Agent and Multi-Agent System

According to [2], there is no consensus definition for the concept of an agent. In
the literature, it is possible to find multiple definitions [3] and different authors
define agent according to the use that each one makes of the term [4]. Reference
[4] defines an autonomous agent as a system that can perceive its environment and
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acts on it according to its purposes. Wooldridge [2] defines an agent as a computer
system capable of reaching the goals delegated to it, by autonomously acting in the
environment it is located. According to Jennings [5] agents: (i) are entities capable
of solving problems with well-defined limits and interfaces; (ii) receive as input the
state of the environment in which they are located through sensors, acting in that
same environment through actuators; (iii) are designed to serve a specific purpose
and have determined goals to achieve; (iv) exhibit flexibility and have control over
their behaviour in pursuit of their goals; (v) have to be proactive and reactive. The
concept of autonomy, which we can understand as the ability of the agent to fulfil
the objectives delegated to him, is shared by all definitions.

As referred by [6] a multi-agent system can be defined as a system composed of
multiple intelligent agents that are capable of working together to achieve objectives
and are more difficult to achieve by an individual agent. Being part of a multi-agent
system, agents can cooperate or compete with each other.When interactingwith each
other cooperatively, they do so directly or through the environment to reach common
goals. However, agents inserted in a multi-agent system may also have their own
objectives, so they will have to negotiate to achieve the system goals.

2.2 Recommender Systems

The exponential growth of information and data available on the web complicates the
user’s task of obtaining, in time, the information he needs. To help users in this chal-
lenging task websites have been incorporating tools, such as recommender systems,
that allow the website adaptation to provide users with improved user experience,
facilitating obtaining the information that ismore accurate and in linewith their inter-
ests. Recommender systems have two purposes. They can be used to stimulate users
to do something, to make a decision, such as the acquisition of a particular good.
They can also be used to alleviate information overload in users, making available
to them the items that are most in line with their interests.

In the study of Wei et al. [7], a recommendation can be seen as a reference to
an item (a webpage, for example) that is made available to the user looking for the
information. For the same authors, a typical recommender system aggregates and
directs the recommendations to the appropriate recipients. Wei et al. [7] consider
that recommender systems can provide quality recommendations to users because
such recommendations are based on their past preferences or the preferences of other
users with similar interests.

The way recommendations are generated are used to classify the different types
of recommender systems. As referred by [8], three types of approaches may be
identified: (i) content-based—the recommended items are those with similar content
to the ones preferred by the user in the past; (ii) collaborative—the recommended
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items are those that users with preferences similar to the active user have liked in the
past, and (iii) hybrid approaches, which allow the combination of techniques used
in both types of approaches. According to [8] hybrid approaches, by incorporating
“the advantages of both methods while inheriting the disadvantages of neither” [8,
p. 66], “can provide more accurate recommendations than pure collaborative and
content-based approaches” [9, p. 9]. Collaborative and content-based algorithms
can be combined in two different ways. The algorithms are applied separately, and
afterwards, the results are combined to produce the recommendations set (linear
way). One algorithm is applied first, and the results of this algorithm are filtered by
the other algorithm (sequential way).

As referred by [9], collaborative and content-based approaches only consider the
item-user pair, not taking into account the circumstances in which the recommen-
dations occur or other contextual information. According to Rahman [10], many
recent studies have been demonstrating that ignoring context information may put
the results of the recommendations under suspicion, pointing out that an improve-
ment in the performance of a recommendation system begins with the collection of
context-related data. The approach, which, besides the item-user pair, also considers
the context information to generate the recommendations, is called a context-based
approach.

3 Multi-Agent Recommender Systems: A Survey

As referred above, adapting and personalising websites and web applications to
users’ interests is a complex problem that justifies the use of multi-agent systems
technology approaches in recommender systems. In this section, it is our purpose to
carry out a thorough state-of-the-art in the area of multi-agent-based recommender
systems.

3.1 Research Methodology

For our research work, we searched in Google Scholar, Science Direct, ACM Digital
Library, IEEE Xplore and SpringerLink publication databases to build a comprehen-
sive bibliography of research papers on the area of multi-agent-based recommender
systems. For this research, we follow three main steps:
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1. As the first and preliminary step, we searched in Google Scholar for liter-
ature reviews on recommender systems, using the following query for title
search: ((“recommender systems” OR “recommending systems”) AND (review
OR survey OR “state of the art”)), checking, from the obtained results, which
of the founded works are about literature reviews on multi-agent recommender
systems approaches.

2. In the second step we searched the referred publication databases for publi-
cations that, in their title, met the criteria: ((recommender OR recommending)
AND (multi-agent OR “multi-agent” OR “agent-based”)).

3. Based on the search results, we identified and selected a set of papers that
may represent the state-of-the-art in the area ofmulti-agent-based recommender
systems, according to purpose and domain application, types of approaches and
main contributions.

3.2 Findings

Searching for literature reviews

As already mentioned, we started this work by looking for published works focused
on recommender systems reviews, and among them, those that focused their research
on multi-agent approaches. Based on the searches carried out, it was not possible
to find literature reviews focused on multi-agent-based recommender systems.
However, concerning recommender systems, there was an enormous quantity of
research work available. From those literature reviews oriented to the recommender
systems in general, deserves particular attention, by its meaning and impact, the
works [11–14]. We also found many literature reviews targeting specific domains
such as tourism [15] or e-learning [16]; about particular approaches, such as content-
based [17], collaborative filtering [18], hybrid [19] and context-based [20]. In more
than 500 articles analysed by those literature reviews, less than 20 of them rely on
recommendation solutions based on the technology of multi-agent systems.

Searching for publications on multi-agent-based recommender systems

In the second step of our research work, we found more than 150 publications that
meet the search criteria referred to in Sect. 3.1. After a thorough analysis, we select
a set of 15 papers that we consider representative of the state-of-the-art in the area
of multi-agent-based recommender systems.
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E-commerce

E-commerce was one of the areas whose need for recommendation systemswasmost
felt. In [21] two intelligent agent-based systems are proposed, to address two kinds
of recommendations: (i) based on customer’s purchasing history; and (ii) based on
customer’s current preferences obtained from customer interactions. For both types
of recommendations, the authors proposed two different multi-agent approaches.

Considering the need to provide personalised recommendation on e-commerce, e-
service and e-business sites, [22] proposed a solution based on fuzzy cognitive agents.
Those agents follow an agent knowledge model based on the fuzzy cognitive map
(FCM) theory [23], and they support the following behaviours: communication with
users; perception of the environment; learning from most recent users’ behaviour;
and making inferences based on the current personal preferences of the users, as well
as based on expert’s domain knowledge.

General-purpose

To deal with information overload and help users find the needed information, [24]
proposed Implicit, an agent-based recommender system, where personal agents,
representing the user in the system, use data mining techniques to discover the user’s
behaviours. The implicit knowledge that personal agents are capable of extracting
from the user’s behaviours is used to suggest web page links to the user, or other
personal agents.

In their work, [25] proposed a solution to overcome the limitations related to the
similarity-based recommendation solutions, where a similar opinion of the users are
collected by agents to make predictions about a new item. The authors proposed a
trust-based agent community that considers trust in the item recommendations.

Recommender systems are being used to create personalised information based
on personal user data. Concerned with users’ privacy, [26] proposed an agent-based
privacy-preserving recommender system that allows the generation of recommen-
dations while preserving the participant’s privacy. The authors justify the use of a
multi-agent system (MAS) technology due to agents’ typical properties: autonomy,
ability to communicate and adaptability.

In [27], the existing recommender systems lack initiative, intelligence and self-
adaptation. To address these disadvantages, the authors presented APRS, a person-
alised recommender system based on a multi-agent system. The recommendations
to the users are generated based on explicit information, through user’s feedback,
and implicit information.

In their research work, [28] and [6] proposed a multi-agent-based recommender
systemwhere recommender agents, running different algorithms, compete with each
other to provide themost adequate set of recommendations to website visitors. Based
on an auction, the user agent selects the best set of recommendations and sends them
to the user. The offline test phase results were later confirmed in real-time tests [29].
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Social networking websites (SNSs) are bringing people together. SNSs are using
recommender systems toprovide information to users, namely for product advertising
andmarketing, most of the times of no interest for the users. To address that problem,
[30] designed and developed an adaptable, intelligent agent-based interface to make
recommendations based on users friend’s interests on different SNS sites.

E-tourism

Recommender systems are increasingly used in e-tourism to recommend appro-
priate destinations to tourists. In their work, [31] present Turist@, an agent-based
recommender system to address a less explored problem in the literature: recom-
mend leisure and cultural activities to the tourist, when he has already arrived at
the destination. The recommender agent follows a hybrid approach, incorporating
both content-based and collaborative recommendation strategies. Another signifi-
cant contribution of this work was the system modularity. That modularity allows
the addition of new activity agents in runtime, and the possibility of splitting the
system into several parts, making it possible to run in lightweight devices such as
smartphones.

E-learning

E-learning is another area where the use of recommender systems is growing. In their
work, [32] presented a knowledge-based recommender system (KRS) based on the
K-means clustering technique. According to the authors, the experiments show that
the KRS can retrieve relevant LO as well as improve the recommendation precision.

Ubiquitous learning (u-learning) allows learning to take place independently of
time and place. In [33] a multi-agent context-aware u-learning system is proposed,
aimed at providing context-aware learning planning, access to current context-aware
collaborative learning activities, personalised course evaluation, search and selection
of learning objects according to student profile, and search for thematic learning
assistants.

Financial markets

Financialmarkets are anotherwell-known area of application formulti-agent systems
and recommender systems. In their approach [34] proposed a multi-agent recom-
mender system for computational investing. The solution uses a hybrid filtering
technique to recommend the most profitable stocks at the right time, according to
the investor’s interest.
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Internet of Things (IoT)

In the Internet of Things (IoT) environments, the recommendation of useful things
is an essential task for the most diverse applications such as urban computing, smart
cities or healthcare. In their paper, [35] present MAS that generates personalised
recommendations on mobile devices, based on contextual data acquired from the
IoT.

Energy Management

The adoption of solutions based on multi-agent systems is common in power and
energy systems, so [36] proposed a case-based reasoning (CBR) multi-agent recom-
mender system for intelligent management of energy in buildings. In their approach,
the system recommends the energy reduction that should be applied at the moment,
in an amount based on similar past cases. The complexity and dynamics of power and
energy systems have led researchers to use an agent-based solution. The proposed
architecture relies on multiple independent MAS, each dealing with its part of the
energy system. Interoperability between the different multi-agent systems is ensured
through ontologies.

4 Discussion

The research work carried out showed the increasing presence of recommender
systems in websites and web applications, as well as the increasing number of
recommendation solutions based on intelligent agent technology and multi-agent
systems. As already mentioned, when we searched for published literature reviews
on recommender systems, we found plenty of them. However, none is found exclu-
sively dedicated to multi-agent-based recommender systems, which seems to be a
demonstration of the interest of this work.

In Table 1, we present a comparing overview of the reviewed research papers
according to the following dimensions: application domain; main contributions;
recommender approaches; and theoretical vs practical papers. Concerning appli-
cation domains, most of them were categorised as “general purpose” in the sense
that the proposed solutions address problems like information overload or website
personalisation, and are domain application-independent. E-commerce, e-learning,
and e-tourism are areas of application where we found many research works, and
we select some of them for our review. Most of the works reviewed are practical
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applications, most of them being developed with JADE2 framework, and present
results of the experimental tests carried out. Concerning the types of recommenda-
tion approaches,most of theworks follow collaborative approaches, being significant
the presence of hybrid approaches, which is not surprising given the typical charac-
teristics of multi-agent systems. Regarding the contributions of each paper, Table 1
is exhaustive in this matter. However, it is essential to highlight the aspects related
to the modularity of the systems, resulting from the use of multi-agent systems tech-
nology, as well as the proposed solutions to overcome issues related to privacy and
trust.

5 Conclusion

Helping users to obtain the information or services they need and when they need, or
to alleviate them from information overload are complex tasks that may be overcome
by incorporating recommender systems in websites and web applications. Consid-
ering the distributed nature of the internet and its propensity to assist in solving
complex problems,multi-agent systems appear as support for recommender systems.
In our survey, we identify and describe several multi-agent-based approaches applied
to recommender systems in areas of application as diverse as the financial markets,
energy management, e-commerce, e-learning, social networks, tourism and IoT, as
shown in Table 1.
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The Impact of Cloud Computing
and Artificial Intelligence in Digital
Agriculture

Kohei Dozono, Sagaya Amalathas, and Ravan Saravanan

Abstract Cloud computing technology and Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques
are becoming significant components in many applications across multiple domains,
including agriculture. Cloud computing allows the mass storage of various types of
data readily available for descriptive, predictive, and prescriptive analytics. AI tech-
niques, such as deep neural networks, have achieved promising disease detection
and yield prediction outcomes. Not many agricultural systems have applied cloud
computing and AI and have been made available for farmers to use practically. This
study discusses the design and development of a digital agriculture platform usingAI
and cloud technology. The proposed platform provides an end-to-end digital agricul-
ture system to farmers. This study discusses the benefits of applying cloud computing
andAI according to the proposed system and existing studies. The achieved outcomes
delivered a significant edge over the conventional platform for digital agriculture.
We developed a plant disease diagnosis model to enable farmers to identify diseases
through a mobile application on the proposed platform. Our proposed model showed
significant results for identifying and diagnosing plant diseases with high accuracy.
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1 Introduction

Nowadays, cloud computing and Artificial Intelligence (AI) technology are
becomingmore significant for agricultural productivity.Cloud computing technology
contributes to the growth of agriculture by enabling the storage and processing of
mass amounts of agricultural data. Cloud computing technology can bring about data
availability by storing soil-related, weather-related, crop, and farmer-related data all
in one place. End-users such as farmers, experts, consultants, and researchers can
easily access those data anywhere and anytime through their devices connected
to the cloud system [1]. In addition, the cloud-based application is capable of
providing a precision agriculture system without high upfront investments, and that
allows efficient use of computational resources and cost control based on usage [2].
Additionally, cloud computing empowers distributed wireless sensor networks to
improve the storage as well as capabilities of information processing capabilities.
From an information security standpoint, computing resources’ abstraction through
cloud computing technology and efficient access control techniques enhances system
security [3].

The AI-based digital agricultural system has taken agriculture to another level.
Applying this technology has enhanced crop production and enable real-time crop
monitoring, yield prediction, and disease identification [4]. For example, disease
and pest detection based on deep convolutional neural networks and weed spraying
automation using computer vision technology have significantly increased work effi-
ciency in a farm [5]. Also, AI has provided a capability for monitoring crop health
issues and possible nutrient deficiencies in the soil efficiently [6]. AI has enabled
farmers to utilize the local data, such asweather conditions, temperature,water usage,
soil conditions, and many other factors collected from farms, to analyze them in real-
time. These analyses help to grow healthier crops with optimum natural resources.
Furthermore, AI delivers large-scale transformation through advanced approaches
that redefine the traditional patterns and limitations of agriculture. AI helps lead
the agricultural revolution in an era where we must produce more food with fewer
resources [7].

Furthermore, Agri-technology and precision agriculture emerged as a new data-
driven science field to improve agricultural productivity with minimal environ-
mental impact [8]. Besides, digital agriculture has encouraged the modernization
of agriculture to increase food production significantly [9].

From an economic perspective, improvements in the agricultural system using
cloud computing technology and AI would deliver farmers’ benefits since the agri-
culture industry plays a significant role in the global economy [8]. In particular, the
significant sub-regions ofAsia (SouthAsia, SoutheastAsia, andEastAsia) accounted
for about 55% of the total global population and 73% of the world’s agricultural
population in 2012. Therefore, agriculture could continue to play an essential role in
economic development [10].

Though the potential of cloud computing technology and AI is vast, related
research has assessed effectiveness in the agricultural system’s domain. However,
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not many systems have been available for farmers to use in a practical manner. This
study presents the design and development of a digital agriculture platform using AI
and cloud technology. We describe the benefits of using them based on our study and
existing studies. Our contributions to this study are as follows:

1. The existing digital agriculture platform applied to AI and cloud technology has
been analyzed and reviewed.

2. The proposed platform has been developed, taking into account AI and cloud
technology for digital smart agriculture.

3. The benefits of usingAI and cloud technology for the digital agricultural domain
have been enumerated.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 delivers background studies
and related works. Section 3 discusses the benefits of using cloud computing and
AI-technology for digital agricultural platforms. Section 4 proposes the framework
and presents the features of the plant disease diagnosis function. Finally, Sect. 5
concludes the paper.

2 Background Study

Roopaei et al. proposed the cloud-based smart agriculture system for water irriga-
tion automation. The author’s proposed system was based on the Cloud of Things
networks that were capable of containing the Internet of Things (IoT) as well as a
cyber-physical system. It provided data analysis and smart decision making. This
system also delivered analyses and performance results to farmers with real-time
data on the operations and made precise decisions. This system utilized edge devices
and smartphones for data distribution storage, which processed offline data [9].

Singh et al. researched a cloud-based smart agriculture system with a rule-based
decision module. This system was to collect and centralize various data from many
IoT devices, the agriculture expert’s input, and the user’s input. Acquired data was
stored in the database, and it would be used for analyzing and modeling for future
decisions, which was agricultural productivity, especially in this study. Also, this
system utilized the mobile application to facilitate access to the system for users.
The application enabled users to input parameters for using the intelligent model and
submit queries to obtain a professional response from agriculture domain experts.
This study achieved a more timely and costly efficient system proposal compared to
existing solutions [11].

Jinbo et al. proposed a modern agricultural platform based on a networking appli-
cation with IoT devices, cloud computing, agricultural analysis, and big data tech-
nology. This proposed application provided the management function to agricultural
products, especially for production components, agricultural crop growth, agriculture
cultivation products based on the knowledge-based approach, and the sales and safety
of agriculture products. Also, the data module in this platform allowed users to know
climate conditions to helpmake decisions. Furthermore, the decision-makingmodule
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provided product price forecasting, management decision analysis for productions,
and market intelligence’s multidimensional study [12].

Zamora-Izquierdo et al. designed a fully automated Precision Agriculture System
distributed into three main components: a crop Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS),
an edge computing layer, and data analytics and smart management at the cloud.
This system utilized cloud computing for computer-intensive or global-view tasks
performed on elements. Also, it enabled us to analyze collected data to make
agricultural decisions with a distributed file system [13].

Ampatzidis et al. developed a cloud-based precision agricultural application with
Artificial Intelligence (AI) applied data by Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs). The
system delivered efficient processing, analysis, and visualization of UAV collected
data, including a user-friendly and interactive interface. The AWS platform has been
utilized to achieve a precise cloud-based application. First, the system invoked a tree
detection algorithm based on Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) to detect tree
locations on UAV image data. Also, this system allowed users to select the region
of interest of uploaded images manually. The second layer with AI algorithms was
then executed to obtain the total number of trees and tree gap counts, tree height
and canopy area, and plant health indices for each detected tree. Those outputs were
shown to users through the user-interface on the application [14].

Rajeswari et al. described smart agriculture systems’ work collaborating with IoT
technology, cloud computing, big data analysis, and mobile technology. This system
stored data by IoT devices, crop information, and crop and fertilizer prices in the
cloud database. In the significant data analysis component, MapReduce was applied
for data processing andpredictive analysis, especially for crop sentences, the schedule
of cultivation for next crops, total crop production, and fertilizer requirement in the
area of interest. This system was to give outputs and information through the mobile
app [15].

Hori et al. proposed an application based on cloud computing, which helped
improve agricultural production processes. They used web and mobile phone appli-
cations to provide four functions: sales and production planning, operation plan-
ning/result management, patrolling support, and cultivated land data management.
Two data management technologies served all four features. One of the components
was data storage, which contains environmental data, image, audio data, and acquired
data by the edge andmobile devices.Another componentwas the data analysis,which
was to find a value among data, and provided an analysis that helped business. The
above functions allowed features to address various on-site staff requirements [16].

Foughali et al. developed a decision support system based on cloud computing and
IoT-sensor network. Their system provided data visualization and notified the user
of the thread of the late blight occurrence when an output made by the mathematical
model exceeded a certain threshold. The proposed cloud platform visualized the
data from different sensors and stored the collected data. Those stored data, such as
location-specific weather data, were used for late blight disease forecasts as input
parameters [17].
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3 Benefits of Using Cloud Computing and AI-Technology

This section will discuss how it is beneficial to use cloud technology and AI for
digital agriculture platforms based on the existing works and how benefits can be
applied to our proposed system.

3.1 Benefits of Using Cloud Computing for Digital
Agriculture Platform

Using cloud technology delivers three benefits: efficient data storage, strong platform
management with external devices, and lastly, powerful computing capability for
complex tasks.

A digital agriculture platform based on the cloud has enabled us to quickly scale
up data storage and management. Also, this benefit is able to bring a boon for storing
vast amounts of and various types of data on the platform. In addition, the cloud-based
system allows us to design a distributed-file system to deal with big data analysis
and provide efficient data management with tremendous amounts of data.

Second, cloud technology can benefit efficient and robust platform management
with external devices, such as IoT devices, edge devices, remote-sensing devices,
and mobile devices. The cloud can act as the core of the application and smooth
those devices’ management. For example, IoT devices acquire environment data
then transmit it to the cloud without any complicated configuration, edge devices
connected to the cloud will be executed by the cloud operations. Remote sensing
devices, such as drones, can collect geospatial data then send it to the cloud to
process it.

Third, cloud computing is capable of handling complex tasks, for example, big
data analysis using various data types with a massive amount of data. The cloud-
based platform can be configuredwith computational resources to suit the application
needs; hence the cost contribution can be considered.Additionally, the cloud platform
with the mobile app is able to utilize APIs controls for functions. Therefore, the
mobile device’s performance does not need to worry about since all computational
tasks can proceed in the cloud. For example, executing crop yield prediction using
themodel based on a big data analysis on the cloud, then the only result will be sent to
the mobile application. Furthermore, processing with multispectral or hyperspectral
data requires a relatively high-performance environment, even so, cloud computing
can handle this, and only outputs of the processing will be needed to send to the
mobile application.
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3.2 Benefits of Using AI-Technology for Digital Agriculture
Platform

AI-powered digital agriculture platform has a considerable potential to improve
productivity, solve agriculture issues, and reduce labor costs.

First, applying AI-technology would be able to deal with complex decision-
making tasks as parametric estimation. For example, image recognition using deep
learning, a part of AI technology, has been applied for computer vision-based disease
diagnosis. Besides, complicated tasks that could not be handled in the past can be
accomplished by using AI-technology.

Second,more accurate decisionmaking or prediction could be provided by applied
AI technology than conventional methods. In general, the intelligent system’s perfor-
mance depends on the data volume, and AI comes into its own when there is many
data. As the previous section described, cloud technology enables us to handle
massive volumes of data. Therefore, intelligent systems using AI technology have
the potential to outperform traditional systems.

Third, AI-based systems and applications could help reduce labor costs and
increase productivity. Labor shortages have always been a problem in agricultural
industries. At this point, AI cannot replace all human operations, but it can help or
be a part of those operations. For example, yield management with AI technology
could contribute to farmers’ productivity so as to let them know what action they
should take to maximize their yield.

AI-based crop health monitoring and diagnosis would help farmers inform those
crop’s conditions before becoming a bigger problem. An irrigation system with
IoT devices based on AI technology would bring smart environmental control to
maximize productivity.

However, AI technology and cloud computing, used independently of each other,
cannot provide a modern digital agricultural system. Thus, collaboration with AI
technology and cloud computing is needed. In otherwords,AI supports the intelligent
part, such as the human brain, and the cloud acts as the core part of the application
for smooth and expansible system management.

3.3 Benefits of Using Cloud Computing and AI-Technology
for Our Current Work

Our proposed system has utilized those benefits mentioned above. In terms of data
storage and management, lots of different data types will be transmitted, such as
images, sensor data, weather data, multispectral/hyperspectral data, et cetera. There-
fore, applying storage containers and SQL-like data tables to enhance data storage
and management within our system will help us manage data. Also, using a cloud
environment means that it is easier to exchange data between components, such as
pulling data for modeling. Our proposed digital agricultural platform involves many
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external devices. Besides, smooth interaction with those devices is required. For
example, mobile devices will transmit data. Also, those devices have deployed APIs
by the cloud. IoT devices and remote sensing devices will push environmental data to
the system. Centralized device management is an essential factor to provide efficient
system flow, especially for the agricultural platform. Our proposed platform needs
sufficient computing resources to analyze data and make a decision-making function
for users. Especially for agricultural domain decision-making, model development
involves many kinds of data, such as images, sensor data, and multispectral data. The
cloud-computing will provide enough computing resources to conduct them.

Moreover, using AI technology helps deliver more accurate and generalized
models to users in our proposed platform. Our proposed system includes disease
diagnosis function. Plant diseases could not be correctly identified by conventional
technology. However, it can now be made possible by using AI technology. Another
significant advantage of using AI is the ability to store large amounts of data on the
platform. Furthermore, this benefit helps reduce labor costs, as the AI-based function
provides smart decision-making. Besides, our system benefits farmers in planning
preventive measures and taking action before the damage spreads.

4 Current Work

Our proposed framework provides the end-to-end and iterative digital agriculture
system to farmers that collaborate with a mobile application and a cloud-based plat-
form. Also, it involves a computer-vision based recognition using deep convolutional
neural networks (DNNs) in our system. Those proposed functions are described
below.

4.1 System Functionality

i. Disease recognition and nutrient deficiencies:

Deep learning has recently attracted much attention intending to develop an
automatic and accurate image identification system and classification. Furthermore,
DCNNs have delivered breakthroughs for image classification. Those algorithms
have also been applied to diagnose and recognize plant diseases as well as nutrient
deficiency. Our proposed system works to diagnose plant diseases and recognize
nutrient deficiencies with DNNs-based algorithms using a smartphone camera. How
to treat those diseases and deficiencies will be shown to users through an interface
based on the diagnosis.

ii. Data Storage:
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Collecting data is crucial to optimize DCNN’s models. Even nowadays, many
companies are focusing on getting more data to improve their AI-based systems
for profit. Efficient data collection and storage must be considered in the system to
facilitate model developments. The proposed system handles three kinds of data:
images, time-series data, and metadata such as plant type, weather, and location.
Those data will be sent from the user’s smartphones, IoT devices, and remote sensing
devices properly. The storage helps develop models and manage them efficiently.

iii. Data Annotation:

In order to develop DCNNs based models, using a vast amount of appropri-
ately annotated datasets is required. Primarily, the development of an application
with computer-vision based plant disease recognition models must involve the
domain experts to obtain the proper labels. However, annotation tasks are quite
time-consuming, so that our proposed system has implemented a competent and
productive data annotation system. It enables the domain experts to conduct anno-
tations smoothly as well as productively. Also, those annotated data can cooperate
with the model development component.

iv. Model Development and Deployment:

Plant diseases cause yield losses and degradation of the quality of farmers’ crops
[18]. Also, a new plant disease would appear in accordance with the times and the
environment. Therefore, to protect farmers from the threat, preparing the end-to-end
model development and deployment system is vital to provide precise plant disease
detection models to customers in the shortest possible time. The model develop-
ment component has connected to the model deployment component seamlessly.
Developed models will be deployed as REST API to provide desired functions to the
users.

4.2 System Components

The main feature of our proposed system is that each component is connected iter-
atively so that data and model management has been streamlined, and it provides
users with more accurate models. Figure 1 represents a proposed system architecture
that applies the functions discussed above.

Furthermore, the details of each component with the flow of the system are as
follows.

i. Data acquisition:

First, our developed mobile app has a function where users send images to
diagnose them on our server. Simultaneously, metadata such as location, specific
site, plant entity, and crop type will come with uploaded images. Moreover, the
weather API has been implemented into the application to collect meteorological
data according to the user’s location. Our system also involves agriculture scientists
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Fig. 1 The system architecture of digital agriculture platform

who can collect data in their actual experimental field and push them to our storage.
IoT devices will collect environmental data such as soil conditions, temperature,
humidity, leaves’ wetness, et cetera. Moreover, remote sensing devices will obtain
geological details and send it to our data storage as well.

ii. Data warehouse:

Our datawarehouse consists of two types of storage: a bucket and a table. A bucket
is called a storage container, and it can hold one or more records. In our proposed
framework, the bucket is used for storing acquired images. Those images are stored
by date in PNG format.Additionally, tomanage non-image data, theNoSQLdatabase
has been adopted. Metadata, location data, and weather data will go into a specific
table in the database. Also, each row refers to each image uploaded to the bucket.
Therefore, it enables us to access andmanage each data efficiently to prepare datasets
formodeling. Furthermore, the bucket can be connected to themodeling environment
without any configuration to download smoothly, and the NoSQL database is able
to conduct model development.

iii. Data annotation:

The objective of this component is to conduct labeling precisely and accurately
in our framework. In order to develop models, the labeled dataset must be necessary,
and data labeling needs to be done by plant disease experts. Our system can facilitate
annotation tasks and synchronize with the buckets that contain uploaded images
smoothly. The annotation system can configure an admin and annotators accordingly,
and an admin can assign labeling tasks to them. The annotated label’s data will be
saved in JSON format, and it will be able to be used formodel development afterward.

iv. Model development and deployment:

The objective of this function is to provide an efficient environment to develop
models for disease recognition and nutrient deficiency recognition. Also, this enables
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us to deploy developedmodels asAPIswithout any particular configuration. First, the
annotated dataset is retrieved from the buckets. Then the dataset will be fed into the
training scripts. In this job, TensorFlow will be used for developing models. GPU is
available in this environment that provides fast-movingmodel training. Those trained
model’s outputs and trained weight parameters will be saved in the specific buckets.
Finally, the trained model with saved weight parameters is pulled from the bucket.
Afterward, the model will be deployed into API to publish models in order to enable
users to recognize diseases and nutrient deficiencies using their mobile phones.

4.3 Results and Discussion

This section will discuss an application that takes into account the components and
features mentioned above. First, a farmer submits images through the mobile appli-
cation with the farmer’s site information, crop type, plant entity, and crop cycle
(Fig. 2a). Submitted images and metadata will be transmitted to the cloud server for

(a) (b)

Fig. 2 a Images and metadata submission. b Diagnosis results report
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Table 1 AUC Score of
training and test on the model
development

Models Training AUC score Test AUC score

MobileNet 0.9976 0.9061

MobileNet V2 0.9972 0.7907

NasNet Mobile 0.9985 0.8989

DenseNet 121 0.9994 0.9421

DenseNet 169 0.9970 0.8630

disease diagnosis. In the cloud, deployed disease recognition API will be invoked
and diagnose uploaded images in there.

We developed a plant disease diagnosis model based on DNNs in terms of the
API. For this study, we focused on chili diseases. Models classified four diseases:
Bacterial Leaf Spot, Cercospora Leaf Spot, Mosaic Disease, Powdery Mildew, and
one category for healthy images.A total of 1652 imageswas split into 80%for training
and 20% for testing. This development involved 5DNNs:MobileNet,MobileNet V2,
NasNet Mobile, DenseNet 121, and DenseNet 169. These were compared to select
a model with the highest evaluation score against unseen data. AUC-ROC score was
adapted to evaluate the models for this time. Table 1 shows the AUC score of all
trained models.

The system selected and deployed DenseNet 121, which obtained the highest
AUC score against a test dataset.

Next, a diagnosis result and recommended measures will appear to a user based
on the disease diagnosis. A diagnosis result shows the possible disease, and recom-
mended measures indicate how to treat each disease. Diagnosis API derives each
likelihood for each disease and then provide a disease name based on the likelihood.
The mobile app provides diagnosis results to users through an interface (Fig. 2b).

Implementing the diagnosis function in API provides several benefits. First, it
achieves independence on the users’ device performance. The cloud instance will
execute the plant disease diagnosis instead of the user’s device when the API is
invoked. Therefore, the proposed system can provide the same high-performance and
high-speed diagnosis to users. Second, it enables us to manage diagnosis functions
efficiently. The diagnosis models are developed and stored in the system. The system
deploys those developed models to APIs. Thus, central management of models and
APIs allows us to control their version and crop domains seamlessly rather than
compile the models and implement them directly to the mobile device.

5 Conclusion

Applying cloud computing and Artificial Intelligence has the potential of increasing
efficiency and productivity in digital agriculture systems. Cloud computing has
provided mass storage to store various data types, computing resources, and effi-
cient external device management. Artificial Intelligence technology has allowed us
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to develop smart decision-making functions, such as disease detection. The proposed
platform provided the end-to-end and iterative digital agriculture system to farmers.
This study utilized these technologies to achieve significant real-time disease detec-
tion outcomes and publish recommendedmeasures for each disease to farmers. There
were two limitations in this study. First, the discussed plant disease diagnosis models
have involved only images. Second, other crop disease models could not be imple-
mented in the proposed system. In the next stage of our research, we will further
improve the diagnosis model’s accuracy involving various data and attempt to carry
out disease identification for other identified crops. We will also attempt to develop
and implement disease prediction models for our digital agriculture platform.
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Deciphering Consumer Behavior
Through Emotions Using
Neuromarketing

Alma Casas-Frausto, Bogart Yail Márquez, Samantha Jiménez,
and Arnulfo Alanís

Abstract The main objective of marketing is undoubtedly to help companies link
their objectives with the needs and preferences of current and potential customers,
and learn more about customer or consumer behavior. At present, with the help
of new technologies, there has been a greater interest in applying the methods of
neurology in various areas other thanmedicine, which are related to human behavior,
neuromarketing being one of the ways to investigate and know how the consumer
reacts to a product, thus supporting us to better understand psychological behavior
and dictate more precise actions for marketing based on knowledge of the brain
reactions.

Keywords Neuromarketing · Emotions · Neural networks · Neuroscience ·
Encephalogram · Bioelectrical signals · Fuzzy systems

1 Introduction

Marketing helps companies link their objectives with current and potential cus-
tomers’ needs and preferences to learn more about customer or consumer behavior.
It is therefore to know the reactions of the market to the different marketing actions,
companies have traditionally resorted to their analysis by conducting surveys, the
following being the most popular: market research, customer satisfaction surveys,
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purchase analysis, lead generation surveys, product inspection, advertising inspec-
tion, and price elasticity. Of product segmentation, product testing andmarket, in this
technique the most common is that the potential customer tests the product without
commitment; this helps to facilitate the decision in the realization of group dynamics
or focus; this consists of bringing together a group of people (either homogeneous or
heterogeneous). It is directed by a moderator and with a structure developed by him.
Its principal function is to evaluate various aspects of a product/service. The different
uses or possibilities that it could have are based on the perception and observations
of the group participants, among other research activities, but these methodologies
focus on knowing the conscious behavior, while the consumer’s buying behavior is
a fundamentally unconscious [1] part of the fundamental principle that all behavior
is the result of a neurological process and manifests itself through the neurological
system, to the way we use our five senses, to turn our experience into processes of
both conscious and unconscious thoughts, because the ability to programming lies
in our neurological activity. All humans have a brain and a nervous system that allow
them to perceive their surroundings. These systems allow to think and feel, to select
behaviors [2]. Emotions play a fundamental role in the purchase decision process.
It is very evident that our purchases daily do not mark a definite and clear emo-
tional state since they are significantly more evident in complex purchases and high
involvement by consumers, or at least they are more perceptible [3]. Ekman found
that there are a series of expressions that are universal and occur in both Western
and Eastern world cultures. Ekman stated six basic expressions in 1972: anger, joy,
surprise, disgust, sadness, and fear. Currently, new technologies developed a greater
interest in applying the methods of neurology in various areas other than medicine,
which relate to the human behavior. Neuromarketing is the study of the functioning
of the brain and the neuron in the nervous system. It provides the knowledge and
essential tools to understand diseases of the system. It is one of theways to investigate
and understand consumer behavior and make purchasing decisions, thus supporting
us to better understand psychological behavior and dictate actions more accurate for
marketing based on knowledge of brain reactions [1].

2 State of the Art

The nervous system is defined as the system through which the human being receives
information about his environment, through its senses, processing said information
and issuing responses [4]. There are methods tomeasure emotions in the processes of
consumer purchasing decisions: Body language, Emphatic design, and Eye tracking
[5].
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2.1 Neuromarketing

Braidot determines that Neuroscience seeks to understand the functioning of the sen-
sory system of the brain according to the encoding of information from an external
panorama, that is, how the nervous system performs the conversion of large amounts
stimuli to which an individual is exposed to brain language: activation and deactiva-
tion of neurons, interaction among neurons, emission of information manifestation,
and neuroplasticity [4]. Neuromarketing is commercial marketing communication
field that applies neuropsychology and neuroscience tomarket research [4].Although
neuromarketing does not offset traditional marketing perspectives, there is great cer-
tainty that functional magnetic resonance is a tool needed.

It will allow increasing the highest performance in the formulation and imple-
mentation of brand strategies. Of the brand and the diffusion is recognized that have
a significant impact on consumer preferences for products.

2.2 10–20 System

The 10/20 system is a prestigious standard method used for extracranial electrode
placement. The 10/20 numbers make reference to the 10 and 20 percent of distance
in which the electrodes are on the front, occipital, right, and left sides of the skull.
Each point has a letter to identify the lobe and a number to identify the location of the
hemisphere. The lettersmark the area (Fp, prefrontal; F, frontal; C, central; P, parietal;
T, temporal, and O, occipital), while the the numbers designate the hemisphere (right
even, left odd) and the midline electrodes are marked with a “z”; then Fz is found
frontally in the midline.

2.3 Magnetic Resonance Imaging (FMRI)

The term “magnetic resonance imaging” fromFMRI refers to amethod that performs
an anatomical sample of the brain through magnets (Postma 2012; cited by Zara and
Tuta 2013). It is carried out using an FMRI scanner to calculate the degree of oxygen
in the blood, indicating an increase in brain activity in some specific regions. The
measurement is carried out as follows: the magnetic field can identify the blood’s
oxygen content in the brain. Therefore, while neuronal activity is increasing in a
particular area of the brain, the blood increases, mainly because the brain needs
oxygen to perform its function [4].
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2.4 Consumer Buying Behavior

Regularly, the consumer purchase process is understood as the set of developed
steps, with eventual backward returns, until reaching the final decision, translated
into a purchase. There are numerous proposals in this regard. However, most coin-
cide with the following phases: awakening, identifying, or recognizing the needs;
collection and processing of information; formulation and implementation of the
election; including assessment of consequences [3].

2.5 Emotion: A Key Factor for Marketing

The purchase process constitutes a complex of relationships and actions that until
now continue to constitute a real mystery and an exciting challenge for those of us
who dedicate ourselves to the noble and arduous task of research, in both directions,
considering internal factors and those external to the consumer buying process itself.
The internal elements are the most important, for example, emotions as a high impact
axis for marketing purposes, neurosciences without this meaning that it is the only
factor that influences the final consumer decision [2].

2.6 Neurology and Neuromarketing

Braidot relates brain’s division into three systems (reptilian, cortex, and limbic sys-
tem); each specializes in different tasks. The reptilian system specializes in regulating
instinctual behaviors (breathing) and the most basic needs and emotions (eating). For
its part, the limbic system focuses on learning, memory, and a large part of emotions.
Finally, the cortex manages the processes associated with thinking and reasoning [5].

2.7 Neuroscience in Neuromarketing

There are various definitions of neuromarketing, but they all deal with how the brain
reacts to deciding on a product/service. The rise of neuromarketing has advanced
significantly in predictable market research, showing how feelings and unconscious
responses influence customer decisions’ perceptions and determination. Neuromar-
keting carries out a combination of marketing and neuroscience techniques with the
goal of watching the nervous and emotional process that controls an individual’s
selection and actions, and examining these procedures would help clarify customer
response to marketing. Moreover, adding neuroscientific approaches can help aca-
demics detect a more robust understanding of marketing, including customer behav-
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ior. Neuromarketing can entail several perceptible subjects. Daugherty and Homan
implemented a restructured and upgraded taxonomy, including six different classi-
fications, to frame current studies on desired marketing outcomes. The categories
are shopper attention/activation, brand extensions, item/mark evaluations, shopping
behavior, memory, and product favorite [6].

2.8 Main Techniques Used

Neuroimaging procedures are used in this area to test hypotheses, refine existing
knowledge, and test the outcome of marketing stimuli in the consumer’s brain.
Research has already determined that brain activity patterns are closely related to
behavior and reasoning [5].

Research using neuromarketing is carried out with the help of equipment that,
until recently, was only used by medical science. The following are the most fre-
quently used procedures: Positron emission tomography (PET), Functional Mag-
netic Resonance Imaging (fMRI), Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation, Steady State
Topography, analysis of emotions through micro-expressions, Galvanic response of
the foot, Eye-tracking, and Facial electromyography [5].

2.9 Neural Network

Artificial neural networks (RN) are a model of processing and machine learning
inspired by the way the nervous system processes. It is a system of linkage of neurons
that participate among themselves to execute an output stimulus [7].

3 Materials

The MUSE headband is a tool that measures brain signals as a heart rate monitor
detects heartbeat. It has seven sensors finely calibrated that detect and measure brain
activity, located in two, on the forehead, two behind the ears, and three reference
sensors. Broadband MUSE is a headband which will help us perform an encephalo-
gram and obtain bioelectrical signals from the brain. The headband consists of seven
dry sensors, four input channels, and five output channels. It facilitates access and
use of brain wave data [8].
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3.1 Detections in an Encephalogram

An electroencephalogram (EEG) can detect a series of specific frequencies grouped
into frequency bands associated with a particular area of the brain or with particular
activities. The types of signals emitted by the brain capable of being detected by an
encephalogram are the following [9].

3.2 Encephalography Protocol

3.2.1 Process

It is carried out by collecting the electrical process of the cerebral cortex using
surface electrodes. The received signal is minimal, that it becomes necessary to
use various amplification systems. The amplifiers used are differential, obtain an
electrical impulse of 2 points, and amplify the difference of the way the electrodes
are placed on the head which is subject to the international system [10].

3.2.2 Preparation and Performance for Performing Encephalography

• The patient should be relaxed.
• The level of alertness or confusion is noted before, during, and after the process.
• Take data from the patient, giving greater importance to age.
• Information is collected about the pathological process, so the test and prescribed
medication are performed.

• Explain the dynamics of the test and its absolute innocuousness, requesting the
collaboration, without which it is not possible to carry it out.

• Inform the patient that the EEG is not contraindicated in any case, nor does it
have any side effects, so no sign of any kind is necessary for consent and/or
authorization.

• It is highly recommended to clean the hair and the absence of foams or gummies
to avoid or minimize artifacts.

• Place the hat having as a reference, that the Frontopolar electrodes are located
on frontal prominences so that, in this way, the occipital electrodes rest on the
occipital region and not over the cerebellum.

• Introduce conductive gel on each electrode, fixing them as much as possible, to
avoid movement artifacts.

• Check that the impedances are adequate (good conductivity at the registration
point, between the electrode and skin) and record them for later review.

• Use the appropriate filters, both high and low; low frequency allow us to correct,
some the fast rhythms and others slow ones; always looking to obtain a more
optimal signal for later interpretation.
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• Annotations of each moment are required, which occur throughout the record,
movements, blinking, drowsiness, sleepiness, nervousness, swallowing, etc., to be
taken into consideration when interpreting [10].

4 Emotion Classification Methodology

The methodology implemented is based on neuronal networks and simplifications
of the biological model to propose its mathematical development. To carry out the
classification process, it is constituted of 4 inputs, five outputs, and the weights for
each input [7].

The inputs are captured using electrodes capturing the bio-electrical signals in
which it consists of collecting by electrodes, the electrical activity of the cerebral
cortex. The signal obtained at the moment is averaged. The amplifiers used are
differential, that is, they take in the electrical signal from 2 points and amplify the
capacity difference among them [7]. Recognition of brain operation is calculated
using generated potentials, said encephalogram components arising in response to
an optical impulse of 3 s per picture and 4s of counteraction each with three images,
and utilization the internationally standardized 10–20 positioning method [7].

4.1 Learning Rules

For the knowledge rule, the network structure has to be determined. We have four
inputs and five outputs. For the provided neural network, there are hidden layers
where there are also nodes. The output and function of the node

il (il = 1, . . . , Nl) (1)

in the cape

l (2)

are represented as

alil (3)

and

fl (4)

This class of learning is still controlled since it uses a loop of propagation and
adjustment in phases. A pattern has been executed to the input of the network as an
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impulse. It spreads through the upper layers of the network, generating an output. The
output signal is likened to the wanted output, and the error for a piece of the outputs
is evaluated. The error outputs spread backward, starting from the output layer, to
all the neurons in the hidden layer that directly provide the output. Nevertheless, the
neurons of the hidden layer only obtain a segment of the total error signal.

ε2 = −2 · e (5)

The data for training is made up of several pairs of input and output training
patterns. The input is the stimuli that are captured from pictures in a range of 9 s;
the fact of knowing the output entails that the training benefits from monitoring.
Moreover, it gives a new preparation pattern. The weights are tailored next:

Wl,l−1
new = Wl,l−1

old − nl .δl .
[
al−1]T (6)

For learning weight
w

∼l,l−1
il ,il−1

(7)

updates only after presentation of the entire dataset or only after an epoch where

δlil (8)

is the designate error.
The error thrown by a neural network as a function of its weights generates a space

of n dimensions, where n is the number of connection weights. When evaluating the
error gradient at a point on this superficies, the direction where the error works will
have a maximum growth, as the purpose of the learning process is to minimize the
error [11].

5 Medium Quadratic Error

The learning problem in a neural network is search trouble. Space is allocated both
by the structure of the network and the value space of the synaptic weights. Given
the structure of the network, it is intended to upgrade operation. This is done by
minimizing the mean square error [11].

mse ≡ sse

qN2
=

∑q
p=1

∑N2
i2=1

(
t2,p − a2t2,p

)2

qN2
(9)
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6 Conclusions

Without a doubt, neuroscience offers us the possibility of optimizingmarket research
results through the application of neuromarketing. However, those responsible for
marketing are not yet convinced to implement this method because they are not sure
about the capacity it offers before collecting data that can help them define consumer
behavior. Previous research in neuromarketing shows us that this technique will give
us accurate data that will help make decisions. Neuromarketing’s best application
predicts consumer behavior, which is themost significant challenge facing traditional
marketing: the relationship betweenmind andbehavior.Advances inNeuromarketing
will make it possible to choose the format that best suits the market study. The
consumer says things that do not always coincide; therefore, if artificial neurons are
applied in neuromarketing for market research, this will generate reliable results.
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A Review of Internet Topology Research
at the Autonomous System Level

Timotius Witono and Setiadi Yazid

Abstract Internet topology research is often done at the autonomous system level
because of its highest level of granularity and the availability of several public
datasets. The purpose of this literature review is to discover the reasons why Internet
topology research at the level of the autonomous system needs to be carried out,
to observe how related research is carried out, and to list the limitations of current
research and the possibility of future research in this field. Literature search as sources
of literature review was conducted on three digital libraries with the publication time
of the last 10 years; the search results were then selected to fit the inclusion criteria.
The results of the literature study show that the main reasons for research in this area
are to measure the growth and development of the evolving Internet topology, to map
the structure of the Internet topology that is not centralized and managed by various
parties, and tomodel the Internet topology in order to improve its performance, while
the weakness that remains a major problem in research in this field is the problem of
the incompleteness of data sources due to limited public access to private resources
on the Internet topology.

Keywords Internet topology · Autonomous system · Internet modeling · Internet
mapping · Internet measurement

1 Introduction

Internet topology can be inferred as the connection structure of many components,
such as routers, hosts, and autonomous systems. Research in the area of Internet
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topology is driven by the huge advancement of the Internet and also many problems
that follow the progress. Since its involvement in many aspects of people’s daily life,
research for improving the Internet is very important, so is the case with research in
the field of Internet topology. Internet topology is a field of research that attractsmany
researchers to gain further understanding of the Internet. The division of the level of
the Internet topology can be divided into interface level, router level, point of presence
(POP) level, and autonomous system (AS) level. One of the most prominent Internet
topology studies is at the level of the AS; this is due to the highest level of granularity
and its ease of gathering data sources [1–3]. AS also can be defined as network of
networks; AS continues to grow with independent administration for each of them.
The growth and the interconnection of AS are done independently by interacting AS
administrators and not by a single central authority; in this viewpoint, the Internet is
an independently organized complex system. Ignorance of this independent structure
can cause trouble in the future because of unforeseen problems; therefore researchers
analyze the Internet in order to learn about its structure and development [4].

There are several motivations that stimulate researchers in the field of Internet
topology at the AS level, e.g., to see how the Internet looks like, to get information
about certain topological properties, to predict the future progress, and to gener-
ate Internet topology for simulation purposes [1]. In general, motivation in network
topology research is divided into four categories as follows: scientific (to understand
the generic properties of specified network), adversarial (to obtain proprietary infor-
mation about rivals), managerial (to ensure that their network has been recorded
completely and accurately), and informational (to get general information about
their provider’s network) [5]. Internet topology studies at the AS level often use data
derived from the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP), which is usually referred to as
BGP dumps, as sources of research data. BGP is used by ASes to communicate and
exchange routing information to each other. In regard to BGP, there are two long-term
projects which continually collect BGP table dump from many collectors in various
vantage points in the world; they are Route Views (RV) Project by University of Ore-
gon and Routing Information Service (RIS) by RIPE Network Coordination Center
(RIPE NCC). Various studies show that getting a complete Internet topology is very
difficult; while getting a complete set of ASes is quite easy, the hardest part is to
obtain the relationship between them. There are two main things that hinder the cre-
ation of a complete Internet topology, namely the decentralized nature of Internet
management and the nature of proprietary network management from commercial
Internet Service Providers (ISPs); these thingsmake the goal of obtaining an accurate
and complete Internet topology remain an open problem in research in the related
field. This problem of lack of accuracy and completeness in the representation of
Internet topology can have a worse impact, given that much further research uses
this resulting topology as the basis for their experiments [6].

The purpose of this literature review is to find out the various contributions in
research on Internet topology at the AS level. The second section discusses the
method of literature searching in several digital libraries; initially, the research ques-
tions were set as the driving direction of the research, then the search for the literature
with appropriate keywords was carried out, and finally the selection process was car-
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Table 1 Literature search results on digital libraries

Digital library Result

ACM DL (https://dl.acm.org/search/advanced) 90

IEEE Xplore (https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/search/advanced) 52

Scopus (https://www.scopus.com/search/form.uri?display=advanced) 518

Total 660

Records after duplicates removed 582

Records after screened 79

Studies included in qualitative synthesisa 61
aInclusion criteria: full-article can be accessed, written in English, the contents of the article are
related to the research questions

ried out in stages. The third section explains the results obtained from the literature
review and discussion of these results, divided into four subsections according to the
research questions related to Internet topology at the AS level. The fourth section
tells about the conclusions obtained from the literature review process that has been
done related to Internet topology at the AS level.

2 Method

The search for various literature is based on research questions that have been set to
be the basis of this literature review research. The following are established research
questions (RQ) related to the Internet topology studies at the AS level:

1. (RQ1) Why do they need to be studied?
2. (RQ2) How are they carried out?
3. (RQ3) What are the limitations of current studies?
4. (RQ4) What are the future studies of them?

Three digital libraries that have been determined to search literature are Association
forComputingMachineryDigitalLibrary (ACMDL), Institute ofElectrical andElec-
tronics Engineers Xplore (IEEEXplore), and Scopus. Searches in digital libraries are
performedwith the following keywords:(ALL("internettopology")AND
ALL ( "autonomous system" ) ) AND PUBYEAR > 2009 AND PUBYEAR <
2020. Search keywords are structured to provide literature results containing the
keywords "internet topology" and "autonomous system" in all fields of literature,
with publication time from 2010 to 2019. The process of searching and screening
the literature is carried out from August 2019 to December 2019.

The search results on the ACMDL produced 90 literature that matched the search
criteria,while the search results on the IEEEXplore obtained 52 literature results. The
search results using the Scopus digital library obtained results totaling 518 literature
for the period of publication 2010–2019. The total number of search results on the

https://dl.acm.org/search/advanced
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/search/advanced
https://www.scopus.com/search/form.uri?display=advanced
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Fig. 1 The process of searching and selecting literature from three digital libraries [7]

three digital libraries is a total of 660 literature, as can be seen in Table 1; after
discarding duplicated results, the total results were 582 literature that matched the
search criteria. 582 literature search results are then filtered based on the suitability
of their titles and abstracts with the aim of the study, resulting in 79 literature that are
ready to be assessed for eligibility. Full-text reading was carried out on 79 selected
articles and reselected based on inclusion criteria that have been set; inclusion criteria
include “full-article can be accessed”, “written in English”, and “the contents of the
article are related to the research questions”. In accordance with the flowchart in
Fig. 1, the final results of the search and selection process yielded 61 literature which
became reference sources for the literature review in this study.

3 Result and Discussion

The results of the literature review are discussed in four subsections according to
the four research questions that have been set; these are research questions related
to Internet topology studies at the AS level: (RQ1) Why do they need to be studied?,
(RQ2) How are they carried out?, (RQ3)What are the limitations of current studies?,
and (RQ4) What are the future studies of them?. In each subsection, the results
of the literature review are also divided into three parts. The first two parts are
for the results of a literature review on “Internet topology modeling” and “Internet
topology mapping”, while the last part is for the results of a literature review on
“Internet topology measurement”. This subdivision was chosen by considering three
broad categories of research in the field of Internet topology at the AS level, namely
modeling, mapping, and measurement. Figure 2 shows the grouping of reference
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Fig. 2 The number of reference literature grouped into three research categories in the field of Inter-
net topology—modeling, mapping, and measurement—(left-side box) and the number of reference
literature classified in the year of their publication (right-side box)

literature based on the three Internet topology research categories and the grouping
based on the year of publication of these literature. There are 37 reference literature
that fall into the category of Internet topology measurement research, while for the
categories of Internet topology mapping and modeling, there are 18 and 6 reference
literature, respectively.

3.1 (RQ1) Why Do They Need to Be Studied?

The first research question is “Why do they—Internet topology modeling, mapping,
and measurement—need to be studied?”. A summary of the results of the literature
review for this question iswritten inTable 2,while the discussion about the reasons for
Internet topology research is written in the paragraphs in this subsection, divided into
three parts, namely each for Internet topologymodeling, mapping, andmeasurement.

3.1.1 Reasons Why Internet Topology Modeling Needs to Be Studied

Themain reason for the study of Internet topology modeling is the aim of developing
the Internet to a better level [8]. This reason is still relevant to current conditions; the
Internet is still growing to a better level supported by research in the field of Internet
topology.With ongoing demands for the development of the Internet, this reason will
continue to be one of the main reasons for research in the field of modeling Internet
topology.Another reason is tomeasure the performance of the Internet topology,with
many components that make up the Internet [9]. Various points of view can be carried
out for this kind of research, starting from the perspective of complex networks, or
with graphs and othermathematicalmodels.Modelingwith amathematical approach
makes it possible for researchers to calculate the performance of certain components
on the Internet. With the dynamic nature of components on the Internet, this reason
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Table 2 Why do Internet topology modeling, mapping, and measurement need to be studied?

Reasons why Internet topology modeling needs to be studied

1. To develop the Internet to a better level [8]

2. To be able to measure the performance of the Internet topology and its related components
from the perspective of complex networks, graphs, or other mathematical models [9]

Reasons why Internet topology mapping needs to be studied

1. To find out significant changes that occur in the Internet architecture and how the Internet is
regulated in each region and how it relates to various factors in the region [10, 11]

2. To detect and analyze problems, and to do network optimization [12]

3. To improve understanding of the Internet economy and also improve routing models [13]

4. To understand the structure of the Internet and its development [14–17]

5. To provide an overview of the Internet ecosystem [18–20]

6. To understand Internet topology regionally [21]

Reasons why Internet topology measurement needs to be studied

1. To quantify the evolution and trends of the Internet topology from various points of view over
a certain period of time, because this will greatly impact the Internet ecosystem and future
Internet architecture design [22–33]

2. To analyze changes in the Internet ecosystem in a certain area in a certain time period for
various needs [34–39]

3. To find out the quality of the Internet topology that can be inferred and provide a strategy to
increase it, because an accurate Internet topology is critical for future evaluation and
development of the Internet [6, 40–43]

4. To analyze the impact and development of Internet eXchange Point (IXP) on regional and
global Internet topology ecosystems, because IXP plays an important role in interconnection
and can be a representation of the Internet [44–47]

5. To identify critical points, serious problems, and the impact of attacks on Internet topology
[48–50]

6. To provide insight into complex Internet structures and insights for the decision-making needs
of certain business or policy decisions [51–53]

can still be the basis for researchers to conduct research in the field of modeling
Internet topology.

3.1.2 Reasons Why Internet Topology Mapping Needs to Be Studied

One of the most important reasons for Internet topology mapping research is to
understand the structure and development of the Internet [14–17]. The results of
the mapping will be able to provide an overview and understanding of the Internet
topology ecosystem, both globally and regionally [18–21]. The reasons for this Inter-
net topology mapping will continue to encourage researchers, due to the dynamic
development of Internet topology. The results of Internet topology mapping pro-
duced today are not necessarily relevant in the future, so researchers can still expect
new findings from the results of similar studies conducted at different times. Internet
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topology mapping results can also be used to understand the Internet economy and
also for technical matters related to the development of routing protocols, problem
detection and analysis, and network optimization [12, 13]. Likewise, recent research
uses the results of Internet topology mapping to see significant changes in the archi-
tecture of the Internet in a particular geographical area. Even mapping results can
also be used to analyze Internet regulation in an area, as well as correlation analysis
with various factors in that area [10, 11].

3.1.3 Reasons Why Internet Topology Measurement Needs
to Be Studied

One of the most continuous researches in the field of Internet topology measurement
conducted over the past decade is to measure the evolution and trends of Internet
topology. The researchers took their measurements from various viewpoints and
certain time frames. The researchers conducted these studies because the results of
measuring trends, and evolution of the Internet topology can have a significant impact
on the running Internet ecosystem, or on the development of Internet architecture
design in the future [22–33]. Measurement analysis of changes that occur in the
Internet ecosystem at certain time periods is very useful for various parties, which is
why this is also a reason for researchers to take measurements of Internet topology
[34–39]. For example, for decisionmakers, the results of themeasurement of Internet
topology as a complex system can be used to assist the decision-making process of
certain policies or taking business decisions [51–53]. Likewise, recent research uses
the results of Internet topology measurements to identify the impact of attacks on
Internet topology, alongwith the identification of critical points and serious problems
caused [48–50].Measurements of specific components on the Internet are also carried
out by researchers, for example, measurements of the impact of Internet eXchange
Point (IXP) on the Internet ecosystem, both globally and regionally. These studies are
considered important, because IXPplays an important role in Internet interconnection
and at the same time can be a representation of the Internet ecosystem [44–47].
Measurement of the quality of Internet topology inference results is also still a reason
for researchers to conduct research in the field of Internet topology measurement.
This is due to the need for an accurate Internet topology for the process of future
Internet development [6, 40–43].

3.2 (RQ2) How Are They Carried Out?

The second research question is “How are they—Internet topology modeling, map-
ping, andmeasurement—carried out?”. A discussion of themethods used in research
in the field of Internet topology will be presented in this subsection, while Table 3
summarizes them.
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Table 3 How are Internet topology modeling, mapping, and measurement carried out?

Ways to do Internet topology modeling

1. By applying Triangular Connecting Mechanism (TCM) to an evolving network model [8]

2. By creating a level structured network model on Internet Content Provider (ICP) and IXP
using a complex network perspective [9]

3. By using a network graph model that represents IXP with its AS members [54]

4. By utilizing a time series mathematical model to dynamic Internet resources for the purposes
of forecasting and event detection [55]

Ways to do Internet topology mapping

1. By using the geolocation of Internet Protocol (IP) prefixes to estimate the geographical
location of ASes to meet certain purposes [11, 12, 21]

2. By using certain methods or proposing new algorithms to infer various types of AS
relationships—as completely as possible—based on various BGP data, traceroute, geolocation,
traffic flow, WHOIS, looking glass, and other supporting data [13–20, 56–59]

3. By using the results of Internet topology mapping in the form of AS graph as a basis for
certain experiments and analyses [10, 60]

4. By surveying Internet topology data collection techniques and their limitations, as well as
presenting the latest efforts on Internet topology modeling and mapping [2]

Ways to do Internet topology measurement

1. By applying and proposing certain theories or algorithms as a means to investigate certain
behaviors in Internet topology, such as trends and evolution, comparison and classification, as
well as structural changes [22, 23, 25, 27, 29]

2. By analyzing historical data from various sources over a period of time, with the aim of
measuring evolution, trends, behavior, or other specific things from the Internet topology
ecosystem at the AS level [24, 26, 28, 30–33]

3.2.1 Ways to Do Internet Topology Modeling

The most common way to do Internet topology modeling is to make a mathemat-
ical model. One that is widely used is to use a network graph model to represent
nodes and their interconnections, for example to represent interconnections between
members of IXP. Researchers also use a mathematical time series model to represent
dynamic Internet resources, so that they canmake certain predictions or detect certain
events on the Internet topology [54, 55]. Sometimes, researchers also use specific
mathematical modeling, for example, the use of Triangular Connecting Mechanism
(TCM) to model the development of Internet topology networks [8]. Other modeling
approaches use complex network perspective, for example, in research that builds
a level structured network model on Internet Content Provider (ICP) and IXP [9].
Mathematical model approaches are still relevant ways for modeling Internet topol-
ogy in subsequent studies, whereas the two theories that are by far the most suitable
for modeling and analyzing the results of Internet topology are graph theory and
complex network theory.
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3.2.2 Ways to Do Internet Topology Mapping

The most common way to do research in the field of Internet topology mapping is
to infer various types of AS relationships. The method for inference is often done
by proposing new algorithms for relationship inference—or sometimes using certain
other methods—to get the AS relationships as complete as possible on the Internet
topology map. The dataset used in these studies varies, ranging from various BGP
data, traceroute, looking glass, WHOIS, geolocation, traffic flow, or other support-
ing data [13–20, 56–59]. The accuracy and completeness of the AS relationships
inference algorithm is still an open problem, because there are still inaccuracies or
incomplete relationships between ASes from various methods that have been pro-
posed. Further analysis of the results of Internet topology mapping was also carried
out by several researchers, by conducting certain experiments and analyses using
AS graph as the results of Internet topology mapping [10, 60]. There are also clas-
sic studies that carry out a survey of the latest efforts of Internet topology mapping
studies, or surveys of ways to collect Internet topology data and their limitations [2].
Some recent studies involve geolocation of Internet Protocol (IP) prefixes as a basis
for determining the location of ASes [11, 12, 21]. The direction of research involving
geolocation is estimated to still be something that will be done by researchers in the
future. The involvement of several recent research trends—such as big data or deep
learning—is also likely to be involved by researchers in the process of data analysis
in subsequent Internet topology mapping studies.

3.2.3 Ways to Do Internet Topology Measurement

Internet topology measurement methods are often carried out by implementing cer-
tain theories or algorithms as a means of investigating the behavior of the Internet
topology. Some behaviors are often measured in research, such as structural changes,
comparisons, and classifications, as well as trends and evolution of Internet topology
[22, 23, 25, 27, 29]. The mechanisms of measuring some technical things on the
Internet topology—such as its evolution, trends, behavior, and several other specific
things—are often done by analyzing historical data from various sources within a
certain time period [24, 26, 28, 30–33].

3.3 (RQ3) What Are the Limitations of Current Studies?

The third research question is “What are the limitations of current studies—on Inter-
net topology modeling, mapping, and measurement—?”. Limitations of studies that
have been carried out by researchers in the field of Internet topologywill be discussed
in the paragraphs of this subsection, and Table 4 summarizes these limitations.
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Table 4 What are the limitations of current studies on Internet topology modeling, mapping, and
measurement?

Limitations of current studies on Internet topology modeling

1. On the deficiencies in accuracy, completeness, ease, and application [54]

Limitations of current studies on Internet topology mapping

1. On the incompleteness of dataset for mapping [11, 13, 57, 58]

2. On the inaccuracy of the mapping results [11, 12]

3. On the limitations of the scope of the mapping results [12, 13, 57, 58]

4. On specific limitations in the mapping effort, such as BGP community requirements on the
route server and the inability to associate ASes with their parent organization [20, 57, 58]

Limitations of current studies on Internet topology measurement

1. On the incompleteness of dataset for measurement [3, 47]

2. On the limitations of data obtained from looking glass servers [43, 46]

3. On specific limitations in the measurement effort, such as ambiguity to multigraphs,
mismatch of simulation results with real conditions on the Internet, limited number of ISP data,
and data glitch in the dataset [3, 23, 61, 62]

3.3.1 Limitations of Current Studies on Internet Topology Modeling

Research in the area of Internet topologymodeling still has severalmajor deficiencies.
The first limitation is the lack of accuracy, so that the resulting Internet topology
model is not accurate enough to represent the actual Internet topology. The next
limitation is the problem of completeness of the resulting Internet topologymodel, so
it cannot provide an overall representation of the real Internet topology. Both of these
limitations, namely the lack of accuracy and completeness, still open opportunities
for researchers to conduct further research in order to improve the accuracy and
completeness of the Internet topology model. Another limitation that also remains
an open problem in this area of research is the lack of ease of the Internet topology
model when it will be applied applicatively [54].

3.3.2 Limitations of Current Studies on Internet Topology Mapping

Research in the field of mapping Internet topology still has some prominent limita-
tions. One limitation that remains a classic issue is the incompleteness of the data
sources used for mapping; because the dataset used is incomplete, the results of the
mapping are also incomplete [11, 13, 57, 58]. Another classic problem is regarding
the inaccuracy of the results of the Internet topology mapping, so that the Internet
topology map from the research results cannot accurately represent the actual topol-
ogy of the Internet [11, 12]. These two classic problems can cause other problems,
such as the limited scope of the resulting Internet topology maps [12, 13, 57, 58].
These problems are still open issues that are still relevant and can be responded
to by researchers in the field of mapping Internet topology in subsequent studies.
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However, there are also limitations that are specific in some studies, for example, the
requirement for certain features such as BGP communities on route servers for the
research process, or limitations of research due to the inability to do certain things
such as associating ASes with their parent organizations [20, 57, 58].

3.3.3 Limitations of Current Studies on Internet Topology
Measurement

Research in the field of Internet topology measurement still presents several limita-
tions that arise from the process or research results. One of the main things is the
limited availability of data sources for measuring Internet topology; the incomplete-
ness of the dataset for the process of measuring Internet topology is a problem that
has not been fully resolved [3, 47]. Likewise, the strategy to add measurement data
from other sources, for example, by adding data from looking glass servers, has not
completely resolved the problem [43, 46]. There are also some specific research lim-
itations, such as data errors in datasets, data ambiguity, and specific data limitations
(for example, ISP data). The limitations possessed by previous research in the field
of Internet topology measurement can result in a mismatch of simulation results with
real conditions on the Internet, which are often complained by subsequent researchers
[3, 23, 61, 62].

3.4 (RQ4) What Are the Future Studies of Them?

The final research question is “What are the future studies of them—Internet topology
modeling,mapping, andmeasurement—?”. Further research opportunities in the field
of Internet topology modeling, mapping, and measurement will be discussed in this
subsection. Further research opportunities are discussed in paragraph narratives and
a summary of them is included in Table 5.

3.4.1 Future Studies of Internet Topology Modeling

There are several further research directions for researchers in the field of Internet
topology modeling. One of them is from the article which suggests that research on
the structure and evolutionofASesmust also take into account critical elements on the
Internet, such as economic aspects, technological aspects, and social aspects [64].
Internet topology evolution modeling at AS level generally uses graphs; research
using other general complex networks besides graphs is something that can be done
by future researchers [63]. There are also specific research proposals in the field of
Internet topology modeling, for example, analysis of stochastic variations on global
AS data reachability and also on event detection [55].
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Table 5 What are the future studies of Internet topology modeling, mapping, and measurement?

Future studies of Internet topology modeling

1. Analysis of stochastic variations on global AS reachability data and also on event detection
[55]

2. Evaluation of the AS-level Internet model uses other general complex networks besides using
graphs [63]

3. Study of the structure and evolution of ASes by also taking into account the social,
technological, and economic aspects—as critical elements on the Internet—[64]

Future studies of Internet topology mapping

1. Improvement of the AS geolocation accuracy with more detailed resolution of geographic
tagging algorithm [11, 12, 21]

2. Development of inference relationship methods to improve the valid inference results of
various types of AS relationships in a wider scope [13, 14, 16, 17]

3. Specific future developments, such as data integration and feedback for active measurement
improvement, efficient algorithm for IXP peering finding, implications of the ongoing Internet
revolution, and a more informed AS clustering algorithm [13, 15, 20, 58]

Future studies of Internet topology measurement

1. Analysis of the evolution and correlation between parts of the Internet ecosystem [22, 32, 36,
46]

2. Measurement of the security risks in Internet topology [49, 52, 61]

3. Measurement of the structure of ASes or measurement of the correlation between ASes and
other metrics [35, 38, 53]

4. Studies that provide recommendations to Internet stakeholders, with the aim that research in
the field of Internet topology can be done better in the future [26, 43]

5. Various other advanced studies in the field of Internet topology measurement, such as the
correlation between ISP characteristics with stock values, providing a public tool to store and
monitor the routing policy changes, analysis of the global impact of BGP information, and
utility to determine peering intelligently [37, 41, 62, 65]

3.4.2 Future Studies of Internet Topology Mapping

Research on Internet topological mapping has two main directions for further
research. The first direction is to improve the geolocation accuracy of ASes with
a geographic tagging algorithm that has a higher resolution [11, 12, 21]. Research
involving geolocation has recently become a hot issue in the field of topological
mapping of the Internet. Meanwhile, the second research direction is to improve the
inference relationshipmethods in order to increase the validity of the inference results
of various types of AS relationships in a wider scope [13, 14, 16, 17]. Subsequent
research in order to improve inference relationship methods may involve the use of
the latest trend methods and technologies, such as machine learning, big data, and
deep learning. Apart from those two main directions, there are also specific ideas for
future developments, such as a more informed AS clustering algorithm, implications
of the ongoing Internet revolution, efficient algorithm for IXP peering finding, as
well as data integration and feedback for active measurement improvement [13, 15,
20, 58].
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3.4.3 Future Studies of Internet Topology Measurement

Research in the field of Internet topology measurement has several directions for
further research. One of the research directions that have been done recently is the
measurement of security risks in Internet topology [49, 52, 61]. Research which
analyzes the evolution of the Internet ecosystem and the relationships between com-
ponents is an ongoing study in the field of Internet topology measurement [22, 32,
36, 46]. Likewise, researches that provide recommendations to Internet stakeholders
are also continuously needed, with the aim that research in the field of Internet topol-
ogy can be done better in the future [26, 43]. Other research directions are studies
that lead to the measurement of AS structure, the relationship between ASes, and
other related metrics [35, 38, 53]. Several specific directions of research can also be
carried out, such as providing a public tool to store and monitor the routing policy
changes, analysis of the global impact of BGP information, the correlation between
ISP characteristics with stock values, and utility to determine peering intelligently
[37, 41, 62, 65].

4 Conclusion

A literature review has been carried out on studies that contain keywords “internet
topology” and “autonomous systems” involving 61 literature published in the last 10
years—from 2010 to 2019—. In general, Internet topology research at the AS level
can be grouped into three broad groups, namely Internet topology modeling, Internet
topology mapping, and Internet topology measurement. The most dominant reason
in Internet topology modeling research is to develop the Internet to a better level;
whereas the most widely used Internet modeling method is graph theory, although
with some criticism that follows modeling in this way. The weaknesses that still exist
in Internet topology modeling are problems of accuracy, completeness, and appli-
cability. Mapping Internet topology at the AS level is mainly in the form of efforts
to obtain maps of relationships between ASes on the Internet, which is generally
confidential data belonging to each Internet provider. Understanding maps between
ASes on the Internet is very important in order to understand the structure of the
Internet topology and also for the benefit of future Internet development. The main
problem that remains an open problem in mapping Internet topology is the problem
of the incomplete mapping of links between ASes, especially for peer-to-peer links.
Measurement of Internet topology is often done to see trends and evolution of Inter-
net topology over a certain period of time; the measurement process is carried out
globally and regionally, with the measurement process generally involving complex
network theory. The trends and evolution of the Internet topology are very impor-
tant to measure, because they can provide an overview of the growth of the Internet
topology and can provide predictions of its development in the future. Various com-
ponents in the Internet topology ecosystem are also measured in various studies on
themeasurement of Internet topology; one component that is widelymeasured is IXP.
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Common weaknesses in measuring Internet topology are the limited number of van-
tage points and their uneven placement in all parts of the Internet topology globally,
as well as the limited public access to Internet topology measurement points which
are mostly private. The use of methods and technologies that can provide insight
through processing large amounts of data—such as machine learning, big data, and
deep learning—can be involved in research in the field of Internet topology.
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Addressing the Effects of the Spectrum
Sensing Data Falsification Attack Using
the Enhanced Q-out-of-m Rule

Velempini Mthulisi , Ngomane Issah, and Mapunya Sekgoari Semaka

Abstract The spectrum sensing data falsification (SSDF) attackmodifies the energy
values received from the primary users (PUs). During cooperative spectrum sensing
(CSS), it reports the incorrect data to its neighbouring secondary users (SUs). CSS
is conducted by SUs which perform local sensing and then share observed data to
achieve distributed global sensing. In this study, the effects of SSDF in cognitive radio
ad hoc network (CRAHN) are evaluated. The enhanced q-out-of-m rule scheme is
proposed to address the effects of SSDF in CRAHN. The proposed scheme was
evaluated in MATLAB and the simulation results show that it outperformed the
DBSD scheme.

Keywords Cognitive radio network · Cognitive radio ad hoc network · Cooperative
spectrum sensing · Enhanced q-out-of-m rule · Spectrum sensing data falsification

1 Introduction

Cognitive radio networks (CRNs) address the underutilization of the spectrum by
enabling secondary users (SUs) to use opportunistically the vacant licensed users’
spectrum [1–3]. The SUs have to avoid interfering with the transmission of primary
users (PUs) by cooperating in sensing the spectrum. SUs can either cooperate or sense
the spectrum non-cooperatively [2, 4, 5]. SUs cooperatively sense the spectrum and
share the sensing data and thereafter make some informed spectrum access decisions.
Non-cooperatively, the SUs sense the band and make decisions independently.
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Cooperative spectrum sensing (CSS) is superior to non-cooperative spectrum
sensing. Non-cooperative spectrum sensing is susceptible to challenges such as the
hidden terminal problem (HTP), signal and multi-path fading in the band [6]. Unfor-
tunately, CSS is susceptible to the spectrum sensing data falsification (SSDF) attack
security challenge. In SSDF attackers collaborate in sensing the band with legitimate
SUs and then share incorrect observations. This can result in interference to PUs or
denial of service to the SUs [7]. This study investigated the SSDF also known as the
Byzantine attack. We propose the implementation of the enhanced q-out-of-m rule
(q – m rule) scheme to address the Byzantine attack.

We implemented the enhanced q – m rule scheme to address the effects of the
Byzantine attack. The q – m rule whereby a random 60% of m number of nodes is
selected and the final transmission decision is based on q. If q is found to be 1, the
spectrum band is considered to be occupied and when q is 0, the band is idle.

The study was motivated by the fact that CRN is a promising technology that can
be utilized to address the spectrum underutilization challenge. Hence there is a need
to improve the security of the network.

This paper is arranged as follows: Section 2 presents related works. Section 3
briefly describes the network environment in which the experiments were carried
out. Section 4 analyses the results and the study is concluded in Sect. 5.

2 Related Works

SSDF defence schemes were designed and implemented by researchers to address
the SSDF attack. The study in [8] assigns each cognitive user (CU) a weight value in
an attempt to address the SSDF. It compares the binary output of SUs to the fusion
centre (FC) output. The reputation value of the CU is incremented by one if the
output of the CU matches FC’s output, otherwise, it is decremented. Sensing helps
the CUs to decide whether the spectrum is idle or not.

The reputation of CUs which unintentionally misbehaves is restored; however,
it works best when there is only one attacker. We propose a scheme that does not
require the services of an FC. The role of the CU is performed by each CU which
fuses its own observations and the observations of its neighbours.

In [9], a statistical consensus-based scheme was proposed to address the SSDF
attack. The scheme is CSS based and SUmakes independent transmission decisions.
SUs compute the difference between received data and the computed mean. A high
deviation disqualifies SU’s input and is classified as malicious. The limitation of
this scheme was that it isolated the unintentionally misbehaving SUs or nodes. The
unintentionally misbehaving nodes temporarily misbehave due to challenges such as
theHTP and signal fading. Schemes should be able to accommodate themisbehaving
nodes while preserving the integrity of cognitive radio ad hoc networks (CRAHN).
In [10], the SSDF attack is addressed by using the modified Z-test and the q – m
scheme in CRAHN. The results show that the scheme can isolate and address the
SSDF.
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A distributed scheme designed to address the SSDF in CSS is proposed in [11].
The reports frommalicious nodes are dropped. The probability density of the random
variable is estimatedusing the kernel density estimator.An incorrect report is isolated.
Unfortunately, density-based SSDF detection (DBSD) isolates all incorrect reports,
including reports of unintentionallymisbehaving nodes. It then computes the average
based on the remaining sensing reports in comparison to the LU detection threshold.
The scheme assumes that malicious nodes are relatively few.

The scheme in [12] assigns each CU a weight value in an endeavour to address
the SSDF. The binary output of each user is assessed to determine its closeness to the
FC’s output. If the output matches the one from FC, its reputation is incremented by
one, otherwise, it is decremented. The CUs have to decide whether the LU present
or not. The scheme restores the reputation of unintentionally misbehaving CUs;
unfortunately, the scheme is only effective when the MUs are less than the CUs.

The work in [13] compares the effectiveness of a trust-based scheme against
a statistical approach scheme in addressing the effects of the Byzantine attack.
The authors observed that the trust-based scheme performed better compared to
the statistical approach.

A lightweight multi-fusion-based distributed spectrum sensing scheme (MFDSS)
designed to mitigate the SSDF in CRAHN is proposed in [14]. It detects an outlier
and also implements a data fusion techniquewhich is employed to evaluate the effects
of the SSDF attack. The outliers are isolated using the A-modified z-test. In addition,
reputation serves as a second detection layer designed to detect outliers that were
missed. We propose an enhanced q − m rule scheme to isolate outliers.

In [15], the MUs of the SSDF is investigated. A double-sided neighbour distance
(DSND) scheme is proposed to detect the MUs. The scheme characterizes SUs
maliciouswhen their values differ significantly fromother cooperative nodes’ reports.
Unfortunately, the scheme isolates nodes that report similar observations. It should
be noted that even non-malicious nodes can occasionally report observations that are
the same. In our scheme, we isolate outliers through the use of the enhanced q − m
rule.

3 Network Environment

The network considered for our study consists of SUs and PUs. The SUs make use
of the cognitive capabilities to opportunistically access the spectrum while the PUs
are licensed to utilize the spectrum band. Unfortunately, the network also has MUs
which utilize the band either for selfish reasons and causes the spectrum unavailable
to other SUs. This is a denial of service which starves the SUs as depicted in Fig. 1.

Figure 1 shows the implementation ofCSS in a cognitive network.Wedemonstrate
how the nodes cooperate to conduct reliable sensing. Unfortunately, the SSDF attack
denoted by node 13 also collaborates with the SUs in sending incorrect spectrum
observations. In Fig. 2, we also show the different types of SUs that are investigated
in the work.
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Fig. 1 Implementation of CSS in CRN [16]

Fig. 2 Types of SSDF attacks [17]
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We investigated the unintentionally misbehaving SUs denoted by node 2, the
normal SUs denoted by nodes 0–6 and the malicious SUs denoted by MU1-MU2.
Node 2 is said to be unintentionally misbehaving due to environmental obstruc-
tions in the network that cause the device to temporarily misbehave [18, 19]. The
environmental challenges are the HTP, multipath and signal fading [20].

4 Results and Analysis

For the performance evaluations, we used theMATLABR2015a version inWindows
10 environment to simulate our scheme. The signal-to-noise ratio was set to 10 deci-
bels in the proposed enhanced q−mrule scheme. Energy detectionwas implemented
as the sensing technique. The detection threshold was set to 0. The SUs first perform
CSS before computing binary values before they could share the observations. We
set a number of nodes N = 10, 50, 100, 150 to 250 to evaluate the performance
of schemes in different size of networks. We selected our MUs to be 20, 40 and
60%. The probability of detection (PoD), missed detection (MD) and false alarm
probabilities (FAP) were selected for evaluation metrics. The proposed scheme was
evaluated against the DBSD scheme in [11]. DBSD was designed to solve the same
challenge in CRN.

Figure 3 shows success probability results when the percentage of MUs in the
network is 20. With N = 10, we had 2 MUs which were detected by the schemes.
Unfortunately, as we observe from the results, as the network size increased, the
success probability of the schemes degraded gradually. Thiswas caused by the attacks
which were not detected in the first fusion step. The unintentionally misbehaving

Fig. 3 Probability of detection with 20% malicious users
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Fig. 4 Probability of detection with 40% malicious nodes

nodes were also detected as malicious nodes that have an impact on the success
probability. However, the enhanced q − m rule scheme performs better in terms of
the success probability. Figure 4 presents the PoD in a network consisting of 40% of
nodes being malicious.

We increased the percentage of malicious users in Fig. 4 to 40% and observed a
decrease in the PoD. We concluded that the increase in the percentage of MUs has
an impact on the success probability. However, our enhanced q − m rule scheme
performed better than the DBSD scheme. The scheme managed to detect and isolate
all the malicious nodes.

Figure 5 shows the PoD results with 60% malicious users in the network. Both
schemesmanaged to detect more than 30% of the attack in every network size. As the
network size increased and the unintentionally misbehaving nodes also increased,
which degraded the performance of the scheme.

Figure 6 shows the results of the missed detection probability (PMD) from a
small network size of 10 to a large network size of 250 nodes with 20% MUs in
each network size. According to the results, the q−m rule scheme performed better
in missed detection as it has the lowest missed detection rate. This is because in
implementing the q − m rule scheme, which was 60% of the nodes were selected
randomly and the attack was isolated in the network. Figure 8 presents the missed
detection in a network with 40% of MUs.

Figure 7 shows missed detection results with 40% MUs in the network. The
increasing number of SUs increases the PMD. The PMD was degraded by the
increasing number of MUs. These results prove that a q − m rule system performs
better compared to the DBSD scheme because of the unintentionally misbehaving
nodes which can be detected using the q − m rule. The DBSD approaches usually
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Fig. 5 Probability of detection with 60% malicious users

Fig. 6 Missed detection probability with 20% malicious nodes

detect and isolate the always yes and always no MUs only which is a limitation.
Figure 8 presents the missed detection in a network with 60% of MUs.

The PMD of the schemes in detecting the SSDF attack increased in response to
an increasing number of MUs. It was observed that the increasing number of MUs
degraded the performance of the schemes. The enhanced q − m scheme managed
to detect and isolate more attackers compared to the DBSD scheme. Both schemes
implemented a statistically-based approach instead of a trust-based approach. The
DBSD scheme considered the actual sensed values of the PUs received energy while
the enhanced q − m rule scheme considered the binary computation of the PUs
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Fig. 7 Missed detection probability with 40% malicious nodes

Fig. 8 Missed detection probability with 60% of malicious nodes

received energy levels. This caused the proposed scheme to detect and isolate binary
values that differ from the majority of reports in the final transmission decision-
making process. Figure 9 presents the PFA alarm results.

We present the PFA results in Fig. 9 in the following scenarios in N = 10, 50,
100, 150 to 250 with 20% MUs in each network size. The PFA is the probability
that the schemes detect legitimate SUs as malicious. In N = 10 we had 8 SUs and
2 MUs. In order to find effective methods to accommodate the misbehaving SUs,
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Fig. 9 False alarm probability with 20% malicious nodes

most of the nodes were set to be unintentionally misbehaving. We observed from the
results that as we increased the size of the network and the size of the misbehaving
nodes, the false alarm probability increased as well. We observed that the q − m
scheme performed better in accommodating the misbehaving SUs due to the 60%
threshold, thus it had the lowest PFA. The DBSD scheme discarded most reports
including reports from legitimate SUs which caused the increase in the PFA. The
same behaviour is observed even in 40% MUs. Figure 10 presents the PFA results

Fig. 10 False alarm probability with 40% intruders in the network
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Fig. 11 False alarm probability with 60% intruders in the network

in a network with 40% of MUs.
As observed in Fig. 10, in which the results of PFA in a scenario with 40%

intruders, given a high number ofmalicious users, the PFAwas also high. It increased
as we increased the number of SUs. We set different misbehaving nodes in each
network size which caused the results to fluctuate. We conclude that the misbehaving
nodes have a negative effect on the PFA of the schemes. Given the increasing number
of misbehaving nodes in a network environment, PFA rises. The q − m scheme
outperformed the DBSD in all the metrics. It had the highest PoD and the lowest
PMD and PFA. Figure 10 presents the PFA results in a network with 60% of MUs.

Figure 11 depicts the PFA results of the schemes in a network with 60%MUs. The
PFA is the probability of detecting unintentionally misbehaving nodes as malicious.
We observed from the results that the q − m scheme has the lowest false alarm
probability rate. We randomly selected m nodes which constitute 60% of the nodes
making the final transmission decision. Our scheme accommodates the misbehaving
SUs while preserving the integrity of CRAHN by assuring a correct transmission
decision.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we studied an attack known as the SSDF attack or Byzantine attack in
CRAHN. We evaluated two approaches used in implementing a defence mechanism
to counter the SSDF attack. We investigated the DBSD and compared it with the
proposed enhanced q − m rule scheme. We studied two types of SUs, the legiti-
mate SUs and the unintentionally misbehaving SUs. We simulated the schemes in
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CRAHNs which do not require the services of a data FC. The schemes were simu-
lated in MATLAB. The PoD, PMD and PFAs were used to compare the schemes.
We observed that the enhanced q − m rule system outperforms the DBSD scheme.
The proposed scheme still need to be enhanced to alleviate the effects of primary
user emulation attack where the attackers mimic the characteristics of the primary
user in an attempt to mislead legitimate users.
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COVID-19 Severity Prediction in Patients
Based on Anomaly Detection Approach

Alisher Ikramov , Fatima Adilova , Khikmat Anvarov ,
and Abduhakim Khadjibaev

AbstractBackground As the course of COVID-19 varies dramatically, one of the
critical challenges is detecting high-risk patients for early prevention and treatment.
Lockdown and treatment regimen in Uzbekistan in Spring, 2020 made it possible
to collect a significant amount of patient data, including asymptomatic, mild, and
severe cases. Based on the data, we propose several models for the early prediction of
severeCOVID-19.Results:We compared supervised learning and anomaly detection
algorithms for the task of severe illness prediction. We analyzed the performance
and evaluated risk factors based on the proposed models. The best performing model
achieves an F1 score of 0.928 and a C-index of 0.965 on the test set. We evaluated
the robustness of the model and tested it on an external dataset. We used different
techniques to build model interpretability. Conclusions: Machine learning methods
can help in detecting patients that have a high risk of developing a severe course so
that medical experts can start proper treatment earlier and, as a result, decrease the
number of critical cases.

Keywords Artificial intelligence ·Machine learning · Anomaly detection · Feature
selection · COVID-19 · Medical prognosis · Retrospective analysis · K-means

1 Background

COVID-19 is a serious disease that quickly affected the entire world. The ratio of
patients with severe COVID-19 was estimated as 2 in 10 people [1] back in March
based on the information from China, while Oran et al. [2] estimated asymptomatic
patients to be 40% of all positive cases.
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Garcia-Vidal et al. [3] demonstrated the advantages of using personal treatment
advised by artificial intelligence to reduce lethal cases by roughly half. The high
virulence [4] that led to the pandemic puts a heavy burden on the healthcare system,
making it unable to function at the proper level. Healthcare systems in poor regions
were affected the most, the overload of the hospitals lead to a rise in mortality rate
[5].

1.1 Related Works

U.S. Centre for Disease Control [6] has evaluated risk factors based on clinical data
fromChina, and in the United States, age and comorbidities are strong risk factors for
severe illness. Wu et al. [7] had also analyzed data from the Chinese CDC and stated
that 81% of the patients had a mild course. Docherty et al. [8] characterized clinical
features of 20,133 inpatients in the UK. They found that 60% of patients were men,
interquartile range of age was 58–82, the most common comorbidities were chronic
cardiac disease (31%), uncomplicated diabetes (21%), chronic pulmonary disease
(18%), and chronic kidney disease (16%).

Ortolan et al. [9] analyzed 85 articles to compare COVID-19 mortality, severity,
and recovery rates. They found that the mortality ratio of men to women was 1.81,
the severity ratio was 1.46, and the recovery chance ratio was 0.72. Klein et al. [10]
analyzed data from New York City and found that the mortality rate of males is
almost twice as high as female mortality. Wynants et al. [11] reviewed more than
100 articles describing 145 models. One of the drawbacks of all the studies was the
lack of use of the TRIPOD Checklist [12]. They found 91 diagnostic models and
50 prognostic models of the mortality risk. All models were ranked as high-biased
based on their selection and exclusion processes. C-index in those reviewed papers
varied from 0.68 to 0.99.

DeLusignan et al. [13] builtmultivariable logistic regressionmodelswithmultiple
imputations to identify risk factors for positive SARS-CoV-2 tests. The research was
aimed at finding key factors of becoming infected with COVID-19.

1.2 The Aim of the Work

The work aimed to develop an automated system to predict the risk of developing a
severe course ofCOVID-19 in patients. The system should use only easily identifiable
predictors that most medical personnel can measure or collect. The system should
allow identifying patients with possible complications at the initial stage so that they
could start their corresponding treatment as early as possible.
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2 Material and Methods

2.1 Patients’ Data

Uzbekistan saw its first case on March 15, 2020, and went to strict lockdown shortly
afterward. All people who traveled from other countries had to be quarantined in
special facilities for 14 days. Everyone who was tested positive for COVID-19 had
to be treated in special hospitals only.

We collected the data on 668 patientswithCOVID-19 from9 hospitals in Tashkent
city (3), Tashkent Region (2), Samarkand (1), Fergana (1), Namangan (1), and
Bukhara (1). The database contains daily information on each patient from the date
of hospitalization until their discharge or death. The severity of the condition was
decided by medical professionals based on daily observations of the patients. The
start of the study was March 15, 2020, and the end of the study was June 1, 2020. We
excluded from the database all censored patients. Consequently, we had 592 negative
cases and 55 positive cases. Among positive cases, there were 15 lethal outcomes.
The study used retrospective data for training, model selection, and testing.

Development, validation, and test sets

Werandomly selected 80%of negative cases for the development set, 10%of negative
cases for the validation set, and the rest 10% of negative cases for the test set. We
randomly chose 50% of positive nonlethal cases for the validation set and the rest
for the test set. All 15 lethal cases were included only in the test set.

Selected predictors

Based on the study of related work and availability of data, we used the following
predictors for the prognosis: sex, age, comorbidities, complications, body tempera-
ture, breathing rate, heart rate, blood pressure systolic and diastolic, X-ray examina-
tion, auscultatory signs of pneumonia, SpO2. We used fast kNN imputation [14] to
impute the missing values for the selected predictors only.

External test

The Republican Scientific Centre for Emergency Medicine evaluated the resulting
model on an external test set. It contained 130 patients with severe COVID-19 and
4 patients with moderate COVID-19. Of them, 25 patients had died, the rest had
recovered.

2.2 Models

For this study, we used both classification methods and anomaly detection methods.
We used methods and metrics from the sklearn library version 0.23.2, python 3.7.
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Classification models

We used logistic regression, random forest, extra trees, support vector machine
(SVM), K-means, K-nearest neighbors. Classification methods require both classes
to be represented in the training set. We combined development and validation sets
as the training set and used fivefold cross-validation to select the best model of each
algorithm. The criterion was the F1 score of the model.

Anomaly detection models

We used Gaussian mixture, isolation forest, local outlier factor, and one-class SVM.
We trained each model on the development set and used the validation set to find
the proper value of the threshold for the scores produced by each algorithm. The
criterion was the F1 score on the best value of the threshold. Anomaly detection
methods use the largest class for the training. Considering the high imbalance of the
classes in our dataset, these methods are the most appropriate for the task.

Reduction of false negatives

As the treatment of COVID-19 changes,more peoplewould haveCOVID-19, and the
accuracy of themodel would drop in real-time application. That is whywe decided to
modify the F1 score and calculated a harmonic mean of precision and recall squared:

F1m = 2
1

prec + 1
rec2

= 2 · prec · rec2
prec + rec2

(1)

We used only the F1 score to measure the accuracy of the models on validation
and test sets, while we used the modified F1 score only for the threshold selection.

Measurement of accuracy

We evaluated the best models on the test set. We used the F1 score and C-index as
metrics of our models’ performance. During the testing procedure, we did not differ
lethal cases and counted them all as positives.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Prognostic Models

We have built a variety of prognostic models based on different machine learning
algorithms using the same predictors for all models. Owing to the limitations on the
number of pages, we provided all tables with statistical data in [15].
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Table 1 Performance of the best classification and anomaly detection models on the test set

Algorithm F1 C-index Algorithm F1 C-index

Logistic regression 0.845 0.954 Isolation forest 0.774 0.933

Random forest 0.627 0.729 Local outlier factor 0.771 0.938

Extra trees 0.627 0.729 One-Class SVM 0.780 0.928

Support vector machine 0.654 0.743 Gaussian mixture 0.901 0.961

K-means 0.615 0.720

K-nearest neighbors 0.364 0.606

Classification models

The best classification method for our task is logistic regression. It outperforms
support vector machines by more than 28% in each metric used.

Anomaly detection models

All anomaly detection algorithms were trained on the development set using only
negative samples. During the validation phase, we selected the best set of hyperpa-
rameters along with the best threshold for the models. We then evaluated the best
models on the test set. The best anomaly detection algorithm is the Gaussian mixture
(K-means). We chose the Gaussian mixtures as the best method for the task (Table
1).

Predictors selection

We used the best model as the baseline. We performed training of the Gaussian
mixture models, excluding one predictor at a time and evaluating the model on
combined validation and the baseline model’s false positives from the development
set. We assume that if excluding a predictor from the training procedure leads to
a decrease in the model performance, then this predictor is important for the task
at hand. Thus, the most valuable predictors (in descending order) for the selected
algorithm were SpO2, age, breath rate, heart rate, and pneumonia signs in X-ray
examination.

Building the optimal model

Basedon the predictor analysis,wedecided to remove complications and auscultatory
signs of pneumonia from the set of predictors. We trained a newmodel and evaluated
the model on the test set. We presented the results in Table 2.

Table 2 The confusion
matrix of the optimal
Gaussian mixture model

Ground truth Positive Negative

Predicted Positive 32 2

Negative 3 58
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Robustness analysis

We evaluated predictors using the optimal model. We flipped categorical data and
counted the number of patients that had their risk level changed. For numerical data,
we changed each predictor by small values with a step of 0.001. We normalized all
numerical data and the standard deviation was 1 for all predictors. We plotted the
ratios of patients for which the optimal model changed and the predicted risk level
due to the change of the selected predictor on the graph shown in Fig. 1.

Using inverse transformation, we calculated the increment values that led to the
altering of 50% of patients’ risk levels predicted by the optimal model.

External test results

Medical experts used the model to test the risks of new patients after the end of the
study. They found that in 130 cases out of 134 the model correctly assigned patients
with their risk level.

The resulting program

We uploaded the optimal model onto the webserver. The prognostic model returns a
risk value (from the range 0 to 100%). To transform scores returned by the model to

Fig. 1 The proportion of inpatients that had their risk level changed after the increase in the
predictors of a given value according to the optimal model
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the risk values, we used the sigmoid function:

Risk = S

(
T − score

10

)
∗100%, (2)

where S = sigmoid function, T = the threshold.
Based on the transformation method we assign the risk levels to the patients:
Low ≤ 33%, 33% ≤ medium < 50%, 50% ≤ high ≤ 66%, very high > 66%.

3.2 Discussion

The resulted model demonstrated not only high metrics values but also the necessity
for finding an optimal subset of predictors.

The first policy of Uzbekistan led to the collection of possibly unbiased data
on COVID-19 patients as the study followed all those patients in the controlled
environment regardless of the severity of the illness.

Weusedboth feature exclusion and incremental individual conditional expectation
to interpret the model.

4 Conclusion

We showed that the Gaussian mixture model is more suitable for our task than the
widely used logistic regression and other machine learning algorithms. The resulting
optimal model has the F1 score of 0.928 and C-index of 0.965.

We demonstrated the importance to the model of the predictors as well as stated
increment values that led to change in the predicted risk level based on changes in
the performance of the optimal model. The most valuable predictors for the selected
model are SpO2, age, breath rate, heart rate, and pneumonia in X-ray examination.

5 Availability and Requirements

The dataset is available for any interested parties upon request to the corresponding
author via email. The model is implemented and uploaded on the webserver. It is
freely available on http://185.74.5.185/main.html.
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Transition Probability-Based Detection
of Hardware Trojan in Digital Circuits

Usha Mehta and Jayesh Popat

Abstract Hardware security is becoming a major concern and threat due to the
emerging hardware Trojan attacks. The threat poses due to malicious hardware
Trojans during SoC life cycles are major causes of a security breach, financial theft
and malfunctioning of SoCs. An attacker may mount such an attack by keeping the
goal of operation failure or information leakage. Today’s SoC design and fabrication
processes involve untrusted parties at different stages of the IC life cycle. Therefore,
it increases the vulnerability of such attacks. In this paper, we have inserted hard-
ware Trojans to low-probability nodes of ISCAS combinational benchmark circuits
to mimic the real-life scenario. We propose the novel transition probability-based
technique to detect the insertion of malicious hardware Trojan. The technique is
performed by calculating probabilities on each net before and after Trojan insertion.
Experimental results show that a logical OR gate as a Trojan gate has a minimal
effect on the transition probability of primary outputs compared to all other logic
gates.

Keywords Hardware Trojan attacks · Side-channel analysis · Trojan detection ·
Transition probability · Probabilistic analysis · Hardware security

1 Introduction

In the era of nanotechnology and complex SoC designs, and short time-to-market,
the third-party IP cores play a vital role in the VLSI industry. The SoC designs have
become somuch complex that fabless designs houses need to workwithmany parties
to fulfill all the requirements of the market. These parties may include third-party
IP suppliers, EDA tools, standard cell libraries and overseas manufacturing facilities
[1].

The hardware Trojans are referred to as malicious modifications made during the
design or fabrication process. The ICs can therefore contain secret functions that
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trigger under rare conditions. These are termed as “Hardware Trojans”. Trojans are
placed normally in the hard-to-control or observation points [2–5]. US military has
published evidence of such malicious Trojans in ICs recently [5–7].

Hence, there is an utmost need of detecting, preventing or tolerating these
unwanted changes in SoC. The detection of hardware Trojan is possible through
pre-silicon verification, physical verification or manufacturing test [8].

This paper involves the transition probability-based method to detect hardware
Trojans in combinational circuits. The ISCAS’85 benchmark combinational circuits
are taken into consideration for experimental purposes.

The paper is divided into several sections. Section 2 includes the Trojan taxonomy
and the most recent Trojan detection techniques. Sections 3 and 4 contain the
proposed approach and its results correspondingly. Finally, Sect. 5 outlines the
conclusion.

2 Trojan Taxonomy

The attacker may insert the Trojan in a circuit so that it can be difficult to detect
such Trojan through a post-silicon test. In order to achieve such a situation, the
triggering or activation of Trojan is only possible under very rare conditions. Hence,
the erroneous output is only produced under the sequence ofmultiple rare conditions.
The malfunctioning output node is called the payload node. Figure 1 illustrates
hardware Trojan taxonomy in terms of trigger and payload [9, 10].

The trigger method is categorized into two types: digital and analog. Digital
triggering may be done in two ways: combinational trigger or sequential trigger.
During a combinational trigger, the rare triggering condition on the trigger node
will produce an erroneous output value on the payload node. While in the case of a
sequential trigger, the erroneous output value is produced by sequentially applying

Fig. 1 Trojan taxonomy [9]
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rare node conditionsmultiple times to trigger nodes synchronously or asynchronously
[11].

Analog Trojans require on-chip sensors to be triggered. The ring oscillator and
countermay raise the temperature of the chip due to high switching activity to perform
malfunction [12].

Considering payload approaches, Trojans can be classified into two basic cate-
gories: digital and analog. In the case of digital payload Trojans, the circuit node may
be affected and produce awrong value, or tampering in thememory datamay happen.
However, analog payload Trojans are in the form of a pull-up resistor or pull-down
capacitor. They may change analog parameters of circuits like power, noise, delay
and switching activity.

The other types of payload Trojans include information leakage and denial-of-
service. Information leakage involves the leaking of confidential and sensitive infor-
mation through radio signals. A denial-of-service attack will not allow the users to
access their own system functionality.

The most recent Trojan detection approaches are categorized in the following
types: destructive and non-destructive. Destructive approaches require silicon delay-
ering of IC, taking images of metal layers using a scanning electron microscope
(SEM), comparing this netlist with the golden one. The non-destructive approach
has five possible ways of detecting the presence of Trojan: 1. Logic testing [13]; 2.
Side-channel analysis [14–16]; 3. IP trust verification [17]; 4. Design-for-security
(DFS) [18]; 5. Run-time monitoring [10].

3 Our Approach

The proposed approach is introduced for the detection of undesired circuits inserted
into the netlist. Our approach focuses on considering the fact that an attacker at the
design site may introduce Trojan in the design, and to mimic such a situation, we are
going to add different Trojan gates in the netlist. The transition probability on every
net in the netlist is useful to detect extra malicious circuitry.

Transition probability can be defined as the multiplication of the probability of
Logic 0 and Logic 1 on any net in the given circuit. We target low-probability areas
in the netlist because those are the prime concerned areas for an adversary to insert
extra hardware circuitry. The proposed approach algorithm is defined as below.

3.1 Algorithm

The algorithm for performing the approach is mentioned in the paper [19].

1. Primary inputs nets probabilities are set to (½, ½) for Logic 0 and Logic 1.
2. Set the netlist under consideration as the current design.
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Fig. 2 Probability calculation of each Boolean logic gate

3. Evaluate Logic 1 and Logic 0 probabilities according to gate type on each net
in the original netlist traversing from PI to PO.

4. Compute transition probability (Pt) for every net as per the below equation:

Transition Probability Pti = Pi (0)× Pi (1) (1)

where i indicates net number.
5. Arrange all nets probability in ascending order in the table and find out the

lowest probability net where Trojan can be added in the netlist.
6. Insert an extra Trojan gate in the lowest probability area of the current design to

mimic the actual Trojan insertion scenario. This netlist is called Trojan inserted
netlist.

7. Evaluate again all the nets probability in the Trojan inserted netlist.
8. Compare the transition probability of all the nets in the original and Trojan

inserted netlist until we find mismatches.
9. Mismatch in the transition probability value indicates Trojan affected area.

3.2 Types of Trojan

The different types of Trojan that we consider for the experimental purpose are the
basic Boolean logic gates. We then analyze that which type of gate is likely to be
inserted by an adversary as a Trojan at the low-probability area of the circuit. Figure 2
shows the Boolean logic probabilities of different logic gates.

3.3 Application to ISCAS’85 Benchmark Circuits

We apply the proposed detection strategy to very widely referenced ISCAS’85
combinational benchmark circuits. For initial experiments, C17 benchmark circuit
is chosen. First, all the nets Logic 0 and Logic 1 probability in the original C17
benchmark circuit is evaluated, as illustrated in Fig. 3a. Then transition probability
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Fig. 3 ISCAS benchmark circuit (C17) with probability distribution at each net. (a) Original circuit
(b) Trojan inserted circuit

Table 1 ISCAS benchmark
circuit (C17) nets with lowest
transition probabilities

Net number Transition probability

10 0.1875

11 0.1875

14 0.1875

15 0.1875

is calculated on each net and stored in the array. The lowest transition probability
nets (10, 11, 14, and 15) are identified from the array and given in Table 1.

We, therefore, consider one of the potential locations for our experimental purpose
where Trojan has to be inserted. Since net 10 has the lowest probability, we have
introduced a different logic gate as the Trojan gate at that location to mimic the real
scenario.

Fig. 3b illustrates the Trojan-affected netlist. The algorithm is again run for this
netlist and output net transition probabilities are computed for each net for Trojan
inserted ISCAS benchmark circuit. Table 2 indicates a change in the transition
probabilities at the primary outputs for corresponding types of inserted Trojan.

4 Experimental Setup, Results and Discussion

The proposed work is implemented using C language. All the experiments are
conducted on a computing machine with a Core2Duo processor with 1.4 GHz speed
and 1.5 GB of memory.

As mentioned in the previous section, the algorithm applies to the original as
well as Trojan inserted netlist for the C17 ISCAS’85 benchmark circuit. Two tables,
indicating transition probability at different nets, are produced.

The algorithm compares the original netlist transition probabilities with Trojan
inserted transition probabilities at different nets considering Table 2. The comparison
results in the nets differ in the transition probabilities values. Table 2 shows that the
transition probability values at net 10 and primary output net 22 differ from the
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Table 2 Transition probability calculation for original and trojan inserted ISCACbenchmark circuit
(C17)

Net No Original
Netlist

AND
Trojan

OR Trojan NOR
Trojan

NAND
Trojan

XOR
Trojan

XNOR
Trojan

1 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25

2 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25

3 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25

4 – 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25

5 – 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25

6 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25

7 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25

10 0.1875 0.2343 0.1093 0.1093 0.2343 0.6875 0.6875

11 0.1875 0.1875 0.1875 0.1875 0.1875 0.1875 0.1875

12 – 0.1875 0.1875 0.1875 0.1875 0.1875 0.1875

14 0.1875 0.1875 0.1875 0.1875 0.1875 0.1875 0.1875

15 0.1875 0.1875 0.1875 0.1875 0.1875 0.1875 0.1875

16 0.2343 0.2343 0.2343 0.2343 0.2343 0.2343 0.2343

19 0.2343 0.2343 0.2343 0.2343 0.2343 0.2343 0.2343

20 0.2343 0.2343 0.2343 0.2343 0.2343 0.2343 0.2343

21 0.2343 0.2343 0.2343 0.2343 0.2343 0.2343 0.2343

22 0.2490 0.1794 0.2477 0.072 0.2379 0.590 0.3857

23 0.2380 0.2380 0.2380 0.2380 0.2380 0.2380 0.2380

C17 benchmark original netlist values. Considering the primary output net first and
moving backward in the design netlist, it had brought into notice that two fan-in nets
(10 and 20) of the NAND gate cause the primary output (net 22) to be generated.
Further investigation yields that net 20 transition probability in Trojan inserted netlist
remains unchanged. This leads to further checking of all the fan-in nets from net 10
in the design netlist; however, it can be seen from both tables that no fan-in nets
transition probability is altered from the original netlist values. Hence, we must say
that the culprit has accomplished malicious alteration amid net 22 as well as net 10 in
the original circuit netlist. This strategy provided the following information: Trojan
insertion and its location in the design netlist.

It is evident from Table 3 that different types of Trojan gates produce different
transition probability values on primary output. However, it is evident from the
experimental results that Logic OR gate is the most likely choice for an adversary
since it makes a negligible effect on the transition probability of primary output
(PO) nets if the Logic 0 probability is very less than the Logic 1 probability at Trojan
inserted site. All other Trojan gates have a comparatively high effect on the transition
probability of PO nets.

For experiment purposes, we have considered different ISCAS’85 combinational
benchmark circuits, their netlist and basic Boolean gates as Trojan. The netlist is fed
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to the proposed algorithm. After that, the probabilities of Logic 0 and Logic 1 are
evaluated on different nets. The transition probabilities on each net are calculated by
the algorithm. Next, low transition probability nets are the major focus for Trojan
gate insertion. We have inserted different types of Trojan gates for experimental
purposes. Table 3 includes the experimental results forwidely used ISCAS’85 bench-
mark circuits as well as different types of Trojan gates. It contains original circuit
transition probabilities on primary output as well as Trojan inserted netlist transition
probabilities on the same output for different types of inserted Trojans.

Since malicious Trojan insertion changes the net probabilities, the path from the
primary output (PO) to primary input (PI) in the original andTrojan netlist is traversed
back while comparing all the net probabilities until a mismatch is found.

5 Conclusion

This paper mainly focuses on hardware Trojan detection using novel transition prob-
abilistic techniques. The widely cited ISCAS’85 benchmark combinational circuits
are taken into consideration. The proposed approach must be applied during the
pre-silicon phase in VLSI flow. The Trojan gate coverage is better in our proposed
schedule for all the cases. With our scheme, we get a difference in the transition
probabilities at primary output nets, and traversing back the same net path in the
design netlist leads to the identification of the Trojan circuit.

Acknowledgments The authors are thankful to Dr. K.S. Dasgupta and Dr. Virendra Singh for their
guidance, reviews and constructive suggestions for this research work.
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Data Protection Based on Hidden Space
in Windows Against Ransomware

Joon-Young Paik, GeunYong Kim, Seoyeon Kang, Rize Jin,
and Eun-Sun Cho

Abstract As ransomware gets more sophisticated, it becomes increasingly chal-
lenging to protect user data from ransomware. Ransomware detection tends to entail
file loss in spite of successful detection. A great file backup would be to perfectly
protect user files from a ransomware attack. Infection of Windows systems has
become the most urgent and serious problem, accounting for 99.7% of the systems
infected by ransomware. In this paper, we propose a new file backup mechanism to
protect user data against ransomware. For this, we use the stealth space, alternate
data streams (ADS), in the Windows system. In our mechanism, original files are
backed up to an ADS-based hidden secure area in a local system (i.e., a user system),
and the recovery keys of the backup files are stored in a remote server. The use of the
ADS property allows us to stealthily keep the backup files in a local system while
going completely unnoticed by ransomware. The experimental results showed that
the encrypted files by a realistic ransomware sample were perfectly protected by our
backup mechanism with much smaller transferred data than a traditional remote file
backup system.
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1 Introduction

Ransomware is becoming one of the most dangerous threats in the cyber world.
Ransomware encrypts victims’ files and then demands a ransom in exchange for
decryption keys for the encrypted files [1]. This simple strategy has affected vast
numbers of individuals, industries, and government agencies.WannaCry ransomware
caused approximately $4 billion in financial losses in a single day [1].

Ransomware targets machines running the Microsoft Windows operating system.
WannaCry exploited a vulnerability in the Windows SMBv1 server. Windows oper-
ating systems accounted for 99.7% of the systems infected by ransomware in January
2019 [2]. The most urgent issue is to protect Windows systems against ransomware.

Ransomware detection has been studied extensively [3–7]. Most detection tech-
niques use the behavioral features of ransomware. They detect ransomware samples
reliably. However, they do take a certain period of time to make a decision on attacks,
which usually results in the loss of a few files.

Another option for defense against ransomware is to use file backup to preserve
original files against loss. The secure space for file backup can be in local or remote
regions. To support a secure local space, an existing system may need to be modified
(i.e., ShildFS [5] and RDS3 [6]). Alternatively, secure remote spaces can be used
in external resources, as in CLDSafe [7]. Original files are transferred to a backup
space on a remote server. The amount of transferred data depends on the size of the
backup files. File backup mechanism, if properly configured, should efficiently store
original files with little modification to existing systems.

In this paper, we propose a file backup mechanism against Windows ransomware
using alternate data streams (ADS).Ourmechanismmanages secure local and remote
spaces. Original files are backed up in the local space and their recovery keys are
stored in the remote space. To preserve original files in the local space, we utilize
ADS, which is supported by the new technology file system (NTFS) inWindows [8].
ADS functions as a hidden space because files linked with ADS are not normally
visible (e.g., in Windows explorer). A secure local space is created using ADS to
stealthily keep original files. The remote space is created on an external server.
Only the recovery keys for the backup files are transferred to the remote space. Our
backup mechanism allows us to securely backup user files without little modification
to existing systems.

This paper makes the following contributions:

• As far as we know, this is the first work to use ADS to defend against ransomware.
• Our proposal is easily applied to the Windows operating system without any

system-level modifications.
• Compared to normal backup systems with client–server architectures, our

mechanism reduces the amount of transferred data via a network.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes ADS.
Previous efforts to defend against ransomware are explained in Sect. 3. We propose
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our file backup mechanism in Sect. 4. Section 5 evaluates our file backup method
with a realistic ransomware sample. Section 6 contains the conclusion.

2 Alternative Data Streams

NTFS has been the default file system of the Windows operating system since
Windows NT was released in 1993. It provides a functionality called ADS. ADS
allows data to be attached to a regular file or directory; multiple pieces of data can
be linked as streams. The data attached to a file or a directory are not exposed by
normal interfaces. Therefore, ADS can serve as hidden spaces.

The stealthy character of ADS has attracted hackers interested in concealingmali-
cious code. An example of how a hacker can insert malware.exe as a stream to ADS
on the Windows calculator (i.e., calc.exe) at the command prompt is as below.

C:\> type c:\malware.exe > c:\windows\system32\calc.exe:mal-
ware.exe

Then the malicious program is launched by typing this command: “start
c:\windows\system32\calc.exe:malware.exe”. The existence of the malware.exe in
this normal file is not visible to users via Windows explorer, including administra-
tors. Moreover, the size of the calc.exe does not change; the size of the calc.exe is
27,647 bytes before and after the malware.exe is attached to calc.exe. Malicious code
can also be attached to the ADS of a directory.

In our proposal, ADS is exploited to protect original files against file encryption
attacks of ransomware, which is different from the malicious use by hackers.

3 Related Works

Ransomware is a type of malware that encrypts user files and demands a ransom. To
prevent encrypted files from being decrypted, ransomware developers use symmetric
or asymmetric encryption algorithms or both. The keys used for encryption and
decryption are managed by a command-and-control server (C&C), for which plat-
forms such as Slack and Telegram can be used. Offline ransomware encrypts user
files without C&C communication.

The ransomware attacks are detected by effective detection strategies [3, 4].
They usually leverage dynamic features revealed during ransomware execution; file
entropy, file similarity, file access patterns, and so on. However, despite successful
ransomware detection, they inevitably lose a few files because they make a decision
based on accumulated information over a period of time.
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On the other hand, file backup mechanisms focus on getting original user files
pre-served when the systems are infected by ransomware. Original data that have
been backed up are stored in local or remote areas.

RDS3 [6] locates two independent execution environments in a single system,
using isolation techniques (i.e., Xen and VirtualBox): a virtualized system for user’s
daily use and another virtualized system for backup purposes. Data in the user oper-
ating system are periodically copied to the tiny operating system. Then, later, the
backup data are able to be recovered to the user operating system by its recovery
mechanism. ShieldFS [5] supports file recovery at a file system level. It constructs a
shadow drive for backup. Whenever a file is modified or deleted, the file is copied to
the shadowdrive. SSD-Insider [9] has the functionality of data recovery at flash-based
SSDs. It copies original data to a hidden space visible only to a storage device not to
a host system. To do this, the functionality is implemented in the firmware in SSDs.
To deploy those methods, a few modifications on existing systems are imposed; two
different virtualization instances for RDS3, a newWindows driver for ShieldFS, and
a special SSD firmware for SSD-Insider. On the contrary, the basic functionality,
ADS, of Windows is used in our proposal.

On the other hand, there are backup methods based on remote servers. CLDSafe
is executed on cloud storage servers [7]. A user computer (i.e., a client-side) has a
synchronized folder. Files in this folder are automatically copied to the server when
they are updated. Then the cloud server selectively backs them upwhen the similarity
between a new file and its old one is below a threshold.

In such a client–server architecture, the amount of transferred data via network
depends on that of backup files. That is, it could take non-negligible time for backing
up a large file. In our proposal, only small metadata of backup files are transferred
rather than the entire files.

4 File Backup Mechanism Using ADS

In this section, we first show the architecture of our backup system for Windows.
Then we explain how it backs up original files by exploiting ADS.

4.1 Architecture

Our goal is to easily integrate the functionality of file backup into an existing system.
To achieve this, the following considerations should be taken into account.

• File backup functionality is addedwithout anymodification to the existing system.
• Backup space is invisible to ransomware.
• Files are backed up, leaving no evidence that ransomware is able to identify.
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Fig. 1 Overall architecture

We handle the first consideration by exploiting ADS. To address the second point,
we make an ADS-based hidden space for file backup which ransomware cannot
readily find. The third consideration is related to creating and maintaining recovery
keys for original files. The keys are temporarily kept in RAM on a user system to
manage the backup space, which prohibits ransomware from finding the keys.

Figure 1 shows the architecture of our backup mechanism. Critical area indicates
the directories being monitored. It can be expanded to cover the whole system.
Secure zone is a hidden backup space that is built based on ADS. It is attached to
ADS belonging to a file or directory. When an attempt is made to destroy files in the
critical area by the update or deletion requests, the files are backed up to the Secure
zone before any execution of such requests. StreamID buffer includes recovery keys
of backup files in the Secure zone. The recovery keys are managed by a least recently
used (LRU) replacement policy in RAM. StreamID server maintains the recovery
keys of the backup files, which are synchronized with those in the StreamID buffer.
The recovery keys are permanently stored for file recovery.

We recommend that the Secure zone is attached to the ADS of a vital file or
a directory (i.e., Windows, Program Files, and Program Files (×86) directories).
Ransomware does not usually touch such system files or directories because it must
let victim systems work well so that users can pay ransom.

4.2 System Details

Our backup mechanism consists of two components: a backup manager and a server
manager.

Backup Manager. A backup manager is responsible for backing up original files
and managing their recovery keys. It backs up original files to the Secure zone with
their recovery keys, which are the stream names to the Secure zone. Then it inserts
the stream names into the StreamID buffer in a local system, and synchronously
sends them to the StreamID server.
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The manager monitors suspicious activities in the critical areas; we focus on write
and deletion operations because read operations have no impact on file contents.
When an existing file is requested to be modified or deleted, it is further analyzed;
the format of the demanding file is checked. Our interest is restricted to the file
formats that ransomware usually targets (.txt,.jpg,.doc, and many others). When the
file format matches one in our file format list, it prepares to back up the file to the
Secure zone.

Subsequently, it checks whether the Secure zone is large enough to accept the
file. If there is not enough free space, the backup manager makes more space by
eliminating a backup file from the Secure zone; the backup manager evicts its stream
name from the StreamID buffer according to LRU replacement policy, requests the
StreamID server to remove the same stream name from the database, and the backup
file corresponding to the evicted stream is eliminated from the Secure zone. This is
repeated until there is available space for the new file.

Then the file is moved to the Secure zone. Its contents are backed up to the Secure
zone as a form of the stream whose name is its relative path. At the same time, its
stream name is inserted into the StreamID buffer and is sent to the StreamID server.

Server Manager. The StreamID buffer is free from file encryption attacks of
ransomware because it is a form of in-memory data structure in RAM. However,
the data in the buffer disappear when a user system is powered off. Therefore, the
StreamID server is designed to improve the reliability of our mechanism. A database,
StreamID_DB, is created on the StreamID server and has the stream names of the
backup files.

A server manager in the StreamID server interacts with the backup manager to
update stream names in a synchronous manner and manages the StreamID_DB.
When the StreamID server receives an insertion request for a stream name, it inserts
the stream name into the StreamID_DB. When it receives a deletion request for a
stream name, it deletes the stream name from the StreamID_DB.

5 Experiments

5.1 Experimental Setup

We implemented the proposed backup mechanism in two execution environments:
a user system and a StreamID server. The user system was a Windows system, and
the remote server was a Linux system. In the user system, we set a directory as the
critical area. The Secure zone was created with the ADS of an arbitrary existing
directory in C:\Windows. The size of the Secure zone was limited to 10 GB.

The critical area was monitored by leveraging the user-level hooking technique,
Deviare [10]. We focused on APIs related to file writes and file deletions because
they destroy the contents of files. When an API call in which we were interested was
heading to a file in the critical area, the file was stored into the Secure zone. On the
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Table 1 User files in the critical area

Documents Images Compressed files

.txt .docx .pdf .xlsx .jpg .gif .zip .rar

Number of
file

100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Average file
size (in
bytes)

32,370 110,390 162,596 35,127 74,579 6,135 41,607 13,192

StreamID server, the MySQL database managed the stream names that the backup
manager sent.

A sample, jigsaw, of ransomware was employed; it used the AES256 algo-
rithm. Various file formats that ransomware mainly targets were put into the critical
area. Table 1 shows the information about the victim files in the critical area. The
files consisted of documents (.txt,.docx,.pdf, and.xlsx), images (.gif and.jpg), and
compressed files (.zip, and.rar). The total number of files is 800.

5.2 Experimental Results

We first evaluated the effectiveness of the proposed mechanism using the realistic
ransomware sample. The Jigsaw sample encrypted all the files in the critical area,
and deleted their original files, while our mechanism backed up the original ones to
the Secure zone. We confirmed that all the original 800 files were perfectly kept in
the Secure zone when the system was infected by the ransomware sample, as shown
in Table 2. It means that the Secure zone was protected against the attack and the
recovery keys in RAM were correctly managed by the StreamID buffer.

Next, we compared our backup systemwith a client–server-based backup system.
Table 3 lists the details of these two backup systems. The proposed systemwasModel

Table 2 Number of backup files by the proposed mechanism

Ransomware name Number of encrypted files Number of backup files

Jigsaw 800 800

Table 3 Comparison of the proposed backup system and a client–server-based backup system

Model Backup system Local backup Remote backup

Model I The proposed system O (files) O (stream names)

Model II Client–server-based backup
system

X O (files, absolute paths of backup
files)
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Table 4 Comparison of the average amount of transferred data and the average time for a file
backup

Model I Model II

The average amount of transferred data via network (in bytes) 49.99 60,355.22

The average time to back up a file (in ms) 15.9 36.7

I. It utilized local and remote backups. Model II was developed based on a client–
server backup approach. It backed up user files to a remote server by transferring
their entire contents when files in the critical area are modified or deleted. Models I
and II used a remote server. However, Model I transferred only the stream names of
backup files, unlike Model II.

Both models perfectly backed up all the original files but caused different perfor-
mance overheads. Table 4 lists the average amount of transferred data and the average
time for a file backup. Model I transferred much less data than Model II because the
stream names of the backup files are much smaller than their contents. In terms of
the average time to back up a file in the critical area, Model I outperformed Model
II. Model I backs up user files to a local area by minimizing the network overhead
while Model II backs up them to a remote area via the network. These results imply
that our backup system backs up original files fast by reducing the network overhead
by sending only the recovery keys.

6 Conclusions

Our new backup mechanism for defending against ransomware exploits the ADS
of a Windows operating system to create a Secure zone for file backup. The use
of the ADS enables the protection of original files against ransomware without any
system-levelmodifications. Under ransomware attacks, themechanismbacks up user
files to the Secure zone in a local system and gets their recovery keys stored in a
remote system, which reduces the network overhead. According to the experimental
results, our mechanism perfectly protected the original files by backing them up to
the Secure zone. In addition, our system reduced the backup time by decreasing
network overhead, compared to a traditional client–server-based backup system.
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Image Processing: Comparative Analysis
of Face Processing by AI and Humans
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Abstract Wedealwith dozens of human faces every day, including those of our rela-
tives, friends, colleagues and the many familiar faces of media celebrities. Dealing
with faces is quite a complex task involving aplethora of factors that affect their recog-
nition such as viewing angle, illumination, face expressions affected by emotions and
speech movements. Despite the considerable empirical study, the human face is still
in the focus of researchers’ attention, and the development of technical and method-
ological research methods has led to an increase in the number of fundamental and
applied research. Face perception is a rather extensive area that requires an interdis-
ciplinary approach uniting social, biological and technical sciences. A deep under-
standing of face perceptionwill, in its turn, help us createmore precise and applicable
computer algorithms aimed at face processing. For this reason, experimental research
is required to deeper understand the face perception mechanisms. Our short inves-
tigation showed that the main distinction between human and AI face processing
lies in the way people and machines deal with the information they receive. While
AI works with the image as a whole, humans distinguish certain aspects of the face
image and work with them. It is clearly seen when memorizing something. We hope
that our conclusions could be corroborated by creating algorithms that will imitate
the human mind and conducting comparative studies involving humans and AI.
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1 Introduction

We deal with dozens of human faces every day, including those of our relatives,
friends, colleagues and the many familiar faces of media celebrities. Dealing with
faces is quite a complex task involving a plethora of factors that affect their recog-
nition, such as viewing angle, illumination, face expressions affected by emotions
and speech movements. It may be possible to recognize faces last seen a long time
ago. Another important factor that influences face perception and recognition is the
change in the head structure and facial features that accompanies human growth
and ageing with the latter affecting both skin and face contours, as well as hair and
eyebrow colour.

Both AI researchers and psychologists are exploring the mechanisms underlying
face representations called mental images. Understanding these mechanisms may
one day offer insight into the critical problems that still challenge both psychologists
and AI researchers: the mechanisms of processing and storing information. It is
worth saying that even the best face recognition algorithms are well on their way to
achieving the recognition ability humans show for unfamiliar faces, but have a long
way to go before they can compete with humans in the best-case scenario.

Each human face is special and provides information about its owner’s iden-
tity. Humans deal with hundreds (if not thousands) of individual faces. This far
exceeds our ability to keep in mind individual objects of any type. Thus, the recogni-
tion and identification processes occur separately, which means that faces are coded
perceptually, and this particular code can be stored in memory without referring to
other semantic information (a person’s name, position in society, country of origin,
etc.). Because all types of information are interconnected, machines, unlike humans,
always identify an individual’s label or the tag when recognizing their face.

It should be noted that, despite the considerable empirical study, the human face
is still in the focus of researchers’ attention, and the development of technical and
methodological researchmethods has led to an increase in the number of fundamental
and applied research.

2 Methodology

Face studies are quite a complex multidisciplinary area that relies on a number of
methods. On the one hand, psychological sciences deal with faces to deeper under-
stand the psychological and neurophysiological mechanisms underlying the various
aspects of face perception. Here we can mention cognitive studies of healthy partic-
ipants, developmental studies of neonates to adolescents, impairments in neuropsy-
chological, psychiatric, and developmental conditions, brain imaging techniques,
computer simulations and comparative research identifying homologues in non-
human species. Neuroimaging techniques have provided us with a better under-
standing of human brain structure and function. We are now seeing the impact of
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these techniques on theoretical frameworks of face perception. As for the technical
sciences, many attempts are being made to use the psychological and neurological
data to modify and optimize automated face recognition systems.

In recent decades, face studies have been intensively developed in general and
social psychology, psychophysiology and clinical psychology. Informatics, neuro-
science, anthropology, medicine, ethnography and aesthetics show an acute interest
in the problem. It has been proved that a person’s face is directly related to
personality, identity, self-awareness as an individual; a face can express a complex
range of personal, socio-cultural and emotional characteristics; there are special-
ized brain areas that are activated only when looking at people’s faces; a special
type of visual impairment—prosopagnosia—a face recognition disorder has been
revealed; a connection between genetic abnormalities, psychopathic disorders and
face morphology and structure has been established. Modern cosmetic surgery is
capable of transforming a person’s face; the development of automated face recogni-
tion systems makes it possible to use a face to identify a person, as well as his finger-
prints; the socio-cultural dynamics of the portrait genre in painting and literature,
etc.

Speaking about the object of face studies, it includes dozens of thousands of
individual human faces.

Both computer vision researchers and psychologists are trying to understand how
it is possible to create a representation of faces that are used by people when they
know someone well.

Improving the quality of a face representation produced when a person gets
acquainted with another individual may be useful for understanding the mecha-
nisms underlying face recognition by both humans and artificial intelligence. This
type of investigations may also be of use when trying to define the conditions under
which human face recognition can be assumed reliable. Nowadays, there is a big
room for improving even the best modern face recognition software to compete with
the human’s recognition ability for dealing with faces. For this reason, computer
scientists should turn to the data obtained by psychologists to apply it in their work.

If we look at the face processing from the psychological viewpoint, we can say
that object perception produces its mental image, which is then used to substitute
the real-world object when dealing with it without physical access to it. Thus, this
mental image can be called a kind of reflection of this object, its avatar. We can agree
with N.J.T. Thomas, who defined mental imagery as a quasi-perceptual experience
resembling perceptual experience; it occurs in the absence of the appropriate external
stimuli. It is also generally understood to bear intentionality (i.e., mental images are
always images of something or other), and thereby to function as a form of mental
representation. Traditionally, visual mental imagery, the most discussed variety, was
thought to be caused by the presence of picture-like representations (mental images)
in the mind, soul or brain, but this is no longer universally accepted [1].

Very often, imagery experiences are understood by their subjects as echoes, copies
or reconstructions of actual perceptual experiences from their past; at other times they
may seem to anticipate possible, often desired or feared, future experiences.
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Interest in the study of face perception and its expressions is associated with the
fundamental psychological problem: the ratio of external and internal in the mind
[2]. For example, in the course of communication, the main attention is paid to the
person’s face, as we assess the other individual’s personality and his or her emotions.
According to V. Barabanshchikov, the subject of perception sees their interlocutor
as an independent unity not reducible to its constituent parts, signs of emotions and
personal characteristics [3].

In addition, the person’s inner world is constantly read out from the face during
communication, so some researchers compare it with a text [ibid]. (It is also worth
saying that our mental image of a person changes as we “read” them. Our perception
of a person may change radically as we look at certain facial features.) In fact, it
is a typical situation when a physical object substitutes another physical object or
becomes a symbol of something. For example, a human face is a physical object that
represents the person, thus playing a part of the avatar. The face is the first thing we
see when we communicate and it is the main source of information about a person.
Nevertheless, it is necessary to take into account the fact that the perception of the
person’s psychological portrait, as well as his or her emotions, does not only imply
scanning their facial features or structures with the observer’s mind eye; it is a much
more complex process in which intellectual, emotional and volitional components
are involved, as well as the personality of the subject of perception as a whole [ibid].
It happens because a face is a complex structure that provides interlocutors with a
variety of information about a person. Thus, a face can be considered as amultidimen-
sional, hierarchically organized entity consisting of different “physiognomic layers”
[4; 2]. The surface layer consists of facial patterns, which reflect the emotional state
of a person in a particular situation. The middle layer affects more stable patterns of
the face, formed by its deformations, folds, characteristic squints etc., formed over
many years and reflecting certain personality traits. The deep layer is represented by
the face constitution, i.e., its shape, size, ratio of its parts and is associated primarily
with the temperament and constitution of the human body [4]. Physiognomic layers
are superimposed on each other, merging into a multidimensional whole, which is
actually called a “facial expression” [5].

We conducted a psychological experiment to find outwhatmentalmechanisms are
involved in face perception. Even though our sample is based on human respondents,
it would be of big scientific interest to compare our results to those achieved by
computer scientists.

Participants

The experiment involved 110 respondents from two Russian universities (Moscow
State Institute of International Relations, First Moscow State Medical University)
aged between 18 and 24 with an approximately equal male-to-female ratio. All
respondents were of Russian origin. The number of respondents was sufficient to use
the semantic differential method.
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Experimental material and procedure

The experimental procedure was the following. The participants were shown images
of two men and two women. In the first case, the photographs were of a real male
and female with a neutral facial expression sourced from the Internet so that the
respondents were very unlikely to have been exposed to each image prior to the
experiment. The images were edited to redact all parts except the face. The second
case involved exposing the participants to collect images of a contemporary Russian
male and female generated using a database that contains a large number of faces of
people belonging to different ethnic groups, including the ethnic Russian. The choice
of representatives of the Russian ethnic group was determined by the selection of
respondents (students of Russian universities, Russian native speakers who indicated
this in the questionnaire during the experiment) because the results of the experiment
are also affected by the ethnicity of the depicted people and respondents (Brigham
2008) (Figs. 1, 2 and 3).

Fig. 1 Male portrait (left)
and photograph (right)

Fig. 2 Female portrait (left)
and photograph (right)
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Fig. 3 Form

After perceiving the portraits, students filled in the form assessing the stimuli
received from −3 to 3, where −3 meant, for example, that the male in the picture is
evil, while 3 meant that he was good, and 0 meant that he is neither good nor evil.

3 Results

The data obtained from the respondents were processed with the SPSS statistical
package using the method of factor analysis with the subsequent transformation of
the factors to a simple structure. As a result of data processing, four factors were
identified (energy, character, potency and activity). Then, the results were presented
in the form of semantic spaces and factors. The factors are named on the basis of
their included scales and are presented in descending order of contribution to the
total variance. This method originates from Osgood’s works on semantic differential
and it is used for measuring the word meaning [6–8]. Its versatility of uses with the
bipolar adjectives and the simplicity of understanding them have made this method
popular in psychological and psycholinguistic research.

As for the factor analysis method itself, it is worth saying that it implies special
mathematical procedures for the simplification of interrelated measures to discover
patterns in a set of variables [9]. Factor analysis originates back to the early 1900s
when Charles Spearman created his two-factor theory that inspired other researchers
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Fig. 4 Factor analysis’ mathematical formula

Table 1 Abbreviations used Definition Abbreviation

Memory image created by man’s portrait MPMem

Memory image created by man’s photo MPhMem

Perception image created by man’s portrait MPPerc

Perception image created by man’s photo MPhPerc

Memory image created by female portrait FPMem

Memory image created by female photo FPhMem

Perception image created by female portrait FPPerc

Perception image created by female photo FPhPerc

on creating a number of theories [10]. This type of analysis is used by specialists in
social sciences to deal with the data they receive.

In the “classical factor analysis” mathematical model, p denotes the number of
variables (X1, X2, …, Xp) and m denotes the number of underlying factors (F1, F2,
…, Fm). Xj is the variable represented in latent factors. Hence, this model assumes
that there are m underlying factors whereby each observed variables is a linear
function of these factors together with a residual variate. This model intends to
reproduce the maximum correlations (Fig. 4).

The graphs with the results of our experiments are given below, as well as their
description and analysis.

The abbreviations used are given in Table 1.
First of all, we should note that there is a difference between the mental images

formed in different manners, i.e. the perception images and the memory images. The
former we formed in respondents as follows: they received the pictures and then they
were asked to fill the questionnaire while still having the pictures before their eyes.
The latter were formed as follows: the respondents were asked to examine the given
pictures for 1 min and then they gave the pictures back to receive the questionnaire
(provided above).

When analysing the answers, we can conclude that the characteristics of mental
images differ depending on the way they were formed. The difference between them
is shown in the following graphs.

It is worth saying that a number of scientists agree that the visual characteristics
of a face in themselves have an influencing potential and can serve as a stimulus for
the formation of mental images; moreover, respondents will judge not only the look
of the faces they see but also the characters of the people depicted, based only on
their appearance [11–19] (Fig. 5).
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Fig. 5 Graph
“Energy—Character”

Energy

It is worth mentioning that, when dealing with memory images, respondents evalu-
ated the people on the pictures higher thanwhen dealingwith their perception images.
This effect can be explained by the mere exposure effect [20, 21].

Character

If we compare the results, we can see the difference between male and female
images:men are considered to have a better character when dealingwith their percep-
tion images, while women’s character is considered to be better when dealing with
memory images.

Besides, the female character is considered positive, while the male character is
considered negative. These two phenomena can be explained by the gender stereo-
types that still exist in society [22]. When dealing with memory images, people work
not only with the image of the person they have just seen but also with the stereotypes
that exist in the society, while in the case with the perception images, their effect on
respondents is weaker (Fig. 6).

Potency

If we compare the characteristics of perception and memory images in terms of this
factor, we can come to the conclusion that perception images have less pronounced
values. It means that memory images of people’s faces tend to seem to us more
vivid than those of perception. It may be explained by the fact that, as mentioned
before, humanmemory does not just store the exact image of a person, but deals with
combinations of human’s features (both psychological and appearance) to optimize
storage and easier extract this kind of information. This fact can also explain the
following phenomenon: while the memory images of portraits are considered less
potent than the perception images, the situation with the photographs is the opposite
(Fig. 7).
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Fig. 6 Graph
“Energy—Potency”

Fig. 7 Graph
“Energy—Activity”

Activity

If we compare the mental images from the perspective of the fourth factor, we can
conclude that men and women were considered more active and vivid when remem-
bered than when perceived. This phenomenon can also be explained by the memory
structure: the respondents created a more vivid image of the persons they had seen
because they did not store a simple visual image in memory but a number of features
can be combined together. To do so, they had first to analyse the person’s character-
istics based on their previous experience. Here, we can also see the effect of gender
stereotypes: males are considered to be less active than females.
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4 Discussion

Face perception is a rather extensive area that requires an interdisciplinary approach
uniting social, biological and technical sciences. A deep understanding of face
perception will, in its turn, help us create more precise and applicable computer
algorithms aimed at face processing. These algorithms can be created using the prin-
ciples the human mind uses to work with the information it receives. It can be similar
to the way biologically inspired engineering uses biological methods and systems
found in nature to the study and design of engineering systems and modern tech-
nology. For this reason, experimental research is required to deeper understand the
face perception mechanisms [23].

Our short investigation showed that the main distinction between human and AI
face processing lies in the way people and machines deal with the information they
receive. While AI works with the image as a whole, humans distinguish certain
aspects of the face image and work with them. It is clearly seen when memorizing
something. We hope that our conclusions could be corroborated by creating algo-
rithms thatwill imitate the humanmind and conducting comparative studies involving
humans and AI.

However, there are some limitations as well. First, even though our results may
be interesting to computer vision and AI specialists, we still have not started an
investigation to test our psychological hypotheses onAI and computer-basedmodels.
Second, face perception is an emerging area which, of course, has big potential, but
lacks some theoretical base that will help us to work more effectively. We hope
that using several scientific methods (psychological, neurological, biological and
computer science) will help us to getmore data and create a theory of face processing.

5 Conclusions

In this study, we examined the psychological mechanisms underlying face percep-
tion. We conducted an experiment to define the factors that influence this process
by showing the respondents face images as stimuli and using the semantic differen-
tial method to create a model of face perception. Although the semantic differential
method has been used since the 1950s, it is still reliable and worth using in different
spheres, for example, face studies. It is worth saying that this very method has not
been used to study faces (even though, it is widely used in other spheres, for example,
when assessing the meaning of things and concepts [8]), that is why our investigation
can be considered the first of this kind. The semantic differential technique allows
one to get a schematic representation of respondents’ mental images using mathe-
matical methods. We suppose that combining psychological methods with those of
the technical and natural sciences can provide us with the data we can use to create
a model of cognitive processes. It is possible that results would vary if we take more
stimuli and make this research more extensive. Future researchers should consider
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investigating face perception using various stimuli, i.e. more face types, providing
respondents with different types of pictures (black-and-white vs. colour) different
angles (full-face, half-face, etc.), various stimuli (photos, videos and paintings), etc.
Regardless, our results point to the need for various researchers to use a combi-
nation of methods for gathering even more information about the face perception
mechanism and using it in computer studies.
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An Event-Driven Architecture (EDA)
Adapted to Cloud-Based Hospital
Information Systems (HIS)

Mohammed Amine Chenouf and Mohammed Aissaoui

Abstract Cloud computing is a new technology that grant a network access to shared
pools of IT configurable resources. The solution can be quickly configured with less
management efforts. Increasingly used by companies in all industries, the migration
of their information systems to the cloud has allowed them to take advantage of
its benefits such as cost optimization, easy provisioning, scalability, simplicity and
elasticity. Health care is a critical and complex sector in a continuous evolution that
inquires a novel architecture and technology in a goal to improve the performance
and minimize the costs of Hospital Information Systems (HIS). This article defines
an Event-Driven technical architecture adapted to the HIS, which respects HIS’s
functional and technical requirements, based on the Cloud Computing technologies.
The main benefits are to minimize the implementation and maintenance time and
costs of the hospital information system.

Keywords Hospital information system · Cloud computing · Provisioning ·
Technical architecture · Event-driven · Deployment ·Microservices · Scalability
and elasticity

1 Introduction

Conventionally, hospital information systems (HIS) come into play to manage all
the medical and administrative data related to the diverse entities providing medical
services. And recently with the rise of Big Data, the hospital information systems
(HIS) becomes more data centric. Indeed, the data flow which circulates within a
HIS is exponentially enormous and requires a very developed infrastructure and a
very large storage and archiving capacity. Also, the process of data analysis and
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processing is potentially slow and may not be very accurate. Hospital information
systems provide many advantages for the overall management of the entire data flow
in healthcare organizations.

But with the current challenges, namely the high digitalization of information
systems and Big Data, actual HIS systems have some limitations that can hinder
their proper development. In fact, current HIS are often commercial in nature with
a closed source code. They present other limitations for handling, in a scalable and
automatic way, the nature and the size the healthcare provider.

To overcome these challenges, we propose a novel design of HIS with the follow-
ing principal characteristics:

• A Cloud-Based infrastructure;
• An Event-Driven Microservices Modular System.

The architecture that we offer allows hospitals to optimize implementation costs
and increase the performance of information systems since it will rely on the advan-
tages of the cloud. Cloud computing can significantly improve the quality of health
services; it will be the appropriate solution of care coordination, collaboration and
communication between the various stakeholders (doctors, patients, administrators
and developers …) [11]. For this, we also need a cloud native architecture that will
be compatible with cloud computing [7], open to evolution, which allows the tech-
nological renewal of the infrastructure while reducing both the time and cost of
treatment.

In this article, we will present at first a technical architecture that combines and
takes advantage of both the cloud computing technology and microservices archi-
tecture. Then we will make a simple test by hosting one instance to a cloud provider
and using 3 microservices inside it to make a website of appointments in a hospital
establishment.

The article consists of 6 essentials parts:

• Section1: Global introduction to describe the problem and why the adoption of
cloud technologies for our implementation.

• Section2: Related works to frame our work.
• Section3: We present the enabling technologies and describe the paradigms
adopted for our architecture.

• Section4: In this part, we will describe the technical architecture adopted and
explain in more detail the different components of the solution.

• Section5: Present the steps and the methodology for our lab test.
• Section6: This section concludes the article and presents our perspective for future
work.
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2 Related Work

Many works were done about the building of hospital information system in the
Cloud; the goal is the benefits from the advantages of the cloud and other new
technologies to analyze, deploy and configure hospital information systems with
less efforts and time. We will present some related works that try to discuss the same
solution.

• The work in [16] introduces that Fujian department has begun to create a unified
medical archive by the staff of Health. It is predicted to cover many hospitals
to reach their prescriptions, medical advices, review findings and sharing other
information.

• The work in [15] proposes a HIS constructed on the technology and method of
XML application. It can realize integration and sharing of information between
hospitals and other departments.

• Koufi et al. [9] described a cloud-based Emergency Medical System (EMS); this
grants doctors to get to patient data easily and quickly, anywhere and anytime.

• Hsieh and Hsu [6] build a cloud telemedicine service, which allows collaboration
in health care between onsite and off-site cardiologists.

• The work in [12] proposed a service based on cloud computing, which enables
cloud applications to communicate with each other. The architecture proposed
consists of a cloud logic mapping layer, a cloud broker layer and an event-driven
layer for communications.

• Adriven approach for developing a cloud solution is also described in [4]; themain
objectives of the solution are the segregationof applications from the infrastructure,
the possibility of computer-assisted modeling and the exact collaboration to make
updates.

No one can deny that the maintenance and management of the traditional archi-
tecture and technology become more expensive and cumbersome, more than that, it
is too hard for both to keep pace with the evolution of IT technology.

Therefore, a suitable architecture and framework need to be developed in order
to deal with these limitations.

Cloud computing and Event-Driven architecture are the best way to implement
HIS. With this combination, hospitals will improve the performance and quality of
services with less efforts and costs.

3 Enabling Technologies

All the enterprises including hospitals and institutes are looking to adopt a new
technology that optimizes the time and costs, increases the performance and improves
the analysis of the data. This new solution should be flexible and scalable to deal
with the evolution of IT in the future.

In this section, we will describe with more detail all the terms mentioned before.
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3.1 Cloud Computing

Cloud computing is a new technology allowing access to a set of quasi-infinite
IT resources, including hardware and software assets via a broad network access
[2, 13].

Cloud computing should have five essential characteristics, namely a broad net-
work access, on demand self-service, measured services, resource pooling and rapid
elasticity.

Cloud services offered to users could be either in the form of software as a service
(SaaS), users then pay a subscription according to the degree of use of the software, or
in the form of a platform as a service (PaaS), users create their own applications with
development platforms provided by the cloud provider, or finally as infrastructure as
a service (IaaS).

Three Cloud deployment models (public, private and hybrid) are communally
used. Firstly, a public cloud service provider produces computing resources that are
publicly accessible through the Internet, such as applications, networks and storage.
Public cloud services can be free or pay-per-use. Secondly, the private cloud is
for a specific organization and does not allow sharing resources with other groups
of peoples. Finally, a hybrid cloud usually consists of several sub-infrastructures
(private, public). In this infrastructure, organizations provide and manage some IT
resources in their own data centers, while providing andmanaging other IT resources
externally.

In our work, we decide to use Cloud Computing technology, because the central
advantages of the cloud are performance and lowcost.All set of resources are cheaper.
The Cloud users like healthcare institutes and hospitals can easily optimize time and
cost of the deployment over a Cloud without hiring an IT personal to control the
internal infrastructure. As a result, the user can focus on critical tasks without having
to incur additional personnel and IT training costs.

3.2 Event-Driven Architecture

Nowadays, several emerging companies are using business models based on the on-
demand access (which matches the cloud model) [8]. In addition, the access and the
treatment of data in HIS is complex. The Event-Driven architecture (EDA) [5] is
the ideal solution for using this information in real time [17], also making changes
without any complexity [10].

We can define EDA as a design pattern made around production, detection and
response to timely events [14, 19]. It is a design paradigm for dynamic, asynchronous,
process-oriented context normalization, with minimal coupling, which makes it a
better choice for HIS architecture on the cloud [3].

Event-Driven Architecture benefits:
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Fig. 1 Event-driven architecture model

• Event-Driven architectures are asynchronous that do not block any tasks. This give
resources the possibility to cross freely to the next task once their unit of work is
complete, without worrying about what happened before or what will happen in
the future.

• Services do not require knowledge or dependencies of other services. When using
events, the service runs independently without knowing other services, including
its implementation details and transmission protocol.

• Services under the event model can be independently updated, tested and deployed
more easily.

• Since the services are divided into an event-driven architecture, and as a microser-
vices execute one task at the time, the management and the update of the service
become easy.

• An event-driven solutionwith queues can “replay” past events to recover lost work.
This is useful for preventing data loss when consumers need to recover.

Figure1 describes the main architecture of a typical Event-Driven system.

4 The Technical Architecture

The technical architecture that we define will provide an HIS in a collaborative
way where information systems will try to link devices, disparate systems and
stakeholders.
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Fig. 2 Simple example of event-driven architecture model

This will bring different services together and create a healthcare solution in the
cloud, to reach performance and minimize time and cost of the global solution.

Figure2 explains with more details how event-driven architecture works in depth.

• HTTPS/HTTP protocols can be secured with a bunch of protocols and tools devel-
oped over the last decades, andHTTP is also a standardized communication option.

• The API gateway is located between the client application and the microservice.
It works like a reverse proxy. It can also give other functions like authentication,
SSL and caching.

• Elastic Load Balancing (ELB) assigns incoming service traffic to the right
microservices.

From a functional point of view, the technical architecture that we propose will
allow health establishments to reach the following long-term objectives:

• Provide the best possible service through accurate and timely sources of informa-
tion; Give the best service through the exact information sources;

• Latency Minimal in connected services;
• Minimize manual executions in a goal to reduce human errors;
• Give a high availability of medical information solution;
• Receive an information by a sharing solution.

The technical architecture will respect the following points:

• Interoperability, Integrity and Data accessibility;
• Transformation and data storage;
• Mediation and data federation;
• Events generation;
• Complex health event processing;
• Monitoring.
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Fig. 3 The technical architecture

Figure3 summarizes the overall architecture we presented previously; it presents
each component with its information flow and gives a technical approach in order to
better implement the solution in the cloud.

5 Methodology and Results

Our test consists of making an appointment in a health institute; after the validation
of all the information, users receive a confirmation email. To achieve this goal, we
will use docker and AWS technology.

In our case, we will use Amazon Web Services because they had achieved the
certificate that enables them to store and manage the healthcare systems. Below are
the steps for the implementation. First, we create and configure the infrastructure
needed for this solution.

For this tested platform, we configured a security group that enable only SSH
protocol (Port 22) for remote connection and HTTP protocol (Port 8080) to expose
our website to the Internet. More details are presented in Figs. 4 and 5.

After the configuration and the deployment of the infrastructure was completed,
we move on to configure Docker. Eventually, we used the public Ip address of our
EC2 instance. We proceed then to Docker and microservices configuration.

With this configuration, it easy to make the implementation, upgrade, and the
management of hospital information system. More than that, we can optimize the
cost and time of the implementation.

The platform is developed in AWS and has given good satisfaction, which demon-
strates the feasibility of our HIS solution.
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Fig. 4 Instance EC2 description

Fig. 5 Network configuration

6 Conclusion

This article presents in depth a technical architecture for Hospital Information Sys-
tems, based on Event-Driven architecture and combined with cloud technology as IT
service provider. A proof of concept, consisting of a patient appointments platform,
based on these principals (EDA, cloud) is presented and demonstrated. The results
obtained demonstrated the feasibility of the proposed architecture.

As a future work, we aim at using the combination of an infrastructure as a code,
automation scripts and orchestration technologies for the building, the implementa-
tion and the configuration of the overall HIS platformwithout any human interaction.
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VR Real-Time Monitoring System
for Meteorological Observation Devices
Integrated with 3D GIS

Qinqiang Zhou, Guiye Huang, Jianyong Li, and Binghuai Chen

Abstract Monitoring mode is single, fault monitoring alarm positioning is not fine
and intuitive, and the display mode is monotonous and so on, which are the main
disadvantages in most current integrated meteorological observation network moni-
toring system. Three-dimensional visualization online monitoring system is devel-
oped and applied for meteorological observation networks. The virtual modeling of
various meteorological detection devices and their operating environment are carried
out, utilizing the three-dimensional GIS and virtual reality techniques. The driving
mapping rules of real-time observation data and device operation status between the
actual scene and the virtualmodel are established, device fault classification and auto-
matic positioning mechanism are created, then the virtual model component status
of all kinds of meteorological detection device is real-time updated with the change
of detection data and operation status, by which the simulation and reappearance of
monitoring on-line, fault remote diagnosis and guiding maintenance are realized. As
is shown in meteorological observation monitoring and support operation business,
the level of automation and intelligence for the integratedmeteorological observation
network monitoring system has been greatly improved, and it has been an efficient
monitoring guarantee means for the unattended operation of automatic observation.

Keywords Meteorological device · Virtual reality · Holographic virtual scene · 3D
GIS · Fault diagnosis and location · Real-time monitoring

1 Introduction

With the rapid development of the Internet of things, computer and communica-
tion technology, the automation and informatization level of meteorological detec-
tion device operation and monitoring have been continuously improved. Feizhong
et al. [1–4] have researched and developed a national comprehensive meteorological
observation operation monitoring system, by which the plane fusion monitoring of
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all elements, types and quantities of main observation device such as weather radar
and automatic weather station and other major observation device has been realized.
Wei et al. [5] designed the operation monitoring system for L-band radiosonde radar
network, and Dongming et al. [6, 7] carried out the research and development of
provincial meteorological detection device operation monitoring business support
system in combination with personalized requirements. Scientific and information-
based technical support is provided by the above-mentioned systems to give full play
to the construction and operation benefits of the integrated meteorological observa-
tion station networks. However, there are still some problems in these monitoring
systems, such as manual filling, large amount of work by the staff on duty, single
display form of two-dimensional report interface, imprecise and non-intuitive posi-
tioning of fault monitoring and alarm, and more and more prominent operation and
maintenance pressure with an increase in the number and type of devices.

In recent years, the application of new technologies based on 3D GIS, virtual
reality (VR) and digital twins in the field of workshop 3D visualization monitoring
is relatively mature [8–13], andmuch attention has also been attracted for its applica-
tion in thefield ofmeteorology.Manydomesticmeteorological departments have also
carried out relevant research and practice. Shen et al. [14–17] systematically summa-
rized the research status of virtual reality technology in weather phenomenon (cloud,
snow, rain) simulation, weather system (flow field, temperature field) simulation and
numerical forecast product simulation, as well as its application in meteorological
maintenance support, film and television publicity, meteorological science popular-
ization, meteorological disaster scene, etc.; Mei Honghui et al. [18–20] proposed the
design and implementation of a three-dimensional visualization system for Doppler
weather radar, lightning and other meteorological data. Tiesong et al. [21–24] made
in-depth research on the application of 3D GIS platform in the field of meteorolog-
ical visualization; Yang et al. [25–27] made preliminary exploration and application
on the whole process of meteorological information visualization monitoring and
automatic weather station visual monitoring. However, the research on 3D visualiza-
tion monitoring of large-scale ground integrated meteorological observation station
networks is relatively less, especially the research and development of operation
monitoring 3D visualization system driven by real-time data is still blank, the opera-
tion scenario and reality of comprehensive large-scale ground meteorological station
networks, the transparency and intelligence of the whole process of monitoring, such
as visual comprehensive display of real-time running state and real-time data, accu-
rate and visualized positioning of fault stratification are all not realized. We can only
know the fault of observation device, but can’t know the specific component failure
or abnormality, so the intelligent and visual visualization effect is poor.

Virtual reality (VR) technology and three-dimensional geographic information
(GIS) technology are used innovatively for the new generation 3D visual opera-
tion monitoring system, based on the intensive, efficient, fast, convenient, sharing
concepts, bywhich nearly 3000meteorological observation devices and transmission
network operation status, as well as the real-time data of various automatic weather
stations are integrated, and the 3D virtual devices are updated in real time.
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The key business modules of operation monitoring, such as proposed operation
scenario, 3D modeling and cutting of device, visualized automatic positioning and
synchronous real-time alarmof fault level, and spatiotemporal consistency inspection
of data, etc., are developed, by which the operation status and real-time/historical
observation data of detection device can be shown intelligently and comprehensively,
so as to effectively improve the support capacity and efficiency of meteorological
device, promoting the centralized and unified operation and monitoring information
and intelligent level of comprehensive meteorological observation station networks.

2 Functional Architecture

The 3D visual operationmonitoring system ismainly composed of three parts: multi-
source collection of operation and data transmission status for various detection
device, real-time driving mapping of state information and real-time observation
data processing to 3D virtual model, and visualization display for operation status
and real-time observation data with integration of 3D GIS, as shown in Fig. 1.

Data acquisi�on and processing system:
Qulity Control, Fault diagnosis, Autuma�c Loca�on and Alarm Classifica�on

VR Model GIS Data

 3D VR Driving Engine(DEEP EYE)

Online Monitoring and Management of Meteorological Observa�on Devices:
Provincial Centralized Monitoring, Intellec�ve Management, VR Recurrence, Remote Guidance

Credible & User-friendly Data

General Interface Access(IDEA)

Real-�me Data Driven & Historical Data Query

Devices and Networks Status Meteorological Observa�on Data

 3D-GIS Service Integra�on

3-D Visualiza�on Live Monitoring System

Fig. 1 Main function architecture for VR real-time online monitoring system for meteorological
observation devices integrated with 3D GIS
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Operationand transmission status data collection. The operation and transmission
status information of the original 15 categories of detection device such as weather
radar is collected and optimized based on the unified data structure design by using
different methods such as TCP/UDP/FTP/Web page grabbing etc. The access of
different devices and the analysis of different protocol data are mainly solved.

3D virtual scene modeling. Based on the comprehensive meteorological obser-
vation station network information, various detection device structures and business
environment and other basic data, the three-dimensional virtual modeling of oper-
ation scene and structural components for various devices are carried out, and the
three-dimensional GIS system is integrated to construct the three-dimensional visual
virtual scene holographic model of the whole network devices.

Real-time data-driven mapping of 3D virtual model. After being analyzed and
processed, the operation status, network transmission status and the observed data
of various automatic weather stations are coupled with the 3D model-driven engine
to update the virtual model status and the live data display in real time.

Auxiliary analysis of maintenance. The authenticity of extreme value of the same
factor within the given space–time range is effectively checked and analyzed, by
comparative analysis of time and space quality control of various kinds of automatic
weather station live data. Fault query statistical and analysis based on the region
and time interval can help to improve the support efficiency of the comprehensive
meteorological observation devices.

3 Construction of Holographic Virtual Scene Mode

The holographic virtual scene model of integrated meteorological observation
stations is constructed based on the actual operation scene and composition structure
of various observation device, and unity 3D is used to build the virtual scene model,
by which the independent operation scene library and component model library are
generated for each type of device. Combined with the basic attribute information of
various types of device, station location, elements and other basic attribute informa-
tion of the observation stations, the mapping driving rules of imported live data and
operation status are coupled with the 3D GIS being integrated, as is shown in Fig. 2.

3.1 Material Collection

The integratedmeteorological observation stations include 15 kinds ofmain observa-
tion device, such as national automaticweather station,weather radar,windprofile, L-
band sounding radar, GNSS/met, automatic soil moisture station, biological comfort
instrument, traffic weather station, ship weather station, oil platform weather station,
buoy weather station, lightning locator, regional automatic weather station, island
weather station, etc. The virtual scene modeling materials mainly include station
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Mapping

importa�on
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3-D Visualiza�on Live Monitoring System
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Component Model Matching

Importa�on

Data and Fault Loca�on Rule Base

Real-�me / Historical 
Observa�on Data

Opera�on status of Various 
Observa�on Device

Network status of  Various 
Observa�on Device

Fig. 2 Construction process of holographic VR scenes for various devices

scene, installation device drawings and photos, such as station construction drawings,
built drawings, layout plans, device layout, device structure drawings and supporting
manuals, station introduction text or video data, etc. All kinds of materials are digi-
talized completely one by one, which is used to construct 3D virtual scene of site
facilities, buildings and observation device models.

3.2 Scene Model Construction

The holographic virtual scene model of all kinds of devices is divided into three
levels: operation scene, observation device and structural component. According
to the collected materials, the model component library is constructed, and the
three-dimensional model of device is quickly assembled, taking weather radar as an
example, as shown in Fig. 3. 15 types of device are modeled, including 12 weather
radar stations and 16 wind profiler stations. The other 13 types of device are mainly
installed in the ground observation field, so only one virtual model is built for each
type of device.

3.3 Basic Data Implantation

The basic data implantation includes three-dimensional GIS geographic information
data of Guangdong Province and basic information of various observation device,
including category, station location (longitude and latitude), station name, intro-
duction, contact information, etc., so as to bind the fast, accurate and realistic 3D
modeling of station buildings, devices and equipment.
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Fig. 3 Three-level structure of operation VR model for each observation device, taking weather
radar as an example

In order to ensure the location consistency of various observation device scene
models in Google 3D GIS geographic information system, the coordinates of actual
operation scene of various devices on Google map are obtained. The virtual scene
model of device is implanted into 3D 0.60 m high precision satellite remote sensing
image geographic information system. The digital elevation model (DEM) data
production and three-dimensional scene generation are completed.

4 Data Acquisition and Processing

The data source of 3D visualization operation monitoring system mainly includes
real-time operation status of device or network and real-time observation data of
various automaticweather stations. Data acquisition and processing are the important
bases for driving real-time intelligent automatic positioning and 3D visualization
display of device status.

4.1 Status Information

The operation status of 15 kinds of detection device is from state files separately,
which are analyzed and saved to the database in real time. In order to show the
various running states of the device and locate the components automatically, it is
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necessary to preprocess all kinds of state information, including fault judgment rules,
hierarchical alarm rules, fault component location rules and so on.

Fault diagnosis. The fault judgment of 15 kinds of detection device ismainly divided
into two categories. Weather radar, wind profiler, L-band sounding radar, GNSS/met
and lightning locator are all defined by the state documents specified in the func-
tional specification requirements. The fault classification of other automatic weather
stations mainly includes power supply, collector, communication and sensor status
of each element. Taking this as an example, the fault judgment rules are described
in detail, as shown in Tables 1 and 2.

Automatic location of faulty components. According to the device fault judgment
rules, the components or component relationships corresponding to each fault alarm
of various detection devices are set, so that the components of virtual model driven
by 3D engine can make real-time state change and fault prompt. Taking TWP3 wind
profiler as an example, the fault component location rules are illustrated. According
to the data file upload situation and status monitoring file of wind profile, the fault
description and component location are shown in Table 3.

Classified alarm. If all data interruption, fault, module or component alarm, and
other abnormal phenomena are given alarm prompt for 15 categories of device, the
fault alarm prompt of various detection device will be more disordered, which is
not conducive to the selection and priority support of the device with serious fault.
Therefore, the fault alarm level is set according to the type, quantity and actual
support business demand for each type of device fault alarm in order to carry out
efficient and flexible management for all kinds of device monitoring and support
according to the fault priority. All kinds of detection devices set the fault alarm level,
respectively. The system will automatically block the display of fault alarm higher
than the set level in the virtual scene model (the smaller the level number, the higher

Table 1 Judgment basis for fault or abnormality of DZZ1-2 automatic weather station

Code Fault description Judgment basis

1 Data Interruption No data update in current real-time data
table over 10 min

2 AC Power failure AC for data collector cannot be detected by
AC detection circuit

3 Low DC voltage DC voltage detected by data collector is less
than 9 V

4 High DC voltage DC voltage detected by data collector is
higher than 14 V

5 Abnormal state of meteorological element
sensors

As is shown in Table 2 (temperature,
humidity, air pressure, wind direction, wind
speed, rainfall, grass temperature,
eight-layer ground temperature, evaporation
and visibility)
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Table 2 Determination of sensor working state of DZZ1-2 automatic weather station

Code Working state Description

0 Normal operation /

2 Fault or not detected The loop current is abnormal or 0 for the
temperature sensor

The humidity sensor is not connected or the
voltage output is 0

The air pressure sensor is not connected or
has no output

The reed switch of rain sensor is closed for
a long time

Wind direction sensor abnormal. All 0 and
all 1 of 7-bit gray code check if any of them
is not 0 or 1

The wind speed is 0 m/s for a long time

3 High sampling jump Jump range is in accordance with the
requirements of the functional specification

4 Low sampling jump Jump range is in accordance with the
requirements of the functional specification

5 Exceeding the upper limit for Sample data Air temperature: <75 °C and >80 °C
Air pressure: <400 hpa, >1100 hpa
Relative humidity: <0%, >100%

6 Exceeding the lower limit for Sample data 1 min precipitation: <0 mm, >10 mm
0–5 min precipitation: <0 mm, >50 mm
Average wind direction in 2 min and
10 min: <0° and >360° respectively
2 min and 10 min average wind speed:
<0 m/s, >75 m/s
Instantaneous wind speed: <0 m/s, >150 m/s
Grass and ground surface temperature: <-90
°C, >90 °C
5 cm ground temperature: <−80 °C, >80 °C
10 cm ground temperature: < −70 °C, > 70
°C
15 cm ground temperature: < −60 °C, > 60
°C
20 cm ground temperature: < −50 °C, > 50
°C
40 cm ground temperature: < −45 °C, > 45
°C
Ground temperature (80 cm, 160 cm and
320 cm): < −40 °C, >40 °C
Visibility: <0 km, >70 km
Evaporation: <0 mm, >100 mm

9 No check Unable to judge the current working state

N Null Sensor is powered off or not configured
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Table 3 Fault location and level of TWP3 wind profiler components

Fault description Component location Levels

All or part of products including ROBS,
HOBS, OOBS, ORIGINAL, STATUS, RAD
are not uploaded

Complete machine 1

Beam control unit failure Transmitter beam control unit
and antenna

1

Low power supply voltage of beam control unit 3

Abnormal standing wave value of antenna 3

Low reflected power value of antenna 2

Abnormal beam pointing state 2

Low transmitter power supply voltage (TX_5V
< 4.0) or (TX_13V < 7.0) or (TX_28V < 23.0)
or (TX_36V < 25.0) or (TX_50V < 35.0)

Transmitter power:
5 V/13 V/28 V/36 V/50 V

3

Over temperature alarm for Transmitter Transmitter cabinet 3

The output power of transmitter is less than
1.5KW

Solid-state transmitter module 2

Transmitter duty ratio <8% 1

Abnormal reflected power value of transmitter 2

Abnormal status of RF switch Transmitter RF switch assembly 2

Abnormal working pulse width of transmitter
(high mode 0.8 µs, low mode 0.4 µs)

Solid state transmitter module 3

Abnormal standing wave state of transmitter Transmitter cabinet 3

Transmitter input status abnormal 2

Transmitter output status abnormal 2

Low voltage of frequency synthesizer 2

Low power supply voltage of receiving channel 2

Abnormal excitation signal output value Receiver cabinet 3

Abnormal output state of LO signal 3

Low digital IF internal DC power supply 3

No output or low voltage for UPS UPS 2

the fault level), and only record the fault alarm details in the background for query,
statistics and analysis. TWP3 wind profiler is taken as an example to illustrate the
classification rules of fault alarm level, as shown in Table 3. Other detection device
is the same and can be optimized and adjusted according to the actual monitoring
and support business.

Level 1: There is no data uploading in more than 30 min, six kinds of product
files including ROBS, HOBS, OOBS, ORI, STA and RAD are all missing within
30 min.
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Level 2: If the peak transmission power is less than 2.0 kW, the service availability
will be affected; or if the number of ROBS, HOBS, OOBS, ORI, STA and RAD
files are less than 6, the data rate will be affected.
Level 3: Wind profile radar components alarm do not cause radar shutdown, or do
not affect the normal operation of the profiler.
Level 4: Other alarms of wind profiler alarm do not affect normal business
operation, but need to be paid attention to or maintained regularly.

5 Read-Time Data Mapping Driven

The organic integration of virtual reality technology, spatial GIS technology and
simulation technology is realized in DEEP EYE 3D driving engine, which is the key
hub to drive the virtual scenemodel update and change ofmeteorological observation
device in real time according to the real data and running state changes. The data
real-time driving mapping relationship between various devices and corresponding
virtual models is shown in Fig. 4.

There are two kinds of data information obtained through data acquisition and
processing. One is the real-time observation data of various automatic weather
stations, and the other is the state information used to drive the 3D virtual model
of device to update and change. The observation data display of each element on
each VR sensor is updated in real time with the data upload frequency.

The queue structure is used to store the running status information in order to
make the 3D virtual model state reflect the real running state in real time. The
corresponding driver instruction queue is created on each type of 3D virtual model,
in which the driving instructions generated after processing such as fault judgment,
fault classification and automatic positioning are stored. According to the first in
first out principle of queue, DEEP EYE 3D driving engine receives the driving
instructions in sequence, automatically locates the detection device components in
real time, updates the component status to red (fault) or yellow (alarm), and displays
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Fig. 5 3D visualization monitoring of virtual scene model of meteorological detection devices

the device operation status information, so as to realize the real-time 3D visual
monitoring of the operation status of meteorological detection devices, as is shown
in Fig. 5.

6 Conclusion

AVR visualization monitoring systemwith 3D-GIS for the comprehensive meteoro-
logical observation stationswas initiated, bywhich themonitoring efficiency ofmete-
orological devices has been effectively improved, unattended business of national
groundweather stations has been effectively guaranteed, and the business availability,
data rate and other assessment indicators have been improved by 1%. However, it
still needs to be improved in some aspects, which will be the key research content
in the future to meet the needs of a more comprehensive and refined meteorological
device monitoring business.

(1) It is necessary to further sort out the transmission business process of all
kinds of meteorological observation data stream, strengthen the visual monitoring
of data flow and monitor the transmission process nodes of various meteorological
observation data visually and accurately.

(2) Based on stream computing technology, the quality control analysis andmoni-
toring of all kinds of original online data are further improved in the process of
collection and transmission of various kinds of observation data.
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Tibaηsim: Information Access
for Low-Resource Environments

Francis Dittoh , Hans Akkermans, Victor de Boer, Anna Bon,
Wendelien Tuyp, and André Baart

Abstract In Africa, and other places around the world, there are numerous people
who do not have access to information from the World Wide Web or other digital
sources. This is not an issue of infrastructure only, but also of cultural and social
factors, including low literacy. Most rural communities in the Northern Region of
Ghana fall in this category, where information in written form and/or English is not
accessible due to the inability of majority of community members to read and write.
This paper presents Tibaηsim (originally “RadioNet”); a case-study of an appropriate
ICT4D methodology in the development of an information delivery system hosted
in low-resource areas, with empirical data from context analysis from the rural com-
munities and other stakeholders. The paper also presents an evaluation of the system
and the methodology, by way of User Evaluation and SystemMonitoring. The paper
also shows how contextual issues are catered for through the methodology used.
Tibaηsim focuses on available technologies and appropriate information formats by
providing a system that relies on GSM and FM Radio, in the local language(s) of
the community. Tibaηsim was deployed in 5 rural communities, reaching a total of
almost 1000 people, providing them primarily farming-related information.
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1 Introduction

The digital divide is a problem that has plagued the world since the inception of the
WorldWideWeb [1]. Only about 24.4% of Africans are connected to the internet [2].
The reasons for this low level of access, and subsequently to relevant information
are; Lack of Infrastructure, Low Incomes and Affordability, User Capabilities; basic
literacy and digital literacy, Lack of Incentives forAccess; lack of awareness, relevant
content, and cultural or social acceptance [3].

This paper presents Tibaηsim (a Dagbanli1 word that translates to “Our Knowl-
edge”); a case-study of an appropriate ICT4D methodology (see Fig. 1) in the devel-
opment of an information delivery system hosted in low-resource areas with empir-
ical data from context analysis from the rural communities and other stakeholders,
which guided the design process and produced an information delivery system for
rural communities. The paper further presents an evaluation of the system and the
methodology, by way of User Evaluation; an analysis of Usability, Learnability,
Availability. The paper shows how the aforementioned issues are catered for through
the iterative and user-centered methodology used.

1.1 ICT Challenges in the Rural Context

In Ghana, voice-telephony, radio, and television are existing systems that function
adequately, where the former two are more utilized in rural areas. However, there is
an urban-rural divide, which means even further deterioration of services in the rural
areas [4]. This is clearly seen in the areas of electricity and Internet connectivitywhich
are often unreliable in rural communities [5]. Ghana has a literacy rate of 76.67%
and a youth literacy rate of 90.6%. However, the rural north, which happens to be a
major food source for the country, retains the lowest literacy rates [6]. Information
available online is heavily biased toward text and thereby discriminates against those
who cannot read and write [5]. Another barrier to connecting the unconnected has
been that they do not find the information to be locally relevant enough to warrant
the effort to gain access to it [3].

In the attempt to circumvent the issues of lack of infrastructure and unafford-
ability, it is important to center innovation on “technology-in-use” as opposed to
“technology-as-invention” [7]. The extreme increase of mobile telephony in rural
Africa [8] has led to the emergence of ICT4D projects, research and solutions that

1 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dagbani_language.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dagbani_language
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Fig. 1 Methodology

aim to utilize these existing technologies, namely, SMS [9, 10], Mobile Web [11],
Voice Technologies [12], and Radio [12, 13] to aid various aspects of development.
Some of these have failed completely [10] due to their reliance on technologies that
are circumvented by low literacy (namely, SMS) and for the same reasons, some have
not been able to scale up effectively in the rural areas [9] since, based on empirical
evidence, SMS is hardly used by folk in rural areas in Ghana [6].

2 Methodology

This study used a collaborative, adaptive, and iterative methodology (see Fig. 1) to
identify and tackle the issues from a socio-technical standpoint [5]. The study also
forms a validation of the methodology by providing a practical application to an
information system design and implementation.

The research focused onEastGonjaDistrict of the newly formedSavannahRegion
of Ghana. Five (5) communities were selected; typically small communities with
about 20–30 households with roughly 200–250 people per community.

The evaluation of the issues pertaining to the digital divide, workshops withmulti-
disciplinary groups, and interviews with stakeholders enabled us to understand the
context in depth (see Fig. 1). Coupled with the understanding of the operational needs
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for the various stakeholders, led to aid elicit and assess the needs (see Fig. 1) of the
proposed system.

Through an iterative process, stakeholders and end-users provided insight into the
needs of the system. The key idea is to create an information access system for local
communities by providing an FM broadcast system. This will enable rural communi-
ties to get access to relevant voice-based information in their own language(s). This
will involve the design of a low-cost system, built on the Raspberry Pi with Solar-
Power Banks that stores recorded voice fragments over GSM calls and broadcasts it
over FM on short-range.

2.1 Key Requirements

Following an understanding of the context and the needs analysis, as well as con-
sidering the technologies available, the following are the key requirements of the
system.

2.2 Non-functional Requirements

– Maintainability—NGOs/Companies and Institutions should have the ability to
maintain the system and update information with ease.

– Availability—Users should have the ability to reach the system at all times. As
such, barring mobile network issues, the system should be hosted on a platform
that will be available at all times.

– Scalability—The system must have the ability to scale to different locations and
for any number of subscribers and the system should be easily replicable.

– Reliability—The system must ensure that information is as accurate as possible.
– Usability—The targeted user group creates a requirement of simplicity in the user
interface.

– Cost-Effectiveness—The whole system must work together to be financially sus-
tainable.

2.3 Functional Requirements

The functional requirements are shown in a MoSCow format as follows Table1.
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Table 1 MoSCoW

Must have Interactive voice response

Local language(s)

Regular information updates

Short-range radio (FM) Transmission of information

Monitoring

Should Have Uninterrupted power supply

Could have Community-level subscription-based service

Wide-range radio (FM) Transmission of information

3 Implementation

3.1 Development

Based on the Context Analysis and Needs Assessment, Use-Case and Requirement
Analysis, and the Feasibility and Sustainability Assessment, the various compo-
nents of the system were engineered, deployed and evaluated (see Fig. 1) in multiple
iterations with adaptations in a Agile approach coupled with an adapted living lab
approach [5].

Tibaηsim was built on the Raspberry Pi 3B+,2 tiny credit card size computer that
was designed in the UK by the Raspberry Pi Foundation. The Raspberry Pi 3B+ runs
a Quad Core 1.4GHz Broadcom BCM2837 64bit CPU, with 1GB RAM (2GB and
4GB RAM versions available) and requires a power supply of 2.5A. It also has a
40-pin extended GPIO, of which, vital to this project, GPIO Pin 4 transmits its FM
signals. Tibaηsim also required a Huawei 3G Modem that is chan_dongle capable
3 and a GSM Sim Card. A power bank was also added to the package to ensure
uninterrupted power supply.

The Kasadaka platform was used for the system’s audio input module. Kasadaka
enables the development and hosting of voice-based information services, targeted
at low-resource environments. The VSDK allows for the rapid development of voice
service (prototypes) in a web-based development environment [14]. This enables
Information Providers to call into the system to leave messages, and at the backend,
on confirmation, the audio fragment is stored in Kasadaka’s file storage.

The Tibaηsim FMBroadcast Systemwas built using Pi-FM-RDSwhich generates
an FMmodulation. It can includemonophonic or stereophonic audio. The transmitter
uses the Raspberry Pi’s PWMgenerator to produce VHF signals [15]. The Broadcast
System of Tibaηsim is the main user interface for the End-User. The system reads
the audio files from the file storage system of the Voice Input Module and broadcasts
them on a loop on FM at 107.9MHz.

2 https://www.raspberrypi.org/.
3 http://asterisk-service.com/en_US/page/chan-dongle-modems.

https://www.raspberrypi.org/
http://asterisk-service.com/en_US/page/chan-dongle-modems
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4 Evaluation

The System Usability Scale (SUS) is designed to obtain subjective feedback on
overall usability and user satisfaction [16]. Apart from the 10-item SUS Score, using
factor analysis, the SUS is able to provide additional information via two sub-scales:
an 8-item “Usability” and 2-item “Learnability” scale [17, 18]. The SUS involved
the administering of the test to all 106 participants after their use of the system. It is
important to note that translations (in the right context) were necessary to effectively
administer the SUS as it has been found that there is a possibility of a lack of
comprehension in some of the SUS questionnaire items for even non-Native English
speakers [17].

For reliability analyses of the data, the SUS showed good internal consistency
(alpha = 0.743) [19] with an SUS Score of 80.52 (an Adjective Rating of “Excel-
lent”), Learnability value of 71.93, and Usability of 82.67. The high scores for SUS,
Learnability, and Usability, indicates a high quality of end-user’s experience and the
ability to utilize it with little to no prior training.

The Context Analysis and Needs Assessment of the methodology used necessi-
tated the solicitation of required content from the end-users. Being involved in the
development process, end-users as well as stakeholders were able to clearly spec-
ify the type of information that would be relevant to them. Empirical data was also
gathered on the type of content end-users would find relevant. Notable among infor-
mation considered relevant in the research area are Crop Farming Practices,Market
Prices, Information on seed, Climate Information, and Placing ads for sales of pro-
duce. Of note is information from the World Wide Web, and example being climate
information; this requires more technical work to enable automated updates to the
system and was implemented as a separate integrable system dubbedMr. Meteo [20]

Cost-effectiveness is of utmost importance and considered a Non-Functional
Requirement (see Sect. 2.2). As such, design choices were made for low-cost hard-
ware and open-source software (see Sect. 3.1). The system is also designed to enable
rapid and little to no cost setup. For purposes of sustainability, it is imperative that
running costs and affordability are catered for and as such, design choices are made
to facilitate low-cost maintenance and affordability to end-users.

5 Discussion

Development and/or deployment of ICT systems for low-resource areas comeswith a
myriad of challenges [5], some general and others pertaining to the particular system.
This is important to any study, being that these are issues that are not always readily
apparent.

Development of systems for low-resource environments with the methodology
used requires physical visits (possibly several) to communities. Some communities
are remote, with bad road access, making the required multiple visits tedious. This,
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on the contrary, is the very reason why information access for such communities is
vital. In this project, all communities were remote, with bad road access, but visits
were necessary for information elicitation and deployment. However subsequently, it
will be possible to deploywith the help of Agricultural ExtensionAgents who, as part
of their existing jobs, visit these communities from time to time. Information dissem-
ination through ICTs rely on telecommunications networks, but unfortunately, many
rural communities lack sufficient access. In some rural communities in Ghana, there
is little to no 4G, sparse 3G, and patchy GSM reception. This needs to be taken into
account to build systems that do not require constant internet access, high bandwidth,
constant uptime, etc. The details will depend largely on the particular community.
The next iteration of development will use an outdoor, waterproof enclosure coupled
with solar-power supply in addition to GSM boosters to augment the reception to
the device.

In many developing countries, hardware needed to build ICT systems may not
be readily available. For Tibaηsim, the required hardware (Raspberry Pi 3B+ and
Huawei 3G Modems) had to be imported into the country due to its unavailability in
Ghana. This caused some delays with the initial pilot.

Finally, a project specific issue worth mentioning; the FM broadcast range of
the Raspberry Pi 3B+ with a simple wire antennae is about a 120m. As much as
this covers enough of the communities, the ideal would be a wider range to cover
entire communities and cater for larger communities. The next iteration will consider
boosting the range of the FM transmission. This however would require liaising
with the National Communications Authority4 in Ghana once transmissions begin
to exceed official community ranges and/or becomes a commercial product.

6 Conclusion

Information access remains a problem in many parts of the world [1]. Developing
countries, like Ghana, have numerous rural communities that have little access to up-
to-date and relevant information [2]. Telecommunication infrastructure is lacking in
these communities and limited, mostly, to GSM reception and there are other major
issues like unaffordability of Internet-capable device and Internet and voice services,
low levels of literacy, and unavailability of relevant content which further compounds
the issue [3]. Available literature points us toward the use of “technology-in-use”
[7]; in the case of Ghana, mobile telephony and FM radio, concentrating on voice
technologies [12] and local languages.

This paper has presented a case-study of an appropriate ICT4D methodology [5]
in the development of an ICT4D system which is hosted and used in low-resource
environments. Empirical data from rural communities and other stakeholders was
used, iteratively, to design a low-cost, voice-based information system for rural com-
munities meeting the contextual requirements and operational goals of the various

4 https://www.nca.org.gh/.

https://www.nca.org.gh/
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stakeholders. Furthermore, a System Usability Score (SUS) [16] test was adminis-
tered to 106 community members from five (5) communities where the system was
deployed and we presented an analysis of the SUS, Usability and Learnability scores
which indicate that the requirements of the end-users were met and the system is
easily used and learned.

Information is a very important commodity for development [21]. As such, bridg-
ing the digital divide is vital, not only to developing countries, but to the world, as
the successes of attaining the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)5 will benefit
the planet as a whole. The process of systems development for low-resource regions
is therefore critical to the successfully attaining SDGs. This process is not trivial and
requires an appropriate methodology that is collaborative, user-centered, and itera-
tive. This aids to fix issues that exist for the stakeholders and end-users as opposed
to fixing perceived problems. The Tibaηsim project shows this development process
for low-resource areas practically and hopes to serve as a guide for future projects.

The authors thank Christophe Guéret for the original Kasadaka idea and the Uni-
versity for Development Studies ICT for Food and Water in Ghana team led by Saa
Dittoh.Wealso acknowledge the contributions ofKayKutahWilhelm (SavannaAgri-
cultural Research Institute), The Internet Society Ghana Chapter, and The Internet
Society for funding the pilot project. The authors also thank Chris van Aart, Amadou
Tangara, Chris Reij, Stephane Boyera, Gossa Lô, Julien Ouedraogo, Matthieu Oue-
draogo, Mary Allen, Nana Baah Gyan, Aman Grewal, Yacouba Sawadogo, Stefan
Schlobach, andmany others for their contribution to this continuing research project.
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Bent QR Code Image Rectification
Method Based on Image-To-Image
Translation Network

Kazumoto Tanaka

Abstract This paper describes an image rectificationmethod for bent quick response
(QR) codes attached on cylindrical surfaces using a deep neural network-based image
generator. The input to the proposed generator is the bent QR code image and the
output is the rectified image such that the QR code reader can recognize the code.
The generator is trained with an image-to-image translation framework using a large
number of pairs of QR code images and their bent images. A weighted loss function
between generated QR code image and its corresponding QR code image without
distortion is used during training to focus on learning the rectification of the peripheral
part of the image, which is affected significantly by curvature. In the study, pseudo
QR codes were used for training. In an experiment where a bent QR code image is
read using the proposed method, it is demonstrated that a QR code with a curvature
degree larger than those in previous studies can be read.

Keywords Bent QR Code · Image rectification · Weighted loss function ·
Image-to-image translation · Generative adversarial network · Rectified image
generator

1 Introduction

Quick response (QR) code is widely used in industry and daily life to present various
information. The code is printed directly on a surface where information should be
presented, or a sticker with the code printed on it is attached to the surface. Because
the code readingmay fail when the surface is curved, alignment patterns for distortion
correction have been added to version 2 of the QR code [1]. However, this distortion
correction capability is limited, and it is difficult to read the code on a surface with
a large curvature degree. Most other methods proposed previously for bent QR code
image rectification are image transformations based on geometric feature matching
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Fig. 1 A QR code attached
on a cylinder. Because the
left and right peripheral parts
of the QR code are distorted
significantly, it is difficult to
read the code using the
conventional method

[2–4]. Because these methods involved a simple linear transformation for correction,
it is difficult to apply them to a significantly bent QR code image (Fig. 1).

This study proposes a deep neural network (DNN) that inputs an image of bent
QR code attached to a cylindrical surface and outputs the rectified image. We have
developed a DNN-based image generator with the framework of an image-to-image
(I2I) translation network (pix2pix) [5],which is a generative adversarial network. The
I2I translation requires paired examples for training the network. In this study, a large
number of pairs of pseudo QR code images and their bent images were generated by
computer graphics and used to train the network. During training, a weighted loss
function between generated image and its corresponding image without distortion is
used to focus on learning the rectification of the peripheral part of the image, which
is affected significantly by curvature. Experimental results showed the generator can
read a QR code with a curvature degree larger than those in previous studies.

This paper is organized as follows. The generator is described in Sect. 2. The
experimental results and the discussion are presented in Sects. 3 and 4, respectively.
Section 5 provides the conclusion.

2 Rectified Image Generator for Bent QR Code

2.1 Training Architecture for Generator

Let QRi, QRi_b, and QRi_g be the QR code image, bent QR code image of which a
circumscribed rectangle is formed in a square shape, and generated QR code image,
respectively. These images are squares of the same size (Fig. 2). The generator
performs an image transformation on QRi_b to obtain QRi_g as a rectified image.
The network architecture is the same as that of pix2pix [5].

The pix2pix generator is trained using target and reference images and attempts to
convert the input image into the formof the reference image. In this study,QRi_b is the
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Fig. 2 Left: Bent QR code image. Middle: QRi_b. Right: QRi. Circumscribed rectangle of QRi_b
formed in a square shape

target image, andQRi is the reference image. Figure 3 shows the training architecture
of the generator. The generator produces outputs forQRi_b in the dataset, whereas the
discriminator attempts to predict whether the input image is a QR code image or one
that is produced by the generator. To train the generator, two loss functions must be
reduced. One isMSELoss_g, which is the mean squared error between each element
in the prediction result map produced by the discriminator and true value (1.0) map.
The other is L1Loss, which is themean absolute error between each element inQRi_g
and its corresponding QRi, but the absolute error is weighted using Eq. (1) to focus
on learning the rectification of the peripheral part of the image, which is significantly

Fig. 3 Simplified view of generator training architecture based on I2I translation network.QRi and
its corresponding QRi_b are stored in a dataset as an image pair
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affected by curvature.

g(x, y) = α

(
β − 1√

2πσ
e

−( x
w−1 −0.5)

2

2σ2

)
, 0 ≤ y ≤ h − 1 (1)

where x and y are the coordinates of QRi_b; w and h denote the width and height of
QRi_b, respectively; α, β and σ are positive numbers.

Two loss functions were reduced to train the discriminator. One is MSELoss_dt,
which is the mean squared error between the prediction result map for QRi and the
true value (1.0) map. The other is MSELoss_df , which is the mean squared error
between the prediction result map for QRi_g and the false value (0.0) map.

2.2 Datasets

A dataset for image pair QRi and QRi_b was prepared for the training. The image
size was set to 256 × 256, and the images were created using OpenGL. In this study,
a pseudo QR code was utilized for the training instead of the real QR code. The
pseudo QR code was created such that each cell is painted black or white randomly
and three finder patterns are set at the corners (Fig. 4); subsequently, 2000 images of
pseudo QR codes were created. Each image was attached to a cylinder in a virtual
space and filmed virtually (Fig. 5). The angle between the normal vector at the center
of the code and the optical axis of the virtual camera was changed randomly within
10° for each filming. Furthermore, the radius of the cylinder was changed randomly
within the range 0.4 ≤ L/(πR) ≤ 0.8, where L and R denote the length of the
sides of the pseudo QR code and the radius of the cylinder, respectively. A virtually
filmed image was fit into a square measuring 256 × 256, Gaussian filtered, and then
adaptively binarized to obtain QRi_b. A dataset for training was created using 2000
pairs of QRi_b and the pseudo QR code image (i.e., QRi). Similarly, a dataset for
testing using 100 images was created.

Fig. 4 Example of pseudo
QR code
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Fig. 5 Left Pseudo QR code attached on the virtual cylinder. Right Example of pseudo QR code
image captured virtually from view point

2.3 Training and Testing

The generator and discriminator were trained with a batch size of “1” for 1000
epochs. The training time on a system with an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 Ti GPU
was approximately 24 h. The generator was tested using 100 images. Some of the
test results are shown in Fig. 6.

As shown in the figure, the rectification was successful when L/(πR) was 0.6 or
less. However, beyond 0.6, the number of cases with failed restoration of the position
and shape of black and white patterns increased gradually.

3 Experiment

To obtain bent QR code images of L
/
(πR) = 0.4, 0.5, . . . , 0.8 for the experiment,

the images were captured while changing the size of the real QR code attached
to one cylinder. Five types of QR codes of models 2 and 8 were prepared, and 25
images were captured in total. The code area extracted from each image was fit into a
square measuring 256× 256 and then binarized adaptively. The binarized image was
rectified by the generator, and the rectified image was verified to determine whether
the reading through a QR code reading application was successful. Figure 7 shows
an example of the resulting images. The recognition rate results are shown in Table
1.
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Fig. 6 Sample results. a QRi_b from dataset for testing. Curvature degree increases from top to
bottom. The number on left side shows L/(πR). b QRi_g generated from (a). c Ground truth (QRi
paired with (a))
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Fig. 7 Sample of
experimental results.
a QRi_b of real QR code.
The number on left side
shows L/(πR). b QRi_g
generated from (a). c Real
QR code corresponding to
(a)

Table 1 Experiment results L/(πR) Recognition rate (%)

0.4 100.0

0.5 100.0

0.6 60.0

0.7 0.0

0.8 0.0

4 Discussion

In the case of L
/
(πR) = 0.4 and 0.5, the recognition was successful; however,

when it was 0.6, the recognition rate was 60%, and the recognition failure was due to
rectification failure, as shown in Fig. 7. Meanwhile, in the test step, no rectification
failure occurred in the case of L/(πR) = 0.6. This discrepancy occurred because
during the actual filming, the aberration of the camera lens affected the distortion
of the peripheral part of the image; however, images that did not account for this
distortion were used in the training.

Next, we consider the recognition rate of a method reported previously [4]. The
experiments in [4] showed thatwhen the curvature rate described in [4]was converted
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to L/(πR), the recognition was successful up to 0.43; however, cases involving
curvature rates higher than that were not reported. Meanwhile, our method was
successful up to 0.5, and the success rate of 0.6 was 60%. Therefore, the method
successfully read the QR code with a curvature degree larger than that shown in the
previous study.

Finally, the practical application of the proposed method is described. Generally,
a GPU is required to calculate the DNN. However, current smartphones and mobile
terminals that are often used to read QR codes do not have GPUs. Therefore, in this
study, we assumed a method of sending a bent QR code image from a terminal to a
GPU server and receiving the reading result.

5 Conclusion

We proposed an image rectification method for bent QR codes. The method is based
on a rectified image generator that was trained using an I2I translation framework.
The weighted loss function between generated QR code image and its corresponding
QR code image without distortion was used in the training to focus on learning
the correction of the peripheral part of the image, which was significantly affected
by curvature. An experiment for reading bent QR code images using the proposed
method showed that a QR code with a curvature degree larger than that shown in
previous studies can be read. In future studies, we will primarily focus on improving
the recognition rate in the case of 0.6 ≤ L/(πR).
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A New Concept of ICT
on Eduinformatics in Higher Education

Kunihiko Takamatsu , Ikuhiro Noda, Bannaka Kenya, Tomoe Nakagawa,
Yasuhiro Kozaki, Kenichiro Mitsunari, Masato Omori, Ryohei Adachi,
and Yasuo Nakata

Abstract In this article, we propose a new concept of information and communi-
cation technology on eduinformatics in higher education. Eduinformatics is a novel
field of education that combines both education and informatics. Eduinformatics not
only deals with students’ data but also provides new analysis methods and concepts
to handle data in education, similar to bioinformatics. In September 2020, a subcom-
mittee for universities from the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science, and
Technology in Japan shared a perspective of the connection between education and
research in universities in the future. In this paper, we assess our research question on
how to connect education and research in universities to enhance the quality of higher
education. To investigate this question, we introduce two practical examples from
Kobe Tokiwa University in Japan, and we present results of recent eduinformatics.
From these examples, we find that Information and Communication Technology
(ICT) is the connection between education and research.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Eduinformatics

Approximately two decades ago, the human genome consortium, which consisted
of many researchers from across the globe, had sequenced a rough draft of the
human genome [1]. The human genome includes approximately 3 Giga base pairs.
Many informaticians attended the human genome project using both computer and
informatics, since the data were too extensive to handle manually. This phenomenon
created a novel interdisciplinary field, known as bioinformatics, that is a combination
of both the biology and informatics fields.

Since 2008, research on higher education is being actively pursued, and the estab-
lishment of Institutional Research (IR) promoted universities by the Ministry of
Education, Culture, Sports, Science, and Technology (MEXT) in Japan [2]. This
situation is similar to the era when bioinformatics was started.

Many educational researches are required to be “evidence-based.” This type of
research is difficult using conventional pedagogical techniques alone. If researchers
can use informatics adequately, for example, data science, machine learning, statis-
tics, and so on, higher education can also develop dramatically. For example, biology
has developed dramatically with the advent of bioinformatics.

Eduinformatics is a novel field of education that combines both informatics and
education [3]. It is a portmanteau of “education” and “informatics.” Eduinformatics
not only deals with students’ data but also provides novel analysis methods and
concepts to deal with data in education, similar to bioinformatics. In this paper, we
review eduinformatics [4] (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 The concept of
Eduinformatics (from [4]) Educa�on Informa�cs

Eduinforma�cs
Problems 

to be 
solved

Problem 
solving 
method
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1.2 Connection Between Education and Research
in University

Since the early 1990s, many universities in Japan have reformed to enhance the
quality of higher education [5]. University reform was carried by universities them-
selves andwas also promoted by theMEXT [5].Moreover, in 2012,MEXTpresented
strict guidelines to universities for reform [6].

In September 2020, a subcommittee for universities in Japan’s MEXT presented
a perspective of the connection between education and research in universities for
the future [7, 8]. The proposal stated that faculties of universities have the following
features (excerpt).

• Faculties in universities are more interested in research than education.
• Many university faculty members find it difficult to balance education and

research.

To alleviate these problems, the proposal suggested effective organizational and
university management.

1.3 Research Question

This paper proposes to answer the following research question: how to connect
education and research in universities to improve the quality of higher education. To
investigate this question, first, we introduce practical examples from Kobe Tokiwa
University in Japan, which show results of recent eduinformatics. Using these exam-
ples, we find that Information and Communication Technology (ICT) is the key to
connecting education and research. Finally, we propose a new concept of ICT on
eduinformatics in higher education.

2 Two Practical Examples

2.1 Center for the Promotion of Excellence in Research
and Development of Higher Education in Kobe Tokiwa
University

Kobe TokiwaUniversity belongs to Tamada educational institution, [9] which started
in 1908. While Kobe Tokiwa College was established in 1967 [10] and Kobe Tokiwa
University in 2008, some departments of Kobe Tokiwa College were merged with
Kobe Tokiwa University. Currently, Kobe Tokiwa University includes two facul-
ties and five departments. One is the faculty of education, another is the faculty of
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health science. The faculty of education has a department of child education, while
the faculty of health science has a department of nursing, medical technology, and
radiology.

Kobe Tokiwa University and Kobe Tokiwa College are both located in the same
compound. Kobe Tokiwa College has two departments, the department of oral health
and the department of correspondence course of nursing. Approximately 1,500
students are enrolled at Kobe TokiwaUniversity. The size of Kobe TokiwaUniversity
is small as defined by MEXT [11]. The feature of Kobe Tokiwa University is that
all departments have the same purpose, which is to obtain the national certification
of medical technologists, nurses, public health nurses, school nurses, radiological
technologists, nursery teachers, kindergarten teachers, elementary school teachers,
and dental hygienists.

This means that most students determine their courses by the rules established by
the MEXT or Ministry of Health, Labor, and Welfare in Japan, for special national
certification. Therefore, it is difficult for faculty to focus on both education and
research. Most faculties use their time and effort to educate students than focus on
their research. To improve this situation, the Center for the Promotion of Excellence
in Research and Development of Higher Education (CPERD) was established.

The CPERD in Kobe Tokiwa University was constructed in 2009 [12, 13].
Professor Ryohei Adachi, the first president of the CPERD, led the promotion of
not only education but also research at Kobe Tokiwa University. The second pres-
ident of the CPERD, Professor Yasuo Nakata, started open forums to discuss each
faculty member’s research projects. Moreover, Kobe Tokiwa University’s staff can
also attend these forums. Some staff write papers and present their research at the
international conference about IR or Enrollment Management Institutional Research
(EMIR), similar to researchers. This shows that it is important to work with both
faculty and staff on the same problems.

The CPERD also plays a role in statistical mathematics analysis at Kobe Tokiwa
University. Some members of CPERD are specialists in statistic and bioinformatics.
They help other faculty members to conduct research, using many analysis methods
such as statistics and informatics. This phenomenon shows that this partnership is
good and effective in moving the research forward with the help of these specialists.

2.2 Examples of Research in Eduinformatics

In 2016, a complex network analysis and aStrengths,Weaknesses,Opportunities, and
Threats (SWOT) analysis were developed [14]. The complex network field analyzes
features of huge and complex networks. In 1998, Watts et al. revealed “small-world”
networks [15]. In the 1960s, SWOT analysis was developed as part of the Harvard
BusinessPolicy [16].Using this newmethod,we attempted tofind the larger problems
on what is preventing university reform at Kobe Tokiwa University in Japan, in order
to improve the quality of higher education [14].We visualized the network data using
Cytoscape [17] (Fig. 2). In the figure, the size of nodes is depended on the number
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Fig. 2 Visualization of networks of SWOT analysis [14]

of edges that are connected to the node, and in the figure, the biggest node is B09,
which denotes “faculty and staff did not have improvement awareness.”

Competency-based education has become a topical subject in improving the
quality of higher education [18].We developed a common evaluation indicator called
“Tokiwa competencies” [19]. As of 2017, the syllabi of the University display the
relationships between the 19 Tokiwa competencies and courses. In early 2017, we
developed and published new visualizations for curricula using syllabi, by a combi-
nation of multidimensional scaling methods, cosine similarity, and scatter plot [20]
(Fig. 3).

3 Results and Discussion

Using the two practical examples discussed in Sect. 2, we attempt to answer our
research question, that is, how to connect education and research in university to
improve the quality of higher education.

First, we recognize that to analyze data in eduinformatics, we need to prepare the
data. For example, when we obtain students’ answers from paper questionnaires, we
need to type these data into a computer. To obtain significant statistical results, we
must use extensive data, and this is time consuming. However, when we use ICT to
collect the answers, for example,Google Forms, it is easy to obtain a digital summary.
This is easy since most students in Japanese universities now have smartphones.

We can use text miningmethods, although, it is more difficult to separate Japanese
words than English words, since words in the Japanese language are not separated by
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Fig. 3 A visualized network
by Tokiwa competencies
from courses

space. However, we can use morphological analyzers such as MeCab [21] to obtain
accurate results. When we obtain answers to a descriptive type questionnaire using
ICT, we can use text mining analysis and visualize by networks.

We, therefore, propose a new concept of ICT on eduinformatics in higher educa-
tion (Fig. 4). As described in Sect. 2.1, faculty members focus on education than

Fig. 4 New concept of ICT on Eduinformatics in Higher Education
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research since they are required to conduct many lectures in the university. There-
fore, in such a case, faculty members must improve the quality of education. Educa-
tional faculty can use ICT to combine research and education to obtain data and
analyze them using eduinformatics. This type of research is usually called educa-
tional research in higher education. It is an effective method in enabling educational
faculty members to perform research activities.

4 Conclusion

We have obtained answers to our research question. Our research question is how
to connect education and research in universities to improve the quality of higher
education. One of the answers is ICT. When educational faculties use ICT to obtain
students’ data, they can easily prepare and analyze these data to enhance the quality
of higher education.
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for Road Infrastructure
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Abstract Building information modeling (BIM) is a new process to manage the
full lifecycle of a construction project. For road infrastructure, the operation and
maintenance (O&M) phase has major importance as it secures its sustainability.
However, this phase is not satisfactorily integrated into the BIM process. This limi-
tation emerges from two predominant factors: First, the current industry founda-
tion classes (IFC) standard does not yet support objects related to infrastructure.
Second, the information applied to the O&M phase, represented in the IFC, does not
allow complete management of this phase. This research paper aims to propose an
ontological approach, called IFCInfra4OM, to integrate O&M information in BIM
for road infrastructure. In addition, it features the importance and requirements of
O&M in road infrastructure and proposes the ontological approach to integrate these
requirements within the IFC schema. For this purpose, the methodological diagram
is presented. Its steps outline how the analysis of existing international standards
is necessary for better integration of BIM into the road infrastructure domain. The
proposed methodology develops the criteria to be considered for such an objective.
Finally, the scientific contribution of the research is presented in the light of the
prevailing field literature. Furthermore, future works for building IFCInfra4OM are
submitted.
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1 Introduction

Building information modeling (BIM) is a collaborative work process around a 3D
digital twin of a building [1]. It grants the intervention of several stakeholders on the
same structure model to handle it throughout its lifecycle [2]. This process appeared
in architecture, engineering and construction (AEC), it has brought a fundamental
change in the way of considering the act of designing and building [3].

Sustaining a continuous flow of information exchange during the whole building
lifecycle is an advantage of BIM. It enables information availability and accessibility
for the O&M phase with no additional efforts [4]. The O&M stage is the most
expensive among all phases of a building lifecycle [5]. Indeed, according to [6], the
costs of O&M are estimated up to 80% for roads, railways and bridges. These costs
could be reduced by integrating BIM in O&M operations.

Nowadays, scientists and industries areworking jointly to adopt this newparadigm
of structuring O&M information and project management for infrastructure [7, 8].
In the same vein, this paper introduces an approach to integrate O&M information in
BIM for road infrastructure. Section 2 provides a general overview of current BIM
processes for infrastructure with more emphasis on road infrastructure. Section 3
highlights the importance of the O&M phase for road projects. Section 4 details the
proposed methodology to develop an ontology that integrates the O&M information
within IFC schema. The last section concludes this paper and gives insights into
future work.

2 Literature Review

2.1 BIM for Infrastructure

After a notable relapse in the AEC sector, BIM was introduced to rehabilitate
and renovate the field of construction. Nowadays, BIM standards are developed
by Building Smart International (BSI), which is an international organization that
improves data exchange in the construction industry. BSI works closely with Open
Geospatial Consortium (OGC) and International Organization for Standardization
(ISO) [9]. This collaboration allows developing open standards for BIM applications
and software such as the Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) [10] and ISO 16,739–1
[11].

After its considerable success in the building industry, BIM has proven its effi-
ciency for infrastructure as well. BIM is being increasingly adopted in infrastructure
projects for: (1) general infrastructure [12, 13], (2) road infrastructures [14, 15], (3)
bridges [16, 17], (4) standards for transportation infrastructure [2] and (5) infrastruc-
turemanagement [18]. In the following,more details are presented for BIM standards
and applications in road projects.
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BIM Standards for Infrastructure. The IFC is an open data standard that enables a
trouble-free exchange of information about a structure (building or infrastructure). It
is regulated by the Standard for the Exchange of Product Model Data (STEP) and is
specified inEXPRESS (ISO10,303–11),which is a standardmodeling language [19].
The current versions of open BIM standards are IFC2.3 for buildings and IFC4 for
infrastructure facilities [20]. IFC development has included the infrastructure sector
through the BSI IFC Infra initiative since 2011 [9]. The version IFC4 represents an
extension of the 2.3 version [21]. It describes the alignments that represent a common
basis for all types of linear infrastructure.

Two other research projects are in progress: (1) IFCBridge [7] that describes
specific objects for bridge structures, and (2) IFCRoad for objects related to roads
[8]. Despite the integration of BIM in the infrastructure sector, there is no official
IFC version that describes specific objects of different types of infrastructure neither
in terms of geometry nor in terms of semantics [22].

BIM for Roads Infrastructure. Integrating BIM into road infrastructure projects is
still problematic. On one hand, the development of IFC standards, which determine
the data structure for these types of facilities, is still in progress. On the other hand,
the use of BIM in scientific research works, outside the context of standardization, is
often applied in the design and construction phases and remains minimal concerning
the O&M one [22].

The constraints of BIM integration within the O&M stage are generated for
different reasons. First, there are limitations created by information relating to the
management of the O&M phase, which is included in the IFC standard. Second,
restrictions are caused by IFC sophistication degree for infrastructure. The model
proposed for IFCRoad is oriented toward the structuring of data into classes of
objects, essentially, for the conception and construction phase. While managing an
infrastructure lifecycle, the BIM standard needs to include more semantics related
to object properties that refer to all its phases.

2.2 O&M Phase Requirements for Infrastructure

The aim of O&M is to secure an optimal functioning of any given facility until the
end of its service life. If integrated into BIM, O&M information will be available and
accessible to all stakeholders of a facility project. This integration will decrease the
time and cost of the O&M phase considerably. Several efforts have been deployed
to use BIM for managing the O&M in infrastructure projects.

Importance of O&M in Infrastructure Projects. Transport infrastructure projects,
such as roads, are characterized by their high complexity [12]. This complexity is due
to different conditions in which they exist, such as traffic, climate and geological and
topographical variability. They are also extending over a vast territory, which raises
the issue of crossing several zones characterized by various geo-referencing systems
[23]. Besides, they can interfere with other types of infrastructure along their path,
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such as bridges, railways and tunnels. These particularities make their management
more complex in comparison with building projects.

The O&M phase for the above-mentioned infrastructures is exceptionally long.
According to [24], the stakeholders are involved for a minimum period of 20 years
compared with the design and construction phases, which could take only a few years
[12]. O&M is considered as the costliest phase in an infrastructure life cycle [6].

The ultimate purpose of the O&M phase is to ensure that road infrastructure
is optimally functional until reaching the end of its lifecycle. Therefore, a properly
handled O&Mphase of a road infrastructure is key to the sustainability of the project.
BIM provides great opportunities to achieve such a purpose by: (1) integrating O&M
information in early phases of the lifecycle for new roads and (2) implementing this
information in the BIM As-Built model for existing ones. For both cases, an already
existing structure to contain this information should be found in the BIM standard
schema that allows fully O&M phase management.

IntegratingO&MinBIM. Studies conducted in the scientific and industrial fields, to
integrate BIM and O&M information, can be classified as follows: (1) Mapping BIM
to GIS-based facility management systems [25, 26]. This approach uses mapping
rules between BIM and GIS standards based on the semantic similarities between
them, (2)Using classification, for data transfer, to link a classifiedBIMmodelwith an
asset management system, [5](3) Using BIM models to visualize the O&M content
of a database like [27, 28]. It is an approach that links a separate database with a BIM
model to enhance infrastructure management, (4) Developing an O&M taxonomy
linked to objects of a BIM model [29]. This approach aims to attach information
directly to BIM objects.

In the standardization context, several international efforts have been made to
define the information requirements that a facility management system must fulfill
for the operation phase. These initiatives are: (1) The ISO 55,000 standard [30] that
specifies a requirement checklist of goodmanagement practices relevant to all facility
types, (2) the PAS 1192–3 standard published by the British Standards Institution
[31]. It specifies how anAsset InformationModel should be created and how it should
be used and maintained through the lifecycle of buildings and infrastructure assets
to reach a level 2 BIM modeling, (3) the EurOTL [32] standard presents a base
framework that allows creating libraries of object types, related to transportation
infrastructure, to be integrated with road project management systems, (4) the BSI
technical report on the requirements of infrastructuremanagers in aBIMprocess [33].
This latest determines the minimum information necessary for the management of
infrastructure in its investment phase.

For the infrastructure sector, transferring useful knowledge for the management
of O&M phase remains the least effective compared with other phases [34]. This
problem is caused by several reasons. The limitation of standards’ objectives is one
of these reasons. For instance: (1) OKSTRA [35], a norm designed for transport
infrastructure exchange for both semantic and geometric information, between soft-
wares [36], (2) COINS [37], which is an information model that allows information
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exchange in the construction phase and (3) Inframodel, a standard based on a clas-
sification system, allows the exchange of several infrastructure layers [38]. Another
reason for the problematic integration of O&M in BIM is themanagement systems of
assets that contain redundant information. Additionally, the absence of involvement
of O&M contractors in the early stages of the projects’ lifecycle [12] reduces the
effectiveness of this phase management.

In the context of road projects, the current IFC version for infrastructure (IFC4)
contains some relevant information for the O&M phase such as [22]:"Date of Infor-
mation”, “Function”, “StructureMaterial”, “Manufacturer”, “Risk”, “Criticality” and
“Inspection Frequency". However, these attributes do not allow full management of
O&M for road infrastructures [33].

In short, there are worldwide scientific efforts to integrate the O&M phase in
different structures’ lifecycle. These works aim to determine the useful information
forO&Mtobe integratedwithBIMfor infrastructure.However, the existing solutions
are still unable to fullymanage such aphase. Toovercome this shortcoming, this paper
proposes an ontological approach to enrich IFCBIMstandardwithO&Minformation
for road infrastructure. This ontological approach aims to add meaningful O&M
information to the IFC schema with respect to road objects and their relations.

2.3 Ontology and Domain of Knowledge

In information science, ontology is used for semantic description, schemas inter-
operability and knowledge sharing via machine-understandable rule sets [39]. An
ontology defines concepts and their relationships in a clear and unique manner to
allow their understanding in the same way between systems and machines (allowing
their re-use, adaptation, extension, improvement or validation). With the increasing
importance of knowledge interchange, several solutions have adopted ontologies as
their conceptual keystone [40].

In this paper, an ontological approach is proposed to enrich the IFC schema. It
allows building a reference data model with specific concepts and connections unlike
any other software system. This allows a direct understanding of information by the
end-user based on this model without the need for interpretation. It also enables
its recycling in several systems. In addition, an ontological approach enables the
transition from knowledge to information, which is a basic principle in standard
development processes [41]. Additionally, ontology is a concept-oriented approach
that always provides a stable perception. In contrast, an engineering approach is a
context and goal-oriented that tolerates several interpretations of the same concept
[41].
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3 Research Scope and Methods

The ontological approach proposed in this paper concerns two knowledge domains:
(1) Operation and Maintenance and (2) the BIM for road infrastructure. Its scope is
related to the integration of information from the first domain within the concepts of
the second as illustrated in Fig. 1.

The O&M domain is a vast knowledge domain where diversity is interpreted by
several classes of information and several structure types. Information can be grouped
into three levels as illustrated in Fig. 2. Each group contains information relevant to
a project stakeholder role. All these information groups need to be integrated with
O&M phase management system to enable an efficient system performance [42].

Fig. 1 IFCInfra4OM domains and scope

Fig. 2 Information levels in O&M domain and its relevance for stakeholders’ roles
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General information is about policies and organizations, while project information
concern contracts documents, technical documents and asset status and records.

Management information is more diverse:

• Functional information: are information about functions and behaviors relating to
the assets. They are grouped into four main categories: information that describes
the value and performance of the asset, the risk and guarantees, the requirements
for energy exploitation and appropriate level of use of the asset [22].

• Condition information: relative to technical conditions in which the asset or
facility is located.

• Operation information: information relevant to an operation.

The BIM, nowadays, is a focal point for transportation infrastructure. Meanwhile,
BIM is still a work in progress for roads. The integration of O&M information must
take into account the candidate standard schema IFCRoad proposed by the BSI. This
will guarantee the interoperability between the IFCInfra4OM model and the future
Roads BIM standard.

3.1 Methodology to Build the IFCInfra4OM Ontology

Figure 3 illustrates the methodology adopted to establish IFCInfra4OM ontology. It
follows three major steps:

• In the literature review, background materials are: (1) International standards; (2)
research works and (3) technical documents (published by specialized organiza-
tions). One of the most important shortfalls in these resources is that they contain
information non-specific to road infrastructure. On one hand, and as explained
in Section 2, information concerns general facilities and might be non-specific

Fig. 3 Methodology proposed for building IFCInfra4OM ontology
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to roads. Besides, information can concern the investment phase of a facility and
non-specific to O&M stage, which is a part of this phase. On the other hand,
the documents are of two genres: universal (displaying and adhering to global
standards) and local (specific to a particular region). All these data lead to decide
on a level of development (LODt) to adopt while building the ontology. LODt
is defined as “A frequently mentioned concept to describe information richness
of BIM objects” [43]. It represents the semantic level to which information is
detailed. To decide on a LODt, three criteria are discussed in the next step.

• A thorough analysis (extraction, selection, synthesis) of research material is
provided in Sect. 2. This step aims to capture relevant information about O&M
phase of road infrastructure following the three levels illustrated in Fig. 2. This
analysis adheres to the following criteria:

1.Universality: the enrichment of the IFC standard is carried out through universal
concepts and not local or region-related ones. For this purpose, holistic concepts
were defined.
2. Road infrastructure oriented: Selecting relevant information for this research
framework.
3.Interoperability: First, the ontology meets, with no redundancy, O&M informa-
tion (cited in Section 3), objects entities, and abstract entities already existing in
the current official IFC schema and that may relate to O&M phase. Then, it is
coherent with the new object entities proposed in the IFCRoad schema, such as
IFCRoad entity [8].

• The third step is ontology building. It aims to define concepts, properties, attributes
and relationships between concepts. It is conducted according to a defined LODt.

4 Discussion

It is intended, through this research paper, to contribute in making the management
of the O&M phase more efficient and sustainable for roads. For this purpose, it is
proposed to build an ontology and integrate it with the IFC4 official standard with
respect to the future IFCRoad candidate schema. The research contribution is high-
lighted in Fig. 4. This figure shows several approaches that are used to manage the
O&Mphase in the context of BIM. They were also detailed in Sect. 2.2 and are repre-
sented in Fig. 4 as the black process. These approaches enable a mapping between
a BIM model and an existing system (an asset management system, a database or
software) to retrieve information, relevant to the O&Mphase, that is not supported by
the BIM model. This process, although it is the most used, is intricate due to access
problems and incompatibilities with the mapped systems. It also needs recurrent
adaptations over time due to software specifications change.

The green process is what this research contribution suggests. It shows the IFC4
enrichment workflow and aims to manage the roads O&M phase using only a BIM
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Fig. 4 IFCInfra4OM contribution in the light of the state of the art
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model. First, this will make O&M information available directly in the BIM data
structure. Second, it will enable to retrieve O&M information from the BIM model
to a mapped system which will make it a direct database. Additionally, hierarchy
defined in BIM standard for object connection will permit complex analyses for
better decision-making. Finally, the respect of the future IFCRoad candidate schema
will permit a fast integration of O&M information in the coming version of the IFC
towards a whole lifecycle management for roads.

5 Conclusion

Building informationmodeling integration into the road infrastructure field of knowl-
edge is a novelty. It presents several gaps in O&M use throughout the lifecycle of
roads. This paper puts forward the importance of BIM for facilities and describes
the O&M phase in the lifecycle of road infrastructure. The ontological approach,
proposed in this paper, is a new perspective for a better understanding of the links
between O&M and BIM for infrastructure, and a good strategy to enable recycling
of concepts. It is also a convenient approach to fit the existing BIM standard for
future research work. This research paper is a preparatory work for a data model
of the IFCInfra4OM ontology that will be submitted. To validate the methodology
employed in this research, a case study will be used to enrich the IFC according to
IFCInfra4OM prototype.
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Abstract Measuring the influence of particular data point is an important task in
designing a data hub. In recent years, several research works have addressed the
problem. In this paper we analyze these approaches and show that they are too com-
plicated to apply in practice. We propose a new lightweight approach to approximate
the influence of data points. We evaluate our proposal on the popular Home Credit
dataset to show the effective.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, the rise of data hub where multiple organizations can share and reuse
the data of each other raise several crucial questions regarding security, trust, privacy,
and particularly data evaluation that we address in this paper. On the other hand, the
call for federated learning wherein the training process is distributed over multiple
sides requires an effective evaluation metric to prevent free riders and malicious
participants. On the other hand, the quality of the data from different entities may
vary widely. Therefore, a key question often asked by stakeholders of a ML system
is how to determine the influence or the value of groups data points are provided by
data contributors. If we fail to do so, the system will be tricked easily by contributing
noisy or malicious data. A natural way of tackling the data valuation problem is to
calculate the value of each point in the group and then the value of each group is the
sum of the component points.

The influence function is a method that calculates the value of each data point.
It does the task by calculating the impact if we remove a single data point from
the training set. Indeed the naive way is to train everything again from scratch, but
it is not the idea of the influence score. There have many studies and applications
to influence function for individual points; but there is little research on influence
function for group points, especially for tree model. Influence boosting [6] will be
used for ensemble-based models, such as Random Forest (RF) or Gradient Boosted
Decision Trees (GDBT) to determine the value of group data points.

In this paper, we first show how to calculate influence function of group data
points for logistic regression. Then we applied influence boosting for tree model and
compared the performance with logistic regression model. We use the popular Home
Credit dataset released on Kaggle website [2] to evaluate our approach.

Our contributions are: (i) we show that the state-of-the-art influence measuring
methods are not suitable to be used in practice as they require a huge computational
power; and (ii) we present a novel method to approximate the influence scores of a
group of data points instead of a single data point; and (iii) we evaluate our proposal
in a real-world dataset.

2 Measuring Group Effects

2.1 Related Works

Data evaluation is a relatively new problem rising recently. Particularly, we focus
on two papers. The first one is about the influence function of group for parameter
model [4] and the other is about influence function of training point for gradient
boosted decision trees model [6].
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2.1.1 Review Influence Function of Group for Parameter Model

The influence score for groups has been introduced recently in [4]. The study provides
an approach to calculate the influence function of a subset of training data.

Consider learning a parameter model (for instance, a logistic regression model or
SVM). With input space X and an output space Y . Our task is to find a parameter
set θ ∈ � that maps from input to output. We are provided with n training points
notated as {(x1, y1), . . . , (xn, yn)} and we define a loss function L(x, y, θ) that is
double-differentiable and convex in �.

The parameters are selected to satisfy the following condition:

θ̂ (1) = argminθ∈�

[
n∑

i=1

L(xi , yi ; θ)

]
+ λ

2
‖θ‖22 (1)

that minimize the L2-regularized empirical risk. In the θ̂ (1), 1 is the all-one vector
to reflects the fact that at the beginning all the training points are assigned the same
uniform sample weights.

Our objective is to evaluate the impact on the model of different training data
subsets. We define the sample weight vector w ∈ {0, 1}n as wi = I((xi, yi) ∈ W )

and consider the modified parameters

θ̂ (1 − w) = argminθ∈�

[
n∑

i=1

(1 − wi )L(xi , yi ; θ)

]
+ λ

2
‖θ‖22 (2)

corresponding to the retrained model after excluding W .
The actual effect I∗

f : [0, 1]n → R of the subset w is

I∗
f (w) = f (θ̂(1 − w)) − f (θ̂(1)) (3)

where the evaluation function f : � → R measures the quantity of interest.
The problemwith computing the actual effect I∗

f (w) is that it can be prohibitively

costly to retrain themodel to compute θ̂ (1 − w) for eachw subset. Influence functions
provide I∗

f (w) with a relatively powerful first-order approximation that prevents
retraining as following.

Consider the function:

qw : [0, 1] → R

tw �−→ qw(tw) = f (θ̂(1 − tw))

So that the actual effect:

I∗
f (w) = qw(1) − qw(0)
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Using first-order Taylor’s approximation :

q
′
w(0) ≈ qw(1) − qw(0)

So we define predict effect I f (w):

I f (w)
def= q

′
w(0) = ∇θ f (θ̂ (1))


[
d

dt
θ̂ (1 − tw)

∣∣∣
t=0

]
= ∇θ f (θ̂ (1))
 H−1

λ,1g1(w) (4)

where g1(w)=∑n
i=1 wi∇θ �(xi , yi ; θ̂ (1)), H1 = ∑n

i=1 ∇2
θ �(xi , yi ; θ̂ (1)), and Hλ,1 =

H1 + λI .
In thework of [3] the authors showed that the influence of groups of data points can

be estimated via the influence score of single data point, though it is not a complete
match. Therefore, we can use (4) to calculate the influence score for groups of data
points for logistic regression model.

2.1.2 Review Influence Boosting for Gradient Boosted Decision Trees

Similar toKoh et al., 2019 [5], withGradient BoostedDecision Trees (GBDT)model,
Boris Sharchilev et al., 2018 [6] calculated influence actual for training points and
influence function formula.

With space input Xtrain and space output Ytrain , we have a GBDT model with
standard training ensemble F(x) := ∑T

t=1 f t (At−1)(x), where At−1 is intermediate
prediction on x and f t () is leaf value of x in t th tree. To calculate influence score
for individual points xtrain ∈ Xtrain , we need to retrain model without xtrain . Since
retrain multiple times increases computation cost, we assume that the tree structure
does not change with each retrain; so we only need to recalculate for each tree (for
each retrain) in algorithm LeafRefit [6].

In GBDT model, we define the actual effect:

I∗
grad(xtrain, xtest ) := L(ytest , F(xtest )) − L(ytest , F̂\xtrain (xtest )) (5)

where F̂\xtrain is the model retrain without xtrain .
We have the predict effect (has been showed [6]):

Igrad(xtrain, xtest ) := δL(ytest , F(xtest ))

δwi (xtrain)
(6)

Constructing the LeafInflence algorithm to calculate the derivative of the leaf
value is similar to the algorithm to calculate the leaf value [6].
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Algorithm LeafInfluence
Input: training point xi0 , leaf formula type formula
Output: new leaf values { f̂ tl }T,L

t=1,l=1, M(Ao
i j )

for t =1 to T do:
δ f tl (At−1)

δwi0
= − I tl (i)( f

t
G;l+gti )+

∑
j∈I t

l
w j htj J (At−1)i j

H t
G;l

, l = 1...L

or
δ f tl (At−1)

δwi0
= − I tl (i)(h

t
i f

t
H ;l+gti )+

∑
j∈I t

l
w j (ktj f

t
H ;l+htj )J (At−1)i j

H t
G;l

, l = 1...L

M(At
i j ) = M(At−1)i j + ∂ f tP(x j )t

∂w j
, i = 1...n, j = 1...n

end for

return { δ f tl (At−1)

δwi
}T,L
t=1,l=1

According to their conclusion, through the experimental results, the authors sug-
gested that the calculation can be used in practice. Therefore, we use this algorithm
to calculate the influence score of single data points for GBDT model and expand to
calculate the influence function of groups data points.

2.2 Calculating the Influence Function of Group

We are given a training data Xtrain . The dataset is divided into m groups X1, . . . , Xm .

2.2.1 Retrain Tree Model

We train model with gradient boosting algorithm on training data Xtrain . With a test
point (xtest , ytest ), we have a predict F(xtest ). Then we retrain model on training data
Xtrain \ Xi for i = 1, . . . ,m; and we have predict Fi (xtest ).

We define the influence function of a train group with a test point:

I∗
i (Xi , xtest ) = L(ytest , F(xtest )) − L(ytest , Fi (xtest )), i = 1, . . .m (7)

where L(y, F(x)) is the loss function in gradient boosting model.

2.2.2 Sum of Influence Training Points

In GBDT model, the influence function on xtrain is Igrad(xtrain, xtest ) (6), with
xtrain ∈ Xtrain . We define the influence function of a train group with a test point:

I∗∗
i (Xi , xtest ) =

∑
Igrad(x j , xtest ) (8)

where i = 1, . . .m, x j ∈ Xtrain \ Xi .
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Fig. 1 AUC score Logistic model for Home Credit data

3 Experiment

For our experiments with Logistic regression and GBDT, we implement methods to
calculate influence function show in [3, 6]. The dataset used for our experiments is
[2] Home Credit.

The dataset contains about 200,000 record with more than 500 features in each
data point. The data we used contains about 200 features. We pick 20 subsets from
the dataset with number data points in each subset random from 5,000 to 15,000 data
points.

3.1 Influence Value for Logistic Regression

First we train model logistic regression to predict loan risk. We set parameter are:
learning rate (0.01), because the dataset is imbalanced so we set class weight (0.08
: 0.92). The result of model logistic after training is 0.78 (Fig. 1).

Using the influence function [3] we get influence score for each subset and plot
in Fig. 2.

3.2 Influence value for Gradient Boosting model

For our experiments with GBDT, we use CatBoost [1] an open-source implementa-
tion of GBDT by Yandex (Fig. 3).

We train the CatBoost tree with 100 epochs, depth 5 at each tree. The learning
rate is 0.15 and we set class weight (0.05 : 0.95). Then we apply influence boosting
to calculate influence score for each subset and plot in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 2 Influence value for each group (Influence function)

Fig. 3 AUC score CatBoost model for Home Credit data

Fig. 4 Influence value for each group (Influence boosting)
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Fig. 5 Different percent between influence function and influence boosting

Fig. 6 Running time
between GDBT and logistic
regression

We can see that the influence scores are computed by two methods that are cor-
related with each other. We conclude that we can approximate the influence scores
by a much lighter method (Fig. 5).

3.3 Running Time Comparison

We display the running time of two algorithms in Fig. 6. We can clearly observe that
the logistic regression algorithm takesmuch less time than the GDBTwhile retaining
the high accuracy influence scores.
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4 Conclusions

In this paper we present and analyze the problem of data valuation in data hub and
federated learning context. We study a few state-of-the-art methods and show their
inefficiency in dealing with big data in practice. We propose a lightweight proxy to
approximate the influence score of data points. We evaluate our proposal using a
real-world dataset. In the future, we plan to work on the dynamic problems when
data points are added and removed frequently.
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Keyword Extraction Algorithm Based
on Pre-training and Multi-task Training

Lingqi Guo, Haifeng Sun, Qi Qi, and Jingyu Wang

Abstract The generalization ability of the supervised model is relatively weak in
keyword extraction technology. For enhancing the robustness of themodel, a keyword
extraction method is proposed inspired by the pre-training model. After pre-training
with plenty of corpus and fine-tuning with specific datasets, the proposed method
performs more robust in keyword extraction tasks. In addition, multi-task training is
added in the fine-tuning stage to improve the accuracy of themodel. Plenty of compar-
ative experiments show that the proposed method is very significant in improving
the robustness and accuracy of the model.

Keywords Keyword extraction · Pre-training · Multi-task training · Model
robustness · Transfer learning

1 Introduction

Keyword extraction technology refers to the technology of extracting representative
words from text. It is the foundational work of text research such as text retrieval,
abstract generation and text classification.

In order to extract keywords accurately and effectively, the researchers put forward
two effective ways. One is the unsupervised method, which extracts keywords by
their statistical features, such as word frequency, whether the candidate words are
capitalized and so on. The representatives of such methods are TF-IDF [1], YAKE
[2]. Some researchers, inspired by PageRank [3] algorithm, build aword graphmodel
to extract keywords, such as TextRank [4]. The other one is a supervised method.
After manually labeling keywords, the machine learning model is trained using the
word frequency and location information of the words. The representative of this
kind of algorithm is Kea proposed by Ian et al. [5].
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However, statistical features still have their limitations. With the rapid develop-
ment and wide application of deep learning technology in recent years, researchers
pay more attention to extract keywords by neural network and have achieved good
results. Marco et al. [6] proposed to use GloVe to encode text, then train BiLSTM
(Bi-Directional Long Short-Term Memory) model to extract keywords. Previous
keyword extraction mainly used models to extract words that already in the original
text but could not cope with the situation that keywords did not in the original text.
In order to solve this problem, Rui Meng et al. [7] proposed to use Copy mechanism
and Seq2Seq model to generate keywords, and this work also achieved good results.

After summarizing the previous work, it is found that the accuracy and recall rate
of the unsupervised model are not high, but the generalization ability is relatively
strong; the accuracy of the supervised model is high, but the generalization ability
is weak. The main reason for this situation is that the unsupervised learning method
has learned the statistical features of texts, which are generally of high migration, but
it is difficult to learn the complex semantic relations between words. However, the
supervised learning model can learn the relations between texts, but these features
are difficult to migrate in cross-domain situations. Inspired by the pre-training model
in natural language processing in recent years, this paper applies a large number of
training data in the open domain for pre-training and proposes a method combining
both pre-training and multi-task to better complete the keyword extraction task.

In recent years, more pre-training language models have been proposed, and
their good performance and better robustness in natural language processing prove
that two-stage training method combining pre-training and fine-tuning training is
effective. The two-stage training method applies open domain corpus in the pre-
training stage, which makes the model more extensive. In the fine-tuning stage, the
datasets of specific fields or specific tasks are applied, which makes the model more
suitable for downstream tasks. Marco et al. also used two-step training to extract
keywords, which proved the effectiveness of this method.

In multi-task training, because the goal of auxiliary task is similar to that of
keyword extraction task, but the difficulty of auxiliary task is lower, so the auxiliary
task can help keyword extraction task to remove noise and make results correct in
actual training process.

This paper uses the encoder of transformer [8], which performs well in the field of
natural language processing, as the main component of the method proposed in this
paper. In order to improve the generalization ability of the model, a large number of
papers in open domain are used to pre-train the model. Then, in order to better adapt
to the field of downstream tasks, the pre-training model is fine-tuned by datasets in
specific fields. For improving the precision of the model and keeping the consistency
with the pre-training tasks, the multi-task training method is adopted in the fine-
tuning stage. After the test set is predicted, some rules are added to sort out the
predicted results.

After comparing with other mainstream models, it is proved that the model
proposed in this paper has greatly and effectively improved the robustness and
accuracy of key phrases extraction, compared with the mainstream model.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the relatedwork,
while the details of data sets and methodology are presented in Sect. 3. Section 4
discusses the experimental results on different performance measures. Conclusions
and future work are provided in Sect. 5.

2 Related Work

2.1 Keywords Extraction

Keywords refer to words that are more scientific and efficient to reflect the content
of the article, and keyword extraction technology is a basic but important technology
in the field of natural language processing. In 1972, Jones and others proposed TF-
IDF algorithm, which was used by researchers to extract keywords and achieved
good results. Nowadays, the technology of keyword extraction has made remarkable
progress.

There are two main ways to extract keywords. One is the unsupervised learning
method, which mainly uses the statistical features of words to get keywords through
weight calculation. The typical algorithm in this aspect is YAKE algorithm proposed
byCampos et al., whichmakes use of the statistical characteristics ofword frequency,
the position of the first occurrence of the word, whether the candidate words are
capitalized, and then uses the weight to find the ranking of the candidate list to get
keywords. Some researchers have used graphs to extract keywords. The typical work
is TextRank, PositionRank [9] and other algorithms. Influenced by the pre-training
model, SUN et al. [10] proposed an unsupervised method to extract keywords by
using word vectors and sentence vectors.

Anothermainway to extract keywords is supervised learningmethod.Thismethod
often requires a lot of manual labels, but its accuracy is usually higher than that of
unsupervisedmethods. KEA algorithm proposed by Ian et al. trainsmachine learning
models such as Naive Bayesian Classifier to extract keywords through statistical
features. With the development of deep learning, people pay more attention to how
to extract keywords accurately by using deep learning model. In 2018, Marco et al.
used BiLSTM to extract keywords. This method uses word vectors as features to
train neural networks, which has good robustness. Zhang et al. [11] proposed a
new LSTM structure, which uses attention mechanism to extract keywords through
two-stage training. R. Meng et al. took the keyword extraction task as generation
task, and generated keywords according to text content by using Seq2Seq model
and Copy mechanism. The previous unsupervised methods performed poorly in
accuracy, while the supervised methods performed well in specific fields but poor in
migration. The method proposed in this paper uses a large amount of open domain
data for pre-training, which makes the model both accurate and migratory.
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2.2 Pre-training Language Model

As tagged data are difficult to obtain, researchers began to study how to use plenty of
unlabelled data to improve the ability of language models. The work of Devlin et al.
[12] proves that the pre-training language model is very effective. The main method
of pre-training model is to pre-train the model with a large number of unlabeled
data samples, and then fine-tune the model with specific datasets so that the model
can perform better in downstream tasks. In 2018, Devlin et al. built a bi-directional
pre-training language model BERT by using the transformer model, and made great
progress in the field of natural language processing. After that, GPT-2, a pre-training
model put forward by

Radford et al. [13], achieved good results in generative tasks. In 2019, more
work to improve the BERT model was put forward. For example, Zhang et al. [14]
integrated knowledge into the BERT and proposed a new pre-training model ERNIE.
In addition, ALBERT [15] based on BERT has a faster encoding speed. RoBERTa,
a pre-training model trained by Vaswani et al. [16] with more data, turns up. In the
same year, Yang et al. proposed a new autoregressive language model XLNet [17]
based on autoregressive and self-coding mode.

Inspired by the pre-trainingmodel, in order to make full use of the data to improve
the generalization ability of the model, the method proposed in this paper is to pre-
train the keyword extraction model first, and on the basis of pre-training, fine-tune
the training to make the model more suitable for specific datasets.

3 Methods

The main content of this chapter is the details and training methods of the model
proposed in this paper. The model structure is mainly described in Sect. 3.1, and
more details of model training method are described in Sect. 3.2.

3.1 Model Architecture

The main structure of the keyword extraction model proposed in this paper is the
encoder structure in transformer. The method of pre-training and fine-tuning is used
to alleviate the situation of poor cross-domain performance of supervised keyword
extraction algorithm. The structure of the model is shown in Fig. 1. The model
mainly includes text coding layer, encoder, sentence classification layer and keyword
extraction layer.

Assuming that the input text sequence is
{
w1, w2, . . . wn

}
, the text sequence is

coded as vector sequence
{
v1, v2, . . . vn

}
through the text coding layer.
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Fig. 1 Model structure

According to Vaswani’s work, in the multi-head attention layer of encoder, three
different weight matrices are initialized for each headi , which are Value vector (Vi ),
Key vector (Ki ) and Query vector (Qi ), and dKi represents the dimension of Key
vector. Then the calculation formula of self-attention is:

headi = Sof tmax

(
Qi K T

i√
dKi

)

Vi (1)

The formula for calculating multi-head attention is as follows, where W0 is the
weight matrix and Multi Head is the multi-head attention.

Multi Head = Concat(head1, . . . , headi )W0 (2)

The sentence classification layer is softmax layer, which is used to classify the
encoder results and calculate the distribution probability. If the input text contains
keywords, the label is 1, otherwise it is 0. The purpose of setting this layer is to better
judge the prediction result quality of keyword extraction task. The expression of the
i-th sample result yiCLS I output by the sentence classification layer is:

yiCLS = Sof tmax(WCHC + bC) (3)

where HC is the output by the full connection layer, WC is the weight matrix, and
bC is the bias vector. The loss function expression of training sentence classification
task is:

LCLS = −
∑

i

yi
′
CLS log

(
yiCLS

)
(4)

where yi
′
CLS represents the correct label of the ith sample, and yiCLS represents the

posterior probability of the i-th sample predicted by the sentence classification layer.
The keyword extraction layer is also softmax layer, which is used to find the

probability distribution of keywords in the sequence. The value yiK E of the i-th word
tag predicted by the keyword extraction layer is expressed as:

yiK E = Sof tmax(WK HK + bK ) (5)
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Fig. 2 The input and output diagram

where HK is the output of the fully connected layer, WK is the weight matrix, and
bK is the bias vector. The loss function expression of training keyword extraction
task is:

LK E = −
∑

i

yi ′K E log
(
yiK E

)
(6)

where yi
′
K E represents the correct label of the ith word in the text, and yiK E represents

the posterior probability of the ith word predicted by the keyword extraction layer.
The input and output diagram of the model is shown in Fig. 2. The input text

is “a method of construction of a nonlinear extrapolation algorithm is proposed”,
which is converted into an index sequence, and then encoded into a vector sequence.
The annotated keyword of the input text is “Nonlinear Extrapolation Algorithm”, so
the output label at the sentence classification layer is 1. In the output sequence of
the keyword extraction layer, the output label at the beginning of the keyword is 1,
the output label at the following keyword parts is 2, and the output labels at other
positions are 0.

3.2 Pre-training and Fine-Tuning

For enhancing the generalization ability of the model and making full use of the data,
this paper uses two stages of pre-training and fine-tuning. In the pre-training stage,
a large number of academic papers are used as data. After the paper text is divided
into n sentences, the i-th sample is

(
si , li

)
, where si represents the ith sentence, and

li represents whether there are keywords in si . The value of li is as follows:

li =
{
1 I f si contains eywords
0 I f si does not contain keywords

(7)

The output of the model in the pre-training stage is only the output of the sentence
classification layer, so the loss function L pre−train in the pre-training stage is:
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L pre−train = LCLS (8)

where LCLS stands for the loss calculation function of sentence classification task.
After the pre-training, the parameters of the model are saved, and fine-tuning

training is carried out for different datasets. In order to improve the precision of
fine-tuning training, the method proposed in this paper adopts multi-task method to
carry out fine-tuning training. Then the i-th data in the training set can be expressed
as

(
si , lic, l

i
k

)
, where si represents the text of the i-th data, lic represents whether the

sentence contains keywords or not, and lik is a label sequence with the same length
as si , which words in si are keywords. Let the label k p of lik represent whether the
p-th word in si is a keyword, then the value of k p is as follows:

k p =
⎧
⎨

⎩

0 I f the p − th word is not a keyword
1 I f the p − thword is the starting posi tion of the keyword
2 I f the p − th word is a keyword

(9)

The two tasks in the fine-tuning stage are sentence classification and keyword
extraction, so the loss function L f in−tuning in the fine-tuning stage is:

L f in−tuning = WLCLS + LK E (10)

W represents the weight, LCLS represents the loss function of sentence classifi-
cation task, and LK E represents the loss function of keyword extraction task.

When the model makes prediction, some rules are applied to sort out the results:

1. Delete keyword prediction results with length greater than 4 words;
2. Delete results with special punctuation marks (such as results with # and @);
3. If the sentence classification layer predicts that the result of a sample is 0,

the keyword result of the sample is deleted. For example, input the text “I like
apples”. If the output result of the keyword extraction layer is sequence (0, 0, 1),
and the output result of the sentence classification layer is 0, the keyword result
“apples” will be discarded.

4. Sort the extracted keywords according to the probability weighted average
output by the keyword extraction layer;

5. Use the editing distance, the similar results in the keyword candidate list are
deleted, and the keyword results with the highest prediction probability are
retained.

4 Experiments

This chapter mainly describes the details of the experiment and proves the effec-
tiveness of the method proposed in this paper through comparative experiments.
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Section 4.1 mainly talks about the source of experimental data, experimental oper-
ation steps and model evaluation methods; Section 4.2 talks about the comparison
experiment of model details settings; Section 4.3 talks about the comparison between
the method proposed in this paper and other mainstream methods.

4.1 Experimental Data

The experimental data of this paper are mainly abstract parts of academic papers of
various disciplines. In the pre-training stage, 100,000 pieces of training set data,
10,000 pieces of dev set data and 10,000 pieces of test set data were obtained
from abstracts of academic papers in various fields, such as physics, chemistry and
machinery. As shown in Table 1, in the pre-training task, the proportion of negative
samples and positive samples in training set, dev set and test set is close to 1:1. Firs,
the rules are used to judge whether the sentence contains keywords, and then the
sentence samples are labeled with or without keywords according to Eq. (6). There
are three public datasets used in the fine-tuning experiment: two keyword extraction
datasets in the field of computer science and one keyword dataset in the open field.
The details of the three datasets used are as follows:

1. Krapivin [18]: This dataset contains 2304 papers published by ACM. The key
phrases in this dataset are marked by the author. In our experiments, the first
400 papers of this dataset are selected as test sets, 50 as dev sets and the rest as
training sets for fine-tuning training.

2. NUS [19]: This dataset contains 211 articles, with keywords marked by volun-
teers and article authors. There is no official standard for dividing training sets
and test sets. In this paper, 150 articles are used as training sets, 20 as dev sets,
and the rest as test sets.

3. Semeval2010 [20]: This dataset contains 284 academic papers in various fields
collected by ACM, which is the official dataset of Semeval2010 Task5 Compe-
tition. Among them, 100 articles are used as test sets, and the rest are used as
training sets and dev sets.

The specific experimental operation steps of the method proposed in this paper
are as follows:

1. Remove non-English texts and texts with a long length;
2. Use NLTK [21] tool to divide the article into sentences, and then split each

sentence into word sequences;

Table 1 Experimental data
analysis of pre-training

Total samples Positive samples Negative samples

Train set 100,000 56,386 43,614

Dev set 10,000 4728 5272

Test set 10,000 5645 4355
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3. Use rules to generate tags of sentence classification tasks and keyword extraction
tasks, and cleaning the datasets used in pre-training for the second time, so as to
keep the integrity of the text and the accuracy of the tags as much as possible;

4. Conduct pre-training, save model parameters after pre-training, and then carry
out fine-tuning of the pre-trained model on the text dataset in the computer field;

5. After the fine-tuning, predict the results of the test set, and then use the rules to
sort out the predicted results. See Sect. 3.2 for specific rules;

6. After sorting out the prediction results, evaluate the performance of the method
and calculate the F1@5 score of the test set.

In the stage of method evaluation, in order to be consistent with the mainstream
evaluation methods, the text of the model prediction test set is used to list the top five
results of the model prediction probability from high to low and the correct label to
calculate the F1@5 score.

4.2 Ablation Experiment

To ensure the validity of the experimental results, the deep learning framework used
in this paper is Tensorflow [22]. Adam optimizer is used in both pre-training and
fine-tuning training, and the initial learning rate is set to 0.0001. In the fine-tuning
stage, if the loss decreases less than 0.01 after five rounds of training, the learning
rate becomes 0.2 times the original one. The maximum sequence length is 256, the
encoder layer number is 6, and the 8-head attentionmechanism is adopted. Therefore,
the following comparative experiments are set up in this paper:

1. The transformer model is used to extract keywords, without pre-training stage;
2. The encoder model of transformer is used to train the keyword extraction task

directly, without adding sentence classification task and pre-training;
3. The encoder model is trained separately in each dataset, and two tasks of

sentence classification and keyword extraction are added in the training stage;
4. After pre-training the model, only the keyword extraction task is added in the

fine-tuning training of the model;
5. After pre-training the model, two tasks of sentence classification and keyword

extraction are added in the fine-tuning stage of the model.

As shown in Table 2, pre-training was added in Experiment 4 and Experiment 5,
and the results were greatly improved compared with Experiment 1 and Experiment
3. After adding multi-tasks, it is found that the performance of the training model in
Experiment 5 is obviously better than that in Experiment 4, and the improvement is
close to 3%. It is concluded that the performance of the model has been significantly
improved after multi-task training.

In the multi-task training stage, this paper selects the sentence classification task,
which is similar to the keyword extraction task, and the sentence classification task is
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Table 2 The results of control experiment

Experiment Pre-train Sentence
classification

Keywords
extraction

Krapivin NUS Semeval

1
√

0.211 0.214 0.208

2
√

0.208 0.215 0.204

3
√ √

0.230 0.240 0.233

4
√ √

0.283 0.325 0.275

5
√ √ √

0.312 0.354 0.310

Fig. 3 Example of predicted results

simpler than the keyword extraction task, so it can help themodel to extract keywords
more accurately in the learning stage.

As shown in Fig. 3, the input text is: “the standardization of grids based on web
services has resumed in the need for scalable web service discovery mechanisms to
be deployed in grids”. The labeled keywords are “web services” and “discovery”.
The prediction results of the model obtained in Experiment 4 are “web services”
and “web service discovery mechanisms”, and the prediction results of the model
obtained in Experiment 5 are the same as the labeled results. According to the above
results, the model can extract keywords more accurately after multi-task training.

After comparative experiments, it is proved that themethod proposed in this paper
has been greatly improved after adding the pre-training task. At the same time, after
adding multi-task training, it has a better performance in keyword extraction task.
To conclude, it proves that the model training method used in this paper is effective.

4.3 Comparative Experiment with Mainstream Model

In order to verify the robustness and accuracy of the proposedmethod, in this section,
the method proposed in this paper is compared with other mainstream methods in
the field of keyword extraction.

In this paper, four mainstream and well-performing keyword extraction models
are selected: TF-IDF and YAKE algorithms are selected in unsupervised algorithms;
KEA and CopyRNN are selected in the supervised algorithm. YAKE and TF-IDF
algorithms belong to unsupervised keyword extraction methods based on statistical
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Table 3 Results on Krapinvin, NUS and Semeval

Model Type Krapivin NUS Semeval

TF-IDE Unsupervised 0.113 0.139 0.120

YAKE Unsupervised 0.215 0.159 0.151

KEA Supervised 0.096 0.068 0.027

CopyRNN Supervised 0.305 0.342 0.291

The proposed mode; Supervised 0.312 0.354 0.310

features, KEA belongs to supervised keyword extraction method based on statistical
features, and CopyRNN model belongs to supervised keyword generation method.

Comparedwith the othermainstreammethods, the experimental results are shown
in Table 3, and the model proposed in this paper has the best results in the current
dataset. Compared with TF-IDF, YAKE and KEA models, the method proposed in
this paper has been greatly improved. But compared with CopyRNN, our method
cannot deal well with the situation that keywords are not in the text. In addition,
when analyzing the experimental results, we find that CopyRNN’s generalization
ability is slightly weak, and it is difficult to accurately generate keywords in the open
domain. In the computer domain dataset, the model proposed in this paper makes
smaller improvement, while in the open domain dataset, the model proposed in this
paper makes greater improvement.

Through the above experimental analysis of mainstream models, it can be
concluded that although the model proposed in this paper is a supervised training
method, it has better generalization ability than mainstream supervised models and
can accurately predict keywords in cross-domain datasets or open domain datasets.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

The existing keyword extraction algorithm cannot take into account both the gener-
alization and accuracy of the model. In this paper, a two-step training method is
proposed to extract keywords. First, a large number of open domain text data are
used to pre-train the model, and then specific domain datasets are used to fine-tune
the model. After experimental analysis, after adding pre-training and multi-task, the
accuracy and generalization ability of the model can be significantly improved, so
that the model can extract keywords more accurately and have better migration.

Compared with the current mainstream keyword extraction model, it is found that
the method proposed in this paper has a good performance. However, the method
proposed in this paper also has some shortcomings. Compared with the keyword
generation model, the method proposed in this paper cannot extract keywords from
the text with missing keywords. In the future work, we will focus on keyword
extraction algorithms so that the model can accurately extract keywords with less
data.
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Abstract Pandemics like COVID-19 confine and isolate people due to the necessary
physical distancing, lockdown or quarantine countermeasure, which can in particular
deteriorate the social environment for older people. Chatbots are a significant part
of COVID-19 countermeasures for providing digital mental health services to older
people in order to ‘keep them alive’ during the fight against this pandemic. This study
performs a critical assessment of the state of the art and the research gaps regard-
ing the topic and proposes high-level, strategic solutions to help researchers and
practitioners speed up the corresponding project planning and mitigate the potential
development risks. The design of mental health chatbots is grounded in the fields
of psychology and culture and utilizes the most advanced information and com-
munication technologies including conversational interfaces, Artificial Intelligence,
Machine Learning and Natural Language Processing. A strong interdisciplinary and
intercultural collaboration is essential to better understand the mental hardships of
older people during such times and take effectivemeasures to alleviate their suffering.
Research in this field provides long-term, sustainable value to our society.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation of This Study

The outbreak and the rapid spread of the COVID-19 pandemic have caused untold
distress and suffering for vulnerable groups of people, such as older persons all
over the world. The United Nations’ policy brief ‘The Impact of COVID-19 on
Older Persons’ [1] highlighted that the fatality rate for people over 80 years old is
disproportionately high and was five times the global average as of the end of April
2020. Older people affected by the pandemic are facing a wide range of potential
crises, spanning from health issues, isolation and neglect, to social and economic
ramifications. To mitigate the worrisome impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic on
older persons, the United Nations have called for ambitious countermeasures, both
in the short- and long term. One key aspect is mental health care for older people,
which can be significantly enhanced with digital solutions and Artificial Intelligence
(AI) techniques [2–4].

AI-enabled digital mental health care will have great market potential and impact
on the healthcare industry but is still in its infancy [5]. So far, a representative research
activity has been focused onmodelling the spread and prevalence of COVID-19 cases
in different geographical regions [6], which is complementary to medical research.
These efforts provide policymakers with the basis to formulate and deploy effec-
tive measures, which rely on regulations, solidarity and innovative applications of
big data technologies [7]. In addition, an approach that focuses more on the well-
being of individuals has been demonstrated [8]. Digital techniques, including AI-
enabled chatbots, were employed to screen citizenswho are facing potential infection
risks. Indeed, utilizing digital solutions for diagnosis, surveillance and prevention of
COVID-19 has effectively postponed the dissemination of the virus and enhanced
the early detection and treatment of the disease [9]. However, current researchmostly
ignores mental health care for frail, older people, who are most affected by the pan-
demic and the unprecedented countermeasures and isolation [10]. Although some
endeavours exist in general to integrate AI with digital mental health-care [11], the
scale of the COVID-19 crisis strongly requires better use of AI and chatbots in order
to assess mental health and deliver care for this specific demographic group.

Hence, this paper aims to provide a critical assessment of the state of the art and
the research gaps within the field. Potential solutions are proposed on a strategic
level regarding implementing chatbot-based digital mental healthcare systems for
older persons to fight against pandemics like COVID-19. The authors are aware that
research into the direction of digital mental healthmust consider and adhere to ethical
standards and procedures [12]; however, this aspect is out of the scope of this present
study due to its psychological and technological focus.
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1.2 Chatbots as Part of COVID-19 Countermeasures

Chatbots respond directly to the input they receive, allowing for a very interactiveway
of taking surveys [13]. They have been found beneficial in information dissemination,
symptom monitoring and support behaviour change and mental health in times of
the corona crisis [9]. Thus, researchers and practitioners propose to leverage this
approach to assess the mental health of people through carefully selected questions
and sentiment analyses. An ideal chatbot system will leverage an intuitive, engaging
user interface and use advanced Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques.
Furthermore, it will be able to expand and adapt its functions continuously to the
specific psychological needs of the users. With users’ direct feedback, best practices
and frameworks can be established and tested. Overall, the development of a chatbot-
based mental healthcare system for older people requires seamlessly integrating the
existing chatbot technology, advanced data processing and domain knowledge in
psychology. Experience gained from the above subjects is also important beyond
the current COVID-19 pandemic as isolation and mental health of older people will
continue to be a social issue in the coming decades [5].

2 Recent Research and Development of Chatbot-Based
Digital Mental Healthcare Solutions

2.1 Discussion on Mental Health, Chatbot and AI

The following scientific studies lay a solid base for developing pandemic-oriented
digital mental healthcare solutions. Vaidyam et al. [14] performed a literature review
on chatbots and their applications in the fields of mental health and psychiatry. It
was reported that there is a considerable potential to apply chatbot technologies
in psychiatric treatment. The early feedbacks from the users of the chatbots were
also positive regarding leveraging those digital means for maintaining mental health.
Miner et al. [15] focused on the fundamental issues of safety, trust and oversight
problems that frequently occur while incorporating conversational AI in psychother-
apy. It was argued that clinician-AI collaboration is key to the success of anAI-driven
psychotherapy. Similarly, Gamble [16] investigated the literature, and discussed the
promise of the chatbot technology in assisting people with mental health issues. The
author strongly called for industry regulations in order to supervise solving the effi-
cacy, privacy, safety and security challenges accompanying AI and digital mental
health.
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2.2 Chatbot Prototype for Digital Mental Health Care

Several chatbot prototypes have been developed and tested for digital mental health
care during the corona pandemic. Denecke et al. [2] designed amobile-based applica-
tion calledSERMO,which has an integrated chatbot performingCognitiveBehaviour
Therapy (CBT) [17] on people who look for mental support. The CBT was con-
ducted based on a natural language evaluation of the interactions between users and
the chatbot. The outcomes of the user experience questionnaire demonstrated good
efficiency, perspicuityand attractiveness for the software. Holt-Quick et al. [3] pro-
posed a novel conversational agent by the name of Headstrong, which is theoretically
rooted in CBT. Headstrong deployed activity programs in order to counter the neg-
ative impacts of COVID-19 using positive psychology on youth in New Zealand.
The initial field tests showed the feasibility of the existing chatbot architecture in
promoting mental resilience. Ouerhani et al. [4] implemented a chatbot by the name
of COVID-Chatbot that is able to detect the mental stress of people caused by lock-
down and quarantine during the pandemic. Advanced NLP techniques were adopted
in four functional modules of the chatbot, i.e. data collection, information retrieval,
depression detection and action generation. The performance of the chatbot was
highlighted in a test of binary sentiment classification of users’ emotional states,
characterized by an F1 score of approximately 80%.

3 Chatbot-Based Digital Mental Health Care for Older
Persons

Using chatbot-based digital solutions to help mitigate or eliminate mental health
issues during pandemics like COVID-19 is still inadequate and underfunded for older
persons. (1) It is crucial to identify any differences in the struggles and mental health
issues between senior citizens in different regions or countries and their responses
to digitally delivered mental health care. (2) A prototype for a smart conversational
agent for older people, which adheres to ethical standards [12], is still strongly called
for, with which conversational interactions can be lively and easily scaled and the
mental state of users can be assessed via emotion detection techniques and even
influenced using CBT. (3) An overarching framework for guiding best practices in
the field is in particular lacking on how to effectively interact with older people
with digital channels, such as chatbots. Based on these gaps, this section targets
the existing research questions (RQs) in the corresponding domains and proposes
some strategic solutions. Additional field observations and envisaged project design
methods conceived among the authors are also shared as a possible inspiration to
researchers and practitioners who are planning projects for the topic.
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3.1 RQs on Psychological Level and Solutions

RQ 1: How can one in practice best capture the mental states and psychological
needs of distressed, older people, based on the new experience in surveying, digital
interaction, and social service to this demographic group?

In order to tackle RQ 1, both quantitative (survey) and qualitative (interview)
approaches must be adopted for older persons, aiming to collect valuable data with
respect to their mental states and changes during COVID-19. Here, for example, one
can target people who are at least 60 years old. In addition, the group of the older
persons can be differentiated at least into two sub-groups, i.e. the ones who are living
in the community (including those living alone) and the ones who are living in a care
home. This is pivotal due to the fundamentally distinct living environments that are
encountered by those people, extenuating any potentially affecting factors that might
lead to unwanted biases or incomplete perspectives. On one hand, a certain amount
of participants needs to be recruited within a given timeframe from each of the sub-
groups in the selected region, allowing for a coherent and exhaustive analysis of the
surveyed respondents’ mental health issues. These surveys should normally consist
of carefully designed questionnaires, including self-evaluation, general health, gen-
eralized anxiety and depression and insomnia severity evaluation [18]. Besides this,
it is essential to investigate the psychological needs of older people being cared for
via appropriate oral communication, chatting content, and chatting style. Equally
important, one must also test their knowledge in the field of digital mental health and
understand their major attitudes towards a chatbot-based mental healthcare system.
On the other hand, a sampled set of representatives fromeach sub-groupmust be inter-
viewed either face-to-face or via online tools in order to collect added, beneficial data
to supplement the survey-based studies. This is necessary as the interviewees’ facial
expressions and body language can be observed, which leads to a more comprehen-
sive understanding of their psychological needs. With these approaches, researchers
seek to not only identify the sources of, e.g. anxiety and loneliness but also put forth
advisable responses to stimulate positive emotions and to ease or reverse negative
ones. This is key to the framework of digital mental health care for older persons.

RQ 2: What are the major differences in older people’s psychological reactions to
the pandemic-related hardships between regions or countries of different languages,
and what are the resulting implications to the applications of chatbots and digital
mental health solutions in these culturally different groups?

Statistically, a pandemic of the COVID-19 scale occurs every one hundred years
and can affect the course of nations, their cultures and human behaviour [19]. The
potential differences in culture may affect older people’s psychological responses to
pandemic-caused hardships. Hence, it is suggested that future research perform com-
parable, survey- and interview-based studies in regions having different languages
and potentially different cultural environments, aiming to disclose the latent interde-
pendencies between culture and themental health of older persons duringCOVID-19.
In effect, one must recruit a similar amount of participants for surveys and perform
equivalent interviews within each of the mentioned sub-groups. Researchers are sug-
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gested to use methods of text analytics measuring and differentiating carefully older
persons’ answers as well as psychological stances to the designed questionnaires and
interviews in order to entail insights into the desired topics [20, 21]. The strength
of mental responses of older people to COVID-19 must be quantified and correlated
to the ratings calculated for representative culture values. Moreover, older people’s
language habits and demands on chatbots’ linguistic abilities, communication tone
and length of statements must be studied carefully. These approaches allow a bal-
anced investigation of how to develop the functions of chatbots in order to meet the
psychological needs of older persons who have distinctive cultural backgrounds.

3.2 RQs on Technological Level and Solutions

RQ 3: How can one assess effectively the human conversational data with chatbots
through analysing, e.g. sentiment, communication style and engagement intensity, so
that the system will have the most predictive power of the mental health needs of a
user?

Arguably, the current research on chatbots and mental health focuses mostly
on rule-based architectures instead of Machine Learning (ML)-driven intelligent
engines [22]. This fact is attributed to the reliability and the security of the rule-
based models as well as the only very lately emerging technological breakthroughs
in NLP [13]. However, the additional ‘survey’ data obtained from users’ discourses
while using the chatbot will permeate and perpetuate into the training of an ML-
assisted conversational agent during the second phase of the development. To ensure
a valid assessment and usage of the conversational data, one must develop four core
functionalities for the chatbot, i.e. conversational interface, emotion detection, sug-
gestion of mindfulness activities for adjusting emotions and prediction of thoughts
and feelings for personalized recommendations [2]. In these circumstances, users
will be able to either frame their own sentences in a conversation or select easily
the answers proposed by the chatbot. Human emotion patterns will be identified
directly from their language interactions with the chatbot using both lexicon- [23]
and ML-based [4] methods. The lexicon-based method can be treated as the start-
ing point for the development, leaving the ML-enabled approaches being combined
subsequently, also incorporating the users’ communication style and engagement
intensity features. To provide constructive suggestions of mindfulness activities to
older persons, it requires comparing and understanding their fundamental cognitive
and mental states in the COVID-19 crisis before and after using chatbots. The user
experience can be enhanced further significantly if the chatbot can comprehend and
predict the users’ intentions and feelings via continuously analysing the human–
machine conversations, and provide tailored, personalized CBT as guidance [24].

RQ 4: What are the key factors that can increase the acceptance and effectiveness
of chatbots and digital mental health solutions for older people?

The solution for this RQ aims to mark a significant and novel contribution to the
design aspects of mental health chatbots in order to achieve maximal acceptance
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and effectiveness. Generally, the quality of health chatbots can be measured in four
dimensions, i.e. bot response and conversation, user-bot interaction, bot development
and user experience [24]. It is suggested to leverage the user experience surveys in
order to render transparent a variety of crucial and specific quality metrics for older
people, such that the performance of the chatbot can be inspected and improved
continuously. Here, the focal points on the bot response and conversation are the
chatbot’s personality, response flexibility, flow and length of conversation and dia-
logue structure [24]. To ensure an optimal user-bot interaction, the chatbot must take
the distinctive nature of the older persons cautiously into consideration, and lay-
out pre-determined but tailored answers elaborately for simplicity in interactions. In
addition, both the rigid syntax and advanced NLP techniques [13] must be adapted
and integrated into the semi-automated chatbot dialogue functions. For older peo-
ple’s convenience in usage, text interface can be complemented with clicking buttons
and graphical appearances such as images, gifs or short videos. Overall, one must
adopt a solution-oriented approach in development obeying a lean process in order
to ensure a spiralling validation process for accomplishing a user-friendly and inter-
active chatbot interface. This will also have general implications for digital mental
health solutions.

4 Conclusion

Developing chatbot-based digital mental healthcare solutions for older persons dur-
ing pandemics like COVID-19 strongly calls for interdisciplinary and intercultural
collaboration. Future research must unite the strengths of all relevant domains. The
strategic solutions proposed in this paper could be utilized as the starting point for
planning corresponding projects. More valid practices are required in order to anal-
yse the efficacy of assessing the mental health issues of distressed, older persons
with chatbots during the COVID-19 pandemic. In addition, the key elements for
successful implementation and high adoption rate for the chatbots must be unveiled.
Dedicated digitalmental healthcare services are also believed to be applicable beyond
the COVID-19 pandemic. Finally, the authors advise respective research projects to
proactively incorporate ethical considerations already in the early stages of their
research endeavours [25].
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Towards Author Profiling from Modern
Standard Arabic Texts: A Review

Asmaa Mansour Khoudja , Mourad Loukam ,
and Fatma Zohra Belkredim

Abstract One of the most popular topics that many researchers showed interest
in recently is the possibility of extracting the personal/demographic characteristics
of the authors from their texts such as gender, age, political affiliation, or native
language. This is known as Author Profiling (AP). There is a growing interest in
AP these last years, in view of its unlimited applications like crime investigations,
security, or marketing analysis. In this paper, we review the state of the art about the
main author profiling problems, as well as the most used techniques and features,
focusing mainly on the Standard Arabic language.

Keywords Author profiling · Text mining ·Modern Standard Arabic Language ·
Artificial intelligence ·Machine learning

1 Introduction

In the last previous decades, there has been a significant interest in the enormous
increase of information on the web, particularly on social media (Facebook, Twitter,
blogs, etc.). But mostly, texts are anonymous and users don’t reveal their real identity.
This makes the identification of the authors of these anonymous texts a hard task to
do. At the same time, extracting relevant information from such texts became crucial
nowadays. Thus, this task is considered as one of the most popular topics in the
research community, in sight of its unlimited applications like crime investigations,
security or marketing analysis, and historic/literary text authorship verification.
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For instance, Author Profiling helps in solving crime through forensic techniques
used to analyze the characteristics of writing styles from documents, signatures, and
threatening anonymous letters to identify the person who broke the law or committed
the crime. In another perspective, such as marketing, companies would be interested
to know the age category of their customers (young or old), in order to adopt new
strategies or products to each category. The goal is to increase their profit.AP can even
be used to detect a potential violent committer who has the intention of committing
targeted violence such as terrorists or sexual predators from social media. AP is
also beneficial in plagiarism, where author profiling and plagiarism detection are
considered together because these topics are often related to a fraudulent behavior
[1].

Many works have been done in AP for many languages, mainly English. For the
Modern Standard Arabic language, APmay be considered as a new field where many
studies must be initiated.

The Arabic language is the natal tongue of more than 423 million Arabic people
without neglecting the fact that it’s also the language of approximately 1.9 billion
Muslims worldwide which means that the Arabic language is among the five most
spoken languages in the world. Unfortunately, there still exists a huge gap when it
comes toArabic language processing in the field ofAP, and a considerable quantity of
data in Arabic is unstructured, underexploited, and has to be analyzed. However, the
lack of resources and the numerous levels of linguistic representation (phonology,
orthography, etc.) in Arabic makes it a very challenging but also very appealing
language to be studied.

2 Author Profiling

Author profiling is a discipline in which people’s writing is analyzed in an attempt
to predict the demographic and/or personal characteristics of the author [1] such
as his age group, gender, political affiliation, his mother language, and psyche
characteristics.

2.1 Author’s Gender

In 2003, [2] explored gender identification. In particular, a huge difference was found
between male and female when using pronouns and some of the noun modifiers.
Where female authors were more involved using these features while male authors
were more informational. Also, in 2006, [3] tried to distinguish between male and
female authors where they found that texts written by men were predominantly
informational, containing, for example, more determiners and adjectives, while texts
written bywomenweremore involved, with higher rates of use of pronouns, negation
markers, and the present tense. As of (2013–2020), author profiling became a part of a
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shared task organized at PAN1 which is a contest for plagiarism analysis and author-
ship identification. It has become a major contest for the text mining community.
The highlight of this competition has been mostly on identifying gender and age. In
PAN13, [4] proposed the approach that was based on an emphasis on age and gender
discrimination through learning the author’s profile. It consisted of four steps, which
are: calculating words’ occurrences, selecting classes, and creating ARFF2 files. In
PAN14, [5] addressed the task with the idea of second-order attributes (building
document vectors of the targeted profiles). The proposed idea deepened the analysis
incorporating information among texts in the same profile, focusing on sub-profiles.
For PAN 2018, [6] proposed a Fusion between text and image using Neural Network,
they called it TIFNN, to identify gender. Where they applied deep learning to solve
the task using RNN for text classification along with word embeddings and on the
other hand, for image classification, they used CNN (ImageNet-based). They tried
to combine the two approaches using the fusion component.

2.2 Author’s Gender in Arabic

In PAN14, [5] addressed the task with the idea of second-order attributes (building
document vectors of the targeted profiles). The proposed idea deepened the analysis
incorporating information among texts in the same profile, focusing on sub-profiles.

For PAN18, [6] proposed a Fusion between text and image using Neural Network,
they called it TIFNN, to identify gender. Where they applied deep learning to solve
the task using RNN for text classification along with word embeddings and on the
other hand, for image classification, they used CNN. They tried to combine the two
approaches using the fusion component and they obtained overall the best result
(81.98%).

2.3 Author’s Gender in Arabic

In fact, Arabic is a challenging language because of the numerous levels of linguistic
representation (phonology, orthography, morphology, and syntax). In fact, gender is
morphologically marked when using Arabic texts. In [7] it was said that one of the
related structures with regard to the distinction between male and female authors
are foretelling phrases containing a first-person subject. For instance, in the Arabic
equivalent of “I am happy”, happy is morphologically distinguished as either femi-
nine ormasculine.An additional examplewould be (Since
my childhood, I am passionate about reading). From these examples, it is clear in

1 PAN is for plagiarism analysis and authorship identification: https://pan.webis.de/events.html.
2 An ARFF is an attribute relation file format which is a text file (ASCII) that describes a group of
instances that shares a set of attributes. They were built by the University of Waikato.

https://pan.webis.de/events.html
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the adjective that the author’s gender is masculine. Moreover, from this example
(I got my baccalaureate degree from the new secondary

Girls school.), we can guess that the author’s gender is feminine because she studied
at a girls’ school. Extracting these features helps to detect gender differences very
accurately.

In 2016, [8] aimed to detect the gender of authors’ tweets in the Arabic language
with the BOW approach accompanied by adding the name of the authors of the
tweets and the total number of words for each tweet. In another study, [9] explored
the Gender Identification problem for Arabic text classification. One of their aims
was to check whether female authors write more emotionally than male authors tend
to do. The final outcome showed that the dataset gives no evidence that this is true.

Recently, [10] have focused on gender and educational level classification in
Arabic social media.

2.4 Author’s Age

The writing style of an author steadily rises or falls as the person grows older. It has
been observed that stylistic changes occur with age for every writer. For example,
when the author’s age increases, the word length increases with it as attested by [11].

Based on the content of the text, it is assumed that 13–17-year-old users write
about what is related to youth and teenagers, school subjects, etc. and 23–27-year-old
users write more about parties, college, life goals, and travel. While 33–47-year-old
users post more about politics, religion, family life, and marriage life [3].

2.5 Author’s Age in Arabic

In the Arabic language, the age of the author can be obvious from the text,
for example, In a few days, I’m going to cele-
brate my thirteenth birthday). In this case, the age of the author is clear
in the text therefore, it is easy to extract it (content-based). As well as in

(Twenty years ago, I wrote an article in Al
Ahram). Where the author’s age is not specified but, obviously, the author is a middle
or an elderly aged person (may be over 40 years old). Some other hints, for example,
tweets about exams, schools, and university breaks, can indicate that the users were
high school or university students [12]. The age classification is quite a complex and
difficult task which is mainly based on the text’s content.
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2.6 Author’s Political Affiliation and Ideology

Applying AP to different languages is an essential contribution in facing online
terrorism. That’s why the political affiliation prediction has gained an enormous
interest from a number of researchers. There have been many contributions to polit-
ical text classification such as [13] where the authors aimed to find members of a
certain USAEnglish forumwho often used cursing or words of insults and supported
the violence used towards a specific category of the society. The idea was to detect
messages expressing anger and hostility. In a different study, [14] examined the clas-
sification of gender, age, and political affiliation from Swedish politicians’ speeches.
Different feature selections were performed. The classification of the political affili-
ation turned out to be the highest accuracy rate after including all forms in the feature
sets. On the other hand, the feature sets that were restricted to verbs only or function
words resulted in the highest scores for gender prediction and the lowest scores for
political affiliation classification.

2.7 Author’s Political Affiliation and Ideology in Arabic

While terrorist organizations like Al-Qaeda still exist, analyzing Arabic became
an important task to stand against the spread of online terrorism. [13] worked on
extracting from online messages linguistic features in order to elaborate stylistic
features for terrorist’s patterns of communication. They took an existing framework
and made some modifications on it to analyze online authors and tried it on a web
forum messages for both Arabic and English, and those messages were related to
some known extremist groups. Koppel et al. [15] produced a system to classify texts
from the Arabic language into organizational affiliation and ideology. They built
a corpus of over 100 documents from several Islamic organizations and chose the
1,000 most common words as features. Tests showed that the method achieved a
near-perfect accuracy.

2.8 Author’s Native Language/Dialects Identification

The identification of native Language is the process of detecting the mother language
of an author who writes in another language. Moreover, dialect identification or
language variety is determined when we distinguish between similar languages or
when the language itself differs in speaking. For example, Brazilian Portuguese
versus Portuguese, Arabic (gulf, Egyptian, Maghrebi, etc.), or American and British
English. For instance, the fragment of the text below“Language Variety Identification
analyses the behaviour of …” can be easily attested as British English rather than
American, because in American English behaviour is written without “u”. Whereas,
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in the following text “Native Linguage Identification analyzzes the behavior of …”,
“Linguage” and “analyzes”maybe spelt theway they are because of the first language
interference from the Italian words “linguaggio” and “analizza”[16]. Basile et al.
[17] tried to create a single model for all language varieties that they were given
in PAN17. They used word-unigrams and character-grams as features and other
additional features that included POS tags, Twitter handle, and geographic entities,
that worsened, rather than improved the performance. For Modeling, a simple single
model was built that classifies the gender and the language variety of every user at
the same time. Kodiyan et al. [18] solved the same problem with a deep learning
approach without extracting features manually, which had proven recently to be very
successful in natural language processing. The model that they built contained a
bidirectional Recurrent Neural Network used with a Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU)
with an Attention Mechanism. The model obtained an average accuracy for every
language with 75,31% in gender and 85,22% in language variety classification.

2.9 Author’s Native Language/Dialects Identification
in Arabic

When it comes to Arabic, native language and dialects identification catch the atten-
tion of researchers due to its crucial importance in detecting threatening messages,
improving online security gaps, and detecting potential terrorist attacks. However,
since there is a variety of Arabic dialects, this task becomes more challenging as it
requires representative annotated datasets to be available for each dialect. This is why
only a few studies have been conducted on this problem, [12] created a large manu-
ally annotated Arabic dataset from various social media sources covering 16 Arabic
countries and 11 dialectal regions. Where the main aim was to design a resource for
developing AP tools.

3 Features

When it comes to author profiling, finding the best textual feature sets is the main
aim to better perform text classification. Campbell and Pennebaker [19] stated that
there are two types of features that have been considered to be the most important
features in text classification: content-based features and style-based features. Since
authors write in different styles and topics and as the years go by, style and topics of
authors change as they get older. Therefore, these two features play an essential role
in author profiling.
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3.1 Style-Based Features

Style-based features or style markers are features of writing style that makes the task
of author profiling easier and more advanced [13]. Four main categories of features
can be highlighted: lexical, syntactic, structural, and semantic.

Lexical features are divided into two groups word or character-based features.
The lexical features based on words have properties like the number of the total
words, the number of words for every sentence, the distribution of the word length,
and the abundance of the vocabulary. While character-based lexical features contain
character types (letters, numbers…), the total number of letters for every sentence or
for everyword, etc. [13]. For instance, asmentioned before [7] worked on developing
a system using text attribution tools. This system had been developed with the aim of
extracting the authors’ profiles from Arabic and English emails. For each document,
a feature vector was calculated (Number of words/number of sentences) and other
features such as the frequency of punctuation, frequency of characters, or word
length. Also [20] addressed the task of author profiling at PAN competition in 2016,
using stylistic and lexical features extraction (n-grams, punctuation features).

Syntactic features indicate the patterns used to compose statements. They contain
characteristics like function words. They are very useful to differentiate between
authors. For example, it might seem that using the word thus or hence would cause
no noticeable difference but actually it can cause a huge stylistic difference [13].
Argamon et al. [2] identified some simple classes of lexical features and some
syntactic features (less than 50).Where a huge differencewas found between authors’
gender when using pronouns and some of the noun modifiers. Where female authors
were more involved using these features. On the other hand, male authors were more
informational.

Structural features contain text’s organization and layout properties, such as
the number of paragraphs, numbered points, spacing, greetings, and signatures [13].
Structural features were used in the work of [21] where they described an approach
for author profiling task using 311 and 476 features in which structural features were
among them in the form of number of conversations, paragraphs, sentences, and
words per sentences, number of special characters, etc.

Semantic features demand further analysis in linguistic and contain characteris-
tics like synonyms, nouns’ number, the aspect of verbs, and the tense of verbs [22]. For
example, [23] presented a computational model able to detect sarcasm in the social
network Twitter using seven groups of features, among them synonyms (common vs.
rare synonyms use) and ambiguity. Some of these features were designed to predict
variance and surprisingness.

Morphological features, spelling errors in an unedited text, or grammatical
errors can be seen as other types of features [24]. There exist other style-based
features: frequencies, POS (Parts of Speech), Twitter-specific elements, and read-
ability measures. Where we can see these style-based features used in the work of
[17] in which they tried to build one model for gender, language classification, and
language varieties using word-unigrams and character-grams as features and other
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additional features that included POS tags, Twitter handle, and geographic enti-
ties. But in this case, these additional features worsened, rather than improved the
performance.

3.2 Content-Based Features

Content-based features seek to classify the text’s content. Among many techniques
that could be used in the content-based approach to classify the content of a text
would be n-grams (splitting a sentence to understand more closely the context and
topics of the given sentence). Due to the existence of dissimilarity in topics between
different age groups and gender, using n-grams, with different values of n, it can be
possible to calculate the different frequencies of topics mentioned by the different
author groups [25]. For example, in blogs, topics such as football and computers
are used more by male authors while words like shopping and husband are used by
female authors. Schler et al. [3] used features that are based both on style and content.
Where, for the content-based, the features were simplewords based on content, along
with special words extracted from LIWC [26] categories, and they concluded that
females use “involvedness” in their writings, while male tend to use “information”
which are terms used by [27]. Also, men were concerned more about technology and
politics. And teenagers wrote more about friends and mood swings. In the end, they
concluded that the same features that discriminate between gender in writing style
also discriminate between age in writing style. And they figured out that features
based on content were slightly better than features based on style in age prediction;
however, in gender prediction, combining both features proved to be more useful.

Other content-based features have been also explored. Among them, we can cite:
sentiment words, dictionary words, term vectors, informal words, and bag of words.

4 Conclusion

This paper reviewed the state of the art of Author Profiling particularly in the standard
Arabic language. The main aim was to show what had been done in this field before
and highlight what should be done in the upcoming studies to fill in the huge existing
gaps especially for the Arabic language in the field of AP.
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Business Value from ICT Investments:
A Configurational Exploratory
Perspective

Rodrigo Bogarin

Abstract For the last 30 years, there have been numerous attempts to explain the
impact on organizations from investments in ICT. However, the results have not been
conclusive. Factors considered in isolation, as well as the direct impact in financial
performance, are replaced by an indirect impact and a systemic view in the business
value generation. From a configurational perspective that considers IT Governance,
Absorptive and Organizational Agility capabilities, a different definition of Business
Value from IT, and an exploratory approach based on case comparison this study
aims to open a new venue to identify a recipe of how business value follows to
ICT investments. By understanding how this value is generated organizations can
also execute complementary activities to get additional benefits. This study included
medium and large private organizations in Costa Rica. As an important finding, it is
important tomention that benefits from ICT investments aremainly based on internal
factors under the organization’s control and closely related to strategy whether this
is to be a follower or a trailblazer.

Keywords ICT business value · IT governance · Organizational agility ·
Absorptive capability

1 Introduction

The IT Business Value (ITBV) has been and continues to be a topic of interest on
the research in the areas of Information Systems and Organizational Strategy [1, 16,
52]. This interest is not only from scholars but also from managers that on one hand
are aware of the need to invest more in ICT but at the same time are doubtful if this
one is their best investment option [50]. It is expected that the level of investment
increases as the Fourth Industrial Revolution settles, referring to the intensive use of
ICT to support economical activities as coined in 2016 by Klaus Schwab from the
World Economic Forum. At the same time, the COVID-19 has also made managers
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re-evaluate the strategic role ICT has performed in organizations and it is most likely
to be emphasized in the upcoming years as theymove faster inDigital Transformation
processes.

Even though there has been a lot of research being conducted on this topic with a
peak number of publications in 2000 [51] there are still some unanswered questions
and the topic is only partially explained [2] letting arguments of the nineties that
claimed there is no value generated from IT still with some support [30, 52, 55, 60].

Meanwhile, studies have shown some contradictory results with respect to the
impact of productivity of IT [13, 27, 29, 30, 47] scholars agreed on the need for
evolution of methods and techniques taking on this topic once thought as simple it
is now found to be more complex than expected [14, 30, 55]

When trying to understand the benefits from ICT according to [42] there are five
principles to consider: (1) value of ICT is not inherent to them, (2) benefits from
ICT are perceived when people are able to perform their jobs in a different way, (3)
benefits are to be recognized and called out by managers and end users instead of IT
managers, (4) all IT projects produce results but not all of them are benefits, and (5)
benefits should be actively managed.

Due to the lack of conclusive results of the impact of ICT investments, difficulties
when modeling benefits [22, 52], difficulties when modeling and interpreting the
interaction of three or more factors [19], and a general acceptance for new perspec-
tives [30], this study proposes a different approach based on identifying configura-
tions of causal conditions in the generation of ITBV instead of the traditional iden-
tification of independent variables and their net effect. Initially, we consider config-
urations based on IT Governance, Organizational Agility, and Absorptive capability
and then explore additional conditions needed or sufficient to generate business value
featured as benefits of different types got from the ICT investments.

This paper is divided into five sections. Section 2 reviews the theoretical lens
applied to this topic since the nineties and defines the initial conditions in this study.
Section 3 describes the method and technique used here. Section 4 presents the
results which are discussed in Sect. 5. Finally, we discussed conclusion, limitations,
and future work in Sect. 6.

2 Literature Review

The impact of ICT has been of interest to scholars. According to [15] more than four
hundred publications are related to this topic. In the last few years, studies have taken
a different approach [48]. Based on the dominant perspectives in these studies is too
possible to identify two periods of approximately fifteen years each.
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2.1 1990–2005 ICT and Direct Impact on Financial
Performance

Studies in this period aremainly characterized by the financial performance as amain
dependent variable, by the theories used (mainly RBV), and the use of regression
and case techniques. It was common to find the dependent variable to be the financial
impact and was commonly measured using Return on Equity (ROE) or Return on
Assets (ROA) [52]. Not being able to explain the real relationship between IT and
productivity allowed to coin the Productivity Paradox [9] which is claimed to be
resolved. Authors not only identify a positive relationship between IT and produc-
tivity but also found that IT investments push for complementary activities including
training, decision support systems, and process redesign. Studies also recognize
that by itself IT investments are not enough to generate an impact on the financial
performance [38].

A classic study [7] established the relationship between the ICT capability and
the organizational performance and intangible assets. These results are coincident
with the ones got by when this study was reproduced with a few procedural changes
[51].

From the point of view of investment evaluation, there are several proposals
including methods multicriteria [8], the Value–Advantage–Risk framework [33],
and the real-option approach [4, 18]. After a study that starts from the premise
that ICT investments are different from other capital investments, it is found that
no significant differences in the methods but instead on the financial analysis and
the difficulty to monetize intangible benefits [3]. As described in [5] there are five
failure factors associated to ICT investment including (1) who oversees the business
case, (2) lack of rigor when evaluating and accepting, (3) lack of rigor when identi-
fying costs and benefits, (4) risk identification, and (5) lack of updates and reviews
to documents. Lack of other complementary investments for example related to
organizational change can also be added to the previous list as noted by [54].

A meta-analysis [31] conducted late in this period summarized not only the
interest of scholars for this topic but also tried to explain the variability in the results
according to sample size, techniques used, choice of dependent variable, industry,
and information sources making clear that consensus is far from being reached.

2.2 2005-Actual ICT and Complex Relation to Business
Value

After 2005, there seems to be more awareness of the importance of ICT for orga-
nizations. In a study [22], CIOs point out the relevance of the alignment of IT and
business strategies. Concepts from the first period like Productivity Paradox continue
to be questioned as well as the use or abuse of the RBV in this context [53]. A new
meta-analysis [34] shows an expansion of the scope of business value to include the
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development of new organizational capabilities and alignment with organizational
strategy as new ways to measure the impact of the ICT. Additionally, ICT capa-
bility is identified as an important component for innovation and efficiency in the
organization [68].

Theoretical lens is expanded to include not only the RBVbut also the Contingency
Theory and Dynamic Capabilities as suggested in [32, 64, 65]. Same happens with
acceptance of the concept of synergies of ICT with other factors not only internal but
also external as suggested in [11, 12, 40, 49], and that the results of these interactions
are highly contextual and very difficult to be generalized [21].

Dependent variable of financial performance is questioned as not able to capture
the impacts of ICT since it is normally based on financial measures of historical
information [41] and some of these impacts are not only difficult to clearly identify
but also not necessarily perceived immediately. Other studies also include alternative
ways to measure ICT impact [40, 56].

The last 5 years suggest a new interest in the strategical and transformational
benefits of new technologies under the umbrella of Digital Transformation processes
which assume that definitions, concepts, and methods are yet to be described
[28, 39, 48].

2.3 Configurational Perspective

The concept of “fit” in strategic information technology management research [6]
suggests six different perspectives: moderation, mediation, matching as bivariate
relationships meanwhile considers covariation, profile deviation, and gestalts as
multivariate alternatives and considered the latter to provide richer and fuller expla-
nations than the former.Also, considered gestalts to be better suited to theory building
and characterized them as “feasible sets of internally consistent and equally effective
configurations” [62, p. 432].

A configurational perspective offers an alternative to the dominant perspectives
in the ICT research: variance and process. While the variance perspective looks to
establish relations between predictors and outcomes, it assumes each predictor has
an independent effect on the outcome also fails to deal with situations where an
outcome is a result of several values of the predictor. On the other hand, process
perspective has limitations to recognize holistic or systemic where there are several
predictors interacting [24].

The objective of Configuration Theory is to identify patterns and combinations of
causal conditions and describe how its synergetic effects produce an outcome [19].
Also, part of this theory is the concept of asymmetrical causality where elements
influencing the presence of an outcome are not necessarily related to its absence.
Hypotheses are set in terms of sufficiency, necessity, both, and none which use
comparative configural methods to test. When comparing these methods with regres-
sion analysis there are three main differences: math theories, hypothesis types, and
concepts of causality [61].
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Assuming, ICT investment level will continue to increase as companies go into
Digital Transformation processes, we consider an initial configuration based on
Agility, Absorptive Capability, and IT Governance, taking into account those acting
together and consequences of it as the Alignment Paradox [56].

IT Governance. As part of the Corporate Governance, IT Governance refers to
process, structures, and mechanisms that allow business and IT managers to support
IT and business alignment and business value creation through IT-based investments
[26]. Its importance and benefits have been widely discussed [63, 66, 68].

Absorptive Capacity. Defined as “a set of process and routines that allow firms to
acquire, assimilate, transform, and exploit knowledge to produce a dynamic capac-
ity” [35, p.382]. It has appeared in different studies with different conceptions and
measures [10, 17, 70].

OrganizationalAgility. Refers tofirm’s ability to respond to changeswith innovative
and fast answers. Extend both the flexibility usually associate to IT-based process
and the strategic one associated with unstructured changes [36]. Alignment Paradox
has been mentioned when discussing IT and firm performance only to conclude that
organizational agility is a mediator between the two [33, 56, 59].

Business Value of Information Technology. It has not traditionally been the
consensus of what really is the business value of Information Technology [57].
However, in the last few years, there is a tendency to characterize the business value in
terms of benefits informational and transactional. Later, extended to include strategic
ones and finally to include transformational benefits [25].

3 Method

This study followed an exploratory sequential approach divided into two phases.
The first one, based on a comparative analysis of 30 private-owned medium and
large firms from Costa Rica and included the application of fuzzy set Qualitative
Comparative Analysis (fsQCA) [44] considering Organizational Agility, Absorptive
Capability, and IT Governance as causal conditions and IT Business Value as the
outcome. Second one, conducted additional fsQCA analysis considering a new causal
condition: Management Commitments [44] and triangulation and complementary
analysis from additional interviews.

As described in [45] fsQCA is a method that sets itself as a bridge between the
traditional qualitative and quantitative approaches being especially applicable in situ-
ations where samples are between 12 and 50. But more important fsQCA as a variant
of QCAuses Boolean logic, theoretical sets, and fuzzy logic to establish relationships
of sufficiency, necessity, both, or none between causal conditions and an outcome.
Cases are evaluated for their membership degree to the different theoretical sets
(causal conditions) and configurations (combinations of causal conditions created
from set operations) are derived by applying simplification rules. A solution is then
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identified that shows over the threshold metrics of consistency and coverage. See
[46] for a step-by-step example.

Comparative methods differ from regression analysis in three important features
[61]: the math theories they are based on (Boolean vs. Linear Algebra), the type of
hypothesis they are meant to (Implication vs. Covariation), and the concept of Causal
Complexity (Conjunction vs. Interaction) and although very heated discussions have
and continue to happen about the merits of each one, both approaches have limits
and possibilities.

In this study, fsQCA offered not only the possibility for a new perspective to the
IT Business Value but allowed an iterative process to theory building. Sources for
each case included managers from both IT and business and the use of instruments
based on [25, 35–37, 43, 67]. Meanwhile, generalization of results is based on the
concept of analytical generalization as described in [69].

4 Results

Analysis using fsQCA suggests that before considering all causal conditions at
once, you should consider the relationship between each causal condition and the
outcome. For this analysis IT Governance showed values of consistency X ≤
Y (0.79) y X ≥ Y (0.87) is interpreted as necessity. For Agility, a consistency of
X ≤ Y (0.93) y X ≥ Y (0.8) that is interpreted as sufficiency and for Absorp-
tive Capability consistency of X ≤ Y (0.89) y X ≥ Y (0.77) which also shows
as sufficiency.

Next steps include filter configurations that did not show any cases or did not
meet the defined threshold of minimum cases of 2 or minimum consistency of 0.89
(remainders). Finally, the researcher suggested how each condition should be taken
into accountwhen building the intermediate solution. This solution refers to a simpler
than the complex that takes into account remainders based on researcher suggestion
and not all of them as it will be in the parsimonious solution.

The complex solution using [46] is shown in Fig. 1. The Venn diagram using QCA
v3.10 for R by A. Dusa is shown in Fig. 2.

Second iteration of fsQCA included a new causal condition Management
Commitments [43] with a new complex solution shown in Fig. 3.

A Venn diagram for the new solution is in Fig. 4.
Even though the new causal condition inclusion took solution coverage to a higher

level, the effect was the opposite in the solution coverage which decreased from
0.77 to 0.65, so we decided to continue looking for additional causal condition
from in-depth interviews. From those and after an analysis guided by [23], a new
causal condition: Company Culture to ICT with four dimensions: Organizational
Commitment, Leadership, Organizational ChangeManagement andCommunication
was identified.
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Fig. 1 Complex solution for ITBV

Fig. 2 Venn diagram for
ITBV

Fig. 3 Complex solution for ITBV with new causal condition MC
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Fig. 4 Venn diagram for
ITBV with new causal
condition

5 Discussion

Figure 1 shows a compound solution with two terms with Absorptive Capability as
the common one. This is interpreted by saying that there are two ways benefits from
ICT investments can be obtained. First from the strategic and careful alignment of
IT applications built from the organizational knowledge and the second one when
this knowledge is embedded in fast and innovative responses to changes no matter
where they came from. Only two of the three causal conditions are present in the
final solution which might show some support for the Alignment Paradox [33, 58].

The second iteration included a new causal condition: Management Commit-
ments that included management commitment to Strategical Choices, Platform
Development, Working Intelligently, and Action-Oriented Evaluation [44]. When
considered this causal condition jointly with the previous three conditions solution
showed as a one-term condition formed by the conjunction ofManagement Commit-
ment, Absorptive Capability and ITGovernance and excludedOrganizational Agility
which on one hand discouraged the Alignment Paradox effect but on the other hand
contributed to a decrease on the coverage of the solution. A set coincidence anal-
ysis between Organizational Agility and Management Commitments is 0.73 which
explains most of the decrease in the solution coverage.

If instead of considering all four causal conditions only Management Commit-
ments and Organizational Agility are considered the coverage will increase to 0.87
and the consistency to .95 which would be suggesting that new configurations can
be based on either of these two causal conditions.
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Both iterations suggested that there is room for refining the configurations looking
for an extended coverage of the ITBV. From in-deep interviews with experts, a new
causal condition (Company Culture for ICT) was identified, and it is characterized by
a technology-savvy leadership, a commitment to IT beyond management, an orga-
nizational culture that welcomes change and promotes company-wide communica-
tions. This new causal condition would most probably be acting in conjunction with
the original ones, as seems to represent a superset of Management Commitments.

It is not until 2020 that ICT investments were not only challenged but also valued
as a survival table during the pandemic. Firms realized, some the hard way, that even
after had investedmillions of dollars in ICT those investments have not really made it
to the core of the business, showing a low level of Absorptive Capability. As always,
for others pandemic opened opportunities that depending on their strategy and its
ability to respond (Organizational Agility) drove to important growth.

6 Conclusions, Limitations, and Future Work

Nowadays, with events like the pandemic or the upcoming 4IR, firms need to make
sure that their ICT investments are really paying off. This study proposed a new one
based on a configurational perspective and identified initially three causal conditions
and how they jointly relate to ITBV. Looking to expand the coverage of the explana-
tion, new conditions were identified that showCommitments (frommanagement and
firmwide) as required. Identified causal conditions aremostly internal and associated
to capabilities that can be increased by management decisions and complementary
activitieswhich leads to think that benefits obtained from ICT are basically under firm
control. Finally, management understands that some benefits will not be perceived
in purely financial terms and not always in the immediate future. There are practical
implications from this study that shed some light onsome organizational capabilities
important for technology-driven initiatives. For scholars, opened a new venue by
proposing a whole new perspective and expand the scope of application of the QCA
method previously mainly applied to other social sciences.

Every study has limitations and this one is no exception. No doubt most important
limitationwould be related to results generalizationwhich can be addressed in several
ways: by replicating the study with a large-N looking for a statistical generalization,
or by extending this work as part of a mixed methods setup.

This study can be expanded in several ways. By considering new causal condi-
tions for additional coverage, by testing the implication hypothesis while looking
for a statistical generalization [20], by replicating the study in other countries, by
conducting longitudinal studies that better reflect medium to long term benefits from
ICT investments, and the role ICT will have in a post-pandemic world.
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FasteNet: A Fast Railway Fastener
Detector

Jun Jet Tai, Mauro Sebastián Innocente, and Owais Mehmood

Abstract In this work, a novel high-speed railway fastener detector is introduced.
This fully convolutional network, dubbed FasteNet, foregoes the notion of bounding
boxes and performs detection directly on a predicted saliency map. FasteNet uses
transposed convolutions and skips connections, the effective receptive field of the
network is 1.5× larger than the average size of a fastener, enabling the network
to make predictions with high confidence, without sacrificing output resolution. In
addition, due to the saliencymap approach, the network is able to vote for the presence
of a fastener up to 30 times per fastener, boosting prediction accuracy. FasteNet is
capable of running at 110 FPS on an Nvidia GTX 1080, while taking in inputs of
1600 × 512 with an average of 14 fasteners per image. Our source is open here:
https://github.com/jjshoots/DL_FasteNet.git.

Keywords Object detection · Convolutional neural networks · Railway fastener
detection

1 Introduction

Traditionally, the inspection of railway fasteners has been done by visual inspection
[1]. However, modern inspectionmethods are taking over this task. Examples include
the Viola–Jones algorithm [2] and symmetry-based pyramid histogram of oriented
gradients (PHOG) algorithm [3]. Gibert et al. used support vector machines (SVMs)
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to perform fastener and defect detection [4]. The work was also extended to fully
convolutional neural networks [5]. Comparisons show that deep learning methods
workwell evenwith limited training datawhile being easier to design.More crucially,
deep learning models tend to have lower inference time and good generalizability.
Recent work by Song et al. [6] utilized a ResNet18 [7] backbone network on top of
Faster-RCNN [8]. Their implementation achieved a recall and precision of more than
99% but was capped at 35 FPS on an Nvidia Titan X for 210 fasteners detected per
second.Wang et al. proposed using the popular YOLOv2 and YOLOv3 architectures
to perform fastener component detection [9]. Their implementation on an Nvidia
GTX 1080Ti worked on close-up images of railway fasteners and performed with
a mean average precision (mAP) of 93% at 35 FPS. These works show that deep
convolutional neural networks (DCNNs) can be applied to railway fastener detection,
like other computer vision tasks before it. However, the task of fastener, defect, and
component detection is unique. Generally, the scale and rotation of the fasteners do
not change, there is also no overlap between fasteners. This is true even in the case
of sleeper detection. This is in contrast to general object detection tasks that may be
subject to scale variance, occlusion, overlap, and other visual interruptions. For this
reason, many existing network architectures are inelegant and can be improved. This
work introduces several novel ideas:

• Bounding boxes prevent the network from making more than one prediction per
fastener without output suppression. Even so, predicting more than 10 bounding
boxes at every output spatial location is excessive. FasteNet instead predicts a
saliency map. The bounding boxes are then derived from this output using a first
principles method, boosting accuracy by allowing the network to predict up to 30
times per fastener without requiring more than a one channel output feature map.

• There is no need to train the network to work on a large range of fastener scales.
Due to this, FasteNet has an effective receptive field (ERF) only around 50% larger
than necessary.

• FasteNet has different regimes during training and inference. During inference,
outputs are thresholded and ceiled to increase prediction accuracy by eliminating
low confidence predictions. During training, this step is removed to allow the
network to fully train for every output location.

The rest of this paper is arranged as follows; in Sect. 2, our proposed system
architecture is presented. In Sect. 3, the novelties that improve system performance
are introduced. Finally, the paper is concluded in Sect. 4.

2 Methodology

2.1 Problem Description

FasteNet’s purpose is to count fasteners in an image; not novel, but serves as a
proof of concept for the ideas introduced here. A set of 997 images are generated
by a New Measurement Train, some examples are shown in Fig. 1. The fasteners in
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(a) (b)

Fig. 1 Example of railway images in the dataset where a all fasteners are visible, b the image is
very badly illuminated

the images include fasteners that are occluded, damaged, or missing. Furthermore,
the fasteners are exposed under various lighting conditions due to time of day; no
artificial illumination is used. The images also contain fasteners of various types—
PR clip, E clip, Fast clip, C clip, and J clip. The images are solely black and white,
making detection harder by removing color information.

The problem is treated as a localization one. As long as the network prediction
area overlaps with a ground truth bounding box, the prediction is considered a true
positive (TP), otherwise it is perceived as a false positive (FP). The network must
output the number of fasteners it sees in the image. This is to enforce the idea that the
algorithm must clearly distinguish one fastener from another fastener, as opposed
to simply outputting a saliency map. This variation of object detection strays away
from the general bounding box detection one [8, 10, 11]. As long as the prediction
area lies over a real fastener is sufficient.

2.2 FasteNet Design

Figure2 provides a top level overview of FasteNet’s architecture, as well as train-
ing and inference regimes. The input to the network is a black and white image
defined here as wi ∈ IR1×m×n where m ↔ 64|m and n ↔ 64|n. It outputs a saliency
map of xi ∈ IR1× m

8 × n
8 . The backbone network of FasteNet has just enough layers to

provide it with a roughly 64 × 64 ERF. This is a slightly hand-wavy method of cal-
culating the ERF; in reality, the ERF more closely represents a Gaussian distribution
on the true receptive field [12]. This ERF is roughly 1.5× the size of a fastener in the
image. However, using only convolutional and pooling layers to achieve this ERF
would translate to a very poor output resolution of 1/64th the input resolution. Many
implementations of object detection work well with low output resolutions by using
multiple bounding boxes per spatial element and then suppressing repeat predictions
[10, 13]. This approach relies on very deep networks to provide the output layers
with enough semantic value and then uses bounding boxes to handle localization
precision loss.

Our approach takes a different look at the problem. FasteNet uses transposed
convolutions to increase the output spatial resolution to 200× 64 (1/8th the input size)
and then predicts an objectness score at each output location. To reduce information
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Fig. 2 Top level view of FasteNet. During training, the network trains against segmentation masks.
During inference, the network outputs are thresholded before a contour finding algorithm is applied
to find individual fasteners

loss and alleviate the vanishing gradient problem [14], feature maps from an earlier
layer are concatenated to layers before the output layer. 1 × 1 convolutions are
then used to produce the output saliency map. This allows up to 30 predictions per
fastener. Other tidbits that boost FasteNet’s performance include batch normalization
to combat internal covariate shift during training and to provide regularization. Leaky
ReLU units with a negative gradient of −0.1 are used to prevent dead neurons. The
overall network architecture is shown in Table1, note that the spatial size depends
on the input size; any input size divisible by 64 can be computed by FasteNet—our
implementation uses an input size of 1600 × 512 during inference.

During training, FasteNet trains against semantic segmentation masks. An exam-
ple is shown in Fig. 2. During inference, FasteNet thresholds all output pixels,
xi ← δ[x>θ], where δ is the Kronecker delta, and then uses a boundary walking algo-
rithmbySuzuki et al. [15] to identify each cluster at the output. The cluster bounds are
used to derive boundingboxes. Semantically, given a chain of points ci ∈ IRn×2 denot-
ing the contour for a cluster, the top leftb1 and bottom rightb2 corners of the bounding
boxes are defined asb1 = {mini∈n cix ,max j∈n c jy } andb2 = {maxi∈n cix ,min j∈n c jy }.
Other algorithms for drawing bounding boxes can also be used. In an extreme case,
bounding boxes can be foregone exclusively, and the shape of the contour itself can
be used to identify instances of fasteners.
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2.3 Training and Evaluation

The network is trained with 1,000 256 × 256 random crops per image for 700 out of
997 available images. The mean squared error (MSE) objective is used, L(x, y) =∑

x,y(xi − yi )2, where x and y represent the network prediction and ground truth
mask, respectively. The Adam optimizer [16] with a learning rate of 1e-6 and weight
decay of 1e-2 is set as the optimizer. The network converges after the first 20 epochs
with a precision of 96% and a recall of 89% when validated on the remaining 297
images. Hard negative mining was then used to train the network on difficult training
images (more than 1 FP or FN). The network was then explicitly trained on these
examples for 2 epochs, before continuing on the whole 700 images for another 2
epochs. This was repeated 3 times. In the end, a precision of 99% and a recall of
90% was accomplished on the validation dataset.

3 Performance Analysis

The model is validated on the remaining 297 images from the dataset. Evaluation
with metrics done by other authors [4, 5, 17, 18] is not possible as the datasets are
not public and the detection classes are different. Instead, FasteNet is compared to
two other internal models. This is to validate our hypothesis that a network designed
in this manner has better performance than a brute force DCNN implementation.
These two networks are denoted here as VanillaNet and LargeNet, shown in Tables3
and 4 with a comparison in Table2.

VanillaNet does not utilize transposed convolutions and consists of 11 layers.
LargeNet uses transposed convolutions with a larger ERF of roughly 128 × 128.
Note that because of the output scaling ratio of this network, the inputs are cropped
to 1536× 512. These two additional networks are trained on the same training regime
that was used on FasteNet in Sect. 2.3. Special considerations are made to ensure that
each network has roughly the same number of parameters to reduce variance in a
representational capacity.

By varying the threshold θ , the rate of predictions can be varied to form the
precision–recall curves for each network shown here in Fig. 3. The performance
of FasteNet is on top. LargeNet and VanillaNet implementations may perform as
well or better than FasteNet when given more training time due to deeper network
architectures and hence theoretically more representational capacity. However, this
sub-percentage performance increase is compensated by the loss in some computa-
tional speed, which is especially the case in VanillaNet. At the end of the training,
FasteNet is able to output bounding boxes around each fastener as shown in Fig. 4.
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Table 2 Summary of FasteNet in comparison with two other networks built for an evaluation of
FasteNet’s design

Network Parameter count FLOPS FPS

FasteNet 494k 4.00G 110

VanillaNet 500k 25.93G 25

LargeNet 514k 6.38G 80

4 Conclusion

In this work, a methodology for designing DCNN models for railway maintenance
tasks was introduced. Formally, bounding box regression is replaced with contour
finding on thresholded saliency maps. To the best of our knowledge, this approach
is first. This concept takes advantage of the unique nature of railway track images
when compared to generic object detection challenges. FasteNet performs fastener
detections on images of 1600 × 512 at a speed of 110 FPS on an Nvidia GTX 1080
with up to 99.1% precision using a very lightweight network.

As it stands, there are several limitations toFasteNet—susceptibility to perspective
and size warping being a major one, limiting its use case to non-airborne mounted
camera systems. FasteNet may also be overfitting to the dataset, given that the dataset
is considered small, it may not fully capture the distribution of such an application
in real life.

In the future, several things will be looked at. Firstly, there is hope to make the
dataset public and contain more samples. Second, detecting fasteners alone is not
particularly useful. FasteNet will aim to be applicable to fastener, sleeper, rail, and
ballast defects by having one extra channel per class of detection. The goal is to
leverage the principles of FasteNet to develop similar models for railway inspection
and/or road inspection. FasteNet can also be adapted to perform multitask classifica-
tion as in the case of [5]. Additionally, an expansion of the dataset would allow the
network to generalize better. Data augmentation methods such as a range of affine
transforms, luxmanipulation, self adversarial training, or simply gatheringmore data
can be used.
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Fig. 3 Precision–Recall Curve of FasteNet, VanillaNet, and LargeNet when performed on the
unseen 297 images of the dataset with different threshold values

(a) (b)

Fig. 4 Green boxes are FasteNet predictions, red boxes are ground truth annotations. a ‘False’
Positives, the network predicts the presence of the fasteners even if small and not annotated in the
ground truth. b False Negatives resulting from fastener occlusion and poor lighting conditions. Even
so, the network hedges against detecting defect fasteners, identified with the white arrow here
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CSP Machine in the Standard C++
Library Context: Implementation
and Sample Applications

Milen Loukantchevsky

Abstract The C.A.R. Hoare’s theory of Communicating Sequential Processes
(CSP) is a strong basis for analysis and synthesis of concurrent computer systems. Its
manifestation as abstraction, a parallel systems specification language and a parallel
programming language is unique. If the absence of a protected address space is
ignored, the std::thread class could be regarded near close to CSP process seman-
tics. Unfortunately, in the standard C++ library there is not type even approximately
close to CSP channel. Hence, the main goal set: proposal of suitable implementation
of CSP semantics of inter-process communications through the C++ 11 standard
library means in seek of higher degree of structuring of communications of objects
of type std::thread. As a result, a compact C++ template library named csp is devel-
oped. It encapsulates themeans ofmessaging and synchronization between objects of
type std::thread. The csp namespace defined includes csp::chan, csp::mux, csp::sink
and csp::forks classes. The csp::chan class is strong implementation ofCSP channel
semantics, with twomethods csp::chan::send() and csp::chan::recv() corresponding
to CSP communications commands <!> for output and <?> for input. The CSP
alternative command for nondeterministic selection is implemented by the method
csp::mux::recv() using multiple wait on std::condition_variable and randomized
choice between true guards. By practical reasons, through the additional classes,
csp::sink and csp::fork supported the communication schemes <n:1/n> and <1:n>
too. The code of the developed library and examples of its use are placed in the
GitHub under MIT license.

Keywords CSP · C++ 11 · Concurrency · Message passing · Nondeterminism

1 Introduction

Leading methodological principle of science is to direct investigations to the essen-
tial contradiction of the subject domain. One such contradiction in the area of
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computer systems is between explicit parallelism of current computer architectures
and sequential thinking [17].

The C.A.R. Hoare’s theory of Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP) is a
strong basis for analysis and synthesis of concurrent computer systems [1, 12, 17, 20].
It’s unique in its simultaneous manifestation as an abstract model, a parallel systems
specification language and a parallel programming language. Therefore, CSP is one
of the potential means of overcoming the above mentioned contradiction.

From engineering point of view, CSP defines an abstract parallel machine—CSP
machine (Fig. 1). This machine consists of two subsystems: a set of computing nodes
and a communication medium. Computer nodes provide local protected execution
environment for executing one or more concurrent asynchronous processes. The
communicationmedium, in turn, consists of a set of channels. The processes grouped
by pairs could communicate only bymessage passing over a communication channel.
Thus, concurrent programming paradigm has shifted from traditional “processes and
shared objects” [19] to “processes and channels” [23].

Over its long history, CSP has found numerous of successful implementations:
from transputers and its OCCAM language, through CSP distributed frameworks
like [3] to modern Go and Python languages [8, 21, 23] and chip multiprocessor
platform xCORE/XC [18, 22]. Despite that, the constructive potential of this parallel
computational model is far from being expended.

If the absence of a protected address space is ignored, the std::thread class could
be regarded near close to CSP process semantics. But in the C++ standard library,

Fig. 1 Generalized CSP machine
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Fig. 2 Communication scheme <1:1>

there is not type even approximately close toCSP channel norCSP nondeterministic
selection [13, 23].

Hence, themain goal set1: to propose a suitable implementation of theCSP seman-
tics of inter-process communications through the C++ 11 standard library means in
seek of higher degree of structuring of communications of objects of type std::thread
and hiding of low level synchronization mechanisms.

The choice of the C++ 11 standard, rather than any of the following, is based on
next prerequisites:

• C++ 11 standard is widely accepted and supported.
• Of all the standards that follow it (C++ 14 and C++ 17), only C++ 20 has

more “dramatic” changes of interest in the area of concurrency (std::jthread,
std::semaphores), and C++ 20 is currently in its final approval process [6].

Undoubtedly, after C++ 20 standard adoption there could be appropriate revision
of csp library proposed.

2 CSP Template Library Classes

2.1 General View

The C++ library developed, adheres to modern C++ principles of template libraries.
Named csp, it encapsulates the means of messaging and synchronization between
objects of type std::thread as well as hiding of low level mechanisms. The csp
namespace defined includes csp::chan, csp::mux, csp::sink, and csp::forks classes.

The communication channel is the basic building block of the CSP machine’s
communication medium, as seen in Fig. 1. Hence, there is a need for separate class
csp::chan providing point-to-point communication scheme (Fig. 2).

1 For the author, this is in a sense an evolution of his previous works, such as fiberOS/CSP [15, 17].
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Fig. 3 Pair of
communicating processes

Fig. 4 Communication
scheme <n:1>

It follows the CSP semantics of inter-process communications that suggests the
simplest possible kind of channels: unidirectional, point-to-point <1:1> , unbuffered,
with direct naming. Such channels do not actually imply flow control, but a special
kind of bilateral synchronization known as “rendezvous”.

Let us assume that we have a parallel system S consisting of two processes—
producer P and consumer Q described by the next CSP equation

(1)

Both processes P and Q form a communication pair (Fig. 3). They interact over
point-to-point (p2p, <1:1>) communication channel through pair of communication
commands: <!> and <?> , output (send) and input (receive), respectively.

To communication scheme <1:1> providedwith the csp::chan class it is necessary
to provide one more of type <n:1> (Fig. 4).

In parallel systems, as well as in concurrent ones, nondeterminism is an intrinsic
feature and result of random choice of transitions. Dijkstra’s guarded command is a
mean to control and effectively use of the nondeterminism in parallel systems [7].
Guarded command further evolved by C.A.R. Hoare into CSP alternative command

{G1 → P1�G2 → P2� · · · �Gn → Pn} (2)

where the ith alternative Gi → Pi consists of a guard Gi and subordinated process Pi.
The necessary condition for the subordinated process Pi to start execution is its guard
Gi to evaluates true. The guards have the same priority and they all are evaluated
simultaneously. As a consequence, there could be more than one guard evaluated
true. In such a case, the choice between their subordinated processes is random.
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Fig. 5 Communication
scheme <n:1/n>

The alternative command, in fact, represents generalization of deterministic <if-
else> operator. But only if all guards are mutually exclusive, we will have <if-else>
deterministic behavior, otherwise, the behavior observed will be nondeterministic
[17].

Special interest in terms of process interactions is the case when the guards are
input (receive) commands

{P1?x → SK I P�P2?x → SK I P� · · · �Pn?x → SK I P} (3)

provided by the class csp::mux and its member function csp::mux::recv().
The communication schemes <1:1> and <n:1> are in principle sufficient to

perform any possible type of inter-process communications. But forpractical reasons,
the additional classes csp::sink and csp::fork are included in the csp namespace as
well.

The csp::sink class supports a communication scheme <n:1/n> . This is a kind of
input fork, in which, multiple waits are performed at the input and messages from n
sources are received simultaneously as many as available (Fig. 5).

While csp::mux::recv() implements CSP alternative command (Eq. 3),
csp::sink::recv() corresponds to the next

{P1?x1 → SK I P||P2?x2 → SK I P|| · · · ||Pn?xn → SK I P} (4)

where available inputs are executed in parallel and command ends after the last input
received.

Conversely to csp::sink, the csp::fork class performs multiple waits by output
thus supporting the communication scheme <1:n> with multicast send (Fig. 6).

As opposed to csp::sink::recv() and Eq. 4, csp::sink::out() corresponds to the
Eq. 5, where input (receive) commands of Eq. 4 are replaced by output (send)
commands

{Q1!x1 → SK I P||Q2!x2 → SK I P|| · · · ||Qn!xn → SK I P} (5)
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Fig. 6 Communication
scheme <1:n>

Here, all outputs are executed in parallel and command ends after the last output
committed.

To comply with the volume restrictions set here, we will limit ourselves to
presenting only the class csp::mux. For those interested, concise introduction to the
topic could be found in [16], and the developed csp library itself as well as testbed
applications are placed in the GitHub repository [14].

2.2 Multiplexor Class

As already said, it is necessary to maintain <n:1> scheme (Fig. 4), and that in more
general nondeterministic form given by Eq. 3. In first versions of the csp library,
this was done by a separate function csp::alt() later transformed into the method
csp::mux::recv() being part of the multiplexor class csp::mux. Its descriptor includes
conditional variable [4] to synchronize on and privately owned mutex.

template <class T_ID, class T_DATA>
class mux
{
public:
using CHAN = csp::chan<T_ID, T_DATA>;

// Dispatching Modes
enum class Dispatching {by_place, uniform};
//  by_place  - deterministic mode
//  uniform   - default (nondeterministic) mode
. . .

protected:
std::mutex mu_cv; // mutex of the cond. variable
std::condition_variable cv; // conditional variable
std::vector<std::shared_ptr<CHAN>> in; // inputs

};

The multiplexed input channels C1, C2, …, Cn of Fig. 7 are contained in the data
member in of type std::vector <std::shared_ptr <CHAN>> .
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When started csp::mux::recv() is blocked on std::mux conditional variable. It is
marked at Fig. 7 by G[n] as association with array of n input guards. When at least
one of these guards signals, csp::mux::recv() unblocks and builds the list L with
all guards evaluated to true. The index k of the selected guard contained in L is
determined by the uniform distributed random function g

∧

. We have here, in fact,
a form of Data Level Parallelism (DLP) sequencer which select one of the input
streams and output it to the exit of the circuit.

As in the < 1:1 > communication scheme, so here is used predicative form of
std::condition_variable::wait() implemented as lambda [2, 10, 11]. This corresponds
to multiple wait over std::condition_variable, which is resolved according to CSP
alternative command nondeterministic semantics. In addition to the default nonde-
terministic dispatching of input messages, is provided “by place” dispatching too.

//  Alternative Command n-channel
//  Dispatching:
// uniform  - default (nondeterministic) mode
//  by_place - deterministic mode
int recv(T_DATA& dst, Dispatching dispatch = 
Dispatching::uniform)
{
int id = -1;

//  WaitOnForMultipleEvents
std::unique_lock<std::mutex> lk(mu_cv);
cv.wait(lk,

[this, &id, &dispatch]()
{ //  The Predicate, implemented as lambda
//  checked before std::wait(lock)
if(dispatch == Dispatching::by_place)
{
// Dispatching by guard place
for(auto j = 0; j < this->in.size(); j++)
{
if(this->in[j]->get_sent_status() == true)
{
id = j;
return true;

}
}

}
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distribution(0, vGuardsInTrue.size() - 1);
k = distribution(random_engine);

}

id = vGuardsInTrue[k];
return true;

}
}

id = -1;
return false;

});

in[id]->recv(dst);

return id;

─ }

else if(dispatch == Dispatching::uniform)
{
// Nondeterministic uniform dispatching
std::vector<int> vGuardsInTrue;
for(auto j = 0; j < this->in.size(); j++)
{
if(this->in[j]->get_sent_status() == true)
{
vGuardsInTrue.push_back(j);

}
}

if(vGuardsInTrue.size() > 0)
{
int k = 0;  // index of selected true guard
if(vGuardsInTrue.size() > 1)
{   // more than 1 guards are true
// select one of them randomly
std::uniform_int_distribution<int> 

Interest represents that section of lambda, marked in the above listing with gray
background, corresponding to k = g

∧

(L). The vector vGuardsInTrue stands there for
L. The specified section could be used for verification of nondeterministic properties
of the primitive according to CSP alternative command semantics.

At the end of the csp::mux::recv() primitive, is returned the identifier id () of the
channel selected to receive from which is useful to trace the source of the message
received.
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Fig. 7 Generalized
operating structure of
csp::mux::recv()

The random engine itself used in csp::mux::recv() is defined as static and
randomized at the beginning of the csp namespace following the standard pattern.

namespace csp
{
//  Nondeterministic Uniform Dispatching Setup
static auto seed = std::chrono::system_clock::

now().time_since_epoch().count();
static std::default_random_engine random_engine(seed);  
. . .

}

Useful feature of csp::mux class is the possibility of limiting the number of input
channels in.size() to one. This is potential prerequisite for generalization because
of unification of the type of inputs when used as parameters—channels could be
replaced by multiplexors.

Close by functionality example to here described csp::mux::recv() is the CSP
alternative command implementation in the exokernel fiberOS/CSP [15, 17]. There
are separate2-channel andn-channelALT()primitives.But these primitives are tightly
bounded to exokernel fiberOS/CSP and cannot be used separately.

Another example of CSP alternative command implementation is th <select>
operator within the platform xCORE/XC produced by XMOS [18, 22]. Moreover,
this is done at microarchitectural level. Unfortunately, such support is not common in
general purpose computer architectures yet. Moreover, the author’s studies revealed
that xCORE/XC implementation is not true nondeterministic.
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3 Conclusion

Following the practice of the standard C++ template, a compact library named csp
is developed. It encapsulates the means of messaging and synchronization between
objects of type std::thread and hiding of low-level synchronization mechanisms.

The csp library evolution begins from a point-to-point < 1:1 > communication
over CSP proto channel and goes through several versions: 0.1, 0.2, …, 0.8RC,
0.9RC and 0.91RC till now. The last one supports not only the basic communication
schemes < 1:1 > and < n:1 > through std::chan and std::mux classes, but also the
communication schemes < n:1/n > and < 1:n > through additional classes csp::sink
and csp::fork.

Numerous of testbeds were developed. On the one hand they are used in the
development of the csp library. And on the other, as examples of application of the
library in solving typical tasks, different communication patterns separately and in
combinations (p2p-mux, sink-mux, fork-mux, etc.), support of co-procedures with
decentralized and centralized management, active objects, etc. Some of them are
presented here.

The overall development was performed by the Embarcadero C++ Builder®
development environment and its Clang-enhanced C++ compiler [5, 9]. However,
both the csp library itself and its testbeds include only standard constructions and
hence are portable at source level for use with other C++ 11 compatible environ-
ments. Finally, the code of the developed library and examples of its use are posted
onto the author’s GitHub repository [14] under MIT license.
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1 Introduction

The gradual (structured or even unstructured) development of cities has increased the
complexity of urban functions, part of which is the urban transport network and urban
traffic. Urban transportation is characterized by inherent complexity that increases
with the increase of city’s size (increasing number of subsystems consisting the
overall system). Furthermore, the structure of the road network (topological struc-
ture), socio-economic factors, weather effects, traffic management policies, the trip
purpose, the selected mode, trips’ distribution, travel time and cost (of all alterna-
tives) and interaction among individual decisions are interrelated issues adding in
system’s complexity ([1]-[8]).

Urban traffic is undoubtedly a non-static phenomenon, presenting variations over
both space (variations per road path) and time:

• Short term variations caused by delays at intersections and turning maneuvers
linked to parking space search or to the specific needs of the road users leading
to shock-wave phenomena and traffic propagation

• Daily variations—peak and off-peak hours
• Weekly variations—different day profiles, i.e. typical weekdays, Saturday and

Sunday profile
• Long term variations or variations over the years that are caused by sociodemo-

graphic and other global trends [9].

Another category of variations could be the ‘shock’ variations arising from global
threats as the unprecedented situation with corona-virus in 2020—the last type of
variations is a ‘new entry’ dimension that suddenly (but still unknown in what level)
affects almost all the above types of time variations.

A series of research papers refer to the spatiotemporal variation of traffic flow;
multivariate ARIMA models, Spatiotemporal ARIMA (STARIMA), ARIMA with
exogenous variables (ARIMAX) and dynamicmultivariate models as Vector Autore-
gressive Moving Average (VARMA) has been widely used. The evolution of the
above models was needs—driven; to explore the autocorrelation in time and space
of the traffic variables ([10, 11]). The correct identification and calculation of auto-
correlation among observations is the basis of an optimal statistical representation of
spatio-temporal relations [12], while it also consists of a necessary input for machine
learning approaches (ML) [13] since the absence of such a dimension could result in
an erroneous representation of data variation or even in overestimation ofMLmodels
performance [14]. The interested reader is referred to paper [15], where an analytic
review of models for predicting the spatio-temporal variation of traffic is made.

Reviewing of models seeking to incorporate the spatiotemporal information of
traffic reveals a common principal assumption; that the spatio-temporal autocorre-
lation at the datasets can be sufficiently described based on globally fixed measures
as, for example, that the extent of autocorrelation among observations is fixed in
space and/or time [16]. However, it seems that the assumptions of a static spatio-
temporal catchment area fails to describe dynamic systems as of urban road traffic.
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The current situation is generated upon the previous traffic state while it affects also
(two directional) the traffic state of a close road path or even a path that is not in
its close neighbourhood ([17]-[19]). Relevant questions arising from the above are:
which are the causal relations among road paths per traffic state, in which degree and
how does this effect change over the different traffic states (i.e. from an uncongested
to a congested state or under an urgent event)?

Spatial autocorrelation ([20–22]), correlation coefficient and cross correlation
([23–25]) are the most commonly used indicators for describing the spatio-temporal
evolution of traffic. The current paper, going a step forward while assessing the need
to identify causality in the relations among roads paths, introduces the measure of
Granger causality in the above analysis for avoiding reflecting just the ‘mere’ or
spurious correlations (results based just on the correlation analysis). Furthermore,
based on graph theory and visualization powers, the paper proposes also the trans-
formation of the spatio-temporal information to networks for getting a quick and
reliable insight in traffic dynamics.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a brief
overview of the study area and of the traffic data used in the analysis, Sect. 3 describes
the methodological process applied. Section 4 presents the results of the analysis,
and finally, Sect. 5 summarizes the findings, implications of the study, and directions
for future research.

2 Study Area and Data Description

2.1 The Study Area; the Road Network of the City
of Thessaloniki

The study area is part of the road network of the wider area of Thessaloniki, the
second largest Greek city, with a population of over 800.000 inhabitants (2011). Car
dependence during the previous years in Thessaloniki was significantly high (private
carmodal share of over 60%)while around 20%of the tripswere conducted by Public
Transport and 3%with taxi [26], numbers that have however started changing; recent
data on travel mode choice reveal a decrease in the share of trips by private car and an
increase in more sustainable modes and ways of transport (walking, bikes, e-scooters
and public transport). Today, the city is considered a smart transport laboratory;
the stable cooperation among core stakeholders in the framework of Thessaloniki
Smart Mobility Living Lab (https://smartmlab.imet.gr/) and the exploitation of new
technologies have brought a new era in traffic planning and management. Floating
car data from approximately 1200 taxis, multiple traditional sensors, cameras, radars
and point-to-point Bluetooth detectors create the bedrock of innovation for the city
giving the opportunity to city transport practitioners to make efficient decisions for
the transport system [27].

https://smartmlab.imet.gr/
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path7 path104 path107 path121 path188 path190 path191 path192 path193 path194

Matlab coding
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Path length (km)
1.3 1.6 2.3 1.5 1.4 1.1 0.95 0.95 0.85 0.85

Direction
west east east west east east west east west east

Number of lanes
Bus lane + 2 

operational

Bus lane + 4 

operational

Bus lane + 2 operational

Subpart of 

greater axis*

V. 

Olgas 

K. 

Karamanli

M. 

Alexandrou

Tsimiski K. 

Karamanli

Egnatia Egnatia Egnatia Egnatia Egnatia

Daily Average 

Flow / Passenger 

Car Unitσ (PCU)

35.000 35.000 45.000 35.000 – 40.000

Fig. 1 Examined urban road paths, Thessaloniki (Gr)

The analysis presented in the current paper is made per road path and comparative
results are reached (multivariate time series analysis). The examined paths alongwith
key characteristics (with coding, direction, location) are presented in Fig. 1.

2.2 The Traffic Datasets—Travel Time Timeseries Per Road
Path (15 min Step)

The traffic time series used for the current analysis are based on taxi GPS data—
data being elaborated by the Hellenic Institute of Transport (CERTH/HIT) in the
framework of the Thessaloniki SmartMobility Living Lab. The dataset comes from a
fleet of in total 1200 taxis circulating and generating pulses every 6–10 s, depending
on their speed ([28]-[29]). The number of timestamps processed for the current
analysis is 13.966.878 (total timestamps in the first semester of 2017).
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Map matching of timestamps and travel time calculation per road path per quarter
of day took place as described in [30]. Average travel times per quarter of weekdays
per road path were calculated creating the reference time series for the current work
(10 time series of 96 lags / quarters of day length).

3 Methods

Having as ultimate scope, the development of easily readable and interpretable graphs
for understanding the road network dynamics and the relations among urban road
paths, a three-step methodology was followed: i)cross correlation and ii) causali-
ties (Granger causality) calculation formulated the spatio-temporal dimension of the
urban road traffic system, which, in turn, formed the basic information for knowl-
edge networks building (visualization of causal relations among road paths). The
main software used is MATLAB (for exploiting ‘Multivariate Granger Causality
Toolbox’ (MVGC) [31]).

3.1 Time Series Cross Correlation

In statistics, correlation defines the degree of similarity between two variables or
time series (or else, variables’ movement association) receiving values among -1 and
1; -1 for perfect negative correlation or inverse correlation coefficient showing fully
alignment of variables’ movement in the opposite direction, 1 for the perfect positive
correlation and 0 when the variables present entirely different evolution.

When we are examining the movement of time series at different time lags than
zero, the procedure is called cross correlation. For two time series, i.e. xt, yt that can
be related to future or past time lags, the sample cross correlation function (CCF) can
help us mine the lags of the x-variable that might be useful predictors of yt (therefore,
it is possible that x leads y or x lags y). The cross—correlation function of the jointly
stationary xt and yt (with lag h) time series is [32]:

ρXϒ(τ) = 1

N − τ

∑N−τ
t=1 (xt − x̄)

(
yt+τ − ȳ

)

√∑N−t
t=1 (xt − x̄)2

√
∑N−t

t=1

(
yt − ȳ

)2
(1)

where, N is the length of the time series, τ is the (each time) examined time lag, x
and( y) the average values of the two time series.

In the current analysis, we calculated and examined the cross correlation function
among each pair of time series (travel time time series in examined paths) in order to
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identify indications for relations and interrelated dynamics. However, there is always
the issue of spurious correlation, in which the examined variables or time series are
associated but not causally related—this could be the result of an unseen factor or
even a coincidence [32].

3.2 Time Series Causality Analysis

Causality refers to the existence of causal relationship among variables. According
to [33], a signal (time series) Yt causes Xt when we are in a position to better predict
Xt when we use information not only contained in its past values, but also in past
values of Yt. According to Granger (1969) [32] when MSE (Mean Square Error) of
forecasting Xt using just itself is higher that when taking also into account Yt then
we say that Yt causes Xt.

A principal analysis behind causality is vector autoregressive models—therefore,
we develop two autoregressive models, one containing just Y and the other including
also X, and the test that follows is whether the variance of the second model is
significantly lower than this of the first. In that case, we say that causality exists [34].

At first step, we calculate the MSE of the prediction, k steps ahead, of Y based
on previous values of the same variable. For this case, the vector model of Y is

Yt = a0 + A1 Yt−1 + A2 Yt−2 + . . . + Ap Yt−p + et (2)

This model is called restricted since it contains just the one of the two time series.
The MSE of the model is given by the Eq. 3.

MSEY = 1

n − p

n−1∑

t=p

e2t+1 (3)

where et is the prediction error, that is equal to the difference between the predicted
value for t = k and the actual value.

The second step is the MSE calculation of Y predictions taking into account
the effect of X. In this case, the vector autoregressive (VAR) model, that is called
unrestricted, becomes

Yt = a0 + A1 Yt−1 + A2 Yt−2 + . . . + Ap Yt−p

+ B1Xt−1 + B2Xt−2 + . . . + BpXt−p + et (4)

while, respectively, the MSE of the second model (MSE(Y/(X))) is calculated and
the two values are compared. If.

MSE (Y/(X)) < MSEY (5)
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then we can say that X causes Y.
For testing the above, Granger causality index is calculated by Eq. 6:

FX→Y = log
MSEY

MSE (Y/(X))

(6)

If the value of Granger causality index is above zero (F_(X → Y) > 0) , then we
can say that causality exists (from X to Y) while the larger the value of the index the
higher the effect of X to Y. In case F_(X → Y) is closely to zero, we can say that
there is no causality between the two variables.

3.3 Causal Graphs Development

The last decades, network construction from time series, that is mostly based on
mixing graphs theory with time series analysis, has been widely used (basically
in econometrics and neuroscience). It is also very encouraging for spatio-temporal
phenomena as atmospheric and oceanic data.Ultimate goal is to capture the dynamics
(relations-causalities-system identification) from the interpretation of network’s
topological structure (Fig. 2). The interested reader is directed to ([35]-[39]) for
various methodologies that have been proposed over the years for the construction
of such networks.

Fig. 2 Adjacency matrix example, where in the current work, the nodes are the road paths and
the links are representing the existence of significant causal relation among them (1 in the matrix
shows the existence while the measure of significance is the combination of granger causality)
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In the current work, the measures of cross correlation at the first upper or lower
point of the CCF was taken in combination with Granger causality determined the
distance at the adjacency matrix for the networks building according to the following
equation:

Gcausali t y = (Vcausali t y, Ecausali t y)

=

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

0 caus1,2 . . . caus1,k
caus2,1 0 . . . caus2,k

. . . . . . . . . . . .

causk,1 causk,2 . . . 0

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

(7)

where, Vcausality represents the nodes of the network (10 road paths in our case),
Ecausality refers to the links (relatively high causalities) and causi, j is the distance
measure associated with the causality of the pair i-j. Graph theory applies for
converting the causality matrices into networks [40].

4 Results

Average travel times for crossing the examined paths were calculated at 15-min scale
based on the taxi GPS data of the 1st semester of 2017 that have been collected by
CERTH/HIT in Thessaloniki. General characteristics (skewed data) and patterns (i.e.
morning peak at around 07:00 and at midday, considerable less traffic after 21:00)
are mined from the sequence plots that verify the existing knowledge (Fig. 3) for
traffic daily performance in the city.

Fig. 3 Travel time data distribution (skewed data) and traffic patterns-average travel time time
series per path, weekdays A2017 (normalized values)
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Fig. 4 Descriptive statistics per road path

Skewness and kurtosis of travel time data is obvious also from the table of the
descriptive statistics per path (Fig. 4). An interesting finding is that, the skewness of
the distribution varies among road pathswhile initial indications that are being further
examined by the authors are drafted injecting prior knowledge of the reference area
urban road traffic; travel time distribution’s skewness varies in different road paths
according to their operational characteristics and the level of congestion during the
day. For example, road path 121, the central road axis of the city serving a wider area
that attracts a large percentage of daily trips andwhere congestion phenomena appear
in a frequent basis (v/c ≈ 0.98), presents the lower comparatively skewness. From
the other side, road path 107 (v/c ≈ 0.55) that does not present severe congestion
phenomena presents the higher skewness. Authors are further examining skewness
and daily traffic variations in order to conclude to concrete results.

Skewness and kurtosis of the data can be affected by non-recurrent events,
however, since the same reference period is taken into account for all paths, the
current work is not further focusing on the influence of events on the descriptive
statistics.

Sample cross correlation functions were then explored per pair of time series for
visual identification of lagged periods and direction of correlation (Fig. 5).

The results of the cross correlation and granger causality analysis per pair of time
series are presented in Fig. 6.

The interpretation of the cross correlation and causality matrices presented in
Fig. 7 results among others in the following significant remarks:

• the highest causality is identified from path 121 to path 193, parallel central axis
in the same direction—high cross correlation in 0 lags

• the parallel road paths 190 and 107 (same direction, to East) are highly causally
related
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Fig. 5 Sample cross correlation functions path 121—path 7, weekdays A2017

Fig. 6 (i) cross correlation, (ii) respective time lags and (iii) Granger causality results (normalized
values)
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Fig. 7 Causal network of the examined urban road network [© Graph Online]

• road path 188 seems to play a pivotal role for the examined network (high causal
influence to the rest road paths)—it is estimated that its proximity to the city center
and its connection to the urban peripheral highway road is of crucial importance
for the whole network operation

Exploiting the graph theory, the causality matrix is converted to a causality
network as depicted in Fig. 7.

The development of networks based on this type of spatio-temporal information
for the urban road traffic is estimated to provide a quick understanding of the under-
lying dynamics and the potential effect of mobility interventions in a path to the
whole network. For example, it is easily understandable from the network in Fig. 7, a
network—wide trend visualization, that road path 188 is a very crucial road path for
the network and variations in traffic in road path 188 are reflected in different time
lags (information to be taken from cross-correlation time lagged) in almost all the
rest road paths or that path 107 is a path highly reflecting traffic variations in many
other paths (thickness of lines are in line with the causality).

5 Conclusions and Discussion

Travel time time series, from taxi GPS data in the city of Thessaloniki (GR) used
in the analysis, seem to verify in general the traffic state understanding—the proof
of reliability of taxi GPS data compared with the general traffic is not included in
the scopes of the current paper, however, the authors have already tested them with
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experimental probe vehicles applying generalized linear models (gamma with log
link function) for identifying their accuracy compared to general traffic (private cars).

The analysis conducted in the framework of the current work reveals encouraging
results from the combined exploitation of multivariate time series and graph theory
for the transport sector. It is expected that the outcome of this research could be a
main building block of a wider Decision Support System in Traffic planning and
management (‘CCN Decision Support System’—correlation, causality network).
The causality reasoning in correlation among road paths is a novelty to the best
of the authors knowledge for the spatio-temporal analysis of traffic. Although the
current work took into account same traffic variables per road path (travel time time
series), Granger causality can be also found among different variables describing the
transport system, i.e. causality among timeseries of travel times—flows—delays at
different points/areas of the networks which shows a high transferability potential
for supporting other applications (i.e. tailored volume delay functions). Similarly,
the transfer of the components of the analysis at different levels, i.e. interurban road
network is also possible. Exploitation potentials also exist at various areas; from a
support mechanism to a navigation product to a support in fleet management (based
on the knowledge of where traffic will increase in the near future—time lags). The
current analysis wasmade on average travel time series from a large periodwhich can
give the grand picture of the urban transport system performance (recurrent urban
traffic). The authors highly support that the whole analysis should be undertaken in
frequent basis in order to take case-specific results since the complexity of urban
transport system is high.

The next steps of the analysis include testing data aggregation levels in order to
compare results; from general network trends and paths’ relations (more aggregated
level—i.e. hourly time intervals) to a more detailed check of sensitivity to traffic
changes (day of week and time of day) [41] and checking the effect of events on the
results.
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The Role of e-Commerce in Organic
Farming in Latvia

Denis Vasiliev

Abstract Competition between organic and convenience farms is acute. Large
convenient farms harness economies of scale and enhanced access to the market
through collaboration with major retail chains to outcompete smaller farms. E-
commerce could potentially improve small farmer access to end consumers, without
the need to establish collaboration with retail chains. Lack of e-commerce adaptation
between organic farmers could signal potential competitive disadvantage of organic
farmers in Latvia, vis a vis representatives of convenient agriculture. In order to eval-
uate internet usage among Latvian organic farmers for commercial purposes, a list
of 3264 Latvian certified farms was examined. It was found that less than 10% of the
farmers have websites and less than 15% are present on social media. Moreover, a
large proportion of farmers that are present on the Internet do not use their platforms
for purposes of e-commerce. Such a low commercial usage of digital communication
tools among Latvian farmers signals possible link with overall decline in organic
farming industry. Therefore, it is heavily recommended to promote e-commerce
among Latvian organic farmers.

Keywords e-Agriculture · Sustainability · Communications

1 Introduction

A recent UNReport [1] suggests that theworld has failed tomeet biodiversity conser-
vation targets. Given the fact that in Europe around 40% of land area is farmland,
one of the key drivers of biodiversity loss in the region is agricultural intensifica-
tion [2]. Biodiversity loss, in turn, may undermine human food security as a result of
ecosystem service loss, including pollination, pest control, and soil fertility [3]. Thus,
promotionof sustainable agricultural practices, includingorganic farming, is between
the key goals of the EU Biodiversity Strategy [4]. Despite substantial policy effort as
the EU level, such as greeningmeasures in CAP and agri-environmental schemes [5],
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competition between organic and convenient farms remains fierce across the EU [6].
Access to the market is between the factors that puts smallholders at a competitive
disadvantage vis a vis larger convenient farms [7], as due to economies of scale, the
former are often unable to secure collaboration with national scale retail chains. The
way to increase competitive advantage in such situation is to get the organic food
directly to environmentally conscious consumers, potentially cutting out intermedi-
aries from the supply chain [8]. In a modern world, this could be achieved through
harnessingoneof e-agriculture tools—e-commerce [9]. This strategybecomespartic-
ularly relevant in the context of current pandemic situation, whereby even large retail
chains switch to e-business.

Several ongoing processes in Latvia indicate that organic smallholders suffer from
strong competition with larger convenient farms. These include generally steadier
increase in land area under commercial crops, farm consolidation, and land abandon-
ment [10]. Furthermore, relatively few organic brands are represented at the shelves
of Latvian major retail chains. At the same time, internet coverage in Latvia is very
good, providing internet access to more than 80% of households [11]. Moreover,
internet usage has sharply increased in the country over the last year [12], providing
a tremendous opportunity for e-commerce. In this context, I decided to evaluate
internet usage among Latvian organic farmers for commercial purposes. To the best
of knowledge, no directly comparable research has been undertaken so far. This
research, may have a significant contribution to development of Latvian organic
farming industry and may benefit overall sustainable development of the country.
Furthermore, positive effects of the research may be scaled up in future, in case
internet usage among organic farmers for e-commerce purposes would be evaluated
across Europe and maybe even across the World.

2 Materials and Methods

In present research data from Latvian Agricultural Data Centre [13] was used as a
sampling frame. The source contains a full list of all certified organic farmers in
Latvia, including both individual farmers and companies (thereafter a term “farms”
will be used for organic agricultural companies). A total number of records on the
database is 3264. A sample of 300 farmers was selected from the sampling frame
using random samplingmethod. For this purpose, a randomnumber table froma book
“Reproduced fromMillion Random Digits” by RAND corporation was used [14]. A
Google searchwas undertaken on each selected farm/farmer name. All farms/farmers
from the sample were recorded into an Excel spreadsheet. The spreadsheet had
the following columns: name of the farm/farmer, location, product category (i.e.
growers, livestock producers, poultry and egg producers), website (present/absent)),
purpose of the website (e-commerce, advertising, other), website address, Social
media page (present/absent), Social media page address, social media platform,
purpose of the Social media page (e-commerce, advertising, other). The websites
and social media pages were examined in detail, in order to understand whether
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they are used for the purposes of e-commerce, advertising or for other purposes.
Proportion of farms/farmers with websites and/or presence on Social media was
determined. Also, proportion of farms/farmers with websites as well as proportion
of sites used for e-commerce, advertising and other purposes was estimated. Propor-
tions of corporate farms with websites was compared with proportion of private
farms with web-sies. Similarly, number of farms and individual farmers present on
Social media was compared. Most popular Social media platforms used by farms
and individual farmers were identified. Number of farms with websites was sorted
by category. Also, proportion of farms/farmers present on the Internet was estimated
by location.

3 Results

Results of this study suggest that only 18% of Latvian organic farmers/farms have
some sort of presence on the Internet. Only 8% of Latvian organic farms have
websites. Individual farmers tend not to have personal websites. Moreover, just
about 2/3 of these websites are used for e-commerce and the other 1/3 is used for
attracting tourists, rather than for product sales. Twelve percent of farmers/farms are
present on social media. Individual farmers prevail over corporate farms at social
platforms, with 30 individual farmers and corporate 6 farms in present study sample
represented at social media. Interestingly, from corporate farms only those that had
websites were present on social media. Presence on social media between individual
farmers was mainly for private purposes, rather than commercial ones, with only
5 individual farmers from this study sample explicitly offering their products for
sale. In contrast, corporate farms that had social media accounts used them exclu-
sively for commercial purposes. The following social media platforms were used
by Latvian organic farmers/farms: Facebook, Draugiem.lv, Instagram and LinkedIn.
LinkedIn was used only by corporate farmers, with all but one farm that was present
on social media had an account on a platform. Only a half of corporate farms that
were present on social media also had a Facebook account. Individual farmers were
represented at Facebook, Draugiem.lv, Instagram, however only Facebook was used
for commercial purposes. Interestingly, dairy farms had much weaker presence on
the internet than farms growing fruits and/or vegetables (i.e. growers) representing
less than 1/5 of farms that had some sort of internet presence. All dairy farms from
the sample used websites for attracting tourists, rather than for e-commerce. Inter-
estingly, larger proportion of farms/farmers that were located closer to large cities
(e.g. Riga, Daugavpils, Ventspils) (75%)were found to be represented on the Internet
(having a website or Social media page) in comparison to those located further from
larger cities (more than 50 km away), with just 20% of the latter present on the
Internet.
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4 Discussion

Results of present study suggest that majority of Latvian organic farmers do not
harness opportunities of the e-commerce. Even those farms that have websites or
are present at social media often use these digital tools for the purposes other than
sales of their products. Private farmers lag behind corporate farms in use of digital
media for securing access to the market. Also, farms located further than 50 km
from larger cities tend not to be present on the internet. Overall, adaptation of
e-commerce among organic agriculturalists in Latvia negligible. The findings of
present study clearly indicate that farmers within organic farming industry may be
losing out to competitors i.e. large convenient farms, due to failure to ensure effective
access to the market. Unlike large convenient farms that collaborate with large retail
chains, organic farmers could potentially benefit from direct access to the customers
through internet channels [15]. Moreover, internet presence could facilitate branding
of organic products, thereby allowing the producers of organic food gain higher
profits and build a loyal customer base [16]. Underusage of the digital tools among
Latvian organic farmers is indeed surprising, given the high level of internet pene-
tration and coverage in Latvia. More research is needed to reveal the main motives
of Latvian organic farmers, that prevent them from developing e-commerce. Still,
the most plausible explanation to reluctancy of e-commerce adaptation is lack of
knowledge and skills in digital trade and marketing among Latvian organic farmers.
Thus, organizing training for the representatives of organic farming sector in e-
commerce and could enable the farmers to effectively use the digital tools and this
way increase competitive advantage of the sector ultimately delivering substantial
benefits to Latvian economy and the environment [17]. Such training may be easily
promoted across Latvia, as majority of organic farmers are members of professional
organizations, such as LBLA (Latvian Biological Farmer Association) [18].

Another possible reason for underuse of digital tools by organic farmers is the fact
that maintaining and promoting e-commerce websites may appear to be a very time-
consuming task. Given the fact that farmers are extremely busy for more 6 months
during the year, apparent labor-intensity of digital marketing may deter the farmers
from adaptation of the tools. Perhaps, the best possible solution here could be appli-
cation of adaptive management approaches, very common in nature conservation
[19]. Adaptive management is based on collaboration among multiple stakeholders
[20]. Given the fact that success of organic farmers is important for nature conser-
vation and sustainable development, environmental non-governmental organizations
(ENGOs) may be very keen to establish collaboration with the farmers. Alliances
between ENGOs and farmers in turn have a great potential to enhance effectiveness
of farmer e-commerce as ENGOs generally have a strong focus on communications
[21]. In other words, this would allow organic farmers to “outsource” promotion of
their e-commerce websites to ENGOs. A particularly effective approach here could
be application of affiliate marketing tools, whereby influential ENGOs that have
access to broad audiences of environmentally conscious people could place links to
organic farmer websites at their internet pages and social media [22].
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A particularly important aspect in promotion of e-commerce among Latvian
organic farmers is to ensure a wide uptake [23]. For this purpose, adaptive manage-
ment approach could provide a solution. Indeed, ENGOs and local authorities could
implement a range of communicational activities promoting e-commerce among the
farmers. In addition, trade organizations, such as Latvian Chamber of Commerce and
Industry [24] and Investment Agency and Development Agency of Latvia [25] could
organize series of events aiming to promote more active internet usage in Latvian
organic farming industry. Overall, there needs to be a common effort among a range
of stakeholders in order to help increase competitive advantage of Latvian organic
farmers through promotion of digital strategy adaptation.

In line with Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO)
recommendations [26], there is a need for national scale e-agriculture strategies to
be implemented across the world. It is therefore highly recommended to promote
e-commerce among Latvian farmers in the context of broader e-agriculture. The
approach would allow to improve not only access to the market for organic farmers,
but also increase their revenues and competitive and vantage through increasing effi-
ciency of their operations. It is also important to note, that the findings of present study
may be relevant not only to Latvia. Indeed, more research on Internet usage among
organic farmers across Europe and perhaps all over the world, world allow making
more confident conclusions based on comparative studies between different countries
(e.g. comparing tends inWestern Europe and Eastern Europe). Also, further research,
could help persuading multiple stakeholders at national and transnational scales
across entire regions to promote e-commerce and perhaps e-agriculture, thereby
significantly contributing to implementation of the UN Sustainable Development
Goals [27].

5 Conclusions

The aim of this study was to evaluate internet usage among Latvian organic farmers
for commercial purposes. It was found that majority of Latvian farmers do not use e-
commerce tools. This canpotentially limit their access to themarket, thereby reducing
competitive advantage over larger conventional farmers. It is therefore recommended
to promote usage of digital commercial tools among Latvian organic farmers. This
would require providing training and establishing collaborations withmultiple stake-
holders. Application of adaptive management approach could ensure wide farmer
uptake of e-commerce in Latvia, strengthening the industry and contributing to
sustainable development and nature conservation across the country. Research in this
area would benefit organic farming industry and sustainable development in general
if scaled up at European or even Global level. Larger scale comparative studies are
needed in order to draw confident conclusions and propose policy recommendations.
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AMachine Learning Approach
on Earthmoving Fleet Selection

Case Study: Burj Hammoud Landfill Project, Lebanon

Anthony Abdelmassih , Rafic Faddoul , and Fadi Geara

Abstract This research underlines the importance of simulation modeling by
presenting a fleet selection optimizationmethodology featuring a detailed simulation
of earthmoving projects and a genetic optimization algorithm. Two genetic algorithm
techniques for fleet selection are proposed and compared in a load and carry appli-
cation. The simulation model takes into account specific cost criteria that go into
equipment selection such as the ownership and operating costs of each machine.
The impact of different scenarios on the Profit & Loss function (fitness value) and
machine selection is extensively detailed and analyzed. The researchwork underlines
topics such as machine size class and maintenance and repair. The methodology is
applied to a real case study that took place in Lebanon. The proposed approach is
shown to yield a significant increase in the efficiency of the selected construction
equipment fleets.

Keywords Simulation · Optimization · Genetic algorithm ·Machine learning ·
Earthmoving operation · Equipment selection ·Maintenance and repair

1 Introduction

The construction business is an ever-changing industry facing increasingly bigger
challenges, complexity, and above all fierce competition. Whether it’s a vertical
construction as in the race to build the tallest building, or horizontal construction as
when delivering nature-challenging airport, highways, dams, or bridges, the contrac-
tors should pay extra attention to minute aspects of their project in order to meet the
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projects’ timeline, budget, and quality requirements. Statistics have shown that 40%
of construction projects miss their timeline, 50% go beyond the budget and 30% are
never completed [1]. According to the UK Department of the Environment, Trans-
port, and the Regions [2], only 45% of construction projects are being completed
within budget. In order to be competitive, contractors have to cut their margins,
increase the efficiency of their workforce and assets, and keep their costs at their
lowest.

There are three major inputs in the building construction process: (i) construction
equipment, (ii) labor, and (iii) materials [3].This paper focuses on the optimization of
the selection and operation of the construction equipment fleet. Modeling and simu-
lating construction operations, made possible through ICT, allow to simulate earth-
work operations, to visualize the costs, and to make necessary analysis and improve-
ments, aiming to optimize the fleet operations. The slow adoption of simulation in
construction was partly due to the complexity of the construction process itself and
consequently to the effort required to prepare a realistic model capable of capturing
all the relevant parameters of the problem [4]. However, in the last decade, soaring
hardware capabilities and software efficiency resulted in simulators coming a long
way in making construction models faster, easier, and more user-friendly. Devising
an optimal planning process for equipment selection and construction methods is
required both prior, and during construction works. The optimization problem is a
multi-objective constrained problem [1] in the sense that one must respect schedule
constraints, minimize costs and environmental deleterious impacts, maximize work
quality, etc.

This paper proposes a methodology combining simulation and genetic optimiza-
tion for an optimal selection of construction equipment fleet. The following sections
will include (i) literature review (ii) Simulation modeling of construction sites, (iii)
genetic algorithm.Theproposedmethodology is illustrated in a numerical application
where a load and carry operation is optimized.

2 Literature Review

Many researchers have tackled the simulation-based optimization approach in
construction applications. Marzouk [5] proposes a simulation-based Genetic Algo-
rithm (GA) using discrete-event simulation methodology and defining a mixture
of qualitative and quantitative optimization variables. The optimization algorithm,
using elitism, allows the selection of an optimal fleet combination. Marzouk defines
three fleet scenarios where each scenario defines the types of the involved equip-
ment from each category (haulers, loaders, spreaders, and compactors) and hence
their respective specific characteristics. The algorithm does not allow chromosomes
mixing different machine types for a given category.

Fu [6] simulates a load and carry operation and adopts the total cost of ownership
(TCO) as the fitness to evaluate each of the fleet combinations yielded by the genetic
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algorithm. The aim of the genetic algorithm was to minimize the TCO while main-
taining a minimum production level. While Fu methodology allows the optimization
of equipment type within each category, it does not allow for more than one type
for each equipment category in the resulting optimal fleet. Shi [7] applied a neural
network approach to predict the results of future projects, based on previous ones. The
output of the system consists of four parameters amongwhich the production rate and
utilization rate, while fleet characteristics (such as number of trucks, loading time,
and capacity of the trucks) are used as input variables. Gehbauer et al. [8] based
their research on bionics, studying the techniques and technologies of nature and
learning from these. The research work investigates the application of ant colony
in the construction industry, highlighting behavioral interactions, communication
between the stakeholders, and describing ant-behavior algorithmic approaches. Simi-
larly,within bionics, Zhang [9] proposed a two-staged ranking selection criteria based
on particle swarm optimization (PSO) for the selection of the optimal equipment
configuration in earthmoving operation.

The proposed methodology in this paper lies within two folds; simulation and
genetic optimization. The simulation part of the proposed methodology allows
detailed mathematical expression of the fitness while using a thorough breakdown of
the costs that are generated by owning and operating a fleet of constructionmachines.
The proposed methodology also takes into account global operation costs such as
project delay costs. The proposed algorithm is stochastic, in the sense that relevant
uncertainties related to cost, operation times, maintenance costs, repair costs etc.,
are taken into account. As for the genetic optimization part, two genetic algorithms
are proposed in this paper. In contrast with Fu [6] and Marzouk [5], the proposed
algorithm will not constrain the optimal solution by any predefined sub-population
or fleet scenario. For instance, instead of having only one gene for the hauler type,
the presented methodology will allow for chromosomes containing several genes
for haulers, where each gene defines a specific machine type. Also, the proposed
methodology will offer a wider selection of equipment types. The proposed model
can select an unconstrained number of loading and hauling units from a pool of
several loading and hauling types.

3 Methodology—Simulation Modeling and Genetic
Algorithm

In this paper, we proposed a methodology for selecting an optimal fleet configura-
tion for construction equipment using GA. The fitness of the GA is calculated using
discrete event simulation. The operating and ownership costs including maintenance
and repair costs are finely detailed in the fitness of each candidate solution. Two
different genetic algorithm codes are evaluated. All input parameters for the model
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are based on real data collected from real-world construction sites and from manu-
facturers’ specifications. That was possible thanks to the hands-on experience of one
of the authors in the field.

3.1 Simulation Model

Simulation has been a hot research topic for the last few decades. Several simu-
lation languages were introduced such as CYCLONE, Stroboscope [10], and AP2
Earth and Simphony [4]. The construction and earthmoving industry was in need for
simulation-based optimization approaches due to many convoluted aspects specific
to this industry making it intractable to resort to analytical closed form solutions.
Construction projects, and in particular earthmoving works, are complex systems
during which the uncertain availability of several resources must coincide in time
and space to carry out particular tasks. Construction projects are affected by uncer-
tainties such as weather conditions, work accidents, breakdowns of the machines,
and availability of external resources that can destabilize the synchronization of site
operations. Safety and environmental regulations and constraints add to the planning
complexity of construction projects. Global constraints increase the interdependen-
cies among decision variables. For example, budgetary constraints and/or reliability
constraints introduce interdependency between decision variables for otherwise inde-
pendent tasks [11, 12]. This renders construction operations even more complex and
simulation-demanding where traditional and conventional optimization strategies
become useless.

Three different simulationmodeling approaches are usually employed; namely: (i)
discrete event simulation (DES), (ii) agent-based modeling (ABM), and (iii) system
dynamics (SD). Each modeling method serves a level of abstraction and details, and
can more accurately map a specific scenario or problem. The proposed simulation
is based on the DES modeling approach. DES is needed for maximum details and
low abstraction levels where precisely defined operations are modeled. It consists of
dividing a continuous process into discrete parts to simplify the analysis. Specifically,
it is used to capture the interaction between resources (potentially random) and
activities (potentially having random outcomes). A series of blocks is used to define
the transitions within the load and carry applications. The hauling units are defined
as agents, while the loading units are seized from the resource pool as resource pools.

3.2 Genetic Algorithm

While simulations can model specific scenarios or operations given a specified set
of input parameters, GAs are needed for finding the optimal set of parameters given
a specified “fitness” function. Parameters sets are denoted “Chromosomes” in the
GA paradigm. As such, the proposed model can be considered as an unsupervised
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machine learning approach which learns from simulated datasets. Genetic algorithm,
originally introduced by John Holland in the 1960s and inspired by natural selection,
is an optimization method that allows the evolution from one population to a new
population using crossover and mutation according to Mitchell [13]. What ensures
that the new population has a greater probability of being a more fit population
than the previous population are the selection methods, which favor the selection of
the fittest parents. In the “roulette wheel” method, the chance of the chromosomes
to reproduce is proportional to their fitness. “Elitism” allows the genetic algorithm
to retain the best chromosomes i.e., the chromosomes with the highest fitness to
the next generation avoiding that they will be lost if not selected to reproduce or
if genetically modified in the processes of mutation and cross over. “Elitism” has
also been adapted in the presented methodology to improve the genetic algorithm’s
performance and ensure the generations’ fitness is continuously converging toward
a more fit generations.

In our proposedmethodology, chromosomes represent specific fleet compositions.
The genes in each chromosome represent the number of a specific predefinedmachine
type, whether a wheel loader, excavator, articulated hauler, etc. The earth-moving
simulation model returns the profit and loss (P&L) used as the fitness required by
the GA. The P&L is calculated based on the volume of moved earth, the operating
and ownership cost of each machine. This paper presents two different GA models,
referred to as “GA 1” and “GA 2.” In “GA 1,” a chromosome consists of a one-
dimensional arrayof genes.Eachgeneof the chromosome is associatedwith a random
integer within a pre-defined range representing the number of units of specified
machine type. “GA 1” uses a single point crossover operator. The mutation operator
of “GA 1” (having a probability of 15%) consists of randomly choosing a gene in the
chromosome and assigning a random integer (within the specified range) to that gene.
“GA 1” uses the “roulette wheel” selection procedure to choose the chromosomes
that will reproduce to generate the population of the next generation.“GA 2” uses a
procedure for generating chromosomes based on Bean’s [14] random keys approach.
In Beans random key approach, chromosomes are represented as an indexed string,
or vector, of randomly generated real numbers in the interval [0, 1]. The index of each
value represents a particular equipment instance. A single point crossover operator
is used. The mutation operator consists of assigning a uniform random number in
the interval [0, 1] of a randomly selected gene. Solutions are thus represented by a
permutation vector. To decode a chromosome into a solution, the values of the genes
are sorted in ascending order (one might choose a different sorting as for example a
descending order sorting), thus producing a permutation corresponding to the indices
of the sorted elements. Equipment associated with the top-sorted indexes are selected
until one reaches an index where at least one of the constraints is no longer satisfied.
Through the dynamic of the genetic algorithm, indexes (i.e., equipment) that should
be selected will evolve low key values. Relevant constraints for our optimization
problem might be budgetary constraints, availability of the equipment, etc.

Hence, in contrast with the previous algorithm, where every gene in the chromo-
some defines the number of every construction machine type, in Bean’s proposed
model, every gene represents a single instance of a machine unit. A chromosome
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according to Bean’s model will have more genes than “GA 1” i.e., one gene for each
machine instance. Random keys approach allows genetic algorithms to have more
efficient mutations and crossover of the chromosomes, and thus faster convergence
toward the best fleet configuration and scenario. We will test such a claim in our
numerical application.

4 Case Study—Fleet Optimization in a Landfill Application

The simulation model along with the genetic algorithm code designed and described
previously in this paper has been tested over a project taking place in Burj Hammoud,
Lebanon, located northeast of Beirut on the edge of the Eastern Mediterranean sea.
This projectworthmore than 100millionUSDconsists of removing anold 3.5million
cubic meter, 47 m high waste dump. According to the World Bank [15], this waste
dump has been accumulated throughout the Lebanese civil war from 1975 to 1990.
After the civil war, Burj Hammoud landfill remained open until it was stabilized
in 1997. The landfill which later became a “mountain” was still unresolved as it is
sinking into the sea and open to polluting the air, until the award of the project was
mentioned. The period to remove the waste dump is 24 months.

4.1 Site Layout and Problem Description

The main task in this project is to load the trucks with the sorted waste and haul it
on an average of two kilometers off-road before being dumped into specific isolated
cells and returning empty to the loading site. A very wide selection of machinery,
mainly from the large size class, operate on this project ranging from wheel loaders
and excavators to articulated haulers. Figure 1 is a bird-eye view from the site in
Lebanon. Selecting the right fleet of equipment is crucial to ensure profitable finances
and efficient site operation. The project being located on theMediterranean Sea shore

Fig. 1 Site landscape
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is constrained by tight and severe regulations related to environment and protecting
the sea life, not only on the Lebanese coasts but also for the neighboring countries.

4.2 Control Variables

The simulation model has both fixed and variable parameters. Two types of fixed
parameters can be defined; parameters that are related to the site and operation
scenario, and parameters that are related to the ownership and operating costs of
each machine (Table 1). Variable parameters are genetically modified and controlled
using an evolutionary algorithm.

Among the first type of fixed parameters are the hauling distance, price earned
per cubic meter of material moved, diesel cost, and the total volume of material to be
transported. The second set of fixed parameters defines the ownership and operating
aspects of running each of the available machine models and types.

Table 2 is a list of construction equipment, selected from Volvo Construction
Equipment product range, being used in our numerical application along with their
specific machine features and related costs, both ownership and operating costs.
Calculations of the maintenance cost and repair cost are detailed in the next section,
however, it is worth noting that the hourly maintenance cost is calculated based on
250 h service intervals. The average speed of the trucks used in the simulation is based
on the maximum speed of each articulated hauler. Calculating the cycle time, fuel
consumption, bucket capacities, and the haulers’ speed is based on the Performance
Manual [16] available from Volvo CE.

Table 1 List of fixed
parameters

Fixed parameters

Site Machines

Hauling distance km Speed km\hr

Price per cbm $ Cycle time sec

Total volume m3 Capacity
(bucket/trailer)

m3

Project deadline month Fuel consumption L/hr

Penalty per day $ Repair (mean
sigma)

$

Operator cost $/hr Maintenance cost $/hr

Diesel cost $/L Ownership cost $/hr
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Table 2 List of Volvo Construction Equipment selected for the simulation

Articulated
Haulers

Max
speed
(km/h)

Capacity
Heaped
with
tailgate
(m3)

Fuel
consumption

Maintenance
mean ($)

Repair
cost
mean
($)

Repair
cost
sigma
($)

Ownership
cost
depreciated
over 7 years
($/hr)

A60H 54.9 35.1 50 7 1000 500 9.78

A40F 57 24.7 36 4.9 800 400 6.52

A25F 52.7 15.9 20 3.38 650 300 4.89

Wheel
loaders and
excavators

Bucket
capacity
(m3)

Cycle
time
(sec)

Fuel
consumption
(L/hr)

Maintenance
cost ($)

Repair
cost mean
($)

Repair
cost
sigma
($)

Repair
cost
sigma
($)

L350F 8.4 36 33 4.67 1200 500 7.34

L180H 4.4 36 20 3.08 600 200 4.24

EC750D 4.4 19.75 45 3.38 1000 500 8.97

EC380D 2.25 16.3 23 2.85 500 200 4.08

4.3 Preventive Maintenance and Repair

Preventive maintenance and repair are included in the simulation knowing that their
related expenses are the most uncertain cost among both ownership and operating
costs [1]. In our application, preventive maintenance cost is the cost of filters and
lubricants. The maintenance costs are sourced from average market prices. Four
different preventive maintenance scenarios are considered (based on the service
interval time for maintenance, whether 250 h, 500 h, 1000 h, or 4000 h). An integer
gene having four different possible values is included in the chromosome to define
the maintenance scenario. The maintenance costs calculated in Table 2 based on
the 250 h scenario will be proportionally adjusted to fit the maintenance service
interval. As for the repair cost, it will change according to the selected preventive
maintenance scenario. If a machine is subject to strict maintenance programs, it will
become less susceptible to failures and breakdowns. The total repair cost will be
lower on a well-serviced machine than on a poorly serviced one. We assume that the
time to breakdown follows an exponential distribution. We assume that the repair
cost will follow a normal distribution where each machine has a specific mean and
standard deviation for the repair cost. These values are gathered from real service
histories of machines from the same or similar models.
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4.4 Fitness

The fitness being quantified and optimized is the Profit & Loss (P&L) resulting from
considered fleet selections. The Profit & Loss allows to capture in one objective
function several aspects of the project such as the TCO, the allocated budget for this
job, the operator cost, the diesel costs, the emission costs incurred on the project, the
project execution time, and the impact of the different maintenance programs. The
fitness will be quantified in US Dollars. The purpose of the genetic algorithm is to
find a fleet combination that maximizes the profit, i.e., gets the job completed using
the lowest operating cost. The P&L will be

P&L = T M × Pcbm− EqCost− PenCost (1)

EqCost =
n∑

i=1

EqOpHri × (MaintCosti + OpCosti + FuelCosti )

+ RpCost i + OwnCosti (2)

where
P&L is the profit and loss ($), TM is the total material transported (m3), Pcbm is

the price per cbm transported ($/m3), EqCost is the cost of all equipment: ownership
and operating cost ($), PenCost is the penalty cost if the project goes beyond deadline
($), i is the equipment number representing wheel loaders, excavators and articulated
haulers, MaintCost is the maintenance cost of each machine per hour of machine
operation ($/hr), OpCost is the cost of operator per hour of machine operation($/hr),
FuelCost is the cost of fuel consumed per hour of machine operation ($/hr), RpCost
is the cost of repair per hour ($), OwnCost is the ownership cost combining both a
fixed cost and an hourly rate of ownership ($). The OwnCost imposes a fixed cost
for every equipment mobilized to the project in addition to an hourly rate based on
the machine operating hours. The fixed cost is derived from the initial price of the
equipment normalized to this project, based on the total simulation time.

4.5 Main Findings

Figures 2, 3, and 4 depict the results obtained from running the proposed method-
ology. The x-axis shows the number of generations (20), each generation consists of
20 chromosomes (simulation), while the y-axis shows the fitness. Each chart presents
two types of curves; the maximum value of a chromosome and the average value of
all chromosomes in each generation. It can be seen that in the early generations, the
fitness has low values. As the generations evolve, the fitness improves until the curve
reaches a flat where the best fitness is reached. It should be mentioned that even
though elitism is used in the optimization method and thus the fittest chromosomes
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are saved to the next generation, it is not possible to record an identical fitness value
for two similar chromosomes, due to the stochastic nature of the simulationmodel. In
the following sections, several scenarios have been tested and benchmarked against
each other. Below is the list of simulated scenarios:

1. Machine size
2. Genetic algorithms methodologies
3. Maintenance and repair.

Machine size. To capitalize on Marzouk [5], Fig. 2 presents results for two new
scenarios. In the first scenario, only the smaller size machines can be selected
(L180H, EC380D, A40F, A25F), while in the second scenario, bigger size machines
are selected (L350F, EC750D, A60H, A40F). Marzouk [5] adopted fleet scenarios
where he pre-matched wheel loaders and haulers. The simulation run offering only
bigger machines converged to a higher fitness compared to the runs offering only
smallermachines.Biggermachine classes can replace several smallermachines, offer
lower TCO per unit of material moved, and incur lower operator’s costs. Marzouk [5]
methodology,will not always offer improvements to the fitness and thiswill be shown
in future research works. While contractors tend to unify and consolidate equipment

Scenarios Fleet
Machine 

size
L350F L180H EC750D EC380D A60H A40F A25F

Profit & Loss 
($)

Smaller 

machines
X 3 X 2 X 8 13 93132

Bigger 

machines
2 X 2 X 11 2 X 112708

Fig. 2 Machine size
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models, the aim of the presented methodology is to investigate machine selection
variation with the widest machine offer. When parameters are modified, machine
selection will adapt and the wider the available machine selection, the greater the
versatility in finding the best fitness.

Genetic algorithms methodologies. As described in Sect. 3.2 of the paper, two
different genetic algorithm methodologies are coded and tested “GA 1” and “GA
2.” The methods differ from one another in the way the genes encode the fleet
information. “GA 2” is based on Bean’s [14] Random Key for Sequencing. The
latter was coded in two different methods referred to in Fig. 3 below as “Model 2.2”
and “Model 2.3.” While all methods converge toward global near-optimal solutions,
it can be noted that Bean’s methodology resulted in improved optimums at earlier
generations (as in in “Model 2.2”) compared to the method employed in “GA 1”
referred to below as “Model 1.” It can also be noted that “GA 2” has a higher standard
deviation compared to “GA 1” as a result of the methodology used in creating the
chromosomes for each iteration. This is concluded based on a low average curve
but high maximum value. This justifies a slower but more consistent convergence
of “GA 1” toward the best fitness as opposed to a faster finding of the optimum,
but a less consistent and “shakier” curve shape. It should be highlighted again that
different fleet configurations can offer similar optimized fitness, addingmore choices
and freedom in fleet selection.

Scenarios Fleet

Genetic 

Algorithm
L350F L180H EC750D EC380D A60H A40F A25F

Profit & Loss 

($)

Model 1 1 0 2 0 7 4 7 107846

Model 2.2 1 1 1 0 7 4 4 110014

Model 2.3 1 2 1 0 9 5 1 112724

Fig. 3 Genetic algorithms
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Maintenance and Repair. Figure 4 presents the result of two scenarios: (i) the
blue curve takes into account the preventive maintenance while ignoring the fail-
ures and repair costs; (ii) the red curve takes into consideration possible failures of
the machines depending on the preventive maintenance program. As mentioned in
Sect. 4.3, the proposed methodology designs four different maintenance programs
(mP: 1, 2, 3, and 4), wheremP:1 adopts the strictest preventivemaintenance schedule,
thus the highest maintenance cost per operating hour, while mP: 4 indicate almost no
preventive maintenance and thus the lowest maintenance cost per hour. On the other
hand, mP:1, in contrast with mP:4, defines a failure function that lowers the chance
of machine facing unscheduled stops and breakdowns. The breakdown time in the
presented model is considered an idle time for the machine. It can be seen, that in the
scenariowhere failure and repair are simulated, the chromosomewith the best fitness,
converges toward mP:1. On the other hand, when failure and repair are ignored, the
chromosome uses mP:4, meaning lowest maintenance cost since machine failure is
not possible. In the case where failure and repair are included, the reason that mP
converges to 1, can be assigned to the fact that the maintenance cost is lower than the
repair cost (failure cost and interval), dictated by the assumptions presented in Table
2 (repair cost sigma andmean). In other words, the optimization algorithm adopts the
highest maintenance cost, ensuring the lowest repair cost. Further development in
ICT and data analytics could help predict better the repair cost and the time to failure
of specific machines in a particular application, allowing more informed decisions
when it comes to preventive maintenance.

Scenarios Fleet

M&R L350F L180H EC750D EC380D A60H A40F A25F mP
Profit & 
Loss ($)

Ignored 3 0 0 0 4 9 0 4 122706

Included 1 0 2 0 7 4 7 1 107846

Fig. 4 Maintenance and repair
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5 Summary and Future Scope

This paper presents a fleet selection optimization methodology featuring a detailed
simulation of earthmoving projects and a genetic optimization algorithm. The flex-
ibility of the modeling allows for an easy adaptation of the approach to various
earthmoving sites. Two different genetic algorithms are proposed and compared.
The impact of different scenarios on the P & L function (fitness value) and the
machine selection is extensively detailed and analyzed. This paper underlines topics
such as machine size class, maintenance and repair. As mentioned in the last section,
ICT and data analytics from real applications can support some of the assumptions
in the simulation model, allowing more informed decisions, especially in mainte-
nance and repair. A promising future research direction would be to investigate the
impact of the adoption of future technologies on machine selection and machine size
class, both loading and hauling units; future technologies such as automation and
electrification. Moreover, safety is a major topic that should be addressed whether
in automated or human-operated machines.
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Modified TPACK Framework
for Teachers’ Efficiency, Students’
Performance and Students’ Engagement

Daniel Lai, Sook Ling Lew, and Shih Yin Ooi

Abstract In the digital era, the environment of the classroom had gone through a
drastic change where technology is slowly being introduced. Instead of conducting
classes and lessons through the traditional or rather conventional way of teaching, the
integration of educational technology in the classroom is being practiced recently. As
teachers are the person who is being dedicated to deliver and transfer knowledge to
students, their capabilities and abilities in conducting classes and lessons effectively
are being spotlighted by society.Hence, for teachers to bewell prepared in conducting
classroom activities, a modified TPACK framework is proposed to assist teachers
from seven aspects, which are technological knowledge, pedagogical knowledge
and content knowledge, technological content knowledge, technological pedagog-
ical knowledge, pedagogical content knowledge and last but not least technological
pedagogical content knowledge since the thoroughness of teachers’ knowledge on the
stated seven aspectswill be affecting how theyhandled classes and lessons effectively.
Since the existingTPACK framework in assessing teachers’ general knowledge about
technology and how it interrelates with their pedagogical and content knowledge,
the integration of the mobile interactive system with on-screen writing can further
narrow down the scope focusing on how skillful and efficient are they to integrate
mobile technology into classes and lessons. As a solution, this study found that the
implementation of a mobile interactive system with an on-screen writing feature as
the integration of educational technology in the classroom tailored for students who
needed extra attention is effective in terms of preparing teaching plans and teaching
materials. Therefore, this study will be resulting in different levels of teachers’ effi-
ciency, students’ engagement and students’ performance in classroom teaching and
learning. This study intends to identify how TPACK framework elements interre-
late with each other and the relationship between modified framework and teachers’
efficiency, students’ performance and students’ engagement.
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Keywords TPACK framework · Technology integration · Teaching and learning
process · Interactivity and engagement ·Mobile interactive system ·Mobile
technology · Educational technology

1 Introduction

1.1 Background

Due to the vast evolution of technology,many sectors are undergoing gradual changes
including the education sector especially the integration of technology in the teaching
and learning process. In the traditional classroom environment, there isminimal to no
involvement of technology where the teaching and learning process is leaning toward
the teacher-centered approach [1]. As such, the quality of learning is depending on
the teacher’s quality. The motivation of learning remains uncertain among students
because the source of motivation is coming from the teacher himself or herself.
Hence, the interaction between teachers and students remained minimal. Addition-
ally, it has been proven that the relationship between students and their behavior
towards learning via mobile technology is showing a positive attitude [2]. More-
over, it is essential to assess teachers’ efficiency in conducting classes in conjunction
with the presence of technology. Therefore, the TPACK framework is adopted and
modified in this study to assess teachers and students whether teachers are efficient
enough for conducting classes with the integration of technology and how students
being beneficial through modified TPACK framework in terms of their academic
performance as well as their engagement in classes conducted.

1.2 Problem Statement

In today’s classroom, the conventional way of teaching is still practiced in most
schools. This kind of classroom has existed for decades and can be found in all
levels of education. Students who undergo the one-way teaching method, which is
commonly practiced in the conventional classroom, are accepting that knowledge
without further analysis and interpretation in the received content [3]. Moreover,
the interaction between teachers and students will be very minimal, which leads to
limited engagement between teachers and students. All in all, two major problems
are being concerned in this study, which are:

1. Lack of engagement between teachers and students in the modern classroom.
2. The readiness of teachers’ knowledge in facilitating classes with the integration

of technology in the modern classroom.
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1.3 Objectives

In this study, the TPACK framework is being adopted and served as an instrument
to assess teachers from eight different aspects. These aspects include technological
knowledge, pedagogical knowledge, content knowledge, technological pedagogical
knowledge, technological content knowledge, pedagogical content knowledge and
technological pedagogical and content knowledge. This study is intended to modify
the adopted TPACK framework, which resulting in addressing teachers’ efficiency,
students’ performance and students’ engagement. Hence, the objectives of this study
are the following:

1. Identify how the TPACK framework elements interrelate with each other.
2. Identify the relationship between modified framework and teachers’ efficiency,

students’ performance and students’ engagement.

2 Literature Review

2.1 Technology Integration for Education

In the twenty-first century, education, ICT, innovation and science technology are
the main pillars of knowledge society [4]. Nowadays, students are considered digital
natives because interactive technology has already been part of their daily lives [5].
In the past, schools are relying solely on teachers to deliver knowledge to students in
the conventional method. At present, students are the generation that is exposed to
technological devices and applications in which these technological related systems
had changed their lifestyle gracefully. Nevertheless, the influences that can affect
and limit the integration of technology in the classroom can be classified as external
and internal influences [5].

From the aspect of external influences, poor infrastructure is considered as one of
the major external influences. The most ideal way for students to becomemore effec-
tive in learning is to let them have more flexibility in terms of time and place to learn.
Besides, the integration of technology into the classroomserves twoprinciples,which
are constructivist and sociocultural principles [5]. As for constructivists, learners are
creating knowledge based on their interactions with the environment, building on
existing knowledge and relevancy of the content is also taking into consideration or
even instructional activities. As for sociocultural, the platform is provided by tech-
nology and instruments for engagement with one or more individuals immediately.
However, teachers often trained within a short period and asked to explore the rest
of it on their own. This causes lower efficiency as teachers have limited knowledge
in selecting the more appropriate technology to support teaching and learning.

As for internal influences, without effective technological integration, it is unrea-
sonable to claim it is possible to reach these goals without the appropriate online
technologies. Despite the availability and accessibility of technology nowadays,
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teachers are those who neglect and hesitate to integrate technology into the class-
room. Teachers tend to stick with the old-fashioned way of teaching and shifting to a
new method and teaching environment can create frustration making them straying
themselves away from the use of technological devices.

2.2 TPACK Framework

Nowadays, schools are mostly equipped with technological equipment in terms of
hardware, software, online materials for both teaching and learning. Teachers can
guide students into global technology and be competitive [6]. Additionally, online
teaching and learning is focusing on two major sectors, which are pedagogy and
educational technology.Lecturers need to bewell equippedwith the necessary knowl-
edge and skills to integrate technology into their teaching process [7]. Hence, the
TPACKmodel that was introduced byMishra and Koehler [7] is ideal for identifying
technology, pedagogical and content knowledge of teachers and transforming them
to be more effective in teaching and learning [8]. TPACK model allows teachers
to recognize and understand the practical way of delivering teaching materials and
contents with the use of technology.

Based on the TPACK framework, the crucial elements of the TPACK framework
can be categorized as technological, pedagogical and content knowledge, which
represents the three vital interactions of the model. Teachers who seek to exploit
TPACK for becoming effective teachers need to have content knowledge of their
discipline, pedagogical knowledge to effectively transfer their ideas to learners,
and the knowledge to employ appropriate educational technologies for teaching and
learning [9]. However, this knowledge is treated differently and uniquely while the
three keys knowledge of TPACK remains, which are technological, pedagogical and
content knowledge.

3 Method

In this study, a systematic literature review (SLR) is considered in identifying research
questions. The lack of prior knowledge about the research fields and hardly identify
related papers and works for scientific dissemination is a major issue faced when
conducting research. The research can be more convincing if there are researchers
from similar fields sharing the same goals and issues to be solved to be taken as
references. Hence, SLR is essential as it acts as a foundation for newcomers in the
scientific research field. It gives new researchers a direction in an early state where
status for the problems changes according to their prior or individual knowledge
about the problems. It changes from “MY” current state of the problem to “THE”
current state of the problem at the end of the entire process [9]. Furthermore, it is
rather complex to search for keywords efficiently [9]. In other words, SLR allows
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newcomer researchers to rely on their understanding of that particular context and
moving on to a more in-depth state promptly. The elements proposed by Hernández
(2014) are objectives, research questions, justification of the study, feasibility of
study and deficiencies in the knowledge of the problem [10]. The drafted questions
provide a big picture of the research. The research questions of this study are as
follows:

Research Question 1: How does technology relate to the teaching and learning
process?

Research Question 2: How does the introduction of teachers’ efficiency, students’
performance and students’ engagement into TPACK frame-
work elements affect teaching and learning experience?

4 Results

4.1 Modified TPACK Framework

TPACK is known as technological pedagogical and content knowledge, which is
a framework created by Mishra and Koehler in 2006 defining a total number of
seven components regarding teachers’ knowledge where teachers are required to
teach with the implementation and integration of technology in conjunction with
their knowledge for a specific area. These elements include technological knowledge
(TK), pedagogical knowledge (PK), content knowledge (CK), pedagogical content
knowledge (PCK), technological content knowledge (TCK), technological pedagog-
ical knowledge (TPK) and technological pedagogical content knowledge (TPACK).
As for basic elements, TK, PK and CK fall under this category whereas secondary
elements are TCK, PCK, TPK and TPACK. As for the proposed TPACK frame-
work, it has additional elements introduced, which are teachers’ efficiency, students’
performance and students’ engagement (Fig. 1).

According to Fig. 2, teachers’ efficiency is dependent on their technological
knowledge with the implementation of the mobile interactive system, which is
capable of conducting on-screenwriting.As for students’ engagement, it is dependent
on teachers’ pedagogical knowledge whereas students’ performance is depending on
teachers’ content knowledge. In terms of TK, it is related to the technological devices
and tools, which are available to be used by teachers in the classroom. The familiarity
of teachers toward the technological devices and tools is taken into consideration as
it will affect the efficiency of teachers operating the technological devices and tools
as well as choosing the appropriate ones to cope with the lessons. In terms of PK,
it is related to the methods that teachers implemented into the lessons, which best
fits students’ learnability in the classroom. Teachers need to consider which kind
of strategies are well tailored for students meeting their needs and the requirements
for teaching plan as well. Teachers are required to have a thorough understanding
of best practices for teaching and proposing teamwork in a small group. As for CK,
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it is about the knowledge that teachers wanted to deliver to students. What to be
taught in classrooms by teachers conducting lessons and teachers’ knowledge on
that particular subject are taken into consideration. As a teacher, one must have a
deep and thorough understanding of the subject to be taught ensuring the validity
and relevancy of knowledge to be delivered is sufficient and appropriate.

Moving on to the secondary elements, PCK is the combination of PK and CK,
which is focusing on the delivery method and content, respectively. PCK is where
teachers are having an understanding of which practices are best suited for teaching a
certain subject or content. These practices are specially tailored for studentswho need
special care rather than addressing it generally. As for TCK, it is the combination
of technological devices and tools with the content to be delivered. Teachers are
required to be familiar with the technological devices and tools, which will be used

Fig. 1 TPACK framework

Fig. 2 Proposed TPACK framework
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and integrated into a classroom activity. These technological devices and tools act
as the medium for teachers driving students, meeting their expectations in terms of
students’ learning outcomes and the experience they wanted to achieve.

In terms of teachers’ efficiency, it can be expressed as to whether the teachers are
utilizing the technology that is integrated into the classroom based on their knowl-
edge from the TPACK framework known elements and teaching plan as well as
teaching materials prepared. In terms of students’ engagement, it can be expressed
as the interaction between students and teachers in the classroom, an alternation
of classroom environment due to the presence of technology. In terms of students’
performance, by the changes made from the aspect of the classroom environment,
student eagerness to learn will be affected leading to an impact on their learning
outcomes.

5 Discussion

In this study, the TPACK framework is being adopted due to the involvement of
technology in the education sector nowadays. To address the three elements intro-
duced earlier in this study, the TPACK framework introduced byMishra and Koehler
[7] is being further modified to fit this study. Hence, to relate technology with the
teaching environment, an additional element, teachers’ efficiency is being added
into the existing TPACK framework. From the perspective of teachers, their level
of understanding in terms of technology integration in the teaching environment is
reflecting their efficiency of teaching with the use of technology. Furthermore, peda-
gogical knowledge is also vital as the way teachers teach their subjects is closely
related to students’ interactivity in the classroom. Therefore, students’ engagement
is added into the framework reflecting the engagement level of students in the
classroom in conjunction with the pedagogical knowledge of their teacher for that
particular subject. Students’ knowledge gained throughout classes is depending on
the relevancy of their teachers’ teaching materials toward that particular subject.
Hence the modified TPACK framework is formed addressing teachers’ efficiency,
students’ performance and engagement in the teaching and learning environment and
how these additional elements in the modified TPACK framework relate to existing
TPACK framework elements. Teachers will be assessed to determine their efficiency
in teaching by using the system. Furthermore, the integration of a mobile interactive
system can boost up students’ curiosity and add a fun factor to classes. As such,
students’ performance for that particular subject will be affected according to how
teachers deliver content and knowledge of the subject using the mobile interactive
system.
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6 Conclusion

The study described the implementation of a modified TPACK framework with the
introduction of new elements, which are teacher’s efficiency, student’s performance
and students’ engagement. The introduction of the mobile interactive system has
the capability of enhancing the teaching and learning environment with better inter-
activity and visual impact. Expected outcomes of the proposed modified TPACK
framework are using the elements of the TPACK framework to indicate the level of
teachers’ efficiency, students’ performance and students’ engagement. The nature
of TPACK framework is specialized in accessing teachers’ effectiveness in utilising
the technologies in teaching. Teachers’ efficiency is measured from the components
of the TPACK framework that involves their technological knowledge, which are
TK, TPK and TCK. Their technological knowledge serves as the foundation in
conducting classes with the integration of the mobile interactive system. Asides from
teachers’ efficiency, the components PK, PCK and TPK involve the knowledge of
pedagogy of the teachers, which is reflecting the students’ engagement level during
lessons. Furthermore, the content knowledge-related components from the TPACK
framework are assessing the teachers’ proficiency in the subject and reflecting the
academic performance of the students. All in all, TPACK is the combination of TK,
PK and CK as a whole in assessing the teachers whether they can conduct classes
with the integration of technology and being interactive with the students. With the
help of the modified TPACK framework having proposed mobile interactive system
mapped, it is aimed to create a better teaching and learning environment with more
interactivity between teachers and students. Moreover, teachers also able to help out
students as they may be facing difficulties to catch up with the progression of the
teaching plan. The proposed new framework allows teachers to get an overall insight
into their students’ performance with the adaption of appropriate technological tools
and strategies.
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Proposed Integration of Mobile
Interactive System in the Classroom

Daniel Lai, Sook Ling Lew, and Shih Yin Ooi

Abstract In the twenty-first century, there are many technologies available to assist
us in our daily lives. One of the most commonly owned technology is mobile tech-
nology. Due to its nature of high mobility and easier to be owned, it has become
a preferred education technology. Furthermore, the conventional way of teaching
is still the mainstream among other approaches, which is ineffective. Hence, the
introduction of the proposed mobile interactive system is aimed to make a change
in the classroom environment for altering both the teaching and learning process.
Teachers’ capabilities and abilities in facilitating classes using the mobile interactive
system are somehow related to their prior technological knowledge, which is also
one of the elements in the TPACK framework. Moreover, the TPACK framework
is meant to assess a teacher’s level of understanding about technology and how the
knowledge is being utilized and applied in their teaching plan and teachingmaterials.
As a solution, this study discovered the mapping of teachers’ efficiency, students’
engagement and students’ performance into the TPACK framework can address the
efficiency of the proposed mobile interactive system as an alternative mean for a
teacher to deliver and transform knowledge to students. This study aims to integrate
the proposed mobile interactive system in the TPACK framework and map with
teachers’ efficiency, students’ engagement and students’ performance.

Keywords Technology integration · Teaching and learning process · Interactivity
and engagement · Classroom environment
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1 Introduction

1.1 Research Background

In the digital era, technology is an element that is closely related to our daily lives. The
presence and rapid growth of technology have led the education sector to transformed
into a whole new phase. With the integration of technology into the education sector,
a new term called ‘educational technology’ is introduced. It is absurd to not utilize
the known technology and fused it into the classroom environment. In the traditional
classroom environment, there is minimal to no involvement of technology where
the teaching and learning process is leaning toward the teacher-centered approach
[1]. Additionally, it has been proven that the relationship between students and their
behavior toward learning via mobile technology is showing a positive attitude [2].
Therefore, the TPACK framework is adopted and modified in this study to assess
the practicality of the proposed mobile interactive system being integrated into the
classroom. Subsequent paragraphs, however, are indented.

1.2 Problem Statement

In today’s classroom, the teacher-centered classroom is still existing in most schools
regardless of the level of education. Through teacher-centered teaching and learning
strategy, teachers are dominating in both teaching and learning activities [3]. As
teachers are exposed to new types of knowledge due to the involvement of technology
in education, their considerations on the use of technologies need their in-depth
understandingof three aspects,which are technologies, traditional tools and resources
[4]. On the whole, two major problems are focused in this study:

1. The readiness of teachers regarding the implementation and integration of
technology in the modern classroom.

2. Classes that unable to gain students’ attention and interest.

1.3 Objectives

In this study, a proposed mobile interactive system is integrated and introduced as
an alternative teaching method. Due to the involvement of educational technology in
the classroom, the TPACK framework is being further modified and the objectives
of this study are as below:

1. Integrate the proposed mobile interactive system in the TPACK framework.
2. Mapping the research elements, which are teachers’ efficiency, students’

engagement and students’ performance into the TPACK framework with the
proposed mobile interactive system as the primary delivery method.
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1.4 Manuscript Organization

This study comprises a total of six parts, which are the introduction, literature review,
methods, results, discussion and conclusion.

2 Literature Review

2.1 Teacher-Centered Classroom

The teaching and learning process is an interaction between teachers and students,
which are two different things but form a unity [5]. The use of traditional methods has
received criticism for not creating an environment in the classroom to develop crit-
ical thinking and problem-solving skills [6]. Students are less engaged with teachers
in the teacher-centered classroom because teachers have full control of the class-
room. In a teacher-centered classroom, teachers and students are having minimum
interactionwhere advantages of collaborative learning such as enhancing confidence,
better academic achievement, enjoyment, proposingmotivation andmost importantly
communication skills cannot be achieved [7].

As students are self-learning, their communication skills and teamwork are being
overlooked. Therefore, the lack of students’ engagement in the classroom is notice-
able due to the stated nature and characteristics of a teacher-centered classroom. From
the learning ability perspective, it is depending on students’ intelligence, interest
and motivation level where their learning rate will be varying from one another
[8]. Likewise, one kind of teaching method cannot fit all students as it might not be
entirely suitable for all students.Most importantly, classes conducted using a teacher-
centered approach are usually boring. In such an environment, students tend to feel
more pressure and learning can be dull resulting in students losing their interest [9].

2.2 Mobile Interactive System with On-Screen Writing
Feature

In the modern era, mobile technology becomes very common and accessible for
everyone. Hence, the implementation of mobile technology in the education sector
has slowly become the norm. The adoption of mobile technology can be known as
an innovative approach in education [10]. Teachers can integrate mobile technology
into the teaching and learning process giving them a huge for potential boosting
up student achievement [10]. Teachers are encouraged to use mobile technology
in their teaching as it is a widely accepted technology especially for generation Z
students [11]. Therefore, the increment of interactivity in the classroom can be done
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via mobile applications as well. Additionally, interactivity in the classroom encour-
ages students to be participating actively in classroom activities [12]. The mobile
application provides an alternative method for teachers and students to communi-
cate with each other [13]. Moreover, a mobile interactive system can help teachers
can facilitate classes with fun factors keeping students with each other as well as
the learning materials [14]. Furthermore, an interactive whiteboard (IWB) allows
teachers to have a better visualization in representing their teaching contents. In the
meantime, IWB also enables students to have constructive discussions promoting
collaborative learning [15]. However, the purchase and maintenance cost for the
IWB is relatively higher compared with mobile interactive. The mobile interactive
system provides teachers with greater mobility while teaching and less hardware
dependent.

3 Method

In this study, a systematic literature review (SLR) is conducted as it is crucial in
identifying research questions and justifying future research. SLR is important espe-
cially for neophytes in the scientific research field as the process conducted for
the research can be complex to them. As neophytes, it is difficult to establish the
keywords of search from a thesaurus, for filtering the results [16]. Generally, in SLR,
the researcher is expected to begin with individual knowledge of the problem in the
early phase and moving towards a comprehensive state. Research questions will be
written and mentefacto conceptual will be drawn when the literature review has been
conducted [17]. Speaking of research questions, the problem statement consists of
research questions as one of the elements [18]. These questions give an overview
of the research and serve as the protocol of the entire process to be followed. The
research questions of this study are as follows:

Research Question 1: How does the proposed mobile interactive system relate to
the teaching and learning process?

Research Question 2: How does the integration of the mobile interactive system
with on-screen writing mapped into TPACK framework
elements with research elements?

4 Results

4.1 Modified TPACK Framework

On-screen writing via the proposed mobile interactive system will be conducted
in the classroom for additional interactivity and visual impact while carrying out
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classroom activities. As for teachers’ efficiency, it can be referring to the effective-
ness of teachers’ integrating the technological approach such as the proposed mobile
interactive system in the classroom [19]. Teachers are known to be the leaders of
the classroom managing classroom atmosphere as it can affect students’ learning
efficiency [18]. In this context, it is referring to TK, TCK, TPK and TPACK. With
the help of IoT, gender disparity can be overcome and enhancing teachers’ effi-
ciency and students’ engagement [19]. Students’ engagement can be improved with
the assistance of technological tools creating effective teaching and learning envi-
ronment resulting in getting feedbacks from students [20]. From the perspective of
students’ performance, it is related to CK, PCK, TCK and TPACK. With the pres-
ence of technology, the student’s attitude is being affected positively influencing their
academic performance [21]. In short, the relationship between TPACK framework
elements with additional elements that are teachers’ efficiency, students’ engagement
and students’ performance can be illustrated in Fig. 1 and Table 1 as reference:

• PK: Interactive-based teaching.
• CK: Subject Proficiency.
• TK: Use of the proposed mobile interactive system.
• PCK: Teaching a subject through interactive-based teaching.

Fig. 1 Mapping of Proposed TPACKFrameworkwith Teachers’ Efficiency, Students’ Engagement
and Students’ Performance
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• TPK: Interactive-based teaching with the integration of the proposed mobile
interactive system.

• TCK: Teaching subjects with the integration proposed mobile interactive system.
• TPACK: Teaching subjects via interactive-based teaching with the integration of

the proposed mobile interactive system.

From Table 1, the list of hypotheses is formed based on the findings from Fig. 1,
which is consisting of themapping of the proposedmobile interactive system into the
TPACK framework. In this context, the teacher’s choice of pedagogy in conducting
a class is an interactive-based teaching approach. Thence, the thoroughness of
the teacher’s understanding of pedagogical knowledge can affect the engagement
between the teachers and the students in the classroom. For the lessons’ content-
wise, the teacher’s proficiency level of the subject taught is critical in determining
student’s performance academically. As for technological knowledge, the use of
the proposed mobile interactive system is involved. Teacher’s understanding of the
known technology is essential as it determines the efficiency of teaches in teaching.
Since PK is focusing on pedagogy and CK is focusing on the teacher’s proficiency

Table 1 List of hypotheses

Hypotheses (H) Knowledge Affected elements

H1 TK Significantly
affect(s)

Efficiency of
Teachers

In teaching and
learning

H2 PK Students’
Engagement

H3 CK Students’
Performance

H4a PCK Students’
Engagement

H4b PCK Students’
Performance

H5a TCK Efficiency of
Teachers

H5b TCK Students’
Performance

H6a TPK Efficiency of
Teachers

H6b TPK Students’
Engagement

H7a TPACK Efficiency of
Teachers

H7b TPACK Students’
Engagement

H7c TPACK Students’
Performance
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in that particular subject taught, PCK is hence, derived and referred to the imple-
mentation of an interactive-based teaching approach in teaching a subject. When it
comes to the combination of TK and PK, TPK is formed where the integration of the
proposed mobile interactive system is magnified in conjunction with the interactive-
based teaching. As for TCK, it is slightly different from TPK in which it is focusing
on the teacher’s proficiency in the subject itself rather than the pedagogy in teaching
the subject. Other than that, TCK has also involved the integration of the proposed
mobile interactive system. All in all, TPACK is a combination of TK, PK and CK
in which assessing teachers in teaching subjects via interactive based teaching with
the integration of proposed mobile interactive system. Therefore, we can notice that
the research elements that are represented as affected elements in Table 1 will be
affected by the elements emphasized in the TPACK framework.

5 Discussion

In this study, integration of the mobile interactive system is proposed and the TPACK
framework is adopted as well. The TPACK framework is introduced with a total of
seven elements that are technological knowledge (TK), pedagogical knowledge (PK),
content knowledge (CK), technological pedagogical knowledge (TPK), technolog-
ical content knowledge (TCK), pedagogical content knowledge and technological
pedagogical content knowledge (TPACK). In conjunction with research elements
that are the efficiency of teachers, students’ engagement and students’ performance,
a list of hypotheses have been made to find out how the known knowledge from the
TPACK framework relates with the research elements as affected elements. From
the teachers’ perspective, their efficiency of teaching can be affected by their tech-
nological knowledge, technological content knowledge, technological pedagogical
knowledge as well as technological pedagogical content knowledge. This knowl-
edge is affecting the efficiency of teachers’ teaching under the proposed mobile
interactive system integrated and implemented in the teaching process. As a result
of changing the teaching environment, the way students learn changes as well. With
the use of the proposed mobile interactive system in facilitating classes, the engage-
ment between teachers and students is affected. The integration of the proposed
mobile interactive system opened up a new mean of communication offers greater
flexibility and convenience. Moreover, since the classroom environment has been
changed from both teaching and learning perspective, students’ performance will be
affected as well. Thence, these research elements are closely related to each other
and are significantly affected by TPACK framework elements.
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6 Conclusion

The study outlined the integration of a proposed mobile interactive system in the
classroom with a mapping of a modified TPACK framework with the introduction
of the teachers’ efficiency, students’ engagement and students’ performance into
the framework. A mobile interactive system will be used in assisting teachers in
conducting classroom activities. The proposed mobile interactive system has the
capability of enhancing the teaching and learning environment. Moreover, this study
is aimed to create a better teaching and learning environment with more interac-
tivity between teachers and students. Furthermore, the proposed mobile interactive
system offers teachers an alternative way of delivering their knowledgemore interac-
tively. The system also grants teachers great mobility and flexibility when facilitating
classes. Besides, their efficiency in conducting classes can vary due to their prior
knowledge in the technological aspect. Like a chain reaction, teachers’ efficiency in
conducting classes using the proposed mobile interactive system can have an impact
on students’ engagement and students’ performance. The proposed mobile interac-
tive system creates a new way of communication for the students to give feedback
and voice out their thoughts to their teachers. Hence, their interactivity and engage-
ment with teachers in the classroom deter their level of interest in the subject taught,
which affects students’ performance academically.
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WS-PDC: Persistent Distributed
Channel-Based Web Services Applied
on IFRS Data Processing and Loading

Noussair Fikri, Mohamed Rida, Noreddine Abghour, Khalid Moussaid,
and Amina Elomri

Abstract In this paper, we are proposing a reporting approach based on dynamic
data delivery using PDC (persistent distributed channels) and web services concept.
This architecture has the same properties of an extract–transform–load-based system,
except one different property, our architecture is an extract–transform–deliver-based
system and has a distributed core for intensive data processing and also micro-
batching. It uses a novel approach of PDC, which is based on the concept of
share memory by communicating, and inspired from resilient distributed datasets
of Apache Spark. Big Data approach helps us to build a fast and real-time processing
system in order to produce up-to-date and on-demand reporting web service, where
report data are delivered as HTTP responses for analysis. This approach is served
as a solution for the lack of performance and memory consumption problems in
ETL-based systems.

Keywords ETL · RDD · Real-time · Discretized · Big data · Spark · PDC ·
HTTP · Analysis · Reporting ·Web · Services · Resilient · Distributed · Channels

1 Introduction

The extract–transform–load concept is used for ready-to-use data delivery [1].
Production data represent a structured mass of datasets, which drive us to project
the 3’v challenges on our problem. In the volume challenge, ETL [2] must have
the ability to deal with massive data processing. The variability challenge, each
information system has its proper data schema, the reason why ETL must deal with
business meta-models dynamically [3] to fit with foreign databases, and finally the
velocity challenge [4], for fast data processing and ready-to-use data delivery. The
best approach is Big Data processing models, following enhanced data processing
interfaces. Among proposed Big Data processing platforms, Apache Hadoop and the
next optimized generation, Apache Spark [5] based on resilient distributed datasets
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concept. The proposed architecture of ETL is based on clustered data processing,
which delivers data in the form of data provider as a web service. Companies handle
their production data using information system based on several modules depending
on subject orientation, by using one compact system including main modules (prod-
ucts and services management, billing, receivables), in most cases, it can be SAGE,
Microsoft ERP/CRM (Dynamics AX and Dynamics CRM) or SAP, as extensible
systems. The proposed architecture delivers data as key/pair responses by distributed
web services as cluster following subject orientation and handling nodes depending
on data processing complexity. The proposed system is running on multiple nodes,
with a single master node and dynamic number of worker nodes where each node
has processing unit and web service unit. Data are extracted from different data
sources (databases, flat files, etc) then delivered to Spark Workers as RDDs, which
are represented in form of processing units. Data pairs are exposed to pre-set trans-
formations through Spark Workers produce a ready to load RDDs for data ware-
house. A parallel process is executed to provide in-memory data as a web service
response. Web services are created following subject orientation, by using technical
terms, for each DataMart, the worker node produces a web service that bases its
request/response on dynamic RDD-based meta-models. On-demand data are avail-
able after data processing, started by user request. The system gets the available data
from the request meta-model and builds the response from processed RDD. User’s
requests represent a group of parameters, which are in charge of transformation of
data, and storage to specific in-memory DataMart. The proposed architecture covers
all the facets of a classic ETL and resolves the following problematics:

• Processing time and response latency
• Request meta-model flexibility
• Reporting data availability
• Transformation pipeline simplicity
• Extensible programming interface.

In this article, we are going to discover all previous and related works of ETL
concept and data warehouse basics, from extracting process to data loading, in order
to explain the use of our architecture.

2 Background

2.1 Business Intelligence

The business intelligence concept is a necessity for companies, in the case of produc-
tion of reports [1, 3], which describe a well-defined state that is the subject of a
study of an eventual optimization. After extraction, it is necessary [1] to transform
such data in an appropriate format by cleaning corrupted data and deduplication,
verifying the integrity of the data and formatting, correcting and cleaning it up,
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and finally by applying joining, specific calculations and a definition of keys. The
available known basic transformations are key restructuring, deduplication, format
revision and cleaning. There is also an advanced transformation like aggregations,
derivation, joining, summarization, validation, integration, filtering and splitting. An
ETL usually passes through three phases, [1–3]: staging layer (for data extraction),
integration layer of data (for data during processing) and access layer (for final data
ready for exploitation). After execution of the three phases of an ETL, an ETL testing
process is applied [6, 7] to verify the integrity of data loaded in data warehouse. The
previous process produces a centralized database, ready for use by reporting and
analysis tools. As data container, it has some specific features, it is subject-oriented
[6–8] (it follows a functional schema that describes a specific subject on one or more
operations of the company such as purchases, sales and stock movements, etc.), inte-
grated (the data warehouse is a homogenized data centralization point resulting from
a transformation of heterogeneous data from relational databases, or flat files, etc.),
time-variant (all flows in the data warehouse are distinguished by time period) and
represents a collection of non-volatile data (the basic rule of a data warehouse is
[2, 4] non-deletion of data, new data acts as a new record or updating an existing
item). A data warehouse is exploited by exploring or analyzing data with operations
specific to OLAP concepts [7]. An OLTP database contains data at the gross and
very detailed state, they are not yet ready to be exploited by the business entity:
this is the work of ETL processes. An OLAP data warehouse is a multidimensional
and summarized structure of data that simplify data retrieving, and accurate well-
structured multi-model that can be schematized by three types of schemas [1]: Star
schema, Snowflake schema and galaxy schema. Data repartition is the strength of a
datawarehouse, the best approach is to have a cubic view for datamining, its structure
simplifies reading and givesmore flexibility to access to data, and amultidimensional
representation [8] is based on presenting each entity in the form of dimension. Each
department within a company has a dedicated part in the data warehouse called
DataMart [1, 8].

2.2 Big Data and Apache Spark

Big data is considered as the most coveted area of research in the last decade
concerning the processing of important amount of data to have more meanings
resulting from a thorough analysis of these data. Several technologies in the
form of advanced tools and frameworks have been designed to meet the tech-
nical requirements of Big Data processing. These technologies are provided in the
form of algorithms, optimized pipelines or programming interfaces for rapid data
processing. After [5, 9, 10] Hadoop data processing approach for an emerging solu-
tion called Apache Spark solved the problem of data processing latency, based on
a distributed and in memory approach. Apache Spark is a very powerful frame-
work in terms of processing speed and has a fairly rich programming interface
for data analysis in different domains. Spark rest on several libraries [9], it is a
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composite framework having Spark Core as the main component, the pillar of
the entire Spark panoply, it provides several useful features, such as transforma-
tions and shared variables that help data propagation between its levels, memory
optimization (LRU algorithm), scheduling, shuffling and interpretation, to perform
the communication to sub-components such as the cluster handler for distributed
computing and storage manager for optimal I/O movements [5]. Libraries on the
most noteworthy layer of Spark have upheld the basics of Spark to deal with
various workloads. We’re taking a look at the Spark programming model, the
RDD concept, a key/value group with fault tolerance capacity, which are para-
lyzed with a driver program’s collection or an external data source like HDFS. It
uses the pair’s approach of key values to manage transformations. Each dataset
state through the applied operations is stored in memory for quick access and
processing through chosen algorithms. It uses two backup types, PERSIST and
CACHE, they are defined by the following storage levels: MEMORY_ONLY,
MEMORY_AND_DISK, MEMORY_ONLY_SER, MEMORY_AND_DISK_SER,
DISK_ONLY, MEMORY_ONLY_2 and MEMORY_AND_DISK_2.

2.3 Persistent Distributed Channels

The architecture of PDC-driven platform is based on the concept of near-metal
programming [11], given instructions are compiled and executed, without an inter-
preter like python or a virtual machine like (JVM) Java or layer that can slow down
data processing. This concept is inspired from the basic layer of Apache Spark core,
which is resilient distributed datasets of Spark and based also on Last-Recent Used
algorithm. We used this architecture because of its efficiency in processing a large
amount of data. It has three main levels:

• Partitioning
• Synchronization
• Channeling and processing.

The persistent distributed datasets particularity is the use of share memory by
communicating concepts [11, 12]. For each worker, the given partition is delivered
as channels of data for processing by using concurrency and also parallelism is the
case of multi-core. For each routine, there is a set or array of data that is processed
using a specific operation (e.g., transformations), as shown in Fig. 1, channels are
shared, but not data, if data are used by a go routine, any other go routine can touch
it.
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Fig. 1 Channeling and
processing of PDCs

2.4 Reporting IFRS Driven Data

The international financial reporting standard is an update of IAS and a cover for
straightforwardness of financial yearly activities in Europe and several countries but
not in the USA, which use (GAAS) general accepted accounting standards [13–15].
IFRS is a set of mandatory statements as strategic policies for business description,
as follows [16]:

• Statement of financial status
• Statement of comprehensive income
• Statement of changes equity
• Statement of cash flow
• Statement of profit and loss.

In each company, there is an information system called a general ledger system
that summarizes the financial activities in formof general ledger fromwhich its name.
These activities are described as IFRS or GAAP statements. All financial details are
structured following COA (chart of account) [17] in order to emphasize segments by
BU (business units), CC (cost center) and others levels of classification. The general
ledger is composed of sub-ledgers [14] that wrap sales, debts, billing, purchases
and other activities. We call posting the aggregation of all records in sub-ledgers by
financial segments defined in COA [14, 17]. We deal with two kinds of bookkeeping
frameworks or systems, the ones that are ERP integrated and the others that are used
as auxiliary systems.

2.5 Web Services

The main purpose of web service is to publish data in a simplified format. There are
two types [18, 19] of web services, the REST and SOAP. The most common type
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of web services is the REST approach. The REST (Representational state transfer)
[18] is consumed through the HTTP protocol, using the four methods POST, GET,
PUT and DELETE, which constitute the essential manipulations of the services.
SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) [19] is a protocol that gives a decentralized
and distributed messaging using XML between peers. The input, output and service
parameters are embedded in the web service configuration. A SOAP service can be
consumed using WSDL (Web Service Description Language), and a REST service
can be consumed using WADL (Web Application Description Language).

3 Method

Our approach is to build an architecture for data manipulation and delivery as PDSs
(persistent distributed datasets) based REST request/response. By using extracting
process, the proposed system retrieves data from single or multiple data sources.
It can be a database, a flat file, a Microsoft Excel file or another data flow, coming
from information systems orwebAPI. After data retrieval, the system submits data as
persistent distributed datasets to the transformation pipeline. This processing canal is
in form of one or several workers, which are in charge of applying a basic or advanced
transformation operation to set these data from production status to ready-to-use
status. These workers can be deployed on virtual machines or containers depending
on chosen architecture. This transformation pipeline uses a Golang programming
interface. The transformed PDCs are submitted to RESTful web services as ready-
to-process data with transformations to apply on it. After execution of transformation
pipeline, users can retrieve data from these web services by using an HTTP request,
based on JSON. These web services required the following parameters:

– The server on which is deployed.
– The requested DataMart for subject orientation.
– The requested dimensions.
– For each dimension, the requested attributes.

The following Fig. 2 shows the main architecture of our approach, from data
sources to web services’ delivery. The main component in this system is the master
node, which acts as head of all operation running in sub-layers, and has a main web
service that is in charge of acquiring data or a targeted data source depending on
data injection strategy then transformations to apply on these data in the form of
ETL instructions (calculations–aggregations). Input data are processed as persistent
distributed datasets following instructions given tomain web service. The distributed
pipeline can have one or more workers, which process then expose its data on dedi-
cated web service following a distribution rules for functional purpose or a random
distribution for basic transformations. Then submitted to worker’s web services,
which are in charge of data publishing as RESTful response.
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Fig. 2 Our approach: the
PDC-based web services

The DATA POST and INSTRUCTIONS POST (for data and instructions injec-
tion) requests routed to these web services can be expressed by the following header
model.

{ 
"input": 
[{ 

"worker": "localhost/ac-
countPayable", 

"datastore": "temp", 
"datasources": 
{ 

{
"name": "supplier0", 
"type": "database",
"url": "localhost",
"dbtype": "postgresql",
"username": "test",
"password": "testpass-

word",
"request": "SELECT * FROM 

SUPPLIER",
} 

} 
}] 

}

{ 
"input": 
[{ 

"worker": "localhost/ac-
countPayable",

"instructionsStore": "temp",
"instructions": 
{ 

{
"name": "instruction0", 
"type": "joining",
"constraints": 

"NO_REPLICAT",
"datastores": "temp,_",
"data":"supplier0,sup-

plier1,supplier2",
"output": " pdcws0,_",

} 
} 

}] 
}

The GET (for data retrieving) requests routed to these web services can be
expressed by the following header model.
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{  
"output":  
[{  

"webservice": "localhost/pdcws0",  
"request": "instruction0" 
}  

}]  
} 
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Higher-Order Mode Tri-Band Stacked
Patch Antenna for Mobile, Wi-Fi
and Bluetooth Jamming Applications

Rayan Mina , Georges Zakka El Nashef , and Hassan Chreim

Abstract A triple-band stacked patch antenna working on high-order modes is
presented in this paper. The proposed design consists of three layers, each having
a different slot shape to cover three close range frequency bands (925–960 MHz),
(1.805–1.88 GHz) and (2.4–2.483 MHz) intended for mobile, Wi-Fi and Bluetooth
Jamming applications. The antenna is optimized such that each slotted patch layer
contributes to the impedance matching of one of the bands. Excitation of the high
order modes helps achieve an acceptable gain and a wider bandwidth for each reso-
nance frequency. U-slot, S-slot and J-slots were implemented at the first, second and
third layers, respectively, giving this structure a newly defined combination of slot
shapes (U–S–J). The simulated results of the proposed antenna show that it has a
peak gain of 4.7, 4.3 and 5.1 dBi and achieves a good 10 dB return loss bandwidth
of 41, 119 and 92 MHz at 940 MHz 1.84 and 2.44 GHz, respectively. The antenna
radiation characteristics satisfy modern generation wireless terminal systems.

Keywords Multi-band antenna ·Mobile communications · Stacked patch ·
Wi-Fi · Bluetooth

1 Introduction

The radio frequency (RF) spectrum usage has been growing continuously during
the past decades with new communications standards emerging rapidly. In modern
wireless technologies, one standard could usemultiple operating bands. For example,
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fifth-generation mobile communication (5G) is planned to operate in ~50 different
frequency bands ranging from ~400 MHz to ~7 GHz in range 1 and from ~25 to
~52GHz in range 2 [1]. In practice, user equipment is never designed to be compatible
with all these ranges simultaneously because they are not all implemented in the same
geographical region. Usually, a wireless device hosts few antennas and is specified
to work with a dozen of bands only resulting in 2–4 ranges being covered by each
antenna. Therefore, designing multi-band antennas is crucial nowadays to cope with
the recent technological trends, as well as to reduce the size, the cost and the coupling
constraints of the wireless device.

It is quite challenging to achieve wideband and multiband performance, without
increasing the size or using multi-layered structures [2]. An extensive amount of
research work has been done in the past 10 years to design multiband antennas.
Dual and triple-band capabilities using different slot shapes, layers and substrates
have been demonstrated in [3–7]. However, all these antennas target sufficiently
distant frequency ranges (offsets of 1.5–2 GHz in [4], and up to 3 GHz in [3, 5, 7]).
The combination of low frequency separation between the target bands and a wide
matching bandwidth (in each range) represents a challenge in patch antenna design.

Thiswork is an integral part of a project that aims at developing a low-cost and low-
power jamming unit to disable wireless communications within university campuses.
The target frequency bands are 3GPP bands III (downlink 1805–1880 MHz) and
VIII (downlink 925–960 MHz) as well as the ISM band (2.4–2.483 GHz), which
can be easily used by students in classrooms to communicate via mobile, Wi-Fi
and Bluetooth standards. Table 1 summarizes the fractional bandwidth (FBW) and
frequency separations (offsets) requirements for this work.

The frequency separation between the second and third target bands is only
600 MHz while a little less than 100 MHz matching bandwidth is required for those
frequency ranges. This aspect represents a design challenge.

Several antenna design techniques were used in the literature to widen the band-
width of patch antennas. Defected ground plane is used in [8–10], while different
feeding structures (e.g. aperture coupled slot, coplanar waveguide) are used in [11,
12]. Although they achieve very good results, such solutions require a significant
effort during the design phase. Recently, several papers [13–15] have shown the
benefits of using antennas working on high order modes to achieve wider bandwidth

Table 1 Frequency band requirements for this work

Bandwidth
(MHz)

FBW (%) Separation to
band VIII

Separation to
band III

Separation to
ISM band

3GPP band
VIII

35 3.7 N/A 900 MHz 1.5 GHz

3GPP band
III

75 4.1 900 MHz N/A 600 MHz

ISM band 83 3.5 1.5 GHz 600 MHz N/A
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and acceptable gains at the cost of modified radiation patterns [15]. This work inves-
tigates an antenna design that revolves around the use of two techniques in order
to target the triple-band requirements: (1) a multi-layer stacked patch structure with
different slot shapes at each layer and (2) high order mode operation.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the antenna structure with
all the manufacturing details, the design procedure and the obtained S11 results.
Section3 shows the achieved radiationpatterns andpeakgainvalues for the developed
antenna at all three bands. Section 4 concludes this work as well as describes future
perspectives.

2 Antenna Design

2.1 Idea and Design Procedure

In the past 10 years, Microstrip patch antennas were designed with a U-slot to create
single and multiband antennas in addition to achieving wideband performance [2].
The triple-layer stacked antenna proposed in this paper is designed using a U-slot in
the first layer while two different slot shapes are cut in the second and third layers.
The final design is a combination of U–S–J slots with each patch creating a different
resonance.

The antenna is fed by a coaxial SMA probe connected to the first layer’s radi-
ating patch (U-slot). Excitation of the upper patches is realized by parasitic coupling
through the dielectric substrates of the second and third layers (see Fig. 1). For this
reason, the design process must be accurate and cannot be performed for each layer
alone regardless of the others, since mutual coupling among all layers affects the
matching performance significantly. At the same time, it is impossible to optimize

Fig. 1 Stacked patch
antenna detailed structure
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the whole structure that contains three different slot shapes at once, due to the high
number of parameters in the design. Therefore, a balanced approach was adopted
to obtain the final structure: the U-slot antenna is first designed to target the ISM
band having the highest BW as per Table 1 requirements. Next, the S-slot patch is
specifically dimensioned (i.e. rectangular dimensions, as well as length and width of
all segments forming the slot) to create a resonance close enough to the next target
frequency range (band III). The same procedure is applied to the J-slot to resonate
at the last target frequency range (band VIII). Once the physical dimensions are
fixed for all slots and layers, only the slots’ positions within the second and third
patches (S and J slots) are optimized together to achieve the optimal coupling among
the antennas. This final step allows the structure to resonate at all bands with the
required bandwidths to meet the specifications in this work for mobile, Wi-Fi and
Bluetooth applications.

The first layer’s thick substrate is made of thermoset microwave materials lami-
nate TMM6 that has a dielectric constant of 6.0 and a low loss tangent of 0.0023.
The second layer has also a thick substrate made of low-cost FR-4 material with a
dielectric constant of 4.4 and a loss tangent of 0.017. The top layer’s thin substrate
is made of thermoset microwave materials’ laminate TMM4 that has a dielectric
constant of 5.0 and a low loss tangent of 0.0020. In the next paragraphs, details on
each layer are given.

2.2 U-Slot Layer

AU-shaped slot is designed on the first rectangular patch to create a high order mode
resonance around the ISM band (i.e. center frequency ~2.44 GHz). The detailed
structure is shown in Fig. 2, and exact physical dimensions are given in Table 2.

The U-slot helps achieving a wider matching bandwidth by creating an additional
resonance to the one created by the patch itself. The antennawas designed to resonate
at a higher-order mode at the ISM band’s center frequency (the lowest resonance
mode is at ~460MHz). Thanks to the thick substrate used, theU-slot has an additional
benefit of creating a capacitance effect that compensates for the excessive inductive
reactance of the feed pin’s long probe.

The S11 performance over the studied frequency range is given in Fig. 3. The
10 dB return loss bandwidth at 2.4 GHz is 124 MHz and a narrow resonance can be
seen for the lowest resonance mode at ~460 MHz and the next mode at ~960 MHz.
The combination of the thick substrate, high-order mode excitation and the U-slot
geometry has created a wide bandwidth resonance at the ISM band. Worth noting
that, we do not need, at this stage, to target exactly the center frequency of 2.44 GHz,
since top layers will also affect the matching as will be explained in the coming
paragraphs.

The position of the feeding pin helps exciting high order modes on this patch.
Narrow bandwidth resonances of other high order modes at 980 MHz and 2 GHz
can also be seen in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 2 First layer details of
the proposed antenna

Table 2 Physical dimensions of the U-slot patch layer in mm

W1 L1 XU YU Xfeed Yfeed UHOR UVER UGAP h1

84.22 120 42.11 41.8 8.0 49.38 29.2 50 4.72 12

Fig. 3 S11 results of the first layer alone
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2.3 S-Slot Layer

An S-shaped slot is dimensioned on the second patch layer to create a reso-
nance at ~1.84 GHz, as the first layer alone cannot create a matching performance
at this frequency. The slot’s structure contains five segments that were designed
independently as shown in Fig. 4. The physical dimensions are given in Table 3.

The S-slot patch layer is responsible for making multiple closely separated reso-
nances at 1.84 GHz (see Fig. 5), which are not yet sufficient to achieve a good
matching performance (below −10 dB) over the entire bandwidth. In addition, it
creates some offset effects, due to parasitic coupling, which can be clearly seen in
Fig. 5 (the ISM band resonance is shifted and narrowed compared to Fig. 3). The
matching will be enhanced and the offsets will be corrected by adding the third patch
layer that has the J-slot.

Several resonance modes exist at closely separated frequencies within the Band
III frequency range, thus making a wide 10 dB return loss bandwidth possible. These
are created by the second patch, with its thick substrate (h2) and the etched S-shaped
slot. At this stage of the design process, two target bands are covered and a third layer
will be added in the next paragraph for two purposes: (1) achieve a resonance at band
VIII and (2) enhance the results obtained in band III to meet the specifications.

Fig. 4 Second layer details
of the proposed antenna

Table 3 Physical dimensions of the S-slot patch layer in mm

W2 L2 XS YS LV VG HG1 HG2 HG3 LH1 LH2 LH3 h2

125 110 30 36 28 3 2 7 5 22 19 22 12
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Fig. 5 S11 results of the first two layers

2.4 J-Slot Layer

A J-shaped slot is designed on the third patch layer to create a resonance at the lowest
frequency range ~940 MHz. The slot’s structure contains three segments that were
designed as shown in Fig. 6. The physical dimensions are given in Table 4.

The dimensions of the J-slot were fixed first as described in Sect. 2 in order to
create a close to 940 MHz frequency resonance. Then, the slot’s position in the third

Fig. 6 Third layer details of
the proposed antenna
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Table 4 Physical dimensions of the J-slot patch layer in mm

W3 L3 XJ YJ JGAP JVER1 JVER2 JHOR h3

117 100 30 28.5 3.0 37 3.0 25 0.3

layer (XJ, YJ) and the position of the S-slot in the second layer (XS, YS) along with
the top substrate’s height (h3) and dielectric constant (εr3) were tuned together using
an optimization algorithm to achieve the three goals defined in Table 1, in terms of
center frequencies as well as bandwidths.

The choice of these specific design parameters is motivated by several aspects:
First, the degree of coupling between the lower and upper patches ismainly controlled
by the amount of the overlap area, as well as by the spacing between them (i.e.
substrate height) and to some extent the relative permittivity of the materials used.
Second, the S and J slots’ positions have a big impact in balancing the coupling
between the first and the third layers, which is crucial for the excitation of the reso-
nance modes. During optimization, several bounds were carefully imposed on the
design variables being tuned to help the algorithm achieve a faster convergence.
For example, the top patch (J-slot) dielectric constant has an upper bound to the first
patch (U-slot) dielectric constant (εr3 < εr1) to ensure those two layers remain lightly
coupled and hence avoid narrowing the impedance matching bandwidths.

The S11 matching performance of the stacked patch’s complete structure over the
entire studied frequency range is given in Fig. 7. The design was simulated using
high-performance 3D EM analysis software (Simulia CST Studio Suite) and high-
accuracy time-domain solver (transmission line matrix method, TLM) that utilizes

Fig. 7 S11 results of the proposed stacked patch antenna
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multi-gridding technology for automatic mesh generation. Then, the results were
verified for an additional consistency with a frequency-domain EM solver, the finite
element method (FEM) using Keysight ADS. The obtained performance was suffi-
ciently similar giving this structure a stable EM and radiating behavior. The SMA
connector’s exact model (detailed dimensions and dielectric material) was included
in the simulation.

In the next section, the overall performance results related to the resonance
frequencies and matching bandwidth (S11), the radiation patterns and peak gain
values of the proposed antenna are given and discussed.

3 Performance Results

The proposed stacked patch antenna has a 10 dB return loss bandwidth of 41, 119 and
92MHz (Table 5) in the targeted bands at 940MHz, 1.84 GHz and 2.44 GHz, respec-
tively. Both frequency range and bandwidth requirements of Table 1 are fulfilled and
the proposed tri-band antenna is fully compliant with the specifications.

The simulated far-field radiation pattern and peak gain of the proposed stacked
patch at 0.94, 1.84 and 2.44 GHz in E-plane and H-plane are shown in Fig. 8.

The direction of maximum radiation in the E-plane occurs at θ=−63°, θ=−55°
and θ = 60° for bands VIII, III and ISM, respectively, with a corresponding gain of

Table 5 S11 results of the proposed antenna compared to specifications

BW Spec
(MHz)

FBW Spec (%) BW result
(MHz)

FBW result (%) Compliance

Band VIII 35 3.7 41 4.4 Compliant

Band III 75 4.1 119 6.5 Compliant

ISM band 83 3.5 92 3.8 Compliant

Fig. 8 Radiation patterns in E and H planes of the proposed antenna at all bands
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4.7, 4.3 and 5.1 dBi. The gain values in the optimal direction θ = −55° are 4.5, 4.3
and 1.1 dBi at 940 MHz, 1.84 GHz and 2.44 GHz, respectively (red lines in Fig. 8).

4 Conclusion

In this paper, a triple-layer triple-band stacked patch antenna working at high-order
modes is proposed. Optimization of some design parameters (slots positions) under
strict bound rules was necessary to obtain an optimal coupling between all layers
of the structure and achieve good results. The antenna achieved a 10 dB return loss
bandwidth of 41, 119 and 92MHz, and a peak gain of 4.7, 4.3 and 5.1 dBi at 940MHz,
1.84 GHz and 2.44 GHz, respectively. It can be used in the front end of a low-power
indoor jamming device to cover mobile, Wi-Fi and Bluetooth communications.
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Traffic Accident Analyzer: A Visual
Analytics Tool for Traffic Accidents
Dataset

Aljawharah Almajyul and Nadia Al-Ghreimil

Abstract The number of traffic accidents in Saudi Arabia is huge, despite all the
measures put in place. The current problem in traffic accidents can be best solved by
visualization. It will enable users to see the analytics presented clearly and enable
decision-makers to gain new insights about the road or identify new patterns faster.
This research enables people to capture perceptions of traffic from the large volume
of traffic dataset. Traffic Accident Analyzer is proposed as a tool that provides visual
analytics for authorities, in order to understand traffic better and limit accidents.
Interactive map, word-cloud, histogram, donut chart, and calendar are five visualiza-
tion techniques that are integrated together into the tool. The approach is illustrated
as a case study for traffic accident visualization systems, using a traffic accident
dataset from the city of Riyadh for a period of 3 years. The preliminary evaluation
of the Traffic Accident Analyzer Tool referred to that the tool is appropriate for the
intended purpose, also, the tool is acceptable to users based on usability testing.

Keywords Information visualization · Traffic accidents · Data analysis

1 Introduction

The rapid increase in economic growth leads to urban expansion and the use of
motorization in a lot of countries. Approximately 40% of the population spends a
daily equivalent of 1 hour on the road [1]. As a result, there is a significant increase
in the number of vehicles which leads to congestion in traffic and accidents [1, 2].
According to the World Health Organization 2010, 1.24 million people were killed
on the road, and up to 50 million people were injured worldwide. In Saudi Arabia,
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there are 19 deaths per day and 4 injuries per hour [3]. Authorities claim that at least
one traffic accident occurs in the Kingdom every minute. Al-Zahrani, the secretary-
general of the Traffic Safety Committee, says, “Saudi Arabia witnesses up to 7,000
deaths annually, and over 39,000 injuries per year”. According to Al-Zahrani, the
Kingdom has one of the highest death records in the world; for 100,000 people, it has
about 21 death instances [4]. In 2015, the cost of damageswas estimated at an amount
of SAR 54.9 billion [5]. According to statistics, the number of registered and used
vehicles in KSA increased from 8.4 million vehicles in 1990 to 14.9 million vehicles
in 2011 [5], approximately 100% in 21 years. The number of cars has increased even
more with the recent decision to allow women to drive. We believe there is a real
problem in traffic in Saudi Arabia that needs examination. Authorities need a system
that enables them to get insights into traffic accidents [6]. According to Thomas and
Cook, “Visual Analytics is the science of analytical reasoning facilitated by inter-
active visual interfaces” [7], meaning it combines automated analysis techniques
with interactive visualizations for effective understanding, reasoning, and decision-
making based on large and complex spatio-temporal data [8, 9]. Riyadh, being the
Capital of Saudi Arabia, has the largest number of traffic accidents compared to other
cities in Saudi Arabia [5]. We used Riyadh as a sample to test the traffic accident
analyzer and the tool can be used with any dataset with the same attributes, and we
seek to answer the questions: Could visualizing the locations and timing of traffic
accidents, using customizable views, help decision-makers to carry out the appro-
priate procedures? Would visualizing time and date of accidents lead to creating a
better understanding of traffic accidents and the reason behind them? These ques-
tions aim to achieve the research goal: to gain overall insights into traffic accidents
and their causes by visually exploring accident data combining different visualiza-
tion techniques, providing a tool that helps decision-makers visualize accidents in
two aspects, place and time, and making views customizable to help answer specific
queries, for example, number of accidents that occurred on weekends between 2:00
and 3:00 p.m.

2 Literature Review

Traffic data has never been produced in such large quantities as today. Researchers
believe that understanding the dynamics of traffic data can help to handle most of the
traffic-related problems and determine the black spots: the locations that have more
frequent traffic accidents [10, 11]. Globally, countries suffer from Traffic accidents.
Many studies try to address this situation in Western Asia, countries like Iran, Saudi
Arabia, and Turkey as well as Southeast Asian countries like Singapore besides a
few European countries. Most of them use one or a few visualization techniques like
a map and charts, and a few focus on studying data mining algorithms rather than
visualization. The diversity includes visualization techniques, datasets, tools, and
programming languages that have been used. To our knowledge, not many studies
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employ combined visualization techniques like combining heatmaps and calendars
with the map while applying multifiltering at the same time.

2.1 Depending on Maps

One of several studies that have been conducted in Iran was in Mashhad by
Shafabakhsh et al. The aimwas to show hotspots using informationmodeling. Spatial
temporary analysis and GIS were used to identify the location of accidents. They
found that the high-crash-prone zones were located within the vicinity of the city
[12]. Another study aimed to improve road safety was conducted in Turkey by Yalcin
and Duzgun. They identify the vehicle types mostly involved in road accidents. The
importance of the study was to demonstrate that road safety can be achieved by
exploring and analyzing traffic data [13]. The two studies above used maps with
colored circles to mark hotspots and severity degree. Both similarly used 3D for
better visualization of the results. While these methods generated good results, it is
important to point out that the techniques employedwere by all accounts complicated
[12, 13].

2.2 Combining Maps with Other Techniques

Igual and Segui [14] presented a visualized map of accidents in Barcelona. The
map depicted accidents by the hour of the day and day of the week. They showed the
efficiency of the heatmap to understand the underlying issues of road accidents. Lokal
et al. [15] provided amethod for avoiding potential accidents in rural and urban areas.
Histograms anddata chartswere used to study theobservedpatterns.A simplemethod
for visualizing the impact of road accidents was proposed by Anwar et al. Using
Singapore as a case study, they developed a relatively simpler way of depicting road
accidents. Color was used to indicate the traffic speed on the map. Also, the bars and
timeline charts were used to predict the nature of accidents. The road accidents were
represented in a novel manner depending on color [11]. To better understand road
accidents, Pack et al. proposed a visual analytics tool. They combined histograms,
two-dimensional plots and parallel coordinates plots, and interactive maps. The tool
comprised filter, ranking panels, and tabular view. The results demonstrated that
it is possible to improve road safety by the utilization of traffic data [16]. Ramos
et al. [8] presented a new approach to identifying black spots of road accidents
in Portugal using visual analytics techniques. The approach focuses on the link
between road elements and black spots by analyzing the relationship between these
two aspects and defining the major contributory causes of accidents. Picozzi et al.
[10] presented a web tool that could be used to have a quick overview of traffic data
in Oulu. The tool integrated Chart, Map, and Calendar, making it reliable. To reduce
road accidents, they recommended the use of space and time visualization which
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will enable decision-makers to precisely analyze events. Al Omar et al. [17] used
a web platform and different visualization to analyze road accidents. They mainly
used dot-based heatmap, and region-based visualizations. Other techniques that were
used include linear-time and periodic-time visualizations. The map techniques used
were powerful tools to represent accidents. Wibisono et al. [18] visualized traffic
conditions in the road using a heatmap. They were able to generate a virtual location
on the map. Colors were used to depict changes in traffic flow. In summary, some
of the research used a tool to manage and visualize data which help to analyze
different types of traffic data using various visualization techniques. Other studies
relied on GIS technologies to analyze spatial data. While GIS is a good tool for
analyzing complex spatial data, it is not supported to visualize non-spatial data.
Several researchers used different programming languages to provide a custom-
made program for analyzing traffic data. [8, 10, 18, 11, 16, 17] employed different
APIs. Map, line chart, and bar chart were the techniques used extensively since they
provide a good representation of traffic. Therefore, we employ map, line chart, and
bar chart alongside other visualization techniques like word cloud, calendar, and pie
chart since they provide effective results that achieve our insights and meet the needs
of the stakeholders.

3 System Framework

Two phases cover the three levels of system architecture: data preparation, data
processing, and data visualization. Figure 1 shows all phases and transitions of the
system. The first process is to understand the dataset and prepare it for visualization
thereafter, applying aggregation technique to perform a calculation on a set of values
and return a single value. The final part is presenting various visualization techniques
to show the accident data efficiently to meet the user insights.

3.1 Traffic Accident Dataset Understanding

We obtained the dataset from the General Department of Traffic in Riyadh. It
contained around 242,000 records of traffic accidents in 3 years. There were three
main tables: accident, vehicle, and parties and the attributes were approximately 55.
In the dataset, there are inaccurate data where most values in Age take zero. Also,
there are many missing values, such as accident report time attribute and incorrect
data in Age, e.g. 1435, −3, −75, and −1066. Some data was hidden for privacy
such as ID number, name, and address. It was necessary to preprocess, clean, and
rearrange the dataset according to the needed visualization.
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3.2 Data Preparation

Asmentioned, the dataset hadmissing or duplicate values. The weather, for example,
shows almost a fixed value (around 97% contained the same value). We removed
special characters such as *! %?. And we separate the column that contained time
and date into two columns, to handle each attribute separately. And we generated a
new column for the Accidents’ Days that has the days’ names. The days’ names are
necessary to allow the user to select a specific day or to compare the weekend and
other days. The initial format of accident coordinates in the dataset did not match
the type of map we used. Therefore, we converted the coordinates from UTM to
Decimal Degrees. Ultimately, we gained 246,814 records of accidents that have 19
attributes and various values; see Table 1.

Table 1 Attributes of the dataset

Features Description

Type of accident The kind of accident that occurred, e.g. bumped a moving vehicle, bumped a
traffic signal, bumped a vehicle parked, and bumped animal

Accident zone The accident zone (North–East–West–Middle)

Accident reasons The reason behind the accident, e.g. cross the red signal, do not leave enough
distance, lack of lights, preoccupation with driving, sleeping, and speeding

Street The street numbers

Severity The degree of accident severity, e.g. minor severity and death

X Coordinate The Y coordinate in the DD system defining the accident location

Y Coordinate The Y coordinate in the DD system defining the accident location

Neighborhoods Neighborhoods of Riyadh such as Yarmook, Remal, and Aqeeq

Time The time of accident in 24-h format

Dates DD/MM/YYYY accident dates from 2013 to 2015

Age Age of people involved in accidents

Nationality The nationality of the driver of the vehicle

Weather The weather condition when the accident occurred

Accident Angle For example, face to face, side, and rear

Car Manufacturer Car manufacturer of the vehicle involved in the accident

Vehicle Model Year in which the vehicle was produced

Accident Day The accident day, e.g. Saturday

Driver Gender Male or female
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3.3 Visualization Techniques

Data visualization is leveraging the human perceptual and offering interaction tech-
niques to assist to answer queries [19]. We built the tool according to Shneiderman’s
principle (Overview, Zoom and Filter, Details on Demand) [10]. Traffic data visu-
alization depends on four types of visualization techniques: Time, Spatial, Spatio-
temporal, and other Properties [1]. The three types of techniques are combined into
an interface, to allow users to make decisions and visually interpret the results. Map,
Line chart, Word-cloud, Histogram, Pie chart, and Calendar are applied to explore
the data and drill down charts.

4 Visual Analysis Views

4.1 Mapping

Through our questionnaire with the General Department of Traffic, we concluded
that there is a need to know the black spots of accidents. A map is the main method
to browse geographic data and an incredibly intuitive way to visualize data with
longitude and latitude coordinates. First, we tried to apply a heatmap but it was not
the best solution where we could not have the vision that we intended, and it was
not compatible with the platform. After that, we applied a dot-based map and we
faced an obstacle with the dimensions and spaces while using the zoom. Finally, we
employed aHexagonal binningmap to show traffic accidents andmake a densitymap.
Using Hexbins, we can create a great mapping visualization and we must take into
consideration the use of Hexbins sparingly and locally. The reason is that Hexbins
allow data to be shown in areas of known size, not in arbitrary polygons, e.g. County
and State. Also, we create a parameter to scale functions for mapping as follows:

[hexbinLong] = HexbixX(X*[Zoom]*10,Y*[Zoom]*10)/([Zoom]*10)
[hexbinLet] = HexbixY(X*[Zoom]*10,Y*[Zoom]*10)/([Zoom]*10)

We used a Zoom parameter to control the density of the hexagon grids to allow
the user to control the binning size. The higher the zoom, the more binning in the
view (see Fig. 2). The zoom parameter is called Scale in the user interface. Also, we
multiply the parameter by 10 to give a pleasant grid of hexagons.

4.2 Histogram

Histograms are utilized to visualizemany attributes such as age, time, gender, nation-
ality, weather, and weekdays, and the user can exclude a certain item. For example,
to visualize the age group and clarify which age group has the largest number of
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Fig. 2 Density map

accidents (see Fig. 7), we found the 25–34 age group is the most involved in traffic
accidents when excluding 0. We used the countries’ flags to refer to nationalities and
we used X for the unknown; when excluding Saudi (see Fig. 7) we figure out easily
Pakistanis were the most involved in the accidents. This may be because Pakistanis
come at the top of nationalities that do driving and we lack the statistics that declare
the number of licenses of each nationality.

4.3 Word Cloud

To have a big picture about the car manufacturers, we are conducting the word-cloud
function, to know which cars are mostly involved in accidents. For instance, we can
clearly see that the car Hyundai Elantra has the most accidents, therefore, it appears
in a big font (see Fig. 7). We did not compare with statistics about the number of
cars by make/model in Saudi Arabia.

4.4 Pie Chart (Donut)

We used a Pie Chart to visualizes the severity types (deaths, damage, minor/serious
injuries) of accidents and show the bigger picture of how each severity type relates
to the other (see Fig. 4).
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Fig. 3 Calendar

4.5 Calendar

Heatmap (calendar) was used to represent time series data of accidents and visualize
tracked time over the 3 years. Calendar contributes to providing an overview of
multiple years and provides the selection of a month and day for details-on-demand.
Using color gradients, the user’s eyes can easily pick out the darkest and lightest
cells. The darkest cell refers to days with themost traffic accidents and vice versa (see
Fig. 3). In the questionnaire, General Department of Traffic mentioned it is difficult
to determine which time periods have the greatest number of traffic accidents. Thus,
we think this type of visualization technique will help to address this difficulty.

5 Case Study

To demonstrate the effectiveness of Traffic Accident Analyzer, a usability test was
conducted with 10 participants on 4 scenarios. The first scenario is a user wants to
know locations of traffic accidents that occurred in April 2014, and the driver of the
vehicle was a man. With a few settings, a result like in Fig. 4 can be achieved. On
the map the locations of accidents can be seen and those with a higher number of
accidents are clearly distinguished with darker color.

The second scenario is a user wants to know which nationality drivers caused
most accidents during 2014–2015 and how the weather was. Pakistani came second
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Fig. 4 Case1_Four steps to get the result: (1) Choose the page. (2) Adjust 2014 from the sliding
bar. (3) Select April from the calendar. (4) From gender type filter, check on man option

after the Saudis as we mentioned before. Indians, Egyptians, and Yemeni came after
that (see Fig. 5). The result is the weather was clear most of the times. Probably,
the data entered was not accurate, or because the dataset represents the weather in
Riyadh and absolutely the result will be different in other cities.

The third scenario is a user wants to select the location that has the greatest number
of accidents during the 3 years and what the biggest causes of these accidents are.
Figure 6 refers to speeding as the biggest cause of accidents during that time. The
fourth scenario is a user desires to know which vehicle manufacturer has a high

Fig. 5 Case2_Four steps to get the result: (1) Choose the page. (2) Drag the sliding bar to be
between 2014 and 2015. (3) Pass the mouse on the country flag to know the nationality and the
number of accidents. (4) Pass or click on the weather icons for more information
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Fig. 6 Case3_ Four steps to get the result: (1) Choose the page. (2) Ensure the sliding bar extended
along the length of years. (3) Select the darkest point on the map. (4) Pass the mouse on the stacked
bar to know the accident’s reason

number of accidents in 2013. Hyundai Elantra was the vehicle most recorded in
accidents in that year (see Fig. 7).

Usability test was performed to measure efficiency, effectiveness, and user satis-
faction. Most participants were workers in the traffic sector. The test has two groups
where the first group used the system directly while the other online. Each participant
had to fill pre/post-questionnaires. The pre-questionnaire is designed to collect back-
ground data about the participant experience. The post-questionnaire was to measure
the user satisfaction with the system. Also, we tried to get the user opinion about the
experience and if they had encountered any issues during the test.

Table 2 presents the result of eight scenarios performed by the users. We recorded

Fig. 7 Case4_ Three steps to get the result: (1) Choose the page. (2) Drag the sliding bar to set
2013. (3) Pass the mouse on the car manufacturer names to know the number of accidents
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Table 2 The effectiveness results of using the system

Tasks Number of errors of users Avg.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Task 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Task 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0.2

Task 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Task 4 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0.4

Task 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Task 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Task 7 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.2

Task 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

errors that occurred either from the user or those caused by the system. As shown in
the testing results, the number of errors when the users test the system taskswere very
low and most tasks were completed within time. The errors that users encountered
in the fourth task were about selecting more than one item at the same time. Table 3
demonstrates the efficiency result which shows the time consumed by the participant
to perform each task.

We noticed that there was a significant difference between the two groups in the
time consumed, where the time taken by the online group was significantly larger
than the other group. Mostly, the reason is the speed of the Internet connection and
the speed of the user’s device. In general, the results indicate the time consumed is
acceptable. To evaluate user satisfaction, we interviewed the users and asked them to
fill the post-questionnaire. The post-questionnaire is based on the SUS questionnaire
(System Usability Scale). Fortunately, Fig. 8 shows that all participants have a score
of 70 and above and the average is 83, which means that they like the tool. Some of
the participants pointed to the map as wonderful which shows the black spots of the
accidents easily, it is also interesting.

Table 3 Efficiency results of using the system

Tasks Time taken (in seconds) Avg.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Task 1 6 5 5 4 5 9 10 10 9 11 7.4

Task 2 25 37 30 21 28 34 64 50 63 60 41.2

Task 3 85 60 35 29 11 37 45 43 50 62 45.7

Task 4 70 49 34 60 28 57 66 57 65 72 55.8

Task 5 37 15 21 16 11 24 35 30 32 38 25.9

Task 6 30 15 15 21 19 27 32 34 32 29 25.4

Task 7 25 20 25 19 21 26 34 28 36 30 26.4

Task 8 19 22 17 10 18 33 29 33 34 36 25.1
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Fig. 8 SUS score for each participant

6 Conclusion

There are famous sayings: “The data is the new gold” and “A picture is worth a thou-
sandwords”. TrafficAccident Analyzer derived its concept from these twomeanings.
In this paper, we built a system that enables users to analyze traffic data and present
it clearly to allow decision-makers faster gain new insights into traffic accidents and
identify new patterns using various visualization techniques. We faced some chal-
lenges in creating amap that shows black points effectively. The existence of missing
values and features in the dataset of traffic accidents led to the reduction of system
features. For example, we wanted to distinguish among all types of transport, heavy
trucks buses, motorcycles… etc., this feature is not included in the dataset. Finally,
the tool showed good results using the usability test. The research questions that
we mentioned earlier were answered and it was as much as we intended. We could
increase the effectiveness of the system by adding the forecasting into the system,
including other datasets from other sectors such as hospital records and car insurance
data for more accurate results. In the end, we would like to point out that we have
learned the importance of having clean, correct, and reliable source data.
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Abstract The COVID-19 pandemic has a strong worldwide impact on not only
the health and economic sectors but also the (socio-)psychological functioning of
individuals. Since psychological health is an important protective factor to prevent
diseases, it is crucial to identify individuals with increased vulnerability during the
crisis. 275 adults participated in a German online survey from April until August
2020 which investigated health-related, social, behavioral, and psychological effects
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of the COVID-19 pandemic. We here introduce an unsupervised clustering approach
suitable for mixed data types combining the Gower distance with the Partitioning
AroundMedoids (PAM) algorithmk-Medoids.Wewere able to identify three clusters
differing significantly in subjects’ well-being, psychological distress, and current
financial and occupational concerns. The clusters also differed in age with younger
persons reporting greater financial and occupational concerns, increased anxiety,
higher psychological distress, and reduced subjective well-being. Features with the
strongest impact on the clustering were examined using a wrapping method and the
feature importance implemented in the random forest. Particularly, answers regarding
financial and occupational concern, psychological distress, and current well-being
were decisive for the assignment to a cluster. In summation, the clustering approach
can identify persons with weakened psychological protective factors allowing them
to provide tailored recommendations for preventive actions based on the cluster
affiliation, e.g., via a web application.

Keywords Psychological well-being · COVID-19 pandemic ·Mental and public
health ·Machine learning ·Mixed data clustering · k-Medoids · Gower distance ·
Partitioning around Medoids (PAM) algorithm · Data mining · Random forests

1 Introduction

The COVID-19 pandemic not only has a major worldwide impact on health and
economic sectors but also on psychological well-being and quality of life. The study
of these effects is particularly relevant, since social and psychological resources are
known to be important protective factors for diseases [1]. The possibility to iden-
tify especially vulnerable subgroups in the population especially vulnerable during or
due to the consequences of the COVID-19 pandemic would allow for fast implemen-
tation of targeted preventive interventions. Consequently, almost immediately after
the outbreak several (inter-)national projects started investigating not only health-
related and epidemiological effects but also the impact on the economic, social,
and psychological status within longitudinal surveys [2–5]. Li et al. [6] examined
the psychological effects of the COVID-19 pandemic by analyzing posts of 17,865
active members in the Chinese social network Weibo using machine learning (ML)
methods. The authors observed that posts associated with negative emotions (e.g.,
anxiety or depression) and sensitivity to social risks increased, while emotionally
positive posts and life satisfaction decreased after the onset of the pandemic. Jha
et al. [7] used Bayesian networks and classical ML methods on data of a representa-
tive sample of 17,764 adults in the US to identify key factors for mental health during
the COVID-19 pandemic. They were able to estimate the level of mental health with
an accuracy of about 80%. Based on these findings, there is a great need for further
research to confirm preliminary findings regarding the psychological, emotional, and
social effects of the COVID-19 pandemic and to identify individuals vulnerable in
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their psychological well-being and with a special disposition for mental disorders
during and due to the current living conditions under COVID-19.

ML approaches in particular have the ability to learn rules which identify complex
relationships betweenvariables, further called features, in large datasets.Cluster anal-
yses are data-driven statistical classification techniques to reveal which elements in a
dataset are similar with respect to previously selected features [8, 9]. Most clustering
procedures assign elements to clusters based on their distance to the cluster centers
called centroids. Many well-established algorithms are suited to cluster numerical
and independent data [10]. However, real-world datasets often comprise mixed data
types also including ordinal (categorical but in an ordered structure) and nominal
(categorical without an ordered structure) features [11]. Major challenges for clus-
tering techniques of large mixed datasets are to a) define an adequate measure
of distance in a multi-dimensional space, b) choose an appropriate cluster center
initialization method, and c) identify the optimal number of clusters [12].

The Gower distance is suggested to be a suitable metric to estimate the similarity
between elements in mixed datasets [13]. It comprises several distance matrices,
which are calculated depending on the data type ranging from 0 to 1 between each
element. For numerical interval and ordinal data (ranked and adjusted for ties), the
range-normalized Manhattan distance is typically used [13, 14]. For nominal data,
the variables are dummy-coded first by assigning either a 0 or 1 for each category
depending on the absence or presence of the qualitative attribute. In the second
step, the Dice coefficient representing the distance between categories (0 = equal)
is calculated [13, 15, 16].

The individual distances between the k variables of two elements calculated above
are combined to theGower distance. It is defined as the average similarity Si j between
the two elements i and j for each variable k [13]

Si j =

n∑

k
δi jksi jk

n∑

k
δi jk

(1)

where δi jk represents a quantity,which is equal to 1 if the kth variable can be compared
for the elements i and j; otherwise, it is set to 0. The matrix of the Gower distance
contains the scores of all pair-wise element comparisons. Combining the Gower
distancewith a PartitioningAroundMedoids (PAM) algorithm such as the k-Medoids
[17] is suggested to be well suited to identify evenly distributed clusters in mixed
datasets [11, 18–20]. The medoid of a cluster in PAM algorithms represents the most
centrally located object, which is the median, in a cluster. Consequently, the objects
with the smallest sum of relative distances to all other objects are selected as initial
medoids and the initial clusters are obtained by assigning each object to the nearest
medoid [17].

In this study, an explorative data analysis is used to cluster subjects differing
in their psychological well-being during COVID-19. For this purpose, we applied
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an unsupervised clustering approach combining the Gower distance with the PAM
algorithm k-Medoids to a real-world mixed dataset.

2 Methods

2.1 Description of the Survey and Data Collection

The data was extracted from a still-running German online survey called WIBCE
(German: Was ich bei Corona erlebe; English: What I experience during Corona)
which started on April 1, 2020. Here, responses until August 24 were analyzed.
Participants could voluntarily fill in the online questionnaire as many times as they
liked even on a daily basis. However, some modules (e.g., items examining depres-
sion) of the questionnaire were provided at a defined time interval (e.g., with at
least 7 days in between). Since answers to the questions were not mandatory, the
number of provided data differs for each feature. The items of the online question-
naire comprise epidemiological and health-related information (general as well as
COVID-19 specific, e.g., whether a person is at risk for severe illness), the behavior
in everyday life during the pandemic, social factors (e.g., the number and form of
contacts with others) as well as psychological factors. To access psychological well-
being and related concepts, we used established scales and questionnaires, which are
thePatientHealthQuestionnaire-4 (PHQ-4, [21]) for psychological distress including
an anxiety [22] and depression [23] dimension as well as the EQ-5D-5L examination
of health-related quality of life [24–26]. In addition,we asked participants to rate their
current well-being, concerns regarding infection with SARS-CoV-2, and their future
financial and occupational situation. To quantify participants’ contact behavior, we
computed a score based on contact-related items (e.g., numbers of contacts to other
persons in the last 24 h and contacts at work). An overview of the features, their
ranges, and their meaning is provided in Table 1. For the cluster analysis, only the
first entry of a person and only participants providing answers to all variables related
to psychological well-being were included.

2.2 Description of the Sample

A total of 173 participants (39.9% male) were included in the cluster analysis with
an average age of M = 44.81 years (SD = 13.31; range: 18 to 74). The average
household size was 2.9 persons and 37.0% reporting to live with under-age children.
5.8% of the participants reported symptoms associated with COVID-19 and 40.5%
reported criteria assigning them to a group at higher risk of severe COVID-19 based
on the definition of the Robert Koch Institute. The educational level was rather high
compared to the average German population with 79.8% graduated at least high
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Table 1 Overview of the features

Feature name Interpretation

Features used in the cluster analyses

Current well-being Range: 0 (bad) to 4 (excellent)a

Occupational concern Range: 1 to 4, where 1 indicates no concerns
and 4 represents major concerns regarding the
future occupational situationa

Financial concern Range: 1 to 4, where 1 indicates no concerns
and 4 major concernsa

Infection concern Range: 0 (not concerned at all) to 4 (very
concerned)a

Quality of life (EQ-5D-5L) Range: 0 to 1, with 0 indicating low perceived
quality of lifeb

Depression (PHQ-2) Range: 0 to 6, higher values indicating greater
perceived depressiona

Anxiety (GAD-2) Range: 0 to 6, higher values indicating greater
perceived anxietya

Additional features used in the prediction of cluster affiliation

Age Range: 18 to 74a

Sex Dummy variable (0 and 1) with a value 0 is
assigned to a female

Psychological distress (PHQ-4) It is a sum score of the PHQ-2 and GAD-2 with
a range 0 to 12. Higher values indicate greater
psychological distressa

Education Values range from 0 representing no school
leaving certificate to 4 indicating a qualification
for university entrancea

Income Range: 0 to 8, where 0 indicates a net household
income below 500e and 8 a net household
income above 7000ea

COVID-19 risk factor Dummy variable (0 and 1). A value of 0
indicates that the person is not at a greater risk
for a severe infection

Sum of risk factors Range: 0 to 4. It is the sum of reported risk
factors for one persona

Contact with others Range: 2 to 25, higher scores indicate more
active and frequent contact with other peoplea

Multiple participation in WIBCE Range: 1 to 85 representing the number of
participations of a person in the survey since
April 2020a

astep size = 1
bstep size = 0.01
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school (here the German Abitur). 58.4% reported a net household income of more
than 3,000 e per month.

2.3 Cluster Analysis

Cluster identification. To identify subsets of people with similar characteristics, an
unsupervised cluster analysis was used. Since here the investigated dataset comprises
not only numerical variables (e.g., age) but also ordinal variables (e.g., scores with a
short range (0–5)) and nominal variables (e.g., gender), we used a clustering approach
suitable for mixed datasets. Therefore, the Gower distance as a similarity measure
was combined with the PAM algorithm k-Medoids. Numerical data was scaled using
theMinMaxScaler from sklearn (0.23.2) in Python (3.8.6). The features were further
z-standardizedwithin the calculation of theGower distance using theGower package
(0.0.5). Clusters were identified using the k-Medoids algorithm implemented in
sklearn_extra (0.1.0b2).

Determination of number of clusters. To determine the number of clusters,
several methods have been introduced [27]. Here, we compared the Elbow method
and Silhouette coefficient implemented in sklearn (0.23.2). In the Elbow method,
we calculated the sum of squared errors of the distance between the sample points
in each cluster and the centroid of the cluster iteratively for the different number of
clusters k. Smaller values indicate more homogeneous data within the clusters. The
choice of k is typically done by inspecting the Elbow plot showing the overall error as
a function of the cluster number. Typically, the error drops sharply for small cluster
numbers and then suddenly only a little error reduction can be gained by further
increasing the cluster number. This elbow point is used as the recommended number
of clusters. As an alternative, the Silhouette coefficient is a measure of how similar
an element (e.g., a person) is to the associated cluster compared to another adjacent
one. The Silhouette coefficient ranges from −1 to +1, with a high value indicating
that the element has a high similarity with its own cluster and a low similarity with
the adjacent. In case of deviating results, we would have explored which number of
clusters ismore suitable for the dataset by analyzing the clusters’ features statistically.

Cluster description. For the description of the resulting clusters and their prop-
erties, explorative statistical comparisons for the demographical and psychological
features were performed. Differences between the clusters were examined using
5,000-fold bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals (CI) of the mean value with no
overlap between the CI indicating a statistical significance of p < 0.01 and a partial
overlap without including the means a statistical significance of p < 0.05 [28].

Prediction of the cluster affiliation. Wewere further interested in which features
were particularly informative for the clustering and whether we can predict to which
cluster an individual belongs based on the given responses in the questionnaire.
Therefore, supervised ML algorithms were applied using the cluster affiliation as
labels and the data of 156 persons (participants with missing values in any of the
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features were excluded). Four different ML algorithms were compared: (1) a k-
nearest neighbor classifier, (2) a logistic regression, (3) a random forest, and (4)
a support vector machine. The models were implemented in Python (3.8.6) using
sklearn (0.23.2) [15]. The dataset was divided into a training and a test set with
a stratified 80:20 split. Hyperparameters of the algorithms were optimized using
the training data in a fivefold cross-validated grid search and evaluated with the
performance measure accuracy balanced for the number of samples per class. The
feature wrapping method sequential feature selection using the library mlxtend [29]
with accuracy as an evaluation metric was used to reduce redundant features. The
relevance of each feature in the prediction was calculated from an embedded method
of the random forest accessible via the attribute feature importance. A fivefold cross-
validation with balanced accuracy as a performance metric was chosen to evaluate
the prediction. For the comparison of the model performance, we used the random
level based on the number of classes (100/n_classes) and a random level estimated
by a dummy classifier [15] with the method stratified as a reference.

3 Results

3.1 Determination of Number of Clusters

We observed a consistent suggestion of k = 3 clusters for the adequate number of
clusterswith both, theElbowmethod andSilhouette coefficient (see Fig. 1 andFig. 2).
Table 2 provides an overview of the descriptive analysis of the clusters regarding their
demographic information. The clusters are comparable with respect to their size as

Fig. 1 Elbow plot shows the overall error using the within-cluster sum of squares (y-axis) as a
function of the cluster number k (x-axis). A bend comparable to an elbow is visible at k of three
indicating a suitable number of clusters
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Fig. 2 The Silhouette analysis returns a score of 0.26 at k = 3 indicating that three clusters are a
good choice. Here the Euclidean distance was used as metric

Table 2 Overview of the descriptive statistic for the clusters

Cluster C1 C2 C3

N 71 56 46

Sex (male in %) 33.8 46.4 41.3

Mean age in years (SD) 47.85 (13.09) 44.05 (11.81) 41.04 (14.10)

Mean number of persons in household (under-age) 2.83 (0.72) 3.02 (0.79) 3 (0.5)

Belonging to a COVID-19 risk group in % 40.8 37.5 43.5

well as the number of persons in a household, gender, and belonging to a COVID-19
risk group.

3.2 Statistical Analysis of the Clusters

To explore the differences between the three clusters (C1, C2, and C3), cluster means
and their 95%confidence intervals (CI)were calculated for each feature via bootstrap-
ping with 5,000 repetitions. Results are provided in Fig. 3 and Table 3. A significant
difference for age with p < 0.05 between C1 (older) and C2, and C3 (younger) C1
was found. Significantly, more female participants were assigned to C1 compared
to C2 (p < 0.05) but not C3. There is no difference in the distribution of female and
male participants between C2 and C3. The clusters differ noticeably in their ratings
regarding the current well-being with the highest values in C1, decreased well-being
in C2 (C1 vs. C2, p < 0.05), and lowest well-being in C3 (C3 vs. C1 and C2, p <
0.01). C1 reported the least concern regarding the occupational and financial situa-
tion followed by C2 and C3 (all with p < 0.01). C3 showed the significantly highest
concern. Interestingly, C3 on average reported a significantly lower income than C1
and C2 (with p < 0.05). There was a difference between C3 and C1, C2 indicating
higher concerns regarding an infection with the SARS-CoV-2 in C3 (with p < 0.05).
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Fig. 3 Bootstrapped means and 95% confidence intervals (CI) of the clusters (blue, red, and green)
for each feature. Notches in the boxes of the plot visualize the upper and lower boundaries of the CI
with the orange line representing the mean of each cluster and the blue line representing the overall
mean of the clusters. The gray line represents a population norm as reference with M = 0.902 for
the EQ-5D-5L quality of life index [30],M = 1.4 for the PHQ-2 [23],M = 1.4 for the GAD-2 [22],
and M = 2.5 for the PHQ-4 [21]. The box comprises 50% of the distribution from the 25th to the
75th quartile. The ends of the whiskers represent the 5th and 95th quartile of the distribution

Regarding the quality of life, therewas no difference in the ratings betweenC1 andC2
but a significant difference between both and C3 (with p < 0.01) with the least quality
of life in the latter. Analyzing the two dimensions (1) depression with the PHQ-2 and
(2) anxiety with the GAD-2, we observed a significant difference between C1 and
C2 (p < 0.05) as well as between C1 and C2 to C3 (p < 0.01). C1 reported the lowest
values for depression and anxiety and C3 reported to be significantly more depressed
and anxious. For the sum score PHQ-4 of the two dimensions indicating psycholog-
ical distress, there was a significant difference among all clusters at p < 0.01 with the
lowest values in C1 and highest psychological distress in C3. There are no differences
between the clusters for education, belonging to a COVID-19 risk group, and contact
with others. However, in case the participants reported to belong to a COVID-19 risk
group, participants of C3 reported on average more factors indicating their belonging
to the risk group compared to C2 (p < 0.05) but not C1. Finally, participants of the C1
filled in the survey more often compared to C3 (p < 0.05). To conclude, C3 revealed
the least well-being and quality of life, higher depression, anxiety, and psychological
distress. Furthermore, it reported higher concerns regarding (a) the occupational and
(b) financial situation as well as (c) a possible infection with the SARS-CoV-2.
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Table 3 Bootstrapped means and 95% CI with the lower and upper bounds for the features and
clusters

Feature C1 C2 C3

Age 47.84 [44.73, 50.92] 44.00 [40.98, 47.14] 41.03 [36.98, 45.09]

Sex 0.34 [0.23, 0.45] 0.46 [0.34, 0.59] 0.41 [0.26, 0.57]

Current well-being 4.35 [4.18, 4.51] 4.07 [3.91, 4.23] 3.50 [3.22, 3.78]

Occupational concern 1.01 [1, 1.04] 1.84 [1.71, 1.95] 2.89 [2.61, 3.15]

Financial concern 1.16 [1.07, 1.24] 2.11 [2, 2.23] 2.63 [2.35, 2.91]

Concern regarding an
infection

1.84 [1.70, 1.99] 1.86 [1.70, 2.02] 2.24 [1.96, 2.54]

Quality of life (EQ-5D-5L
Index)

0.97 [0.96,0.98] 0.98 [0.97, 0.99] 0.90 [0.86, 0.93]

Depression (PHQ-2) 0.40 [0.23, 0.58] 0.78 [0.57, 1] 2.30 [1.89, 2.72]

Anxiety (GAD-2) 0.35 [0.23, 0.48] 0.57 [0.43, 0.73] 1.87 [1.39, 2.37]

Psychological distress
(PHQ-4)

0.75 [0.52,1] 1.36 [1.05, 1.70] 3.41[4.18, 5.02]

Education 3.50 [3.29, 3.70] 3.43 [3.17, 3.65] 3.48 [3.20, 3.72]

Income 4.60 [4.13, 5.07] 4.47 [3.92, 5.02] 3.84 [3.30, 4.40]

COVID-19 risk factor 0.41 [0.30, 0.52] 0,38 [0.25, 0.5] 0.43 [0.28, 0.59]

Number of risk factors 0.39 [0.25, 0.55] 0.27 [0.14, 0.43] 0.63 [0.39, 0.91]

Contact with others 7.53 [6.52, 8.68] 7.97 [6.73, 9.40] 7.36 [6.27, 8,6]

Multiple participation in
WIBCE

5.25 [3.30, 8.00] 4.54[3.16, 6.32]

3.3 Prediction of the Cluster Affiliation

For an explainable machine learning approach, it is of particular value to know
the features’ relevance in the clustering. Therefore, we applied supervised machine
learning to examinewhetherwe can predict the cluster affiliationwith a high accuracy
and use a feature wrapping method and the feature importance implemented in the
random forest. Table 4 provides the performances of the explored algorithms and
their hyperparameters chosen by the grid search. The chance level estimated by the
dummy classifier was set to 0.313.

The feature wrapping method selected (1) current well-being, concern regarding
the (2) occupational and (3) financial situation, and (4) psychological distress (PHQ-
4) as informative features for almost all algorithms. Only the logistic regression
algorithm chose an additional feature (5) age. For the prediction of cluster label
affiliation to the three clusters, the random forest performed best with a high accuracy
score of 94.4% (SD = 0.07). The estimated feature importance ranked concerns
regarding the occupational situation as a feature with the highest impact on the
prediction (score of 0.392), followed by concerns regarding the financial situation
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Table 4 Overview of the average model performance estimated from the cross-validation with
the balanced accuracy metric for the training and test set for each algorithm for the prediction of
cluster affiliation. KNN = k-Nearest Neighbor, LR = Logistic Regression, RF = Random Forest,
and SVM = Support Vector Machine. Change level of the dummy classifier: 0.313

Algorithm M (SD) training M (SD) test Hyperparameter

KNN 0.845 (0.052) 0.878 (0.194) n_neighbors = 4, leaf_size = 8,
algorithm = ball_tree

LR 0.867 (0.081) 0.644 (0.103) C = 0.234, penalty = l1, solver = saga

RFC 0.851 (0.057) 0.944 (0.070) max_depth = 7, max_features = auto,
n_estimators = 200, criterion = gini

SVM 0.879 (0.032) 0.889 (0.141) C = 1, gamma = 0.001, kernel = linear

(score of 0.254), psychological distress (PHQ-4; score of 0.226), and current well-
being (score of 0.128).

4 Discussion

By combining the Gower distance with the PAM algorithm k-Medoids, we could
identify three clusters differing significantly in subjects’ well-being, psycholog-
ical distress, and current financial and occupational concerns during the COVID-
19 pandemic. Further, our cluster comparison revealed that younger persons were
assigned to the cluster reporting greater concerns, increased anxiety, higher psycho-
logical distress, reduced well-being, and quality of life. Especially the financial and
occupational concerns, psychological distress, and current well-being were decisive
variables for the cluster affiliation. Since classifiers’ accuracies were high, we can
assume that the features used to predict the cluster labels were also most informative
for the clustering.While the sequential feature selection extracts the relevant features
independently from each other, the random forest’s feature importance includes inter-
dependencies in its selected subset [31]. The clustering approach proposed here
performed well on the mixed dataset. However, it might be less suitable for larger
datasets due to a high time complexity of O(K(N − K)2I) and related scaling issues
[32]. Further research could investigate other clustering algorithms (e.g., CLARA,
CLARANS, and fuzzy k-modes) and non-random initialization methods. Previous
studies reported increased mental disorders, distress, and decreased mental health [4,
7], especially in individuals between 18 and 34 years [4, 7], women [4, 7], persons
already diagnosed with mental disorders [7], and people living with young children
[4]. We observed comparable findings in our C3. In comparison to reference values
of a norm population [21, 23], the scores for depression (PHQ-2) and psychological
distress (PHQ-4) were significantly higher in C3 but not in C1 and C2. The increased
concerns regarding the financial and occupational situation might be explained by
the prevailing poor hiring opportunities and the economic recession in Germany.
Interestingly, the clusters did not differ in their number of social contacts with other
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persons. Hence, either the reduced contact with other persons due to social distancing
actions did not have a strong influence on psychological health and could not explain
differences in psychological health between the clusters, or the C3 suffered particu-
larly strongly due to the social distancing. However, whether the low psychological
well-being and increased perceived distress in C3 is a consequence of the COVID-
19 pandemic or a phenomenon observed in the young population in general is not
clearly distinguishable.

5 Conclusion

Our unsupervised clustering approach could identify individuals with reduced
psychological protective factors and increased psychological distress. This allows
providing cluster-tailored recommendations, e.g., via a web application, for preven-
tive actions potentially helping to alleviate concerns, decrease perceived distress, and
improve psychological well-being as well as the quality of life [33].
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BERT-Based Tagging Method for Social
Issues in Web Articles

Tokutaka Hasegawa and Shun Shiramatsu

Abstract In recent years, public collaboration to address social challenges has
become increasingly important for the sustainable development of local and global
communities.When discussing how to tackle social challenges, it is essential to inves-
tigate relevant existing activities. This study aims to collect web articles on various
social issues to support such discussions and research. For this purpose, we have
developed an automatic tagging system for web articles on social issues and eval-
uated it using the Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers model
(BERT), Wikidata, and Wikipedia. Specifically, our method classifies each sentence
in a web article into social issue tags using BERT, which was trained beforehand
using the Japanese Wikipedia. We constructed a training corpus using Wikidata and
Wikipedia and extracted candidate social issue tags from the “Social issues” class of
Wikidata. Hierarchical tagging is now possible, thanks to the structure of Wikidata.
The results of our evaluation showed that the proposed method obtained F1 scores
of 0.94 for zeroth-level classifications, 0.85 for first-level classifications, and 0.85 or
better for all second-level classifications.

Keywords Public Collaboration · BERT · Automatic Tagging

1 Introduction

In recent years, approaches based on civic tech, open data, and open source have
been actively pursued globally to resolve social issues through cross-regional citizen
collaboration. However, at present there is nomechanism for enabling people to share
examples of potential solutions. Only exceptional cases have been shared, such as
winning an award in a contest related to the use of open data or sharing content
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on social networking sites by influential people. In this work, we have developed a
method for automatically tagging web articles related to social issues that enables
various cases of addressing social issues to be shared and used for events in which
people can participate. In a previous work, we developed a web application named
MissionForest that can structure public activities for addressing social issues and
publish them as linked open data (LOD). However, we have not been able to collect
case studies from people other than users of MissionForest. To enable the use of case
studies from other regions in public events, it is necessary to develop a mechanism
that can automatically collect information on the approaches people are using for
various social issues. Our proposed method automatically tags social issues using
the Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers model (BERT) in web
articles and structures cases with hierarchical social issue tags by utilizing Wikidata
entities as tags. In this paper, we discuss our development of the method and report
the results of evaluations to determine its accuracy.

In Sect. 2, we give a brief overview of related research. Section 3 describes our
development of the social issue corpus. In Sect. 4, we propose our automatic tagging
method for social issues and report the evaluation results. The results are discussed
in more detail in Sect. 5. We conclude in Sect. 6 with a brief summary and mention
of future work.

2 Related Research

2.1 Language Representation Models BERT and ALBERT

BERT [1] and A Lite BERT (ALBERT) [2] are general-purpose natural language
processingmodels based on the Transformer deep learningmodel. They are typically
used to transfer learning for various tasks such as comprehension. In this study, we
use BERT and ALBERT for tagging.

2.2 Fine-Grained Propaganda Detection

The NLP4IF workshop held at EMNLP-IJCNLP in 2019 included a contest to tackle
the extraction of propaganda from news articles [3]. This contest featured two tasks:
one for letter-based extraction (FLC) and the other for sentence-based extraction
(SLC). As most of the teams that obtained high F-values used the BERT method,
we believe that pre-trained general-purpose language models such as BERT and
ALBERT are effective in extracting social issues from resources such as news articles
on the Web.
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2.3 Web Annotation Data Model

The Web Annotation Data Model [4] is a specification recommended by the W3C
for sharing web annotations. We aim to annotate web articles on social issues, both
manually and by using a machine, and publish the data in this format.

2.4 LOD for Resolving Social Issues

Shiramatsu et al. [5] proposed a data model to convert social issues into linked open
data (LOD). Our method to promote civic technology by matching problem solvers
also uses this LOD. In the future, we plan to design a schema of cases related to
social issues using this data model as a reference.

2.5 MissionForest

MissionForest [6, 7] is a web application that enables the sharing of collaborative
activities. Multiple people can edit tasks in the form of a work breakdown structure
(WBS) to accomplish a task and solve a common problem.

2.6 Automatic Tagging

Several studies have examined ways of automatically tagging labels to unlabeled text
data. Saito et al. [8] proposed an automatic labeling method that uses a distributed
representation to extract wordswith similarmeanings from each category of sentence
vector and assign them as labels. The distributed representation consists of a two-
layer neural network that includes the linguistic nature of the words and phrases,
and similar words can be trained to have similar vectors. While Saito et al. used
automatic tagging for just five news articles of different types, in our study, we target
news articles about social issues, which include about 30 candidate tags. This makes
the classification difficult and complex.

3 Development of Social Issues Corpus

Each sentence in a web article is automatically tagged by determining whether it
refers to a social issue, and if so, its type is automatically determined. In this section,
we create a training corpus for this purpose. Specifically, we use the hierarchical
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SPARQL query
select distinct ?label ?sitelink where {
?s wdt:P279 wd:Q1920219;

rdfs:label ?label.
filter(lang(?label) = "ja")
BIND(?s AS ?wikipedia).
?sitelink schema:about ?wikipedia .
FILTER 

REGEX(STR(?sitelink), "ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/") .
}

Fig. 1 Example of SPARQL query

structure of social issues in Wikidata and the Japanese Wikipedia articles associated
with the structure. Watanabe et al. [15] developed a social issue ontology using
Wikipedia’s category hierarchy, but articles other than those about social issues were
oftenmixed in as noise. If we useWikidata’s “subclass of” property (wdt:P279), there
is a much smaller risk of mixing such noise. Therefore, we use the entities obtained
by following the subclasses of Wikidata’s “Social issues” entities (wd:Q1920219)
as social issue tags. An example of the SPARQL query we created is shown in
Fig. 1 However, since there were only two subclasses of social issues in 2018, we
developed a hierarchical structure of social issues in 2019 by manually adding a
subclass of properties to the entities (e.g., “Crime” and “Disaster”). We believe such
hierarchical tagging will enable users to browse web articles describing social issues
in an exploratory manner. The entities in Wikidata that are subclasses of social
issues are hereinafter called “Social issue tags”. To create a training corpus using
the Japanese Wikipedia articles, we used links to articles on social issues. First,
since each Wikipedia article is associated with one Wikidata entity, we can extract
a list of Wikipedia articles corresponding to social issue tags by tracing the tags
in Wikidata to the associated articles. Next, the text of a Wikipedia article that has
no correspondence with a social issue tag is extracted as a sentence with a link to
the Wikipedia article corresponding to that tag. Such sentences can be regarded as
positive cases that should be given the social issue tag. We use the SPARQL inquiry
service for extracting the hierarchical structure of Wikidata and use the MediaWiki
API for extracting main text articles from Wikipedia. An example of the social
problem corpus we created is shown in Fig. 2. We chose sentences that were at least
30 words long and contained words that matched the class. The source page is a
page with links to Wikipedia articles for the disaster class itself and its subclasses
(e.g., tsunami and earthquake). Therefore, even if the word “disaster” is not directly
included in the text, it can be labeled as “Disaster”. We created a corpus in the same
way for the other classes as well. To classify social issues with high accuracy, it
is necessary to include negative cases that do not describe social issues. For this
purpose, we randomly selected articles from the Japanese Wikipedia and defined
negative cases as articles with tags other than “Social issues” that did not have social
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Tsunami Earthquake
Such earthquakes do not produce strong motions, but the source area of the tsu-

nami spreads faster than the tsunami itself, within a few minutes, and thus the tsu-
nami is larger. If the rupture propagation speed is much slower than this, the tsu-
nami will spread before the source area spreads and no large tsunami will be gen-
erated.

Tsunami earthquakes generate large tsunamis even though the shaking it-
self is small, making immediate evacuation difficult and potentially devastat-
ing. The 1896 Meiji Sanriku earthquake, a notable example of a tsunami 
earthquake, killed more than 20,000 people.

In the 2011 Tohoku-Pacific Ocean Earthquake, strong short-period seismic mo-
tions were generated by slippage in the deep landward side of the plate boundary, 
and long periods of seismic motions and strong tsunamis were generated by slip-
page in the shallow oceanic trench side offshore.

Fig. 2 Example of social issues corpus

problems tags such as “Crime”, “Disaster”, and “Terrorism” and that did not have
morphological elements commonly used at the end of social problem tags such as
“Life”, “Crime”, and “Medical care”.

4 Automatic Tagging Method for Social Issues

4.1 Task Settings

When constructing the corpus, our aim is to determine which kind of social issue
a statement is referring to. In this study, we set up the three tasks listed below. We
compared several multi-label classification models and used the generic language
model BERT or ALBERT for the tasks. Both the pre-training model and the Senten-
cepiece model [9], which is used to tokenize sentences, were trained using data
from the Japanese Wikipedia. These models were then used to fine-tune BERT and
ALBERT for classification.

(1) Zeroth-level classifications. We set up a task to determine if a given sentence
was about a social issue. This task is necessary to extract social issue articles that are
not included in the first level or second level. The role of the zeroth level is similar
to that of the first-level and second-level “Others” tags to account for parsing errors
in the actual text of social issues.

(2) First-level classifications. We selected a number of specific first-level classes of
the “Social issues” class (“Crime”, “Disaster”, “Abuse”, “Discrimination”, “War”,
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“Pseudoscience”, “Harassment”, “Environment issues”, and “Persecution”) and
classified articles of the Japanese Wikipedia related to these subclasses.

(3) Second-level classifications. We selected second-level classes directly linked to
the first-level classes, and classified articles of the Japanese Wikipedia related to
these subclasses. For example, the “Crime” subclass was divided into “Terrorism”,
“Sexual abuse”, “War crimes”, “Torture”, “Scams”, and “Murder”.

4.2 Model Selection

Percentage of negative cases

To classify social issues with high accuracy, it is necessary to include negative cases
that do not describe social issues. For this purpose,we randomly selected articles from
the Japanese Wikipedia and created negative cases by labeling articles with tags that
do not contain social issues as “Others”. Figure 3 shows the prediction accuracy of
the BERT automatic tagging model for the second-level subclass “Crime” when the
percentage of negative cases in the training data was varied. As we can see, there was
a trade-off between precision and recall in the predictive model.When the proportion
of “Others”was low, recallwas high, and conversely,when the proportion of “Others”
was high, precision was high. In this context, we found that the optimal case was
when the percentage of “Others” was between 25 and 30%, which is the intersection
point of the precision and recall curves. Therefore, we trained the negative cases of
“Others” at about 25% in this automatic tagging model for all subclasses in the first
and second levels. However, due to the dichotomous classification of the zeroth level,
the percentage of training data was 50% for the cases in the zeroth level.

0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9

1
1.1

10% 25% 50% 75% 90%

Percentage of nega ve cases
accuracy average accuracy rate of others

precision of others recall of others

Fig. 3 Prediction accuracy in negative case percentage change
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Comparison of multi-label classification models

We compared four ML algorithms for multi-label classification (BERT, Random
Forest [10], Naive Bayes [11], and K-Nearest Neighbor [12]) to automatically tag
and classify web news articles. The second-level subclass “Crime” was used for the
corpus to compare the accuracy of the models. We divided the data into 90% for
training data and 10% for test data to ensure a fair comparison. We compared the
average percentages of ten of the correct responses of the test data [13]. Figure 4
shows the predictive accuracy of each classification model. BERT performed best,
exceeding 0.8 in F1 score, recall, and precision. We also examined whether there
was any statistically significant difference between the BERT model and the other
models using McNemar’s test [14]. We assumed a null hypothesis that no difference
between the two systems is correct and checked if there was a significant difference.
If the null hypothesis holds, there is a 50% chance of being correct in either of the
two models. Therefore, the probability distribution of the number of successes in
one system follows a binomial distribution with probability 0.5. Equation (1) shows
how this metric is calculated, where n is defined as the number of correct answers
for either one of the two models.

P =
n∑

k

(
n
k

)
0.5k(1− 0.5)n−k (1)

Results showed that p = 1.48e−06 when comparing BERT and Random Forest,
p = 1.50e−20 when comparing BERT and K-Nearest Neighbor, and p = 6.13e−44
when comparing BERT andNaive Bayes. In none of these cases did this value exceed
the significance level.

Comparison of ALBERT and BERT

ALBERT is a general-purpose language model that reduces the weight of BERT and
speeds up the learning process. We tested it by changing the batch size and number
of training steps to see if it would work in our automatic tagging task. Table 1 shows
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0.8

1

Precision Recall F1-score

BERT Random Forest K-Nearest Neighbor Naive Bayes

Fig. 4 Predictive accuracy of each classification model
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Table 1 Prediction accuracy
of BERT and ALBERT in
each condition

Batch size Steps Accuracy

BERT 4 7800 0.87

ALBERT 1 4 2200 0.40

ALBERT 2 4 11,000 0.61

ALBERT 3 8 11,000 0.64

ALBERT 4 8 38,000 0.76

ALBERT 5 8 110,000 0.80

Fig. 5 Accuracy of ALBERT model in condition 5

a comparison of the prediction accuracy between BERT and ALBERT. While the
original BERT model had a batch size of 4 and 7800 training steps, the ALBERT
model had a batch size of either 4 or 8, and the training stepswere verified infive levels
from 2200 to 110,000. The training task was a second-level “Crime” classification
task. The results showed that the ALBERT model improved accuracy up to 0.80
as the batch size and training steps were increased. Figure 5 shows the accuracy
of the ALBERT model in condition 5, where the accuracy converged to around 0.8
when the training steps were around 60,000. These results mean it is necessary to
examine other factors to improve the accuracy of the ALBERT model. Therefore,
we used the BERT model in this study for the first-level classification task and all
other hierarchies.

4.3 Accuracy Verification

The task discussed in Sect. 4.1 was trained using the BERT model. Tables 2 and
3 show the prediction accuracy of the zeroth-level classification problem in 4.1(1),
Tables 4 and 5 show the prediction accuracy of the first-level classification problem
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Table 2 Results of prediction accuracy in news article (1)

News articles

Precision Recall F1 score Support

Others 0.95 0.92 0.93 241

Social issues 0.92 0.95 0.94 241

Accuracy 0.94 482

Table 3 Results of prediction accuracy in news article (2)

News articles

Precision Recall F1 score Support

Others 0.99 0.91 0.94 1000

Social issues 0.71 0.95 0.81 241

Accuracy 0.91 1241

Table 4 Results of prediction accuracy in “Social issues” (1)

Social issues

Precision Recall F1 score Support

Crime 0.93 0.76 0.84 2571

Disaster 0.97 0.82 0.89 1773

Abuse 0.83 0.73 0.77 248

Discrimination 0.89 0.75 0.81 255

War 0.91 0.82 0.86 667

Pseudoscience 0.94 0.87 0.91 264

Harassment 0.87 0.75 0.80 166

Environment issues 0.92 0.82 0.86 283

Persecution 0.79 0.45 0.58 42

Others 0.74 0.97 0.84 3090

Accuracy 0.85 9359

in 4.1(2), and Table 6 shows the prediction accuracy of the second-level prediction
in 4.1(3).

Zeroth-level classification

First, the zeroth-level classifications were trained with the social issues corpus
described in Sect. 3, but most of them were classified as “Others”. Therefore, we
used our manually created corpus to train the classification model and validate the
classification accuracy. Tables 2 and 3 show the difference in the proportion of the
“Others” class used for validation. The results of the evaluation showed an F1 score
of 0.94 for the zeroth-level classifications. In reality, the percentage of sentences that
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Table 5 Results of prediction accuracy in “Social issues” (2)

Social issues

Precision Recall F1 score Support

Crime 0.35 0.49 0.41 51

Disaster 0.74 0.89 0.81 35

Abuse 1.00 0.17 0.29 30

Discrimination 0.75 0.39 0.51 31

War 0.67 0.06 0.12 31

Pseudoscience 1.00 0.54 0.70 28

Harassment 0.79 0.45 0.58 33

Environment issues 1.00 0.19 0.32 32

Persecution 0.90 0.29 0.44 31

Others 0.57 0.96 0.71 163

Accuracy 0.60 465

Table 6 Results of prediction accuracy in “Crime”

Crime

Precision Recall F1 score Support

Others 0.88 0.83 0.86 256

Terrorism 0.90 0.86 0.88 42

Sexual abuse 0.92 0.89 0.91 269

War crimes 0.79 0.83 0.81 64

Torture 0.83 0.83 0.83 60

Scam 0.98 0.89 0.93 161

Murder 0.76 0.91 0.83 189

Accuracy 0.87 1041

should be tagged as “Social issues” in news articles is not considered to be 50%.
When the percentage of “Social issue” tags in the validation data is set to 20%, the
percentage of false judgments is high. Therefore, we need to be careful when we
actually operate this system.

First-level classification

Table 4 shows the validation of classification accuracy with data not used for the
training of the classification model among the social problems explained in Sect. 3.
Table 5 shows the validation of classification accuracy using news articles written
about social issues that we manually collected (Sect. 4.3.1). The results for the
social issues corpus showed that the accuracy was relatively high except for the
“Persecution” class, which had less support. However, validation with actual news
articles showed that the accuracy was reduced in most classes. Figure 6 shows the
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Fig. 6 Confusion matrix of first-level classification

confusionmatrix of the verificationwith the actual news articles.We can see here that
the classification model misclassified many classes as “Others”. Also, many of the
“War” and “Persecution” classes were classified as “Crime” classes, which was not
entirely wrong. These results indicate that it is sometimes necessary to add multiple
tags to a single sentence.

Second-level classification

The average accuracy of each tagging model was generally high in the system,
exceeding 0.87 for all models. However, as discussed in Sects. 4.3.1 and 4.3.2, if the
accuracy verification is performed using the same proportions and sentences for each
class as in the actual news articles, the accuracy might be less than what is described
here. To improve the accuracy of these predictions, we need to re-learn the data by
under-sampling or increasing the number of samples. As an example, Table 6 shows
the results for “Crime” among the models of second-level classification.

5 Discussion

Regarding the automatic tagging of social questions with our method, the percentage
of correct answers for all classes was above 0.85, which suggests it could be used
effectively if we manually correct the wrong answers. On the other hand, the result
for the “Persecution” class was 0.58, which is lower than the other classes. After
checking the confusion matrix, we found that the “Persecution” class tended to be
combined with the “Crime” class and was sometimes misclassified as “Others”.
The corpus of the “Others” class is likely to contain information of other classes,
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which may cause problems with the quality of the corpus. In fact, the percentage
of sentences that should be tagged as “Social issues” in a news article is unlikely
to be 50%; it is likely to vary depending on the website where the news article was
published. Therefore, we plan to change the proportion of “Others” in the future
when verifying the accuracy of the survey. Also, in Wikidata, “Persecution” is not a
subclass of “Crime”, but there is a possibility that it is embedded or included in the
actual web article. To resolve this issue, we feel it is necessary to add multiple tags to
a single sentence. It may be possible to assignmultiple labels to the probability output
from the classification model by assigning weights or setting threshold values. In the
future, we plan to manually evaluate the quality of the automatically constructed
corpus. In addition, although both the training and validation data were extracted
mechanically from the Wikipedia page, we believe it is necessary to deal with news
articles that actually exist on the Web.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed an automatic tagging method using the Bidirec-
tional Encoder Representations from Transformers model (BERT), Wikidata, and
Wikipedia. To automatically tag social issues, we also constructed a training corpus
usingWikidata.We found that this automatic constructionmethod can greatly reduce
the amount of manual labor. Our model uses the raw text of Wikipedia for pre-
training to perform automatic tagging, and as a result, it achieved F1 scores of 0.94
for zeroth-level classifications, 0.85 for first-level classifications, and 0.85 or better
for all second-level classifications. Overall, we achieved an accuracy of at least 0.85,
which indicates that we can use the model effectively if we manually correct the
errors. However, there is still room for improvement regarding the labeling of nega-
tive cases. In the future, we plan to improve the accuracy of the automatic tagging
by manually evaluating the quality of the constructed corpus. We will also evaluate
our system by using real-world examples such as co-creative projects conducted
in the Special Interest Group on Crowd Co-creative Intelligence (SIG-CCI) of the
Japanese Society for Artificial Intelligence and civic tech activities conducted by
Code for Nagoya.
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Multidimensional Blockchain Security
Analysis

Ilya Shilov and Danil Zakoldaev

Abstract Scaling and securing data exchange in distributed systems are important
directions for scientific research. Known solutions provide certain level of security
but lack some qualities required for wide usage. Among the obstacles are scaling
distributed solutions and constructing exchange between separate robust distributed
ledgers. The paper presents multidimensional blockchain— an approach to building
robust distributed ledgers based on the notion of blockchain. The solution can be
implemented in two approaches: block mode and state machine mode. A general
security analysis, mathematical security analysis, and GUC-framework analysis are
performed. Mathematical analysis is based on existing works on security of one-
dimensional blockchain and consensus algorithms. A GUC-model is created to
prove security of multidimensional blockchain. It is proven that multidimensional
blockchain securely implements robust distributed ledger and provides secure inter-
system exchange given that search and verification protocol is secure. The work is
a basis for further research towards implementation of scalable robust distributed
ledger.

Keywords Multidimensional Blockchain · Persistence · Liveness · UC
framework · Transaction · Security proof

1 Introduction

Cryptographic currencies and related technologies have appeared recently but have
already made a great impact on the development of information technologies
and implementing distributed systems. An important notion of modern distributed
systems is ledger.Distributed ledger is a ledgermaintained by two andmoremachines
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[13, 14]. For ledger controlled by one node, persistence and liveness are fulfilled by
default. It is way more difficult to achieve these qualities for distributed ledgers func-
tioning in an unreliable environment in presence of adversaries working against the
protocol [5, 12]. Blockchain solves this exact problem.

It is worth mentioning that blockchain is not deprived of disadvantages. While
some have been overcome by recent research [4, 19], several are still critical and slow
down the development of this technology. Significant disadvantage of blockchain is
the increase of data storage size. Blockchain implies replication of complete block
sequence on every node of the network. Although attempts to solve this problem
were undertaken, in practice, a working solution was not presented. Among the
most complicated operations is the transmission of funds between fiduciary currency
systems and cryptocurrencies or between cryptocurrencies. Nowadays, such opera-
tions require creation of so-called sidechains or attraction of third parties, which also
solve the problem only partially.

Multidimensional blockchain is a proposed approach to building robust distributed
ledgers. Its concept is based on idea of sidechains used when transferring funds
between separate non-compliant solutions in cryptocurrency world. This technology
is meant to solve such problems as data transition between separate systems based
on blockchain, uniting blockchains with different operating rules into unified system
and decreasing the volume of data storage on nodes, thanks to scaling. The aim of
this work is multidimensional blockchain security proof.

2 Multidimensional Blockchain

Multidimensional blockchain is a system which consists of a set of blockchains each
of which except for the first one follows registration procedure in one of existing
blockchains. Registration means storing information on genesis block and, possibly,
some features of blockchain in different blockchain. The concept of genesis block
requires special attention. This is the first block in blockchain. The concept is same for
blockchains inmultidimensional blockchain. Genesis blocks are explicitly registered
in existing blockchains.

Figure 1 shows general view ofmultidimensional blockchain which unites several
blockchains into one system. It is supposed that every blockchain implements
distributed ledger—this assumption allows to disengage from concrete operation
mode. Therefore, it is not explicitly mentioned how exactly blockchain registration
is performed: in block of special type or in internal data structure. Both modes are
considered later.
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Fig. 1 Multidimensional blockchain

3 Mathematical Evaluation of Multidimensional
Blockchain Security

There are two main directions for security analysis of multidimensional blockchain.
On one hand, scaling causes change of settings for separate robust distributed ledgers.
This causes change of successful attack probability for underlying attacker, who
controls constant number of nodes. On the other hand, when constructing exchange
via registration, the probability of attack for each blockchain depends not only on
attacker’s actions, but also on probability of breaking security of all ledgers on the
way up to the root of blockchain tree.

During scaling the number of nodes in each ledger changes. Thus, Eq. (1) holds
(N—number of nodes, NA—number of attackers, k—current number of blocks on
the blockchain, and L—the number of blockchains).

pa = F(N , NA, k) ⇒ p
′
a = F

(
N − NA

L
+ NA, NA, k

)
(1)

Following formula can be applied for registration process:

pa =
(
1 −

L∏
i=0

qi

)
= 1 −

L∏
i=0

(1 − pi ) (2)

where p is probability of successful attack and q is probability of secure functioning.
Consequently, the probability depends on the probability that none of L blockchains
in the hierarchy shall be compromised. In practice the target is equivalent to calcu-
lation of probabilities in a tree where each node is associated with probability and
complete probability for each node depends on all parent nodes.
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3.1 Proof of Work Analysis. Nakamoto Approach

The first evaluation of blockchain security (in fact—proof of work security) was
given in the first paper on Bitcoin [1]. An equation was presented, which allowed
evaluating secure depth of block in the blockchain that allows taking the probability
of successful attack as negligible. For Bitcoin, secure depth is about six blocks. The
probability of successful attack depends on overall power of the adversary (in fact
on the relation between adversaries’ power and the power of honest nodes).

If the number of miners in each blockchain is same, multidimensional blockchain
does not influence the security of separate blockchains: each blockchain operates on
its own in sense of consensus mechanism. If the number of miners decreases (while
building child blockchains) the attack simplifies, provided the adversary concen-
trates his resources on attack of just one specific blockchain in multidimensional
blockchain. Figure 2 demonstrates the increasing of the probability of successful
attack on last six blocks depending on the adversaries’ power. Equation (3) denotes
the dependence if N is the number of blockchains (all variables are same as in original
paper).

Thus, when creating new blockchains for scaling, it is necessary to consider that
the number of miners in the system cannot increase significantly in a short time. Such
evaluation is to be taken every timewhen application ofmultidimensional blockchain
is considered.

Pa = 1 −
z∑

k=0

λke−λ

k!

(
1 −

(
q

p/N

)(z−k)
)

(3)

Evaluation the probability of attack onmultidimensional blockchain during regis-
tration is also based on the equations given for scaling. However, it does not use
the number of nodes in each blockchain as a parameter. General formula of attack
probability is given in Eq. (4).

Fig. 2 Probability of successful attack with decreasing number of nodes
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Fig. 3 The probability of successful attack on blockchain like Bitcoin depending on the nesting
level in multidimensional blockchain

Pa =
(
1 +

L∏
i=0

(
z∑

k=0

λke−λ

k!

(
1 −

(
qi
pi

)(z−k)
)))

(4)

For simplified representations, consider Bitcoin and the results for ledger in a
specific unit of time. The calculation is performed with Eq. (2). Figure 3 shows the
result of calculations.

3.2 Proof of Work Analysis. GHOST Approach

An important shortcoming of Nakamoto security analysis is the absence of transi-
tion delay among the model parameters. Paper [18] contains evaluation of successful
attack probability with this value accounted. Besides, the same work contains a
theorem which proves that networks with delays are not less (essentially even more)
secure than networkswithout delays. For networkswith delays, the evaluation is hard-
ened due to the absence of information on network structure. Using TPS instead of
“blocks per second” is a specific feature of the paper. A general security requirement
is

β
(
λrep

) ≥ q

1 − q
λrep = q

p
λrep (5)

Here β is block acceptance rate, λrep is observed block creation rate, q is the
percentage of blocks created by attacker (probability that next block is created by
attacker), p is the percentage of blocks created by honest nodes (probability that next
block is created by an honest node).
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Splitting miners into groups when creating multidimensional blockchain (or
creating blockchains inside multidimensional blockchain) causes change of rela-
tion between p and q, i.e., probabilities that the next block is created by an attacker
or honest node. Thus, the evaluations also change. As with the longest chain rule, it
is necessary to evaluate the probability of successful attack to find out whether it is
secure to create a new blockchain inside multidimensional blockchain.

It is possible to examine the change of relation between parameters of a given
equation. It is reasonable to evaluate only scaling as connecting blockchains in order
to organize secure information exchange does not cause change of parameters used
in GHOST approach. The change of relation between p and q is given below

q ′

p′ = NA( N−NA
L + NA

) − NA
= NA

N − NA
∗ L = q

p
∗ L (6)

Block inclusion rate does not change over time, thanks to target recalcula-
tion mechanisms. However, block creation rate generally changes if attacker and
remaining honest nodes do not change their behavior. Generally, block generation
depends on the number of nodes. The dependence is proportional

(
q

p
∗ λrep

)′

=
(
q

p
∗ λ

)
∗ (1 + q(L − 1)) (7)

Thus, increasing the number of ledgers causes increase of the lower bound for
Eq. (5) which might break security of some protocols and consensus mechanisms.

3.3 Proof of Work Analysis. IOHK Approach

Scaling blockchain by transformation intomultidimensional analog causes change of
some parameters defined in papers on Bitcoin security. Security proofs and analyses
are basedon the notions of persistence and liveness [13] and the features of blockchain
which allow to achieve the requirements of these notions: common prefix property
(CPP), chain quality property (CQP), and chain growth property (CGP). Scaling secu-
rity analysis is equivalent to analysis whether these requirements are still fulfilled
when nodes are split into groups. Security analysis for registration is more compli-
cated and is not presented in this paper as it significantly depends on formal search
and verification protocol for blocks and transactions which is not observed in this
paper.

In papers [13, 14], security proofs are given as theorems which use a set of param-
eters. Change of parameters might lead to security breach. Thus, scaling requires
evaluating that persistence and liveness are fulfilled in all inner ledgers. The theo-
rems do not contain probabilities which prevents evaluation of registration security
with Eq. (2). This, security of parent ledger must be taken as a prerequisite: a ledger
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is insecure if its parent is not persistent. Liveness is less important as registration is
complete only when the record of registration goes deep enough into the chain of
blocks.

In paper [13], the main requirement for the model is the fulfillment of following
requirement (honest majority assumption):

t ≤ (1 − δ)(n − t) and δ ≥ 2 f + 2ε (8)

Lemma 21 has a parameter k—depth required to take the block for irreversible. It
depends on cryptographic hash-sum length and the round to block translation valueη.
Value f changes over time—it is the probability that at least one honest node creates
a block in a round. Its parameters: n—number of nodes, t—number of attacking
nodes, p—probability of successful request to oracle, and q—number of requests
per round for node.

f ′

f
= pq

(
N
L − t

)
1 + pq

(
n
L − t

) ∗ 1 + pq(n − t)

pq(n − t)
=

1
n−t + pq
1

n
L −t + pq

< 1 (9)

In other words, increasing number of blockchains causes decreasing the prob-
ability that at least one honest node creates a block during round. Thus, lower
bound of parameter δ decreases which strengthens requirement for honest majority.
Consequently, scaling requires fulfillment of required condition.

3.4 Proof of Stake Analysis

As for the end of 2020, the only proof of stake consensus mechanism with proven
security is Ouroboros [2, 11, 15]. This work inherits the principles defined in papers
on Bitcoin security. However, an important proof of stake feature is independence
of physical system maintenance. According to the chain selection rule in Ouroboros
Genesis, recreation of correct chain adopted by honest majority is possible from
the first block, i.e., Genesis block (bootstrapping from Genesis). Then security
of the system does not depend on the real number of maintaining nodes as it is
defined by number of accounts in the system and relation between stakes of honest
accounts and accounts controlled by the adversary. Thus, theorems defined in papers
on Ouroboros security remain correct for multidimensional blockchain, provided
that honest majority requirement is fulfilled in Genesis block of a new blockchain.
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3.5 Byzantium Security Analysis

Finally, it is necessary to define Byzantium protocols security inside multidi-
mensional blockchain. Byzantium protocols are consensus protocols in distributed
systems. All these protocols (if no authentication used) have common constraint:
correct operations are possible only if the number of honest nodes is greater than 2/3
of cumulative number of nodes [17]. Including such system into multidimensional
blockchain and performing further scaling requires following this constraint. Then
similarly to proof of work all previous results and security proofs remain correct
provided that the constraint is followed.

4 GUC-Security of Multidimensional Blockchain

Universal composability framework is an approach frequently used in protocol secu-
rity proofs [3, 6, 7]. This framework is a bases for security proofs for some crypto-
graphic primitives (digital signatures, key exchange, etc.) and for complete systems
– consensus mechanisms [9, 10].

In the framework, the system is defined as a set of interconnected interactiveTuring
machines (ITM) which in addition to ordinary Turing machines functionality have
tapes for interactions with other ITM. There are several ways to construct security
proofs with UC framework: simulation, numerical approach, and hybrid models.
Any of these approaches restricts the model with several constraints which define
the borders for security proofs.

Multidimensional blockchain security proof is based on multidimensional
blockchain UCmodel. Construction of the model requires considering some features
of the technology. Inmultidimensional blockchain, there is a set of blockchainswhich
possibly use common settings—it means that, it is necessary to use version of UC
frameworkwith global setup (GUC-framework) [8]. Several assumptions for security
proofs are used instead of admissible environment notion [16]:

1. Distributed ledgers can use common settings, i.e., to call common ideal
functionalities.

2. Specifics of separate consensus mechanisms are not examined.
3. Robust ledgers used in multidimensional blockchain are identical to ideal

functionalities implementing robust distributed ledger.
4. All assumptions on functioning of one-dimensional blockchains are followed.
5. An attacker is dummy and only transfers environment requests to system nodes.

During security proofs,modifiedmodels of one-dimensional blockchains are used.
They differ from original with existence of external transactions. Search and verifi-
cation protocol is out of scope which means that similarly to [13] V(.) predicate is
used to present external transactions.

It is worth mentioning that different models are applied for security analysis
of scaling and registration. Figure 4 presents a GUC-model of multidimensional
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Fig. 4 GUC-model of
multidimensional blockchain
for scaling

blockchain. Multidimensional blockchain here works as a wrapper for ordinary one-
dimensional blockchains. Verification of external transactions is performed using
special ideal functionality.

Statement 1. Substituting one-dimensional blockchain with multidimensional
blockchain persistence and liveness remain provided search and verification protocol
is secure.

To prove this statement, it is sufficient to show that execution with multidimensional
blockchain is equivalent to executionwith one-dimensional blockchain from the envi-
ronmental point of view. The case with one-dimensional blockchain inside multidi-
mensional blockchain is trivial: multidimensional blockchain operates as a mediator
and does not influence any protocols or security mechanisms. When several ledgers
exist, multidimensional blockchain retranslates requests to the ledgers manually.
Transactions are created by environment. Difference between external and ordinary
transactions was presented earlier.

Hence, for environment systems with one-dimensional and multidimensional
blockchains do not differ as both systems implement same set of messages and
security of nested blockchains and ideal functionality GVERIFY is given as an
assumption.

Consider protocol implementing multidimensional blockchain. A model of node
maintaining this protocol is required for it.Model is basedoncodeof one-dimensional
robust distributed ledger, given, for instance, in [13], with some extensions needed
to work with external transactions. Among extensions there is GVERIFY mentioned
earlier. Transactions are also modified with fields required for external addressing.
All the other interfaces must be equal to corresponding interfaces of GLEDGER to
construct security proof.

For model simplification, an approach with wrapper is used. Ledger-
Protocolq,D,T(p) from [13, 14] is extended with calls toGVERIFY when using ValidTX.
Besides, a handler for obtained transactions is defined:
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1. If transaction is external, it is added to buffer and sent to GVERIFY for check.
After response, transaction is either added to a set of ready for inclusion to a
block or is rejected.

2. If transaction is internal, it is added to set of transactions ready for inclusion to
a block immediately.

Consider behavior of node maintaining multidimensional blockchain protocol
MBC-Protocol. During initialization, the node registers itself into necessary ideal
functionalities. Besides, the node obtains information on maintained ledgers from
environment—it is emulating environment for internal Ledger-Protocol, i.e., it is
executing code for several other processes inside its own process. Also, it performs
registration in ideal functionalities for them. Finish of code execution in each round
happens after finish of code execution in each internal protocol.

Requests CLOCK-READ and CLOCK-UPDATE are handled by controller and
notifications are delivered to internal nodes. On SUBMIT the request is deliv-
ered to internal ledger. The node independently makes decisions on participation
in ledger maintenance—by sending MAINTAIN-LEDGER to internal node. With
each internal activation a request to GVERIFY is made to obtain information about all
external transactions not yet included to blocks.

Procedures ExtendState and FetchInformation are also important.When new state
is created information about all new irreversible external transactions in new state is
delivered to GVERIFY . Irreversible state is a state created by a block which got deep
enough to become irreversible by adversary. Additionally, GVERIFY gets updates on
state depth and accepts only transactions which went deep enough into the ledger.

Statement 2.MBC-ProtocolUC-implementsmultidimensional blockchain provided
secure search and verification protocol exists.

Proof of this statement is given with hybrid models. For this, components of protocol
model are sequentially substituted by components of model based on ideal function-
alities. A security proof if constructedwith this gradual transition fromone equivalent
model to another, i.e., via emulation. Original and target models are given at Fig. 5.

Fig. 5 Hybrid models for security proof
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Next steps demonstrate intermediate models and their equivalence.
HYB0 is original model. All nodes run MBC-Protocol given previously. External

transactions are verified with requests to search and verification protocol for blocks
and transactions. Consensus mechanism is embedded into FCON . HYB1 is a model
where nodes communicate with ideal functionalities maintaining one-dimensional
ledgers. Equivalence, if achieved, thanks to applying universally composability
theorem [8]. Hence, each node independently redirects requests to ideal functional-
ities. HYB2 is a model where each node updated information about external trans-
actions independently. Each GLEDGER interacts with GVERIFY independently. The
models are equivalent as with protocol functioning notification is sent when transac-
tion becomes irreversible for all honest nodes. Analogically, ledger notifies GVERIFY

when transaction is accepted as irreversible. HYB3 is a model with a wrapper which
retranslates requests. In this case, all requests on transactions from nodes are retrans-
lated to one node which forwards them to ideal functionalities working inside it. The
approach differs from HYB2 only with its structure.

Lastmodel is equivalent to awrapper described previously.Hence, protocolMBC-
Protocol UC-implements multidimensional blockchain. It is worth mentioning that
implementations remain correct only provided search and verification protocol is
secure.

Statement 3. MBC-Protocol UC-implements robust distributed ledger.

Proof for this statement follows from universally composability theorem. External
interface of multidimensional blockchain is equivalent to external interface
of one-dimensional blockchain. MBC-Protocol UC-implements multidimensional
blockchain. Hence, it also UC-implements robust distributed ledger which from
the environment point of view works equivalently to ideal functionality which
implements multidimensional blockchain.

The approachwithmultidimensional blockchain for interactions betweenordinary
one-dimensional blockchains is implemented with a model presented on Fig. 6.

Fig. 6 A model for
registration in
multidimensional blockchain
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Statement 4. Persistence and liveness of one-dimensional blockchain are not broken
in multidimensional blockchain given UC-secure search and verification protocol
exists.

Persistence and liveness are required and sufficient condition for distributed ledger to
be robust. Persistencemeans that when transaction dives deep enough into the ledger,
it becomes part of state for all nodes. Liveness means that honest node transaction is
included into ledger in a finite time. Inmultidimensional blockchain, work of internal
and outgoing external transactions does not differ fromwork of ordinary transactions
in ordinary distributed ledger. This implies that persistence and liveness remain if
equivalent ledger without external transactions is robust.

External transactions can break persistence if transaction gets inverted in initi-
ating ledger. To prevent this, GVERIFY functionality is used. If search and verification
protocolworks correctly, such situation does not occur. Liveness can be broken only if
search and verification of external transaction is performed too long or is broken with
probability greater than negligible. Analogously, with correct search and verification
protocol, transactions are always verified in a finite time.

Statement 5. Multidimensional blockchain allows to implement secure informa-
tion exchange between robust distributed ledgers provided search and verification
protocol is UC-secure.

This statement is a corollary of Statement 4. With correct search and verification
protocol, each ledger with external transactions remains robust. Thanks to receipt of
information about external transactions, it is possible to implement secure exchange.

5 Conclusion

The paper presents analysis of multidimensional blockchain security. This is solution
to scaling problem for robust distributed ledgers, which simultaneously allows to
perform secure information exchange between separate robust distributed ledgers
managed by different persons. Multidimensional blockchain is based on extension
of one-dimensional blockchain notion. Main results of work which have scientific
and practical value:

1. Formal description of multidimensional blockchain in block and state model.
2. General security evaluation of multidimensional blockchain security.
3. Mathematical evaluation of multidimensional blockchain security.
4. Statements proving:

a. The possibility of secure information exchange between robust distributed
ledgers built on basis of multidimensional blockchain.

b. The possibility of applying multidimensional blockchain as a basis for
building robust distributed ledger (or scaling existing ledgers).
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The results can be used as basis for further research in sphere of robust distributed
ledgers. An actual problem is designing of secure protocol for information exchange
about external transactions—search and verification protocol for blocks and trans-
actions. Currently, proof of security is based on suboptimal approach when all
nodes relate to each other. A perspective research is experimental verification of
multidimensional blockchain functioning and comparison to basic characteristics
of other systems’ functioning. An important scientific objective is implementation
of consensus mechanisms which allow to reject mining or using system tokens for
consensus. Advanced cryptography research is devoted to zero-knowledge algo-
rithms and protocols. A non-solved problem is embedding these protocols into
multidimensional blockchain.
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Varidation of Indoor Localization
Method by CNN Using RSSI

Makoto Uehara, Masashi Kimura, and Hideyuki Kobayashi

Abstract AGlobal Positioning System (GPS) is widely used as amethod of outdoor
localization.However, indoor localization system is required because theGPS signals
are disturbed indoors. Although the fingerprinting method is a simple and inexpen-
sive method of indoor localization, it is affected by environmental factors such as
multipath effects. This paper proposes a Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN)-
based localization model that consists of pooling layers for Wi-Fi fingerprinting
indoor localization. These pooling layers of CNN can extract features of RSSI that
contribute to the localization. Experimental results show that the proposed model
reduces MAE about 16%. Furthermore, the coefficient of determination improves by
0.5 compared to the fingerprinting method.

Keywords Received signal strength indicator · Convolutional neural network ·
Fingerprint-based localization · Indoor localization.

1 Introduction

Localizations for people or objects are necessary for navigation systems. GPS is a
main outdoor localization method. It is also used in wireless devices. However, the
GPS cannot be used indoors because of the inability to receive satellites signals. On
the other hand, indoor localization methods using Wi-Fi access points are proposed,
which because plenty Wi-Fi access points exist in indoor environments. Two major
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methods of indoor localization usingWi-Fi signals have been proposed. One of them
is based on a Triangulation. The other is based on a Scene Analysis. Triangulation
includes Time Of Arrival (TOA), Time Difference Of Arrival (TDOA), Angle Of
Arrival (AOA) [1–4], and so on. However, these technologies require the location of
the access points in advance or additional hardware. Thus, if these method uses for
indoor localization, it leads to high equipment costs. The SceneAnalysis, represented
by the fingerprinting method, is a cheaper and simpler method of indoor localization.
Fingerprinting method uses the Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) which is
the received signal strength from a Wi-Fi access point [5]. The fingerprint consists
of a set of RSSIs and access points’ location. Localization using this method has two
phases. The first phase is the offline acquisition phase which creates a fingerprint
database. The second phase is online phase called a matching phase. In this phase,
the user measures the real-time RSSI for their location and find mostly matches
fingerprint from the database. The fingerprinting method finds the location using the
two phases. However, RSSI is affected by environmental factors such as multipath
effects. Especially, in indoors, environmental factors are significant because many
objects exist, such as fingerprinting method degrades when estimating using RSSI
affected by multipath.

This paper aims to reduce the impact of environmental factors such as multipath
effects during the fingerprint acquisition process. Accuracy of fingerprint methods
depends on the RSSI. Therefore, the fingerprint methods need to avoid using RSSIs
which are affected by environmental factors such as multipath effects or shadowing.

Machine learning algorithms such as RandomForest have the ability of estimate
the location without using RSSI affected by multipath. However, machine learning
algorithms cannot select features of RSSI for localization automatically.

Thus, we propose a Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN)-based localization
model that consists of pooling layers in this paper. These pooling layers can extract
features of RSSI. Specifically, each RSSI is weighted in the neural network to deter-
mine importance in localization. Experimental results show that our model out-
perform traditional fingerprinting method and machine learning methods in indoor
localization accuracy. Moreover, the proposed methods outperform in fewer access
point environment.

2 Related Works

2.1 Localization Algorithm

Two major methods of indoor localization using Wi-Fi signals have been proposed.
One of them is based on a Triangulation. The other is based on a Scene Analysis.

Triangulation. Triangulation estimates people or objects by using several reference
points with known coordinates. This scheme can be further divided into the lateration
or the angulation.
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Lateration. The lateration estimates the position by measuring distance from several
reference points to device. The lateration needs to measure the distance from at
least three reference points. The distance is generally inferred from time of arrival
(TOA), time difference of arrival (TDOA). These approaches can be founded in
literature. Schauer et al. [6] concludes TOA-based Wi-Fi has been not yet feasible
on off-the-shelf devices because of the need for a more accurate Wi-Fi clock. Li et
al. [7] investigates TDOA in wireless LANs. However, all transmitters and receivers
must be precisely synchronized. In addition, a timestamp needs to be labeled in the
transmission signal so that the receiving device can compute the travel distance of
the signal.

Angulation. The angulation calculates the angle of arrival (AOA) relative to multiple
reference points. Angulation does not require synchronization between transmitter
and receiver devices. How et al. [8] proposes AoA-based wireless indoor localization
method usingWi-Fi access points with antenna arrays. However, this approach needs
antenna arrays or directional antennas, whichmakes the receiver complex.Moreover,
the estimation accuracy decreases as the target devicemoves away from the reference
points. A small angular error leads to a large error in the estimation [4].

SceneAnalysis. Fingerprintingmethodclassified asSceneAnalysis collects location-
specific fingerprints in offline phase, and compares the fingerprints obtained instantly
in the offline phase with those obtained in the offline phase. The fingerprint is defined
by the RSSI from each access point at a specific location. The RSSI indicates the
strength of the signal received by the wireless devices from signal sending devices
such as Wi-Fi access points. RSSI is inversely proportional to the square of the
distance. Therefore, each location has a unique fingerprint.

2.2 Deep Learning

Machine learning algorithms such as RandomForest and LightGBM are able to
make predictions excluding outliers. Specifically, data including outliers are grouped
together to reduce the impact on estimation.However, these algorithms cannot extract
features automatically from the input.

Outliers are values that are significantly out of line in a dataset. Deep learning
is a method for optimizing a network of layered functional modules represented by
parameters using the gradient descent method [9, 10]. The result of affine transfor-
mation of the input of each layer is further transformed nonlinearly by the activation
function to the output of the value. These are stacked to form a complex nonlinear
transformation. Deep learning can reduce the impact of outliers on estimation by not
advancing the learning when an outlier is received as network input.
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An important aspect of deep learning is that the features of the input are learned
from the data using a generic learning procedure. Traditionally, constructing a pattern
recognition or machine learning system has required engineering and expertise to
design a feature extractor. Deep learning allowed the system to automatically detect
and classify the input patterns.

CNN [11] utilizes a convolutional and pooling layer in the middle layer. The
pooling layer can feature extraction [12]. Therefore, CNN is used as a standard
model for solving image recognition and various other tasks.

Activation Functions. In the neural networks used in deep learning, input is fed to
the neurons in the input layer. Each neuron has a weight. Multiplying the input by
the weight gives the output of the neuron. The activation function is used to scale the
output in determining the output of each layer. The transformation of the activation
function needs to be a nonlinear transformation to use gradient descent which known
as backpropagation. Nonlinear transformations allow the network to provide a more
complex representation and accurate predictions. Rectified Linear Units (ReLU) [13]
is commonly used in CNN, and GeLU is an improved version of it.

ReLU has replaced classical activation functions such as Sigmoid and Tanh [14,
15]. ReLU is given as follows:

ReLU (x) =
{
0 (x ≤ 0)
x (x > 1)

. (1)

From the equation (1), if the input x is less than 0, the output becomes 0. Everything
greater than zero become its own value. If classical activation functions are used in
deep networks, vanishing gradient problems occurs. ReLU solves the problems. In
addition, ReLU is fast to learn because the output increases as the value of the input
increases.

Gaussian Error Linear Unit (GeLU) [16] is an activation function used in OpenAI
GPT [17] and BERT [18]. This function is defined by the following equation:

GeLU (x) = xΦ(x) . (2)

where Φ(x) = P(X ≤ x), X ∼ N (0, 1) is the cumulative distribution function of
the standard normal distribution. It can be approximated by

GeLU (x) ≈ 0.5x
(
1 + tanh

(√
2/π(x + 0.044715x3)

))
. (3)

In Eq. (2), GeLU multiplies the input by 0 with a probability of Φ(x) and multiplies
the input by 1 with a probability of (1 − Φ(x)). GeLU takes into account a prob-
abilistic element in ReLU. ReLU deterministically multiplying the input by zero.
GeLU is determined probabilistically by multiplying the input by zero or one.
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2.2.1 Objective Functions.

The goal of deep learning is to minimize the error between the target value t and
the prediction y. A neural network computes this error and adjusts the parameters
according to the task. In this section, Mean Square Error (MSE) loss and Smoot L1
norm loss are discussed.

MSE loss calculates the sum of the errors for target and prediction value and
divides it by the number of data. MSE loss is given as follows:

MSEloss = 1

N

N∑
n=1

(tn − yn)
2 . (4)

where N is the number of samples, yn is the predicted value for the n-th data, and tn
is the target value for the n-th data.

Girshick [19] proposed Smooth L1 norm loss. The equation is given as follows:

smoothL1(x) =
{
0.5x2 (|x | ≤ 1)
|x | − 0.5 otherwise

. (5)

If the x is less than 1, Smooth L1 norm loss uses the squared term. Otherwise, the L1
term is used. Since the squared term squares the value, the cost of the outlier increases
exponen-tially. L1 loss is highly robust because it only takes absolute values. Thus,
smooth L1 norm loss is less sensitive to outliers than MSE loss.

2.3 Dataset for Indoor Localization

Miskolc IIS Hybrid Indoor Positioning System Dataset [20–22] contains more than
1500 measurements in a three-story building and covers about 50% of it. The mea-
surements were recorded with the same type of Android device in order to reduce
the influence of the variety of hardware. In addition to RSSI from 32 access points, it
also includes Bluetooth and magnetic sensor values. The collection location of each
measurement is given in coordinates (x, y, z) from a specific location in the building.
Each position has one data; therefore, the number of data means the number of mea-
surement points. This dataset was available in the UCIMachine Learning Repository
[22]. In this paper, we will refer to this dataset as the Miskolc Indoor Dataset.

Wi-Fi RSSI Indoor Localization [23, 24] was measured at third floor of University
of Victoria. Autonomous robot was used to collect the Wi-Fi fingerprint. The robot
has multiple sensors including wheel odometer, an inertial measurement unit (IMU),
a LIDAR, sonar sensors, and a color and depth (RGB-D) camera. It can move to the
target location and collect fingerprints automatically. The localization accuracy of
this robot is 0.07mÂ±0.02m. 6 Wi-Fi access points and five of them provide also
5GHz radio waves. Since the dataset contains a total of 11 access points, RSSIs from
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each access point was measured at 345 points. The biggest difference from Miskolc
Indoor Dataset is that, about 50 fingerprints are collected for each location. Since
this data is for one floor only, there are two coordinate axes: x and y. In this paper,
we will refer to this dataset as the Victoria Indoor Dataset.

3 Proposed Method

In this paper,we propose aConvolutionalNeuralNetworks (CNN)-based localization
model that consists of a pooling layer for indoor localization using RSSIs. The
CNN consists of an input/output layer, convolutional and pooling layers for feature
extraction. Figure1 shows the network structure. Two hidden layers, consisting of
a convolutional layer and a pooling layer. AdamW is used for the gradient descent
method. For the activation function, we use the Gaussian Error Linear Unit (GeLU).
This function is an improved version of the Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) commonly
used in CNNs. In order to investigate the effect of outliers, we create a model using
smoothed L1 norm loss andmean squared error (MSE) loss as the objective function.
To avoid overfitting, early stopping method is applied which stop the training when
the validation errors increases.

In experiments, we compare with fingerprinting methods and machine learning
algorithms using accuracy metrics. The Mean Absolute Error (MAE) is used as an
accuracy metric. In addition, the coefficient of determination (R2) is calculated to
determine the contribution of RSSI in localization. R2 is a measure of the correlation
between the predicted values and the actual values in the database.

Fig. 1 Structure of Network
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4 Experiments

4.1 Accuracy Evaluation Experiment

To investigate the effectiveness of the proposed model in localization, we evaluate
MAE and R2 of the fingerprinting method, two machine learning algorithms, and
the proposed model.

An evaluation dataset is Mishkolz Indoor Dataset. We use 35 features, including
the coordinates and RSSI from all access points. Location names and device IDs
were removed because they do not affect the estimation.

In the fingerprinting method, 20% of the data use as real-time RSSI measured in
the online phase. Rest of 80% use as a fingerprint database. Fingerprint method is
based on the least-squares method. The coordinate (x, y, z) of the instance with the
smallest error is the estimated position.

We compare the proposed model with two machine learning algorithms, Ran-
domForest and LightGBM. 80% of the dataset use for training and rest 20% use for
testing. The data used in early stopping are also used to adjust the hyper parameters.
Thus, it affects the termination of learning. Therefore, 20% of the training data use
as the validation data for early stopping.

Furthermore, we investigate the impact of outliers on the estimation. We created
a model using two objective functions, Smoothed L1 norm andMSE loss. Smoothed
L1 norm has an effective property for outliers on the dataset.

4.2 Investigation of the Number of Fingerprinting at Each
Location

To investigate the variation in accuracy with the number of access point, we evaluate
another dataset. In addition to Mishkolz Indoor Dataset used in 4.1, we use Victoria
Indoor Dataset. This dataset has fewer number of access points thanMishkolz Indoor
Dataset. However, this dataset has more data than Mishkolz Indoor Dataset.

In this experiment, each model is evaluated by calculating MAE and R2 using
two datasets. In addition to all the data from each location (n = 50, n = the number
of data of each location), we take the average of all the data and set the number of
data to 1 (n = 1) in Victoria Indoor Dataset.
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5 Results and Discussions

5.1 Results of Accuracy Evaluation Experiment

Experimental results from Mishkolz Indoor Dataset are shown in Table1. The pro-
posedmodel with Smoothed L1 norm loss has the lowestMAE is 1.38 and the highest
R2 is 0.93. The high R2 indicates that the proposed model can well capture the char-
acteristics of the RSSI at each location. Furthermore, theMAE of Smoothed L1 norm
loss is lower than that of MSE loss. This is attributed to the outlier-resistant property
of the former. It shows that the effect of outliers can be minimized by changing the
objective function in the proposed model. The fingerprinting method is second high-
est after the proposed model with MAE is 1.64. However, R2 is 0.89. These results
show the lowest among all models. The fingerprinting method refers to all the RSSIs
in the database. Therefore, unreliable RSSIs may be used for estimation. Thus, the
large variance of the RSSI makes it difficult to use the fingerprinting method for an
estimator.

5.2 Results of Investigation of the Number of Fingerprinting
at Each Location

The results of experiments comparing the two patterns are shown in Table2 and 3.
The accuracy of the proposedmodelwas lower than othermodelswhen the number of
data at each locationwas 50 (n = 50). This is attributed to the low representation of the
model. The results for the number of data (n = 1) are shown in Table3. The proposed
model has lowest MAE; however, each model had the same level of accuracy.

Table 1 MAE and R2 for Each Model in Miskolc Indoor Dataset

Fingerprinting Machine Learning Algorithm Proposed Model

Method RandomForest LightGBM MSELoss SL1Loss

MAE 1.64 2.51 2.53 1.54 1.38

R2 0.89 0.91 0.92 0.93 0.94

Table 2 MAE and R2 for Each Model (5.2, n=50)

Machine Learning Algorithm Proposed Model

RandomForest LightGBM MSELoss SL1Loss

MAE 0.10 0.23 0.26 0.23

R2 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99
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Table 3 MAE and R2 for Each Model (5.2, n=1) Take the average of all the data and combine
them into one

Fingerprinting Machine Learning Algorithm Proposed Model

Method RandomForest LightGBM MSELoss SL1Loss

MAE 0.71 0.71 0.72 0.69 0.70

R2 0.96 0.97 0.97 0.98 0.98

5.3 Overall Discussions

The proposed model achieved a higher accuracy than the other models in Mishkolz
Indoor Dataset. Mishkolz Indoor Dataset has less building coverage and less infor-
mation than Victoria Indoor Dataset. Experimental results show that the proposed
model is highly accurate even if the information of RSSI in the building is missing.

Throughout the two experiments, the accuracy is not good when the measurement
was only once at each location. However, as we can see from Table2, the results get
better as the number of data increases. In fact, the number of data in Victoria Indoor
Dataset was more than ten times greater than inMishkolz Indoor Dataset. As a result,
the number of collections at each location is important in the localization. Increasing
the number of measurements will improve the accuracy.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a CNN-based localization model including a pooling
layer that can extract features of RSSI. Through comparison with related methods,
the proposed method outperforms fingerprinting method. Especially, the proposed
model shows the highest accuracy in Mishkolz Indoor Dataset which covers only
about 50% locations of the building. Increasing the number of measurements at each
location is expected to improve an accuracy of the estimates. With the increase in
the number of data, the model needs to add more layers and parameters. In future
work, we will improve the model to allow more types of data. In addition, we will
collect data in crowded and uncrowded environments. Through experiments using
these data, we will investigate the effect on the estimation of changes in RSSI.
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Applicability of AutoML to Modeling
of Time-Series Data

Ajanta Kancharla and N. Raghu Kishore

Abstract More andmore businesses have taken to adoptingMachineLearning (ML)
andDeepLearningmethods for solvingproblems in the applicationdomain.One such
area is Anomaly detection. While research in recent years has yielded better accu-
racies, the main hurdle for businesses remains managing the high cost of resources
required for their implementation. TraditionalML/Deep Learning techniques require
expert knowledge, and thus presently rely on human efficiency. Automated machine
learning (AutoML) has emerged as a solution to the above scenario. In this paper, we
evaluate the performances of traditional anomaly detection techniques used in time-
series forecasting, namely, statistical and deep learning models, and compare their
results in terms of efficiency and performance with AutoML. We use H2O driverless
AI (H2o.ai automl documentation, http://docs.h2o.ai/h2o/latest-stable/h2o-docs/aut
oml.html, accessed: 2020-06-10) as our platform for experiments onAutoML.All the
experiments are performed on the Numenta Anomaly Benchmark’s streaming time-
series dataset (Lavin A and Subutai A in 2015 IEEE 14th international conference
on machine learning and applications (ICMLA), pp 38–44).

Keywords Anomaly detection · Time series · H2O AutoML · Convolutional
LSTM · Recurrent neural network · LSTM autoencoders · ARIMA · Univariate ·
Real-time computing

1 Introduction

AutoML proposes a way of building efficient machine learning models with minimal
effort andmachine learning expertise [1]. It claims to reduce the time and effort spent
on tedious parts of the AI life cycle. AutoML services are being offered by different
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platforms and enterprises which can not only reduce dependency on data scien-
tists and analysts but also significantly speed up the process of setting up machine
learning pipelines for even seasoned data science practitioners. One such area where
AutoML lends its services is in the forecasting of time series and in the detection of
abnormalities in time-series data [2, 3].

Any system which detects anomalies must ensure that the anomalous behavior
is detected to prevent disruptions in business processes and troubleshooting. The
data used by enterprises and businesses is often real-time streaming data where it
is necessary that anomalies are identified and relevant models are updated before
the next time step [4]. With growing interest in automation, many businesses and
organizations have started moving to AutoML to experience a significant rise in
productivity. With the precarious nature of the anomaly detection problem itself and
the buzz around AutoML, a natural question arises, how well do existing, traditional
anomaly detection methods compare against AutoML?

In this paper, we evaluate the performances of different deep learning architectures
and statistical algorithms known to perform well on anomalous data, namely LSTM
AutoEncoders, RNN, Convolutional LSTM, and ARIMA, against AutoML for the
detection of anomalies in Numenta Anomaly Benchmark’s (NAB) [5] four datasets.
For our experiments, we used H2O AutoML. H2O was selected for our experiments
because its platform provides functionality for time-series data. In [6], it was found
that H2O’s AutoML performed slightly better than other AutoML platforms used
for comparison, quickly converging to optimal results.

In this paper, the results achieved using the different methods are evaluated and
compared on the basis of better performance and efficiency.

1.1 Data Preprocessing

H2OAutoML [2] offers the ability to detect basic data types, like numerical, categor-
ical, and time-series data. It handles missing data present during training, through
different tree-based algorithms like XGBoost, LightGBM, and RuleFit, and also
accounts for gaps and forecast horizon in the dataset.

1.2 Modeling Approach

Feature Tuning: This stage combines random hyperparameter tuning with feature
selection and generation. H2O uses gradient boosting algorithms, generalized linear
models, genetic algorithms, and neural networks for time-series-specific feature engi-
neering. In each iteration, features are updated using variable importance from the
previous iteration as a probabilistic prior to deciding what new features to create
[7]. The best performing model and features are then passed to the feature evolution
stage. The selection of a model is mostly based on validation accuracy achieved on
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Table 1 Part of data used in
experiments

Ambient temperature system

Index Timestamp Value

0 2013-07-04 00:00:00 69.880835

1 2013-07-04 01:00:00 71.220227

2 2013-07-04 02:00:00 70.877805

the window. Feature evolution: This stage uses a genetic algorithm to find the best
set of model parameters and feature transformations to be used in the final model.
The results of this phase is a set of features arrived after transformation on the dataset,
which are to be used in the final model.

2 Dataset

The dataset used for all the experiments is NAB [8] corpus comprising real-world,
time-series data files in which the anomalous periods of behavior in each time-series
dataset are labeled.We used four of NAB’s real-world datasets with known causes for
our experiments, ambient temperature system failure, CPU utilization, ec2 request
latency system failure, and NYC Taxi. According to Numenta instructions [8], the
first 15% of the dataset was used as a probationary period, to learn normal patterns
of behavior. The anomalous periods detected by the different anomaly detection
methods are cross-checked against the labels provided (Table 1).

3 Real-Time Anomaly Detection Methods and Algorithms

In this section, we define the different anomaly detection methods which have been
used for comparison against H2O AI’s AutoML. A mixture of deep learning and
statistical methods is experimented on and compared against H2O on the basis of
better efficiency and performance.

Recurrent Neural Network (RNN): Recurrent neural networks have been
successively implemented for detecting anomalies in time-series data [9]. A recur-
rent neural network (RNN) is a case where the objective is predicting a future unseen
instance in the sequence of observations with respect to the window of observations
seen earlier in the sequence. They are recurrent because they repeat the same task for
every element of a sequence. They make use of historical data to learn from earlier
stages where the hidden layers act as memory or storage for capturing information in
the sequence [10]. RNN suffers from the famous vanishing gradient problem, where
the information captured in the earlier steps is not retained [11]. Thus, RNNs are not
suitable for remembering longer sequences of data. This problem is solved by the use
of Long Short-TermMemory which handles it by the use of additional memory cells
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called “memory line” which store memory states. Hence, they are more powerful for
time-series forecasting [10].

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN): Convolutional Long Short-Term
Memory architecture has been shown to produce good results in time-series fore-
casting [12] and anomaly detection [13]. Convolutional neural network (CNN) takes
a sequence of past observations as input and uses this to output a future observation.
It does so by using convolutional filters, which extract informative features from
the data series [12]. In a time series of length n, with a number of variables k, the
kernel assumes the width of the time series with a variable length and moves from
the beginning of the time series to the end performing convolutions.

LSTMAutoEncoders: LongShort-Termneural autoencoders have been shown to
be effective for time-series learning, including for outlier detection [14]. An autoen-
coder consists of three parts, an encoding function, a decoding function, and adistance
function; mathematically, they can be defined as transition φ and ψ such that

φ : X → F

ψ : X → X

argmin
ψ,φ

= ‖X − (ψ × φ)X‖2

Autoencoders encode high-dimensional input data to the hidden layers using
relevant non-linear activation functions and then try to reconstruct the non-linear
combination of input features through the decoding layer [14]. Autoencoder ensem-
bles rely on the availability of multiple recurrent neural network autoencoders with
different network connection structures [14]. They are trainedwith a backpropagation
algorithm which tries to minimize the reconstruction loss.

ARIMA: The steps followed for building an ARIMAmodel are (1) Model Identi-
fication, (2) Parameter Selection, (3) Modal Validation, and (4) Model use [15, 3]. In
the model identification phase, the stationarity of a given data series is determined. A
stationary time series is one in which statistical properties of a process do not change
with time, or values of a variable vary around a constant mean and variance. Based
on this property, variable “d” is chosen in order to remove the temporal depen-
dence of data. As the acronym suggests, ARIMA (p, d, q) captures the three key
elements of the model, Auto-Regression, a regression model that uses the depen-
dencies between an observation and number of lagged observations (p). It can be
represented mathematically by the equation:

Yt = α + β1Yt−1 + β2Yt−2 . . . + βpYt−p + εt

where Yt−1is the lag1 of the series, β1 is the coefficient of lag1 that the model esti-
mates, and α is the intercept term. Similarly, Moving Average [16] is an approach
that takes into account the dependency between observations and their residual
error terms, and thus only depends on lagged forecast error. It can be represented
mathematically by the equation:
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Yt = α + ε1 + φ1εt−1 + φ2εt−2 . . . + φqεt−p

where the error terms are the errors of the autoregressive models of the respective
lags. The ARIMA model combines both AR and MA terms and can be shown as an
equation:

Yt = α + β1Yt−1 . . . + βpYt−p + εt + φ1εt−1.. + φqεt−p.

4 Experimental Setup

All experiments were conducted on Python 3 Jupyter Notebook, running Ubuntu
16.04, TensorFlow was used as our backend, and Keras as our core model devel-
opment library in the deployment of deep neural network models. For AutoML
experiments, H2O Docker was used, with a system memory of 64 GB, 4 CPUs, and
1 GPU as provided in H2O’s Driverless AI.

For our experiments, in each dataset useful features such as hour of the day,
day/night, and weekend/weekday are extracted from the timestamp column and are
stored as features on the data-frame.We follow the approach used in Numenta, where
the first 15% of the dataset is used as a probationary period for learning normal or
expected behavior of the time series. 10% split is used for the validation set, and the
rest of the dataset is used for testing. The data is normalized to a range from 0 to 1
and is reshaped into a format suitable for input into an LSTM network. The data is
then split into sequences of historical data; depending on the dataset, a suitable size
is chosen.

For the implementation of RNN, three layers are used. The first layer is a Simple
RNN layer with 64 units. The next layer is a dropout layer with rate 0.3, to avoid
overfitting. And the final layer is a dense layer with 1 neuron and linear activation.
For the implementation of Convolutional LSTM, the architecture remains similar
to that of RNN, the first layer is changed to a Convolution layer with 64 filters having
kernel size 1 and activation “relu” and the next layers are a maxpooling layer and
dense layer with 30 and 1 neurons with tanh activation. For the implementation
of LSTM autoencoder [15], 5 layers are used. The first layer is an LSTM layer
with 64 units. The second layer is a dropout layer with rate 0.2. The next layer is a
RepeatVector layer that simply repeats the input n times.We use the Adam optimizer
with loss function as Mean Absolute Error. The number of epochs for each of the
models is set to 40.

For ARIMA, the p, d, and q values are determined with the help of Pyramid’s
auto.arima. Pyramid determines the best set of parameters according to a given infor-
mation criterion and the stepwise algorithm which is less likely to overfit compared
to an extensive grid search.
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H2O AutoML provides functionality for the selection of accu-
racy/time/interpretability settings before the training of the dataset. We chose
the parameters based on the recommended settings provided by H2O. Accuracy is
set in between 7 and 10, time, between 1 and 3, and interpretability is set to 5 on the
H2O Driverless AI user interface.

All themethods are evaluated on the basis of anomalies detected in a small anoma-
lous window (see Fig. 1) instead of discrete points. The size of the anomaly windows,
centered around a ground truth anomaly, is taken as proposed by Numenta Bench-
mark [5], 10% length of data divided by the number of ground truth anomalies in the
data file. All anomalies detected within an anomalous window are taken to be one;
anomalies falling outside the window are considered to be false negatives. As has
been proposed by Numenta [8], a threshold is chosen such that it outputs the best
results on the dataset, true anomalies detected.

Fig. 1 Top plot: Anomalies visualized on Matplotlib using the predictions generated by H2O. The
axis spanned in yellow depicts the anomaly window size around ground truth anomalies. The red
points represent the anomalies detected by using a suitable threshold on the precision error, which
gives the best results across all the windows on ec2 latency request. Bottom plot: prediction error
for all the predicted values generated; higher prediction error denotes the presence of outliers
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5 Results

We use standard metrics of Precision and Recall to compare the performances of
different methods. Table 2 presents the execution time, and number of TP, FP, and
FN observed by eachmodel on a given dataset. It can be observed that all themethods
perform reasonably well in detecting anomalies, with almost no false negatives, and
a few false positives. ARIMA implemented using auto-arima was observed to be
computationally bulky taking a longer time for training. H2O AutoML achieves
good recall and precision (Table 3) across all datasets; its performance is on par,
sometimes better than the results achieved on popular neural architecture frameworks
and ARIMA for anomaly detection. In our experiments, the time taken by the last
step of the AutoML pipeline, the final pipeline training (see Table 4) is taken as the
execution time for comparison in Table 2. It was done because it wouldn’t be fair to
compare the total time taken by AutoML, including all the steps in the pipeline like
data preprocessing, model selection, and feature evolution, against the training time
taken by a single model/method on a dataset with defined parameters as set from
human expertise.

In H2O AutoML, the time taken for feature evolution was observed to take the
maximum time (approximately 75–85% of the total execution time of pipeline).
Table 4 provides an example of the time breakdown for the training of different
models at each stage on H2O in ec2 request latency. Driverless AI publishes an
auto-report after each experiment which contains useful information obtained such
as performance overview—MAE/RMSE on training and test dataset, experimental
methodologies, algorithms used, feature transformations observed and their impor-
tance, assumptions, and limitations for selection of the final model which outputs
optimal results. They can be useful in improving existing models; for instance, in
the report published for latency requests, some of the feature transformations were
mean, median, and sum of target lags, which achieved relative importance of greater
than 0.5. Had they been engineered as features for training in the traditional methods,
better performance could have been realized.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we evaluated and compared the performances of traditional methods
with AutoML for anomaly detection in time-series data. It was observed that H2O
AutoML Driverless AI performed well across all datasets and achieved good preci-
sion and recall. Its performance was on par, sometimes better than the performance
achieved on popular, traditionally used methods for a delicate problem like anomaly
detection in time series. We believe, AutoML can indeed be used in tandem with
human judgment to realize better methods in future.
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Table 4 Timing breakdown
in H2O driverless AI

Stage Time (s) No. of models

Data preparation 13.12 0

Model and feature tuning 531.09 77

Feature evolution 2,176.34 373

Final pipeline training 69.27 1
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Obtaining a ROS-Based Face
Recognition and Object Detection:
Hardware and Software Issues

Petri Oksa, Tero Salminen, and Tarmo Lipping

Abstract This paper presents solutions for methodological issues that can occur
when obtaining face recognition and object detection for a ROS-based (Robot
Operating System) open-source platform. Ubuntu 18.04, ROS Melodic and Google
TensorFlow 1.14 are used in programming the software environment. TurtleBot2
(Kobuki) mobile robot with additional onboard sensors are used to conduct the exper-
iments. Entire system configurations and specific hardware modifications that were
proved mandatory to make out the system functionality are also clarified. Coding
(e.g., Python) and sensors installations are detailed both in onboard and remote
laptop computers. In experiments, TensorFlow face recognition and object detection
are examined by using the TurtleBot2 robot. Results show how objects and faces
were detected when the robot is navigating in the previously 2D mapped indoor
environment.

Keywords ROS · Ubuntu · Object detection · Face recognition · 3D sensor ·
LiDAR

1 Introduction

ROS is a versatile software framework that can also be utilized in many other
applications than in conventional robotic solutions. As a noteworthy example, a
mobile robot equipped with a machine learning software platform can bring added
value and purpose of use when connected along with environment mapping and
autonomous navigation. In recent novel software frameworks, object detection and
face recognition are possible to build on an open-source platform.

Google TensorFlow offers free software libraries mainly supported for machine
learning applications. Today, TensorFlow offers a new opportunity for researchers
and developers to utilize it in many ROS-based solutions [1–5]. In [6] author presents
an extensive ROS toolbox for object detection, tracking and face/action recognition
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Fig. 1 AutoRobo system
overview

with 2D and 3D support enabling the robot to understand the environment. At its
simplest way to adapt this, only a web camera and a ROS computer are needed.

The AutoRobo project (Autonomous Robot Ecosystem) consists of an open-
source cloud-computing platform, software frameworks and a physical multi-robot
environment for the automation or assisting of preprogrammed work processes.
Among others, healthcare and hospice operations retain processes which can be
assisted by mobile robots. The service architecture model developed in Tampere
University, Pori, consists of a novel mobile cloud robotic platform in the support of
patient work. The case study presented in this article is implemented in the system
environment illustrated in Fig. 1.

Compatibility of software repository packages to a certain system architecture,
ROS topic subscribing, Ubuntu-TensorFlow packages and ROS distribution may
cause issues. Guidelines and instructions are available in several Q&A forums and
public source repositories, for instance, in GitHub/developer pages. Nevertheless,
they can propose to be incompatible for the users’ ROS distribution and versions of
package dependencies [7]. To overcome such difficulties that can emerge in a system
environment represented in Fig. 1, guidelines for coding, required software package
installations and robot hardware setup are given. The aim of this research was to
find solutions for issues that can arise in open-source object-/face recognition and
sensors software installation for the ROS robot platform and also find solutions to
overcome them.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides TurtleBot2 Mon-
tado package installation and remarks. Section 3 describes Ubuntu sensors instal-
lation for Real Sense and A2 LiDAR. In Sect. 4, TensorFlow package installation
guidelines are given. Section 5 presents experiments considering the whole system
functionality. Finally, results and conclusions are discussed in Sect. 6.
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2 TurtleBot2 Package Installation and Remarks

TurtleBot2 Debian installation option is not supported for ROS Melodic on Ubuntu
18.04 distribution. Therefore, the only way to install the TurtleBot2 package is to
download a package and build it from the source code. For previous ROS distri-
butions, like Kinetic, the Turtlebot2 package can be installed via Debian packages.
In our system environment, ROS Melodic distribution is formerly installed, so a
Turtlebot2 package installation follows the source code compiling. The complete
ROS Melodic installation instructions can be found on the ROS.org web page at
http://wiki.ros.org/melodic/Installation/Ubuntu.

The first thing is to build the TurtleBot2 workspace. In the terminal, the following
command directs to a catkin workspace directory.

$ cd catkin_ws/src

After this, the software package should be downloaded from https://github.com/
gaunthan/Turtlebot2-On-Melodic. The following command (inside the root of catkin
workspace) builds up the running environment for Turtlebot2 [8].

$ curl -sLf https://raw.githubusercontent.com/gaunthan/Turtle
bot2-On-Melodic/master/install_all.sh | bash

After downloading the package, the ‘src’ folder should be renamed to ‘turtlebot’
as depicted below.

The following command (inside the root of catkin workspace) builds up the
running environment for Turtlebot2.

$ catkin_make

In case of the following error, the joystick package should therefore be installed.

http://wiki.ros.org/melodic/Installation/Ubuntu
https://github.com/gaunthan/Turtlebot2-On-Melodic
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The next two command lines install the missing joystick package.

$ sudo apt install ros-melodic-joy
$ catkin_make

Connecting a Turtlebot2 to the onboard computer and running the launch file
below brings up the robot.

$ roslaunch turtlebot_bringup minimal.launch

The following error might occur during the installation, but it does not cause
any disadvantages and can be ignored in this phase. The robot should be now fully
controllable and ready to go.

If TurtleBot2 is equipped with, e.g., Microsoft Xbox Kinect sensor,.bashrc must
then configured. The following line should be added to it:

$ export TURTLEBOT_3D_SENSOR=Kinect

3 Sensors Installation and Issues

This section presents the robot onboard sensors installation used in the experiments.
The sensor installation procedure is quite straightforward but can be complicated in
the case of the older ROS-compatible robot types such as TurtleBot2 (Kobuki).

3.1 Real Sense D435

In our robotic platform, the Real Sense sensor is dedicated to object detection and
face recognition and Kinect for indoor environment mapping and navigation. We
start with ROS driver installation. Note that in addition to sensor driver installation,
librealsense is also needed.
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At first, the system must be updated by typing sudo apt-get update in a
terminal. Then, the software package has to be downloaded by running the following
command in terminal.

$ sudo apt-get install ros-melodic-realsense2-camera

When the download is completed, libraries and keys must be installed by running
the next four command lines.

$ sudo apt-key adv --keyserver keys.gnupg.net --recv-key
F6E65AC044F831AC80A06380C8B3A55A6F3EFCDE || sudo apt-key
adv --keyserver hkp://keyserver.ubuntu.com:80 --recv-key
F6E65AC044F831AC80A06380C8B3A55A6F3EFCDE
$ sudo add-apt-repository "deb http://realsense-hw-public.s3.ama
zonaws.com/Debian/apt-repo bionic main" -u
$ sudo apt-get install librealsense2-dkms
$ sudo apt-get install librealsense2-utils

When the installation is completed and debuggedwithout any errors, the computer
should reboot by running sudo reboot in the terminal to make all changes effective.
Now the Real Sense sensor should be ready. To test it, the following launch file starts
the sensor.

$ roslaunch realsense2_camera rs_camera.launch

The camera stream coming from the sensor can be selected by opening it in its
own rqt window. We use the next command line operation to open it.

$ rosrun rqt_image_view rqt_image_view

When choosing the image_raw from the drop-downmenu, a camera image should
come into view as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 Camera stream from
real sense
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3.2 A2 LiDAR

An additional sensor to accurate TurtleBot2 SLAM (Simultaneous Localization and
Mapping) gmapping in the experiments is A2 LiDAR [9]. LiDAR improves the
environment mapping by scanning the environment 360 degrees besides the other
sensors. It is placed on top of a TurtleBot2; see Fig. 5 for sensor fittings.

Slamtec A2 drivers are available at http://wiki.ros.org/rplidar and https://git
hub.com/roboticslab-fr/rplidar-turtlebot2. In the terminal, the command cd ~
/catkin_ws/src opens the directory into the catkin workspace. The following
command downloads the package.

$ git clone https://github.com/roboticslab-fr/rplidar-turtle
bot2.git

After the download is completed, the following commands build the package:

$ cd ~/catkin_ws
$ catkin_make

For ensuring complete build, update is recommended.

$ cd src/rplidar-turtlebot2
$ git pull
$ catkin_make

Next, USB settings should be changed.

$ cd src/rplidar-turtlebot2/rplidar_ros/scripts
$ chmod +x create_udev_rules.sh
$ ./create_udev_rules.sh

After USB configurations, the setup.bash source is run by the command source
devel/setup.bash. Now the sensor should be ready. To test it, the following
launch file starts the sensor:

$ roslaunch rplidar_ros view_rplidar.launch

The resulting ROS visualization (rviz) view should look something as shown in
Fig. 3. If the roslaunch does not work properly, USB unplug/plug-in helps to wake
up the sensor.

4 TensorFlow Package Installation

We install TensorFlow version 1.14 as it is compatible with our laptop soft-
ware/hardware architecture and Ubuntu distribution. Graphics Processing Unit
(GPU) requirements must also be taken into account. TensorFlow uses Compute
Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) which means that NVIDIA GPUs are

http://wiki.ros.org/rplidar
https://github.com/roboticslab-fr/rplidar-turtlebot2
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Fig. 3 A2 LiDAR view in
rviz

supported. In case of GPU incompatibility, TensorFlow can be used with Central
Processing Unit (CPU) support only as used in our installation method.

Preliminaries prior to TensorFlow package installation are that both ROS
Melodic and camera (Real Sense) are successfully installed. Note that Tensor-
Flow should be installed before the ROS/TensorFlow recognition package instal-
lation. ROS/TensorFlow package is downloadable at https://github.com/cagbal/ros_
people_object_detection_tensorlow. Then, system requirements should be checked
via TensorFlow (Ubuntu) webpage: https://www.tensorflow.org/install/pip.

At first, we start with pip (Python Package Installer) and python-dev installations.

$ sudo apt update
$ sudo apt install python-dev python-pip

then, TensorFlow and TensorFlow hub installation.

$ pip install tensorflow==1.14
$ pip install tensorflow-hub==0.7.0

After the installations above, it is recommended to debug the code by running it
in a Python shell.

$ python
$ import tensorflow as tf
$ import tensorflow_hub as hub

If any error messages do not show up in shell, the installation had gone success-
fully. Aswe aim to use ROS and TurtleBot2 robot for object detection and face recog-
nition, TensorFlow Application Programming Interface (API) for ROS is needed. To
obtain that, we use the repository available at https://github.com/cagbal/ros_people_
object_detection_tensorflow. This repository uses a number of open-source projects
to work properly:

• [Tensorflow]
• [Tensorflow-Object Detection API]

https://github.com/cagbal/ros_people_object_detection_tensorlow
https://www.tensorflow.org/install/pip
https://github.com/cagbal/ros_people_object_detection_tensorflow
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• [Tensorflow Hub]
• [ROS]
• [Numpy]
• [face_recognition] https://github.com/ageitgey/face_recognition
• [dlib]
• [cob_perception_common] https://github.com/ipa-rmb/cob_perception_comm

on.git
• [protobuf]

For Tracker part:

• scikit-learn
• scikit-image
• FilterPy

Firstly, it is important to notice that the repository [cob_perception_common]
compatibility depends on ROS distribution. For ROSMelodic, it is ipa320 as shown
in the following repository cloning. Next, TensorFlow should be installed on the
system by running the following commands one by one in the terminal.

$ cd catkin_ws/src
$ git clone --recursive https://github.com/cagbal/ros_people_obj
ect_detection_tensorflow.git
$ git clone https://github.com/ipa320/cob_perception_common.git
$ cd ros_people_object_detection_tensorflow/src
$ protoc object_detection/protos/*.proto --python_out=.
$ cd ~/catkin_ws
$ rosdep install --from-path src/ -y -i
$ catkin_make
$ pip install face_recognition

ROS TensorFlow API package is now successfully downloaded and
installed. The next phase is to change directories so that they match the
destination system directory structure. Python files (.py) in directory path
/catkin_ws/src/ros_people_object_detection_tensorflow/src
should be changed as follows:
action_recognition.py [replace”passthrough” to “bgr8′′ and save].

Samefilenamechange shouldbedone tocob_people_object_detection_
tensorflow.py, face_recognizer.py and projection.py. Then
.yaml files in directory path /catkin_ws/src/ros_people_object_
detection_tensorflow/launch should be changed as follows:

https://github.com/ageitgey/face_recognition
https://github.com/ipa-rmb/cob_perception_common.git
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action_recognition_params.yaml [change”camera_topic” to”Real
Sense” and save].

Same camera_topic change should also be done to
cob_face_recognizer_params.yaml, projection_params.yaml
and cob_people_object_detection_tensorflow_params.yaml. In
the latter.yaml file, rgb should be used and the depth_image set to topics as follows.

5 Experiments

In this section, the entire system is experimented and analyzed. All the experiments
in this article were done on a Lenovo Thinkpad Carbon X1 laptop detailed in Table
1. Both onboard and remote computers are similar laptop computers.

Table 1 Onboard computer used in experiments

Memory Processor Graphics OS architecture Hard disk Ubuntu
distribution

15,2 GiB Intel® CoreTM
i5-835OU CPU
@ 1.70 GHz × 8

Intel® UHD
Graphics 620
(KBL GT2)

64-bit 503,0 GB Ubuntu 18.04.5
LTS
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Fig. 4 Face recognition database

5.1 Face Recognition

When applying face recognition, only face images in “people” folder are recognized.
Thus, this folder should include all the face images that are going to be recognized.
All the images should be in.png format and file named according to the person as
shown in Fig. 4.

Adding new images into this folder database is simple. To make recognition as
accurate as possible, the white background of the image gives the best results for
the recognition. In this way, framing outline between the faces and background are
more accurate reducing the delays in recognition.

5.2 Testing the System

In order to test the system functionality, the following preliminaries should be done.
In the first, we bring up the Real Sense sensor by running the following launch file:

$ roslaunch realsense2_camera rs_camera.launch

By opening the second terminal, we set up the recognition. There are options to
start all at once or separately in their own terminals for object detection and face
recognition. To launch everything, run the following launch file in the terminal.

$ roslaunch cob_people_object_detection_tensorflow allto-
gether.launch

Launching only object detection.

$ roslaunch cob_people_object_detection_tensorflow
cob_people_object_detection_tensorflow.launch

Launching only face recognizer.
By opening rqt_image_view, it is possible to visually monitor and follow all

recognition operations.

$ rosrun rqt_image_view rqt_image_view

After running the rqt_image_view command, a new window opens showing a
video stream from a Real Sense camera.
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When choosing “/object_detection/detections_image” instead of
“/camera/color/image_raw” from the left upper corner menu bar, all recognitions
should appear in the view as shown below.

6 Results and Discussion

The aim of this research was to find solutions for issues that can arise in TensorFlow
open-source object-/face recognition and sensors software installation for the ROS
robot platform. To prove these issues, experiments conducted with the TurtleBot2
robot were carried out. Practical and detailed solutions for each installation issue
were given step by step. These instructions are kept hands-on type answering to the
most crucial case-driven issues when setting up ROS and TensorFlow communi-
cation. Available source codes and software packages are utilized, such as several
ROS packages from GitHub public repository, reducing the complexity of further
programming.

On its whole, the entire system is proved functional even though getting all hard-
ware working seamlessly with the ROS platform remains quite complex. Figure 5
shows the TurtleBot2 physical structure after sensors are fitted on the robot. Kinect
sensor is located on the middle shelf; Real Sense and LiDAR are on the top shelf.
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Fig. 5 Robot platform

In the following, Fig. 6 left-hand side upper corner is the window of object detec-
tion, right-hand side upper corner shows the face recognitionwindowandon the lower
right-hand side is the video stream from Kinect. The indoor environment shown in
the figure is previously mapped by using TurtleBot2’s gmapping algorithm.

Figure 7 shows the CPU load when bringup minimal.launch,
rviz_launchers view_navigation.launch, teleop
keyboard_teleop.launch, rs_camera.launch and tensorflow
alltogether.launch are all launched together.

Fig. 6 Recognition
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Fig. 7 CPU load

Percentages 205 and 189% in Fig. 7 are both TensorFlow programs causing high
CPU load. To solve the aforementioned problem, the main solutions would be.

• To extend computation capacity of onboard computer (especially RAM disk
space);

• To make sure that all images are in applicable image format;
• Same outlines and white background color in all images located in people folder.

The motivation for using TensorFlow with ROS is the need for object detections
and face recognition implemented in ROS-based moving robots. The primary goal
is an open-source robotic platform for all users that have the interest to develop the
proposed system platform further. In the near future, we continue by combining both
Kinect and A2 LiDAR topics into a one rviz window producing a better gmapping
outcome. While still experimental, the entire system environment is fully functional,
as demonstrated by the previous experiments.
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Increase the Quality of Treatment
with Medical Apps Through Remote
Compliance Testing
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Abstract Medical Apps are increasingly gaining in importance. But comprehensive
testing of the app is difficult and there is no single method. For example, compliance
has been ignored so far in most cases. A general remote method has been developed
to test the compliance behavior when using medical apps, as well as to take them
into account in later treatment. With the help of timestamps at appropriate locations,
frequency, times and periods of use can be measured and (automatically) compared
with predefined values. Furthermore, this method provides information about the
efficiency and the learning phase of the users, as well as the usability, which is of
great importance for the evaluation of compliance. With the help of different smart-
phone sensors, it is possible to evaluate the data quality. By taking other factors into
consideration, such as the quality of experience and external circumstances, as well
as the determination of data quality, the medical app can be evaluated comprehen-
sively. This allows user profiles to be created . This resulting information can be
entered into the treatment and the quality of the treatment can be increased .

Keywords Medical App · Remote testing · Compliance · Adherence · Usability ·
Data quality · SUDS · Stress measurement
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1 Introduction

1.1 Medical Apps and the Importance of Patient Compliance

Smartphone applications in the medical context (medical apps) are becoming more
important. They enable health professionals and patients to stay in closer contact
regardless of location. Furthermore, medical apps inform the patient and give him
or her a comprehensive picture of the illness and/or treatment, thus increasing the
patient’s self-administration. This alone may already have an effect on compliance
[1].

An accurate assessment of compliance behavior is necessary for effective and
efficient treatment planning and to ensure that changes in health outcomes can be
traced back to the recommended scheme, especially in the case of chronic diseases.

1.2 Measurement of Compliance

An idealmeasurement approachwould be unobtrusive, unnoticed observation, which
is difficult to implement under real-life conditions [2].

One of the measurement approaches is to survey medical staff and patients about
their subjective assessments of compliance behavior. This survey is prone to error in
many respects. Objective strategies also lead to drawbacks in assessing compliance.

Each disease and treatment has its own compliance challenges and thus its own
nature and complexity of measurability [3].

2 Methods

2.1 Test and Measure Compliance Remotely

For most apps, it is advisable to use individual events, timestamps and counters.
These events are often buttons that are used to initiate or terminate functions in the
app, for example, to save a data entry [4].

Timestamps and counters can be very easily integrated into the existing program
code with little additional effort. By remote testing, the mobile application can be
evaluated in everyday situationswithout the test subjects having to come to a usability
laboratory. All functions are naturally tested for their usability in real-life situations
[5].

This method can be adapted to measure compliance. Thus, it shows when the
patient uses the app, when and which entries are made and how often. It can be
compared whether these times, periods and numbers correspond to expectations.
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If necessary, it is possible to influence the use and thus the treatment by directly
contacting the user.

Furthermore, this also offers the possibility to compare the number of entries with
the previously defined values. If these values are below the defined threshold value,
a reminder can be set automatically.

The counter of the start event and the counter of the end event should eventually
have the same value. Thus, every input that was started was completed successfully.
If again the start counter is higher than the save counter, this is a clear sign that the
input was started often but not successfully completed for unknown reasons.

In order to be able to track patient activity even more precisely, the time required
to make an input can also be checked by timestamping each start and end points of
an action. In this way, the duration of an input can be checked and compared with
target values.

If the entry is permanently incomplete, a reminder can be set at the appropriate
time. Permanent reminders often lead to the fact that they are ignored by the user
and the use of the app is perceived as annoying.

The data already entered is subjected to a plausibility check, which in this case
means that the values are within a usual range.

After a longer period of use in line with expectations, the inputs should show a
success. This depends on the reason to use the app in the first place.

The remote compliance measurement method is useful for testing the app before
it is released to the market. This way it can be tested and evaluated in everyday
situations and if necessary, the app can be optimized.

On the other hand, the compliance can be checked permanently, even after the app
has been launched. This way, the supervising health professional has an overview
at all times whether the patient is using the app as expected and can intervene and
adjust the treatment if necessary. From the point of view of long-term compliance,
possible learning curves and habits can be identified, after which the treatment and
the associated use can also be adjusted. However, the Quality of Experience must be
considered in any case.

2.2 Data Quality of Remote Compliance Measurement

A disadvantage of remote testing is the local separation of the test leader and test
subject.When using a smartphone, observation by the front camera to interpret facial
expressions makes little sense and data protection is complex. A way must therefore
be found to ensure that the data quality is adequate.

By measuring patient activity, statements can be made about data quality. If the
entries are made faster than usual (compared to the previously defined standard value
of the individual patient), this suggests a hectic, stressful situation, which leads to
errors.

Biofactors are another point of measurement for data quality. Common biofeed-
back point for stress is the pulse [6]. The increase in pulse in stressful situations can
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be measured via the built-in smartphone camera. If the pulse is elevated from the
beginning, the entry is made in stress.

The built-in accelerometer measures the smartphone’s movement. Thus, it can
be determined whether the input happened in rest or motion. This also indicates the
stress level of the patient.

Whether a measurement of the pulse, acceleration or both is appropriate depends
strongly on the app and what is considered good compliance behavior in the specific
case. Since the measurement of movement is inconspicuous, this method is suitable
in most cases.

2.3 Compliance in the Context of Usability

The usability or user experience has a great influence on the evaluation of compli-
ance and vice versa. A good usability leads to a higher compliance [7]. There-
fore, a comprehensive measurement of compliance also includes the measurement
of usability. There are various standards for this, in the form of user surveys, e.g.,
the SUS [8], the usability lab or also in a remote variant using timestamps [5].

With the remote variant, efficiency (time-on-task, clicks, lostness) and learnability
(happy path, learning curve, complexity of the action) can also be measured. The
quantity and quality of the findings of the two methods Usability Laboratory (state
of the art) and remote testing are fully comparable [5].

By means of different case studies, it was shown how user needs are revealed and
thus a better usability for the user is created, which leads to an increase in compliance
and finally to an increase in the quality of treatment [9].

2.4 Compliance Profiling

Users can be categorized according to various factors. Themost common are positive
and negative behavior and positive and negative attitude. Attitude describes the user’s
attitude toward the type of treatment, including the attitude of the user toward the
technology used in general [10].

By collecting and evaluating the remote (test-) data, users can deduce profiles that
confirm or contradict the impressions of the patient and the health professional. In
any case, the compliance profile is extended in this way.

3 Results

The described remote test method for medical apps will be tested in a study. This
test concept, which was developed specially for mobile, medical applications, has
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Screenshot 1 Input entry

already been published in parts [4, 5]. The mobile app to be tested is a stress diary
app developed especially for this purpose.

All students and employees of the University of Applied Sciences Kaiserslautern,
Germany (UASK) are eligible as test persons. The study started in December 2020.

3.1 Measuring Stress

Subjective stress levels are entered via simple sliders of test persons (see Screenshot
1). Optional comments are possible for each entry.

To measure the stress level of the tester, the Subjective Units of Distress Scale
(SUDS) is used. In thismeasurement, the subjects themselves indicate their perceived
stress on a scale of 0–10 [11]. Entries can be made as often as desired and reminders
as push notes are possible at an individual time.

Stress curve and entries can be viewed, deleted and edited. It is also optionally
possible to measure the pulse via the camera (see Screenshot 2).

3.2 Data Protection

The data protection officer checked the app and its privacy. This is followed by the
creation of a data protection declaration, which the potential testers receive in the
information mail for testing the app and within the app itself. The following data
protection measures have already been taken (see Screenshot 3):

– Use of the app is possible without participation in the test phase.
– The app can be used without sharing sensor data.
– The app can be used without passing on the pulse measurement.
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Screenshot 2 View of the
entries

Screenshot 3 Enabling the
sensor data

– Use of the app without passing on the notes possible.
– The UASK is responsible for the data acquisition.
– Anonymization of voluntary, personal information.

Each user is given a unique identification number (Unix Time Stamp) when they
first open the app, so they can act completely anonymously. Optionally, additional
personal information is possible, e.g., Age, Student/Employees, Course of studies,
Semester and Department.
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3.3 Purpose of Data Collection

“How stressful is my university?” Many students experience academic stress at
universities, e.g., due to coursework and financial. This can lead to sleep disorders,
eating disorders and burnout, among others [12–16]. The special situation of the
COVID-19 pandemic has further unknown influences on the students and employees
of the UASK. A special factor in this respect is stress. In order to get an overview of
the members of UASK, it should be measured as simply as possible without causing
additional stress through use. The simple structure of the app makes it easy to main-
tain and update. Thus there is the possibility to repeat the study in order to compare
the results during theCOVID-19 pandemic. However, the duration of this study phase
is initially limited to one year. The study phase is initially limited to one year.

Thus, among others, the following periods are covered and would be available for
comparison: Lecture period with digital courses, Possible lecture period with atten-
dance events, Holidays, Lecture free time, Examination phase preparation, Testing
phase and Semester break.

The knowledge gained can be incorporated into the further design of the studies
and/or work at the university.

3.4 Evaluation Concept of Usability and Compliance

The remote evaluation concept for the stress diary is divided into the following parts:

3.4.1 Clickstream

Several buttons have been timestamped and these are sorted by the Happy Path.
The Happy Path also contains timespans. Thus, actions of the test persons can be
compared with the desired procedure of the developers. The entire behavior of the
test person within the app can be displayed.

3.4.2 Smartphone Sensors

During use, the accelerometer of the smartphone records the motion data. The app
can be used without sending the sensor data. Thus, acceptance can be assessed in
this regard at the end of the evaluation.
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3.4.3 Biofeedback

The determination of the pulse can also provide information about the data quality.
However, an increased pulse can also be the normal condition of a test person. So this
information is only useful and can only be evaluated if the pulse has been measured
several times. This measurement is not mandatory.

3.4.4 Compliance Profiles

One entry should be made every day. It is expected that a test person will use the app
for at least one week. If these two factors are met, the user is considered compliant.

Therefore, the compliance profiles were adapted to the specific requirements of
this app (see Table 1).

This quantification of user compliance can be used in the later evaluation of the
data and for comparability with the data obtained. It is possible that the daily number
of entrieswill not remain the same. Therefore, itmust be averaged over the duration of
use. In addition to the duration of use and frequency, additional factors are recorded:

• Are the entries always made at the same time?
• Is the app opened via the push notification or are entries made with a reminder?
• Does the daily usage frequency ofworking days change compared to theweekend?
• Does the number of daily entries fluctuate strongly?

Table 1 Special compliance profiles

Duration of use Frequency of use Compliance profile

Under 1 week −1 Once daily 1 Sample user 0

Under 1 week −1 2–5 times daily 2 Intensive sample
user

1

1–2 weeks 1 Daily 1 Short-term user 2

Under 1 week −1 Over 5 entries
daily

3 Very intensive
sample user

2

1–2 weeks 1 2–5 times daily 2 Sample intensive
users

3

Over 2 weeks 2 Once daily 1 Long-term user 3

1–2 weeks 1 2–5 times daily 2 Short-term
intensive users

3

Over 2 weeks 2 2–5 times daily 2 Long-term
intensive users

4

1–2 weeks 1 Over 5 entries
daily

3 Short-term high
intensive user

4

Over 2 weeks 2 Over 5 entries
daily

3 Long-term high
intensive user

5
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3.4.5 Problems

The following problems were encountered in the conceptual design of the study:
Selection Bias: The available testers are UASK members. The majority of the

students are of typical age and have grown up with a smartphone.
Information Bias: There is no way to verify the correctness of the data entered.

Not only deliberate wrong entries but also unconscious wrong entries are possible.

4 Conclusion and Outlook

It can be assumed that medical apps will gain in importance over the next few years;
patient compliance will also become more important. So, compliance should be
included in the testing.

The described remote testingmethod is easy to implement and individually adapt-
able to the app Therefore, the compliance profiles were adapted to the specific
requirements of this app.

The usability and compliance are strongly correlated. Therefore, the usability
should also be tested.

Furthermore, the described method can be used after the product has been placed
on the market to evaluate the long-term compliance of the user. For this purpose, a
point system is to be developed in further research in order to simplify the measure-
ment of compliance and to be able to display it simply and directly to the practitioner
so that no additional expense is incurred.

With the help of different measuring point statements about the data quality can
be made. An increase in pulse, as well as hectic movement of the smartphone and
the comparison of the input duration with the expected values, can determine a stress
level and thus put the data input into a context.

Future research will evaluate whether the determination of user profiles can also
be done remotely. It should also be investigated what consequences it has if the user
is categorized into a certain user group.

The described remote test concept is to be comprehensively tested in a study at the
University of Applied Sciences Kaiserslautern using a stress diary app. The results
of this study will be incorporated into the concept and refined.
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Linking the Linguistic Resources Using
Graph Structure for Multilingual
Sentiment Analysis

Mohamed Raouf Kanfoud and Abdelkrim Bouramoul

Abstract Sentiment Analysis aims to analyse a large amount of data to infer and
deduce the different opinions expressed therein. It would be interesting to link several
linguistic resources and tools to combine their advantages and obtain a result as
close as possible to reality. Moreover, creating a new lexicon either manually or
automatically is time-consuming and needs considerable efforts. This paper proposes
a new approach to build a polar lexicon by using the existing resources to generate
a rich and time-saving one. Nevertheless, not all linguistic resources have the same
structure. It is then challenging to use them together at once. We propose to map
the resources into the graph structure, where the nodes represent the words, and the
edges represent the relations between the nodes, thus the words. The obtained results
are promising, F1-measure was 0.82 for the English language, and accuracy ranged
from 0.76 to 0.98 for all other languages used in the experiment.

Keywords Sentiment analysis · Linguistic resources · Relationship ·
Multilingual · Lexicon-based approach · Graph-based

1 Introduction

Sentiment Analysis (SA) is a task that aims to determine the polarity of what people
say about the products, persons, events, or anything else. The reviews are published on
different websites and social media networks such as commercial websites, movie
review websites, Facebook, and Twitter. One of the approaches used in SA is the
lexicon-based approach. It aims to get the word’s polarity either positive or negative.
The words are attributed a subjectivity scores ranging from −5 to +5, for exam-
ple. Positive words express a desirable state. Meanwhile, negative words express
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an undesirable state. The creation of these lexica is not easy; it is a laborious task.
Besides, there is not a lexicon for each language. In addition, lexicon-based methods
depend on the availability of the lexicon for the language in question, and having
a lexicon that covers all words in the language is almost impossible. Another faced
problem is that the linguistic resources do not follow the same structure and then are
mutually incompatible. The contribution of this paper consists of two parts: first, the
creation of multilingual lexicon by linking different linguistic resources in several
languages; second, the proposition of a new process to find the word in the lexicon,
which is based on Dijkstra’s algorithm [7].

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 presents related work.
Section3 describes the proposed approach along with foundations and the process.
Then, the evaluation and the results are described in Sect. 4. Meanwhile, Sect. 5 sums
up the remarks and observations over the obtained results. Finally, Sect. 6 provides
some conclusions and future work.

2 Related Work

The creation of a lexicon automatically started earlier and has been done for multiple
languages. One of the earliest works is [11]; the authors have used a seed set of
1336 adjectives hand-labelled (657 positive, 679 negative), and to enlarge the list
they have used the intuition if two adjectives are conjoined by the word “and” they
probably have the same polarity, and if they are conjoined by the word “but” it
implies that they have different polarity. In [13], another process of creation has been
presented. It is based on synonyms in WordNet to measure the semantic orientation
of adjectives; using this relation between the synsets aids to propagate the list of
polar words. Meanwhile, [8] describes creating the first version of SentiWordNet
(SWN), also using WordNet as a base resource. They get the orientation (PosScore
and NegScore) of words in the function of the gloss of synsets. Furthermore, the
authors published the version 3.0which is an enhanced version of SWN.TheSWN3.0
was released with WordNet version 2.0 [1]. SentiWordNet is constructed to cover
English words because it is based onWordNet. Other researchers prefer to create new
lexicons adapted to their purposes or translate existing lexica to the languages used
in their work. In [4], the authors presented an openmultilingualWordNet, combining
the WordNet with open licences, data from Wiktionary, and the Uni-code Common
Locale Data Repository. The authors in [2] have based on linking the four resources:
EWN, AWN, ESWN, and SAMA, to create a large-scale Arabic sentiment lexicon
for Arabic opinion mining. Researchers in the field widely use the sentiment analysis
approaches based on the lexicon [17]. They adopted a lexicon-based approach to get
the word’s subjectivity in the text, besides applying some adjustments such as the
intensifiers and shifters to calculate the final score of word’s subjectivity. The authors
of [5] investigate the keyword extraction based on the graph structure. The graph is
constructed by a textual representation where the nodes represent the words and the
edges represent the co-occurrence of those words. After that, the authors applied
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the degree centrality measure to select the top five hundred words to treat them as
the final keywords used to determine the polarity of the review pattern. Another
work [18] proposed semi-supervised learning for text classification using a graph
representation along with label propagation. The authors claim that using a graph
representation can overcome the shortcomings of the bag-of-words representation,
especially for short documents.

Accordingly, we propose to develop an approach to exploit all previously created
resources (Lexica, Dictionaries, Thesauri) to avoid creating another new one for each
research and bypass the translation pre-process for the word where no polar lexicon
exists. Besides, our goal is to analyse texts in different languages without detecting
the language of the word before getting its polarity from an adequate lexicon.

3 The Proposed Approach

The proposed approach, namely GraLexi (GRAph LEXIcon), is based on two
processes. The first one is the generation of the multilingual lexicon by linking and
mapping different existing linguistic resources. The second is the process of finding
the word in the previously generated lexicon.

3.1 GraLexi Foundations

It is important to mention that we have adopted the structure of the graphs [9] to
unify and represent the different linguistic resources on the proposed approach,
besides being benefitted from the mathematical features on which the graphs are
based. In the following, we define the different components and vocabulary used
in GraLexi. Firstly, we have three types of nodes: (i) Node represents the words
(words are extracted from the resources). (ii)Polar node comprises the polarity (e.g.,
positive/negative). (iii) Link node links the sub-graphs. To clarify, we call Labelled
Node the node directly connected with a Polar Node, otherwise, we call it Unlabelled
Node. The edges (arcs) represent the relation between the nodes. In the proposed
approach, we distinguish two types of relations: (i) Direct relation keeps the same
polarity between the connected nodes. (ii) Indirect relation inverses the polarity of
the previous word. Note that we used “words” and “terms” interchangeably.

The new added component to the graph in our contribution is called the Token.
The Token is a mobile component in the graph representing the input word (entered
by the user) for which we want to find the polarity. It will get through the graph,
node by node, to find a similar node. We distinguish two types of Tokens. The first
one is called the original Token (the term at input, i.e., the word extracted from the
text we search its polarity). The second one is called the sibling Token, generated by
the Workers (c.f. Generation step in Sect. 3.2). The sibling Tokens are generated in
order to increase the chance to find at least one of the Tokens (original or siblings).
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Obviously, the probability of finding m elements with m > 1 in a set of n objects is
higher than finding one element in n objects m

n > 1
n .

3.2 GraLexi Process

In this subsection, we develop the GraLexi process, from the generation of the
graph (transform the linguistic resource to the graph structure) until obtaining the
word’s polarity. The proposed process illustrated in Fig. 1 is composed of three steps.

1. Mapping generates the graph from linguistic resources. With this intention, we
extract the terms and relate them with a type of relationship defined in the lin-
guistic resource in question such as the polarity for lexicon, translation found in
dictionary, and synonym and antonym in thesaurus.

2. Generation generates the sibling Tokens from the original Token by means of
the Workers; see Fig. 1 step 2. The Worker is the modifier of the original Token.
Hence the Token generated by theWorker is called sibling Token. Also Fig. 1 step
2 shows the relations between the original Token, the Workers, and the sibling
Tokens, in addition to Worker’s level.

3. Finding finds the term’s polarity. It is the essential step in the proposed approach,
in which we apply the search algorithm, in purpose to find the similar nodes to
the sibling Tokens in the graph. Therefore, it calculates the polarity of the original
Token. The polarity calculation relies on the path (or sub-path) that connects the
labelled node with the found node (node has the same value of the sibling Token);
see Fig. 2.

The general formula to calculate the final polarity is introduced in (1).

Polari t y = Pk ×
n−1∏

j=k

t j (1)

Fig. 1 Mapping the exiting linguistic resources, generating the sibling tokens using the Workers,
and finding at least one of the tokens in the graph
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Fig. 2 A sample of the path from the labelled node (has the order k) to the found node (has the
order n)

where k represents the order of the labelled node, Pk the polarity of the labelled node
in the path which has the order k, n the order of the similar found node (similar to
the sibling token), and t j the type of relation j (whether direct or indirect) between
two linked nodes.

We propose two search strategies: (i) Bottom-Up, starts from random node to the
searched Token. For this there are two variants: the first one is Forward sufficient, if
the taken path has at least one labelled node. Otherwise Rollback needed starts from
the found node to the nearest labelled node. (ii) Top-Down it is the reverse one of
Bottom-Up. It starts by a Polar Node until finding the similar node (similar to the
sibling token).

As mentioned before, the generation of more than one sibling Tokens aims to
improve the chance to find the original Token’s polarity. One question should be
asked: which one among the sibling Tokens generated for the same objective (finding
the original Token’s polarity) is to be taken? To answer this question, three strategies
of choice are proposed and detailed below: (i)By order:According to the First Come
First Serve (FCFS) strategy, it chooses the polarity of the first sibling token, returned
by the search algorithm. (ii) By priority: It chooses the polarity of the sibling token
generated by the Worker that has a high priority over other Workers (the priority
of Worker is defined by the user beforehand). (iii) By dominance: It chooses the
polarity of the sibling token belonging to the majority class.

3.3 Example

This example illuminates theGraLexi process. Take the Spanishword “Bueno”, for
instance. The goal is to infer its polarity (positive or negative) as illustrated in Fig. 3.
We used three Workers with different configurations: Neutral, Translator (English),
and Translator (French) to generate three sibling Tokens (i.e., Bueno, Good, and
Bien). Next, in the finding step, Dijkstra’s algorithm was applied to search them.
In this example only “Good” and “Bien” were found. The found token generated
by the Worker with the highest priority will be used to calculate the polarity of the
original Token (i.e., “Good”). Then, based on the following: (i) The taken path from
Root to node of the word “Good” (c.f. Fig. 3 The path). (ii) The Worker type (the
type of Translator Worker is direct). (iii) Applying the proposed Eq. (1). We infer
the polarity of the Spanish word “Bueno”, in that case was positive.
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Fig. 3 The process of Finding and Choosing the token in the graph

4 Experimentation

In order to evaluate the proposed approach, we implemented the graph using Python
programming language1 along with a Python package NetworkX2 [10], which pro-
vides a programming interface and graph implementation. For the resources, we
chose the following: ArabicWordNet (AWN) [3] for Arabic words, FrenchWordNet
(WOLF) for French words [15], WordNet 3.0 (WN) for English words [14], and for
polarity (words bearing sentiment) we chose the two resources: SentiWordNet3.0
(SWN3.0) [1] and MPQA Subjectivity Lexicon (MPQA) [19].

4.1 Experimental Setup

The constructed graph should encompass labelled words (the word’s polarity is
known either positive or negative) where the graph created by these words is called a
polar graph (for polarity graph nature). To do that, two resources are used in parallel.
The SWN3.0 then MPQA. In view of the SWN3.0 structure, we have selected words
with the following conditions:

– Words that have PosScore ≥0.1 or NegScore ≥0.1;
– Words that have different PosScore and NegScore;
– If two similar words have different scores, we take the word that has the maximum
difference between the two scores (i.e., PosScore and NegScore).

Secondly, we mapped WOLF and linked the Synsets with the corresponding one
in WN3.0 to create the sub-graph G_WOLF. Thirdly we redo the same mechanism
forAWN to getG_AWN. Finally, we combined the generated sub-graphs above to get
one Graph used in the evaluation. Figure4 illustrates an extracted part of the graph.
Besides, we repeated the previous process after replacing SWN3.0 with MPQA. We
linked the positive words with the Positive Polar Node and the negatives words with

1 Python version 3.7.
2 NetworkX version 2.4.
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Fig. 4 A sample extracted from the graph used in the evaluation

the Negative Polar Node in the graph. At the end, we got two graphs: the first one
based on SWN3.0 and the second is based on MPQA.

We utilized a Top-Down procedure (discussed in Sect. 3.2) and we adopted the
Dijkstra’s algorithm [7] to find the shortest path between the Polar Node and the
Similar Node (the searched word). Also, we used two Workers: (i) Neutral (the
neutral Worker keeps the same value of the Token in input). We used it along with
English, French, and Arabic languages. (ii) Translator (translate the Token’s value
to a specified language). We used it along with Spanish and German languages.

4.2 Experimental Results

To evaluate and show the benefits of the proposed approach on multilingual and
language-independent cases, a list ofwords fromfive languages (English [12], French
[6], Arabic [16], Spanish [6], and German [6]) are used. As some list contains less
than 2000 words, we selected 1000 words from each one to have portions equitably.
That makes 2000 words (1000 positive words and 1000 negative words) and in total,
10000 words from the five languages.

We ran three times the Finding process. For each run 10000 words are randomly
selected. The accuracy, recall, and F1-measure are calculated and outlined in Table1.
Then, we will discuss the results in the next section.

5 Discussion

The proposed approach gives accuracy (0.98) and recall (0.70). At the same time,
the effectiveness depends on some specifications which we report in the following.

The effectiveness of the proposed approach depends on the choice of labelled
words. We have noticed considerable enhancing on accuracy, by changing the polar
graph from G_SWN to G_MPQA. The accuracy increased from 0.77 to 0.98 (+0.21)
for the English language. Besides, we recorded an increasing of +0.12 for French,
an increment of +0.16 for Spanish, and +0.15 for German.
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Table 1 Experimental results

Language Graph #Nodes #Edges Accuracy Recall F1-score

English G_SWN 056198 177911 0.77 0.72 0.74

G_MPQA 013234 029997 0.98 0.70 0.82

French G_SWN +
G_WOLF

127646 304862 0.71 0.65 0.68

G_MPQA +
G_WOLF

095849 159632 0.83 0.64 0.72

Arabic G_MPQA +
Undia-
critized

038548 198808 0.75 0.24 0.37

G_MPQA +
Diacritized

032695 216203 0.76 0.15 0.25

Spanish G_MPQA +
Fr

095849 159632 0.80 0.43 0.56

G_MPQA +
En

013234 029997 0.90 0.58 0.70

German G_SWN 056198 177911 0.75 0.63 0.68
G_MPQA 013234 029997 0.90 0.46 0.61

The choice of theWorker also could affect performance. For Spanish, we used two
Workers of type Translator (English/French). We notice that the accuracy increased
from 0.80 to 0.90 (+0.10) and the recall increased from 0.43 to 0.58 (+0.15) by using
two different Workers.

Using a rich lexicon asSWNenhances the recall of the system.Meanwhile, it could
decrease the accuracy due to the overlap of sentiment words between their relation
(Synonyms, Antonyms). As shown in theGerman language, the recall increased from
0.46 to 0.63 (+0.17).

The characteristics of language influence the proposed approach’s performance,
as studied with the Arabic language. When we used only undiacritized words, we
have increased the value of recall from 0.15 to 0.24 (+0.09).

Before concluding, it is worth noting that we got the words’ polarity of French,
Arabic, Spanish, and German languages without using any polar lexicon for these
languages.We just based the investigation on one polar lexicon (i.e., SWNorMPQA)
and related the differentwords respecting some relations (e.g., Synonyms,Antonyms,
Equivalent in other languages).

The proposed approach GraLexi aims to find the words’ polarity regardless of
the language, which is very useful, especially in the multilingual sentiment analysis
field.
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6 Conclusion

This paper proposed a new approach to create a multilingual lexicon for sentiment
analysis by linking and exploiting the different existing linguistic resources. In our
experiment we mapped the following resources, WN, AWN, WOLF, SWN, and
MPQA into one graph to unify their structures. Next, we applied the Dijkstra’s
algorithm to find the words from word lists of five languages (English, French, Ara-
bic, Spanish, and German) to show the language independent of GraLexi. For
the English language, we reported an F1-score attaining 0.82. Meanwhile, accuracy
ranged from 0.76 to 0.98. Then we discussed the results obtained in the experimen-
tation and how the choice of resources and the characteristics of the language can
affect the final result. Given the encouraging results, we tend to continue developing
the proposed approach by considering the word’s context, Part of Speech tags (PoS),
and enlarging the graph to be cross-domain. Some extensions can be done on the
graph’s structure, such as adding weights to the edges (relations between words),
besides using the intensifiers (weaken, strengthen) to adjust the polarity. We also
suggest applying a pattern matching between terms instead of using exact matching
to increase the Recall.
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Chinese Social Media (Weibo) as a Tool
to Advance Participatory Management
During the Pandemic Period

Xiaoxu Liang , Naisi Hua , and Yu Zhang

Abstract Holistic cultural heritage management is one of the most important
components of sustainable urban development strategy, especially in the rapid urban-
ization context. In line with it, social media have been carried out as an effective tool
to enhance community engagement in the decision-making process of the urban
heritage renewal project. However, researches on how social media could support
people-centered heritage management and evaluate based on the collected data are
still limited. Taking Lijiang, Pingyao, Suzhou, Macau, and Kulangsu as case studies,
this article proposes an assessment framework to analyze the users’ posts’ informa-
tion, such as geo-location, texts, and photos on Weibo. Besides, it offers an insight
into the context of the COVID-19 pandemic period. This research further explored
the form of the online community aiming to reveal the current state of online partici-
patory practices in China. As shown in the result session, the participatory degree, to
a great extent, remains in the informing and consulting levels. The article concludes
that the public participation in the inclusive heritage management process is still
at a nascent level. More digital tools should be encouraged to apply to the cultural
heritage management field.
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1 Introduction

The development of the Authorized Heritage Discourse in China is accompanied
by new global aspirations [1]. Effective actions and holistic approaches are under-
taking to contain the cultural identity, the sense of place, the value of the heritage and
human environment, and the notion of authenticity [2]. The introduction of the HUL
approach to China stands out as a “bottom-up” expression of social values and social
choice. A series of relevant activities were organized by the World Heritage Institute
for Training and Research in the Asia-Pacific Region (WHITRAP) on promoting
HUL approach since 2014. During this COVID-19 epidemic period, China set a
paradigm in the worldwide level to face this sudden global crisis. Some effec-
tive and efficient approaches even have been taken by the Chinese government to
enhance public participation in the urban renewal process taking advantage of this
quarantine period. However, researches on evaluating and illustrating the participa-
tory governance are still limited, and effective online tools to involve residents in
decision-making have yet to be explored adequately.

Following the introduction, the literature review states the contribution and devel-
opment of HUL in China; the role of social media in the heritage protection
process, and the possible assessmentmethods on community engagement. The article
continues with the construction of the assessment framework from data acquisition,
collection to the analysis process. The results detailed and further explained the
statistics concerning general information of the Weibo posts and users, evaluation
of the normalized texts, and mapping of the online-posted pictures. The conclusion
part ends the article with several reasonable suggestions and thinking.

2 Background

2.1 The Historic Urban Landscape Approach

Historic Urban Landscape (HUL) is a sustainable and holistic approach to cultural
heritage management, promoted by UNESCO since 2005 with the announcement
of Vienna Memorandum [3]. Applying the HUL approach in the local context
is explained along with highlighting the value of community in 2011 [4]. Since
then, community Engagement, as one of the four tools of the HUL approach, gains
increasing attention in the international heritage conservation field [5]. HUL can
better recognize cultural diversity and the dynamic nature of urban heritage in the
context of rapid globalization and urbanization [6]. It encourages to consider not
only the attributes and values of various resources but also the heritage site itself [7].

The role and values of the community are reconsidering, accompanied by the
growing awareness of the people-centered concept and collaborative planning [8, 9].
Various stakeholders are categorized into two main groups as core communities and
broader communities [10]. Residents who are living inside or near the heritage sites
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are recognized as the core community. At the same time, the definition of the broader
community is far more inclusive, such as professionals, scholars, governments, real
estate companies, and people who care about this topic [11].

Chinese practices in the cultural heritage properties also attract the attention of
worldwide scholars with heated debate. Bandarin and Van Oers have noticed that
the Luoyang method in China set a good example for the following urban heritage
protection projects by effectively avoiding the damage to underground construction
[12]. On the contrary, the loosening of the regulatory system in the rural heritage
projects due to the passive position of economic discourse could partially result in
negative endings [13]. The importation of the HUL approach in China occurred a
couple of years later than the Western countries. It is believed that improving the
living conditions of residents and the authorization of sharing benefits from urban
heritage conservation could benefit the sustainable urban development in China in a
long-term view.

2.2 Social Media and Cultural Heritage

Social media offers a platform to involve more stakeholders, such as grassroots
and experts with distance, to take part in the cultural heritage conservation process
[2]. It plays a core role in the digital era to promote communication and collabora-
tion among those profit mattered community. Online community as a new form of
community is born in the digital landscape heritage context. Internet users gather
for a specific common goal or topic to organize their practices, collect opinions, or
exchange relevant information [14]. Online community differs from the so-called
traditional community due to the latitude of the time, places, occupations, ages, and
other possible barriers. It enables stakeholders from different groups to discuss and
communicate far easier.

Majority of researches on the utilization of social media in cultural heritage
conservation topics is Western based. The hue and brightness of the tweeted images
(pictures posted on Twitter) are illustrated to map the smart city [15]. The role of
Facebook played in the two-way communication between residents and govern-
ments is discussed in the urban planning project of Jordan [16]. Narrative studies
are done with the aid of Facebook in collecting unofficial histories as a kind of
digital archive [17]. Geotagged Instagram posts are visualized to reassembling the
city of Amsterdam [18]. Pictures, tags, and real-time geo-location from Flickr are
documented to reflect locals’ and tourists’ preferences and the political and religious
issues in the historic city of Tripoli, Lebanon [19]. A new way of collaborating with
the Chinese local government to stop removing the Dafo temple in Guangzhou is
explored by tracing the information flow of a complaint post on Weibo [20]. There
is an urgent need to develop social-media-involved cultural heritage studies in the
Chinese rapid urbanization context.
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2.3 Assessment for Public Participation

The judgements and comments on the community engagement of the urban heritage
renewal projects in China are easy to be found. A community-government collabo-
ration paradigm is the restoration project of Tianzifang, Shanghai; the living envi-
ronment is significantly improved [21]. While in the Gulou renewal project (Beijing)
in 2012, the action of forced relocating of more than 100 families is considered as a
negative sample in the urban heritage conservation field [22]. The on-site workshops
in the renewal process of Shuangwan village, Jiangsu, are seen as a media to make
an effort on the right of discourses from a bottom-up way [13].

The value and transformation of communities should be evaluated and moni-
tored in the urban resource management, where different resources have different
levels of value [23]. The opinions on the structure of the assessment framework to
measure and valorize the participatory level remain divergent in the worldwide level.
A framework is built to evaluate the quality of life of citizens to indicate the level
of smartness of citizens in a residential area of Turin, Italy [24]. The E-governance
participatory defining system can be introduced to the cultural heritage management
field. Similarly, IAP2 as a guide to describing stakeholders’ engagement process can
be shaped to evaluate the online public participation as well.

3 Methodology

The study attempts to gain a deeper understanding of the online community engage-
ment degrees by analyzing continuous data from the beginning of 2020 when the
COVID-19 went from outbreak to stabilization in China. Data is collected from
Weibo, one of the most widely used social media in China by accessing the Applica-
tion Programming Interface (API). The brief roadmap can be demonstrated from four
main steps. First of all, targeted heritage objects are obtained from theWorldHeritage
List (WHL). Following that, a series of data is extracted from Weibo by advanced
searchingwith the city-level attribution of selected sites and cultural heritage synony-
mously linked with Proximity Operators in Chinese. Afterwards, a self-examination
process is carried out to weed out the duplicated posts, and an active purification
is supplemented to acquire a sufficient database. The final step is the analysis and
visualization of the filtered posts in terms of its geo-location, text, and images.

3.1 Case Determination

The study is designed and further developedwithin theworld cultural heritage sites in
China. Up to 2020, China ranked the first place (paralleled with Italy) in theWHL by
owning 55 inscribed world heritage properties, in which 37 are of cultural heritage,
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along with 15 natural heritage and 4 mixed properties. In terms of focusing more on
urban heritage, we set up a filter with the location in the urban area with a certain
number of residents to ensure the sufficiency of the data volume and the diversity
of the samples. As a result, cases that meet the requirements are listed as the Old
Town of Lijiang, Yunnan (1997), the Ancient City of Pingyao, Shanxi (1997), the
Classical Gardens of Suzhou, Jiangsu (1997, 2000), the Historic Centre of Macau
(2005), Macau, and Kulangsu, Fujian (2017).

3.2 Data Acquisition

The screening process is first defined by a series of keywords which should contain
both the geographical information and the cultural heritage attribution. Proximity
Operators are applied to show the relationships with all the individual words. The
draft of searching string is translated from Chinese as follows: (Lijiang or Pingyao
or Suzhou or Macau or Kulangsu) and (((Urban or Architectural) and Heritage) or
(Historic and (City or District or Building)) or (Urban and (Renewal or Regenera-
tion)) or (Traditional and (Architecture orDistrict)) or (Historical Relic Protection) or
(Heritage Sites Conservation) or (Old and (City or District or Building or Houses))).
It seems a bit redundant in English due to the completely different language system
between English and Chinese. Once the samples are extracted, it is first necessary to
remove the duplications by adding a line of specific code into the programming.

Unlike most of the social media platforms, Weibo composes of three original
websites: weibo.cn;weibo.com;m.weibo.com.Among those,weibo.cn is considered
with a broader threshold of posts’ documentation and users’ statistics. The study tests
and obtains the API interface and associated interface parameters from the Chrome
browser, using Python as the programming language and using cookies to simulate
browser access. Requests are sent via the Python re-quests library. The returned data
is further parsed by the Python libraries LXML, Beautifulsoup, Regular Expression,
etc. The time complexity for this operation is O(n).

3.3 Data Selection

Three steps are needed in the selection process on programming and by manual
filtering to purify the acquired posts. Firstly, 180 duplicated posts with identical
field content and the same poster are excluded automatically by programming. Then,
according to the attribution of the posters, 336 posts from the local are picked out.
In this step, the users who are registered in the same province with the targeted
heritage sites are considered as local citizens. Following this step, the retained posts
are normalized manually based on contents which are classified into 17 categories
according to their purpose. Posts are only included in the analysis if they are suffi-
ciently relative with heritage preservation or holistic cultural heritage management.
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Table 1 The process of selection and purification of the relevant posts on Weibo

No. Cultural heritage site location Year listed Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4

1 Old Town of Lijiang 1997 227 190 33 11

2 Ancient City of Pingyao 1997 182 175 46 23

3 Classical Gardens of Suzhou 1997; 2000 372 367 100 29

4 Historic Centre of Macau 2005 231 212 22 13

5 Kulangsu: a historic international settlement 2017 481 369 135 43

Sum 1493 1313 336 119

Postswhich areweighted as the record of daily activities, report on restoration project,
collective memory, and advertisement are screened out. Both the texts and pictures
of the rest 110 posts were considered to have a strong association with participatory
management and could be used for further analysis. Table 1 gives a summary of the
data selection process.

3.4 Data Analysis

The posts were analyzed in three aspects: general data, texts, and images. They are
recounted and analyzed for posting time (monthly), genders of posters, posts from
the local/tourists, posts with/without images, and posts by celebrities/common users.

The texts are manually divided according to the aim of the contents into 14
groups: heritage value sharing, lectures, exhibitions, official announcement, archive,
complaint, feedback on questioning, suggestions,workshops, collaborative planning,
collectivememory, the record of daily activities, advertisement, and report on restora-
tion projects. The posts that belonged to the last four groups are removed since they
were considered irrelevant to the participatory activities. The remaining ten areas are
adapted to a framework with five degrees of public participation: inform, consult,
involve, collaborate, and empower [6, 25]. This gradewas taken from IAP2 Spectrum
of Public Participation to give a systematic description of how public participation
happens on social media in the Chinese context.

The subjects sort images into two groups: Spaces and Taken Scenarios. The cate-
gory of Space contains the following elements: City, Urban Landscape, Street, Court-
yard, Architecture, Architectural Details, Interior Space, Interior Decoration, Natural
Landscape,Marks, andGardening Elements. At the same time, the category of Taken
Scenarios is further separated as the conference, exhibition, tourism, food, and others.
Duplicated images are also remarked. Bymapping the posted pictures, themain focus
of the local posters who are considered taking part in participatory management.
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4 Result

The result mainly visualized the relevant number of posts of the intended heritage
sites, examined the content and amount of selected posts which are categorized into
five participatory levels, and sorted the main object of chosen pictures into two main
areas.

4.1 The General State of Weibo Posts and Posters

1013 Weibo posts (Lijiang = 190, Pingyao = 175, Suzhou = 367, Macau = 212,
and Kulangsu= 369) are obtained with their corresponding descriptive information.
The garden of Suzhou and the historic city of Kulangsu attract the most attention of
Weibo users and rank first places. Macau, Lijiang, and Pingyao appear far behind
the first group with almost 50% fewer posts. The financial situation is likely to affect
the result since Suzhou and Kulangsu are located in the coastal economic developed
region. Although Macau is in the Pearl River Delta Economic Zone, which means a
good financial condition, the difficulty of requesting a tourism visa may obstruct the
way of visitors.

The posters who shared their opinions online concerning the selected urban
heritage sites comprise a specific online community. The bar chart in Fig. 1 illus-
trates the number of men and women, the defined local citizens and tourists, and
the celebrities and common users. Men make up 60% of this community with only
a small difference from female posters. In contrast, it is clear that the majority of
users are visitors from another region, and only around 25% of users are consid-
ered as local users. Meanwhile, nearly a third of participants own more than 20,000
followers, which is far more than the registration proportion (around 3‰).

Figure 2 shows a clear upward trend in the number of Weibo posts over the past
10 months. Due to the strict lockdown policy facing the pandemic of COVID-19, the
data keeps at a low level in the first half of the year. Following a small peak in June,
the total number of posts shrank noticeably from 82 to 68 in July. It is corresponding
with the short relaxing period with the loosening restrictions of intra-urban traffic
movement. The number increases dramatically in the following period alongwith the
opening of regional boundaries. By the end of October, the number of posts reached

Fig. 1 Components of posters under the urban heritage conservation topic
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Fig. 2 Monthly Weibo posts during the pandemic period in China (01/01/2020–31/10/2020)

almost five times in July and 20 times in January. Up to now, people still are allowed
to commute freely between different destinations with the personal health code.

4.2 Evaluating Participatory Degrees According to the Texts

The texts are examined manually by content analyzing and categorized into the
five participatory levels. It is cheerful to have some findings in the involving and
collaborating level which is the relative advanced phase of participation. Although
the proportion of involving and collaborating takes only 6% of the total, it has a
significant meaning as a double-way communication. Posting activities focus more
on sharing heritage values to broader audiences and passively receiving the official
announcement from the government-controlled ID and the education-oriented infor-
mation from other celebrities. Nine out of ten users remain in the one-way commu-
nicative level, which is the most fundamental degrees of this assessment framework
(Fig. 3).

Fig. 3 Participatory degree assessment in the cultural heritage management process in China
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Fig. 4 Classification of Weibo posted images (01/01/2020–31/10/2020)

It is a pity that after such a long searching and checking procedure, no post has
been found to represent the empowering level of participation. The reasons could be
the remained reliance on paper documents, the exclusive operation environment to
older people, and a still top-down process of engagement.

4.3 Reading and Mapping of the Pictures

The abstracted information from images reflects the public’s focus and interests in
the urban heritage set (Fig. 4). It is apparent from this table that local participants are
most interested in architectural detail; the specific components of the building façade
such as doors, windows, and bricks are most often photographed. The attention on
the buildings and streets is preceded only by the architectural detail with a nearly
halved number of pictures. The other spatial elements are almost in the same range
of concern, while the courtyard received the least attention as the design element that
appeared the least frequently among the five sites. It seems that physical spaces and
elements close to the human body in scale are more popular.

The illustration of the picture-taken scenarios shows that exhibitions have consid-
erable attractions to the local users. Tourism, Food, and Conference are likely not so
important to their social life and online community. The result from the analysis of
image categories shows that the poster’s involvement in heritage preservation exists
on multiple levels, even in unconscious situational interactions.
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5 Conclusion

Although the public participation toward inclusive heritage management in China is
still in the early stage, the status quo still reflects a bright future to improve due to
the popularization of social media and smartphones. The article offers a new way
to evaluate and present the public participation level through social media in China.
The result conducted that the number of participants may largely associate with the
financial situation of the city. Urban heritage sites which are located in the more
developed area have attracted noticeably more attention. Besides, the general trend
of posting activities is tightly linkedwith the regulationsmade against the COVID-19
pandemic.

Knowing from personal social media posts, the participatory level in the World
Cultural Heritage site in China is near informing and consulting. The focuses of the
citizens are mainly on the human-friendly elements, such as the details of the built
environment. The exhibition could be an effective tool to promote heritage protection
due to the great attention from the online community. The virtual exhibition could
also gain a great number of audience and should be encouraged to be held. Digital
tools should be encouraged to apply to offer frequent access to the establishment of
a systematic heritage preservation mechanism. The outcome of this research leads
a new perspective to heritage professionals and researchers to further understand
the cultural diversity and public participation in the decision-making process of the
heritage management process.
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